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ABSTRACT
CRITICAL PEDAGOGY FOR THE NON-POOR: A CASE STUDY IN CROSS^XJLTURAL
EDUCATION FOR TRANSFORMATION
FEBRUARY 1989
DONALD S. GRAYBILL, B.A., COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
M . Ed
. ,
LM I VERS I TY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ed .D.
,
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Horace B. Reed
Within the last decade, there has emerged a new field of
international "transformation education" travel programs which are
intended to raise consciousness, create empathy and promote solidarity
within North American middle-class program participants for the Third
World poor and oppressed. Such programs integrate and apply selected
elements of liberation theology, critical pedagogy and experiential
education in order to catalyze change in participant attitudes, values
and behavior that, it is hoped, will ultimately increase a
participant's future social and political advocacy on behalf of the
poor people's liberation struggle for Justice.
There is an acute lack of case study literature which docunents
and analyzes current practice, and critically assesses the efficacy of
program methods and operations In relation to program goals.
This study partially addresses this deficiency through an in-
depth qualitative investigation and analysis of one such program—the
Cuernavaca Center for International Dialogue on Development (CCIDD)
located in Cuernavaca, Mexico. From April, 1984 until June, 1985 the
vi I I
researcher conducted a field investigation of the CCIDD organ i zat iona
i
environment and program curriculum, as well as an in-depth qualitative
assessment of program effects on a total of eleven study group
participants selected frcm two different CCIDD programs. Using
primarily a qualitative research framework, the researcher (a)
identified study group participant needs, (b) charted their daily
developmental passage through the intensive ten-day experiential
program, and (c) assessed post-program effects one year after the
program's termination.
Findings indicate that the majority of study group participants
evidenced consistent changes which closely resonate with program
transformation goals, correlate to program operations, and which
participants highly attribute to program participation. Through an
analysis of the program curriculum, the author identifies a range of
principles and characteristics present in the CCIDD program which are
associated with positive research findings.
The study concludes that the CCIDD curriculum model is a
powerful, efficacious model of transformation education and critical
pedagogy for the non-poor. Relevant questions and issues pertinent to
both theory and practice, as well as reccnmendat i ons for future
research are presented.
ix
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Background
Poverty and Affluence in a Global Context
Over a decade ago, Julius Nyerere—former president of Tanzania-
ssued the fo I loving declaration to the nations of the North:
Ich
If the rich countries go on getting richer and richer atexpense of the poor
,
the poor of the world must donand a
change, In the same way that as the proletariat In the r
countries demanded change in the past. And we do donand
change. As far as we are concerned the only question at
Issue Is whether the change canes by dialogue or
confrontation. (Nyerere, 1976, p. 3).
the
Numerous studies In the past two decades have we I I
-docunented the
desperate conditions of poverty 1 and social injustice2 suffered by
millions of people in the Southern, developing nations of Africa, Asia
and Latin Anerlca. There has emerged, during the same time period, a
wealth of investigative research3 and development critiques4 which
have linked major causes of Third World Impoverishment to structural
control of the global economy by the Northern, industrialized nations
who, through maintenance of the status quo, enjoy unprecedented levels
of global wealth and prosperity.
Based upon new Insights into the dynamics of global exploitation
and oppression, Southern development advocates have proposed
restructur i ng the world economy according to principles of global
interdependence, distributive Justice and egalitarianism5 .
Governments of the North have politely listened, but have generally
2avoided making substantive changes in policy which respond to these
Third World agendas6
.
As a result, development problems continue to intensify in the
South, exacerbating the suffering conditions of the world's poor.
These conditions are a b I
i
ght w i th i n the himan race, representing both
an affront to moral conscience and a clear injustice to present and
future generations.
The Need for Popular Education and Mobi | ization
This confrontation between North and South continues. The North
continues to deal from a position of global power and privilege,
I ack i ng both the po I i t i ca I "
. .
.
wi I I and capab i I i ty to depart
significantly from what it has been doing. Domestic demands for jobs,
profits and inflationary control are dominant, and equalizing
concessions to the South are perceived as needless exercises in self-
sacrifice for which there is no domestic political constituency of any
consequence." (Falk, 1984, p. 555).
This policy gridlock has resulted in proclamations from Southern
reform advocates which cal I for popular education campaigns in
Northern countries in order to (a) inform the pub I ic conscience, and
(b) mobi I ize sufficient pol itical force so as to obi igate national
policy changes necessary for the South's liberation frcm structural
injustice (Kassam, 1983; Barry & Preusch, 1986; United Nations Non-
Governmental Liaison Service [UNNGLS], 1986). This has resulted in a
spectrim of activist, solidarity responses in the North which, among
others, include: (a) increased lobbying efforts at national (Byron,
1982) and international (Al lain, 1986) governmental levels; (b)
initiation of grass-roots development education campaigns (Brodhead,
1986); (c) development of education materials intended for use by
small global issue reflection groups (American Friends Service
Carmittee [AFSC], 1985; Sojourners, 1984); (d) efforts to insert
global education as part of public school curricula (Lamy, 1983); (e)
independent production of global education materials for use by publ i
school teachers (Development Education Center [DEC], 1981; Schukar
1983)
; and (f) advancement of global awareness within citizen
education campaigns (Rosenau, 1983; Woyach, 1983).
The community education and pol itical sol idarity effort within
the United States (U.S.) has been especially concentrated in
vociferous opposition to U.S. policies in Central America (McGinnis,
1985; Barry & Preusch, 1986). Seme of the most intense activism and
sophisticated organizing has been done by Christian "peace and
Justice" advocates who have galvanized a unique national, ecumenical
consensus against contemporary Central American U.S. foreign policy
(Inter-religious Task Force on Central America, 1984).
There are recent revelations that from 1981-1985, and possibly
continuing in the present moment, the U.S. Federal Bureau of
Investigation has "...conducted a campaign of infiltration and
surveillance against hundreds of U.S. political and religious groups
opposed to Reagan administration policies in Central America..."
(Associated Press, 1988). This amply testifies to the perceived
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threat which successful grass-roots organization and education has
ccme to represent to the national status quo.
Liberation Theology and Social Change
An undercurrent within the Christian church has worked with an
incredible amount of evangelistic fervor in Northern countries to
convert people to more radical worldview perspectives and advance the
causes of justice for the Third World poor. Their dedication and
spiritual ccrrmitment emanate from populist understandings of the
Christian faith associated with the term "liberation theology".
This theology has arisen out of the experience of the Latin
Mierican poor who have evolved a belief system and form of I iberation
praxis (Gutierrez, 1971; G i be I I ini [Ed.], 1979) which analyzes,
interprets, challenges and seeks to change both regional and
international oppression structures (Lernoux, 1980; Berryman, 1984).
Liberation theology has become a nexus of revolutionary thought and
activity and has been articulated universally to specific and general
world populations (Torres & Eagleson [Eds.], 1981).
A new phenomena is occurring whereby a radical Third World
phi losophy and be I ief system via the systemic conduits of the
international Christian church, is bypassing traditional
superstructura I controls and being injected into Northern culture,
politics and religious life (Haight, 1985). This is particularly
apparent in the recent, concerted efforts of religious activists and
theologians to articulate, develop and apply a pedagogy of liberation
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and solidarity for the "non-nnnr" -poo (Evans, Evans & Kennedy, 1987) who
are "...those with lew infant mortality rates and high life
expectancy, those above the poverty line, or, more simply, those who
are wel I
-fed.
" (Kennedy, 1987, p. 232).
The goal of unification of North and South social change
movements within a cenmon belief system, pedagogy and activist
framework that emphasizes personal and social transformation
represents a force of enormous potential, power and significance
within the larger agenda of reshaping unjust national and
international policies. Creative and deliberate contemporary
education efforts to accomplish such an undertaking— largely ignored
in academic I i terature—deserve special attention and examination in
order to assess their viability and efficacy.
International Travel Programs for Consciousness-raising
There has appeared, in recent years, a proliferation of
international travel programs designed for North Americans which are
intended to provide a direct exposure to, and interpretive knowledge
of, the real ities and conditions of the Third World poor 7
. As part of
a larger classification of educational approaches termed
"transformation education" (Evans et al., 1987), seme of these
programs fuse elements of liberation theology, experiential education
and critical pedagogy in order to provoke a process of internal
transformat ion which is hoped, in turn, will be extended into realms
of personal change and political activism.
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Such programs seek to bridge geographic, ethnocentric, socio-
economic, cultural and ideological barr iers wh ich impede affluent
Northern populations from knowing and understanding their poor
Southern counterparts. They are designed as short-term immersion
programs In which participants visit one or more countries in order
gain an experiential framework for Interpreting the realities and
dynamics of Third World poverty and oppression.
to
Statement of the Problem
Although these programs now exist, there is only scant literature
which explains the nature of such experimental education and assesses
its efficacy frcm within critical adult education perspectives (Hajek
& Evans, 1987; Hunter, 1987; Lewis, 1987; Freire, 1987). There is a
clear need for such case study docunentat ion and assessment in order
to further discourse, inform theory, and refine the pedagogical
practice represented by such approaches. Without such investigative
research, theoreticians and practitioners are denied the opportunity
to learn and grow frcm field-based praxis.
Purpose of the Study
This study is intended to address the aforenent ioned literature
deficiency through an in-depth case study examination of one such
cross-cultural adult education program—the Cuernavaca Center for
I ntercu I tura I Dialogue on Development (CCIDD) located in Cuernavaca,
Mex i co
.
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As a part of this case study,
I address the fol
questions which have been used to guide my research:
1 • What theory and principles of adult educate
lowing general
on are pertinent
to examination and assessment of such a program?
2. What are the historical, organizational and env I rormenta
I
foundations of the program?
3. What is the nature of the program as revealed in its
curriculum goals, assumptions, design principles, structure and
content?
4. What are the effects of the program as assessed through the
experiential frameworks of its participants?
5. What Is the relationship between program effects and
operat ions?
6. Finally, hew does this case study help inform current theory,
practice and agendas for future research?
Significance of the Study
This dissertation is designed as an exploratory research project.
The results are intended to:
1. Respond to the lack of specific literature concerning
international adult education travel programs dedicated to
consciousness-raising and Third World solidarity agendas;
2. Respond to the general deficiency of literature concerning
assessment of adult consciousness-raising programs (Adelman, 1981);
83. Assist educators with similar program concerns and goals in
the formulation of effective practice;
4 . Provide useful information and hypotheses to educators and
theoreticians seeking to build a more integrated theory of critical
pedagogy for the North American middle class.
Assimpt i ons
I proceed frcm the following assumptive biases which inform and
shape the nature of this study:
1. individual perceptions of reality have infinite construct
possibilities. Seme of these perceptions have tendencies towards
oppression, others texvards liberation. It is possible to be beccme
conscious of more oppressive realities and act upon them, transforming
them into more emancipatory postures.
2. Hunan beings engage in self-conscious activities, are actors
in history and can make decisions for the benefit or detriment of the
majority and minority.
3. Structural change of oppressive systems will most likely
occur when sufficient power to force change is built at grass-root
I eve I s
.
4. The techniques of experiential, nonforma I, adult education
focused on global issues can play a significant role in promoting
systemic changes that redress the causes of oppression and
exp loi tat ion
.
5 .
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t Is des i reab I e to help individuals become self-conscious of
the external forces which shape and Influence their lives, as we I I as
I ink their I ives to the oppression and freedom of others.
6. The effects of consciousness-raising education can best be
assessed from within an individual's perceptual framework of reality
and experience.
No attempt will be made to prove or disprove these assumptions.
They are I isted here to provide perspective on the particular
approaches to be used, and issues to be addressed, in the study.
Limitations of the Study
The I imitations of the study are as fol lows:
1. The findings of this study are highly context-bound to a
particular site, set of programs, participant sample and period of
time. It is an exploratory study and, as such, has limited power of
generalization to other programs and contexts.
2. I served as associate director of the organization in which
the research took place. Thus, I was in an authoritative position
helping to shape and direct the very organizational and program
contexts which I wished to research. Although I have attempted to
document my influence on the research project, it is not possible to
fully separate and account for my bias in research findings.
Organization of the Study
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I have organized the document to address the original intent and
questions of the dissertation prospectus, while at the same time
drawing upon more recent research and theory to help shape hypotheses
and present findings.
Chapter 2 reviews the literature related to examination and
assessment of critical adult education practice. This includes a look
at recent articulation of theory and pedagogy germane to the case
study being examined.
The third chapter focuses on the research design and methods
used to conduct this case study. I discuss the developmental history,
design and methods of the project as they relate to each of three
levels of investigative inquiry: organization, program and
part ic
i
pant
.
Chapter 4 presents a description of the research site which
includes a ccmprehens i ve, detai led analysis of both the organization
and the curriculun.
Chapter 5 begins by describing the methodology used to select a
participant sample, and then proceeds to introduce the program members
whose experience forms the basis of program assessment.
Chapter 6 organizes and presents the dissertation findings
pertaining to five major foci: (a) research strategies and methods;
(b) effects of participation in the research process on participants;
(c) short- and long-range effects of the curriculun model and program
experience upon participants; (d) assessment of the program goals
based on findings reported about effects on participants; and (e)
relationship of the findings to the theoretical framework established
in Chapter 2.
The seventh, and concluding, chapter is dedicated to reporting
conclusions of the study and recarmendat i ons for future research.
Def i n i t i ons
1
‘
—
berat i°n Perspective of the poor people's struggle for justice .
This represents a perspective which (a) viavs the poor as being
systematically exploited and oppressed by the rich, and (b) favors the
emancipation of the poor frcm these conditions.
2
‘ location for transformation refers to education which seeks to
transform, change and/or radically alter participant consciousness
(awareness, knowledge, understanding, attitudes, feelings, values,
belief systems) and behavior into postures which contradict, resist
and oppose oppression.
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduct inn
International travel programs which promote experiential
development of critical awareness and behavioral change within a
I I berating Christian belief system (See Footnote 7) draw their
theoretical sustenance from a confluence of many ccnmon sources and
traditions. Each of these foundations contain a diversity of
assumptions, principles and explanations which can potentially
contribute to the development of more enlightened. Integrated, and
ho I I st I c pedagog I ca
I
practice.
At the initiation of this research project in 1984, I was unable
to locate substantive I I terature wh Ich (a) articulated critical
theories of adult learning and pedagogy for the North American middle
class, or (b) examined the phenomena of existing travel programs which
are promoting development and application of such pedagogy.
Recent literature has in appeared In these fields to partially fill
that gap.
The Intent of this chapter Is, therefore, to present and review
recent I I terature which aids in formation of a broader, more
Integrated Interpretive framework in which to view and assess
International travel programs for transformation.
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Theoretical Foundations in Adult Educatinn
The Emergence of Critical Pedagogy
Early Radical Development Critiques
The early i 960 's Third World conceptual explorations of North-
South oppression relationships (Fanon, 1965; Marmi
, 1965) sparked a
Plethora of subsequent critical investigations into the dynamics of
global structural injustice. /Vnong these critiques were seminal works
of educators seeking to demyst i fy the role education plays in
perpetuation of neocolonial exploitation relationships (Freire, 1970,
1973; I I I ich, 1970; Carnoy, 1974).
Fre ire's Influence in Third World Development
Seme adult educators, both in the South and the North,
part icu I ary saw in Freire's concepts of "consc ient i zat ion" 8 a theory
of radical social change embodied in an educational philosophy
...devoted to raising the level of consciousness of the oppressed and
disadvantaged..." (London, 1976, p. 55). Fr i ere' s concepts
represented a cha I lenge to explore and develop counter-models of
education which could potentially empower local populations and,
ultimately, challenge perpetuation of exploitation relationships
(K I ndervatter
,
1979).
Frlere's philosophies and concepts, embodying the empanc
i
patory
principles and practice associated with critical theory9
,
both
ccmplemented and fueled interest in other conceptualizations of North-
South, oppressor-oppressed unequal development relationships. As a
result, many experimental adaptations of Freirian philosophy and
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pedagogical principles have occurred in Third World settings where
manifestations of oppression are often most pronounced and the
consequences most severe^.
Nort h American Interest in Critical Pedaaonv
Within the United States, Friere's notions also gained an early,
limited following. Jack London (1976) offered and early appraisal of
the relevance of Freire to American adult education. He notes:
Adu 1 1 educat ion is essent i a I I y a middle class activity thatserves the better educated, and adult educators have a 'trainedincapacity to serve the disadvantaged groups in our society (p55).... Freire's major concept of consc ient i zat ion is not now ofany importance in American adult education. But if we desire tostrengthen our democratic society through changing seme of ourcwn priorities and encouraging whatever structural changes are
needed to increase himan i zat i on
,
it is important that we testfurther... Freire's ideas in many of our adult education programs(p. 57)
.
This interest in developing a transformative pedagogy capable of
speaking to the oppressed within the political superstructure of the
United States has led to limited experimental applications of Freirian
principles in schooling environments (Schor, 1980; Schor & Freire,
1987), labor education (Aronowitz, 1983) and with "...many black,
Hispanic, Nat i ve-Amer ican
,
feminist and gay- lesbian organizations (who
have) tried to adapt Frei r ian-type education to their own ends."
(Evans et al., 1987, p. 4). However, the majority of applications
appear to have been extended to minority populations who have been the
historical ly marginal i zed and oppressed within North American culture
and society.
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in her recent literature review of adult learning theory, Sharon
Merrlam observes that although Frelrian techniques have been
successful I I y operat i ona I i zed i n Th I rd Wor I d sett i ngs
, "...it's
application in North America has been limited, perhaps due to the
necessary coro I I ary of social change" (1987, p. 195 ). The po I i t ica I I
y
volatile potential of this empowerment philosophy, originally
articulated by Friere to address Third World conditions, has (a) met
superstructura
I resistance in its d i ssem i nat ion (Giroux, 1983), and
(b) failed, until recently, to find culturally appropriate theoretical
and pedagogical hemes in which to situate.
Recent Contributions to the Literature
Merriam notes that "...theory building in adult learning is in
Its infancy." (1987, p. 189). Her literature review recognizes that
theories based on "changes of consciousness" constitute one of the
major contributing sources of developmental explorations in adult
learning theory, though she notes these theories remain largely
speculative and lack substantive supporting investigations (1987, pp.
193-196). Her survey, however, excludes seme important theoreticians
(e.g., Kolb, 1984). There are more recent essays pertaining to the
development of critical education which supercede her study (e.g. Bell
& Schniedewind, 1987; McKensie, 1987; Jarvis; 1987).
Seme of these major theoretical foundations are important to
review since they help redress aforementioned theoretical deficiencies
of adapting Freirian philosophy to American adult education.
Jack Mezirow and "Perspective Transformat
i on
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Mezi row's early work in "perspective transformation"
( 1978 ) i eaa
to his investigation and publication of a more comprehensive critical
theory of adult learning (1981).
Based on his research with women participating in college re-
entry programs. Mezirow suggests that the "...existential challenge of
adulthood involves an irregular succession of transformations in
'meaning perspect ive' ... (These are) the structure of psycho-cultural
assumptions within which new experience is assimilated and transformed
by one's past experience" (1981, p. 6).
The process of "perspective transformation" is the process of
developmental passage and growth through meaning perspectives 11 to
achieve a more critical state of consciousness. Mezirow defines this
as:
...the emancipatory process of becoming critically aware of how
and why the structure of psycho-cultural assumptions has come to
constrain the way we see ourselves and our relationships,
reconstituting this structure to permit a more inclusive and
discriminating integration of experience and acting upon these
new understandings. It is the learning process by which adults
ccme to recognize their culturally induced dependency roles and
relationships and the reasons for them and take action to
overcome them." (pp. 6-7).
Mezirow suggests this transformation begins with a "disorienting
dilemma" having symbolic meaning to an individual. As a person passes
through and masters increasingly more complex and sophisticated levels
of critical ref lex i vi ty 1 ^, the sources of "false consciousness"
(reified ideologies, myths and reality constructs) can be demystified
and newer, alternative higher- 1 eve I meaning perspectives established.
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The apex of this reflective journey is achievement of critical
consciousness from which enpanc
i patory action and liberation
potentially flew. This analysis of human development (1981. p. 8)
parallels Frelre’s (1970) concept of movement from naive to critical
consc i ousness
.
Learning, according to Mezircw, is "...the extension of one's
ability to make explicit and elaborate (to spell out), contextualize
(to make associations within a frame of reference), validate (to
establish truth or authenticity of an assertion and/or act (to
perform) upon seme aspect of one's engagement with the world" (1985,
P. 142). He proceeds to define education as the del iberate effort to
foster extension and achievement of these learning goals.
Mezi row's theoretical lineage, ccrrmon to other critical adult
educators (e.g. Freire, Schor, Giroux), is traced to the writings of
German philosopher, sociologist and member of the Frankfurt school of
critical theorists, Jurgen Habermas (1981, p. 3). He phi losophical ly
extrapolates Habermas' conceptualizations of the three primary
concerns of cognitive interest ( " i nstrimenta I action", "ccrrmun icat i ve
action", "emancipatory action") in order to identify what he posits
as the three basic domains of adult learning: (a) controlling and
manipulating the environment; (b) social interaction; and (c)
snanc
i
pat i on
,
which he equivocates with "perspective transformation"
(1981, pp. 3-24).
Within Mezi row's critical theory, this educational process is
manifested in distinct manners at the three discrete levels of
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learning. The first domain, learning to control
environment, involves acquisition of knowledge or
be more emp i r ica I
-ana
I
yt ic in educational content
and manipulate the
behavior which may
and nature (1981, P.
18).
The second domain, social interaction,
"...calls for an
educational approach which focuses on helping
.earners interpret the
ways they and others with whom they are involved construct meanings,
ways they typify and label others and what they do and say as we
interact with then." (1981
, p. 18). The role of educators within th
model is, as Mezirow states.
s
...to assist adults to learn to take the role of others todevelop empathy and to develop confidence and ccmpetenci in suchareas as resolving conflict, participating In discussion anddialogue, participating and leading in learning groupslistening expressing oneself, asking questions, philosophizing
..
e,"ent I at I ng 'in order to' motives from 'because' motives andtheorizing about symbolic interaction, (p. 18).
Mezirow views the educational enphasis of the third major
learning domain, emanc
i
pat i on
,
is perspective transformation. Here
the educator's role Is:
...helping the learner identify real problems involving reified
power relationships rooted in institutional ideologies which one
has internal i zed in one's cwn I i fe history. Learners must
consequently be led to an understanding of the reasons
embedded in these internalized cultural myths and
concomitant feelings which account for their felt needs and
wants as well as the way they see themselves and their
relations. Having gained this understanding, learners must
be given access to alternative meaning perspectives for
interpreting this reality so that critique of these psycho-
cultural assumptions is possible." (1981, p. 18).
The goal of education is, in Mezirow's view, attainment of the
central caveat of modern adult education—enhancement of a learner's
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self directed capabilities for growth and development ( 1981
, p. n).
Operating from this critical perspective, Mezlrcw challenges educators
engaged In andragogical forms adult education to refine their
operations through application of guiding principles for critical
adult education 13
.
Leon McKensie and "Worldview Education"
McKensie (1987), in an essay entitled "Worldview Construction and
Adult Education" recently observed, "A scan of the field of practice
of adult education suggests a landscape nearly barren of formal
programs supporting adults' efforts to develop personal worldviews."
(p. 230).
He advocates a perspective of adult education which has as its
purpose, as he quotes Lindeman (1961, p. 5), "...to put meaning on the
whole of life" which he Interprets as the facilitation of Individual
worldview development (p. 231). McKensie viavs Mezirow's concept of
perspective transformation as an Inadequate foundation of adult
learning theory because of its over-re I lance on what he feels are the
challengeable assumptions of critical theory that emphasize "self
analysis instead of interpretive understanding (hermeneutics) of the
world." (p. 230). He does go on to say that "...perspective
transformation can be seen as a necessary but not sufficient ccmponent
of any educational program that aims at facilitating worldview
construction." (p. 231).
McKensie asserts that each person has a personal "worldview"
which Is:
20
...a theory composed of knowledge and beliefs about the(existential ) meaning of the world.
. . .( It may be) highlydeveloped or Inchoate, complex or simple, integrated^disjointed, derived from critical reflection or accepted mere I
v
y ° f others
'
and couched in philosophically
ed or commonplace language. Most importantly, the positionstaken on meaning issues, if a person is consistent, find
expression in life praxis or behavior." (p. 231)
This essay emphasizes that "...if education for worldview
construction is to be effective, however
,
it Is necessary to take into
account the distinction between truth and meaning, a distinction that
is critical for anyone who wishes to assist adults in developing their
worldviews." (pp. 231-232). McKensie asserts this distinction is
essential in that "...much of what we accept as known facts are, under
closer scrutiny, seen to be interpretations based on i nference.
. . that
are worthy, in varying degrees, of belief or unworthy of
232). McKensie observes that the functions Intellect
belief." (p.
and reason
—
both distinct himan qualities— fol lew unique developmental paths (See
Figure 1). He further asserts that education which facilitates
Capac I ty Operation Object Product Response
Reason >Th Inking —>Ccmprehens ion —> I nterpretat ion —>Bel ief or
of meaning non-belief
Intellect ->Kncwing >Apprehens ion knowledge > Acquiesence
of truth
F
i
gure 1 . The contrast between reason and intellect. (McKensie, 1987,
p. 233).
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construction of personal worldviews (analogous to Fre ire's [1970]
concept of "stages of consciousness" and Mezirow's [1981] "meaning
perspectives") must concern Itself with both developmental levels In
order to provide a more critical, coherent worldview based on (a)
Interpretive meanings and beliefs, and (b) knowledge acquired through
apprehension of irrefutable truths (pp. 232—234).
For the critical educator involved in proactive interventions
intended to influence individual life praxis, McKensie's essay
highlights the distinct, though inseparable, ccmp I ementary functions
reason and intellect, beliefs and knowledge play in worldview
construction. These insights, by extension, should be reflected in
appropriate progran-ming choices which appeal to both these levels of
discerning I i fe purpose and meaning.
As McKens i e cone I udes
,
The unexamined life is... a life guided by impulse, prejudice
and shortsightedness. What a person holds as meaningful, a
person's worldview, is eventually expressed and instantiated
in life praxis. The critical construction of a worldview
impacts not only present society but also the future of the
hunan community" (p. 235 ).
Stephen Brookfield's "Critical Theory of Education"
Brookfield's recent writings ( 1984 , 1985 , 1986 ) offer further
rationalizations for adult education targeted on enhancement of
an individual's self-directed learning capabilities. Brookfield's
theories derive from his sharp critique of the largely unexamined
assunptive biases that underlie other modern pedagogical approaches to
fostering self-directed learning. He delineates this prejudice as:
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• •(1) the emphasis on middle cla^<? ^nifc
for studies In this mode of I Lrntnl ( 2 ?he a ^rD ' i
"
9^
use of quantitative or quas i
-quant I ?«! ve measure T ®the extent of learning and the concern itant lack of attention
' f
9
its quality; (3) the emphasis on the indi vidua" dUnstons ofsuch learning to the exclusion of any consideration of socialcontext in which It occurs, and f inal iv-
these^t ^
iSCU
J
Sion of the considerable imp l icat ions^a?se^by^
p. 60)
* questions of social and political change (1984,
Flcwing frem this analysis, Brookfield reconceptualizes adult
education as "...that activity concerned to assist adults with a sense
of control in their own lives, within their interpersonal
relationships, and with regard to the social forms and structures in
which they live." (1985, p. 46). Similar to Freire and Mezirow,
Brookfield holds that critical reflectivity is at the heart of
internal growth and changes in consciousness resulting fron successful
practice of adult education. This has implications for those involved
In critical adu I t pedagogy
:
The educator assists the adult to reflect on the manner by
which values, beliefs, and behaviors previously deened sacrosanct
030 be critically analyzed. Through presenting alternative ways
of interpreting the world to adults, the educator prompts
individuals to consider ways of thinking and living alternative
to those they already possess. For seme this consideration of
alternative will lead to a renegotiation of personal
relationships; for others it may entail engagement in seme form
or political action designed to alter other forms and structures.
At the very least a consequence of this re-creation of personal
and social worlds is a developing sense of control and autonomy
in the adult (1985, p. 47).
I n
pr I nc
I
p
briefly
order to achieve this goal, his analysis articulates six key
es of critical practice in adult education 14 which are
surmarized here:
1. Participation In adult education is voluntary.
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2. Respect for individual self-worth underlies all educational
efforts.
3. Adult education is col laborative.
4. Praxis is at the heart of adult education.
5. Adult education fosters a spirit of critical self-reflection.
6. The aim of adult education is the nurturing of self-directed,
empowered adults (1985, p. 48).
Brookfield's recognition that translation of critical theory into
practice is highly dependent upon facilitation (versus schooling)
principles, lead to his most recent work, Understanding and
Fac i I l tat I ng Adu 1 1 Learn i no (1986), which critiques historical
practice in adult education as he proposes new, alternative guiding
principles for implementation.
Brookfield's theories underscore, and complement the
empanc
i patory
,
humanistic, transformat i ve approaches to adult learning
and education I have reviewed thus far.
David Kolb's "Experiential Learning Theory"
Arising from humanistic traditions of educational thought, Kolb's
recent (1984) articulations of experiential learning theory also
contain important concepts which contribute to the overall theoretical
foundations of critical education. Kurt Lew in (1951), John Dewey
(1938) and Jean Piaget (1970a, 1970b, 1971) are the primary historical
informants of Kolb's theories. He selectively examines seme of their
major works (pp. 25-38) in order to arrive at a distillation of key
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principles which he postulates are the six major characteristics of
adult experiential learning:
1. Learning is best conceived of as a process, not In terms of
outccmes
.
2. Learning is a continuous process grounded in experience.
3. The process of learning requires the resolution of conflicts
between dialectically opposed modes of adaptation in the world.
4. Learning is an holistic process of adaptation to the world.
5. Learning involves transactions between the person and the
envi ronment
.
6. Learning Is the process of creating knowledge.
Frcm this set of characteristics, Kolb posits his own definition
and explanation of experiential learning as being "...the process
whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of
experience." (p. 38).
Kolb basical ly asserts that the process of himan development and
learning follows a continuous cycle of (a) individual experience
,
which begets (b) reflective observation about that experience in order
to extract new insights and knowledge that are applied to (c) abstract
conceptua I I zat i on of knowledge frameworks in order to generate new,
tentative hypotheses of understanding that are followed by (d) act i ve
hypothetical exper imentat Ion through experience, initiating the cycle
once again. Internal knowledge constructs are modified as learning
and growth occur as a result of continuous passage through the
experiential learning cycle (pp. 40-42).
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The structural dimensions underlying the process of
1 earning theory visually portrayed In Figure 2.
experiential
Coo<f*«
F
I
gure 2 : Structural dimensions underlying the process of experiential
learning and the resulting basic knowledge forms. (Kolb, 1984, p. 42).
Revealing his radical humanist tendenc I es
,
Kolb assesses formal
educational systems as being basically techno-sclent I f ic Institutions
of empiricist knowledge where creative, affective Idealized sources
and forms of knowledge have atrophied (p. 140). He suggests
experiential learning theory as a radical Interpretive counter-
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Philosophy to this empiricist negation of human and spiritual sources
of knowledge:
The true path toward individual and cultural development tn kfound in equal inquiry among affective, symbolic, p^ceptual andbehavioral knowledge systems. Its Intel Maent a ?
’
integrated Judgments about the future of
conflict and dialogue among these perspectives (p. 140 ).
Kolb extends his theories to human development theory:
The way learning shapes the course of development can bedescribed by the level of integrative complexity in the four
™:9|^fraffeCtiVe CCmplexlty in concrete experienceesults m higher order sentiments, perceptual complexity in
observation results in higher order observations,
symbolic complexity in abstract conceptualization results inhigher order concepts, and behavioral complexity in active
experimental I zat I on results in higher order actions (p. 140).
This experiential model of human development is representatively
portrayed in Figure 3.
Kolb asserts that the apex of integrated human development is the
achievement of integrity, that it is "...the highest level of human
functioning that we strive consciously and even unconsciously, perhaps
automatically, to reach. The mot i vat ion to achieve integrity is a
profound gift of humanity
—a desire to reach out, understand, become,
and grew, a pervasive motivation for mastery..." (p. 224).
In further exploration of this important concept, Kolb writes,
Integrity is a sophisticated, integrated process of learning of
know i ng ... The prime function of integrity and integrative
knowledge is to stand at the historical interface between social
knowledge and the ever-novel predicaments and dilemmas we find
ourselves in.... (so that) we can make some new contribution to
the data bank of social knowledge for generations to
come Integrity requires the thoughtful articulation of value
judgments as well as the scientific judgement of fact. The
essential character of this dialectic integration is one of
valuing via apprehension and creating facts via comprehension....
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In resolving
mean I ng and
227) .
the dialectic conflicts between value and
relevance, Integrity Is the master virtue
fact
,
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gure 3 : The experiential learning theory of growth and development.
(Kolb, 1 984
,
p . 141).
Kolb pictorial ly presents this relationship of Integrity to Its
constituent dialectical virtues In Figure 4 on the fol lowing page.
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INTEGRITY
Relevance
Meaning
Figure 4: Integrity as the master virtue Integrating value and fact,
meaning and relevance, and the specialized virtues of courage, love
wlsdcm and Justice. (Kolb, 1984, p. 228).
At the end of his book, Kolb compares the realization of
Integrity brought about by Integrative experiential learning to the
achievement of symbolic spiritual goals of unity, wholeness and
Integrity at the heart of many world religions (p. 229). His closing
remarks drive heme the hunanlstlc vision and cormltment he sees In
experiential pedagogy:
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men we act frcm our center, the place of truth within us actionis based on the fusion of value and fact, meaning andrelevance, and hence is totally ccmnitted. Only in personalccrrm i tment to the here-and-nov of one's I i f^ ituat?™
! I vaccepting the past and taking choiceful respons i b i I i ty ’ for ones'future, is the dialectic conflict for learning experienced Th^
on:
n
s°Ln
n
M?:
ity
F
CCmeS
Vt*
^ o? respond Mty Jore ow life. or in taking responsibility for the world weare given back the power to change it (1984, p. 230)
Just as Kolb reinforces the essential ideological currents of
Friere, Mezirow, McKensie and Brookfield's concepts of critical adult
education, he also artfully locates his phi losophy within the higher
realm of spiritual fulfil Iment and noble virtues that many critical
theoreticians tend to overlook, avoid or express in very low-key
undertones. It is precisely this ccmponent which I believe brings
purpose and life to the tenets of transformative adult education.
Peter Jarvis and the Concept of "Meaningful Experience
Jarv i
s
because "
. .
.
creat ion of
,
(1987) states Kolb's definition of learning is inadequate
learning is wider than the acquisition of, or even the
know I edge
; i t i nvo I ves skills and att i tudes as we II." ( p
.
164)
.
Jarvis observes that "...all learning has an experiential
basis.
. .Exper iences can be natural or artificially created,
apprehended by one or any ccmbi nation of the sense, the process of
thought itself, a specific situation or abstract ideas, and be
meaningful or meaningless" (p. 164).
His basic contention is that "...not every experience results in
learning, but that experience itself is only a potential basis for
learning" (p. 165). People build up exper ient ial ly and biographically
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based stocks of knowledge in their lives which provide a basis for
almost automatic, unthinking survival and social performance. This
stock of knowledge is, as Jarvis terms, "taken-for-granted" and
renai ns constant until a new experience occurs which creates a
disjunction between former experiential bases of knowledge and the
present existential moment. These moments have the potential of
learning, similar to how Mezirow conceives of a "disorienting
di lemma", to the extent a person attaches meaning to then and acts on
them reflectively, revising former knowledge constructs and creating
newer, more integrated foundations of understanding (pp. 167-169)
Jarvis concludes.
Where there is no disjunction between individuals' stock of
knowledge and their perception of the soc io-cu I tura I -
temporal world, then action may be taken for granted and
little or no reflection or learning occurs. But when
disjunction occurs, reflection may follow and then learning
might occur and the self grown and develop (p. 169).
Figure 4 depicts this refined experiential learning theory.
He also asserts with concomitant emphasis that there exist conditions
in which experience is m i seducat I ve
,
arresting or distorting the
growth of further experience and ultimately resulting in alienation or
ancmie. Environments which provide no stimulus may result in
separation of self from experience and action frcm meaning, resulting
in self-estrangement and alienation—the concept originating with
Hegel, but popularized by Marx. It is also possible for the
disjuncture between individual experience and stocks of knowledge to
be so great that the experience is meaningless, reflection cannot
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occur and new learning may be Imoossible. New percipient learning Is
required to bridge the gap of understanding and thereby ame,
, orate or
resolve Integration experience (pp. 169-171)
Self wjih
IIi«Kr.ipf,icj| —
-Potential Learning
Experience
Previous Experience
— Confirmed: Self
Reinforced
Intcrnaliuiion
A More
Experienced Person
ngure 5 : A revised model of the experiential learning process
(Jarvis, 1987
,
p. 66).
The core of Jarvis essay Is that pervasive assuriptlons In the
field of adult eduction that all experience results In learning are
false. Educators are chal lenged to take this Into account when
designing learning experiences Intended to provoke mean I ng
,
reflection, learning and enhancement of developmental growth In
certain directions.
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Theoretical Foundat ions in Liberation Theninnw
Historical Appearance
The roots of liberation theology are found primarily
j n the
existential struggle of the Latin American poor to gain freedom and
justice. For more than twenty years, during which time the poor have
ccme to refine their own critiques of their oppression in a most
sophisticated manner 1 5, this movement has taken root and captured the
poor s imagination, spirit and revolutionary cormitment to social
change (Lernoux, 1980; Haight, 1985).
Reacting to the horrid conditions of the poor in Latin America,
Catholic religious during the 1950's and 1960's became increasingly
aware of the structural foundations of poverty, often finding
themselves converted to more radical forms of political critique and
activism in solidarity with the poor. This was especially pronounced
in Chile during the rise of A I lende to power in 1970 (Lernoux, 1980).
The massive institutional rei nterpretat ions of Catholic theology and
service resulting frcm Vatican II resulted in the 1968 Second General
Conference of the Latin American Episcopal Council (CELAM) known as
the Medellin Conference. One hundred forty six bishops, seme clergy,
lay and other delegate "experts" had as their task an interpretation
of Vatican II for Latin Anerica. One major character i st ic and result
of this conference Berryman (1984) notes:
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More important than any other statement at Medel I i n wasconference methodology: rather than start i ng wi thd^!r?ne andmov.ng to aDD I icat Ions,
.
. . the bishops used l threef^d structureo real I ty/ref
I ect ion/pastoral consequences both in the overa i
i
order Of the documents (human prcmot lon/evangel i zat ion/the church
^ n StrUfUreS> and ’ internal| y. ineach documen?
C
Medel I in method" became canonized. It became cannon at pastoralmeetings to discuss the "national reality" in order to es?abMsha basic framework; at a more local level peasants would talk oflocal problems and relate than to Biblical texts (p. 27).
Freire's Influence was also at work In this conference. Berryman
cont i nues,
Seme of the individual statements of the Medel I in documents
contained codewords, for example, consc i ent i zac i on
,
which
imp I ied the whole pedagogy associated with Paulo Friere and infact a whole political practice. The bishops said that
sweeping, bold, urgent and profoundly renovating changes" were
needed, and they not only used the word "liberation" several
times, but in a typology of attitudes "conservative,
"developmental 1st" and "revolutionary" indicated thiir sympathy
with the last-named" (1984, pp. 27-28).
The major result of this conference was an institutional ly adopted
pol Icy statement that has ccme to be known as "the preferential option
for the poor" which fundamentally asserts that the poor should not
only be integrated into existing structures, but should be authors of
their own development (Berryman, 1984, p. 28).
This official sanctioning of a revol ut ionary phi losophy within
the global Catholic church has had enormous consequences. First, it
has released within the worldwide Catholic church and Christian faith
a populist counter-theology which challenges the historical epi centra I
control of the Vatican to interpret Christian meaning and mission
(Lernoux, 1980). As an institutional herald of a new, liberating
theology, this has added justification and fervor to grass-roots
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movements for sweeping structural changes, accentuated particularly
Latin American resistance to the historical hegemony of the United
States in regional affairs. These local initiatives have met sane
success and continue (Arias & Arias, (980; Lernoux, 1980; Berryman.
1984; Barry & Preusch, 1986). Thirdly, as an Inclusive theology of
liberation, it has been articulated to people of all cultures and
paths (G I be Mini [Ed.], 1979; Torres & Eag I eson [Eds.], 1981 ).
Finally, it I s a I so a theology of sol Idar I ty wh ich demands pol 1 1 leal
activism on the part of the non-poor In order to achieve ultimate
liberation frem oppression for all of humanity (Shaull, 1984;
McGinnis, 1985; Evans et al., 1987).
n
Theoretical Understandings
Gustavo
the founding
Gut i errez
pioneers
(1971, 1979,
n I iberat ion
1984) is widely regarded as one of
theology. He explains its nature:
Liberation theology as we understand it ...involves a direct
and specific relationship with historical praxis; and historical
praxis is a I i berat ion prax i s. It Implies ident i f icat ion wi th
oppressed human beings and social classes and solidarity with
their interests and struggles. It involves immersion in the
political process of revolution, so that from there we may
proclaim and live Christ's gratuitous and liberative love. That
love goes to the root of all exploitation and injustice: the
breakup of friendship with God and other people, (p. 24).
It is from within this basic theological rei nterpretat ion of
Christian beliefs that a popu I ist movement has emerged which seeks to
emancipate Christianity from the structural prisons which have, at
t imes
,
been i dent i f i ed with the elitism of the ruling cl ass . They
seek to rebirth, reclaim and reinvent Christianity as a liberating
faith of the oppressed (Lernoux, 1980; Haight, 1985).
The Practice
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Leonardo Boff, a key Brazilian liberation theologian, explains:
The prlnoipie interest of liberation theology is to generateact vity on the part of the church that wi I l aid thegf flcaciously
...Hcw can we bestow efflcacity on Christianlove? The key is to know reality better-to understand
" the '"ecr.anisms that produce poverty, and the avenuesthat can lead its victims frcm it." (1984, pp. 4_5 )
Boff continues on to describe what he terms as the three key
"mediations", or means, which liberation theology uses to achieve its
personal and social transformat i ve ends (1984, pp. 4-12):
(a) s°c i o-ana
I
yt i ca I mediation involves the use of tools of
dialectical structuralism (e.g., Marxism) in order to develop a
critical awareness of hew injustice is ideologically and systenical ly
perpetuated;
(b) Hermeneuti c mediation is the process of interpreting current
real ities frcm within the core Bibl ical understanding of salvation for
the poor and oppressed;
Pastora l pract ice wh ich refers to actions and interventions
taken by both individuals and institutions to free the poor and
oppressed based on critical soc i o-ana
I
yt ical and hermeneutic
interpretations. Boff writes, "Chr i st ians and Chr i st i an
organizations in the name of their Christian faith and conscience,
must act on the directly political and i nf rastructura I level." (p.
12 ).
The sociological dimension of practice is found in the formation
of small reflection groups carmonly called either Base Christian
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Ccrrmun i t i es (BCCs) or Base Ecclesial Communities (BECs) which
incorporate the "Mede.lfn method" and Freire's critical pedagogy in
local Biblical reflection, discernment and action (Torres & Eagleson
[Eds.], 1981). Thus, the process and rrovement are decentralized,
lacking a center of structural control, guidance or accountability
other than local. Clergy i dent i f i ed w i th i n this theological paradigm
view their moral authority as deriving from the poor, with whom the
liberating Christ is identified, and not the Vatican.
Thus, liberation theology is the praxis of adult education
operating within the emancipatory spiritual and moral Christian
tradition. United within a faith system, critical praxis has
demonstrated in Latin America its incredible force in consc i ent ic i z i ng
and pol itical ly mobi I Izing the poor (Berryman, 1984; Lernoux, 1980).
Via this theology, the liberation struggle of the poor people's
struggle for justice continues to exercise a pervasive influence on
regional affairs. Converts to this theology are now many (including
several prominent national government leaders in Nicaragua
[Cabestrero, 1983]) and are fully active in reform efforts and, in
seme instances, fueling the current civil strife throughout Central
America (Berryman, 1984)—a region where U.S. foreign policies are now
facing a diplomatic crisis of enormous proportions (Feinberg [Ed.],
1982; Stanford Central America Action Network, 1983; Blaciiman,
LeoGrande & Sharpe, 1986).
lewards a Pedagogy of Transformation for th» ^
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The Crisis
The Present Moment
In 1987, InterAction and the Overseas Development Council
col laboratively published the results of their "comprehensive survey
of American attitudes on Third World development and U.S. relations
with developing countries", the first since 1972 (InterAction &
Overseas Development Council [IA/ODC], p. 3). From among the surmary
statements of findings within What Americans Think: Views on
Development and U.S.-Thi rd World Relations ccmes the fol lowing:
Americans in general consider international developmentissues and U.S. relations with Third World countries to be lessimportant than—or even to conflict w i th—dcmest ic problems and
other U.S. foreign policy objectives. Many Americans remain
uninformed about development efforts and U.S.-Third World
relations. A major factor influencing U.S. opinion on U.S.
trade, debt, and aid policies toward development countries is
concern that U.S. policies to promote Third World development
imply econcmic losses for Americans. Support for U.S. policies
to alleviate poverty and stimulate growth in developing countries
is further limited by the American public's negative perceptions
of Third World governments, as well as widespread skepticism
about the effectiveness of aid and aid agencies (p. 3)
These negative findings are only half the story. The
positive views are also strong: while few Americans are
themselves directly involved in helping to promote poverty
alleviation and development in the Third World, a majority of
them endorse U.S. policies to promote assistance for these
efforts. Public support of U.S. econcmic aid for the developing
countries is firmly rooted in human i tar i an concern and a sense of
respons i b i I i ty (p.6)
.
Humanitarian concern, sense of
econcmic assistance may super
f
intentions of the American pub
respons i b i I i ty
cial ly ref lect
ic towards the
and endorsement of U.S.
nob I e " do-gooder
"
Th i rd Wor I d . However
,
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the detailed findings and analysis of this report present an American
conscience that is (a) seriously Ignorant of Third World affairs and
global issues, and <b) severely out of touch with the realities of
U.S. foreign policies, many of which conpletely contradict popular
opinion ( p . 21).
For a country whose national government exercises such global
power, whose citizens revere and have such an historical legacy of
democratic and humanitarian principles and yet have national policies
linked with Third World impoverishment and suffering, this ignorance
Is a moral outrage, an embarrassment and a black mark on national and
international integrity.
The Ideological Captivity of the Non—Poor
This report tends to substantiate the claims of many prominent
critical theoreticians who have investigated and analyzed the
insidious nature of cultural reproduction within the United States
(Carnoy, 1975; Bowles & Gintis, 1976; Giroux, 1983; Aronowitz &
Giroux, 1985; Shor
, 1986). As Kennedy (1987, p. 239) notes, "The so-
called middle class In North America live in an ideological cocoon of
which they are largely unaware.". This perspective views middle-class
conscience and behavior as being molded and regulated into subservient
col luslon with the larger, dominant superstructura
I
paradigm. Since
predominant value systems reflect the needs of the national economy,
the middle-class became developmental ly manipulated and imprisoned
within a paradigmatic structure In which they find
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themselves progenitors and cultural managers of elitist global
ethnocentric characterizing the status quo by which they are also
victimized (Giroux, 1983; Beder
, 1987).
Kennedy describes the seductive elements which perpetuate this
i deo logical cocoon and fa.se reality: (a) the affluence which makes
the poor invisible to the non-poor; (b) the civil religion and
sacrosanct ethnocentric myths pervasive in the dominant culture; (c)
the control of, and collusion by, the public media in perpetuation of
the cocoon; (d) educational systems which social ize citizens into
dominant philosophies and train students to f I I l superstructura
I
needS; (e) family structures which are dependent upon consumer,
success and achievement patterns dictated by the broader political
economy; (f) volunteer organizations which have transitioned from
origins of grass-roots advocacy and local accountability to
professional leadership dependent on public policies and funding; (g)
the workplace in which entrenched dcm inant cultural patterns
insidiously shape activity and conscience; and (h) re I igious
organizations and teachings which have incorporated cultural myths and
reinforce the status quo (1987, pp. 234-245).
Seme adult educators have recently added their voices (Rosenau,
1983; Jarvis, 1985; Beder
, 1987; Evans, 1987; Kennedy, 1987) to the
ranks of critical theoreticians, arguing that adult education has an
important role to play in awakening the individual and the public to
the manipulation of consciousness that occurs through hegemon i Stic
control of ideologies, information and the means of
capitalist society.
product ion i n a
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Hal Beder ( 1987 ), in an article describing the negative ways in
which the North American dominant paradigns of anpiriciem and
capitalism have implicitly affected adult education's, notes „The
-
ng 1 rect re I at lonsh I p between governmental policy (in the U.S.) and
application of power is a critical point, because it locates the
responsibility for world inequity not with multinational business, but
with you and with me." (p. 108). He concludes,
Just as adult education perpetuates the problan. It may alsopromote the solution. Adult education which helps the
disenfranchised gain control over their own lives, and which
creates awareness of the forces which perpetuates the
current world order, represents the crucial stimulus that
can trigger significant change." (p. 113).
There are many who are phi losophical ly ccrrrnitted to this stance
and are actively responding through engagement In activist,
consciousness-raising adult education efforts.
The Response
Fre ire's Presence In North America
The liberating work of Paulo Frlere, beginning in Latin America
with the poor and subtly extended throughout the Third World, has
recently been extended to much more active work within the United
States. Fre ire himself ccmes to visit with increasing frequency,
associating himself with conferences and universities, ccrrmun i ty
groups and activists, acting as a catalytic bridge between
disciplinary and ideologic divisions, issues and causes, field
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acaden
i cs
, experience and reflection. His presence has created
undercurrents of networking and liberating dialogue among a plethora
of widely divergent perspectives.
In sol idarity with his ep i stemo I og i c viewpoint that dialogue is
the true source of knowledge, Freire is surgically injecting himself,
via short-term visitations, into the forefront of grass-roots activist
critical theory, practice and discourse In North America. Freire uses
both travel and the media as means to preserve and extend his thought.
Dialogues are being published between Friere and leading critical
thinkers and practitioners in such areas as transformation education
(Shor & Freire, 1987), critical pedagogy for the non-poor (Freire,
1987) or in his current collaboration with Miles Horton 17
,
founder of
the Highlander School, an Appalachian-born tradition of liberating
education in the United States (Adams & Horton, 1975).
A Critical Pedagogy for the Non-Poor
Fre ire's longstanding low-key involvement with, and influence
upon, the development and dissemination of liberation theology has
found him a most fervent following among Chr ist i an- i dent i f ied
advocates and activists. Of Freire's contributions to this movement,
Henry Giroux writes,
In truly dialectical fashion, Friere has criticized and
rescued the underside of revolutionary Chr I st ian i ty . . . .He
situates his faith and sense of hope in the God of history
and of the oppressed, whose teachings make it impossible, in
Frei re's words, to ' reconc i le Chr i st i an love with the
exploitation of hunan beings.'" (Giroux, 1985, p. xvii).
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From within the ranks of Christian peace and justice advocates
has ccme a book. Pedagogies for the Non-Poor (Evans et. al, 1987),
which presents eight models of transformation education currently in
practice, dialogic reflections by Frlere and others on those models,
and a tentative conceptualization of a pedagogy for the non-poor which
represents a culminating, ref I ect i ve d i st i I I at ion of the pedagogical
practice examined in the book. This volume represents a key
contribution to the field of transformation education in its
articulations of concepts, gu I d I ng pr i nc i p I es, elemental components
and suggested evaluative criteria for transformat ion education, both
within the volune as a whole and its constituent parts.
Robert Evans' chapter on "Education for Emancipation: Movement
Towards Transformation (1987, pp. 257-284) deserves special
examination for what he proposes to both practitioners and theorists
as the: (a) vision of transformation
; (b) criteria of transformation :
dynamic of transformation
; and (d) components of transformation
.
The V i s i on . Evans states:
Each of the models (presented in the book) carries a vision
of a newly-ordered map of reality, explicit or implicit, toward
which the transformative process is intended to move (which)
could be stated as: 'a more Just
,
susta I nab le
,
and peaceful world
ccrrmun i ty
. The vision names as its foundational problems:
injustice and mill tar ism
,
which are buttressed by a nuclear
threat which has reached new thresholds of potential devastation.
We can identify criteria emerging from that vision which provide
data for evaluating transformation education for the non-poor
(pp. 258-259).
Evans further claims that the "vision" also implicitly ident I f ies wi th
what he terms as a "reversal" and "conversion" of the non-poor to a
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Philosophical stance which incudes both persona, transforation and,
as he quotes Yoder (,972, p. 39), "...a visible socio-pol It, cal-
econcmic restructuring of relations among the people of God."
Criteria of Transformation
. As Evans begins to address the issue
of What standards should be set for transformation education, he
observes that the eight models contained In the book
ih'r^tlon°?o
r
^
e °n 3 least three baslc I eve I s of changee at ion t the meaning of transformation. The first
!?r?'
18 C-eductlon of the resistance to channe the s^ondletting go or “ relinquishment ", and the third
par ticipation in changing unjust structures. The three
tension "°?p!^260)
aS W6 ' ' 35 bei "9
Evans analysis subsequently leads to his proposal of three basic
criteria for transformat ion education:
1
. Su fficiency involves a disposition favorable to redistribution
and more equitable sharing of the world's resources. Transformation
education should, therefore, "...begin and sustain a process of
redistribution and sharing of resources by the non-poor. There should
be evidence that a 'redrawing' of one's map of reality reflects a
significant shift in the use of resources that one has control over
and/or access to." This ccmnitment should be evidenced, in turn at
three levels:
(a) persona I : assessment of income and resource consimption
with regular re-eva I uat Ion of movement toward sufficiency
for all; (b) I nst I tut Iona I : assessment and advocacy of
principles of re-adjustment through sufficiency standards
for constituents; (c) systemic : assessment and commitment to
strategies for pol itical and social change through
legislation and modification of structures." (p. 261 ).
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2. So l idar ity
. Evans writes,
"Transformative
result in the covenental carmitment to being repos
that the power of the middles
I ass cocoon can be m
sustained contact with the poor.". This, in turn
of evaluative assessment:
education should
t ion i ng onesel f , so
t
i
gated by
yields three levels
-
rS°nal and fajTlilla|
: discernment and redesign of contactswith and advocacy for the poor i n bu
. . d . ng a new ccn^uni"
_
r
°^
h
.f
l
/
PP0
^
t SysteT1s justice; (b) institutional and
^ 'm! °na ; e^aluation and strategy for consultation of andparticipation in dec i s i on^k i ng processes by personsdiscriminated against by class, race, sex, or geographic
ocat'on; (c) systemic: assessment of and support for movementsor legislation which places the needs and participation of the
262?
margmalized above the self-interest of the non-poor."
3 . Emancipation. Evans reflects, "Paulo Frlere has helped me
learn to seek root causes." Friere's Influence led Evans to recognize
that transformation education "...calls for a holistic, humanizing
liberation of the non-poor frcm often unrecognized bondage. (It
is)... a movement toward emancipation for the non-poor.". He asserts
that emancipation includes
• • -critical re-evaluat Ion of and cha I I enge to the
hegemon i stic ideology which acts to contain any threat
its authority and to Insure the continued dominance of
non-poor and subservience of the poor. Therefore a
transformative educational experience should be marked
critical stance toward economic, political and social
structures which perpetuate the bondage, (p. 263 ).
Evans again presents a threefold assessment approach:
(a) persona I : critical evaluation and participation in collective
actions for change in at least one area Judged to be unjust—an
area where captivating power provides special benefits or
privileges; (b) organizational : assessment and critical proposals
to identify and modify processes that hamper the free expression
to
the
by a
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lLVlrnat,VS econcmlc ' political or cultural options: (c)
PuSTT^nd PMva?e
C
orgSizatlonal°ponc°es wh?ch deny^^ear i ng
d
to concerns of the poor and marginalized people. (0/264).
9
Dynamic of Transformation
. Evans’ analysis of the case histories
suggests that "...there appears to be a consistent and recurring
dynamic or rhythm of transformation" (p. 264 ) which he suggests as
building according the following flow:
U
—
' ng the problem Evolves the basic process of recognizing,
identifying, acknowledging and personalizing elements of the problem
of the oppression of the poor. it can mean the personal ization of
human suffering, and "empathizing with one who Is genuinely a victim,
not a producer of the suffering.". it is a time when the non-poor
acknowledge some degree of personal connection to, and responsibility
for, the problem and, as Evans asserts, "...is almost invariably
associated with a profoundly disturbing restlessness" (p. 266 ).
2 ' Maintai ning the restlessness is an important part of an
individual's precipitous journey towards transformation. Personal
discomfort, disturbance and increasing restlessness are viewed as
critical elements "both for initiating change and for sustaining the
movement toward justice." (pp. 266-267 ).
3 - Sustaining the vision is an important feature of the
transformation model. By keeping alive the "vision" of transformation
previously explained, and translating it into feasible tasks of
personal and social action for change, the transformation experience
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appears viable, igniting and sustaining the fires of hope and belief
necessary to go forward in liberation efforts (pp. 267-268).
4
' 92.unterin9 contro lling ideology involves breaking the
monitoring power "of the current, controlling unjust ideology" in
order to make it possible for other alternative reality explanations,
perspectives and meanings to be considered and internalized (pp. 268-
270). This involves the Frier ian concept of "naming", or exposing the
unjust ideology— its manifestations and root causes both personally
and socially. it means exposure to the insidious "self-deception" we
a I I engage i n as a part of our cwn cultural oppression and
precipitates an internal conflict similar to Mezi row's concept of a
"disorienting dilerrma"
. Counter i ng control I i ng ideology also entai Is
the generation of alternative meanings which may replace the cognitive
and affective gaps left as former reality constructs are "proven"
false and new paradlgn explanations take shape.
5> Re I nvent I ng power Is a process analogous to Friere's concept
of achieving critical consciousness whereby an individual creates new,
liberating forms of personal and social being that do not repeat past
patterns and forms of oppression (pp. 270-273). It involves a
repositioning of conscience and action of the non-poor in solidarity
with the poor, pursuing new and alternative sources of power. This
signifies a I iberation of the "underside of power" which is what
Freire addresses when he says,
This is Easter... we speak about Easter but we never do
Easter. We speak a lot about Easter. We wr i te a lot about
Easter. But it i s so d i f f icu I
t
to make it (happen).
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c^i«ed makin?. faster is to become completelycrrm tted ... to the creation of the world, and in favor ofpoor people, not of the rich people." (1987, p. 229).
Evans proposes a reoonceptua
I I zat i on of paver within terms of popular
participation, justice, equality and guiding principles of Christian
I ove ( p . 274 )
.
Components of Transformation
. Finally, frcm his research on
pedagogies for the non-poor, Evans posits what he terms as essential
elements of the transformation process, noting, "if such components
can be identified and replicated, they may influence how we design new
educational projects seeking transformation for Justice and peace."
(pp. 274-275). Whi le he doubts that the identified components have a
necessary order or sequence for combination (p. 275), he lists than as
the fol lowing:
1 • Encounter with the poor . He states:
The initial revision of the map of reality for the non-poor
requires a direct encounter with the poor or oppressed,
those... who suffer as innocent victims of the structure of
society that protects the privileges of the non-
poor ... .Acqua I ntance with the victims precedes and identification
or sol idar i ty with the poor .... Genu i ne encounter calls forth an
acknowledgement of unjust conditions and a demand for action on
the part of the non-poor
. . . .The evidence makes me profoundly
skeptical that indirect encounters such as stories, case studies,
f i Ims or presentations by even the most articulate advocates of
the poor and oppressed will succeed in doing any more than
providing basic preparation or for re i nforcanent of a direct,
persona I
,
and sustained encounter. Change is not initiated by
indirect or secondary processes of confrontation." (p. 275).
2 * Experiential immersion that challenges assunpt ions . Evans
suggests that the research
"...points to the need for an experiential shock that
challenges previous assunpt i ons
,
reduces one's resistance to
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change, ana requires the exploration of alternative patterns of
annln
9
' Z^ reasons ’ SOTle ° f ™rsion expeMenceppears indlspensible to transformative education." (p. 276).
The intensity of such a shock experience yields one vulnerable to the
stark realities of oppression, injustice and poverty that have
catalyzed the conversion process of many activists In their prior
grass-roots development and advocacy work with and for the poor.
°Penr>ess to vulnerabi I ity
. Evans observes,
Persons voluntarily engaging in a cross-cu I tura I inversion
^ 1 !^’ , 6Hther overseas or in an urban domestic situation,usual |y fee' deep anxiety. They then feel deep appreciation fortne basic support and hunan companionship that result frcm livinqthrough an experience and discovering the cormon bonds ofhunan i ty and necessary interdependence between the poor and the
non-poor." (p. 277).
Thus, educators for transformation should recognize this process,
promote and creatively support this vulnerability in which new
understandings, values and attitudes may germinate.
4 • Community of support and accountability
. Evans views the
concept of "community of support" as an important aspect of the
transformat ion process, both in (a) the establishment of vulnerability
involved in the risk factors associated with experiential immersion,
challenges to imprisoning ideologies, and consideration of alternative
explanations, and (b) holding an individual accountable to the accrued
insights, growth and commitments implicit In the personal and social
consequences of transformat Ion. Such a support ccmmunity "plays an
important role in sustaining the vision and values considered in the
next component .
" (pp. 278-279).
5 • Vision and values. Evans
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asserts, "Articulating and
sustaining the vision are essential to movements towards change." (p .
279). He further notes:
^ values ref lected in these (transformation) modelsa e shared neither by the whole himan ccmnunity nor probabiv th<=»majority of the Christian ccnmunity. This n^ns ?ha? spS a
,
concentration must be given to: (a) methods of assistingparticipants to identify their own values; (b) innovative
b?bnca?
eS T the aw”-°Driatl °" reappropr lat Ion oHhe
values ind?h°
n: ^ <C) ooncrete| y bridging the gap between
:t!enlt^n;T279r
Cati °n t0
' SSUeS ° f ^
This Involves the praxis of values clarification, rearticulation and
solidification within alternative paradigms consistent with peace and
justice phi losophies.
6
- Critical socio-economic analysis.- reflection/action/
—
lection
. Evans argues that transformation education must be both
experiential and dialogical, arguing for a rhythmic cycle of
experiential education which begins and ends with critical reflection.
He adds, "1 am convinced transformation Is unlikely without serious,
critical, systemic soc i oeconcm i c analysis." (p. 280). These views are
pervasive in the philosophies, approaches and principles of other
critical educators and theorists I have reviewed and do not need
further explanation.
Commitment, involvement, and leadership
. Evans places an
emphasis on
...the importance of consolidating one's learnings about
injustice and oppression through corporate activity of the
ccmnunity and by means of a specific agenda. .. .Whi le one
cannot and ought not determine exactly what one will learn
and be committed to do, areas of commitment can be
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anticipated. Specific learning contracts or covenants at leaston a projected basis, have proved effective." (p. 281)!
He asserts that transformation education has criteria of
leadership which are inclusive of al
I participants: "(a) lifestyles
tested against the criteria for transformation; (b) styles of learning
and teaching that are mutual; (c) ability to learn frcm and honor the
gifts of the poor; (d) skills in articulating conmon alienation; and
(e) sensitivity to empowering others." (p. 281).
In pointing to the role of educators, Evans suggests:
Those who design transformative educational events need tofocus on the composition of the group and on clarifying the
nature and extent of expectations for participants. The
emphasis needs to be placed on the qua I i ty of the
relationship between the participants and their leaders or
teachers". ' With whom we learn' is often as important as
'what we learn. '(pp. 281-282).
8
* ^Tlbo 1 ’ r ltual and liturgy . Evans claims a final element
involves an "Inter-connection between symbol, ritual and liturgy" as
part of the trans-pedagog ica I dimension of the process.". He notes:
Transformation of consciousness by experience or reflection is
enhanced by receiving and participating in illuminating and
transforming symbols. .. .The process of transformat ion .. .conta i ns
the symbol ic declaration of the meaning of human life. Thus the
Images, slogans, songs, and so on that symbolically bind the
members of a community together are a means of embodying the
transformation toward which they are str I ving. . .Worship is
essential to transformative education in a ccrrmunity of
faith, (p. 282).
Evans concludes his articulations of critical pedagogy with the
following observations:
Transformation can never be simply created because transformation
is not a possession. Transformation is a gift which can be
celebrated and cared for by stewards. Transformation is not
hierarchical or authoritarian; it is egalitarian and reciprocal.
It requires the support of a ccrrmun i ty . . . ( and ) retains an element
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of mystery that is beyond our control
ccmprehens i on .... Transcendent
. . .
.
( and
)
and beyond our complete
hoi istic." (p. 283 )
.
He exhorts educators to "...use the criteria of transformation as new
standards, the dynamic of transformation as a suggested rhythm, and
the components of transformat ion as guidelines" (p. 284).
Clearly Evans' conceptualizations and articulations are an
important contribution to the field of adult education. They contain
the echo and synthesis of liberation praxis present in diverse, though
fragmented
, sources of both Latin and North American emancipation
education discourse and theory, especial ly those with which Paulo
Freire has associated himself. These principles must be seen as an
initial, not culminating, step in the ongoing refinement of a critical
pedagogy for the non-poor. They offer guidelines for development and
assessment of programs which, in turn, can be used to critically
further the praxis of theoretical development.
Travel Programs for Transformation
The Potential Power of the Model
International travel programs have been developed which logically
extend the experiential domain of transformation education to the
poverty and circumstances of the Third World. From an educational
perspective, overseas travel programs can provide: (a) a cultural
detachment from the geographic isolation, ideological captivity and
structural influence of North American culture; (b) a stimulus of new
vulnerability and adventure; (c) artificial formation of a short-term
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community whose attention can be concentrated; (d) an opportunity to
structure direct contact and dialogue with the poor, and liberating
elements of their struggle; (e) a chance to bring to bear a wealth of
powerful theory and techniques to bear on participant experience in
program development. A travel model, in many respects, represents a
compel I ing approach to consc i ent ic i ze the non-poor.
Travel formats can be creatively designed to deal with a wide
range of target populations, participant needs and capabilities. They
can be constructed for (a) varying lengths of time; (b) visits to one
or more countries; (c) conceptual focus on one or more core themes
through which to view the manifestations and dynamics of oppression;
(d) specific groups or open subscription; and (e) integration of
various complementary experiential, nonforma I education approaches and
techniques which complement experiential, transformation education
approaches (e.g., Ki ndervatter
, 1977; Von Hahmann, 1978; Vella, 1978;
Srlnivasan, 1979; Eitlngton, 1984).
For the participant, a travel program represents the opportunity
to engage in an experiential learning situation which potentially
provides a perspective of realities that, because of the middle-class
cocoon, would remain elusive as a life experience and knowledge base.
For the liberating educator, travel programs represent the structural
freedom to be creative in formation of a stimulating, deliberate and
responsible curriculun design and strategy.
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Variations in Practice
Evans (1987, p. , 62 ) notes, "During recent years educations,! ly-
oriented travel seminars have Increased in number as organizations
seek to provide exposure to other cultures and acquaint their
constituencies with overseas projects or partner agencies."
However
, cross-cultural imnersion programs intended to consc ient lei ze
North Auer leans are not a recent phencmena.
Historical Ties to Ivan II l ich
Seme of the earliest roots of the modern models are traceable to
I inch's foundation In the early 1960's of the Center for
I ntercu I tura I Formation (CIF) in Cuernavaca, Mexico which came to be
popularly known by its subsequent naming as the Center for
I ntercu I tura I Documentation (Cl DOC) ( I nterv lew with Ray Plankey, 5
May, 1984). As a radical educator and theologian within the Catholic
church, I I I ich chal lenged the prevai I ing Vatican and North American
Cathol Ic attitude of sending Cathol ic missionaries to Latin America to
"save the poor from ccrrmunism" (interview with Ray Plankey, 5 May,
1984). He founded CIF as a training center which used
cross-cu I tura I immersion as a means to provoke the conscientization
process in aspiring missionaries
—questioning the cultural,
theological and ideological justifications and rationalizations of
their presumptuous and pretentious decisions to evangelize in foreign
lands (Eychaner, 1970).
I I I ich's early efforts and writings became an inspiration for
critical educators seeking to counter and resist exportation of
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dominant values and culture which Inculcate and perpetuate
exploitation patterns (II lich. 197!, ,973). The cross^u I tura
I
aspects of his training model became germinating seeds which have
helped foment the current Interest and directions of Interna, travel
seminars for transformation.
One Current Model of Practice
The case study "Traveling for Transformation" (Hajek & Evans,
1987, pp. 162-173)—with i ts cor respond i ng independent reflective
critiques (Hunter, 1987; Lewis, 1987) of the model presented-
constitutes the only investigative research I have found on the
international travel model. This brief case study represents an
assessment of two Plowshares Institute international travel seminars
to East Africa and Latin Anerica.
Evans (1987, p. 162) reflects on the model represented by the
Plowshares Institute:
This model Immerses participants In the host culture of a host
country through visits with ordinary people as we I I as with keypolitical and religious leaders representing different approachesto a particular country's situations and problems. The model
claims to provide experiences which lead participants to
transform frcm their previous, U.S.-or iented views of the
world by taking into account Third World global
relationships and programs. Participants ccrrmit themselves
to covenants of preparation, living simply with their hosts,
and communicating what they experience when they return
heme. Thus they become new interpreters of global realities
(p. 162).
An assessment statement concludes, "The educational
exper iences.
. .appeared to be transformative as far as participants
were concerned.
.. .Eva I uat ions indicated that participants applied
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their (earnings to different Issues in relation to quite different
constituencies and networks." (p. ,65). One travel participant
reports. "It was not so much what I learned about Africa or Latin
America that caused change in my life. but rather what
, .earned about
the United States. It puts the priorities of our nation, the church
and myself i n a new light." (p. 166).
Although the case study indicates seme positive results, it is
written in a style and book addressed to a much broader population
than just adult educators. There is no In-depth discussion of
research or evaluation methods, the general and detailed description
of the curriculum model being assessed, or anything about the nature
of the program or research populations. Conclusions and assumptions
are made based upon very scant data as reported in the text. One is
left with many unanswered questions about sweeping assumptions and
generalizations contained in any conclusions.
The format, content, sequencing and choices represented by the
Plowshares curriculum model are unreported and unexamined. The case
study report seems to endorse an approach which remains, at best, only
a fuzzy concept in the mind of the reader. For example, the case
indicates that African seminar participants had heme visits to poor
people, yet also had access to President Nyerere of Tanzania (p. 168).
No rationale is provided for why participants are exposed to such
varying stimuli, or whether it is wise to use privilege to gain access
to levels of national leadership which are normally blocked frem
access to the poorest of the poor
. Educational activities and methods
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are only barely described and In a very rudimentary reporting style.
For critical educators and practitioners, such questions are
important, for they oan lead through assessment to a "finer tuning" of
the travel model
.
The case study, also following a dialogic form, invites the
critique of others, providing two exemplary critiques which examine
the model frcm different angles. While the experiential potential and
positive aspects of the model are positively assessed (Hunter, 1987,
pp. 177-178; Lewis, 1987, pp. 182-183), seme important observations
and questions are raised for reflection, Among these, Lewis notes the
fo I lowing:
Al,
Traveling seminars probably draw on motives In participants
which the seminar leaders do not openly acknowledge, or miqht
even put down as wrong if openly admitted;
2. One crying need the model points up is for more research and
even new methods of research to be developed for measuring the
effect of such an educational experience;
3. The travel seminar may premise too much: a personal and
social transformation. These ccmplex changes in personal and
social entities take time.
A. The case and seminar open up the question: What is poverty?
What is enough? What is not enough? ... For the middle-class North
American, lowering a standard of living may not be a move towards
poverty—though it may "feel" that way.
5. The travel seminar model Includes reading and reflection,
experience and action. The tendency Is to stress the latter
two... There is heavy stress within the model itself upon dramatic
experiences In new settings and the ccrrmitment to action upon
returning heme (p. 184).
Lewis notes among the weaknesses of the model are (a) the implicit
dependence upon leadership capabilities necessary to bring to life
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such a complex and intricate experience, and (b) the time and
financial costs which select for a limited clientele (p. 183) .
Hunter questions another problem implicit In the mode,
-that of
exploitation of the poor to provide an educational experience for the
non-poor, she notes, "Such excursions could deteriorate into
excursions fron the safety of the non-poor world Into other people's
1 ives" (p. 179)
.
These questions and issues, among others, provide a reinforcing
guidance and impetus for further, more rigorous investigative research
into other programs and models.
Chapter Surmarv
This chapter has presented a review of current available
literature pertaining to the field of critical pedagogy and
transformative travel programs. Arising primarily from Latin
American experience and globally projected by Paulo Frelre's influence
In adult education, new theories and pedagogies are being developed
Which are targetted to reach into North American culture and catalyze
transformation In conscience and behavior of the non-poor, yet
Politically powerful, middle class. These theories—arising fron
adult educators engaged In multiple traditions and fields—offer
diverse, reinforcing frameworks through which to view and assess such
approaches and techniques. It Is only through qua! itative assessment
that the power of the theory may be proven and pedagogical practice
assessed
.
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Liberation theoiogy adds a spiritua, dimension to the crjt|ca|
parad
i
gn of transforation. The addition of the transoendent
.
the
mystical
.
and the symbolic In liberating Christianity provides one
framework In which both Intellect and reason may be hollstlcally
ted in the praxis-based construction of an integrated,
,, berating
transformative worldviay. Activist be, levers and practitioners of
liberation theoiogy are involved In adult education theory and
practice. Initial Investigation of these approaches have yielded
tentative articulations of a critical pedagogy for the non-poor.
one compel I Ing model of transformation education Is that of
International travel sem I nars wh I ch are Intended to Impact the
knowledge, attitude and value systems of the non-pcor and rolltlca||y
motivate then into active so, Idarlty with the poor. Early research
indicates the approach has merit, but more rigorous research Is needed
to further assess the efficacy, th^ry and pedagogy of diverse cross-
cultural transformation education approaches.
Implications for the Study
The review of the literature provides: (a) demonstrated need and
Justification for this study, (b) theoretical frameworks which help
guide research and analysis, and (c) limited theoretical frameworks
against which to compare practice. I intend to selectively use these
frameworks as perspectives against which to view practice and the
findings of this study.
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My research proceeds fro* the assumption that international
travel programs built on transformation education principies and
Pedagogy can produce transformative, experiential changes in
knowledge, attitudes and behavior.
, further postuiate that some of
the theoretical and pedagogical framavorks I have reviewed, most of
which have been developed since the study was Initiated, will prove to
be more resi
I
lent and tenacious than others.
CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Introduction
This research project Is a case study of the Cuernavaca Center
for l ntercu I tura I Dialogue on Development (CCIDD)--an organization
whose educational purposes, goals and services are dedicated to
raising the consciousness and motivating behavior of program
participants with regards to Latin American development Issues, it Is
located In Cuernavaca, Mexico and operates as a short-term,
experiential Intercultural education program for North Americans
adu I ts.
The organization brings to bear upon Its currlculim a range of
critical adult education concepts and principles which are melded
within a complementary system of spiritual beliefs, philosophy and
practice. The program seeks to create a cultural bridge between the
program participants and a developmental philosophy and critique as
expressed by a local Latin American population. Program content Is
presented In an Intensive manner, reflecting the filtering bias of the
program phi losophy, goals and mission.
The program Is within the category of "transformation education"
guided by liberation theology principles presented In Chapter 2.
Program goals are, therefore, highly qualitative In nature.
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There was a need to develop a research design, strategy and
methodology appropriate both to the goals of the research and to the
field site context. Thee purpose of this chapter is to explain the
development and operational izatlon of research design and methods and,
m so doing, present the assunpt Ions, limitations and considerations
upon which this study is based.
Overview of the Research Design and Methods
Research Goals and Purposes
The project is conceived as a research project occurring at three
levels: (a) organization; (b) program curriculun; and (c) participant.
Organizational Research
The educational program operates within an organizational
environment. My preliminary visit to the field site in January, 1984
revealed that the organization and program are very identified with
the history of the founder and executive director. Thus, adequate
discernment of the program curriculun necessarily involved an
investigation of developmental history of the organizational context.
One research goal was, therefore, an inquiry into organizational
environment, history, development, goals, mission, internal
operations, and ccmmunity life inasmuch as they influence and inform
an understanding the program curriculun.
Program Curriculun Research
The curriculun is of primary interest to this study. Effects of
the program on participants needed to be, in seme way, to be related
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to the aggregate of activities and stimuli to which the participant is
exposed. The format and methodological design of the CCIDD curriculum
Is, In turn, based upon a series of assumptions and principles related
to both organizational and educational philosophies. Thus, I needed
to investigate the internal rationale and structure of the CCIDD
program curriculum, both in conceptual design and in implementation.
I felt a primary Intent of this investigation should Include
an investigation of the program curriculum over time and many
programs, as well as research into the unique, developmental aspects
of specific programs. I focused my research on analysis of the design
process and program curriculum from a perspective of program
operat Ions.
Participant-Level Research
The efficacy of the program curriculun can best be assessed fron
within the experience of program participants (Patton, 1980). Thus,
the third goal of this research project was to get as close as
possible to participants' perspectives of their experience so as to
understand and discern program effects frcm that frame of reference.
This involved development and refinement of a research strategy
and methodology capable of (a) understanding the reasons why someone
chooses to cane as a program participant, and (b) charting and
record i ng a participant's development and experience over the course
of the program. Since I came to understand that program goals
Included both site-specific and post-program elements, I made a field-
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base, decision to add a third research goa, of trying to examine post-
program behavioral effects on program participants.
Duration of the Study
Data Col lection
The I nvest i gat I on of organizational goals and program operations
began, In essence, with my prel Imlnary visit and assessment of the
field site January 26-February 11, 1984. More deliberate, intensive
research occurred when I returned to the study site as an employee In
Apr i
I
,
1984.
During my fourteen month tenure at CCIDD, I was engaged in al
I
phases of organizational, program and participant levels of research.
Two separate program groups of participants were selected for, and
participated in, the research process during that time. Subsequent to
my departure,
I extended participant research until August, 1986 when
the final participant data was gathered upon which this study is
based. I have ma i nta I ned Informal contact and ccrrmun icat ion w i th the
field site since my departure. Seme data on organizational change and
program development has been retrieved as late as October, 1987 when I
had the last research-related informal conversation with the executive
director of CCIDD.
Data Analysis
Beginning with my first field site visit, the project has
involved various stages of formative and surmative analysis.
Elementary analysis was a part of the field-site experience, primarily
as it related to developing and refining data gathering methods. This
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involved filing and recording data, checking to
of the data and comparing it against the methods
methodology to Improve the research process, and
Intensive, sumative analysis has occurred
left the field site up to the present moment.
ascertain the quality
used, refining the
so on.
In the time since
I
Choice of a Research Framework
This project was conceived as an exploratory research project in
both choice and development of research strategies and methods since,
at the time of my initial investigations,
I could find no previous
research on the programs or critical pedagogy for the North American
non-poor. After a prel im inary assessment of the research site on my
first visit, I decided to choose primarily a qualitative research
design and methodology. This decision was made for several reasons.
First, there needed to exist an appropriate relationship between
this study's assumptions, research foci and choice of methods. Since
my phi losophical bias flews frem assumptions which challenge the
concreteness of external ly measured change within organizations and
individuals,
I needed to choose methods which provided an internal
view and access to more subjective domains of development. I
determined qualitative research and methods as the most appropriate
since they present the most potential for exploring experiential
change within people (Torbert, 1981; Patton, 1980, Seidnan & Sullivan
& Schatzkammer
, 1983) and organizations (Burgess, 1982, Schwartz &
Jacobs, 1979; Bogdan & Biklen, 1982).
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Second, there was a need to bu I Id a sol Id study that was both
authoritative and trustworthy; one which met rigorous investigative
criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability and
confirmability necessary for high caliber qualitative research (Guba &
Lincoln, 1981).
The highly subjective nature of both the organizational and
program contexts suggested a qualitative research design as being the
most logical and appropriate. The choice of a qua I itative approach,
in turn, lead me to identification and choices concerning
complementary and reinforcing data-gather i ng techniques which were
adaptable, feasible and viable within field site conditions.
Thirdly, qua I itative research methods were resonant with the
Philosophical and pedagogical nature of the organ i zat ion
. Thus, the
investigation philosophy and principles were unified within a paradign
complementary to that of organization and program. This facilitated
both organizational and participant support for the project which, in
turn, enabled the data base to correspondingly expand and
qua I i tat i ve
I y i mprove
.
Researcher's Role and Portrayal of Purpose
Organizational Role
During my fourteen month residence at CCIDD, I was initially
employed as Assistant Director, then promoted to Associate Director.
My roles involved a diverse range of organizational responsibilities
including elements of adninistrat ive planning and management;
recruitment and supervision of personnel; program planning,
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development and implementation, organizational envelopment; and pub , ic
re I at ions.
My immersion within the organizational and program struoture gave
me access to a wide range of resources which have contributed to and
benefited the formative development stages of this research project.
Rationale for Discl osing Research Purposes
Seme qualitative researchers (Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979
; Bogdan &
Biklen, 1982; Johnson, 1975) warn of the dangers involved in
conducting social research wherein betrayal of a researcher's identity
and purposes threatens the Integrity of the research findings.
However, I choose a qualitative framework which emphasizes that there
is, really, no form of purely objective qualitative research which is
completely devoid of influence by the researcher's own perceptions
(Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979; Harre, 1981; Heron, 1981). I chose to
fully disclose the purposes and goals of my research both within the
organization and to research groups and study groups that were
eventually recruited. Elden (1981) emphasizes that such open
disclosure enables one to minimize control over the research process
and, because of that, to become more of a "co-producer of learning" by
creating a more open research environment which, in turn the
encourages participation of others.
Disclosure to the Executive Director
The intent and purposes of this research project were fully
disclosed to Ray Plankey, the executive director, during my first site
visit, prior to my being hired as an employee. This was acccmpl ished
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through frank and open discussions and. subsequent to my arrival as an
employee, periodic conversations about the project and Its
development
.
Ray has been fully sympathetic and supportive of my research
since my earliest visit to CCIDD. His solidarity and support to
myself and this research flows from a variety of sources—fr iendsh
I p,
collegial interest, spiritual ccmnltment, fervent dedication to the
liberation needs and aspirations of the poor, and a deep belief in the
power of the program model as a catalytic process to transformation.
It Is also an opportunity for him to gain potentially valuable
Information that could be applied to future program and organizational
development
.
Ray s support has been of inmeasurab
I e help throughout the
project. He served as a key informant in organizational and program
research. His outspoken support facilitated the development of
rapport, friendship, trust and confidence of other staff, program
resource people, organizational board members and other key Informants
whose contributing perspectives and knowledge has helped strengthen
the breadth and integrity of the data base. Further, his assistance
was essential to gaining internal access to historical docunentat ion
relevant to organizational and program development. Ray's cooperation
enabled me to make the logistical, scheduling and staffing
arrangements necessary for this project's program- and participant-
level research. Finally, our continued contact and friendship has
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enabled me to ask questions and request assistance i have needed. He
has always responded generously.
Disclosure to Other Staff
I also shared the goals and methods of the research with the
various staff who worked during my time there. Several times, as part
of a general staff meeting, l gave general overviews and updates of
the project to the entire staff In order to keep people Informed,
solicit Ideas or suggestions, and Invite assistance if needed.
I made
the dissertation prospectus available for all to read and encouraged
staff to do so.
Most staff were sympathetic to my effort, offering col legial
support, some were more interested and supportive than others. In
and out of staff meetings I had continuing informal conversations,
either individual I y or in small groups, about formative development of
the project. When I asked for assistants to help me gather data
during the two programs I sampled, two staff volunteered and became
part of the research team for the project. Their roles wi l
l
be
discussed In future chapter subsections.
Disclosure to Participants
Ful I disclosure was simi larly practiced with specific program
populations sampled. This was done for several reasons. First, the
University of Massachusetts requires such disclosure when human
subjects are a part of a dissertation study. Secondly, seme
qualitative researchers (Seidman et al., 1983; Schutz, 1967; Glazer,
1972) view the act of disclosure as a means to equalize relationships
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between the researcher/particlpant and I nterv i ewer/ i nterv
I ewee.
testification of the researcher's role and purposes Is viewed as a
way to counteract authoritative Influences which inhibit honest
participant responses (Patton, 1980; Seldran et al., 1983). (will
discuss in more detail what disclosure methods
I used in Chapter 5
which explains the sampling process used in selecting research groups
and study group participants as a part of introducing them.
Choice of Research Methods
Choice and development of methods was contingent upon a formative
assessment process for each level of research. This included
measuring purposes and goals against situational resources and
constraints to determine the appropriate research strategy and
methods
.
Organizational Research
Organizational Condi t ions and Support
. As an employee at CCIDD,
I was irrmersed at al I levels of organizational experience.
I came to
have an intimate knowledge and fami I lar i ty wi th the organizational
environment, program operations, key resource people, carmunity life,
policies and the developmental history of CCIDD. This created an
Internal challenge to the research effort since I was a participant
within the same reality I wished to investigate.
On the one hand, my immersion gave me a detai led view of
organizational history and life. Since I held an authoritative
position within CCIDD, I had access to enormous resources of
information and experiential knowledge accrued over a long period of
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time. Yet, l also needed to augnent my own know
and interpretations by expanding the research to
other than just my own.
edge, perspectives
i no I ude data sources
The support of the executive director, staff and other key
informants enabled me to expand my Inquiries to Include other
authoritative sources of Information. As a result,
I encountered no
major Impediments on my research and Inquiries Into the organizational
context
.
Sources of Information
. The resources I considered essential for
ascertaining pertinent organizational research I nformat Ion were:
1. People. The executive director, staff, board of directors,
program presenters and other key Informants were essential resources
for organizational information.
2. Documents
. I had full and open access to all levels of
Internal organizational documentation and filing systems which
included: Information on CCIDD history and development; program
resource materials; publicity; correspondence; minutes of staff
meetings; legal documents; policy and procedure statements and more.
3 * Personal experience. My own experience, observations, ideas
and reflections were also primary sources of information.
Research Methods
. I was able to develop a wide variety of
methods for organizational investigation which included development of
research archives, participant observation, use of field notes,
informal interviewing and documentation.
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'• ~ earCh archi^ - °ne of my first concerns was to estab, ish
a filing system for organizing the data. After experimenting with
various filing categories, 1 gradually adopted an approach which
acccnmodated sorting In three major categories: (a) sources of
information: (b) research focus; and (c) "miscellaneous". These files
were developed over the course of my entire research effort and kept
as much as possible in chronological order.
1a
‘ §2T ting by "source of information"
. Information was
primarily sorted according to general and specific data sources.
Examples of major categories I used were: "public statements";
"correspondence"; "key informants"; "internal documents"; and
"personal notes".
Seme of these categories were, in turn, divided into sub-files.
For example, public statements" contained files on such as "CCIDD
news I etters"
, "information presented or distributed to groups"; and
"general publicity". "Key informants" were distinguished by the names
of people providing information. "Internal documents" reflected
general or specific sub-classifications such as "staff meetings";
"legal documents"; or "policy statements". "Personal notes" were
dated and filed according to different topics of research.
1b * Sorting by "research focus"
. Gradually, through use of local
copying services, I was able to develop a para I lei filing system which
was dedicated to organizing information in formative categories of
organizational research.
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Major fHIng categories Included "CCIDD h I story" .
"organlzatlona,
development";
"pol Icles and procedures"
; "goals, purposes and
mission"; "local environment";
"organizational and community life";
"major decisions or changes"; "unusual occurrences" and so on. Data
that became available was col lected was placed into these files.
1C. Miscel laneous files
. At times I collected Information which
did not seem Immediately relevant to the research, but Interesting
enough that It might serve a future purpose within the research.
Examples of files within this category were; a "current events"
file In which I placed navspaper clippings about significant local,
regional or International nays developments; an "area maps" file which
contained local, regional and national maps; a "Mexico" file which
contained articles and Information about geography, culture,
population, political and economic life InMexico; and "solidarity
groups" which maintained information about groups, networks or
organizations involved in Central or Latin /American so I i dar i ty work
.
2. Field notes
. Frcm the time of my very first visit to CCIDD
through the end of my employment, I used notebooks to record and date
any information that seemed particularly relevant to organizational
research. These notes included Interesting observations, personal
ideas and thoughts, excerpts of conversations, recollections of
peculiar incidents, or other facts and i nformat ion wh ich mcmentar i ly
appeared significant and might be of future value to program
understanding and analysis. I entered dates and descriptions of any
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significant organizational events, developmental changes or
expressions of ccrrmunity life.
Since my job was Intense, entries were often brief, containing a
date, a few words to place the entry In context or help recreate the
setting, and a few phrases to capture the main point I wanted to
record. These were entered Into the research archives In appropriate
categor i es
.
3. Documentation
. I had full and open access to most internal
documentation and organizational files which included historical
information, correspondence, archives of past programs, publicity,
newsletters, policy statements, minutes from past staff meetings,
printed materials, audio-visual documentation and other program-
related resources.
I was able to examine, record and selectively copy
Information I thought pertinent to organ i zat iona I research.
With permission, l was able to audio-tape certain program
presentations or informal conversations which concerned organizational
research. For example, the first session in any CCIDD program
includes an orientation presentation given by the director about CCIDD
history, goals and purposes. I was able to record, preserve and file
several of these presentations for future reference.
Informal interviews
. I was an active participant in the
organizational environment and had the confidence, trust and
friendship of staff, members of the Board of Directors and many key
program resource people. This permitted me access to a wide range of
personal views regarding both the organization and the curriculum.
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I gathered much Information In the context of Informal
conversations and Interviews occurring during my tenure at CCIDO.
Sane of these were audio-taped, dated and filed for future reference.
For ones that were not recorded, any significant Information
retrieved from these conversations and interviews was retained in
field notes recorded after the fact. I tried to preserve the essence
of this information by reca I I I ng ma jor quotes, perspectives, thoughts
and Ideas that were a part of the conversation. These were dated.
annotated for situation and context, and filed in appropriate research
arch i ves
.
5. Participant observation.
I was able to be a participant/
observer of most organizational settings, both public and private.
These included Informal ccmnunity gatherings, staff and board
meetings, organizational Interact ions wi th the local population, and
casual internal conversations about organizational or program
concerns. I was in a position to observe an enormous amount of
organizational interactions.
I recorded observat ions wh ich appeared
pertinent to Interpreting the organizational setting, dated than and
also included them in as data for future consideration. Seme
observations I manually recorded In note form and others I audio-
taped
.
I placed these observations in either the proper pre-existing
category file or generated new files as observational categories
diversified. For example, I maintained a separate "se I f-observat ion"
file which included notes about significant moments or major ways I
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felt I was influencing the organ I zat Iona, environment or direction.
This helped me maintain an Interna, accountabl 1 ity for future data
review and analysis.
6. Per sonal Journal
. I also maintained a persona, journal of my
various thoughts, amotions, experiences and formative growth during my
time at CCIDD. This journal was established for my own reasons, but
was also viewed as a means to help me recreate my own mental and
emotional framework In future times of reviewing and analyzing data.
Curriculum Research
Research into the curriculum model also involved a developing a
data-gathering strategy necessary for constituting a comprehensive,
penetrating and Integrated view of program activities and approaches
Organizational Conditions and Support
. Although my primary
duties were not those of directing programs, as associate director l
had full access to a wide range of information about the curriculum
model. Further, with the full support and friendship of
organizational staff, I was able to solicit assistance and make
logistical arrangements necessary for retrieving particularly
interesting or Important data.
Sources of I n format ion . I considered primary sources of
information to be the following:
1* Psop_l_e. CCIDD staff, the board of directors, resources
speakers, program participants and other key informants were
considered potentially valuable sources of curriculum-related
i nformat ion
.
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2. Documentat ion
. A wide variety of documents existed which were
excellent resources for i nformat ion
. Many excellent sources were
located within internal organizational f i I es concern i ng program
models, schedules, resources and program evaluations. Many program
resource speakers developed or used charts which were integrated Into
their presentations. Similarly, the program repeatedly used many
resources and materials to which participants were exposed. Finally,
program members themselves occasional ly generated materials and
documents as a part of participatory exercise. A I I these were seen as
potentially valuable to curriculum understanding and analysis.
3
'
—
rSOnal experience
. I had in-depth experiential knowledge of
curriculum development, management and implementation. Although I was
only infrequently a program director, I was intricately involved with
the developmental process of many CC I DD programs. Additionally,
l
repeatedly experienced most of the activities that are a part of the
core curriculum across programs that varied according to group
population, needs, program duration and activity sequence. My
personal experience and Insight was a valuable, we I I
-tested source of
i nformat Ion.
Research Methods
. Methods were developed for gathering and
record i ng data that pertained to curriculum research and analysis.
1 • Development of research archives
. Similar to my approach for
organizational research, I developed and maintained a filing system
also for cur r i cu I urn- focused research. The same approach was used to
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separate flies according to (a, sources of Information; (b) research
focus; and (o) "miscellaneous" categories.
~ t>ng "sources of information"
.
, chose to keep a main
file intact with primary Sources of curriculum information which
included "key Informants";
"documents"; and "personal notes". Any
I nformat I on retr I eved was f I I ed I n appropr I ate sub^ategor
i es . "Key
informants" Included files on "staff"; "board of directors";
"program
presenters" and "other key informants".
"Documents" contained
exemplary sub-files of "program schedules";
"materials distributed
*rlng program"; "materials generated by group during program";
"materials used by speakers"; "documents about program history and
development" and so on. "Personal notes" were chronologically dated
and annotated with entries pertaining to curriculum research issues.
lb
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rtlng by "research focus"
. With use of a local copying
-machine I was able to expand my files to Include a comp I amentary
filing system dedicated to arranging Information according to various
research foci
. Major fl I Ing categories were "goals and purposes";
"design philosophy, principles and assumptions"; "program mode I s and
formats"; "program activities"; and "program resources". Some of
these major categories remained Intact win no sub-c lass I f Icat Ions and
others were sub-divided as necessary.
An example of sub-stratification was in "program activities"
which was divided into "field trips", "on-site speakers", "group
reflections and "cultural activities" which were, in turn, broken
down into even smaller divisions according to the various sub-
classifications of specific activities. Another example of
diversified classification was In "program resources" in which
"u'tiple, separate files were developed for "audio-visual aids",
poetry and songs", "resource packets distributed"; and "other printed
mater ia I s"
.
lG
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b
y—foi scel laneous" . Occasionally there was
information which did not immediately fit into one of the other filing
schemes
. These were maintained in a separate file. For example,
I
maintained a file on "program feedback and evaluation" which contained
Informal program assessments as related through correspondence,
conversations or other evaluation sources. I maintained a file on
"program suggestions and Ideas" which similarly contained diverse
sources of Information on ways to change or Improve the CCIDO program.
Yet another file was dedicated to "special program events" which
Included information about unique program activities not repeated in
other programs, other exemplary files included In "miscellaneous"
were "program and community life", "spiritual life" and "program
photographs"
.
Audio and video tapes retrieved as part of the research were kept
in separate filing boxes.
2. Field notes
. I maintained a system of notes to record
special, unique or In other ways significant information pertaining to
curriculun research. These records Included variations in curriculun
or activities along with the corresponding explanations or
justifications used at the time; formative ideas of thoughts about
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curricula methods and principles; personal critiques of curriculum
strengths and weaknesses; bits of conversations and reactions
overheard from participants or presenters pertaining to the
curr iculun; or simply impressions of overall curricula development
over time. Notes were dated and filed In chronological order.
3. in formal interviews
. Over the course of my time at OCIDD l
had numerous informal conversations and interviews with program staff,
presenters, participants and other key informants about their
knowledge, impressions and reactions to the program curr i cu I im
.
Since the executive director was the founder and developer of the
curr iculun structure and most activities, several interviews were held
with him in order to ascertain his perceptions of the curricula
Philosophy, goals, assumptions, operating principles, design and
activity flew. He was also asked to assess the relative strengths and
weakness of the curriculum as he witnessed it change and develop over
time. Seme of these conversations were audio-taped for future use.
At other times I took notes to record major points raised.
Program presenters who were frequently integrated Into the
curriculum, seme of whem were members of the board of directors, were
also consulted about their impressions, reactions and assessment of
the CCIDD curriculum. These conversations were informal, often
occurring during brief periods before or after a presentation. I took
notes from these conversations to record significant information
shared with me.
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Finally, since I had chance to meet and interact with all groups
who came to CCIDD during my time there,
I ceme to overhear and
participate in many conversations about the curricula with
participants. Their casual comments, impressions, valuative
statements, and reactions also contributed to the data base. I
recorded particularly interesting comments, observations or
information and included them for future considerations.
A I I interviews were added to the research archive system.
4 ' Partlc| Pan t observation
. Before I was hired, as part of my
first visit to CCIDD, I was provided a scholarship to participate in
my first CCIDD program. This permitted me to first experience the
program as an attending program member, fully integrated and
participating with the group in all curriculim activities frcm the
beginning through the end of the program. This gave me a first-hand
experiential view of the curriculim.
Additionally, for the full length of my employment, I was able to
selectively sit with, observe, and record the unfolding dynamics of
assorted groups exposed to the same, or different, program activities
under a wide variety of program c i rcimstances
. Further, I was able
to interact and gradually build relationships with both program
speakers and participants which permitted me understandings of their
lives, hew they viewed the program and their participation in it.
A I I these c i rcimstances afforded me an expansive range of
participant observations and experiential history. Information that
seemed momentarily significant, meaningful or represented potential
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value in future curriculum analysis was
entered into the data base.
transcr i bed i nto notes and
5. Docurientat ion ,
schedules for groups who
I was able to col lect copies of al
I program
came during my time at CCIDO which enabled me
to view variations in curriculum format, content and sequenc i ng for
different groups.
I collected or photographed representative materials that were
either presented or distributed to participants over the course of a
program's life. These Included reproductions of video presentations,
audio tapes of songs, poetry and resource packets distributed to
participants.
I photographed or made copies of key charts used by
presenters. I also photographed various groups In the wide range of
program settings I n wh Ich act I vi t les occur, both at the CC I DO ccmplex
and on field trips.
For the two programs which formed the core of part ici pant- 1 eve I
research, almost all presentations and activities from both programs
were audio-taped and/or photographed to preserve program content for
future reference.
6 * Pgrsonal experience. Finally, as a member of the program
staff, I was a participant and witness to many of the internal
discussions and design processes that went into assembl ing and
finalizing a wide array of program curricula. This experiential
knowledge forms a data base which is preserved in both memory and
field notes
.
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Par t i c
i pant—Leve I Research
Research Needs
. The goal of the research was to gain an Interna,
vl«w of the experiential effects of the program upon Its subscribers.
I felt that the integrity of the research rested upon selection of a
research strategy and methodology capable of bridging the
interpersonal gap between researcher and participant in order to reach
within participant experience, observe and record developmental
growth, program effects and reactions.
Levels of Research
. I perceived the research had to take into
account four levels of Investigation for each participant who was to
be included In the study sample:
1. Pi^C I DD, hi story
. | needed to have baseline information
against which to assess program effects. Since the program is
intended to impact upon a participant's domains of knowledge, values,
attitudes and behavior, I felt it important to have a familiarity with
each participant's past history relative to CCIDD program goals and
themes prior to beginning the program "treatment".
2 ‘ and expectations
. I assumed that each participant was
entering the program for one or several primary reasons. I wished to
knew what these were in order to monitor participant development,
experience and satisfaction of those needs over the course of the
program.
3 - Formative program effects
. I thought it essential to be able
to observe participant reactions and experience at each stage of
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program development, from beginning through the end. As a part of
this formative research process,
I also felt it important to discern
Participant assessment of both the program curriculum and the research
process itself In order to aid future curriculum and research
ana lysis.
4 ' E°-St-Pr°gram assessment
. I wanted to discern the effects of
the program on participants after they left the program, especial ly as
they related to original participant needs and program goals.
Organ 1 zat I ona I Conditions and Snnnort Part iol pant research was
highly dependent upon possibilities and limitations imposed by the
field site and Internal program conditions. Since the staff was
supportive of my efforts, the primary chal lenges to developing an
effective research strategy related to program scheduling, logistics
and general staff coordination. These were able to be resolved
without any significant impediments and will be discussed In more
deta i I later in this chapter.
Sources of Information
. The primary sources of information
considered authoritative in assessment of program effects are the
program participants themselves. It is for them the program exists
and is designed, and it Is through their experience that curriculim
effects can best be understood.
Research Methods
. Adopting an effective research strategy
involved choosing methods that were (a) consistent with research
philosophy and assumptions, (b) appropriate to the program conditions,
(c) able to retrieve reliable, high caliber information over time
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and In a variety of circumstances, (d) able to be consistent and
reproducible for different groups.
Although I will provide In-depth descriptions of research methods
and Instruments In succeeding chapter subsections, the general methods
that I chose are presented below:
1. Research archives. As with other levels of research,
I felt
it essential to develop an archive system capable of preserving both
program- and participant-specific information for research groups
samp I ed
.
Maintaining detailed accounts of a specific curriculum and group
community life was deemed important to future analysis of participant
experience and subsequent correlation of any program effects to
certain educational activities or learning experiences.
Similarly, creation of a filing system for specific research
participants would permit me to keep chronological accounts of an
Individuals developmental growth and experience.
2. jnterv i ews
. Regular interviews were considered a primary
resource for gathering formative, experiential participant data. I
felt that developing and establishing a central, quas i
-structured
interview format was essential to extending a cannon framework of
gathering data across programs and participant populations. It was
equal ly important to adopt interviewing strategies that would preserve
as much as possible original interchanges between interviewer and
I nterviewee.
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3. Questionnaires
. This technique represented a means for
gathering similar information from different research populations,
since It is a self-report technique that does not lend itself to
simultaneous In-depth probing and clarification of responses,
I
considered use of questionnaires appropriate for only certain
categories of Information and circumstances. Nevertheless, this
technique was viewed as a primary means for gathering important
information at the close of the program and in post-program research.
4. Documentation
. After my first months at CCIDD, I discovered
that many participants used notebooks to record program Information,
I I lunlnatlng ideas, emotions or passing thoughts which were part of
their program experience. I considered gaining access to these notes
as a potentially valuable secondary information resource.
Similarly, many participants developed personal journals in order
to record intimate thoughts, emotions or Ideas about their program
experience.
I felt that the concept of journals could be potentially
adapted to research purposes and provide additional data concerning
participant growth and program experience.
I also perceived the appropriate use of audio-taping and
photography as primary means for docimenting participant experience
and program life.
5. Participant observation
. I considered it essential to
accompany and observe research participants in the full range of
diverse program settings. In this way, the research could gain
information about participants in different program conditions.
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potent tally discriminate experiential reactions for different
individuals and group sub-populations, and observe various forms of
participant ccmrnun icat ion, expression and behavior. Facial
expressions, gestures, language, quantity and direction of questions
asked of speakers are but a few of the indicators which I felt
Important to judging levels participant Interest, enthusiasm and
impact of particular activities.
6. H eld notes
. Maintenance of a rigorous system of field notes
was also considered essential for recording and preserving key
observations, significant communications, important program moments.
Incidental information or other opportunistic data pertinent to
Investigative research about program effects for participants. Notes
were a means of additionally preserving my own formative ideas,
thoughts, and conjectures about Individual and group development.
Developmental History of the Research
. As an exploratory
project, the formation and Institutionalization of both a research
design and methodology Involved various discrete developmental stages.
These are briefly described below.
1
‘ larl y stages of development . When I left for employment at
the field site, I had preliminary frameworks for both research design
and methods. As proposed, part ici pant- 1 eve I data-gather i ng relied
upon use of (a) periodic, open-ended phenomenological interviewing
techniques, (b) participant observations, (c) I imi ted docunentat ion
,
and (d) field notes.
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Unforeseen circumstances which arose soon after my arrival at the
field Site prevented me from engaging in substantive work on designing
research strategies or Instruments until five tenths after my arrival,
at the Close of a busy summer program season. During these fa I I
months, I used the dissertation prospectus as a reference guide In
formulating tentative research design and methodological approaches.
My summer exposure to the organization and curriculum made me
quickly aware of a major unforseen chal lenge to the project. The
intense, rapid program pace provided little free time for me to
engage in research for six participants per program, as I had
original ly proposed. This was especial ly true since my position
changed and organizational responsibilities increased over the summer.
It was impossible to completely f ree mysel f of al I ob I I gat Ions wh ich.
in turn, compromised my abl I ity to accompany and observe program
participants in all situations.
in seme way I had to expand and adapt the research's capabi I ities
so as to overcome these obstacles. Addition of research staff
assistants represented one potential solution to this dilerma.
2
'
~^
cru j tment and t raining of research assistants
. The arrival
of seven new staff In the fall—a new assistant director and six new
volunteers—presented me a rich pool of potential col laborators in my
research endeavors. The new assistant director, Anne, and one new
volunteer, Leslie, indicated their interest and willingness to assist
me in my efforts. Both expressed interest in the research project and
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indicated seme limited past experience with use of qua.itative
research techniques.
We met severai times during the inactive fall program months
. At
these meetings
I reviewed with them al I dimehsiohs of the project's
developmental history and, usihg Patton's book on Qualitative
Eq uation Methods (,980) as a reference and guide, reviewed in detail
the proposed methodologies. We devised a research strategy a^ngst
ourse I ves
.
We estimated that with each of us interviewing two participants
apiece in half-hour time periods, we could simultaneously interview
a I six study group members In one hour of a program day. We
speculated this was feasible within the I imlts of free time during a
typical dally program schedule.
Program staff normal ly rotated for each CCIDD program. This made
it possible for us to negotiate with others our responsibilities so we
could be available to work as a team on designated research programs.
Thus, serving both as staff and research team on the same programs, we
could arrange for at—l^east one of us to be with the group on al I
formal program activities, and to have free time for interactions
during informal periods. This correspondingly meant we could expand
the project's participant observation capabilities to cover the full
program.
We recognized that limited free time and cunulative fatigue which
occurs for everyone, especially staff, over the course of a long
program day represented a ccmprcmise on our ability to record lengthy
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or data, led field notes. There was a risk that rany percept I ons ahd
observat ions could be lost over t Ime. m order to c^pensate tor this
factor, and supplement whatever personal field notes we were able to
make, we decided to meet together every f„ days to disouss our
observations and formatlvely evaluate the research process.
Since I had not yet experimented with the research methods In a
program, I was unsure of their feaslbl Mty and vlab, I Ity.
, developed
a model format for dally Interview guides based on open-ended
Phenomenological questioning, but did not know what level of Interview
frequency was feasible and appropriate.
I chose to rely oh a
questionnaire only for purposes of retrieving basic demographic
Information In addition to standard CCIDD end-of-program final
evaluation questions. Development of archives, participant
observations, field notes, team meetings and docimentat Ion all existed
at conceptual levels, but were undeveloped and untested.
3
'
—
lectlon Of a pre-test group
. It became obvious that we
first needed a pre-test group with which to attempt the research
strategy—regularly assessing Its utility, adapting certain methods to
fit circumstances and, developing new methods as needs were presented.
Knowledge gained from this experimental process could then be used to
refine research methods for actual research groups sampled.
In late fal I
,
1984 a group of wcmen frcm Canada came to a CCIDD
program. We held appropriate staff negotiations and discussions and,
ultimately, chose this program to be our research pre-test group.
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4
' ^<,1 Implgnentat Ion. After explaining the purposes of
the research project to the whole group at the first orientation
session,
, was able to recruit six volunteers.
, explained to thm
(a) the methods Involved; (b) their obligations and rights as
participants; and (c) that they, as a pre-test group, would renain
entirely anonymous and that none of the personal Information retrieved
from their participation would be reported In any form outside the
confidence of the research team. They agreed to these conditions,
signed a consent form, and the project began.
Interviews were held every few days as originally planned during
the evening hours. After two team meetings, we all observed a few
major cannon problems.
First, having Interviews at the close of the day was a bad idea.
Participants and research team members alike were tired after long day
program days. This created subtle resentments against the project and
an inabi I i ty to concentrate. We decided to renegotiate with
volunteers and experiment with having the remaining interviews in the
early morning pre-breakfast hours, or during the post- lunch rest
per i od
.
Secondly, the use of the open-ended phencmeno
I og i ca I approach to
interviewing produced an enormous volune of data, but information
which was highly dependent to interviewer styles, interview contexts
and participant "stream of consciousness". Information being
retrieved appeared so randan and divergent that it called into
question the effectiveness and utility of this method for future
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analysis. This was especial ly exacerbated by having interviews at the
end of the day, when participants were still largely reacting •'in-
the-mcment
" , having had little time to reflect or assimilate program
activities.
I suggested we try a more structured half-hour interview
format during which there were could be three main interview topics
addressed, including appropriate probing questions, by allotting ten
minute segments for discussion of each primary interview focus. This
approach would permit combining seme elements of phencmeno
I og i ca
I
questioning with new questions I would test to guide participant
reflections. We decided to proceed with this experimental format.
Thirdly, we all felt having interviews every few days was
inadequate to meet research needs. Each program day is full of
activities, all of them potentially provocative and important to
participants. Participants seemed to be sharing and reflecting only
about the most recent activities and not those of prior days. We
looked at the remaining four days in the program and saw it was
potentially feasible to have daily interviews, depending upon the
will ingness of the participants to meet In regular morning or
afternoon free times. We renegotiated with the group who agreed to
conducting two of the final four interviews in the early morning and
two in the early afternoon free time.
Finally, since interviewers had been relying only on note-taking
to preserve participant responses, we resolved to locate three tape
recorders, buy audio tapes, tape all sessions, and use note-taking as
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a means for recording interview observations and highlighting
important information.
I proceeded to develop seme new major interview questions with
corresponding suggestions for probing each topic. These were typed,
copied and distributed to Anne and Les, le, serving as the new, cannon
interview guides for the four remaining interviews.
We continued with participant observations and recording field
notes as we were abie. Questionnaires were passed out and returned.
At the termination of this program, team members met for in-depth
conversations to evaluate the effectiveness of all research methods,
especially the changes I just mentioned. I took minutes of that
meeting in order to document revisions and preserve suggestions,
carments and ideas for future consideration.
5
' §va 1 uat ion and revisions of research methods
. The newly
instituted changes were very positively evaluated and adopted as part
of the research methodology for future groups, other strategies
employed, such as coordinating work schedules to permit seme constant
contact with the program, keeping independent field notes, and
regularly meeting in order to share notes, observations and discuss
pertinent research issues, were also perceived as successful and
adopted as part of future research strategy.
I viewed the end-of-program questionnaire as successful, but
underutilized as a potentially rich source of participant information.
Systems for filing data were adequately functioning, but in
early, formative stages of development.
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I had the task of devel oD ,ng new Interview guldes for future use
based upon the changed format and daily Interview approach. This
proved to be a very rich and rewarding experience. The sheer Increase
in nimber of questions that could be asked, and topics which could be
addressed, over the I I fe of a program afforded me possib, I Itles of
exploration and experimentation. A value-free phenaneno logical
question could be Included as one part of each interview.
I saw that
sane questions could be repeated at different intervals over the
program span In order to vie, any deve
I opmenta I changes In responses.
Questions which asked for participant assessment of both the program
and research process could also be Included.
I worked on expanding the scope of the end-of-program
questionnaire to Include new, and more detailed Information inquiries
about: (a) demographics; (b) seme pre-CCIDO history; (c) program
evaluation Information; and (d) post-program plans. Since lengthening
the questionnaire Involved a potentially greater time Investment for
participants,
I conceived of substituting It for a daily interview on
one of the last program days so as to compensate for this additional
effort
.
Other research methods remained basically intact. I felt both
ready to begin the formal research process and grateful for the
experiential knowledge and Improvements resulting fron the research
pre-test
.
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6
' ^tlon ° f forma I research groups
. Frcm the fuM winter and
spring, 1985 schedule of groups with progrem reservations,
, chose two
groups who would serve as my formal research sample. This was
accomplished through negotiations and consultations which involved
Lesl le, Anne and the CCIDD director, Raymond Plankey.
Research Group "A» participated In a ten-day progr^n In February,
esearch Group B experienced an eleven-day program In May,
1985. Twelve volunteer program members-slx fron each research group-
-were recruited and became this project's study group sample. Of
these twelve, one terminated the research process for personal
reasons, leaving eleven people who form the core data base on which
this study is based.
A detailed discussion of sampling considerations and recruiting
strategies
I employed is contained in Chapter 5 which Introduces
research group and study group participants.
7
* Qg.search Implementation . Research was conducted by the same
investigative team for both research groups A and B using
methodological approaches previously described. A detailed
description of primary research instruments is included in the final
major chapter subsection.
Ctevslopment of a post-program assessment Instrument
. As I
mentioned, while at the field site I became interested in conducting
post-program research to ascertain, If possible, the effects of the
program over a longer period of time. The circumstances which
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catalyzed my development of a post-program research Instrument derive
from an opportunistic situation which arose at the research site.
In late April, 1985 the director decided to conduct a
comprehensive survey of all 1984-1985 CCIDD alumni In order to (a)
update mat I Ing I ists, (b) assess the impacts of the CCIDD program on
participant political and community education behaviors, and (c)
conduct an assessment of post-program needs for fol low-up services and
support
.
I was Placed In charge of developing the questionnaire to be used
In this survey. This provided me an opportunity creatively develop
research Instruments to meet the survey goals. I experimented with
various formats and approaches, consulted with the director and other
program staff for their Input, and conducted Informal pre-tests of
assorted quest I onna I re methods. There were Internal pressures to
quickly produce an instrument and get It In the mal I
. Since I did not
have time to consult more authoritative figures in social research,
the questionnaire was designed In the best manner possible given
situational resources and constraints.
Most questions relied on self-report methods using response
scales that were developed at the field site and, therefore, not
tested through rigorous instrunent development and refinement methods.
Nevertheless, they were determined appropriate to the tasks and
considered viable in their potential to gather valuable information
and/or suggest significant trends in responses if acfrni n i stered to a
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large enough sample size. Eventual ly, in co, laboration with other
staff, a questionnaire format was adopted and finalized.
This was sent out with stamped-se I f-addressed return envelopes to
approximately 480 alumni who participated In CCIDO programs from
January, 1985 through April, i 985
. 0 f those sent out, 190
questionnaires were returned for an outstanding return rate of
approximately 40 percent.
I considered this wealth of Information as a phenomenal resource
against which to potentially compare similar post-program assessments
for the research groups and assess major response deviations or
similarities. Results from the quest I onna I res were Initially
tabulated at the research site prior to my June departure. I was
given the original copies of all these questionnaires to keep In trust
for future statistical analysis, which I promised I would do upon
return to my heme and university envirorment.
These questionnaires were eventually transcribed into the
University of Massachusetts cybernetics system in Eebruary-March, 1986
and subsequently statistically analyzed using Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) 1 ®.
I decided that I would use certain elements of this questionnaire
in development of a one-year post-program follow up questionnaire to
be sent to a I I program participants in both Groups A and B. Over the
winter months of 1986 I developed this questionnaire.
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9- Post-propram research
. The fol low-up questionnaire was sent
to a,, members of Research Group A in March, 1986
. thlrteen TOnths
fo, lowing their CCiDO program. The same questionnaire was sent to a, ,
makers of Group B twelve months after their CCIDO program In May,
1986. Out of 39 questionnaires sent, 33 were returned for an
approximate 85% return rate. Only one of the eleven original study
group members failed to return her fo, ,ow-up questionnaire, even after
several reminder notes were sent.
Description of S I te-Rpec I f ic Research Methods and Instruments
The intent of this section Is to provide a brief, detailed
description and rationale for primary research Instruments used In
gathering data from Research Groups A and B.
'• Ifterv I ews . Itemized Interviews were considered a primary
data-gatherlng tool capable of extending common elements of research
over two different programs.
Half-hour interviews were conducted almost daily for each
participant in both research groups. For Study Group A, interviews
were conducted in the mid-afternoon hours during free program time.
Study Group B chose to have theirs during an early morning, pre-
breakfast hour.
All interviews were audio-taped with permission frcm the
participants. Tapes of all interviews were labeled, dated and kept
for future transcription.
Interview guides were developed for all interview periods based
upon the three-top Ics-per-ha I f-hour approach I previously described.
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cc^ete transcripts of those intervi^ guides for study Groups A and
B are included in this docent as Appendices A and B, respect
, ve
,
y
.
Categories of general and specific questions included In those
interviews are described below:
la. e^-CCIDD n I story
. As a part of the intake interview each
participant was asked to go back as far In their
I Ives as they felt
necessary and appropriate to describe the contributing Influences
which Ultimately led to their participation in a CCIDO program.
' b
'
—
rticlpant needs and expectations
. Also in the intake
Interview, participants were asked to share what personal needs, hopes
and expectations they had for their program participation.
1c. Analysis of Central American problems
. Part Ic
I pants were
asked during the first or second interview what they perceived as the
primary problems of Central America, and then to suggest corresponding
solutions for these problems. This was to ascertain their perception
and analysis of problems before being exposed to CCIDD explanations.
1d
- S? f 'hit Ions of development. Also to gain a perception of a
participant's phi losophical stance vis-a-vis development Issues,
participants were asked In the first or second Interview to define the
concept of "development" as they understood It.
1e * General reactions to program activities
. As a part of almost
every interview, the each interviewer reviewed with each of his or her
interviewees a I I program activities which had occurred since the
previous interview. The interviewee was then asked what he or she
felt were the most significant, important or meaningful of all those
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ences an. theh to explain why
. Thls was fo| |owed by appropr|ate
Probing questions to c I ar I fy or gal n a deeper- 1 eve I Insight of
responses. Probes included asking participants what they felt they
gained fron those experiences, what emotions or thoughts those
situations provoked, what positive or negative reactions they had to
other activities and so on.
If. Reactions to specific There were certain
activities, such as field trips, which I knew had been designed with a
specific purpose and Intent In format, sequencing and content. Seme
Interview questions were designed to specifically gain insight into
participant reactions and reflections about those activities which. In
turn, could be used to ascertain the activities effectiveness In
ach i ev i ng i ntended goa I s
.
There were similarly other sessions which, based on prior program
experience and observations,
I knov to be especially thought-provoking
or emotional ly chal lenging to many participants.
I wanted to
understand whether the study group participants would have similar
reactions and what it was about those sessions, either in presenter
style or content, that made them so forceful. Thus, sane interviews
included general and probing questions about those specific sessions.
These activity-specific questions were interspersed throughout
the interviews schedules of both groups.
^ •
—
per imenta
I questions to gain an Internal view of gnot ions,
growth and development. I developed a few such questions intended to
provide this research a glimpse of a participant's formative internal
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state of affairs. For example, both groups were each asked at
different times to fantasize that they had been given a mission as
investigative journalists to report on their interna, state for the
past twenty-four hours. They were given a few minutes to si ientiy
reflect and then respond.
Another example comes from Group B's interview schedule. Towards
the end Of the program, participants were asked to fantasize that they
were cartographers whose mission was to draw a conceptual map of their
internal Journey at CC I DO si noe arrival
. Part lei pants were g iven
paper, pencils and ten minutes to quickly sketch a map which they were
subsequently asked to explain.
' h
-
—
TOtlVe sains and benefits
. Two times during the course of
interviews-once at program mid-point and once towards the close of
the program—participants were asked to assess what they felt the most
Important gains or benefits to program participation had been for than
thus far. Probes fol Icwed which asked them to explain and analyze the
responses each offered.
11 • Forgive development of Important questions or Issues
. At
two separate times, approximately one-third and two-thirds through the
program, interviewees were asked what were the most important
questions or issues the program had raised for then thus far. As
before, probes followed which asked then to explain and analyze their
answers.
1J * Program evaluation information
. At program mi d-poi nt
,
interviewees were asked to assess the program currlculun in terms of
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genera, strengths and weaknesses, and positive or negative reactions.
Suggestions for improving the program were also solicited.
As part of the final interview, interviewers repeated back to
Participants what they listed as their needs and expectations during
the i ntake interview. They were then asked to evaiuate whether or not
these needs had been met, why or why not and +y y oT: * asked to suggest ways in
which these needs might have been better met.
A more thorough general program evaluation was designed to be
included In the final program research questionnaire.
lk
' g?searcti project feedback
. Also at approximate program mid-
point and as part of the final interview, study group members were
asked to evaluate their participation In the research process. This
included questions about the personal utility of the process, how they
felt about the methods being used, research strengths and weaknesses,
positive or negative reactions and whether they would choose to
volunteer again.
1I * PPst-P rQ9ram plans and intentions
. Participants were asked
In the context of one of the last interviews what actions, thoughts,
ideas and plans they had concerning their impending departure to
return heme.
2
- End-of-program questionnaires. A research questionnaire was
developed and adn i n i stered to study group participants in I leu of an
interview one day prior to the last program day. All questionnaires
were returned and filed in research archives for future reference.
This final questionnaire appears in this dociment as Appendix C.
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The following subsections briefly describe the contents.
2a. Demographic Information
, The first part of the questionnaire
askeq for basic digraph, o Information: nare; address: age
; manta,
status: annua, family ihccme and current professional or occupational
status.
2b
- *asssa"ent Of hast experience to determine pre-d I snos 1 1 ,^ ^
CC IDD phi I osophy and program goals
. I wanted to gather certain
background Information on each participant which I felt important to
know m order to adequately assess program effects.
I tal lored
several questions to draw out that Information.
I asked participants
If they had been to at Third World country before and, if so, when,
hew long, in what capacity and In what countries.
I asked if the
respondent had ever experienced an educational course simi lar to CCIDD
and, if so, to relate details about that experience.
In order to determine prior levels of social activism,
l also
asked several questions. One question asked If participants had ever
been involved in any work in relation to Central American issues or
problems before attending the program. if so, I asked for descriptive
details. The following question asked for the same information, but
with regards to past involvement in "peace and social justice issues".
Finally,
I asked people if they considered themselves an "activist"
prior to attending CCIDD and asked them to define that term as they
understood it.
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20
' ~^ beneflts
'
growth and d^mnnPnt
. Although Included
Interview,
l repeated a question which asked participants
in what ways they felt they benef Itted by participating m the CCIDD
program. In order to approach "effects" frcm a different perspective,
the next question asked In what way they felt they had grown, or what
changes they felt they had undergone, as a result of program
attendance.
2d
' Sj-ture P 1 ans , questions and Issues to pursue post-nronram
I asked participants to assess, as a result of attending the
CCIDD program, what (a) new questions or issues, and (b) actions or
activities he or she intended on pursuing or becoming Involved with
after departure frcm CCIDD.
2®'
—
ogram evaluation i n formation
. The final part of the
questionnaire asked participants to assess the program in terms of
program activities, logistics, staff effectiveness, and program
resources. Finally, each participant was asked whether he or she
would reccrrmend the program to others and "why or why not?".
3. Docimentat Ion . Immediately after participants were recruited
and research methods were clarified, l handed each participant a blank
notebook, pencil and a set of suggested guidelines for keeping a
journal during the CCIDD program. These journal suggestions are
adjoined to this document as Appendix D. Journals were copied and
returned on the last program day. Copies were entered into the larger
research archives.
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A I I study group participants agreed to let me copy their main
Program notebooks prior to their departure which I did. These ful,
reproductions were then filed for future reference.
4. Meld notes. Field notes were kept by each research team
member in a special notebook that was prepared and presented for this
purpose. For each research program, two team meetings occurred
during the program and one following the program to share notes,
observations and discuss research-related Issues. Notes and minutes
from these meetings were kept for future research needs.
Intervlav guides were designed such a way that each page had
questions printed on the left side and a blank column on the right
side so that Interviewers could take notes during each participant
Interview. Separate interview guides were used for each different
participant In order to preserve notes for Individual respondents.
These were then col lected and placed in the archives for future
reference when reviewing and transcribing interviews.
5
*
—
rt lc
'
Pant observation
. During both programs, there was at
least one, and many times two, research team members present with the
group on all formal curriculim activities. Observations were recorded
throughout the programs, shared during team meet I ngs
,
then filed for
future research needs.
Description of Post-Program Research Questionnaire
. The post-
program follow-up questionnaire, included in th I
s
manuscr
i
pt as
Appendix E, was divided into five discrete sections.
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’•
—
C lnformatl °h- Part I asked participants for name,
address, telephone number, approximate dates of their CCI DO program
number of months since that progr^, and what group or person
organized that program. Some of this Information
I felt
, already
had, but only wanted to reconfirm.
2. Reflections concerning program Impacts Part ic ipants were
then asked to share, in narrative form, what they perceived to be the
most important, significant or meaningful ways they fee, they had been
affected by participation in a CCIDD program since their attendance.
3
'
—
1
f
~assessment of pre- and oost-CCIDO activity levels Part
HI was a self-report behavioral assessment Instrument identical to,
and excerpted from, the opportunistic questionnaire submitted to the
larger CCIDD 1984-1985 alunni sample.
Participants were provided a four point Likert-type scale ranging
from "never" to "frequently" and, using this scale, asked to estimate
their relative pre- and post-CCIDO Involvement levels in relation to
each of seventeen different categories of activities associated with
political or conmun I ty act i v I sm
. The seventeen activity categor I es I
used represented what I felt to be a continuum of representative
behaviors ranging from relatively passive behaviors ("reviewing
pertinent Information"; "signing a pet 1 1 Ion" ) , to more active
behaviors ("Joining a network or group"; "visiting a government
representative"), to very active behaviors ("participating in a vigil
or demonstration"; "visiting a government representative"), to
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extremely active behaviors ("participating In an act of civil
d i sobed i ence" )
.
Although the program's content was focused on Central American
issues, I wanted to test whether any Interna, changes resulting frOT
the program were transferred to other areas of a participant's social
and political behavior. Pre- and posted CO assessments for each
behavioral category were, therefore, requested for three different
focuses of activity involvement: (a) Central American Issues, (b)
Latin American/ Th I rd Wor Id/g loba I Issues, and (c) I oca I /hat Iona I
issues.
One question following this lengthy assessment process asked
participants, again using a five point Llkert-type scale ranging frcm
"not at all responsible" to "extremely responsible", to what degree
they perceived their “post-CCI DO" responses in each of the activity
focus categories (Central American Issues, Lat In Amer Ican/Thl rd
World/global Issues, I oca I /national Issues) were directly attributable
to their participation in a CCIDD program.
Finally, recognizing that seme participants may want to be active
but not be able to because of individual c i rcimstance, respondents
were asked to what degree their participation in a CCIDD program
deepened their desire to respond to issues of social justice and
peace.
4
- New acti vities, projects or Involvements undertaken since the
CCIDD program. Respondents were asked to list and explain any new
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actions they had undertaken in the year since the CCiDD progr^ which
were inspired as a result of program participation.
5- Addi tional contents
. The final ouestlon asked people to share
and explain any additional information as to how they felt their
participation in a CCIDD program has affected their faith, life or
other ccrrmi tments.
Post Site Sorting and Arrangement of the Data
AM data retrieved at the research site was filed, boxed and
returned with me in June, 1985 for future sorting and analysis.
Subsequent stages of the research process are briefly described below.
Organizational Research
AM archives pertaining to organizational research were arranged
and sorted for analysis. AM Interview tapes were transcribed and
entered into the archives. These transcripts, the vast amount of
field notes, many copied docunents, personal journals, photographs and
my experiential knowledge all contributed to the data base considered
In formulating research findings.
Curriculim Research
Archives focused on program research followed a similar post-
program process of sorting and arrangement. Tapes of Informal
interviews were transcribed which were, In turn, added to other
program documentation, copious field notes, photographs, audio tapes
of program sessions and my storehouse of experiential knowledge to
form a vast data base for analysis and determination of findings.
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Participant-Level Research
AN participant interviews were transcr i bed word-for-word from
audio-tapes during the l985-,986 period, forming an enorrou, data base
to review Several copies were made of these entire trahscripts.
program questionnaires, field notes, journals, notebooks and minutes
of research team meetings for use In multiple approaches used in
qua I I tat i ve ana lysis.
Seme questions In the follcw-up questionnaire were framed in a
manner capable of statistical analysis. Data frem these were
subsequently transcribed Into the University of Massachusetts
cybernetics system In fall of ,986 and eventually analysed In the same
manner as the larger CC I DO alumni response group, other narrative
responses were copied and held for future qualitative analysis.
Chapter Summary
The entire research project is based upon a qualitative
phi losophy and approach to social research which employed research
archives, interviews, participant observation, questionnaires, field
notes, documentation and experiential inversion as primary
methodological tools. Research strategies and methods were adopted in
order to view and analyze the organizational context, curriculum model
and effects of the program upon participants. These methods were
gradual ly developed, pre-tested and implemented to meet the needs of
the research. Data was both formative I y and surrmatively sorted and
arranged in a manner best suited for analysis.
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All succeeding chapters within this dissertation contain findings
of this case history Investigation. Whenever conprehens Ion of the
analytical methodology is a preregulsite to interpreting the findings.
I briefly review the process of analysis at the start of each chapter
before proceeding to the report of findings.
CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH SITE
Introduct lnn
The organization ana program that constitute the focus of this
study are unique. Participants who engage In the educational
activities of the curricula are exposed to a rich Interplay of
organizational history, environment, structure, educational
assumptions and principles that all bear upon their learning
experience. Isolating any one variable for examination would bear
false witness to the systemic and holistic effects of the larger
program context.
This chapter
' s purpose Is to describe the primary elements which
both comprise the research site and Impinge upon learner attainment.
The Importance of examining so many different factors, even briefly,
makes this a lengthy chapter.
I organize the text Into discrete sections which describe
organizational history, environment, program services. Internal
structure, mission and goals. Since the curriculum relies on a
spectrum of design principles which contribute to overall program
formation, I Invest considerable effort in presenting and describing
them within this chapter
. So that the reader may understand how these
principles are app lied In the program context
,
I I nc I ude ana lysis and
description of five representative program activities which most
attendant program groups experience in the curriculum. The chapter
ends w i th a br i ef d i <501 too i «
r
l t iscussion of program evaluation and follow-up
services.
1 1
1
nisiory ot CCIDD
The Cuernavaca Center for
I ntercu
, tura
I Dialogue on Developnent
(CCIDD) was founded In Cuernavaca, Mexico in ,977 as a collaborative
effort of the current director, Ray Plankey, and Sergio Mendez Arceo.
then B I shop of Cuernavaca who was a founder of, and ranains a leading
spokesperson for, liberation theology In Latin America.
CCIDO's existence, program philosophy and services are intimately
linked to Plankey, who remains the organization's executive director
and sole continuous employee since Its founding. As a former Papal
lay missionary to Chi le In the 1960's, he became converted to a grass-
roots poor people’s liberation perspective of development problems as
part of his work experience. This led him to subsequently became and
involved With the Christian socialist movement that brought A I lende’s
election In 1970. Caught on a hcme-leave visit to Vermont during the
1973 coup which ousted Al lende, Plankey and his Chi lean wife and
family unexpectedly became political exiles. After a year of
searching for a way to return to Latin America, Ray and his wife were
invited, and came, to Cuernavaca under joint sponsorship of the local
bishop, Mendez Arceo, and the progressive Benedictine monastery of
Weston Priory in Vermont.
For several years Ray worked as a lay missionary and community
worker among the poor of the region. He developed not only an expert
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experiential Pledge of local problems relating to poverty, but also
a network of contacts and friendships within poor neighborhoods,
churches and broader circles of liberation thought In the region.
In 1977 he was asked by a visiting U.S. Methodist bishop to set
up an educational program for a church group who wished to better
understand the regional context of poverty and development issues.
Intrigued with this Idea, Ray used his established networks of local
friends to set up an exper lent la I ly-based educational program
interpreted through the Ideals and understandings of progressive
politics and I Iberation theology. The first program was wel l-received
by the attending group and spurred Plankey's interest to develop other
"reverse mission" programs Intended to consc I ent I c I ze North American
Christians about the causes of poverty and Injustice In Latin America
(Ray Plankey, oral presentation to CCIDD participant program, 23
November
,
1 984 )
.
This ultimately led to the founding, and subsequent growth, of
CCIDD in 1977. Dur I ng a conversation with Plankey on September 29,
1987, Plankey estimated over 3,000 people have attended CCIDD programs
since its inception. Success in the Mexico program ultimately spawned
the 1984 founding, and subsequent acini n i strat i ve independence, of a
parallel organization promoting experiential education for visitors to
Nicaragua.
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Envi ronment
Locat i on
Cuernavaca, a city with an estimated 1980 population of 350,000
Inhabitants, Is the capita, of the state of ^relos and Is only ninety
kl lcmeters~or a one and a half hour's drlve-frcm the southern
borders of Mexico City, the nation's capital.
City and Regional Environment
Situated In the high alt I piano region 1,700 meters above sea
level, Cuernavaca has long been kncwn as the "city of eternal spring"
for its' year-round, temperate cl Irate and horticultural beauty.
The city overflows with historical legacies of the fascinating,
tortuous transition of Mexico fron Indigenous rule through colonial
occupation and, ultimately, to Independence. Former colonial palaces,
cathedrals, museums, pre^olonlal ruins, public statuary and
historical murals are dally reminders of city and regional
significance to Mexico's long road to freedom.
For reasons of cl imate, easy access to Mexico City and the rich
cultural heritage of the areas, Cuernavaca Is an attractive place to
visit and reside not only for the rich and elite of Mexico, but for
people f ran other countries in Europe, Latin and North America.
Schools for teaching Spanish abound within the city limits.
The city is internationally renowned for its independent spirit
and, as It has through the ages, remains a gathering point for many
progressives and radicals in religion, politics, education, economics
and other disciplines. Liberation themes permeate the approaches of
many training Institutes, develop projects, organizations and
neighborhood groups. Opposition to regional U.S. foreign policy,
shared by much of Latin America, is ccmhonplace in media,
conversations, demonstrations and even street graffiti. CCIDD Is
located in a conceptually radical location, bribing with resources,
networks and organizational support systems of people dedicated to
activism and grass-roots empowerment.
Cuernavaca is also the region's main economic, political and
cultural center. Thus, the streets are filled with the constant
movement of native peoples and tourists, rich and poor, professionals
and peasants, performers and street vendors. Indeed, the city
environment mirrors the spectrum of contrasts, contradictions and
problems that are found in the national, regional and broader Latin
/American landscapes and, with regards to development issues, much of
the Third World.
A wealthy few have access to vast power and resources. The poor
majority suffer the physical and social consequences of
marginalization. Problems related to overpopulat Ion, maldistribution
of resources, injustice, environment, teeming poverty, failed
development policies, and corrupt, ineffective politics both plague
and intensify among the poor . As a learning environment, Cuernavaca
is in a very tragic, but real sense—an excellent resource base for
viewing and investigating development problems analogous to many Latin
American and International contexts.
The Physical Comp I ex
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The CCIDD property, owned by Piankey, is located
residential and small business area only three blocks
of the city.
i n a sen i -
frcm the center
Sheltered frcm busy streets by high concrete walls that surround
many Cuernavaca residences, the CCIDD prooerty Is a anal l i S | and of
semi-tropical tranquility. Although it has since expanded, the CCIDD
main complex while I was there encompassed approximately half an acre
of land on which there were located three main buildings, a swimming
Pool, Interconnecting walkways, a large yard and several smaller,
protected grassy spaces. Tall palms, bougainvillaea, citrus trees and
other horticultural growth give the property a lush, verdant beauty.
A house across the street provided a separate residential facility for
seme staff.
Residential space for up to twenty-two visiting program guests is
distributed among the three buildings in dormitory-style roans
accarmodat i ng frcm one to four beds each. in the large, centrally-
located main building, the director and fami ly live occupy the upper
story in an apartment while dormitory rooms are on the second floor.
On the ground floor are located the kitchen, dining rocm, small CCIDD
office, and a large meeting rocm for program presentations. Fronting
this building, facing the yard, is a small patio used for occasional
program activities or informal relaxation and conversation. A
bulletin board and small cart on the patio are used for display of
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Hbrary mater, a, s, program notices, newspaper clippings of current
events, or other educational materials.
Within one of the other dormitory buildings Is a small library of
books, reference and other materials relevant to CCIDD program topics
or themes. A smal I room next to the I ibrary serves as smal I store for
sel I Ing books, audio and video tapes touching on program themes or
issues, as we I I as crafts produced by the local poor or Central
American refugees.
Profile of Organizational Services
Nature and Services of the Organization
CCIDD operates as a private, non-profit organization in Mexico.
The primary organizational service is conducting fee-for-service,
short-term intensive education programs which, as described in a CCIDD
brochure (1984), are intended "...to promote an experiential
understanding of Christian struggle in Latin America." (p. 2). As I
will soon discuss when examining goals more closely, the CCIDD program
encompasses a much broader vision of radicalizing program participants
and promoting political activism in so I idar i ty w i th the poor people's
liberation struggles In Latin America.
During times of the year when demand for these programs is
lew, OCIDD additionally offers the facility to other local or
regional progressive groups as a conference center.
Program Costs
CCIDD aims to keep its program economical ly accessible to the
widest socio-economic range of people possible. Concerns of economic
return and profit are perceived as secondary to CCIDD 's broader social
mission of consclentlcizlng North Americans about Latin American
poverty and Injustice. Costs are, therefore, kept to a minimum. As
of June, ,985 when I left CCIDO, program costs- 1 no I ud I ng room, board
and tuition— for a typical group of 20 participants was U.S. $30.00
per person per day.
When viewed in conjunction with relatively inexpensive round-trip
air fares to Mexico City from many North
-American locales, CCIDD
offers what it perceives as an attractive, economically affordable
i ntercu I tura I education program and experience for a re I at I vely wide
range of middle-class U.S. and Canadian citizens.
Target Population and Recruitment
Program participants tend to be primarily Christian, fair-skinned
and middle-class, generally representing the religious, ethnic, and
cultural "mainstream" of the United States and Canada. They are
recruited through the efforts of locally, regionally or nationally-
based alumni, groups and organizations who are either sympathetic to
CCIDD's educational mission and philosophy and/or ccrrmitted to the
value of the program experience.
Group recruitment across a spectrum of ecumenical religious
be I iefs and aff I 1 i at ions is seen as a way of fu I f i I I i ng CCIDD's
perceived mission within the Church. In order to increase the
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potential systemic impact of the CCIDD program experience, preference
In recruitment and scheduling is given to groups of leaders within
religious or secular society.
Although church affiliation may mean certain participant pre-
disposition to the spiritual framework in which program Ideals are
expressed, recruitment emphasis Is given to populations who have
"ttle, or superficial, understandings of regional problems within a
more comprehensive, radical religious and political critique.
During my tenure at CCIDD, over 36 different groups representing
over 500 alumni, experienced CCIDD programs (See Appendix F)
. within
and between groups, participant membership widely varies according
demographics, religious perspective, recruitment sources, and
political philosophy, among other descriptive variables.
Sponsoring organizations reflect varying degrees of history and
association with CCIDD. Seme sponsor groups annual ly whi le others are
more discretely organized and attended.
Schedu I I ng
The normal CCIDD program lasts for ten days, although
arrangements are made for programs of shorter or greater length
depending on participant needs and CCIDD capabilities. Blocks of time
for programs are often reserved a year in advance. During the winter
and sirrmer months program schedules are fully booked.
For those periods when demand for programs is high, creative
schedu I ing may permit two different groups with similar programs to
run concurrently. Each program has its own program director and
Staff, but Share most of the s^ progr™ resources. During my time
at CCIDO, this was accomplished through sub-leasing arrangements with
local hotels or conference centers. With the acquisition of an
adjoining property since my departure, It Is n«v a matter of internal
logistics and capabilities. Recognizing the "burnout" factor this
has on a limited staff, "double programming" Is only done only
periodical ly. However, programs are often scheduled
"back-to-back"
with only a one or two day break between the departure one group and
the arrival of the next.
In contrast, spring and fall seasons, are periods of short-and
long-term lulls in programing, often associated with conflicts in the
vacation or work schedules of potential clients.
Organizati onal Structure and Ccrrmun I ty Life
Staff i ng
The developmental history of staffing patterns at CCIDD has
varied over the years according to variables such as need, financial
capabilities, interpersonal staff rapport, and staff availability.
Growth in success and demand for CCIDD programs has led to an
active process of experimentation in organizational staffing patterns.
Staff are generally divided into two categories, a) program staff, and
b) support staff. Program staff are predominately North American and
consist of professional staff and short-term volunteers. Support
staff includes cooks, maintenance and other logistical staff who are
primarily local Mexicans.
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During my fourteen months at CCIDD, there were three major shifts
in program staff. As orlginaMy conceived, my arrival was to complete
the first formation of a four-member full time professional program
staff. The sudden departure of two recently hired assistant directors
soon after my arrival in April, i 984 gave me an immediate "field
promotion" to the position of associate director and, consequently, a
shift in the organizational staffing profile. Within this new
pattern, my responsibilities in administration, programming and
logistics increased dramatically at the start of a fully booked three
month summer schedule. Plankey, two volunteers and I completed this
second surmer program staff formation.
The third, and final, staffing pattern for my time at CCIDD was
gradually formed In fall. 1984 with the recruitment and arrival of a
new assistant program director and six new volunteers for the coming
1984-85 program seasons. Of those, only the assistant director and
two volunteers completed their service commitments.
In terms of staffing for any given CCIDD program, there is one
designated "program director" who is responsible for planning,
leadership and coordination of most program activities. Additional
program staff provide logistical support, drive vans and accompany
groups on occasional field trips, help in Spanish/English translation,
or render other assistance as needed.
Governance and Structure
CCIDD Is officially governed by a board of directors which meets
bi-annual ly and sets policy. Most members are long-term acquaintances
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Of Plankey, many of whom often double as program presenters and
resources
.
As founder and executive director, Plankey has enormous Influence
with the board of directors and, generally, has the final word on
internal policy development and execution. Professional staff who are
designated as program director for a specific group have full
authority and responsibility for planning and Imp lamentat Ion In
relation to a specific program, other program staff have secondary
and tertiary levels of authority and responslbi I Ity within
organizational operations and decision-making.
Periodic staff meetings are held between programs and on special
occasions to discuss ongoing organizational and program-related
i ssues
.
Carmun ity Life
In a certain sense, CCI DD is an anomaly in its Mexican
surroundings. The very nature of program and staff populations makes
English the dcm Inant language spoken on the property. Spanish is
generally used only in conversations with support staff or visitors to
the XIDD complex.
In my experience, the XIDD property was almost always filled
with occupants and visitors. Program staff, the director and his
fami ly, and program participants all I ived and Interacted in close
proximity throughout any typical day. These crowded conditions
intensified the interactions and relationships between and among these
various groupings of people. Although it is my experience that the
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health of these relationships did not have a major Impact on the
program schedule or activities, the shifting moods of harmony and
unity, conflict and dissonance among ccnmunity members had, at times,
an indirect Influence on the Internal program cl Imate.
Values, attitudes and behaviors at CCIDO are predominantly white,
middle Cass and North Amer I can-ref
I act I ng both program participant
and staff populations. Although property residents, both long and
short-term, widely diverge In personality and perspectives, the
central program and organizational tenets of Latin American solidarity
and liberation are the unifying thanes and rationale for their
presence at CCIDO.
Egalitarian, ccmnun I tar i an
,
and democratic principles are often
espoused and applied to organizational and program contexts with
varying degrees of success.
Individual needs and issues are generally responded to with extreme
sensitivity, care and patience. When in conflict with larger program
needs or concerns, they are responded to with acccrrmodat ion inasmuch
as they do not disrupt program operations or the ccnmon good as
perceived by the group or those with greater authority.
Program operations begin early in the morning and frequently
continue late into the night. Free time for both staff and
participants was, dur ing my exper ience, often limited, disjointed,
unpredictable and Inadequate.
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Organizational Mission and Goals
Mission and Rationale
CCIDD s philosophical base and mission
I ie w i th I n a rad ical
,
progressive critique of world and regional affairs. Fran CCIDD's
Interpretive perspective, many regional problems are linked to the
historical, systemic and structural exploitation and oppression of
poor. Much of the Central and Latin American regional civil strife
viewed as a legitimate function of the poor seeking liberation fran
conditions characterized by massive poverty, suffering and human
the
i s
i n just ice.
Re I Iglous Rationale
Theologically, the liberation struggle of the poor is perceived
as closely connected tied to the liberating movement of God In
history—a god who Is closely identified with the poor and
downtrodden. Emancipation of the poor Is viewed as a primary step in
transforming the internal and external constructs of oppression for
both oppressor and the oppressed to more harmonious paradigns based on
love, equality, solidarity and liberation for all of global humanity.
Existential ccrrmun ion wi th this liberating fa i th Chr i st ian faith
is felt to have both personal and social change dimensions. Personal
recognition and transformation of oppressive internal constructs of
reality in knowledge, attitudes, and values is symbiot ical ly related
to the active work of changing social, political, economic and
cultural systems which perpetuate privilege for the few and oppression
for the ma jor i ty
.
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It is assuned that allegiance to core Christian values of love
and egalitarian pr I no Ip les wi I l bring forth liberation at both
personal and social levels. Nurturing awareness, development and
application of these values and pr I help les Is, therefore, ah act of
theological, political and social solidarity-part of the CCIDD
mission.
Social Change Rationale
in the past two decades, mutually reinforcing progressive/radical
critiques of Latin American development problems have used skills of
critical analysis to link regional poverty and oppression to
development policies controlled by Northern developed countries,
particularly the United States (See Footnotes 1-4). Liberation of the
Latin /American poor is, therefore, viewed as closely connected to
radical change of U.S. foreign policy which is, in turn, linked to the
U.S. electorate. Development of sufficient political will within the
U.S. necessary to bring about meaningful change is, therefore, an
important goal of solidarity. This is one of CCIDD's indirect goals.
The very poor and marginalized, who suffer the consequences of
unjust foreign policies, have little ability to influence the systems
and institutions which create and enforce those policies. One
strategy is to try and create 1 inks between the very poor and those
who may, although very indirectly, potentially exert seme influence
within the political system. Thus, CCIDD provides a very indirect
channel for the Mexican poor people's perspective to be heard within
the larger U.S. political system.
Educational Rationale
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Most U.S. citizens, geographically and psychologically isolated
fros Latin American realities and critical viewpoints, are
perceived as being Ignorant, confused and/or misinformed about
explanations of problems from the perspective of the poor. Education
efforts are, therefore, needed to f I I I these Information and knowledge
def Iciencies.
Responsible global citizenship education is needed which a)
increases the awareness, knowledge and understanding about the
realities and causes of Latin American poverty, b) nurtures
development of attitudes and values of solidarity, and c) motivates
political action for responsive policy change.
Direct cross-cultural experience represents one of the most
compelling forms of solidarity education not only because it develops
experiential contact and knowledge, but also allows the voice of the
poor to be heard directly and frcm within their cwn realities. Hence,
educational programs which build cultural bridges to understanding the
conditions and causes of poverty, guide critical analysis of the
issues involved, and foster examination frcm within a humanistic
framework are seen as responsible approaches to disseminate
information and, indirectly, promote social change. The framework of
I i berat Ion theology provides a powerful be I ief system in which
internal reflection can help catalyze development of attitudes and
values of solidarity.
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Thus, CCIDO Is an organization fulfilling an religious, political
and educational mission In human development and social change by
contributing the emancipation process of both oppressor and oppressed.
This mission Is viewed In various goal statements of CCIDD.
Purposes and Goals
CCIDD's purpose Is to produce a program experience for
participants that will be both informative and transformative. Staff
hope that at the end of a OCIDD program a participant wi l I be: (a)
better informed about regional problems; (b) sympathetic to, and
apathetically identified with, the poor people's liberation struggles
for justice in Latin America; (c) familiar with tools and perspectives
of critical analysis; (d) motivated to respond In manners that reflect
solidarity with the poor people's struggles; and (e) armed with
strategies and information to assist In guiding those responses. The
program further aspires to deepen the spiritual I I fe of participants
from within liberation understandings of the Christian faith.
Since CCIDD's existence is so closely identified with the program
it offers, goal statements unite organizational and program goals.
These statements, described in this subsection, are found in a variety
of dociments. The goals and objectives of the program design process,
or how the organizational goals are operationalized into a viable,
coherent curriculun, are not documented, but will be delineated in the
succeeding section describing the CCIDD program and curr icu I im.
CCIDD does not have a single set of organizational goals, but
rather ones which vary in expression according to changes in audience
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and purpose. Goa! statements appear In a variety of contexts, five of
Which are presented In Appendix G. Closer examination reveals that
goals became more discretely articulated as ohe moves closer to
internal organizational frames of reference.
For purposes of general publicity and group recruitment, goal
statements tend to depict CCIDD's educational mission in general terms
Which emphasize the educational and spiritual aspects of Christian
solidarity. The CCIDD brochure (1984) previously quoted cites CCIDD's
main goal Is "...promoting an experiential understanding of the
Christian struggle In Latin America". A recent job announcement
0987) presented CCIDD's goal as ".. .to focus and deepen the
sp
i
r i tua I i ty of North Amer i can Chr i st i ans
.
H
( p . 1 )
.
Internal goal statements are, In contrast, more explicit,
detailed and differentiated in the more radical agendas of CCIDD. A
set of goals generated by staff (1984) includes: "...to create an
awareness.
. .of .. .global structural injustice"; "
. . .to create,
empathy.
. .that wi I I .. .mot ivate act ion"
; "to i n i t iate.
. .a process of
prax i s ; "... to prov i de gu i de I i nes . . . for target i ng . .
.
po I 1 1 i ca
I
actions..."; "to strengthen and empower participants within
their.
. .faith. .. in order to respond..." (p. 4 ).
Couched in the philosophy, values, language and spirit of
liberation theology, the CCIDD program experience is intended to
invoke, deepen or reinforce an experiential conversion that is hoped
will ultimately benefit the Latin American poor. Christian faith
becomes a vehicle for framing personal growth and values clarification
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related to larger liberation attitudes and dimensions. If not
resulting in Central American solidarity and activism, CCIDD hopes the
program will, at least, catalyze participant development in ways
consistent wl th more human 1st Ic, g lobal ly conscious values associated
With peace and social justice issues.
In order to ultimately compare program effects against program
goals, I felt l had to have a set of goals to use as a comparative
benchmark. Rather than choose just one set of goal statements to
depend on frcm Just one source, I decided to attempt a synthesis of
available goal statements into a framework suitable for educational
analysis, which I did.
I shared the resulting interpretive
arrangement with the CCIDD director in September, 1987 who concurred
with my distillation.
Within this synthesis, the CCIDD primary/dlrect program goal and
secondary/ I nd I rect post-program goal are separated and broken Into
ccmponent ob Ject i ves
.
—
a 1 #1 ' Participants will increase their sense of sol idarity with
the poor people's liberation struggles for justice in Latin America.
Objective # 1 a . Part icipants wi I I increase their awareness,
knowledge, understanding and empathy with the poor people's
perspective of Latin American injustice, seme of its contributory
causes, and possible liberating responses to It.
Objective *1b . Part icipants wi I I further their spiritual
development in relation to the personal and social contexts of
hunan liberation.
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Ob jective *1c . Participants will be motivated to engage In
solidarity efforts upon their return heme which reflect
ccmnitment to the poor people's struggle for justice In
Lat i n Amer i ca
.
Q°al_*2. Participants will transfer their achievement In the above
goals to their heme situations.
Ob jective »2a . Participants wl I I increase personal efforts to
work for social justice and human liberation, especially In
relation to Latin Anerica.
Objective #2b
. Participants will continue to deepen their
personal, spiritual and social lives In a manner consistent with
goals of himan justice and liberation.
Objective *2c. Participants will be able to apply praxis to
future life situations and problems analysis.
This set of goals and objectives will serve as the basis for
later chapters which address analysis and findings of the study.
Program Description
Program Assimptions
Two fundamental assimptions about experiential learning and
education under I le the CCIDD program:
1. Direct experience is a powerful, authoritative source of
knowledge which influences individual perspectives, attitudes, values
and behav i or
.
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2. Application of critical education theory and skills ln an
experiential learning framework enables one to intentionally and
selectively
I nf
I
pence and/or a I ter Individual perspectives, attitudes,
values and behavior.
Di rect Experience as an Aut horitative Source of Knrxvledn0
The CC I CO program Is based upon the experiential growth,
knowledge and understandings of the founder and executive director as
he has ccme to analyze and understand the Issues surrounding the
situation of the poor In Latin America. As such, the curriculum model
reflects the power Plankey associates with various stages of
experiential Insight, wlsdcm and Internal change that have been a part
of his own consc lent! zat I on process. The biases represented In the
content perspectives presented In the program are an extension of his
cwn worldview and critique.
The program, therefore, flows from Plankey's belief in the power
of experience to impact on knowledge, attitudes, values and behavior
as he has witnessed 1 1 In his own 1 1 fe. He extends this assumption
to others In founding and directing a program fundamentally based In
experiential learning philosophy and principles.
Influencing Others Through Experiential Education
Plankey surmarized the purpose of the CCIDD experience to one
visiting group in the following manner, "Basically, the whole sense of
the CCIDD program is to let you, in ten days, go through a similar
experience that has taken many of us as missionaries many years to go
through." (R. Plankey, carmun 1 cat i on to participant group, 23
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November
, 1984). Thus, the CC I CO program assumes that It is possible
to distill ana concentrate the Intellectual, spiritual ana behavioral
transformation process which Plankey ana other former missionaries
have experienced In a way that can potential ly change others. The
experiences, perspectives, biases and critiques that are a part of a
program reflect these assumptions and Interpretations. The program,
as such, is Intended to be both informative and transformative for
participants.
In order to achieve that goal, the curriculum design process
Involves application operational principles which are used to guide
the formation of program elements, resources and techniques which
results In a basic, coherent OCIDD program.
Overview of Program Characteristics and Design Principles
The power of the CCIDD program derives frcm the ccmbi nation of
influences brought to bear on the design process. These elemental
principles, to be explained at more depth in succeeding subsections,
are briefly presented below.
The CCIDD program:
1. Maintains an intensive pace which quickly and fully irrmerses
program participants i nto cross-cu I tura
I , experiential learning
envi ronments;
2. Maximizes direct participant exposure to a wide range of
diverse, authoritative resources;
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3. Builds central, unifying program thanes which are integrated,
reiterated, reinforced and I ncranenta I I y built upon throughout the
II fe of the program;
4. Follows a pattern of I oca I
-to-g
I oba I development and analysis
of program themes which Is unified at the macro-program through micro-
act i v i ty l eve I s
;
5. Enhances cross-cultural learning through the use of
simultaneous, or near-simultaneous, translation;
6. Addresses participants fron within their own soc i o-cu I tura I
-
temporal frames of reference;
7. Promotes empathetlc connections between participants and
presenters within the cannon himan experience;
8. Unifies approaches and techniques frcm critical adult
education and liberation theology which are brought to bear on
par t i c
I
pant exper i ence
;
9. Creates a program environment which is safe and supportive,
based on ccrrmun i tar ian, himan i Stic values.
10. Utl I izes program staff who are highly skilled and
knowledgeable.
Curriculim Development Process
The staff member who is designated d i rector of a particular
program coordinates the curriculim design and development process. He
or she is responsible for advance ccrrmun i cat i ons and sending the needs
assessment questionnaire (Appendix H)
. Based upon the data retrieved,
the d i rector consults with other staff, checks the schedules and
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availability of potential program resources,
capabilities. The result of that process is
and assesses logistical
a tentative program
schedule.
This schedule is proposed and explained to the group on the first
day of their arrival. Modifications are made in format and content
based upon collaborative participant-program staff negotiations.
Also on that first night, the participant group selects a
representative coordinating conn Ittee whose purpose is to channel
merging participant concerns and needs to the program staff. If
necessary. Joint committee-program staff meetings are held to address
concerns or negotiate changes In the schedule according to expressed
needs and program capabi I ities.
Design Principles and Elements
Program Pace
The program pace Is Intense and rapid within a full schedule that
often begins at 7:45 A.M. and continues until 9:00 or 10:00 P.M. at
night. This long program day flows from the desire to expose
participants to a maximun amount of resources and learning experiences
within a short program time span.
Free time is periodically scheduled according to group needs
which are negotiated with staff who also offer suggestions based on
experiential wisdom, personal style and philosophy. In my experience,
seme directors were phi losophical ly more amenable to schedul ing free
t ime than others.
Use of a Diverse Range of Authoritative Resource
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The curriculim utilizes a varietv of . ah i«y t aval I able resources at each
stage of program development. This is done in order to focus
Participant attention on central themes as interpreted from multiple
reinforcing authoritative perspectives.
These resources include: (a) field trips to iocai urban and rural
Poor sectors for encounters with local residents and community leaders
who talk to the group in their own heme environment; (b) on-site
presentations by local leaders and experts In a manner which builds
from their cwn life experience in order to Inform and analyze
curriculum topics or issues; (c) informal tours and visits to local
surroundings of significance and interest; (d) use of high-quality and
high- impact audio-visuals to complement and further inform
participants about curriculum-related issues; and (e) cultural
expressions of curriculum themes as revealed poetry, music, crafts and
other art forms.
Central and Unifying Curriculum Themes
The curriculum builds five major themes which are reiterated,
Integrated and incrementally built over the full I I fe of the program
These are:
1 • The realities of poverty as they are manifested in the
psychological and physical environment in which poor people live.
These realities are portrayed In facts, information and experience
which help to explain the conditions and extent of poverty and fill
gaps in participant understanding.
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2
' ~ hUmn element of pove|-tv "* — is emphasized In
order to fix these themes within people's histories and dally
, , fe
experience. This Is done In order to demystify poverty and Injustice
from abstract Intellectual and conceptual realms and ground knowledge
In direct experience. Encounters with the poor enable participants to
see the poor as Individuals unique in their histories and life
situations, victimized by poverty and Injustice, and forced to live In
dehumanizing environments characterized by constant need, suffering
and crisis.
In order to appeal to the cormon humanity that program
participants and the Latin American poor share, poverty is portrayed
throughout the experiential curriculum in highly personal, affective
terms which explore past histories, daily lives or future aspirations
and opportunities of poor individuals and families, children and
adults, men and women, communities and neighborhoods.
3
-
—
e causes o f Poverty and injustice are simi larly articulated
from within a critical
,
I i berating perspective. These include local
explanations as well as broader, more global interpretations which
highlight the links between North American government policies and
local or regional problems.
4
• Li berating responses to poverty and injustice are presented
and explained within all phases of the curriculum. Concrete examples
of local, national and regional initiatives are shared in such areas
of concern as human rights, basic needs, and community development,
economic reform and political action among others.
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Guest presenters often discuss a spectrum of possible solidarity
responses for program members to consider. Although the specific
actions reccmnended may vary according to each speaker's bias and
perspective, all generally reinforce the broader needs for political
action and policy reform within the U.S.A. which are posed as
sol Idarity heeds and chal lenges to program members. Care is taken not
to explicitly guilt trip" or alienate attending CCIDD participants.
5 ’ The SDlrltual dimensions o f solidarity are reiterated within
specific sessions, daily Biblical reflections and general program-
related discourse. Praxis connects group experience to I Iberatlng
understandings of Christian faith and action. Symbolic language and
metaphors are used to frame the I Iberatlng struggle of the poor within
a liberating faith and belief system. Connecting elements are
discussed in terms of attitudes, values and action necessary for
Christian sol idar i ty
.
Loca I
-to-G l oba I Developmental Approach
CCIDD programs are planned according to a six-stage developmental
process. Each stage is unique and may last frcm one session to
several days in duration. The curriculun structure relies on use of a
I oca I -to-g I oba I developmental approach which begins with local
experience and conceptual ly moves to broader frames of reference and
critiques. This approach is Integrated within most levels of planning
and design for each participant group.
At a broader program level, it Is expressed by an initial
investigative focus on poverty as It manifests in local environments.
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As the program progresses, this is focus i
include larger Mexican, then Central Aner
i
ana lys is.
s conceptua
I I y expanded to
can perspectives and
Discrete curriculum cycles begin with a focus on personal
experience which establishes a foundation for incremental ly broadening
analysis to more global, conceptual frameworks.
The internal structure of discrete sessions and group activities
also begins first with a presenter sharing personal life history and
experience which Is, in turn, used to extend discussion and analysis
to larger frames of participant reference, opinion, insight and
perspective.
CCIDD Cur r leu Inn Development Stages
The six discrete developmental stages of a CCIDD program are:
1. Or ientation
. This is achieved the soon after participant
arrival during a session which: (a) establishes CCIDD policies and
procedures; (b) orients participants to the facility and surrounding
area; (c) presents CCIDD history and goals; (d) rev lavs and negotiates
the tentative program schedule; (e) creates a group coordinating
ccrrrnittee for channeling participant concerns to program staff; and
(f) adresses any remaining participant questions or concerns.
2 * Introduction and analysis of the local Mexican context of
poverty and injustice
. This stage lasts for normally the first three
days of a program.
Beginning with the first program day, participants are irrmersed
in urban poor neighborhoods for dialogue and contact with the local
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Poor and community leaders. other f leld tr I ps poor rural communities
and urban neighborhoods are interspersed In this program cycle to
develop participant experience from a variety of comp
, amentary
perspectives.
The historical context of Mexican poverty is analyzed In
succeeding group activities which Include both (a) Interpretive visits
to publ ic museums, bul Idings, or murals which depict Mexican history,
and (b) presentations by local experts who critically analyze poverty
and injustice within specific sessions on topics such as: Mexican
history, the situation of women In Mexico and Latin America, labor
Issues and problems, national politics and economics, or community
development Initiatives and obstacles.
3
‘ g^^atlon of poverty and Injustice from within a liberating
fajth perspective
. The following program cycle, again lasting a few
days, is designed to help participants interpret prior program
experience by familiarizing the group with liberation theology
philosophy, principles and practice.
Field trips are again used as a basis for establishing
participant experience upon which ensuing critical analysis rests.
On weekdays participants sometimes visit local parishes for
meetings with activist religious and lay people. The group is taken
to Sunday morning worship in a local parish which echoes liberation
thanes in its services, and uses a format that reflects grass-roots
participatory, ccrrmun I tar ian principles. One night during the program
involves escorting participants to a "base Christian ccrrmun ity"
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meet in a poor neighborhood. These meetings usua, ,y consist of a
time devoted to can™ worship, and a time engaged in active, critioai
reflection by the poor about their conditions fran within a liberating
faith perspective. CC.DD group attendance at these meetings enables
participants to observe and be a part of liberation theology practice.
On-Site presentations by visiting speakers address poverty and
injustice from within broader spiritual and theological perspectives.
The historical development of liberation theology as a concept and
practice Is explained and analyzed. The developmental history of
Catholic and Protestant churches In Latin America is traced and
critically examined in order to place contemporary church-related
Issues and events in context. Current events are explored from
radical theology perspectives.
Group reflections during this program cycle are designed to
stimulate and deepen participant introspection, reflection and
assessment of personal belief systems within these liberation
understandings.
4
- introduction and analysis of the broader Central /American
context of poverty and Injustice
. This fourth program cycle occupies
about three of the last four program days.
The session which normal ly introduces this cycle varies usual ly
contains information about political, econcmic and developmental
exploitation theories related to Freire, Marx, Anin, Goulet and other
prominent dependency theorists. These are then used as a foundation
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or interpreting historical develops poiicies and practice between
the United States and Latin America.
Sessions foil* which one-by-one explain poverty, injustice and
liberation responses within selected Centra, terlcan countrles_
Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras and Nicaragua. Although field trips
are not possible, the program brings participants close to the
Vicar, ous experience and analysis of political refugees and exiles who
share testimonials from their lives which are informative, detailed,
enot I ona I I y charged and conceptua I I y provocat i ve
. Panoram I o br I ef I ngs
on country-specific geography, population, culture, political and
economic history are used to create a backdrop against which Issues of
poverty, human rights, distributive injustice, u.s. foreign policy,
and civil strife are evaluated within critical
, radical perspectives.
Video documentaries and docudramas which complement and bul Id
upon these narrative explanations are either Integrated as part of a
specific country presentation, or presented within a separate program
activity. Audio tapes of Inspirational songs are played, poetry
recited, and posters displayed that focus on specific countries.
The cycle closes with a general session that I Ifts participant
attention to a regional level—reiterating common liberation themes,
reviewing past and present U.S.
-Central American foreign policy, and
concentrating participant attention on the Importance of systemic
structural changes necessary to liberation for the poor and oppressed.
5
- Solidarity responses
. This Is the focus of one or two
sessions on the last program day. Using smal I and large group
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dynamics, participants generate a , 1st of possible solidarity
responses and actions which are viewed as appropriate, feasibie and
necessary based on their accrued program experience. These are
supplemented with Ideas presented by the program staff.
Resource packets are distributed and reviewed which list
organizations, articulate specific strategies, or discuss important
issues related to solidarity within the U.S. or Canada, depending on
group membership nationality. Participants are encouraged to use this
information as a basis for guiding post-program direction and actions.
6- Close of proqram
. The program usual ly ends with a series of
discrete, short-term activities that Include program evaluation,
interpersonal sharing, common worship and a party.
The program Is normally evaluated through (a) an Informal large
group discussion of program strengths and weaknesses, and (b)
distribution of a final evaluation quest ionna i re wh ich is completed by
participants and returned to staff before final departure.
The formal program builds towards an end with a time devoted to
intimate, interpersonal sharing of individual growth and learning
gained from the program experience. This is many times followed by a
closing Eucharist or worship service, usually directed by Plankey in
col laborat Ion with group members, to affirm spiritual sol idarity and
commitment and honor the ending of a powerful, shared life experience.
Although not scheduled, most groups choose to have seme variation
of a party or celebration as the last collective CCIDD activity. This
is planned according to participant wishes. Seme are quiet, low-key
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gatherings, others are more exotic, active and fuM of music and
danc i ng
.
Use of Reinforcing Cr itical Per^ti^
The spectrum of perspectives presented during the I I fe of the
Program all flew, for the most part, from comp, amentary. radical
critiques of poverty and Injustice in Latin fimer I ca—dependency
theory, liberation theology, human rights, Marxism, feminism,
Christian socialism, critical pedagogy and other liberating forms of
structural or social analysis.
They are not labeled as such, in order not to alienate
participants with use of radical terminology. This is a deliberate
decision which obviously involves rationalizations within educational
ethics. Nevertheless, radical concepts are represented in the
perspectives, ideas, reflections and analysis of most speakers and
presenters with whom the participants have contact. The speakers
present these views through ref lect i ng or i t ica I ly on their own life
experience and then extending those v lev/s into more global critiques.
The program is an imnersion into these ideological, theoretical,
and experiential perspectives. The structure of the curriculun itself
is based upon assunptions and principles that flow frem these radical
perspectives. It is the constant reinforcement of curriculun thanes
filtered through radical perspectives that the potential power of the
CCIDD to impact on participant knowledge and belief systens is
expressed
.
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A program director, often Piankey, may use very oonsoient ious ,y
applied planning principles and fac I I I tat ion/trans lat Ion skills to
selectively Pul Id thanes in creative ways so as to achieve a maxima
impact on participant experience. The curricuiim Khas been developed
by Piankey over many years of emulative experience and Is. as I
quoted him earlier, an extension and concentration of his own
consc i ent I zat process as revealed In concepts, principles, values,
attitudes, knowledge and understandings integrated Into the
curriculum. To a great extent, the program content and flow is a
reflection of the director's Inner psyche, cumulative knowledge and
spiritual ity.
Guest speakers Integrate the use of critical historical
perspective and structural analysis in framing an issue. Information
presented which chal lenges mainstream North American assumptions
about history, theology, politics, economics, or development problem
definition and resolution. A range of diverse, challenging,
alternative Interpretations of Latin American issues and circumstances
are mentioned and/or explored using reinforcing methods and sources of
ana lysis.
"Oppression of the poor by the rich, powerful and privileged" is
a perspective that is reinforced whether the topic under examination
is himan rights, development-related matters, labor problems, women's
issues, church history, basic needs or others. Critical historical
analysis is consistently used to reveal the nature and mechanisms of
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structura
I injustice which connect dominant parades and poi itics of
the North to the Impoverishment ahd exp, citation of the South.
Similarly, liberation themes are analyzed within poor people's
struggie for Justice, human rights, social and political change. The
cause of the poor and oppressed Is advanced within the analysis
presented
.
Simultaneous Span i sh/Enq I I
s
h Translation of Propram Presents
Program staff provide near-simultaneous translation of all
program encounters with Latin Orleans. This enables cormun I cat
, on
across cultural boundaries to rapidly occur and with a minima of
cultural interference In Interpretation, although this can never
entirely be eliminated.
At times a presentation is Interrupted In order to clarify a
concept or principle between translator and presenter. Occasional ly,
a translator may choose to edit or paraphrase a presenter or group
member during an exchange for reasons of cultural sensitivity,
clarification, or Improved understanding. Every attempt Is made,
however, to preserve the or ig Inal Intent, symbol ic meaning, emotion
and significance In a thought, idea or concept that Is being
ccmmun icated
.
Participants Addressed from within Their Own Frame of Reference
Participants are generally white, middle-class North Americans
who ccme to the program with their cwn set of soc io-cu I tura I
-tonpora I
world views, attitudes and values formed frem within contemporary
North American society and culture. They ccme eager to learn, willing
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to risk and anxious to gain an experiential understanding of topics
addressed within the programs. They are addressed as col leagues,
fellow Citizens and friends ccming from that cultural formation.
The program Is developed and operated by a program staff whose
life histories originate within the same cultural paradigms as program
participants, yet whose understanding and knowledge of program thanes
and topics transcends that of many participants.
Program activities seek to reconci le the need to be direct and
forceful in presenting a radical Latin American world view
perspective, yet In a manner which does not alienate. Rather, the
program staff and presenters generally respect, honor and take into
account the U.S. and/or Canadian cultural formations of participant
experience to present, ccrrmunicate and build a program thane.
Presenters are careful to distinguish criticisms of national
policy fron constituent citizens. Care is taken to connect issues and
topics to belief systens, institutions and social constructs familiar
to participants. Concepts, thoughts and ideas are ccmnunicated in
terminology and forms which participants can understand or relate to.
Empathetic Connections between Participants and Presenters
Within the ccrrmon bond of himan existence, participants and
presenters share cannon elements and character ist ics.
Staff members skillfully use facilitation to help penetrate and
enter dramatic depths of a presenter's life experience and emotions—
the facts and raw emotions that surround poverty and oppression, the
thirst for freedom and ccrrmitment to liberation. In this way, the
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full group can empathize with and vicariously experience the other
Person's I I fe c I rcunstance across psycho-soc io-cu I tura I boundaries.
The poor Who are visited have a long history of friendship and
association with CCIDD and program staff. Because of this, staff have
intimate knowledge about each person's history and life situation.
N^tua, trust and friendship permit the staff member to ask penetrating
questions of the presenter. Creative questioning al lews the staff
-amber to, within a short time span, convey a panoramic, detailed and
intimate picture of another person's life. This faci I I tat I on
technique Is occasionally a controversial one since it can sometimes
spark deep pain and sadness as the presenter she relives difficult
-aments. Nevertheless, It Is felt by staff that since poverty and
injustice include sadness and suffering, questions which may lead to
Intense emotions or outbursts, positive or negative, are sometimes
appropriate and important ones to ask. Presenters have prior
experience wi th CCIDD vis i ts and these interview formats.
Activist presenters who come are more familiar with program
goals. Most are regular presenters and trust translators to intervene
whenever necessary to guide a presentation or draw out interesting
facts and opinions. New presenters work with program staff before a
presentation to develop a format appropriate to that person's
contributing perspective.
Unification of Critical Education and Liberation Theology Approaches
Critical adult education and liberation theology both emphasize
praxis as the central means for analyzing internal and external
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constructs of oppression and Injustice. The action-reflection process
used by OCIDD incorporates elements from both spiritual and social
fields of inquiry. This provides a powerful, reinforcing and
integrated framework by which experience may be simultaneously
assessed from both critical perspectives.
The curriculum is designed to Integrate some elements of
alogue, critical praxis, dialectics and nonformal education
approaches as an active part of program cycles and activities. These
strategies are Intended to help participants explore new and
alternative meanings within experience, examine levels of symbolic
mean I ng
,
and catalyze the re-creation of knavledge into never, more
liberating forms of experiential understanding.
Dialogue. "Dialogue" Is a term that is situational ly interpreted
and applied In various program formats. Elements of interactive
sharing and questioning are built into most parts of the CCIDD
curriculum From a purist critical pedagogy perspective, the CCIDD
program ccmes closest to true dialogue during periods of group
reflection when participants challenge each other, grapple with an
issue, struggle to articulate a collective meaning, or seek to
reconcile alternative i nterpretat ions and understandings gained frcm a
OC I DD exper i ence
.
Within CCIDD, "dialogue" is often interpreted to mean simply the
encounters between participants and program presenters. It is rare
that the presenters and group enter as co-equals into a cannon process
or moment of probing alternative meanings together. Instead,
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presentations tend to rely on three formats of which one, or parts of
all, become the basis for Interaction: (a) a prepared presentation
presented in lecture, narrative form; (b, an Interrogation process
controlled by the translator/facilitator to guide presenter responses
and reflective narrative; or (c) open-ended questioning between the
presenter and group.
Participants are passive I Isteners for a majority of time during
many on-site presentations. Interaction occurs during short periods
at the end of a presentation when participants direct questions to,
or enter Into discussions with, the presenter about the topic he or
she addressed. At times, the monotonous repetition of this format
comes close to resembling '•banking" concepts of education. However,
numerous participants have mentioned to me they felt this approach was
the "best” given possibilities and limitations that Involve the
speaker, group and CCIDD capabi I itles.
Seme field trips have more opportunity for dialogue, but since
interactive discussion is necessarily mediated through translation,
the full potential of direct experiential interchange is ccmprcmised.
Presenters are more respondents to questions than actively involved In
collaborative generation of new experiential meanings with the group.
Critica l reflection
. Critical ref lect ion man i fests in three
basic styles and levels of the CCIDD program: (a) at the personal
level throughout the program experience, especially during free time;
(b) in the context of speaker presentations; and (c) in group
reflection activities scheduled within the program.
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ersonal reflection
. The Intensity of the CCIDD experience is
intended to provoke critical persona, reflection throughout the
Program. It Is assumed that this occurs during presentations, quiet
times Of persona, reflection, and during informal dialogue with staff
or other participants.
My observations suggest that although all these levels occur at
varying levels of Intensity throughout the program, the productivity
of personal reflection diminishes after a few days of program
Immersion. This Is primarily due to cumulative fatigue and stress
caused by: (a, the program pace; (b) the sheer volume of Information
conveyed In presentations; <c> the extreme emotions raised by
Investigating poverty and Injustice In program activities; and (d) the
constant immersion of Individuals In group settings with little
personal space or time.
Program staff make themselves available for Informal conversation
and reflection with participants during free time. Also, should a
participant be shewing visible signs of distress or fatigue, program
staff actively seek that person out for informal discussion about what
issues or problems he or she might be dealing with. Empathetic
listening, Informal counseling, or other supportive strategies are
used to help people through difficult moments.
2 * Rejections withi n presentations
. Many CCIDD speakers
critically reflect on their own life experience, knowledge and
spirituality during the course of a presentation. Participants are
able to hear, enter into and vicariously experience many of those
ref I ect ions
.
In this way
,
a speaker
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may help seme people address
themes, answer questions or reconcile difficult issues that are
individually significant and help that person further his or her
growth and learning process.
Previously mentioned, Interactive reflection may also occur at
the close of a presentation when al I participants have a chance to ask
questions, address concerns, or In other ways enter into a reflection
process with the presenter.
3. Group reflections. Structured moments of critical reflection
periodically occur within a CCIDD curriculum. Choices about purpose,
frequency and format are negotiated between the group and program
staff. Within these times of collective reflection, participants
become active learners engaged In raising and probing themes, issues,
perspectives or meanings catalyzed by program experience. A more
detal led discussion of these sessions will occur In a future
descriptive subsection concerning group reflections.
Dla I ect Ics. Raising and probing the contradictions within
reality and belief systems is frequently considered when designing
program exper i ences
.
For example, the very first program day begins with a visit to a
local squatters' settlement for encounters with the poor who live
there. This is immediately fol lowed by a visit to a nearby luxury
hotel, ostensibly for a tour of the premises and Interpretive visit to
seme magnificent murals which visually depict the history of Mexico.
Although the juxtaposition of these two experiences is not explained
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in advance, the arrangement Is quite intentional. The arrangement
sets up a later group reflection which probes contradictions,
differences and contrasts between North American and Latin American
cultural definitions of rich/poor, oppress Ion/ I Iberat Ion,
Drlvllege/poverty, wants/needs, problems/ possibilities, hope/despair,
health/disease, among other thematic possibilities.
Other activities are similarly planned so that contradictions and
contrasts are raised, identified, probed and discussed which surround
program issues and thanes.
Non forma I Education Approaches and Techniques Creativity In
design principles and technical choices enable CCIDD to bring
nonforma I education practices and principles to bear on participant
growth and experience. Many of these have already been mentioned or
discussed in previous subsections.
Participants voluntari ly choose to cone to CCIDD for the service
it offers. Although a CCIDD program has a basic structure, pre- and
formative program negotiations are designed to assure that the program
responds to the felt needs of the learners.
Considerations in the design process such as choice of activities
or selection of resources are accomplished with a sensitivity to using
educational approaches that are diverse, stimulating, effective and
within the learning style of participants.
Problem-posing approaches which stimulate critical reflection are
a part of the CCIDD experience. Group reflections may include
questions which focus attention and discussion on broader issues, or
more specific questions about program experience. Critical Incidents
or case study approaches are the basis for framing and probing
experiential encounters with program resource people.
Group reflection formats may vary, but many begin with large
group introductions, move to small group discussion, and return for
large group report^uts and sharing. Sometimes they are structured,
sometimes unstr^tured-scmet Imes conceived of as being controlled by
staff, at other times by participants, and occasionally by both.
Diversity exists throughout the program In choice of resource
people, field trips, and use of audlo-visuals, printed materials or
cultural expressions of program themes.
Facilitation skills are In constant use by program staff,
especial ly the program director, other staff participate sit In on
small group discussions during group reflections, sometimes acting as
facl l Itators or other times as resource people as needed.
Creation of a Safe, Supportive, Caminl ta r Ia n. Humanistic Enviromvnt
This Is a primary program goal since these are the core beliefs
of the Christian faith as understood by CCIDD staff. Fostering the
development of a spiritually affirming, supportive cannunity spirit
unifies all program goals of liberation and sol Idar I ty wl th the poor
and oppressed. The Intimate experience of community Itself Is
believed to be part of the liberation process. Staff feel that It Is
only from within such an environment that participants are able to
take the risks necessary to learn and grow In ways that lead to
lasting personal and social transformation.
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The property Itself acts as a certain safety zone from the harsh
les to which participants are exposed. The program design Is
'"“"t t0 Pr0d and chal lenge participants, but In a spirit of non-
Judgnenta
I love and support.
Ccmnun I tar Ian, cooperative principles are reinforced throughout
the program Indecision-making, dialogue, reflection, logistics,
spiritual worship, activity formats, and Informal celebrations.
Housing and meal arrangements reinforce the Importance of mutual
consideration and cooperation. Humanistic values form the filters
used in critical reflection and assessing solidarity actions.
Efforts are made to create an environment which mirrors In
principle and practice the values at the core of the program
phi losophy and mission.
Eacl 1 1 tat Ion by H i ghly SKI I led
. Knew I edaeab i e Prnnram
Program staff are themselves we I I
-versed In the philosophy,
experiential approaches, and critical perspectives Involved In program
development. Staff are encouraged, and are frequently eager, to offer
their skills, support and knowledge to CCIDD groups.
Those serving as program d I rectors—P lankey
,
Ann Cordon and
myself—have a wealth of accrued experiential knowledge In program-
related themes and educational practice. We are astute and highly
ski I led professionals, deeply ccnrmltted to the radical goals of
transformat Ion Imbued In the program. Our expertise not only derives
frcm directing CCIDD programs, but also with extensive prior
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experience wording In Latin ^rlca and. in Cordon's and my case,
graduate academic training In adult education.
Volunteers are equally dedicated and rich In skills and
knew I edge, though sometimes lacking practical Latin American
development work experience or Spanish ianguage fluency necessary to
direct programs.
Program Structure
Organizational Units
The CCIDO curriculum reflects use of basic organizational units
to Incorporate In both the overal I and dal ly program structure. These
Include both curriculum-related or non-curr Iculun times and
act i v i t I es
.
Curr I cu I un-Re I ated Activities
. These Include the following:
'• Pff-S| te field trips , tours or visits . Most often these
Involve travel Ing with several CCIDD vans to visit one or more urban,
rural or regional locales for area tours and encounters with local
residents.
Field trips vary in length of time depending on distance involved
frem the program site. For example, local field trips to barrios,
squatters settlements or cultural places of Interest may be
accomplished in a three to four hour time block, al laving sufficient
time for return to the CCIDD complex and other activities to occur
during a program day.
The rural field tr
i
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P usual ly Involves an entire day with visits
to one or .ore rura, vi
. (ages, regional tourist attraotlons, and/or a
general guided tour of the regional rural environment.
2
’ Qg=site presentations by sneakers Local, regional and
national resource people ccme to the CCIDD fac I I I ty in order to
deliver a presentation to the group concerning a particular topic,
issue or perspective with which they are authoritatively familiar.
These presentations usual ly from one to three hours, depending on
the nature of the topic presented, scheduling constraints of the
resource person and other constraints Imposed by the program schedule.
3
' —
~
s 1 te audio-visual presentations
. Over the I I fe of the
program, there are often several video documentaries or docudramas
shewn which are related to program themes and Issues, but not
Integrated Into a specific section. These are Instead usually
scheduled as Independent, optional evening activities. They are
announced to the group In a manner which explains their Importance or
relevance to the curriculum, allowing members to choose for themselves
whether they wish to attend.
4
‘ Q.n-site group reflections. Periods of time are scheduled for
collective reflection at key points in the curr icu I ltd. Biblical
reflections may be daily and last up to a half hour. Other structured
or unstructured group reflections can involve periods as of time
ranging frem one to three hours, depending on need and purpose.
Non-Cur r icu I un Times and Activities
. These include the following
scheduling considerations:
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1. Meals. Breakfast, lunch and dinner occur regularly m a
roan using a cafeter I a-sty
I e approach. Meals usual, y ,ast fran
30-45 minutes with additional time for cooperative clean-up.
Reflecting local custom of serving times, breakfasts are usually
served at 8:00 A.M., the main meal of the day in early afternoon
between ,:00 and 2:00 P.M.
,
and finally the evening supper which
starts somewhere between 6:30 and 7:30 P.M. Hours may vary according
situational needs or length of program activities. Ful l-day field
trips include picnic lunches which are prepared prior to departure and
taken with the group on its journey.
2 ' Local cultural visits or tours
. For many program members, the
visit toCCIDD is also includes hopes for informal exposure to the
many aspects of Mexican culture in the surrounding envirorment. In
order to respond to this need, program staff often organize informal
outings fact I Itate that contact. These range in focus and purpose and
may include: visits to special local events such as cultural
presentations, political demonstrations or public holiday
celebrations; guided tours of food and crafts markets, museuns, or
other interesting sites close to center city; or field trips to nearby
vi I I ages and places of cultural interest. These may last frcm one to
several hours depending on the purpose and other time constraints.
General tree time
. Free spaces of time are also scheduled to
permit participants to relax, reflect or wander according to their own
desires and pace. The frequency and quantity of free time varies
dally and between programs according to previously stated
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considerations of expressed partiolpant need, program director
schedu I I ng Sty
, e and Ph 1
1
osophy
. Usua M y w I th I n each program
,
however
, there are two to four three-hour blocks of free time
distributed over morhlngs, afterhoons or evehlngs. Participants may
choose to rest, read, relax with others by the swimming pool
, engage
lh informal conversations with program staff or other participants, or
Simply wander off the property to visit a restaurant, local tourist
spots or make purchases.
Dally Structure
Previously mentioned, program days are full and begin with,
perhaps, a 7:45 A.M. Biblical reflection time, followed by an 8:15
breakfast and 9:00 starting time for the morning activity which may
last from three to four hours. An early afternoon lunch Is followed
by perhaps an hour of free time, after which a two or three hour
afternoon activity Is conducted until around 6:00 P.M.. After a short
post-activity break of perhaps a half hour, the evening meal Is
served. This may be followed by yet a third program activity which
could last up to three hours, ending between 9:00 and 10:00 P.M..
Activity Structure
The structure and formats vary according to types of progran
activities, but share common sequencing elements in certain groupings.
Field Trip Visits to the Local Poor and Ccmnunity Leaders
. An
entire field trip may consist of visits to various places and people.
Care is introduce and build a field trip program activity according to
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certain principies of introducing, developing and Integrating program
thanes to make a complete activity cycle.
These sequencing elanents are:
1- jntroduct i on to the field trip
. Th Is i no ludes an or lentat ion
and reflections by the staff and director on the purposes, goals and
nature of the field trip. Sen* general group participation ooours at
this time through a questioning process in order to establish a
clarified context through which to vie* the ensuing experience.
2
'
—
entatl °n to the site
,
consists of either a driving or
walking tour through a neighborhood or vi I I age to establish the hone
env I Torment of the people to be visited. The tour may include stops
at significant places of Interest for Interpretive explanations by
acccmpanying program staff.
3 ' Encounter with the local poor is usually a rural or urban hone
visit to one or more persons or fami I ies I iving in conditions of
poverty in order to vie/v, ccme to know and understand that person's
life conditions and perspective. These visits are diverse for each
program, but ccme frem within a range of possibilities and established
relationships which are periodically repeated over many programs. The
poor visited may include single mothers and chi Idren, local ccmnunity
leaders, school teachers, health providers, indigenous and mest i zo
(mixed bloodlines of Hispanic and indigenous origin) rural peasant
fami lies, smal I ccrrmunity groups and so on.
S i nee I oca I res i dents to be v i s i ted have a I ready been schedu I ed
prior to arrival, they are ready to greet the group and welccme them
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into their hemes. The director facilitates brief Introductions and
then proceeds to negotiate a format with both presenter and group. To
establish life history, the faci
I Itator/translator may direct sen*
genera I questions to the presenter for response. The questioning
process Is, in turn, opened up to the group who pose their own
questions according to Individual Interest In order to draw out new
facts or probe a response more In-depth. The presenters may ask the
group questions if they so choose.
The session ends with a few minutes of informal visiting during
which program participants may individually, or through a staff
translator, approach presenters to express a thought or have an
i nterchange.
4
- Encounter with liberating perspectives lnvolve a v|s|t tQ
one or more local individuals or groups who are semehow Involved In a
self-reliance project which Is, in some way, responding to the
conditions of the local poor. Liberating perspectives are chosen in
order to contrast, or build upon the viewpoints expressed or thanes
established during prior field trip visits. These perspect i ves m
i
ght
be represented through visits to local cormunity leaders Involved in
areas of ccrrmunity development, literacy training, children's
schooling, health, fami ly planning, cooperative development or other
I oca I i n i 1 1 at i ves
.
The format of the encounter fol lowed general ly the same flow as
explained in the previous subsection.
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5. Qrouo rfiflw-tinn usual ly occurs back at the CCIDO property and
seeks to draw out participant reactions, Insights, opinions or
reflections about the day. This may be an open forun group
discussion, or In sane way involve program staff who facilitate a
structured reflection about the field trip experts, highlighting
certain thenes or probing participants for deeper-level ttougnts and
op I n I ons
.
On-S i te Presentat i ons hv Vis i ting «nm lTr
.a . The OC I do program
uses local resource people who cone to the CCIDO complex for two
different purposes and types of sessions.
Speakers are chosen for their expertise and experientlai ability
to address specific program Issues or topics from within liberating
perspective related to the poor. As such, they most often ccme fron
poor, working class backgrounds and have, through their own process of
hamn development, gone through a personal process of consclentlzatlon
and cormltment to progressive, change-oriented ccmnunlty work.
Individual presenters often speak to pre- 1 dent I f I ed program Issue
or topic. For Central /American country-specific presentations,
different groups of people may be Invited who share session
responsibl I I ties amongst themselves. Although specific formats may
vary between sessions, the general approach remains the same.
With the large group assembled around a large conference table or
on the patio in a circle, the faci I I tator/translator Introduces the
presenter and group to each other. If a guest speaker has a long
experiential history with CCIDD, the he or she wil
I
generally begin
lbl
an. dlrect the \ cw of the presentation based on past khowledge of
appropriate formats and content. N«v speakers rely on the fad
, itator
to he,p introduce the session through the use of a guest lon/response
format
.
The course of most presentations begins with a presenter first
talking about selected moments of his or her life history in order to
estab, ish credlbl I Ity and a connection between themselves and the
topic which they are asked to address, mis usually then flows Into a
time of historical and contemporary analysis of an Issue which
Incorporates presenting Information and conceptual frameworks for
analysis with appropriate Interpretive commentary as the session
develops. Audio-visuals, or cultural expressions of the session
theme, are sometimes presented as a part of the activity. The session
ends with ah Informal time of questioning or discussion between group
and presenter.
General Information Presentations
. These are usual ly
presentations by the CCIDD staff on selected program topics or thanes.
They most often follow a parallel format to that of guest presenters,
first beginning with life experience and connection to a topic,
proceeding to a lecture or conversation format for presenting and
analyzing Information, and finishing with open dialogue and
quest ion i ng
.
Group Reflections. Biblical ref I ect ions—da My in seme programs
and infrequent In others—afford program members a chance to reflect
critically on program experience frem within a ccmnon belief systen.
Provocative Bibl ical
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passages, poetry or other writings are read aloud
to begin a reflection period. Participants then informal ly share or
reflect about program experiences, personal insights, ideas or
thoughts which in seme way relate to the passage. This time is
usual ly unstructured and open to both group manber and staff
contributions which usually touch on the spiritual dimensions of
oppression, liberation and solidarity.
Other structured or unstructured group reflections may be built
into the program at points deemed significant by program staff. One
type of group reflection usually occurs after field trips In order to
allow processing of emotions, thoughts or reflections about the
experience and thereby integrate praxis into the f ield tr ip act ivity
cycle. A second category of group reflections happens after sessions
that deal with significant topics worthy of more in-depth reflective
probing, such as those which seek to explain liberation theology. A
third kind of reflection follows sessions like the Guatemala
presentation in which testimonials of refugees raise distressful facts
and emotions that are important to process, examine, and reflect upon.
Formats for these group reflections may be developed by the
staff, the participants or seme combination of both depending upon the
need, purpose and planning considerations of those responsible for
fac i I i tat ion
.
Program Content
The program content derives from the wide variety of information,
perspectives, experiences and reflections that comprise each program.
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Much like an intricate tapestry which Is sickly and methodically
woven, each experience contributes unique elements which contribute to
larger patterns and themes that are developed over the I i fe of the
program. The drama, histories, ideas, perspectives, emotions,
thoughts and opinions of guest presenters is the primary curriculum
input and catalyst of participant experience, growth and development.
The structure of experience, and reflection about experience are
intended to facilitate formation of a larger, holistic and more
integrated radical perspective about Latin American development
problems and solutions.
Some curriculum activities vary from program to program depending
on group-specific considerations. Addition or subtraction of certain
resources or elements permits CCIDD to "customize" the program to fit
expressed group needs.
There are, however, a certain set of program sessions, activities
and resource speakers which appear with frequency frcm program to
program. Although sequencing, format and content may vary slightly
frcm program to program, they appear with such regularity over years
and programs that they form the basic building blocks and the
collective foundation of a CCIDD program which, in turn, gives the
curriculum a continuity and solidarity over time.
Just as participant's experience is unique, so is it for
presenters with whom the group has contact. No two programs are ever
Identical in structure or experience. Nor are two activities or
presentations exactly the same.
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Given this originality for progr^ns and participants, explanation
of the curriculum content for each program Is impossible.
Nevertheless,
I feel it instructive and Informative to present
some demonstrative glimpses into a fa, of the resources and activities
representative of most CCIDD programs. 1 have chosen five such
program activity experiences to present. They cone from different
days of the program and different cycles of program development. My
style of presentation varies In each presentation description.
I seek
to Intentionally portray the variety of perspectives, skills, people
and resources that contribute to a make CCIDD program experience. In
Seme activity descriptions, I am close to the presenter and
participants, trying to capture the environments of the presentations
and Interactions, other times, I am a distanced observer, trying to
record the flew of the session. And at other times, I am within the
role of a critical educator, trying to Identify the rationale and flew
of the program situation and presenter. Finally,
I try to integrate
the role of nonformal educator in descriptions of technical aspects to
session structures and components.
The activities I share arise from actual occurrences, based upon
the experiences of one or the other of the two groups upon which this
study is based. As such, the quotations and content are accurate and
based upon audio tapes, field notes and other docimentat ion retrieved
frem those program experiences.
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A_Field Trip visit to the Ravine Community lS
It is morning of the second program day around 10:30 A.M.. The
group left the CCIDD property at 9:00 A. M., drove through winding city
streets and arrived atasmall house abutting a riverbed around 9 :30
.
The group has Just finished talking for about forty-f i ve mi nutes
with Tomas, a local potter and community organizer, about his work to
organize the local ravine community—a squatters settlement that was
established as a result of a land takeover by local peasants seme
years ago. He spoke to the group in his smal I yard fronting the house
which was strewn with ceramic tools and products.
During his time of speaking to the group, he explained the fruits
of a long, bitter struggle with local authorities to get electricity
Instal led, a smal I road establ ished, a community meeting room built,
and public water connected to the local community. He is a
char i smat i c man who ar 1 1 cu I ates h Imse I f we I I
,
quickly estab I I sh i ng key
qualities that make him a local leader. His presentation was filled
with determination to fight local and state politicians for ccmmunity
development improvements has inspired the group.
As the group leaves, Tomas, smiles, waves goodbye and wishes
everybody a good visit to Mexico. They cross a paved road and enter a
stone-paved path. In about a hundred yards, the stone path becomes a
dirt trail which wanders alongside, and occasionally crosses, via
small stepping stones, an open stream littered with plastic bottles,
cans, paper and other refuse which washes down during storms. The
group passes by small shanty houses which vary in construction
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mater i a I s seme old boards, flattened meta, cans, mattress springs
seme br lek and laminated roofing. The air Is flMed with the stench
Of rotting mater I a, s and sewage. Ch, Idren and adults stare at the
group of "gringos" wandering through their TO , , carmun i ty the i r
clothes, skin and language a sever contrast to local conditions.
Fo
*
ICWln9 a 1 rock* trai I UP a hi,,
,
over stones and around
boulders, the group arrives at a ana, I 8 x ,0 foot shack perched under
the Side of a cliff. There is barely a level spot to stand on. Marta
cones out to greet the group. She Is smal I
,
thin and pale. The oni le
with Which she greets the group shovs a lack of dental care. Chi Idren
are around the house-seme lounging and others playing. They wear
dirty, tattered clothes. Their sml les break forth from thin faces and
frai
I
bodies.
The group crowds into one of the two smal I living spaces In the
shack. They sit wherever they can find an open space, which are few-
on top of wash pails, beds, a chair or two and many who sit cross-
legged on the floor. There is only one small window which lets in
seme I I ght at mid-day. The colors are sember
. The air is musty. All
around are scattered the tools and necessities of basic survival—
a
saving machine, kerosene stove, cooking utensils, water pails, clothes
and so on.
Marta and Plankey, the program director, sit side by side.
Marta s five children peer in frem the doorway. The youngest one
ccmes in to stand in front of Marta who gives her a reassuring hug and
holds her. This child's eyes are large. She has
ccmp I ex I on
.
an almost anemic
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Her arms, legs and features are all thin She inoi^• :>ne lo ks at the group with
a hoi lew, wondering gaze, which slowly breaks into a smile.
ankey introduces the encounter to the group, "So, basically,
what we wm be trying to do is have a I I tt le d I a logue wi th Marta to
discern a little bit of what her reality is like for her." Marta is
faml I iar with CCIDD visits and awaits seme sort of prompting
quest ions.
The director begins, "Hew many chi Idren do you have?". Marta
responds, "Five.". The group immediately begins to ask questions of
her, "Hew old are they?". She explains she has five chi Idren aged 17,
15, 13, 8, 6 and 4—two boys and three girls. Marta says she is 29
years old and is currently l iving with a man she has been involved
with for a couple years. One participant asks, "Are you married?".
Marta responds, "We're just together." Pi ankey explains that Marta
has been married and divorced once, and Is currently living with
Lorenzo who she refers to as her "husband" even though they are not
marr ied.
A group member wants to know what k i nd of work Lorenzo does
.
Marta responds, through translation, "He's a mason. But I tell him it
would be better if he didn't work because he Just spends the little he
makes on alcohol. He goes to another neighborhood to drink with
friends. If he doesn't drink one day, he does the next."
Someone asks Marta to recount hc*v she came to move here. She
tel is of having to sel I another shack to get money to buy this
property, she and Lorenzo had to carve out a flat space to bui Id the
house frcm the side of the h, I I
. once a storm care
, washed out the
floor and carried al I their possessions down the hi I I
. The house was
rebu i I t
.
She talks about how she has had to "steal" electricity by
attaching on to other neighbors lines. Sometimes the neighbors have
detached her. At another time the electric company came and
confiscated the wire she was using. She Is now hooked up to a
fr I end I ler, more sympathetic neighbor. A couple years ago the
electric company premised to Install service In a few months, but
never came.
Someone asks if Marta's chi Idren attend school
. She rep I ies that
only her eldest daughter has gone to a couple years of school, but had
to give it up because of severe headaches that came with writing.
Marta adds, "I think she may need glasses, but I can't afford them
new. She may go back to school some day. I don't want her to end up
I ike me having to I Ive her I i fe by being a maid sem^here. I want her
to study to be someth ing."
Responding to a question, Marta describes a full day for her frem
rising time at 5:00 A.M. and preparations for the children and work,
to a late return heme at night tired and depressed because heme is, at
times, such a depressing place to return to.
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Saneone asks, "What do you think are the biggest probiens that
people who live here face?" to which Marta responds.
Oh the^ive^ or
TOther and
I see life is harder for me because I 'm the only one who works toreal y g,ve money for the fami ly. The money
I make g^es thirdsmeeting the needs of the children. At times, there doesn't seento be enough to be able to eat we I I
. According to Lorenzo hesaid he was going to get a pay check last week and ccme hcmi with
away 7 tom 7 CaT! hcme with a b^ch of friends and drank it
vet^'at him ° ( '
th ' nk iS a lack of resbect ^r me to
77777, fr°nt ° f h s friends ’ but the truth is I'm verytired of this situation Sometimes I don't even want to ccme
w“h myTusband.^
36
‘ JUSt arMVe and beCCme frustratbd
An acccmpany i ng staff member, knowing seme of the hardship Marta
has faced In her early life, asks her to share seme of her past
history if she feels she is able. Marta comments, "Sometimes I get
sort of emotional when I think back on my past life. I think it is
long and sad. If you like, I wi I
l
share with you a little part of
i t.
"
Marta begins a longer, more detailed history of her life. She is
one of two daughters from a marriage. Their mother died when she was
one and her sister three years of age. Her father, who left them to
I I ve with another woman who already had eight chi Idren, gave Marta and
her sister to his mother to care for. She was a midwife and
traditional healer—often busy, rarely at heme, but able to provide
through the food that locals gave her as payment for her services.
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However, she became deeply III and unable to work. Marta and sister
had to beg daily for food for a year. The grandmother feared for the
chi ldren ' S future whe" ^ died because their stepmother would make
them suffer because they resembled their mother, her husband's first
wife.
She took seriously III and, on her death bed, according to Marta.
“She even told me that before she died that she wanted to ki 1 1 me so
that I wouldn't suffer so much. She said, 'and then after I kill you
I will kill myself .
' . i shouted and people came and took the knife
away frcm her."
Marta continues on In this very sad and painful tale. The
children are received by the father, and, as she recounts,
I began to suffer with my stepmother. She already had older
7? and
e
^k f*im"'* haVB th™ 9rlnd the cor". ** «£*> us doit make tort I I las. After we made all the food for lunch she
2t but°w ih
w
J
sh
i
clothes ln the creek. They would sit do^n to
.
’
U
^
ouldn 1 9 ive us any. Sometimes we begged for food frcm
others. Sometimes we went to the mountains to get seme fruitfrom the trees. Sometimes we would steal a melon from a gardenBut we had to eat something during the day. When my father would
arrive in the evening, he would give the other chi Idren semefood, but we would have to eat apart frcm the family seme food
that was already spoi ling. So, with that, we passed I I fe veryhard. But she threatened that if I told my father what washappening that she would put a hot coal on my tongue. And
really, if I knew all that I was going to suffer, l might have
preferred to let my granctnother kill me.
During this narrative which is obviously painful for Marta to
tell, the group sits in a solemn, respectful silence. They appear to
be honoring the integrity of this woman opening up intimate parts of
her life to them. Seme have tears appearing in their eyes. Many have
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still faces, registering nothing but Cose attention with their gaze
on Marta.
She continues on to tel I of her running away from hone to her
godmother house. When their father cane after than, the ch, Idreh
told h,m what the stepmother had been doing to than. He returned and
beat that woman. He then took the chi Idren to one of their uncles,
left them with him, and returned to his second wife. Later, their
father brought then to Cuernavaca and arranged a placement for than In
a house to be maids. They worked In exchange for roan, board and seme
lessons In reading and writing. She was twelve and her sister
fourteen at this time.
She met a boyfriend. Her sister urged than to get married. The
boys father and Marta's father talked and arranged for a cl VI I
marriage, since Marta's father didn't believe it would last and
therefore should not be a church wedding. Marta continues,
Mariana ^Lter m
” yearS old ncw ' Then came 01 iverlo and
Zle w! '? r b°rn ' we separated because he fell InT °ther wcmen and had them hcme- So now lcame together with another man, but he's even worse. At least myfirst husband gave me someth I ng to eat. Lorenzo now doesn ? *think too much If we don't eat for a week... so that is about halfthe history. Who knows what will happen in the future?
The group is slew to recover from the emotional Impact. A few
mcments pass in si lence. Marta and group members have misty eyes.
Someone asks, "What do you want to happen in the future?" Marta
lifts her eyes and says, "I think about a lot of things. I would like
to have a television set for the chi Idren to be able to look at. I
wou Id I i ke to have a tab I e and seme chairs, because our chairs are new
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the water pai Is. Who knows?
I guess what i hnno ey l ope for most is that my
chi Idren do not get sick."
scmeone asks, "If they do get sick. Is there help?". Marta
explains that she there are no free or lew-cost health services
available for her. Since health care costs are high given her income,
if her children get sick she asks neighbors for suggestions and tries
different ioca, remedies. If they get seriously III, she then goes to
a doctor or hospital
. She mentions the chi Idren almost always have
problems with parasites.
When asked hew many people live in the house with her, Marta
recounts,
Well, there is barely enough rocm for a I I of us to fit in astorm My sister and her children have been with us forseme time. Because so many people are in need, when oneperson leaves, another ccmes to live. It's almost
thntiuitioh.
1 ive wlthout extra peoDie ccm,n9 because ° f
The interview t I me is coming to a close. Someone asks, "Now that
you have a Job at CCIDD, does that help?". Marta just recently was
hired to help with cooking and cleaning at the CCIDD complex. Marta
answers,"! think it will help. New if l don't have money, at least I
can bring seme food back frem there for my chi Idren." The snile on
Marta's face and chuckles from the group break the intensity of the
situation. The interview ends with the group thanking Marta who is by
this time smiling and holding her children.
She escorts them outside. A few group members, wanting to say
something to Marta, do so through accompanying staff who are able to
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translate. A few participants approach Ray and want to give Marta
seme money to help. Ray responds it is inappropriate.
The group waves goodbye and slowly winds Its way back down the
hill, through the ravine and out to the waiting vans. Seme
participants have conversations along the way. others are si lent,
obviously reflecting on the encounter they just experienced. Only an
hour has passed since they first walked Into the ravine.
Arriving back at the vans, the group Is curious what the next
encounter will be I ike. The vans drive up a steep hi I I which borders
the cliff of the ravine and stop In five minutes at a br lek-and-mortar
building which overlooks the ravine they had Just walked through.
Walking Inside, the group Is met by wemen who are members of a
local cooperative that manufactures men's and wemen 's shirts and
blouses for export and sale to local tourists. For the next forty-
five minutes, the women explain the history, purposes and operations
of their sewing cooperative.
They are also from the ravine carmunity, but through the impetus
of initially meeting as a neighborhood bible study group, came to
discuss shared problems which ultimately led to formation of a sewing
cooperative to generate Income. With technical assistance fran Ray's
wife, Gabriela, and seme money from Weston Priory (See Footnote 7),
they were able to start a snail cooperative that has not only grown in
membership and small-scale success in financial terms, but has also
served as an organizing base for women to discuss carmon problems,
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organize maternal and women's health classes, and are contemplating a
starting an adult literacy class.
The local wonen are upbeat In their presentation and moods, when
asked about Marta, or women I Ike her, a cooperative member responds.
We are slowly able to expand and reach many others Mart*
“
—c srir
The participant group Is smiling and appears Intensely interested
as they stand or sit on benches during the half-hour presentation.
Many questions are asked by the group. At the close of the quest I on-
and-answer period, there is extra ti™ for those participants wish to
sort through and purchase seme of the embroidered shirts and blouses
on display. This occurs with every visiting group. The purchases not
only are beautiful and functional, but have a symbolic connection to
the presenter. At U.S. $16.00 a shirt, they represent fair wages and
price for the coop members, and both bargain and memory for the
visitors.
The group cl imbs in the vans and leaves around 1:00 P.M.. The
return to CCIDD takes 20 minutes where lunch is ready to be served.
A Biblical Reflection^
The group is assembled on the front stone patio of CCIDD at 7:45
A.M. It Is the morning fol lowing the ravine visit, on the third
program day. Seme participants shew in their eyes and slowness of
movement that it is an early hour for than.
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Having gathered informally in a circle of benches and chairs,
a participant mentions she would I ike to begin by reading aloud a poen
she wrote the previous night. The group is si lent and I istens
attentively to the woman as she recites her poem,
Marta
—
Cn!f ica?f
la ' den °f thS L°rd
'
sin9 in9 with your tears the
£2?nn9 ,
h
^
reds with y°ur tears of pain In your povertyFeeding us who are starving to death on diets of material ism-
poor°and o^ress^f"’
°Penin9 °Ur ^ t0 the stru99 le °* the
Curing us from our paralysis, healing our trembling limbsSo we can reach out and embrace our sisters and brothersin love and Justice
Like the hunble Virgin, dear Marta,
tx^ks;
6 thS SUbJeCt ° f son9s - essays and perhaps even
Far more than any of us, you have touched the I ives of hundredsand, through them, perhaps thousands.
any ° f US
’
yOU have moved to action hundreds, andthrough them, perhaps thousands.
You have done more than priests, presidents, governors andbishops to set your people free.
You are the defiled Virgin singing with your tears to us to theworld, the Magnificat21
.
’
The rest of the participants appear deeply touched by this
original poem. Some complement the authoress. Others consent how the
encounter with Marta similarly moved them to levels of deep reflection
and emotions. "You knew," says one participant, "I stayed up late
into the night and couldn't get Marta's situation off my mind. 'How
can I respond?', I kept asking myself. Her situation just seened so
hopeless in many respects."
After a few other comments and seme reflective silence, the group
turns its attention to another who reads a Biblical passage from
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Jeremiah 22: 13-17
. m this
condemning an unjust king:
passage, the prophet Jeremiah is
to examine the cases o/’STJS? an^he n^dy^he^aii
“S.S ==Sr—•
Several minutes pass in silence. One program member says,
'
*nL
S
'r
tin9 hSre reflectin9 about hew our country seems to
J^OTiah ?s !a^| nat!°nal Drest '9e and like the king
h^rthelr vn?n 9
°- BUt We have OUr ^ P°°r and d°h't
,n our P° 1 1 1 1 cs . Nor do we hear the voiceo the poor I ike Marta or others I ike her who live insubhuman conditions all over the world.
Another adds, "Yeah, it seems so many of our policies are
insensitive and unresponsive and we're like fat cats in the United
States licking cream while the rest of the world has nothing.".
Still another program member ccrrments,
I think this begins somewhere in our hearts, doesn't It? I
mean, the policies exist because we allow them to exist.Somehow we in the United States have a I lowed the governmentto numb our sense of integrity, honesty and genuine caring
in the world. Instead, we are given images of what is inthe national interest. National interest? What does that
mean if we sell our souls in the process?
Others add personal comments. At times it appears there is dialogue
around emerging points that are raised. Individuals want to add their
reflections or thoughts in order to further develop and/or embellish a
certain comment
. At other times, individual ccrrments stand alone and
do not stimulate another's response.
The reflection continues on for about ten minutes. During this
time, the reflections wander and touch on many thanes which connect
Biblical passages, accrued program experiences and personal thoughts,
values and attitudes together, Scmxa counts are po, Itical. pointing
to national government or multinational corporations as analogous to
kings with no heart, others are mare persona, such as one woman's
ccrrmentary
,
You look to point your hand to place blame on others and
Three ° f the f ln9ers of that ^nd are
"9 Oirectly back at you. We a I I share part of the
r
t
^
iat our hat Iona I government Is what It Is. And If ity Is cal lous, then we'd damn wel I better take theresponsibility for changing It.
Same comment hew important it Is to be aware of the ideals and
values with which we live out lives. "And to be aware of our actions
and hew they affect others", chimes in someone else. The visits of
the previous day to Marta, Tomas, the women's cooperative are
Interwoven Into the wide range of reflective thoughts, feel ings and
observations shared.
Then comes a time of collective prayer. The group becomes
si lent, seme heads bow or eyes close in reverence. Seme participants
let their eyes wander around the rocm. People contribute a few
thoughts or sentences In the form of a prayer, often mentioning people
and situations related to program experiences. After a while, there
ccmes a long silence, indicating the reflection time is over. it Is
new 8:15 P.M. and breakfast is waiting to be served. in 45 minutes,
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there is a speaker who will begin a presentation in the CCIDD
conference rocm.
On
-Site Presentation:
"Church and Chance In Latin Amerina-a
Liberating Missionary Perspective"^
The group is seated around the large, rectangular conference
table in the main CCIDD conference roan. Participants, so^ staff and
the guest speaker are ready to begin the morning session. At one end
Of the table sits Anne, the session fac I I I tator/trans lator
, next to
Gerardo, the program presenter.
Gerardo is 58 years old—a relatively tall man of medium build.
Gray hair and wire rim glasses give him a distinguished look. His
pale skin complexion irrmediately marks him as different from most
other CCIDD presenters. He Is of Dutch descent, understands most
English, but does not speak it fluently. Instead, he chooses to relay
on a translator and address the group in Spanish, his native language
for his last almost thirty years I n Lat I n Amer lea. When addressing
the group, he speaks slowly and methodically, clearly articulating
every word, pausing Just enough time to allow Anne's translation of
each phrase. At times he wi I I interrupt Anne, using his silent powers
of English comprehension to notice a faulty translation. He may
suggest a better Engl Ish word to Anne, or mcmentar i ly clarify with her
the point he is trying to make.
His presentation is long—almost four hours long, including two
short stretch breaks for participants. He sits nearly motionless the
entire time, hands simply folded and resting on the table. He uses
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m| n°r varlatl°- O'
-ice intonation, not gestures, to give anphasls
and meaning to what he says.
When Gerardo starts In to the session, participant eyes and faces
are glued to him. Nc one Is bored or distracted. His words, ideas
and spirit slovly ,1,1 thereon. As he opens the door of hls I I fe and
thoughts to participants, they gradual ly become aware of the depth of
experience, commitment. wlsdon. Insight, courage, risk and faith of
this soft-spoken man elder gentleman. He Is a revered statesman and
diplomat for the voiceless poor.
Gerardo has been to CCIDD many times before, is a cornerstone
resource of program development, and a dedicated member of the CCIDD
board of directors. He session is entitled "Church and Change in
Latin America: A Liberating Missionary's Perspective". The topic is
germane to the essence of Gerardo's life history and experience of the
past thirty years.
Sent original ly to Chi le as a Dutch missionary for the Cathol ic
Church, Gerardo underwent a long, slew intense process of irrmersion
process into Latin American life and culture. Hls grass-roots
experiences among the poor
,
hls gradual conversion to radical forms of
popular Christianity, and his global, analytical perspective on world
affairs parallel and mirror those of Plankey. Even though they did
not knew each other
,
they each underwent a similar process of radical
change in perspective, values, life and faith as a result of their
Ch I I ean exper I ences
. Thus, Plankey's paradignatic I i berat ion cr i t
i que
of Latin Anerican and world oppression finds a quiet, yet charismatic
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and reinforcing voice again through Gerardo's appearance at the
critical, more Integrat ive monents of mid-program.
Gerardo's experience spans even a longer time than Ray's. The
roots of his change process encompasses a longer, different history
since he came originally to Latin America as a missionary priest. His
presence at mid-program Is meant to reinforce, amplify and complement
the perspective that Ray promotes as a presenter within, and primary
architect of, CCIDD programs. Gerardo's and Ray's friendship has
cormon roots deep in history, spirit and commitment.
It is no accident he is chosen to del iver his presentation at
mid-program as part of the "liberating faith" program cycle, but
before the beginning of Central American country presentations. His
presentation is a critical synthesizing and construction element. The
topics and manner of his presentation are viewed as critical to
unifying diverse program themes and concepts into a coherent, powerful
global paradign and framework. His presentation helps galvanize
participant understanding of, and motivates ccrrmitment to, the poor
people's struggle for justice in Latin America.
His powers of pub I ic speaking are superb and we I I -developed over
many years. He speaks gently, and in non-offensive tones about
program issues that are sensitive to most CCIDD groups—Marx ism,
Christian socialism, revolution, liberation theology, Christian
concepts of violence or non-violent action for social change. The
sincerity of his delivery and his peaceful manner place people at ease
as they listen to the controvers ia I viewpoints he expresses. Even as
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he criticizes the United states he apologizes for having to speak the
truth as he has ccme to knew it.
His global, systanic world perspective integrates events fron
many radical critiques of faith, culture, politics, econonics and
other disciplinary viewpoints. His knowledge Is grounded In a long
I Ife of experience and reflection about grass-roots work for social
change. This experience Is supplemented by his expansive ccnmand of
literature, theory and critical analysis he brings to bear on issues
he examines.
His presentations so superbly, and so totally, express the
paradign, philosophy, goals and values that a CCIDD program Is
Intended to represent, that I have Included as Appendix 9a full
transcript of a presentation he made to one of the research groups
included in this study. The scope of issues he deals with, his
choices in presentation format and style, and the depth of reflection
he uses to examine spiritual values and political behavior represent
an excellent synthesis of CCIDD educational approaches, style and
ph I I osophy
.
Gerardo can speak in depth and authoritatively about a great many
topics. He can also speak for as long and as short of a time as is
available since he has a relatively flexible schedule if notified in
advance.
The topics he addresses are from the fabric of his own life, so
he is interested in the concepts and Ideas he presents. He is also
deeply ccrrmitted to the goal of conscient icizing and politicizing
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North Africans into active resistance against current U.S. regional
PO. icles. AS such, he Is del Iberate in his style and manner of
presentation, wanting to make the most positive contribution and
impact he can In the developmental growth of the CCIDO program and
group.
Gerardo is a rich resource speaker. Program directors invest
time to assure that his ski I is and taients are wise.y appi ied to
underscore, enhance and solidify major program themes.
Gerardo follows a presentation format and level of discourse that
is critical, reflective, and engaging. He is artistic in how he
paints a landscape of his history filled detai I
. He shares smal
I
vignettes that contain sub-themes of experiential growth and insight.
He speaks in an informal conversational tone directly to the
group, a I lowing periodic times for clarifying questions or comments,
but keeping a forward momentum in his delivery. His three to four
hour sessions are normally divided into two parts.
During the first half, Gerardo talks about his life history
beginning from his 1953 arrival In Chile through the present moment.
He meticulously paints a portrait of his cwn consc ient i zat ion process.
His follows an action-reflection model of presenting. For each
developmental phase of his life in Chile, he explains the facts or
c i rcunstances surrounding his I i fe at that moment. Then he takes
participants into a process of critical reflection about that
experience and what it meant for him, what questions that were raised
and how he reconci led the issues at stake. He often moves a pattern
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of thinking or line of argumentation along by setting up questions
which he quickly responds to until the next question, and so forth.
Participants are closely guided through a canplex line of reasoning
Which, because of Gerardo's simple Interpretive style, appears to the
group as logical, appropriate and consistent.
At times he may mention a term which frcm radical discourse such
as "dialectics" or "praxis", but normally avoids dogmtlc phrases and
jargon. Most of the terms he uses are simple and easy for
participants to understand. Seme which are frequently repeated have
double meanings. For example, when Gerardo speaks of
"evangelization", he Is referring to a very politically active process
of decrying social Justice and working for change which Is, to him,
the moral equivalent of saving souls. He frequently refers to the
Bible, Biblical passages or themes as he Interweaves his own growth
and developmental ccmnltment to soc I a I Ism which, for Gerardo,
represents the essential Gospel message and goal of Christianity.
He repeatedly makes references, at different times and ways, to
the importance of small groups In his formation process, especially
Biblical reflection groups. The exper
I ence of living, growing and
celebrating "carmunlty" in groups Is a cormon theme within his
historical presentation. Gerardo views achievement of "carmunlty" as
a dynamic self-realization process In which faith. Intellect, and
action fuse to become one.
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Participants are given a vital glimpse into the power of critical
thinking In action as Gerardo method i ca I I y scrutinizes his life
exper lence.
Gerardo generally uses the second half of the sessioh to respond
to Issues, problems, challenges or questions stimulated within
participants the during the first half. Gerardo knows that
participants want this opportunity. He also understands that this Is
necessary, otherwise the presentation simply becomes
-preaching" that
alienates and bores. The opportunity to participate is an Important
way participants help make a session unique.
Questions are oral ly ccrrmun i cated to Gerardo, translated when
necessary for clarification. He takes notes on paper and sits in a
quiet, pensive mood for a few minutes to determine approach and focus.
If seme participant questions appear to be shallow or not well-
articulated, the faci I itator /translator may suggest seme greater, more
powerful themes for Gerardo to address since he or she knows both
Gerardo's capabi I ities as we I I as the nature of the program and group.
In the appended presentation, Anne seeds two deeper- 1 eve I questions to
Gerardo that both see as important for North American Christians:
(a) "Hcw does a Christian reconci le the use of violence in a
revolutionary struggle?"; and, (b) "Hew does one "reread" the Bible
from a revolut ionary perspective?".
Gerardo also has certain hidden agendas, themes and messages he
wants to convey to the group in the "short" time he is allotted.
Because he is a master craftsmen at his trade and has control over the
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Presentation, ne can sklllful ly use participant questions as a means
f°r lntr0dUC
' n9 nW inf°—
- d I scuss i ng topics ne thinks it is
important tor n,s audience to hear. Participant questions provide a
fert symbolic structure in which to iccate TOre suPstantive issues
or concepts.
For example, Gerardo uses a participant's question about u.s.
multinational copper company involvement In the Chilean coup as an
opportunity to define, distinguish and demystify
"socialism" from
national ism". These explanations become a basis for discussing
"capitalism" which Is critiqued by clearly labeling harsh consequences
Of capitalism for the Latin American poor.
Similarly, a question which asks why democratic socialism failed
In Chi le presents an opportunity for him to reflect aloud his own
experience and, through that, explalh the dynamics and principles of
hav a small, rich e, Ite can, through the media, project enorTOUs
manipulative paver In the public conscience and political systems.
His response chal lenges participants to reflect on how the democratic
principle Of a free press may be turned on Itself and used to further
ant i
-democrat ic forces. He refers to hi inn a ii«„i' r D I I nd a I legiance as one of the
"myths and lies" our society has produced in us.
In his smooth reply, Gerardo accomplishes a nunber of goals. He
teaches a model of critical analysis; demystlf ies the myth of Russian
threats to Latin America; and connects any regional Russian influence
to unjust U.S. foreign policy. Very subtle, yet powerfully, he
challenges participants to apply this analytic approach to their own
cu I ture.
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It Is so obvious that It is not mentioned, but left for the
participants to contemplate on their own.
After responding to a few more participant questions using this
approach, he turns hi, attention for the last half hour to a few tore
key issues he wishes to address before his time runs out.
He chooses the first Issue-the reconciliation and compatibility
of socialism, Christianity and Marxism-as a means to Inform the
development of two remaining Issues on his agenda.
He next turns his attention to Anne's Inquiry about reconciling
violence as a Christian. in order to respond, Gerardo begins with a
simple story frcm another person's I I fe to Introduce the theme and
build interest. Using that as a departure point, he explains the
nature and dynamics of Institutional violence, drawing upon dramatic
graphic examples frcm contemporary Mexico to drive heme the severe
consequences Institutional violence has for the poor—the permanent,
deb I I Itatlng effects of ma I nour i shment on the population.
The end of the presentation clearly leaves one feeling that, in some
Instances, a Christian dedicated to fighting Institutional violence
may. Indeed, have a moral right and obligation to use arms In a
liberation struggle that is just.
Gerardo ends his presentation with plea and moral mandate to
participants to return to the United States and, as he expresses "Be
prophets! Be prophets of truth! Truth Is always related to love.
Truth Is always frcm God.". He urges participants to "...say the
truth about Central America! About what Is happening here to the poor
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who starve for justice and freedom! 11
.
Gerardo thanks the group. The presentation ccn^s to an end after
four mtense, stimulating hours of Intellectual activity for both
group and presenter. The group loudly applauds Gerardo. The loud
clapping gives tribute to the heroic effort, commitment and
capab I I I ties Gerardo has demonstrated both In the presentation and in
his life.
NO one registers any boredom or resentment at the length of the
session. After a moment or two of si lence, participants quickly start
to talk to each other about the presentation as they get up out of
their chairs.
Gerardo stands up, says a few words to Anne, and turns to the
participants that surround him wanting to thank him, make a comment,
or engage him In a small conversation. He does not rush off, but
remains as along as people wish to talk to him. He Is patient, calm,
and attentive to each person.
Just about everyone who ccmes to CCIDD feels a special and
Powerful connection with Gerardo. To many, he is a modern day saint.
A hero. A role model
. And a disturbing chal lenge.
On-Site Presentat ion: "Guatemala—Country Under si eqe"n24
It is 9:00 A. M.
--morning of the eighth program day. The group,
seated around the conference table, shew seme visible signs of fatigue
in their faces.
The previous night, the group gathered to watch a video film
entitled " El Norte 11 (which means "The North") 25
. It is the story of a
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poor, young Guatemalan brother and sister who, because of political
repression, are forced to f lee their families and heme, and to protect
their I Ives. They make a harrying journey through Mexico in order to
reach the United States which, according to old magazines they have
read and popular stories they have heard, is a land of immeasurable
opportunity, freedom and wealth.
Upon arriving in the United States, instead of freedom, they find
discrimination. Instead of freedom, economic slavery. Instead of
wealth, poverty. The film is an excellent, dramatic portrayal of the
sad predicament of thousands, perhaps mi I I ions, of the Latin American
poor for whom peace, justice and human rights does not exist no matter
where they turn.
Although announced as an optional activity, most program members
chose to see the film. Some had already seen It back in the United
States. For others, it was a new experience.
At 10:00 P.M. the film ended. After two and a half hours of
sitting an Intently watching, when the lights came on and the video
machine was turned off, no one spoke. Seme had tears in their eyes.
Fi I led with the sember message of the film and the sadness it invokes,
the group remained silent.
As if to break a trance, someone got up out of their chair and
left the rocm. Others soon followed until only a few remained in the
conference rocm, sitting quietly in contemplation.
At 10:00 P.M., the hour was late after a long and tiring day. A
few participants chose to prepare seme herbal tea and quietly converse
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the dining roan. Most went d I rect
, y to bed
,
f, Med with the
haunting memory and emotions of the film.
The Bibl leal reflection period this rornlng began with a poem
entitled "Those who saw a star", read by myself from Jul la Esquivel 's
b°°k
' ~ with Resurrection ( 1982 ). written by this Guatemalan
poetess- In-ex I le. it adapts the style of the Gospel John's use of "the
Word" to the poor's search for freedom. Some excerpted verses read:
^^ P°°T who
of
Yhe w^
V
“o'
e m0Uth
k
° i ^^i'^who^i^fr™ Junger
St ' f ' ed
°leTo
D
r«
“h Word, became an ever-present absence among the 70 000fami I ies torn apart by death. ,
frL
W
?he'bIaxi°
Ur
“I?
8, beCame a" lnexorable accusation arising
todies
.
9 craters which swal lowed up their tortured
Iove
W
?n
d beCOTe 3 Dath ln the Jungle
’
a decision on the farm^ "d 3 Star f°r ^ who
The Word became Light.
The Word became History.
The Word became Conf I ict.
The Word became Indomitable Spirit,
va? I ey
VSd UDOri the near the river, and In the
Then,
The Word became a nat ion-pregnant-wi th-f reedem,
The Spirit strengthened the arms which forged Hope,
The Verb became flesh in the people who perceived a new day...he Word became the seed-of- just ice and we conceived peace.The Word cried out to the world about the struggle against the
anti
-man.
The Word made justice to rain and peace came forth from thefurrews of the land.
.
.
Grace and Truth celebrated together in the laughter of the
children rescued by life.
And those-who-saw-the-star
,
opened up for us, the path we now
fol low.
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Her0d
' is eaten by worms
;rr= =:;ru
And the Word will gather us round her table.And they will come from the East and the WestAnd from the North and the South,
And dressed In incorruption we-wi I I fin^iiw ^
1982, pp 31-35).
i ii- mal ly-be-happy. (Esquivel,
The reading of this poem is followed by a a CCIDD volunteer's
reading of the Biblical passages from Exodus (3:7-12, a : i 0-i7) about
Sod’s cal I Ing of Moses to lead the Hebrews out from Egypt. This verse
was chosen, among a series of other’s to start each morning, by a
joint staff/participant committee formed at the start of the program.
the reading, participants explore many of the parallels between
the situations of ancient Hebrews and modern-day Central American
refugees who also search for a peaceful homeland. The tyranny of
Egypt Is paralleled to United states foreign policy, multinational
corporations, and International structural I n just Ice wh Ich keep the
poor of the world locked into economic slavery.
After the Biblical reflection, and then breakfast, participants
are now seated in the large conference room beginning a three hour
morning session dedicated to Guatemala. At one end of the conference
table sits three Guatemalan guest presenters next to Ray, who is to be
facilitator/ translator of the session. The title of the presentation
and previous night's viewing of the film already indicated the
direction and viewpoint of the session. This is the first of the
presentations that would, in effect, give participants a conceptual
tour of Central Anerica.
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The roan had been decorated prior to the session. Brightly
colored Guatena fabrics are draped around the roan. Posters with
revolutionary phrases and images are nov tacked onto the wa I Is. A
huge banner hung high on the wal I behind the presenters proclaims.
"So l I darl dad con el pueblo de R^i. i- (which means
-Solidarity
with the people of Guatemala!").
Now, the session begins with Ray Introducing the guests. Silvia
Is a recent exile frcm Guatemala, having crossed the border to flee
only a few months earlier. Roberto Is a political exile by choice,
currently studying urban planning at the national university In Mexico
City, though living In Cuernavaca. Guillermo Is also a refugee who
currently works for the Guatemalan Hunan Rights Conn I ss I on26
,
also
located In Mexico city. The guests came on the early morning bus to
Cuernavaca in order to be present for this session.
Silvia begins the presentation. Translated by Ray. she slowly
shares with the group the story of her life, especially the recent
conditions and events surrounding her flight Into exile. She tel Is of
her I ewer middle-class upbringing in a Guatemalan village and traces
her youth to her marriage at 17 years old to a local young man who
subsequently becomes Involved In the union movement. They are
harassed and threatened with anonymous letters and phone calls.
Si I via bursts into tears when she recounts the story of how a year ago
she and her husband were walking on a vi
I
I age street when a car
stopped, men jumped out, grabbed her husband, got back with him into
the car and quickly left. That was last time she saw her husband.
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ares with the group the agony and psychological torture she
goes through by not knowing If her husband is a I Ive or not. Her
searches over the past year have been fruitless. She re, Ives a period
with the group when she was desperately going to government and army
offices, demanding to know of any Information about her husband. One
hlght a group of masked gunmen came to her house. They beat open the
door, quickly grabbed Silvia, and tied up the rest of the family.
There, on the kitchen table and In front of the family they repeatedly
raped SI I v la
, warn i ng her not to cause any more trouble in public
outcries or she and others of her family would die.
At this point, Silvia is crying as she speaks, only able to
proceed with her story intermittently as she gasps for breath in
between sobs. Ray tries to console her with a hug, but nothing and
nobody can re I ieve the pain she experiences. Seme participants are
also crying. Seme have red eyes, clenched fists, teeth and jaws. No
one speaks. The pain that is Si Ivia's bathes the group in deep sorrow
and anger
.
She is asked if she wants to continue. She responds, "I need to
continue! I need to share this story! I need to cry out so that
others can see my tears, feel my pain and know what is happening to
the people of my country!". She proceeds and tells the story of her
decision to leave Guatemala and her flight through the jungles and
mountains of Guatemala to finally cross the river Into Mexico. She is
an unregistered refugee in Mexico. As a recent arrival, she is
staying in "safe houses" In Mexico City until she can find a permanent
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Situation. She has no Income and relies on the support of local
Guatemalan solidarity and human rights groups to help her.
AS the session ends, she cries out to the group,
-Non. of you can
knc« the pain I live through each day not knowing If my husband is
alive! There are words to describe a chi Id whose parents have died.
Or a spouse whose mate has met his death. But there are no words to
describe those of us who don't knew whether our husbands I Ive or are
dead! We don't even have a word for us or our situation!- She breaks
into more tears.
Ray declares a break In the session after her hour-long
testimony. The atmosphere Is filled with the tragedy of Silvia's
situation. We all feel helpless to respond. Many leave the room and
go off for sol Itary walks on the property.
During the break, Roberto and Gul I lermo put up a map of Guatemala
and a piece of flip-chart paper with dates, names and phrases on it.
The video machine Is set up and turned on by program staff. A
cartridge is inserted and tested on the monitor.
The session begins again. Silvia is not present, but outside
talking to another staff member. Roberto begins to speak. In a very
quick and panoramic style, he uses the map as a central reference to
talk about the climate, geography, natural resources and location of
ethnic groups within Guatemala. Pointing to the various fabrics
around the room, he describes the rich cultural heritage of indigenous
groups that make up a majority of the population, talking about their
distinct languages, beliefs and traditions. Using magic markers, he
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adds detai Is to the map as his presentation unfolds. Citing reoent
statistics on population, unemployment, wage scales, food costs,
average per-fami ly annual income, and land distribution patterns,
among other facts, he quickly conveys the reality that surrounds the
situation of the poor in Guatemala. At the end of his lecture, he
responds to clarifying questions from the audience.
The I ights are dirmed and the television monitor turned on. a
twenty minute video of interviews with Guatemalan refugees living in
the Mexican state of Chiapas is shovn. Engi ish subtitles are used in
this film to translate dialogue between interviewer and interviewee.
The film shews the conditions of the refugee camps aiong the border
and, through the interviews, shares small stories of why people left
Guatemala and what they assess their present and future prospects to
be. Refugees tell of being forced by the Guatemalan government to
live in what are termed "development poles" that are, frem narrative
description, little more than internment camps for rural peasants.
Speakers share hew they were forced to perform civilian work for the
army, denied the right to leave and enter their village at will, and
had to serve one day a week In a parami I I tary civilian patrol that
ccmbed the nearby jungles looking for guerilla activity. The film is
depressing, underscoring the despair of the poor in Guatemala who have
no freedem, no peace in their lives.
The I ights ccme back on. There is another fifteen minute stretch
break for participants. Seme approach Roberto and Guillermo, seeking
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to talk to than In this short period, other participants mi I I around
the area.
GUI I lermo begins the final part of the session. The next forty-
five minutes is devoted to an historical analysis of the situation of
Poverty and injustice In Guatemala. Printed sheets are passed around
to participants which are identical to the flip-chart paper attached
to the easel
. Gull lermo gives a rapid overview of Guatemalan history
beginning with ancient Indigenous history, through the Spanish
colonial conquest and up to the present moment. Dates, names and
facts are mentioned quickly. Historical facts highlight moments of
Guatemalan conquest and rebel I Ion. Significant laws and policies are
explained which have somehow shaped current c I rcunstances
.
This historical overview includes many references to the history
of the U.S. government and multinational corporations in Guatemala.
Early twentieth century deals between Guatemalan dictators and United
Fruit Company are explained In seme detail. The rise and fall of
democratic land reform in the m id-1 940' s and early fifties is
discussed. The role of the C. I .A. in the 1954 coup that ended
democracy, reversed land reform and re-installed totalitarian
dictatorships is clearly articulated. The roles and policies of
rotating dictators installed by coup or election since that time up to
the present moment are also presented.
Same time is spent analyzing the current Guatemalan situation in
terms of present day U.S. foreign policy. Carter's ban on foreign
assistance in 1978 due to human rights violations is explained.
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Israel *s role in being a U.S. third party conduit for mi
l
itary aid to
Guatema Is examined. Present-day Reagan administration polices of
lew- Intensity conflict are Interpreted for the group.
Guillermo analyzes the Guatemalan army's Insidious, sinister
metamorphosis of political, economic and social life which presents a
charade of democratic reform to the world, but retains military
control of all economic wealth and activity. The presentation covers
a huge amount of Information and analysis In a short time span.
At the end of this presentation, Guillermo stresses how essential
It Is that pol Ides In the United States change and what an important
role this group can play In helping further that goal. Actions are
suggested
. Pr I nted mater I a I s w I th names of U
.
S .
-based solidarity
groups are distributed. An address list circulates for those who wish
to be put on the mal I Ing list of the Guatemalan Human Rights
Ccrrm i ss ion
.
The agenda Is then opened up to participant questions and issues.
This dialogue proceeds for about twenty minutes. The lunch bell rings
and signals the end of the three hour morning session.
The guests stay for lunch and are Interspersed among various
dining room tables. Individual staff sit by them In order to help
translate conversations over the mealtime. Conversations are active
and animated. The room is noisy. Participants, staff and presenters
including Silvia—have smiles on their faces as they talk.
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na I Program Session: "Where Do We Go Fran Herp?"27
It is new late morning, around 11:00 A.M., of the last program
day
-the day before the group leaves to Mexico City for their flight
heme to the United States.
I am responsible for facilitating the session. We are all
sitting on the front patio. It Is a bright, clear and sunny day.
Participants spent the first part of the morning In the
conference roan with Ray who facl I itated and spoke during the "Central
American Overview" session.
I call for the group's attention and explain the purpose of this
two-part, morning and afternoon session. The morning part involves
having the group break into small groups of five participants each.
Each small group is to discuss, reflect and share among themselves
ways that they feel they should, and can, respond to the situation of
the Latin
-American poor as they have ccme to know it this week. I
suggest the possibility of reviewing the program schedule in order to
refresh their memories. I also suggest each group choose frem among
themselves a facilitator to help guide the discussion, and a recorder
so that Ideas can. In turn, be reported back to the larger group in
the afternoon.
In order to form the groups, I have program members count off "by
fours" so that there is a representat i ve cross-fertilization of ideas
and perspectives among the various sub-groups which crosses age,
gender and special Intra-group relationships.
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' ask If there are any questions. Someone asks me to repeat the
I group instructions which I do. No other questions are asked.
' tell people that we are not going to be coming back together
unt thS Start ° f afternoon session at 3:00 P.M.. Groups should,
therefore, feel free to extend their conversations as long as they
wish, and move to places on, or off. the property as they so choose.
I mention In closing that because this Is a session that
represents their responses to the program, staff will not be joining
in the sma I I groups In order to al low than to function and generate
Ideas as they determine appropriate. If scmeone would appreciate the
presence, advice or guidance of a staff member, we wl I I be aval lable
In the office or on the property for consultation.
The smal I groups quickly disperse. Three of the four groups meet
at various places on the property—under the lime tree In the front
yard, on the front patio, and out back by the pool area. The fourth
group decides they are going to walk up to a local cafe on the city
center square, buy seme pastries and coffee, and discuss the group
task there.
The groups are very animated as I make a tour and look from afar
at their interactions. After maybe fifteen minutes, I wander in close
to groups and ask them if they need help to which all respond "no! 11
. I
go into the dining room, read the daily newspaper and talk to the
cook. No one ccmes in to request assistance.
When the lunch bell rings, people are reluctant to leave their
conversations. After ten minutes a second bell rings. One group
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truth about Central America! About what Is
poorwho starve for justice and freedom!".
happen i ng here to the
Gerardo thanks the group. The presentation cones to an end after
four Intense, stimulating hours of Intellectual activity for both
group and presenter. The group loudly applauds Gerardo. The loud
clapping gives tribute to the heroic effort, comltment and
capabl 1 1 ties Gerardo has demonstrated both In the presentation and in
his life.
No one registers any boredom or resentment at the length of the
session. After a moment or two of silence, participants quickly
start to talk to each other about the presentation as they get up out
of their chairs.
Gerardo stands up, says a few words to Anne, and turns to the
participants that surround him wanting to thank him, make a ccnment,
or engage him in a small conversation. He does not rush off, but
remains as along as people wish to talk to him. He Is patient, calm,
and attentive to each person.
Just about everyone who ccmes to CCIDD feels a special and
powerful connection with Gerardo. To many, he is a modern day saint.
A hero. A role model. And a disturbing challenge.
Qg-SIte Presentation; "Guatemala—Country Under SlPng» 24
It is 9:00 A.M.—morning of the eighth program day. The group,
seated around the conference table, show seme visible signs of fatigue
I n the l r faces
.
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The previous night, the group gathered to watch a video film
entitled
"EXJtofi" (which means "The North")25. it | S the story of a
poor, young Guatemalan brother and sister who, because of political
repression, are forced to f lee the! r faml I les and homeland to protect
their I Ives. They make a harrowing Journey through Mexico In order to
reach the United states which, according to old magazines they have
read and popular stories they have heard. Is a land of Insurable
opportunity, freedom and wealth.
Upon arriving In the United states. Instead of freedom, they find
discrimination. Instead of freedom, economic slavery. Instead of
wealth, poverty. The film Is an excellent, dramatic portrayal of the
sad predicament of thousands, perhaps ml 1 1 Ions, of the Latin American
poor for whom peace. Justice and human rights does not exist no matter
where they turn.
Although announced as an optional activity, most program members
chose to see the film, seme had already seen It back In the United
States. For others, it was a new experience.
At 10:00 P.M. the f 1 Im ended. After two and a half hours of
sitting an Intently watching, when the lights came on and the video
machine was turned off, no one spoke. Seme had tears In their eyes.
Filled with the somber message of the f I Im and the sadness It Invokes,
the group remained silent.
As If to break a trance, someone got up out of their chair and
left the room. Others soon followed until only a few remained In the
conference rocm, sitting quietly in contemplation.
*
At 10:00 P.M., the hour
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was late after a
few participants chose to prepare seme herbal
In the dining rocm. Most went directly to bed
haunting memory and emotions of the film.
long and tiring day. A
tea and quietly converse
*
f I I led with the
The Blbl leal reflection period this morning began with a poen
entitled "Those who saw a star", read by myself fro* Julia Esquivel's
b00k
- IhCeatfiaed w l th ^"rreot l nn (1982). written by this Guate^lsn
poetess- 1 n-ex lie. It adapts the style of the Gospel John's use of “the
Word" to the poor's search for freedom. Some excerpted verses read:
roverty ciothed as the pror
The Word, for our sake, became agony in the shrunken breast of
^e
°' d by thS abSenCe °f her "^TOerS husbSd
*
he Word, for our sake, became a sob a thousand times stifled In
The rrf' e m0Uth °f the chl ld who fr<™ hunger.Wo d, for our sake, became rebellion before the lifeless bodvof Caspar Sanchez Tcma, "sc lent I f leal ly murdered" V
I
b
:,M
r
‘\beCme an ever~present absence among the 70,000faml l les torn apart by death.
JrZ^Z
d \!°r
l
°Ur SakS
’
became an Inexorable accusation arlslf em the blazing craters which swallowed up their torturedbod les....
Ing
The Word became a path In the Jungle, a decision on the farmlove In women, unity among workers, and a Star for those few’whocan inspire dreams.
The Word became Light.
The Word became History.
The Word became Conf I ict.
The Word became Indomitable Spirit,
and sewed Its seeds upon the mountain, near the river, and In the
valley....
Then,
The Word became a nat I on-pregnant-w I th-freedan,
The Spirit strengthened the arms which forged Hope,
The Verb became flesh In the people who perceived a new day
The Word became the seed-of- Just Ice and we conceived peace.
The Word cried out to the world about the struggle against the
ant i -man.
The Word made Justice to rain and peace came forth from the
furrows of the land...
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In the laughter of the
Grace and Truth celebrated together
children rescued by life.
An^those-who-saw-the-star, opened up for us, the path we now
Meanwhile, Herod, slowly dyinq is eat*=>n huThe Word became Judgenent and th^
y orms ‘
The Word became forgiveness anS^n ''***' *rouna thelr teeth,
love....
9 nd hunan hearts learned to beat with
And the Word will gather us round her tableAnd they will ccme from the East and the WestAnd frcm the North and the South,
And dressed in Incorruption we-wi I l-f ina i iw k
1982, pp 31-35).
" l 'y-be-happy. (Esquivel,
The reading of this poem is fol lowed by a a CCIDD volunteer's
reading of the Biblical passages frcm Exodus (3:7-12, 4:10-17) about
God's cal ling of Moses to lead the Hebrews out frcm Egypt. This verse
was chosen, among a series of other's to start each morning, by a
Joint staff/participant cormlttee formed at the start of the program.
After the reading, participants explore many of the parallels between
the situations of ancient Hebrews and modern-day Central African
refugees who also search for a peaceful heme I and. The tyranny of
Egypt is paralleled to United States foreign policy, multinational
corporations, and International structural Injustice which keep the
poor of the world locked into economic slavery.
After the Biblical reflection, and then breakfast, participants
are new seated In the large conference room beginning a three hour
morning session dedicated to Guatemala. At one end of the conference
table sits three Guatemalan guest presenters next to Ray, who Is to be
facilitator/ translator of the session. The title of the presentation
and previous night's viewing of the film already Indicated the
direction and viewpoint of the session. This Is the first of the
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presentations that would,
tour of Central America.
In effect, give participants a conceptual
The roan had been decorated prior to the session. Brightly
colored Guatena fabrics are draped around the roan. Posters with
revolutionary phrases and ,rages are ^ tacked ontQ the wa| ^ a
huge banner hung high on the wall behind the presenters proclaims,
Sol I dart dad con el Pi lule ge Guardi Pi I" (which means "Solidarity
with the people of Guatemala!").
NOW, the session begins with Ray Introducing the guests. Silvia
is a recent exile fron Guatemala, having crossed the border to flee
only a few months ear Her. Roberto Is a political ex I le by choice,
currently studying urban planning at the national university in Mexico
City, though living In Cuernavaca. Guillermo Is also a refugee who
currently works for the Guatemalan Hunan Rights Commission26
,
also
located In Mexico City. The guests came on the early morning bus to
Cuernavaca in order to be present for this session.
Silvia begins the presentation. Translated by Ray, she slowly
shares with the group the story of her life, especially the recent
conditions and events surrounding her flight Into exile. She tells of
her lower middle-class upbringing In a Guatemalan village and traces
her youth to her marriage at 17 years old to a local young man who
subsequently becomes Involved In the union movement. They are
harassed and threatened with anonymous letters and phone calls.
Silvia bursts Into tears when she recounts the story of how a year ago
she and her husband were walking on a vi I I age street when a car
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stopped
,
men j^ped out, grabbed her husPand, got Pack with him Into
the car ahd quickly left. That was last t Ime she saw her husPahd.
She shares with the group the agony and psychological torture she
goes through by not knowing If her husband Is a I Ive or not. Her
searches over the past year have been fruitless. She re I Ives a per led
with the group wheh she was desperately going to governs and arn*
offices, demanding to know of any Information about her husband. One
night a group of masked gunmen came to her house. They beat open the
door, quickly grabbed Silvia, and tied up the rest of the family.
There, on the kitchen table and In front of the family they repeatedly
raped Silvia, warning her not to cause any more trouble In public
outcries or she and others of her family would die.
At this point, Silvia Is crying as she speaks, only able to
proceed with her story Intermittently as she gasps for breath In
between sobs. Ray tries to console her with a hug. but nothing and
nobody can relieve the pain she experiences. Some participants are
also crying. Some have red eyes, clenched fists, teeth and jaws. No
one speaks. The pain that Is SI Ivla's bathes the group In deep sorrow
and anger.
She Is asked if she wants to continue. She responds, "I need to
continue! I need to share this story! I need to cry out so that
others can see my tears, feel my pain and knew what Is happening to
the people of my country!". She proceeds and tells the story of her
decision to leave Guatemala and her flight through the Jungles and
mountains of Guatemala to finally cross the river Into Mexico. She Is
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an unregistered refugee in Mexico. As a recent arrival, she Is
Staying In "safe houses" In Mexico City until she can find a percent
situation, she has no Inccme and rel les on the support of local
Guatemalan solidarity and hunan rights groups to help her.
As the session ends, she cries out to the group. "None of you can
knov the pain I live through each day not knowing if my husband is
alive! There are words to describe a chi Id whose parents have died,
or a spouse whose mate has met his death. But there are no words to
describe those of us who don't knew whether our husbands I Ive or are
dead! We don't even have a word for us or our si tuat I on I" She breaks
Into more tears.
Ray declares a break In the session after her hour-long
testimony. The atmosphere Is f I I led with the tragedy of SI Ivla's
situation. We all feel helpless to respond. Many leave the rocm and
go off for sol itary walks on the property.
During the break, Roberto and Gul I lermo put up a map of Guatemala
and a piece of flip-chart paper with dates, names and phrases on It.
The video machine Is set up and turned on by program staff. A
cartridge Is Inserted and tested on the monitor.
The sess I on beg I ns aga in. Silvia Is not present
,
but outs I de
talking to another staff member. Roberto begins to speak. In a very
quick and panoramic style, he uses the map as a central reference to
talk about the climate, geography, natural resources and location of
ethnic groups within Guatemala. Pointing to the various fabrics
around the rocm, he describes the rich cultural heritage of indigenous
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groups that make up a majority of the populate, talking about their
gist, not languages, be, lefs and tractions. Using rag , c rarkers. he
adds beta I Is to the map as hls presentation unfolds, citing reoent
statistics on population, unemployment, wage scales, food costs,
average per-faml ly annual Inocme, and land distribution patterns,
among other facts, he quickly conveys the reality that surrounds the
situation of the poor In Guatemala. At the end of hls lecture, he
responds to clarifying questions frcm the audience.
The I ights are dinrned and the television monitor turned on. A
twenty minute video of Interviews with Guatemalan refugees living In
the Mexican state of Chiapas Is shewn. Engl Ish subtitles are used In
this film to translate dialogue between Interviewer and Interviewee.
The f I im shews the conditions of the refugee camps along the border
and, through the Interviews, shares shall stories of why people left
Guatemala and what they assess their present and future prospects to
be. Refugees tell of being forced by the Guatemalan government to
live In what are termed "development poles" that are, from narrative
description, little more than Internment camps for rural peasants.
Speakers share how they were forced to perform civilian work for the
army, denied the right to leave and enter their village at will, and
had to serve one day a week In a paraml I Itary civilian patrol that
ccmbed the nearby jungles looking for guerilla activity. The film Is
depressing, underscoring the despair of the poor In Guatemala who have
no freedom, no peace in their lives.
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9 s ccme back on. There is another fifteen minute stretch
break for participants. Seme approach Roberto and Gul I lermo, seeking
to talk to them in this short period, other participants m, ,, around
the area.
Oil I lermo begins the f Inal part of the session. The next forty-
Hve minutes Is devoted to an historical analysis of the situation of
poverty and injustice In Guatemala. Printed sheets are passed around
to participants which are Identical to the flip-chart paper attached
to the easel
. Gull lermo gives a rapid overview of Guatemalan history
beginning with ancient Indigenous history, through the Spanish
colonial conquest and up to the present nonent. Dates, nras and
facts are ment I oned qu I ck
I
y
. Hi stor I ca I facts h
I
gh 1
1
ght monents of
Guatemalan conquest and rebel I Ion. Significant laws and pel icles are
explained which have semehew shaped current circumstances.
This historical overview Includes many references to the history
of the U.S. government and multinational corporations in Guatemala.
Early twentieth century deals between Guatemalan dictators and United
Fruit Company are explained In seme detail. The rise and fall of
democratic land reform in the m id-1 940' s and early fifties Is
discussed. The role of the C. I .A. In the 1954 coup that ended
democracy, reversed land reform and re-installed totalitarian
dictatorships is clearly articulated. The roles and policies of
rotating dictators Installed by coup or election since that time up to
the present moment are also presented.
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Seme time Is scent analyzing the current Guatemalan situation In
terms of present day u.s. foreign policy. Carter's ban on foreign
assistance In ,978 due to hu^n rights violations Is explained.
Israel's role In being a U.S. third party conduit for military aid to
Guatena I a I s exam I ned
. Present-day Reagan acm I n I strat I on po 1 1 c I es of
low- Intensity conflict are Interpreted for the group.
Guillermo analyzes the Guatemalan army's Insidious, sinister
metamorphosis of political, economic and social life which presents a
charade of democratic reform to the world, but retains ml I Itary
control of a 1 1 economic wealth and activity. The presentation covers
a huge amount of Information and analysis In a short time span.
At the end of this presentation, Guillermo stresses how essential
It Is that policies In the United States change and what an Important
role this group can play In helping further that goal. Actions are
suggested. Printed materials with names of U.S.
-based solidarity
groups are distributed. An address list circulates for those who wish
to be put on the mailing I 1st of the Guatemalan Hunan Rights
Ccrrmission.
The agenda Is then opened up to participant questions and Issues.
This dialogue proceeds for about twenty minutes. The lunch bell rings
and signals the end of the three hour morning session.
The guests stay for lunch and are Interspersed among various
dining rocm tables. Individual staff sit by them In order to help
translate conversations over the mealtime. Conversations are active
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anc animated. The rccm Is noisy. Participants, staff and presenters
-including SI I via have smiles on their faces as they talk.
Elna l Program Session- "Where no w. ^ Frrm m„„,,-27
It is new late morning, around 11:00 A.M., of the last program
day the day before the group leaves to Mexico City for their flight
heme to the United States.
I am responsible for facilitating the session. We are all
sitting on the front patio. It Is a bright, clear and sunny day.
Participants spent the first part of the morning In the
conference room with Ray who facl I Itated and spoke during the "Central
American Overview" session.
cal I for the group s attention and explain the purpose of this
two-part, morning and afternoon session. The morning part involves
having the group break Into small groups of five participants each.
Each small group is to discuss, reflect and share among themselves
ways that they feel they should, and can, respond to the situation of
the Latin American poor as they have ccme to know it this week. I
suggest the possibility of reviewing the program schedule in order to
refresh their memories. I also suggest each group choose frem among
themselves a facilitator to help guide the discussion, and a recorder
so that Ideas can, in turn, be reported back to the larger group In
the afternoon.
In order to form the groups, I have program members count off "by
fours" so that there Is a representative cross-fert I I I zat Ion of ideas
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ana perspectives among the various sub-groups which crosses age,
gender and special intra-group relationships.
I ask If there are any questions. Someone asks me to repeat the
smal I group instructions which I do. No other questions are asked.
I tell people that we are not going to be coning back together
until the start of the afternoon session at 3:00 P.M.. Groups should,
therefore, feel free to extend their conversations as long as they
wish, and move to places on, or off, the property as they so choose.
I mention In closing that because this Is a session that
represents ItieJj: responses to the program, staff will not be Joining
in the smal I groups In order to a I lew them to function and generate
Ideas as they determine appropriate. If saneone would appreciate the
presence, advice or guidance of a staff member, we wl 1 1 be aval lable
In the office or on the property for consultation.
The anal I groups quickly disperse. Three of the four groups meet
at various places on the property—under the lime tree In the front
yard, on the front patio, and out back by the pool area. The fourth
group decides they are going to walk up to a local cafe on the city
center square, buy seme pastries and coffee, and discuss the group
task there.
The groups are very animated as I make a tour and look frem afar
at their Interactions. After maybe fifteen minutes, I wander In close
to groups and ask them If they need help to which all respond "no!". I
go Into the dining room, read the dally newspaper and talk to the
cook. No one canes In to request assistance.
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When the lunch bell rings, people are reluctant to leave their
conversations. After ten minutes a second bell rings. One group
cones In and starts to go through the lunch line. Gradual ly other
groups follow suit. Half-way through the lunch period, the final
group returns frcm center, city, apologizing to the cook for being
late.
We begin the afternoon session at approximately 3:15 P.M. when
everybody has finally gathered on the patio again. There Is an easel
with a pad of blank flip-chart paper In front of the group.
I begin the session by reviewing the purpose of the morning snail
groups, and then ask the recorders frcm each group to share the
results of their morning del iberations. Someone offers a suggestion—
"writing letters to our congressman". I ask her to clarify what kind
of letters for what purpose. She responds, "I mean writing letters to
protest our government policies in the region to let them know we have
been here and now understand hew bad those policies are and what
drastic consequences they have." Many nod their head in agreement. I
ask If that Is clear to everyone. Seeing that It Is, I record the
suggestion dewn on the first piece of flip-chart paper.
I ask for a response suggestion frcm another group. One
designated recorder responds, "Speaking to our churches about what we
have seen and experienced here.". 1 ask 1 f that Is clear to the group
and then proceed to write one that below the previous suggestion. I
continue with this rotation pattern. At times during this process the
group stops to discuss unclear or ambiguous thoughts and Ideas.
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I soon abandon the eye I ical pattern as other group members
randomly make suggestions, sometimes raising their voices to be heard
above others. The process continues under the direction of the group.
I remain si lent and only write down suggestions as they ccme up. The
discussion is lively. Everyone has a chance at seme point to speak or
make a contribution.
I continue writing until two pages of flip-chart
paper are filled and the process is exhausted. This takes about a
ha I f hour
.
One person mentions hew re I ieved she feels to finally see action
strateg I es up on paper
. Another observes hew many responses came out
of the process. Yet another ccrrments how rich and diverse the
suggestions are. Someone says, "You knew, they look good up there on
paper, but the rea
I
test ccmes when we return and how many of these we
put Into practice!". Everyone agrees.
Looking at the f I Ip-chart paper completely filled with
suggestions is impressive. Responses range from the specific
("Joining a solidarity group like CISPES" 28 ) to general ("speaking to
neighbors and friends"). There are actions of direct political
Involvement mentioned ("participating in demonstrations") to less
direct involvement ("signing a petition"). Seme suggest ions ment ion
conceptual skills ("think more critically") and others, practical
skills ("learn Spanish"). A few reflect personal spiritual responses
("pray for the Latin American poor") while others point to more active
religious institutional responses ("have the church adopt a resolution
against U.S. Central American policies"). Still others are more
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passive ("read more literature") juxtaposed against seme which involve
risk ("get involved In civil disobedience"). The list I s exhaust I ve
.
I ask if any attending staff member has anything to add. One
staff suggests. "To pressure those in the church hierarchy to be more
active and public In decrying the situation In Central America".
Others seem to agree. This is added to the list.
I proceed by asking the group if anyone has any comments about
hew to choose which of these activities to focus in on. Someone
quickly responds, "You know, Don, that list looks great. But if we
try to do a I I of those things, who are we kidding? it seems to me
better to do a few of than, and really follow through, than do a
little bit of so many . "
.
Another adds, "Yeah, I agree. Seme of those actions are pretty
bold and others pretty tame. Maybe we should try one from each of
several different categories. Like reading more, writing letters and
even visiting our congressperson . "
.
Someone else states, "Wei I, you knew it seans we need to be
po I i t i ca I I y active. A
I
I the reading in the world will not help Marta
or people like her.". The discussion continues to develop:
"I think that the essence of this experience for me was to real ly
come to know what poverty is. New that I know, how can I sit on my
butt up in the safety of the United States and do nothing?"
"I agree. I am about to explode inside unless I do something."
"What we need to rananber is that a I I the action in the world
means nothing if we don't take care of our spiritual selves. Prayer
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and contend I at i on have to be the center behind our action, otherwise,
we will lose steam and simply be tinkling bells' in the wind."
rOT€mber what Gerardo said the other day about being a
prophet. it seems to me that being a prophet has this two-dimensional
part to it, both prayer and action. If we give up one, we lose the
vitality of the other .
"
The conversation continues
I ike this for another twenty minutes.
I do not Intervene or direct, but sit on the side and listen as the
themes develop about hew to effectively respond.
Seeing that the time allotted for this activity is coming to a
close, I Interrupt. I point out the time and indicate that it is
Important for us to distribute and review the resource packets we have
prepared for each participant. Other staff quickly junp up to help on
cue.
Each man i la folder they receive has the same contents placed in
the same order inside. I instruct them to open it and fo I low as I
review each item with them.
First appears a I ist of names and addresses of a I I the group
members for their use in remaining in contact with each other upon
their return heme.
Next ccmes a five-page stapled I ist of names, addresses,
telephone nimbers and brief descriptions of organizations engaged in
seme sort of Central American sol Idarity work
—
pub I ic education,
political action, study tours and so on. Representative groups are
both public and private. I explain the list and highlight the names
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of a seme organizations that correspond to the suggestions they listed
on the flip-chart sheet. I give special mention to ones that are
active In the local areas where group members I Ive.
The next article enclosed Is a copy of the poem a participant
wrote about Marta which was read earlier In the week at a Bibl leal
ref lect ion.
Also included in the packet is a list of books, magazines and
journals that are relevant to program topics and Central American
issues. Purchase and subscription information accompanies each snail
descr
i
pt i ve entry.
A ccmp I ementary copy of Mesoamer I ca29
,
an informative monthly
newsletter on Central American current events, is also included.
I ask if there are any questions or ccrrments people would like to
add. A few thank us for preparing the packet and assure us they will
use it. It is 4:30 P.M. and we are a half-hour overtime.
I end the session by mentioning that CCIDD since has no formal
follow-up to its program, it is important upon returning heme to join
with others not only for the sake of responding, but for receiving
some post-program support in transitions back heme. I suggest that we
have I i sts of CCIDD alumni from their area should they wish names of
others who have been through a similar program experience.
I announce that the final time of Interpersonal sharing about
what the CCIDD journey has been for people will begin fifteen minutes
after this session. I suggest people take that time to quietly
reflect back over their growth through the program so that they can,
if they choose, have
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seme prepared reflections to share with others in
the next session.
I adjourn the session.
Program Evaluation
The program is evaluated by participants at the end by means of
(a) a final program evaluation questionnaire (Appendix J), and (b) an
open forum discussion at the close of the program. Strengths and
weaknesses,
I Ikes and disl Ikes, logistical arrangements and staff
effectiveness-topics addressed In the quest I onna I re-usual ly also
turn out to be the results of the evaluation.
Staff evaluation of the program is equally Important.
|
considered the most important indicator of success or effectiveness to
be the personal growth experiences shared at the close of the program.
This was a special session and an intimate time of sharing for people.
It was during those vulnerable moments that participants would open up
and share with each other deeper- 1 eve I thoughts, reflections and
sentiments of what the CCIDD experience was for than.
This reflection experience was often powerful and anotional ly
moving as individuals charted their growth over the program, often
expressing changes in highly symbolic, spiritual terms. This time of
sharing was optional and meant to be spontaneous. There were many
moments when I experienced participants applying newly acquired skills
of critical reflection to their life and CCIDD experience. It was
this relatively unstructured session which for many staff was the true
measure of CCIDD's efficacy.
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Evaluation information is reviewed, analyzed and discussed by
program staff after participants leave, adding to the information base
used for consideration In designing future CCIDO programs.
Program Fol low-Up
As mentioned in a prior section, CCIDO has no formal follow-up
component to Its basic program service. This has long been recognized
as a problem by Plankey and other CCIDO staff, although it Is also
general ly understood within the program that CCIDO does not aspire to
create new and redundant structures. Obstacles to implement follow-up
services are closely related to financial and logistical Impediments.
First, CCIDO operates out of Mexico and does not have a formal
base of operations In the United states, thus limiting development of
independent resources, support systems and networks. This compounds
with the second problem.
The CCIDO alunni population not concentrated in one locale, but
rather dispersed over the full geography of the United States and
Canada. This makes fol low-up meetings burdensone and costly for
alunni to attend. A few efforts have been made, relying largely upon
inspired local volunteers to organize these encounters. Yet, these
are seen as having had only moderate success. CCIDD is reluctant to
add costs on to its local program in order to fund a cost- intensive
follow-up program. Instead, It seeks to channel participants to local
groups that can provide the necessary support and continue the
mcmentun of solidarity sparked for many in the CCIDD experience.
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Other consciousness-raising travel programs simi lar to CCIDD that
operate In Cuernavaca and the greater Mexico region experienoe seme of
these same problems. Since a I I others that I am aware of have
institutional bases in the United States, the obstacles encountered
are primarily associated with financial costs of servicing a dispersed
alunnl population like CCIDD. There was. In recent history, one
collaborative experiment In pooling funds and other resources In an
attempt to create an effective follow-up effort, but this too failed
for a variety of reasons related to financial constraints and inter-
group differences.
CCIDD relies on the group members themselves designing a follow-
up strategy to meet their own participant needs. Seme time,
encouragement and assistance Is rendered at the end of the CCIDD
program to achieve this goal.
Otherwise, CCIDD relies on occasional newsletters to participants
to provide seme continuity to the program, and promote an ongoing
connection between CCIDD and Its alumni. These newsletters contain
updates about CCIDD programs, feature stories on program changes,
updates about program resource people, letters from the staff, new
networking or solidarity action information, and reviews of books,
films or other educational materials.
A moderate level of ongoing personal ccrnmun i cat ions between seme
staff and alumni also exists which keeps the connection alive.
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Chapter Surmary
CCIDO falls into the classification of international travel
transformation education programs described in Pedagogies for
S2!-Pcor (Evans et al, ,987). its program goals, design, principles
and content- independently derived and Inductively formulated from the
director's life experience and in place long before the appearance of
Evans' articulations of a critical pedagogy for the non-poor (
i
SS7)—
reflect the same philosophies and assumptions of vision, criteria,
dynamics and components of critical pedagogy Evans describes (pp. 33_
44 In this study). Thus, it adds concomitant substantiation to the
pervasiveness and experimental tenacity of the pedagogy being
assessed
.
However, the program Is unique and differs in significant ways
from that of the Plowshares Institute case study (Evans et al., 1987,
PP. 162-185). It Is located In Mexico and does not involve visits to
multiple countries. Participant groups operate frcm a local base of
operations the entire time, do not reside with local country hosts,
and are exposed almost exclusively to local people and leaders.
These contacts are mediated by a del I berate I y constructed curriculun
replete with use of Integrated, reinforcing principles and practice of
critical nonforma I adult education not described in Evans' study.
The program Is an intensive learning environment of reinforcing
stimuli, resources and techniques. Problem-posing educational
principles flew throughout the program, operating at a the "macro"
level of program environment to the "micro" level of facilitation,
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structure and delivery characteristic of Individual sessions. The
people, environments and situations which participants experience are
intentional ly chosen to chal lenge and confront pre-existing thoughts,
feelings, and values. It Is these "disorienting" di lamas and
situations which create a vulnerability, sensitivity and empathy
within participants which, in turn, encourages a receptivity to
CC I DO s ph I I osophy
,
b i ases
,
and wor I dv i ew
.
Praxis concepts are contained within the curriculun, though are
often ccmprcm i sed due to the time limits imposed by giving a higher
operational priority to exposing participants to a maximun of
resources within the short program time span. However, participants
are continually brought into a more vicarious form of liberating
praxis through the presentation formats and life experiences of
speakers. Biblical and other group reflection periods are judiciously
scheduled and supplement structured and unstructured curriculun
opportunities for critical reflection.
The content derives from primarily Latin /Vnericans who share from
their own life exper ience wi th participants in a critical, challenging
manner. Most presenters have a deep and binding friendship with the
director, deep belief in the program's cause and principles and long
history of association with the program which makes their
presentations articulate and emotionally provocative. Use of staff
highly skilled in translation and faci I Itat ion capabi I it ies further
enables the program to create pcwerful and potentially meaningful
learning experiences for participants. Intellect and reason are both
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appealed to In construction of alternative participant worldviews,
"leaning perspectives and or 1 1 lea, splr I tua,
. knowledge and attltudina,
f ram&vorks Incremental, sequenced and Integrative program themes are
Intended to reach a crescendo of participant belief, commitment and
motivation at the close of the program.
A major missing component of this model, in relation to its
goals, is the lack of a formal, consistent post-program support and
fol lav-up system. This creates a problem of how to sustain the
vision, enthusiasm, commitment and direction of transformative
development. Covenants, commitments and personal accountability
within the group-specific support ccmmun i ty are emphasized in the
final phase of the program, but also left open to unique determination
by each group as to what Is appropriate. In this light, lack of a
rigorous fol Icw-up system can be seen as an advantage that does not
impose external monitoring structures or criteria, but instead
encourages individual and local ccmmun ity Initiative.
Assessment of the efficacy of the currlculim and direction of
program effects can only be determined frem within participant
experience and not from the possible skewed bias of philosophic and
pedagogical "true believers". The following chapter introduces eleven
participants who experienced the CCIDD program. It is through their
experiences that this study addresses the efficacy of the pedagogical
model
.
CHAPTER 5
SELECTION AMT DESCRIPTION OF THE RESEARCH AMD STUDY GROUPS
Se l ect i on and Offscrlntion nf th. Research or^.r,.
Background Information
As originally conceived, this research project proposed selection
of three different program groups from which smaller study group
participant samples would be recruited. However, soon after my
arrival at CCIDD In April, 1984, the unforeseen departure of two core
staff made It Impossible for me to give time and attention to
initiating the group selection and research process until September
when new staff menbers arrived and we entered Into a period of several
months of sporadic programs scheduled.
Given this situation, I decided to choose three research groups
fron those scheduled during my remaining eight months at CCIDD—one to
serve as a pre-test group for research methods and the renaming two
serving as primary data bases for the formal Investigation process.
The pre-test occurred during a two-week Canadian women's program
conducted November 19 - December 3, 1984. Analysis of pre-test
results pointed out the need to refine Interviewing methods and
techniques. Subsequent refinements, additionally pre-tested with two
groups, occurred during the December, 1984 to January, 1985 period.
With a new confidence In the research methodologies, two program
groups were chosen from those scheduled during my five remaining
ninths of employment at CCIDD to serve as research groups for this
study.
Selection Process and Criteria
Choice of research groups Involved a decision whether or not to
select groups representing contrasting or ccmparable group
characteristics. Groups who cone to CCIDD who are each unique In
membership and often distinguishable fron others by such factors as
religious affiliation, gender mix, recruitment history, program needs
and expectations, or length of program.
in order to enhance the possibilities of comparative analysis
within such sma, I total sample, I felt I had to make choices based on
a desire to balance both diversity and uniformity within the research
sample. I wanted both to maximize representative participant
diversity In order to observe program effects among multiple
constituencies, yet also limit risks of major group differences that,
I reasoned, would a) skew the data to an overly group-specific
population, making meaningful inter- or Intra-group analysis
problematic, or b) otherwise dilute the quality of possible research
f i nd I ngs
.
Thus, I adopted a research posture of seeking approximate
equivalencies in selected descriptive and historical program criteria
to guide the sampling process. Through informal consultation and
discussions with other interested staff, I generated a list of
selection criteria which were used in the ultimate selection of Groups
"AA" and "BB". These are simnarized as follows:
1
' ggTO9raPh ' CS : relatlve equivalence of group membership in
profile criteria such as diversity in age, occupation, gender,
religious affiliation, region of recruitment and residence.
2. Group development
: rough equivalence of a program
membership's historical develop including iocus of program
sponsorship, recruitment history, program needs and expectations.
3. Program design
: comparable length of programs, thematic
content, activity sequencing and exposure to many of the same program
resources and presenters.
4- Research team aval I ah I I lt V: programs for which myself and the
two staff col laboratlng as research assistants could be present with
the group throughout the program experience.
It Is Important to state that CCIDD had only limited advance
group-specific Information available to use in applying selection
criteria. Secondly,
, had no direct pre-arrlva, communications with
any groups concerning the research project.
I therefore had to choose
groups who, in consultation with the executive director, appeared to
be appropriate candidates and ones who seemed likely to agree to
accommodate the research process as a separate program presence and
ent i ty
.
Through use of these criteria and the other stated
considerations, two groups were selected from those scheduled. Group
"AA" was Presbyterian and recruited from the Colorado/Utah/Montana
region. Group "BB" was primarily Methodist and recruited fran the
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Washington/ Idaho/Oregon region. A description of these groups
fol lews.
Description of the Research Groups
Group "AA"
Group "AA" was recruited largely through the efforts of Sue, an
energetic, young Presbyterian minister who had been an organizer and
-nonber of one previous CCIDD program in February, ,984. As a WOTan
deep dedicated to peace and social justice work, she serves under
special appointment of the national Presbyterian church in Colorado
and works with "migrant and minority" populations. Because of the
profound Impact she felt the CCIDD program had upon her during her
first visit. She worked diligently during 1984 to recruit a second
group for the scheduled February, 1985 program. Her recruitment
strategies were largely through personal contacts and regional
Presbyter Ian newsletters.
She returned the CCICO needs assessment questionnaire indicating
she was coming with a group of fifteen-nine women and six men-who,
in her assessment, had largely a beginning level of knowledge about
program thanes and topics. Six were coning as manbers of the regional
Presbyterian Hunger Task Force and the rest were friends,
acquaintances or recruits enlisted through her regional publicity
efforts and professional contacts.
The age range of the group was 28 to 65 years old with an average
age of 45. All were Presbyterian in religious affiliation.
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Occupationally, two were students, two retired and the rest
profess Iona I s-n Ine of whan were involved In churoh-related work.
Prior to arrival at OCIDD, the group had Peen sent a f« booklets
and other background materia ls on Centra, ^rica and a natlona,
Presbyterian denominational policy stated on the region* and a few
orientation materials. Because of geographic dispersion represented
in the group's membership, only a few were able to attend a pre-
departure orientation session on Mexico and CCIDD.
Advance ccnmun i cat ions concerning program needs indicated a
special interest in issues of labor, food product ion and d 1st r i but ion
m addition to the "regular" program activities of CCIDD. Sue also
indicated a special need for group reflections, "Like most
Presbyterians, we may bury the intense feel i ngs we' I I have as we
experience the CCIDD progr^, so we rmy need help in processing than."
Group AA chose a program duration of ten days. A program schedule
was tentatively arranged according to their requests and then
finalized upon their arrival at the program site. A copy of Group
AA * s final program schedule is included as Appendix K.
Group "BB"
Group "BB" was organized through recruitment efforts of a United
Methodist campus ministry group at a state university in Washington.
The apparent success of their first CCIDD program in 1984 resulted in
alunni who enthusiastically shared their learning experiences with
friends, organizations and groups upon their return heme. As a
consequence, they requested an eleven day program for May 14 - 25,
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1985 as their second program sponsorship. Proposed group membership
grav to such an extent that CCIDD had to Impose a 24 person limit
Which reflected the logistical capacity for large groups at that time.
Although recruited through a campus ministry, a TOJor,ty of Group
BB's rnernbersh i p was non-student and very diverse. The ten men and
fourteen women came primarily fram Washington state, but also included
members from Oregon and Idaho. With an age range of 23 - 55 years,
the group average age was 35 years. In terms of occupational
status, four members were graduate level students; seven were employed
as professionals within the Methodist church; six were professionals
In other fields; and seven were either retired, unemployed or
identified with some other non-professional status.
A I I were Methodist except one member who was Roman Cathol Ic.
The returned needs assessment questionnaire Indicated most
members had a beg i nner- 1 eve I knovledge about regional issues and
program topics. Although geographically dispersed among several
states, a I I program members had been sent a variety of progressive
articles on regional problems to read before coming to CCIDD3'. All
members had attended at least one regional orientation meeting where
logistical preparations were rev laved, slides from the previous
program presented and group program concerns discussed.
Dur I ng these meet i ngs severa I members work I ng in educat i on-
related fields expressed a need to have seme sessions focused on
contemporary educational issues, concerns and problems in Mexico.
Another program need was to look at rural development issues in a more
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comprehensive way and, final ly, another need of "...how to interpret
when we get back to those who haven't seen and don't want to
believe.". Other expressed needs corresponded to dcmains within
CCIDD's regular program format.
Although sponsored by an organization that had sent one prior
program to CCIDD, no program member who was coming had been through
the program before.
According to expressed group needs, a program was tentatively
arranged prior to their arrival which was negotiated, finalized and
approved their first night at CCIDD. A copy of Group BB's program
schedu I e is I nc I uded as Append i x L
.
Sirrmary
After the pre-test and refinement of research methods, deliberate
and opportunistic criteria were used to select Groups A and B as
primary research groups for the study. With reasoned intentions to
enhance comparative analysis for a combined total of twelve study
group participants, program selections were made in an attempt to
establish rough baseline equivalencies between the two programs
chosen. An encapsulated, comparative review of program profile data
between Groups AA and BB is included as Appendix M.
Although differing by one day in program duration, a comparison
of program activity sequencing, format and content (See Appendix N)
further establishes approximate program equivalencies so that patterns
of program effects may be investigated and analyzed not only for
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group-specific populations,
transcends group boundaries
but also subpopulations whose membership
Selection and Descri ption of the Study Grmm
Samp I ing and Selection Methodology
My projections called for six volunteers to be recruited from
each research group to become study group participants.
I felt that
six menders for each study group constituted a s^ple large enough.
Within limitations, to select for diversity and representativeness
within the larger research group membership. Additionally, six
participants represented a smal I enough sample size to permit
authoritative use of qualitative data gathering methods by research
team members.
For both Groups AA and BB, volunteers were recruited on the first
day of their arrival at CCIDD. Fol loving the first formal program
orientation session, I took an extra few minutes to briefly share with
the fully assembled groups the nature and Intent of my proposed study.
I asked that those who might be Interested In serving as volunteer
participants to remain after the larger formal group gathering was
adjourned so that I could go into more detal I about the project.
During this smaller meeting l explained the developmental
history, purposes and goals of the study as we I I as the various
methods to be used in conducting the research. I also clearly stated
and thoroughly explained to both groups the anticipated demands of
time, energy and tasks involved for those who might choose to
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volunteer. Finally,
I distributed the Hunan Subjects Review Consent
For. (Appendix 0, to a, I In attendance as a ^ans to present, review
and clarify legal implications and Issues involved In project
participation. After discussing relevant Issues and answering
quest at each stage of my presentation,
, then asked for
volunteers who would be wi I I Ing to participate in the research
project.
Six people from Group AA chose to volunteer and became members of
Study Group A. After the first two program days, however, one
Participant chose to terminate his participation for personal reasons,
thereby reducing study Group A's final membership to five, or 33% of
the total research Group AA membership.
Nine people from research Group BB were wl I I Ing to participate In
the study group, since the research project called for and could only
accommodate six participants,
I selected the final six based upon
situational ly determined factors Including age, marital status,
occupational background and, more subjectively determined, candidate
enthusiasm, In order to Increase the sample’s diversity and group
representativeness. These final six candidates, constituting 25% of
total program membership, became Study Group B and remained active
research participants throughout the duration of the program.
Before beginning the research process, all participants signed
two copies of the Hunan Subjects Review Consent Form which they had
read. Both copies were signed both by myself and the volunteer with
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Py remaining in my possession and the other with the volunteer
participant.
For study Group A members
, the first intake interviews were
conducted Immediately follcwing the formalization of their
participation. For study Group B menders, given the iate hight hour
when finalization of research participation was completed, initial
intake Interviews occurred early the fol loving morning. For both
groups, intake interview preceded all formal scheduled program
activities other than the first orientation session.
Description of the Study Groups
The task of presenting and describing study Groups A and B Is
dependent upon the analytical approach taken In framing a range of
possible composite or Individual profiles. In order to establish a
basis for future chapters devoted to research findings.
I present the
research participants from four Important analytical perspectives: a)
as individuals based on pre-program Influences leading to their
arrival at CCIDO; b) according to demographic data retrieved; c) as
individuals and subgroups according to program needs, hopes and
expectations and, finally; d) as people with previous histories of
activism in social issues.
Information presented In this section is derived primarily fron
two sources: a) the intake Interview which asked for relevant
information on significant life influences which led each person to
CCIDD as well as individual program needs and expectations (contained
in Appendices A and B for Groups A and B)
; and b) the final evaluation
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V
re (Appendix C) which asked for pertinent demographic and
other pre-CCIDD descriptive data
individual Influences on CCIDD Attendance
Each person is unique in hls or her n fe experience. Each
radiates persona, duantles as an individual engaged „ un|gue nfe
development process. The histories of Influence that guided each
person to OCIDD’s program are discrete at the personal level.
in order to account for these Individual differences,
I have
included a brief narrative synopsis of each person's pre^XlDD
background history as well as program needs and expectations In the
research appendices. For study Group A. these individual prof I ,es are
found in Appendix P and for study Group B In Appendix Q.
For research purposes of confidentiality, the actual names of
participants are emitted and false names are assigned to facl I 1 tate
identification by the reader. Members of Group A (N=5) were assigned
names which correspond to the letters "A" through »E» of the alphabet:
Arthur (A ); Bernice (B); Catharine (C, ; Donna (D) ; and Edward (E).
Study Group B (N-6) was assigned names ranging frcm "M" through "R" of
the alphabet: Mason (M) ; Nell (N)
: Olive (0) ; Quincy (Q, , Penny (P);
and Ruth (R). These names and corresponding letters will be used
throughout this document In reference to group members.
Demographic Profile
Table 1 presents a synopsis of analyzed demographic profile data
for both groups (detailed In Appendix R).
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3
3
3
1
2
1
1
Table 1
Qgpographic Sunnary Profit o f studv Grniln. a „
Category/Subcategory Group A <N=5) Group B (N=6) Total (N=li,
Race
Caucas I an
Other
Gender
Ma I e
Female
Age
20-30 years
30-40
40-50
50-60
60 +
Rel Igious aff I I lat Ion
Reman Cathol ic
Presbyterian (U.S.A)
United Methodist
Annual fami ly Income
< $ 10,000
$ 10,000 - $20,000
5
6
4
1
2
3
1
1
5
5
1
3
cont I nued next page
Table 1 (continued)
Category/Subcategory
$20, COO - $30,000
$30,000
- $40,000
$40,000
- $50,000
> $50,000
Marital Status
Single
Marr led
Occupation
Student
Profess iona
I
Church mi n I ster /pastor
Not church-related
Ret I red
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Group A (N=5) Group B (N=6> Total (N-l!)
2
3
3
8
3
4
1
The homogeneous Caucasian racial exposition of both groups Is
typical of most CC I DO programs. Both study groups exhibit relative
balance In gender representativeness, though they are dlsslmi lar In
age, occupational status and rel Igious aff I I latlon. These differences
largely reflect distinguishing characteristics associated with group
sponsorship and target populations of local recruitment efforts.
Since Group AA was recruited through a regional campaign
appealing to established church officials, It Is natural their
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~, D ref lects the hjgher age> |eve| ^ Qccupationa|
with church ministries. GroupBB
. incontrast
. wasrecruiteathrough
a broad regional appeal of a campus ministry. As such, their age
tends to be younger, income
I ewer, and less associated with church-
related professions than Group AA.
A. though different in religious affiiiatlon, both groups are
i dent i f , ed with mainstream Protestant denominations which affords some
"m 'tea COTParabmty
-lief. and ethics, though strong
denam i nat I ona
. differences exist in both doctrine and practice
Ahaiysis, discussion and possibie impilcations of these denominations,
differences Is beyond the scope of this study.
In terms of marital status, two singles in Group A, Catharine and
Donna, are, respectively, divorced and widowed. Only Bernice is
married to a research program participant who is not a study group
menber. Ol Ive and Quincy are married and are both participating as
Study group members, other married study group members do not have
their spouses accompanying them on the program.
With regard to annua, family income, Donna from Group B is living
on a widow's pension and Is therefore the lowest. Those earning
$10,000-$20,000 per year-Mason, olive and Oulncy-are relatively
young, in their 20's, and only beginning their careers. Those In the
$20, 000-S40, 000 middle income range are I arge I y m I dd I e-aged and In
established careers with the exception of Catharine who is retired and
living from Investment Income. Only Edward Is earning more than
224$50,000 per year, reflecting hls senior status as m|n|ster ^ #
wealthy suburban church in Utah.
Stucents frcm both groups are pursuing eduoation at the graduate
Two of the ministers frcm Group A, Bernice and Edward, are
attending cc,DO sponsored by the regions, Presbyterian Hunger Task
Force
. Of the remaining ministers, Arthur is at CCiCO through
sponsorship of his local parish and Nell Is at CCIDO primarily for
reasons not associated with his church role. The one woman who
I Ists
herse as retired, Catharine, is stii, seeking new career and life
directions for herself.
When both groups are viewed as a composite whole, there is a
fairly even distribution of members across the spectrum of sub-
classifications in gender, age, annua, inco^ and occupational status.
Only In religious affiliation are the differences most extreme.
Mason, a Reman Catholic, Is the only representative of his faith In
either group. The higher degree of married versus single members
to reflect the larger composition of both research groups, and,
frcm personal observation, most CCIDD groups In general.
Program Needs and Expectations
Study groups are also distinguished through their individually
expressed needs, hopes and expectations for the CCIDD program.
Examination of the confluence and divergence of these Issues wi 1
1
offer a further basis for analysis of program effects upon participant
populat Ions.
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Participant needs generally fell m two categories: a) those
assoc
i
ated with increased awareness, Pledge and/or understanding
relation to a particular topic or issue; p, those associate with
personal attitudes, feelings or vaiues related to program experience-
and, In the case of one participant, c, those with very conservative
or minima, expressed expectations or needs. These expressed persona,
agendas for program participation, analyzed and presented In Appendix
individuals, are surmar i zed in Table 2 for study groups.
Table 2
program Needs, Hopes and Expectat ions for study c-o„
Participants
Category/Subcategory
^Group A Group B Total
(N=5) (N=6) (n=11)
A. Needs related to increased awareness,
knowledge or understanding:
1. Exper i enc i ng/understand i ng the
realities of poor people/poverty
locally and regionally
2 • Reliable exper i ence/ i n format I on
for shar I ng/respond i ng back heme
3. Knowledge/
I n format ion about
liberation theology
10
cont I nued next page
226Table 2 (continued)
Category/Subcategory
4 ‘ Cross-cultural experience
5. General information about
Mexico/Central America
6. Know I edge/ informat ion about
Mexican culture/people
7. Knowledge/
i n format ion for
assessing international
career interests
8. Needs related to experiential
reliability of the program
9. Knew I edge about development
10. Language acqu i s i t i on
B. Needs related to attitudes, feelings
or va I ues
:
1
. Sp I r I tua I renewa
I
2 . Personal challenges
3. Desire for emotional impact
4. Group relationships, sense of
ccmmun i ty
5. Detachment, reflection
Group A Group B Total
(N=5) (N=6) (N=11)
4
2
4
4
3
2
5
5
6
4
4
4
cont i nued next page
Table 2 (continued)
Category/Subcategory
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6. Global connectedness
7. Cross-cu
I tura
I experience
C. Conservative/minimal needs and
expectations
Group A Group B Total
(N=5) (N=6) (N=li)
interpretive analysis of group needs can be approached In a
Variety of ways. For me, the most sa, lent Is that of viewing: a, a
unifying theme; b) subgroup thanes representing clusters of
participants whose needs Intersected or overlapped according to com™
interests; c, Individual tha^s not shared with others and particular
to individual participant situations.
Pj^ rV ThCTe
- The Un ' fyln9 thOTe Of both study groups (with the
exception of Edward) Is that of exper lent la, ,y ceding to know and
understand the realities of poor people/poverty In locally and
regionally" which corresponds with the primary, unifying CCICO program
theme and goal
. Participants view the program as a vehicle for
crossing boundaries of geography, culture, language, and socio-
economic status, among others, in order to enter Into, glimpse and
understand the world of poor people and poverty. This need Is
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express^ In ways Particular to individual s|tuat|Qns ^^^to other discrete program-related needs.
Some view the program as a ohance to exoer
, ent
, , , |y ya| |date
progress, ve ,deo,ogy and crltlgues of Latin America they were faml
, iar
with and/or believed in nn«- 4-le I prior to arrival at CCIDD so that they, in
turn, can return heme after the program and speak authoritative,. fran
their cwn experience. Oonna. who has seen Third World poverty Pefore
at a distance, Put never closely, states, you have to ta,K direct,.
with the people and thafs the k lnd of verification
I wanted Py ccm.ng
here
-'- You ca"'‘ about It unless you've felt It yourself."
And for Penny, a woman wel,
-versed In activist crltlgue of Centra,
American Issues yet ,ack ,ng direct experiential contact with the poor,
"I want to... be able to go heme and try to... share In a way so that
somehow seme of the real situation can be understood by others when I
share." Without having yet experienced a program activity, she is
already, at her arrival, preoccupied with developing personal
Strategies for
"consciousness-raising" ccnmunity education projects on
Central America for her to use on return heme and Is looKIng to the
program for help.
As a former missionary who had lived overseas and experienced
poverty in Asia and Africa, Catharine Is currently between situations.
Her guest for experiential Knowledge In Latin America is closely tied
to her sense of loneliness and search for a niche and meaning in life.
Returning heme from Africa, she found more people In her hone region
interested In topics related to Central American issues than in her
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Afr
' Can eXDer ' enCe ^ ,nS ' 9htS
- the program „ a means to
Va ' ldate her Dri °r knMled9e
—ty In what seems to her a TOre
socially relevant Latin American context and, through that exposure
enhance her exponent la, profile for possible new career and/or life
d I rect ions.
For Donna, Olive, Quincy and Ruth> knowledge was t|ed tQ
need to feel and experience the e^tiona, dimensions of poverty.
Donna anticipates motional Impact as being closely associated with
experiential Pledge. Ruth, a current seninary student, said, ",
need to be touched directly by poverty even though it may depress and
anger me." 01 Ive and Quincy want experiential and optional contact
with the poor to test thelr Interests and enetlona, capacities for
possible careers in International development.
As a recent graduate in electrical engineering. Mason Is
similarly testing a possible future career Interest in overseas work,
in terms reflecting his disciplinary bias. Mason stated, "I came to
get a touch of the poor who are more or less Isolated from
technology." Yet because of the severely negative judgement of
conservative parents on his program attendance, his need for valid,
reliable experiential knowledge Is a more personal crisis of
confidence, First off, I'd like to go back with confidence that what
l did cone down to see was (his emphasis) real. That the people we^
legitimate and their desires were we 1 1
-founded ." m this way he hopes
to return heme prepared to meet the antagonism, cynicism and
resistance he anticipates from friends and family.
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Bernice and N.M. ministers sympathetic tQ
the Latin African Issues, came down more for direct cross-cultural
experience. Bernice counts, ", don. like the idea that there
_
people Who are poor, *w that sounds simple.
. .Put that Potlws me.
That's why I came, to learn more. | am readv toy to learn more about what
is happening In other parts of the world.". Ne, I sees the program as
a cross-cultural opportunity to break away from a
"...narrowminded
middle-class lifestyle and values..." and wants
"...just the
ntroduct I on to, and exposure to. a different culture and world view."
Because of his staunch conservative background, one of the most
interesting participants was Arthur. As a soft-spoken minister frcm
Montana, his lifelong ties to the ml I itary stl I I cause many
Progressive viewpoints to be suspect. He downplays any program needs,
'•I have a fairly conservative expectation.
, expect to find out seme
new things, but rm not expecting any extravagant results. Perhaps
I
am protecting myself a bit. I am a great Pel lever that there Is
danger in moving too fast on any issue."
Edward was the one person who did not, In seme way, refer to the
experiential dimension of the program as part of his needs, since he
had been on travel seminars before to Columbia and Nicaragua focused
on liberation theology and the Issues of the poor, Edward’s needs
appeared to be more for the spiritual renewal found In what he hoped
would be a growing "sense of community" in the group as the program
developed. However, as a member of the Presbyterian Hunger Task Force
with Bernice and other program members, he was also "...Interested In
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the problems of Mexi rn ••co... because t was " nniifi« ..
• •
•
Po itlcal ly crucial to
the stab i l ity of the» ..entire region.". He« also
"...interested In
exploring the situation of the refugees In Chiapas."
Thus, the nearly unanimous participant need of experiential
Pledge IS closely tied to Individual situations. St,,,. withIn the
combined study group population exists SOre sub-groups whose needs
were commonly shared.
Suba^Thenes. Within the range of needs that are shared, so^
assoc I at I ons are of greater and lesser Intensity depend, ng upon unigue
participant situations and histories. Although I am aware of the risk
I nvo I ved m analytical speculation. It Is useful here to identify
certain clusters whose strength of association suggest categories for
future analysis of research findings.
Mason, Olive and Quincy clearly comprise one "career test"
subgroup. Their presence In the OCIDD program is directly related to
present consideration of possible future careers In international
work. Ruth Is a peripheral member of this group since she Is also, in
the back of her mind, hoping to evaluate the desirability of a
possible dream of overseas work with her husband at seme unspecified
future time.
There Is similarly a "spiritual rental" group comprised of
Catharine, Edward, Nell, Penny, Quincy and Ruth who, In seme way, came
ceme to CCIDD searching for a strengthening of their faith and,
through that strengthening, aspiring for new meaning In their life's
choices and directions. Within this subgroup are found the four
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part I c
I pants Cathar NeM
,
Penny and Ruth-who are also hoping to
experience a "sense of ccrnnunlty and bonding among group menders
during the program.
Penny and Donna are, as previously mentioned, united as "seekers
of authoritative Pledge" In order to supplement and validate their
intellectual understandings of poverty and poor people priori, y for
purposes of public sharing with people back heme.
Arthur, Bernice, E^,ard and Nel I are pastors who, at seme level,
are hoping the Information they receive fron CCIDO can be put to
practical use and application In their local ministries. The addition
Of Catharine, Penny and Ruth to this group-
1 ay people closely
Identified with activist church work-cempr
I ses the subgroup seeking
knew I edge and understanding of liberation theology and "base Christian
ccrrmuni t ies"
.
Individual Needs
, other needs are Individually discrete. For
example, Catharine aspires for a "transcendent sense of global
connection" with humanity through her visits to the poor. Nell hopes
to learn a little Spanish during the program. Although not reflected
In tables provided. Penny Is quietly reassessing her marriage and came
to CCIDD partly hoping for a time of detachment and reflection In
which to gain seme Inner clarity about future choices and directions.
Other participant needs which appear more associated with previously
discussed thanes In such areas as "personal challenges" or "cross-
cultural experience".
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henever pertinent to subsequent ana.ysis of research findings,
,
will highlight and articulate them w i th i n the analytical context.
Pre-OCIDD Activist Background
in the initial conceptualization of the researoh process.
, knew
that many people came to CCIDD already sympathetic to concepts of
talth. Interpretive freworks for understanding Centra, ^rlcan
I ssues
,
or are in other ways Identified with values, attitudes and
perspectives associated with the OC.DO ProgrOT . 0 f these, many ccme
because they lack a life experience ccmparable to the close. Intensive
contact with the poor that CCIDD proposes In Its program.
in order to assess the formative impact of CCIDD upon participant
knowledge, attitudes and behaviors,
I reasoned that It was Important
to ascertain pre-program participant association with concepts, issues
ct Ions related directly or indirectly to CCIDD program thanes and
Issues. In this way, future analysis could, to seme extent, take into
account activist tendencies or attitudes among participants and
minimize bias In research findings.
I anticipated that effects upon
the “already converted" would be substantially different frem those
for whom CCIDD represents In seme way a contrasting, or even
threatening, paradigm, phi losophy and analytical critique of regional
i ssues
.
Questions in both the intake Interview and final program
evaluation questionnaire were designed to help shed light on seme of
these relationships. Responses provide additional insight into study
group membership for future use in reporting research findings.
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#13 on the final program questionnaire (Appendix 3 )
aSkSCl Part ' C,PantS— themselves as act,vlsts prior to
OCIDD and then to provide a def.mt.cn of "activist., against whioh
they were comparing themselves. Meet who responded used com™
def In 1 1 ions of one who I s soc ,a I ly and pol 1
1
loa
, ly act I ve inadvanoing
a particular cause or viewpoint.
Only three respondents-Cathar
I ne, Penny and Ruth-Considered
themselves
"activists". They a, I wrote long and impressive histories
°t involvement, activities and ass^iatlon with issues related to
"Peace and social justice" and Central America.
Of the eight who d I d not cons I der themselves activists, four
participants Bernice, Donna, Edward and Ollve-cited so^ level of
Past association with Centra, African solidarity activity
, n response
to Question
... concerning that Issue. Although self-defined as "non-
thelr past Involvements suggest a more sympathetic posture
in relation to program-related Issues.
The remaining four-Arthur, Mason, Nell, and Quincy-cite no past
involvement or association with "peace and social Justice" (Question
12) or central American Issues. Of these four, Arthur and Mason are
of special interest because of the strong conservative Influence In
their pre-CCIDD family environment and background. Brief review of
their histories and present situations Illustrates the special
attention they deserve In attention and analysis.
1. Arthur has always Identified himself as a conservative, with
a long history of association with the armed forces as a minister, he
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haS 3,WayS 9 ' Ven hiS 31 l69ianCe foreign po, icy causes and
issues as identified and Interpreted by the national government.
'n recent years, he has had a quiet doubt grow, ng wi th i n h im
about hoy national priorities and issues are estabilshed and defined
Though he sympathet ica, ,y identifies hlmself with past issues of the
"Cv,
, rights movement " in the United states, he has a discomfort with
young political activists". He ccmes to CCIDD seeking reliable
information for understanding regiona, issues and thus further Inform
ms internal process of questioning U.S. foreign policy and his
analytical aliegiances. He arrives stating he has few expectations of
being affected or changed by the program and Is wary of any program
manipulation of Issues.
2 . Mason is young and nascent In his exposure to world views and
perspectives beyond the confines of a staunch, conservative Repub, loan
cormunity and fami ly who condemn viewpoints al ien to their own as
"radical" and "anti
-American". For him, the journey to CCIDD Is a
part of his post-college separation and declaration of Independence
cm his family. His tenuous consideration of broader, differing
world views is obviously being challenged by allegiances to deeply
ingrained conservative Influence. He hopes the CCIDD experience wl 1
1
help him evaluate a possible future career as a development worker
helping the poor In Third World countries. He approaches the CCIDD
program wary and suspect of attempts to "brainwash" him Into a false,
manipulated understanding of regional issues.
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Chapter Surmary
Recruitment and selection of study group members involved use of
bctn de. Iberate and opportunistic criteria, six group menders were
Chosen from two different, comparabie programs to serve as study group
participants. Due to the termination of one ^nbefs part io
,
pat ion,
the final participant sample upon which this research is based is
eleven study group members.
Research participants have been presented and discussed based
upon four anaiytica, approaches: a, study of ind, vidua, infiuenceson
participant decisions to come to CCICO (Appendices is and i 7); b
,
analysis of demographic data (Appendix 18); c) Investigation of
individual and group program needs and expectations (Appendix 19),
and; d) discussion of pre-CCIDO activism for participant subgroups and
I nd I v i dua I s
.
These presentations wl I
, serve as reference information for
ensuing chapters dedicated to research findings.
CHAPTER 6
FINDINGS of the study
introriimt I^n
t-cvci 5 or r l nd I • iys>
Major f, ndings of this study address five general areas of
concern:
1. Hew effective were the research strategl
2. What were the effects of part Icioat Ion I
study group members?
es and methods?
n the research on
3.
What were the effects of
participants as assessed through
exper I ence?
the curriculum model upon
short and long-range participant
4 ' What 13 the relat '°"snip between the curricula* goals and
model when compared to participant effects?
5. What insights can the findings in this study offer to the
literature and theoretical frameworks discussed In Chapter 2 ?
Major chapter sections will deal with each of these areas.
Approaching the Findings
Deal I no with Vn
[ Lm I nm I<?
This project's data gathering methods produced an enormous volune
of Information. Approximately fifty hours of taped Interviews alone
produced over six hundred pages of transcriptions which. In turn, had
to be reviewed many times at each level of qualitative analysis:
Individual, subgroup and group. To this data set were added: two
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huncrec pages of copied participants. journal entr|es; ^
pants notebooks; qualitative and quantitative Information
from a,
, research and study group questionnaires; many notebooks of
observations and fieid notes about participants from research team
members
; sixty hours of audio-taped program sessions; photographs
Ipcharts, progr^ soheduies and other documentation garnered from
two programs.
with much appreciated assistance and encouragement from
different people aiong the way, been the soie person to drive forward
s project from Its earliest beginnings through field research and
bit,mate data analysis. Arriva, at this point of actua,
,y reporting
resuits represents the culmination of a long, arduous and frequent,
y
I one
, y Journey. Yet ,t has also been Inspiring, exhiiarating and
enlightening primarily due to the Invo.vament of exciting, wonderful
people and Ideas-the "stuff" of learning and growing.
The sheer volume of data has n^essitated a coro, iary analysis of
hew to meaningful ly distill and report essential findings without
sacrificing the "spirit" and Integrity of the data base.
Use of Appendices
in order to avoid the burden of presenting all the pertinent data
within the narrative text of this chapter, I have chosen to use the
appendices In a creative fashion, placing In them an enormous volume
of Investigative analysis which, in turn, will enable me to direct
attention to reporting major findings.
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't wouid be possible for me to extend discussion of project bate
' nt0 m
' Cr0
' eVe,S " dStal
' “« “»'«'»• Indeed, each source of bate
provides a unigue contributory eia^nt rep iete with Interesting
Information to examine anb assess. Havever,
, believe such in-depth
discussion Of m I cro-
1
eve I findings would probably distract frOT
broader, more significant results.
' therefore limit discussion In this chapter to major findings
Which I be, l eve to be most interesting and pertinent to research
goals.
I qu I ck I y present many append i ces wh i ch he I p substant i ate
Claims or facilitate independent understanding of the Issues at hand.
Most appendices contain arrangers of data which In sane way have
been Interpreted or anaiyzed. though st™ "raw data" is contained in a
few Instances.
Mode of Analysis
I have used various approaches to data analysis which have been
Incorporated into appendix presentation style and focus. When
reviewing raw data.
, have generally relied upon a participant’s
communication style or word choices to initially differentiate whether
a person was: (a) speaking about, or from within, an essentially
SafflltlVeaa11ain relatl "9 knowledge. Information or understanding,
or (b) speaking about, or from within, an essentially affective domain
of feelings, values and attitudes. When, of course, a phrase,
sentence or cluster of phrases resisted categorization and remained
either (a) ambiguous, or (b> contained both affective and cognitive
elements, it was placed In both data bases for consideration.
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For example, when a participant respond, ", feel
, lke
, know
-re about Centra, America ", the response was construed as both
cogn 1 1 1 ve and affective. it was, therefore. considered In Potn Pata
bases, worps or verbs wblch referred to feelings, actions anp
attitupes were generally InterpreteP as affective, anp those referring
to knowledge, Information or unPerstanp
I ng as cognitive.
This Initial screening enableP me to group certain Pata together
tor seconpary review as I searcheP for stronger, TOre tenacious
generative themes to arise from within the Pata.
I tried to avoid
distort ion by not forcing Pata into pre-existing, biased analytic
frameworks. Clusters of Pata resulting from this secondary analysis
were reviewed for relationships or assoc I at I ons with other data
sources. Occasionally, different Pata groupings seerep to have a high
degree of association and, when viewed In relation to one another,
yielded more global perspectives or integrated fremeworks for viewing
the and assessing results. Hypothetical relationships were explored
and extended to other data sources to test speculation. This was
largely accomplished through an experimental process which Involved
generating distil led words or phrases which symbol Iced the Internal
consistency and explanations presented by the data.
The appendices present. In many instances, the results of this
experimentation as categorizations, or generative themes, of data
which I found to be the most resilient and tenacious. The "common
denominator" of a resilient theme among various participants'
responses may appear as words or phrases which vary in length, bind
241the data together. As such, they represent raw data which has been
man
,
pu , ated accord
, ng to my cwn
, nterpret
, ve sens I b , ,, t
, es.
, have
ery effort during analysis to construct categories which
preserve what I fait was the origins, essence and spirit of
Participants' communications, reiyingon respondents, ianguage and
research context to help guide my judgments. This means seme
generative categories contain a few words, other are ionger and
represent a resistance to further condensation which risked bleaching
the qualitative color, interpretive value, or strength of association,
or in other ways adulterating the original meaning of the data.
Levels of Intensity and mean I ngfu I ness were suggested by a more
inductive process of reasoning by which participants, use of language,
intonation, level of animation, style of expression, repetition of
themes over time and context and other genera, qualitative Indicators
indicated significance. Some of these relationships suggest a
tenacity and resilience worthy of reporting In this study’s findings.
Part of the analysis additionally Involved reviewing data to
observe any major findings pertaining to groups, subgroups and
individuals. Filtering categor
I es emp I oyed I n th I s assessment stage
are the same used to Introduce the study groups In Chapter 5. These
are synthesized and portrayed In Appendix T.
Attempts have been made to minimize and account for adverse
effects of distortion and bias. However, as Is true in all
qualitative research, this can never be completely eliminated or
traced.
Presentation of Primary An.
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Analysis nas Involved revl^v of an enorTOus ^unt of
Each source of data has a rich potential for analysis
and discussion. However, the intent of this suPsectlon Is to
synthes I ze infection which spans Poth t Ime and multiple data Pases.
t Is, in essence, a macro— level "finding — c * uOf the findings" which have
resulted from divergent sources of Information.
The volume of information obviates my ah, I I ty to append It a, I to
This document.
, have chosen to selectively include In the appendices
interpretive analyses of data deriving from this project •, primary
research methods, interviews and questionnaires.
Since my discussion assumes a faml I larlty with these results.
It IS important to Identify these appendices and allow the reader an
opportunity to familiarize her or himself with the analytic style,
information and approaches I have employed I n arr I vl ng at f I nd I ngs.
Assessment of Participant Feedback and Reactions to the Rese^n
Proiect. Mid-program responses are analyzed In Appendix u and
presented In narrative form In Appendix V. End-of-program analysis Is
similarly contained In Appendix W with accompanying narrative In
Appendix X.
Assessment of Participant Program Experience The following
subsections present the various areas of analysis appended.
'
~
St important gains and benefits to program partlcinati^
Analysis of mid-program Interview responses are contained In Appendix
V. End-of-program Interview responses have been combined with results
243frcm a similarly worded question in the final evaluation
questionnaire. This synthesis appears in Appendix z.
^ hy the pronrmm
far- individual and aggregate analysis of responses the first time
this question was asked, at approx,
.ate, y one-third through the
Pnogra.,
,s contained in Appendix AA. Anaiysis of the second time
two-thirds through the program, appears In Appendix BB.
3
' ^tlons Pi-ogram activiti es and presentation. ^
interview quest Ions were open-ended, soliciting Information about
which activities seemed most important, significant or meaningful for
each participant, and what made then so. These reaction responses
were a I I analyzed
.
Since the body of data is huge, for purposes of this document
I
pave chosen to select, veiy sampie and present anaiysis pertaining to
curriculum activities which: (a, both groups experienced, though at
different times; (b) are exemplary of most program development cycles;
and (c) are representative of the diversity of CCIDD curriculum
methods and operations.
The appendices which present the results frcm analysis of
discrete sessions are arranged in the following categorical manner:
A. Qel d trips
. Appended are analyses of participant reactions to
the following field trips: (a) the visit to La Estaclon squatter's
ettlement and the Hotel Casino de la Selva (Appendix CC)
; (b) the
field trip to Sacat lerra artisan community and the Ravine community
244(Appendix DO); and (c) the visit to a base Christ,| stlan ccrrmun i ty meetinq
(Appendix EE).
B-
Four presentations by v|s|t|ng
address specific themes were chosen for analysis: (a,^ and
at in America by Gabr lela Vldela (Append lx FF)
; "History of
Mexico., by Ross candy (Appendix 33,
, (c, ..Church and Change in Latin
America A Liberating Missionary perspect i ve" by Gerardo Thissen
(Appendix HH, whose presentation is attached (Appendix I, and has been
analyzed in this document (Chapter 4, pp. 178-, 87
, ; and <d,
-church
and Change in Latin America-A Srciologica. Perspective" by Ray
Plankey, CCIDD director (Appendix II).
C
' ^ntry presentations on Central America Country-specific
presentations form a unique and separate category of on-site
presentations. Analysis of participant reactions to two such
presentations Is included In this report: (a) "Guatemala-Country
Under Siege" (Appendix JJ) which has been previously reviewed (Chapter
4. pp. 187-196), and (b) "Nicaragua Changing Course in Central
America" (Appendix KK)
.
o- Audio-Visual aids
. Selective use and choice of documentaries
and films for program Inclusion varies frcm program to program.
I
append analysis of participant reactions to two videos: (a) "State of
Siege" (Appendix LL), a docudrama which portrays the exposure of a CIA
operative In a Latin American country and, as a three hour film,
normally constitutes and entire evening session; and (b) "Up From the
Ashes" (Appendix my which Is a short, U.S.
-produced, pro-Nicaragua
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docunentary depicting a 1382 liberated view of that country through
thS eyeS ° f 3 N,Cara9Ua
"— that is usua I I y integrate
into the Nicaragua country overview.
E
' ^HP^eHections. Unfortunate, y, Group A was not asked for
reaCt, °nS t0 »"** the CC.DO program. Groun B.
however
,
was asked for their assessment of (a) general group
rejections, and ,b) Blbl.ca, reflections. Analysis of their
reactions Is presented In Appendices NN and 00
, respectively.
gnd-of-Program Assessment, The fol lowing subsections present
analysis derived from the final evaluation guest lonna i re not
Previously mentioned which is appended to this dissertation.
K
—
* important growth and changes experienced
program
. Results and analysis are found in Appendix pp.
2
- ~ 3CtlVltleS or actions planned Appendix m
contains the analysis of participant responses.
3
- ^questions or Issues partic i pants Intend to pursue unon
leaving the program
. Analysis Is presented In Appendix RR.
Post-Program Assessment. The following data and analysis Is
appended which was retrieved from the one-year post-program
quest ionna i re.
1
’
—
St lmP°rtant ways affected by program participation
.
Ana lysis may be found i n Append i x SS
.
2 ' Ng* Projects, involvements and actions undertaken motivated bv
program part icipat ion
. Analysis appears in Appendix TT.
3
’ and POSt-CCIDD bshaN/lnr^
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-g^ssment
. Statistical
ana ' ySiS " reSU ' tS der,Vln9 «»
—Port pre- ana post- caoo
behavioral Indices completed Py study group members (N. 10) were
compared to: (a) the combined results retrieved from Research Groups
and BB (N-33); (b) the large alunnl sample (N=157) previously
mentioned; and (c) the aggregate of combined research groups and
a'""11^ (N=,90>
- —
-e statistical analyses of
responses are included in the appendix for behaviors relating to
^^ ^ Aner j cel ( AoDGnri I v i i \ • . ,dix UJ); Latin American/Third World/global
issues (Appendix w» and local /nat lona, issues (Appendix ww,
.
The degree to which participants attribute their post-program
responses to participation In the GCIDD program is Indicated in
Appendix XX. Finally, the degree which participants feel the program
has deepened thelr desire to respond to "peace and social justice
Issues" Is presented In Appendix YY.
P^gram Evaluation
. The analysis of mid-program evaluation
results from interviews Is contained In Appendix ZZ. A synthesis of
evaluation Information deriving from both Interviews and
questionnaires may be viewed in Appendix AAA.
Presentation Format
During the discussion of the findings I Introduce other
information or analysis which is appended to the document and
pertinent to the discussion at hand, and were used. In part, to arrive
at major findings.
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I focus primarily on discus*; ion o*cussi of major findings of the study
' 1 nd ' n9S W "
' "
-V when they: (a) appear to be
founded on a broad enough data base which suggests significance, even
if speculative; (b) help explain and substant
i ate more significant
endings; or (c, suggest Interesting avenues for further research and
investigation.
At the cose of irajor subsections,
I provide brief series to
help synthesize discussion of divergent elects Into a more coherent,
integrated framework.
Final I
y
,
when circumstances surrounding my personal Involved
in the project cha, ienge my objectivity in analysis or reporting.
,
wm Cte the appropriate Interpretive boundaries of the findings and
ana lysis.
ndings Pertaining to Research Strategy and Method
Introduction
Since the relative significance of other findings is based upon
the integrity of the research prcess, It seems most appropriate to
begin the chapter with an assessment of research strategies and data-
gathermg Instruments. This first assessment, however, presents two
major limitations: a) It Is based largely on my own notes, experience,
reflection and Impressions and therefore lacks an Independent
"evaluation of the evaluation" which would bolster both reliability
and verifiability; and (b) evaluation prior to reporting other
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' ind ' n9S rlSkS Pretentl °USneSS
-e reader a chance to make
an independent Judgment. This „ not my lntent
Rather, it Is my hope that Py first presenting such an
evaluation, the reader wl I I have TOre inform, on to rake an
independent evaluation of the findings being reported.
,t Is also my
desire that this sept, on help others who are also experimenting with
Qualitative assessment methods for similar educational purposes and
programs. Given that my research design and strategies have been
largely Pioneering efforts, the approaches I have taken rer ,t sare
limited reflection and evaluative commentary.
This subsection, therefore, present these findings In order to
estab, ,sn a parameters through which other research outcomes may be
judged. Examination of research elects occurs at two levels: a, the
design and Implementation process, and b) the utility and
effectiveness of the data-gather I ng strategies employed.
Research Design and Imp lenentat ion
The field site presented a range of mitigating forces which
influenced research conceptualization, planning and implementation.
Discrete review and discussion of these elements will permit the
reader to gain a closer perspective on the unfolding nature of the
research process.
Timing
Delays associated with the selection of research groups and
initiation of the research process was largely a positive influence on
the Investigation. First, the extra time permitted me to gain further
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exper i 0nc0 cinci i ns i nhf’ i r»+-/-N 4-ug t Into the organizational and program
environments upon which this project Is based.
Secondly.
, was able to deve|op rapport
_
confidence and trust with not only the executive director, but a, so
with program presenters, board members and other key Informants whose
Perspectives and support were Invaluabie at different periods of the
research process.
Add 1 1 1 ona I ly, within my staff role I was also able to deve.op and
implement Interna, procedures, such as use of the prog™ needs
assessment questionnaire (Appendix H)
,
which not only heiped m the
organization In design of Its programs, but also provided
Important background Information for the selection andm , ensuing
analysis, of research groups.
Finally, with the exception of myself and the executive director,
the ccmplete transition of staff after the intense, busy surmer season
lowed me to recruit research assistants fresh with energy and
enthusiasm for the project.
Support for the Project
The support and encouragement
I have received throughout this
project from organizational staff, participants, key informants,
dissertation committee and other research collaborators has been
superb, permitting me the creative freedom to expand, adapt and apply
a spectrum of data-gatherlng techniques and thus qualitatively enhance
the Integrity of the research. It Is new hard to Imagine how I could
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research.
Personal and professional friendship, solidarity, and Interest
became Invaluable assets which translated into concrete actions and
supportive attitudes that opened dOTrs of deve,cental process each
step of the way. The spirit of participation has been excel lent and
reflects what I be, ieve to be the hature of the value systems, vision
and spiritual base characteristic of participant populations.
, fee ,
I could not have been more blessed in an fhQSS
I I the ways support has been
expressed Py others for this project. Gaining such a broad base of
support should definitely be a high priority for other I nvest
I
gat Ions
Of this kind.
Sampling Strategies
Sampi Ing strategies and techniques worked general ly wel I
cons I der I ng S I te resources and constra I nts
. Two ccmparab
I e research
groups were recruited which enabled me to Increase research
consideration of both aggregate and subpopulation effects. Sample
sizes within each group seemed adequate to attain a representative
diversity of program membership.
Obviously, Increasing the sample size of groups and/or
participants would add more data to substantiate or chal lenge research
findings. Additionally, select Ion of groups wh Ich contrast In
demographic, philosophic or other significant variables would produce
a more diverse field against which to test hypotheses and view
f I nd i ngs
.
Research Team Format ion
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use of a three-person research tea* helped the research effort
enormous
I y . F,rst, the add, t, on of two assistants allowed me to
increase and diversify the sample site which, In turn, Proadened the
qUa l itat
' Ve^^ ana lysis and finding are Pased.
Second, It permitted almost simultaneous data gathering for all
Participants at equal program Intervals. Thirdly, additional staff
enabled the presence of at least two research team members at a, I
forma I I y scheduled progrOT functions which correspondingly
, leased
the project 's ability to observe participants within diverse settings.
Finally, the research assistants themselves were rich sources of
information, insight, wisdom and challenge throughout the
developmental and Implementation stages of research methodology.
It was especial
,y fortuitous to recruit assistants who had an
Interest in, and some limited experience with, qualitative research
methods
. Their abilities to quickly and Intuitively enter the realm
of research purposes and methods created, with remarkably few
exceptions, a cohesiveness and comprehensiveness In gathered data.
Since, however, all research team members had roles and duties
associated with the two programs examined, the additional information
that might have been gained from a more detached, unencumbered
investigative perspective was compromised.
Disclosure and Port rayal of Research Purpose
The fact, manner, and methods of disclosure to organizational and
research group participants was a definite evaluation asset for
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c,~- r“"
“*
"> »»
—™. „„
fac i I i tated volunteer r<=<-ri i
i
recruitment general support.
Suspicion and a, lenatlon were avoided. Estab, Ishing mutual trust
and confidence at the outset nelped create a safe, sup^rtive researcn
environment In wnicn part ,c ipants-^natever tneir role, manner or
level of part Iclpat Ion felt the freedom to be candid and very
personal In what they shared.
1 WOUId recamend a Slml,ar a^oach to other research projects.
Researcher Involvement as Staff Mgnber
This had both positive and negative aspects. On the positive
aide, this enabled me to conduct organizational, curriculum and
part Iclpant-level research In a thorough and r I gorous manner
,
gaining
access to a depth and breadth of resources and qualitative Information
unimaginable had I been an external, more temporal Investigator.
However
, there were also counterbalancing
I Imitations placed on
the research as a result of my being a staff member. During research
programs, unrelated organizational duties sometimes prevented me from
being with the group during more Informal times of sharing and group
interact ion- important additional sources of data-a I though having a
research team helped compensate. Secondly, my staff position
differentiated me from others and had an unavoidable, immeasurable
impact on our relationships.
Finally, my organizational position had seme inevitable effects
on participant experience. Although I did not act as program director
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°n either nesearc, program and lnstead sought lnsteaa ^ ^
r0le and lmDaCt
—'— ate. Issues and dec i s I on-mak t ng , ,
fully able to extr Icate mysel f from all such situations.
Extensive field notes have helped me accouht for occasional
instances In which my staff role appeared to be a significant
intervening variable. Heaver. In so^ ways I could not avoid
affecting the same programs I was attempting to observe and document.
soned that since I was an active presence and influence on
-st programs during my time at IX, DO. the two programs
I studied were
-re representative, versus exceptions, to the status quo.
Scheduling Resou rces and Constraints
n terms of part lc
I pant- level research, compensatory strategies
intended to overcame obstacles presented by an Intensive program
schedule proved to be general ly effective.
However
, there remained certain limitations: (a) t ime aval lable
for interviewing and Informal shar I ng wi th part lc ipants was limited;
(b) research team members burdened with many other staff
responsibilities had very little time to meet, discuss or formatlvely
share and assess the results of data gathering during the I Ife of the
program; (c) free time for recording observations, making field notes
or sorting and arranging data was scarce, diminishing the quantity of
Information from these sources; and, finally, (d> the cumulative
fatigue of participating staff and program members placed sane minor
strains on the research process.
Edward was the on, y participant to nation something negative
apout the research process, stating that the extra Purden of
I rtterv iewing t ime on h im was "
.
. .a pain In the ass,' (Appendix 2 , A,
A.tnougn it was not mentioned by others,
, fee, certain there were
—ts when other research part ic, pahts, Including myse,f. cohcurred
with his assessment.
Data-Gatherlng Strategies and Techniques
The strength of the research findings is dependent upon the
effectiveness of the data-gather
i ng techniques.
, want to examine
these f ran two vistas effort
i
(a) effectiveness of the individual techniques
and strategies, and
,p, overall adequacy and effectiveness for
addressing different research needs at Incremental stages of
i nvest
i
gat I on
.
Since evaluation of data-gather I ng strategies and techniques
associated with organ, cat, ona, and currlcuitm investigation has Peen
Included In other parts of the dissertation, my attention is focused
on techniques related to part Icl pant- level Investigation.
A variety of methods and strategies were used to glean data for
research purposes. These are briefly reviewed and evaluated In the
following subsections.
I ntervlews
By far, the richest and most expansive source of Information
cones from interviews (Appendices A and B) that were taped and
subsequently transcribed for analysis. As a data base for this study,
the nearly five full hours of Intensive, In-depth interviewing per
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person divided equally over the i
i
of the program makes them the
centerpiece and backbone of the study.
There were several tremendously positive aspects to the use of
this approach and technique. They provided a regular, nearly daily
contact with a, I Interviews at the s^ tim.. The unifying element
of twelve people asked s,.Marly worded, sequenced questions aPout the
same research issues and topics Petween programs of min,™, currlcul^
variance offers a rich resource for comparative analysis within and
between both groups.
Audio taping was acceptable to a, I Interviews and had a mini™,
impact upon exchanges. These tapes bec^ principle archives of
research data for later post-CCiDD review and in-depth examination.
Because of limited Information resulting from seme data collection
techniques, for reasons soon to be discussed, the Importance of
Interview data within this Investigation is correspondingly untied.
The concept of one half hour per participant per day, split
between three topical foci was, though pressured and hasty at times,
sufficient to permit deeper level exploration of some issues.
There were, however, counterbalancing factors associated with
this approach. On a few occasions, research assistants did not adhere
to Interview guides, or permitted the conversation to stray or extend
beyond time limits, thus denying the data base Information on a person
for a certain topic or question.
At times Interviews varied according to the quality of the
Interviewer/ Interviewee relationship, Interviewer language.
256interactive communication styies, or other environments,
.actors
Even though the use of ccn.cn Interview guides sought to minimise
interview variance, the developing rapport Petween interviewer anp
Interviewee In itself bec^ a unique Pong which infiuenced their
shared experience.
Quest ionna i rp<*
The two questionnaires across both programs were (a) the final study
group evaluation questionnaire (Appendix C), and (b) the one-year
Post-program follow-up questionnaire (Appendix E).
Fi nal Evaluation Questionnaire
. This Instrument was effective in
retrieving information pertaining to graphics, pre^CiDO
participant history and genera, program evaiuation Information for
Which Interview time was not necessary. Further, it provided a
different expression of participant reflection and opinion within the
data base. Their distribution one day prior to program termination in
Meu of an Interviov appeared to be a positive, prudent decision which
captured reactions close to the termination of the program, yet
allowed additional time to construct responses.
Although in retrospect I might change some questionnaire
language, add and/or delete sen* questions, or In other ways modify
the format or content, the technique Itself was complementary and
Integral part of the broader research effort.
Post-Program Foi low-Up Questionnaires
. These documents have also
made a primary contribution to research information from which certain
findings are extracted. These questionnaires constitute the sole
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source of post-program information across Poth study groups. Oniy one
participant. Rut*, did not return the guest ionna, re even after severa,
ol lew up efforts. Questions and response indices are based upon
assumptions in
"self-report" technics which are chai iengeahie.
Nevertheless, the resulting data contains Important participant
impressions and perspectives and Is therefore included In this report.
Possible modifications in content and format, use in conjunction
with other fol low-up strategies, or Improved in pre- and post-
Program assessment questions could Increase the value of this
technique In future research efforts of this type.
Journals and Notebooks
use of journals varied among participants, seme, like Nell,
Catharine and Donna, were more prone to Journal
-keeping (Appendices
22A, 22B > and saw It as a resource for enhancing their own experience
and preserving It for future reference, others began in sincerity
trying to keep a Journal, but soon fell from practice, still others
were not Journa I
-keepers at all and felt their donation of time to the
Interviews was sufficient and understandably chose to spend limited
free time In other ways.
Nearly all participants kept a personal notebook which they
permitted me to copy at the close of the program. As a chronologic
resource of dally personal notes throughout the program, they became
additional data to consider. A few participants added reflective
ideas, thoughts, questions or highlighted Garments to their recording
of information,
ana lysis.
n seme instances, the notebooks
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he I ped i | | un j nate
't appears that this strategy of ehoouraging Journal
-keeping as a
meanS ° f galnln3 access to Intimate participant reflections has
validity for those who have a propensity to writing and recording,
ed to be a good supplemental
, rather than primary, resource
or data and It s full potential as a means for retrieving
participant data was unexplored within this Investigation.
Participant Observation
cooperation enaPled the research team to view and/or share with
Participants across most changing program environs. Research team
presence within all program activities enabled us to observe,
interact, unobtrusively listen and develop a TOre cowehens
I
ve
Perspect I ve of study group ambers
. Th I s was a def I n , te I y pos 1 1 1 ve
aspect to the research.
Unfortunately, because of role and scheduling conflicts, there
was little time for regular recording of these observations. Research
assistants were already donating a lot of their time to this project
and I could not bring myself to demand adherence to more exhaustive,
regular note-taking. The periodic meetings we held for mutual sharing
and problem-solving yielded notes which helped me recall and
reconstruct decision-making situations, as we I I as providing
additional participant data for consideration In analysis.
These situational constraints were in some ways counterbalanced
by the use of other techniques. This technique should be more
del I berate I y explored within the context of
raising programs" In order to maximize its
assess i ng
potential
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consc i ousness-
as a data-
gathering resource,
served pr imar i ly as
Participant observations In this study have
secondary sources of information.
Field Notes. Tanes
I frequently Included In field notes Information pertaining to major
observations, formative Ideas or thoughts I had concerning
the project or participant experience, group reactions to a particular
activity, or other participant-related topics. These were
ogically recorded and filed with other research docimentat
i on
.
I also audio taped almost all presentations, discussions or
dialogues occurring during regularly scheduled program activities
again for purposes of post-program reference and analysis.
These personal notes and tapes have been a constant, refreshing
and Invaluable resource In reconstructing program experience,
complementing and supplementing other available data upon which
analysis and findings are based.
I strongly recommend this technique In future endeavors of this
nature.
Other Docunentat Ion
Finally, I #as able to col lect many other documents generated
during each program which have helped as secondary data resources in
preservation and recollection of broader and specific program
contexts. FI Ipcharts generated during various sessions, video copies
of films and docunentar
i
es shown during the programs, sets of resource
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packets
-.tribute at the Cose of the progr^s. and COD , es Qf^
program correspondence Petweeh study group participants are exanp.es
of such docunents.
Research Archive
Filing systems for arranging, sorting and preserving the data
were of 'measurable value and assistance to the overall research
effort, underscoring the importance of establishing
similar systems in other research efforts. Flexibility and
persistence in patterns of use and arranged have provided a rich
"eans for generating, testing and format I vely establishing tighter
categories for analysis and findings.
Bevelopmgntal Adequacy and Ff feet Iveness at nifferent Rt»n~
Research
Each Of the three levels of participant Investigation deserves
ccmmentary
.
Pre-OCIDO information
. Interviews and guest ionna I res proved to
effective way to extract Important pre-program participant
profile data. Immediate Intake Interviews helped gain an
unadulterated view Into participant motivations for program
attendance—a key factor In helping determine findings. The
integration of these techniques appears to have been both adequate and
effective, though Improvements are certainly possible In future design
and appl i cat ion.
Data on Formative Program Experience
. The aforementioned
qualitative techniques I employed have formed a comprehensive.
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integrated research strategy for v|awjng deye|omenta| part|c|pant
react Ions and experience, otner variations are certain, y possip.e and
adaptat Ions involvina chn i rp ,o ice, design, sequencing and Integration of
methods could yield fresh, new Insights.
Post
-Program Evaluat ion, This is the weakest research e . ament
because of over-re, iance on data retrieved from participant fo, iow-up
quest I onna I res and Infer™, communications. tore efficacious planning
Could help expand data-gather i ng and Improve post-program research
strategies and expand data-gather
I ng techniques. Additionally, the
costs in time, energy and money In conducting participant foMow-up
evaluations are formidable and, within this Investigation, imposed an
additional limitation on research possibilities.
It seams essential for transformation education advocates and
practitioners to establish credible assessment strategies for
substantiation of any claims relating to long-term, significant
program Impacts. Pre- and post- program assess^ Indices need to be
developed which: (a) are appropriately pre-tested and constructed so
as to assess transformation education goals and purposes; (b) may be
administered prior to program exposure and at periodic Intervals
subsequent to program treatment to assess developmental changes; and
(c) are adaptable to a variety of program and research formats.
Other data-gather
I ng strategies which resonate with the
qualitative nature of such programs, such as periodic post-program
telephone interviews, offer potential and merit exploration. More
elaborately, non-invasive tracking systems might help enlighten post-
"""
~,n. are
“
"
*r* <" »<»»'.. (Ha,ok ,
'987, BP. ,65-
,66), yet are not openly presented and evaluated,
leaving many unanswered questions about effectiveness.
More research In this area seams both appropriate and necessary.
Surmary
Data-gathermg methods were designed and app, led m a fairly
coherent manner using approaches and strategies suggested m
qualitative assessment literature and adapted to local field
conditions. Strategies were Implemented to overcome situational
constraints. Methodologies have been generally adequate and effective
m garnering a significant quantity of valuable qualitative
informat, on for analysis of inore^ntal participant growth and
experience during the program.
use of a research team enabled the study to broaden the sample
population and extend the research effort. Conflicts between research
and staff roles placed some relatively minor limitations on data-
gathering efforts.
interviews and final evaluation questionnaires are primary data
resources for full group- 1 eve I comparative analysis of participant
experience. Journals, field notes, audio tapes, participant
observation and other documents have contributed to the research often
as secondary resources, varying In their value according quality and
extent of Information relative to topics under study.
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ost program assessment information is less adequate and reliable
due to over-oepenoence on a research Instrument that was largely
experimental In design and app,
, cation. Other research techn
I
gUes
-Id premise tor future developmental refinement and Implantation,
though need more exploration and testing.
Effects of the Research Process on Participants
Introduction
AS part Of the Interview questions dealing with participant
feedback and evaluation of their participation in the research
process, participants were asked about: (a) their likes and dislikes
concerning the project; b, what, if anything, has been of value in
their participation; c) genera, reactions to being
-Interviewees" and
research participants; d) fonnat, ve reassess of their decision to
participate, and; e) other general feedback about the project.
This section’s discussion of major findings Is primarily based
upon the data resulting from those Interviews (Appendices 21A, 21B,
22A, 22B
.
)
. A detailed discussion of the findings follows.
Research Participation as Experiential Treatment
One major finding of the research was that participation in the
Interview and research process appears to have been a major
intervention on participant experience for study group members. Al
I
participants independently and unanimously at both mid- and end-of-
program questioning indicated research participation was a positive,
beneficial force on their program development and learning.
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The unanimity and strength of response suggests that data
retrieved during the study may not be Indicative of other populations
which experience the CCIOO program. Rather. the research technics
themselves met essent.a, needs of catharsis and active reflection
Which aided individual assimilation of program experiences, m
essence, research participation became a an independent
"treatment"
for study group participants which. Judging from participant comments,
contributed to their program growth, learning and development in a
major way.
The power of this finding makes It dlff
for me to project analytic findings to other
have not participated In a similar process,
is discussed below.
cult, if not impossible,
program populations who
Evidence for this finding
Pos 1 1 1 ve Percept
I ons
The range of perceived benefits to research participation
mentioned by study group members are presented In the fo I lowing
subsections.
Enhanced Personal Reflections
. All study group members, without
exception, mentioned In some form that the Interviews enhanced their
Internal reflections about program experience.
This effect was evident at mid-program. Arthur comments, "It has
helped me sharpen my reflections during the week.". Bernice cites it
has helped her In "private contemplation". For Catharine, It helps
...reflect and think about my feelings.". Donna states, "..it has
helped me In structuring my thoughts.". Edward observes, "I am doing
,
,
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process.
"
.
Group B echoes simi ,ar in mid-program responses. Mason
the benefits as he sees then, "This process has
for me in helping me sort out thoughts, feel feelings, reflect on an
the program experiences and decide for myself what Is significant or
Important Nell states that he "...is glvlng TOre thought ^
reflection to the process of the program..." than he would be If he
^ not participated. 0, Ive points to the Interviews as "...an easy
way to digest program experience.". Penny feels that Interviews have
helped her by forcing her to articulate to herself Issues and feelings
she ,s experiencing. Quincy says, "I like talking to people about
things that help me to better understand myself." Ruth points out
that Interviews have helped her to "think out loud" by verbalizing her
thoughts, reflections and opinions.
End-of-program commentary Is consistent with mid-program results.
Catharine's comments In her final evaluation questionnaire seam
representat i ve of collective opinion.-
The research process was helpful because first, l was forced to
and ?
U
+
at
?h
^ Second
’
chaNenged to get beyond the superficial
n
° the
rt
real,t
r
° f my 2£li a"d What I was fee, I ng andthi king—a darn painful process, but a necessary one too.
Reported gains suggest that active reflection was an important
personal need for participants in the process of assimilating program
experience. Results indicate the research process itself fulfilled
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this essentia, nee. over and above the structured reflections within
the program.
The program schedule Is
intense and Jets participants through exposure to wide array of rich
and challenging stimuli. This can rccasionally create a ntmfclng
effect on learning. As one particlpant sa|d |nforma|
"There is just too^ch to take In and deal with each In experience,
and I n each day . "
.
Arthur points to the effect interviews have had on for him in
augmenting then value of program experience when he comments mid-
program, "rm enjoying and gaining a lot from the interviews, it Is
making me more aware of what Is going on each day.". At the end of
the program, he adds, "Talking with you has been something rve looked
I feel I ve had a sharper eye on my own growth and on
each days agenda and people.". For him, the chance to openly reflect
included the abl I Ity to mental ly review and recreate program
experiences so as to re-enter than discretely and at deeper levels of
e lective thought. This process helped him exact new Insights and
knowledge, thereby Increasing the learning gained from program
experiences and resources.
For Penny, reflection has been an active challenge for her to
articulate feelings, thoughts and issues she is experiencing. She
carments at mid-program, "It sort of forces me to put it al I
together." In the final interview she amplifies, "...the interviews
have added so much more meaning to my time here.
. .My head is full of
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ideas, thoughts and things to do when I get back that havea n come out of
my be ' n9 ab ' e t0 °Ben UP " ke thls -" act Of sharing and making
pub, ,c her fee , Ings has enhanced the value and Integration of progr^
exper
I ence
.
Therapeutic Processing of Feel inas and Fmn+ir ing Emotions
. During the
program, 0, Ive writes In her Journal.
~,t Is nice to process seme of
tee, mgs, it feels good to talk In a way that Isn't going to be
judged or debated " nurinn u
• During her exit interview she ccrrments,
a°way To ' press'
1 ^n ^ ** ••>«. beentrem this experience andT^kl^h^i^^r
,
9° hOTe
c°inie
a
s ^ r
na
Interviews
I have el imins+pH
& y being able to have these
-r me 9TOd
Bernice and Penny share these feel Ings with 01 Ive. For these
three, the Interviews appear to serve a therapeutic function by
a I lowing expression and release of Intense feelings produced by a
program experience which, In turn, enabled more objective reflection
about program experience. Given the intensity of distress, sadness,
shock and other conflicting feelings resulting frem many program
activities and presentations,
I observed this emotional purging to be
an important effect for those prone to highly affective reactions.
Improved Relationships. As Indicated in their mid-program
assessment responses, Catharine, Donna and Ruth saw the interviews as
a chance to establ Ish a special bond and rapport with a staff member.
Since program staff were many times Interacting at a group level and
did not normal ly develop Intimate relationships with program members,
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this extra time, attention and SDecial r pi a fia sp relationship was valued by
these study group participants.
™ S bSnefit ^ ^ «'t f nterv
I ©vs
, suggesting
the relationship „as of more forgive importance in the early
developmental stages of program experience.
Still Within the realm of relationships, yet not associated with
staff. Bern I ce reports at the end of the program that the function of
processing thoughts and feelings during the Interviews amplified the
duality of conversations with her hushand. also a program number,
about related program Issues and topics.
Mason
and Penny both fee, that the Interviews were an Important part of
being able to reflect and sort feelings, thoughts and Ideas related to
their return heme.
Mason, Whose return heme represents an optionally charged Issue,
Points out this function mid-program, "in the process of airing my
thoughts to you I am helping mysel f
. . .wh Ich Is key for me to do before
I return heme and face the suspicions and doubts and attacks about my
experience here.". He echoes this in his exit Interview saying,
feel Ing more prepared-sorted out, you might say-for my return heme
where I've already told you III encounter seme resistance.".
For Penny, who Is an activist already concerned with her return
heme before the program began, the interviews afford her a chance to
sort through, verbalize and express feelings. This is appears to be
closely related to one of her original program needs to speak
author, tat ive, y about her experience on ^^^ ^ ^
interviews Provide her a kind of for^ for practicing publ , c
express, Oh and art, cu, at, on of her exper,ent,a,
,ns, ghts.
N,,
, and Donna, two of those who took the
Journa, suggestions serious, y ,n pract,oe. view the act of producing
and having a persona, Journa, as an important resu,t of the research
process.
Nel 1 COm,entS durln9 «» exlt interview,
"The process
• >y
and trying to get reflections on paper... has been he.pfu, to me. A
good disclpl ine. As tired as
, an,
, probably wou|dn , t^
writing things dcwn If it hadn’t been for this.".
Donna slmi larly stated " i *m „i a,
...I m glad to be taking a journal back
1 th us so I can read 1 t aga 1 n and aga in.".
Negative Garments
m both interviews concerned with participants’ experience of the
research process, only Edward twice expressed the sole negative
reaction to the research process-that of the extra demands of time
necessary for the Interviews. Yet even his complaint was Immediately
followed by comments of personal satisfaction in participation,
- 1 m g,ad I’m doing 1
1
... They ’ re va 1 uab 1 e because they force me to
reflect. I wish I had the tapes you'll have."
Descriptive Language Used by Participants About the Research Prn^
Still further evidence on the value of the interview and research
process ccmes in the form of words and phrases couched in participant
commentary about the research project.
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At mid-program, Arthur states, "I'm glad to be here...",
is
"...grateful for the research project.". Catharine says, »
enjoyed It very much ahd It has helped me.". Donna similarly
Bernice
I 've
eorments,
"...I've enjoyed talking with you.... It
Edward expresses,
"I feel good about the project,
he I pfu I . . .
"
has he I ped me
. .
.
"
.
..It has rea I I y been
Within Group B, Mason observes, "This process has been great for
me I am gaining a trenendous amount.
.
Nel I views
1 1 as
"helpful Olive employs the words "nice" and "helpful" In her
sharing. Penny uses "real ly good" to describe participation benefits.
Quincy says, ", I Ike this project.
...
, knew It would help me. .."
.
Ruth uses the word "appreciate" In association with the personal value
and worth of the research experience for her.
End-of-program ccnmentary reflects similar extensive use of
s im I I ar positive descriptors to assess the research process. These
results clearly attest to and underscore the important, beneficial
value the research process had for all study group participants.
Participant Suggestions for Future Programs and Participants
Seme participants, without being asked, suggested the value of
the process was in itself important enough that it should be
considered for institutionalization into all future CC I DD programs.
Arthur ccmnents half-way through the program, "...| think whether
you were doing a study or not, the interview process would be
extremely helpful to pull Ideas together (for other participants in
other programs),". At the close of the program he repeats this point,
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"You knew. this might be a good ldea to buiid into the program
somehow .
"
Quincy made a similar observation at the program's close.
would consider continuing something like this (in the programs, even
there wasn t a research project to do. It might be a good
way. from a selfish standpoint, to help people deal with their
exper i ences here .
"
.
Sirrmary
Participation In the research process Itself was a mitigating
inf, uence on part
, c
,
pant exper I ence
. cons
, stent
I y pos i t i ve ccm^ntary
by participants suggests the research process overwhelm I ngiy enhanced
program experience for a I I study group members. The wealth of
evidence Indicating that participation In the project was in itself a
treatment limits my ability to generalize research findings to other
populations who do not experience a comparable process.
Analysis of participant commentary points out a full range of
participation benefits associated with various research elements.
especial ly Interviews. The research process appears to have produced
the following range of effects:
1. Increased ability to sort, focus and structure reflective
thought about program experience;
2. Better ability to articulate and verbalize canplex feelings
and thoughts;
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3. Attainment of deeper levels of contemp ,at ion, reflection,
processing and assimilation of program experience;
4. Satisfaction of personal needs to verbalize thoughts and
feel ings to a sympathetic. non-judg^nta
I and Interested listener;
5. Therapeutic discharge and processing of cumulative distress
and emotions;
6. Improved rapport and relationships with staff;
7. Enhanced self-confidence regarding post-program re-entry Into
heme situations and contexts.
The act of writing journals was, for seme, an additional benefit
to preserving program insights for future reference and recall.
Although the primary research focus was not on the effects of the
research process on participants, the previous analysis of limited
data suggests seme Important, although speculative, findings;
First, the process of active, ongoing reflection is a positive,
important and beneficial part of enhancing, deepening, Integrating and
assimilating the learning gained from diverse program experiences.
Secondly, the ability to openly express, share, articulate and
process complex, and sometimes contradictory, thoughts and feelings
In a non-Judgmental atmosphere can help Increase the perceived value
of knowledge and information generated by program experience.
Thirdly, the presence of a sympathetic, supportive listener Is an
integral part of benefits associated with the praxis function of
i nterviews.
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Fourthly, act I ve reflection, articulation and verbalization of
Program experience can help Improve Interna, levels of confidence,
understanding and articulation of thoughts and feelings.
Finally, participant reactions suggest Institutionalizing seme
adaptation of the research process within the percent program design
might be an effective way to Improve the benefits of program
experience for all CCIDO program participants.
Findings presented In subsequent chapter subsections will help
man I nate the experiential growth attributable to the research
process. However, since I did not anticipate the degree of impact the
research process had upon participant experience,
I did not devise
other strategies to Investigate this relationship. Thus, any
correlation between broader program effects and the effects of
research participation Is beyond the scope of this study,
i q0
,
however, entertain the possibility that this re I at I onsh I p may exist
and that other developmental effects observed may be related m part
to research participation.
Effects of the Program on Participants
I ntroduct ion
Levels of Examination
Determination of program effects has involved a long process of
screening the full range of data to suggest, test and establish
findings. This screening has involved consideration of effects in the
fol lewing areas:
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1. Developmental areas of imn^t Tu,„ _t_Impac . Th I s has meant determ
i nat i on
whether effects were primarily: (a) cognitive
, as expressed and
interpreted through the development of awareness. Knowledge or
understanding; (b) affective
, as expressed and Interpreted through the
development of attitudes, feelings or values; (c) behavioral as
expressed In acts or actions; or (d, spiritual
, meaning the
development of Internal dona I ns associated with a transcendent
spiritual or rel Igious bel lef system. "Program effects" are,
therefore, viewed as Individual development occurring In any of these
dona I ns as a result of program exposure and experience.
2- Levels of effects
,
here understood as (a) group- level effect,
shared by the majority, (b, subgroup effects as viewed In clusters of
participants having coincident experience and reactions; and (c)
i ndividual effects unique at Individual participant levels.
3. Ef fects over time
. I tried to view data In terms of (a)
short-term effects ranging fron momentary to several days, (b)
Incremental effects which are cumulative and bul Id over the I I fe of
the program, and (c) enduring effects which extend beyond the close of
the program.
4. Finally, l tried to discriminate levels or Intensity and/or
s i gnificance of effects In terms of (a) lew- 1 eve I effects whim appear
less Important, significant or meaningful to the participant, (b)
moderate effects of Intermediate significance or meaning, and (c)
high-level effects which appear as very Important, significant or
mean i ngfu I
.
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ncorporate results frcm these multiple levels of examination
Into the primary discussion of major findings.
Presenta tion of fierondaru i cy°
i <n»i,„ h
A cose review of primary data and analysis revealed certain
Custers of reaction categories and th^s shared In com™ ana
developing wlthln the gr^p. ** surprisingly, these were closely
Identified with Proader CCIDD program goals (Chapter 4. pp. 18_ 19) .
Because of their repetition and resilience spanning time and
activities, certain themes appeared Important to explore In further
data manipulations.
For purposes of conslstehcy within this report. I chose to use
these themes as screening categories for reviewing analysis of
curriculum sessions sampled in Appendices CC through 00. This was
done in order to (a) correlate participant reactions from different
sessions to particular themes; (b) evaluate whether there were any
variations of reaction In the participant sample for different,
selective themes, and (c) assess any diversity of reactions caused by
a particular presenter or activity.
I have condensed some of the
results of this process Into secondary- 1 eve I analysis that pertains to
reporting findings.
Development of Awareness. Knowledge or Ljnrier*t»nri
i n r, , extended
the Initial pattern of discriminating cognitive frcm affective
response domains to secondary analysis. Results of this analysis are
appended to the dissertation for development of participant knowledge
In relation to the following screening categories:
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1
'
—
e conditions of Dover tv (Appendix BBB).
2
' ~ llberatlon struggles nf th» r~, (Appendix CCC).
3
' ~ ' YS ' S the poor people sit..ar,„„ (Appendix DCO,
.
4
- ^ led9e related to one's self . persona |
(Appendix EEE)
.
Deve lopment of Attitudes. Feel Ings^y^es, An Identical
analytic approach was used to look at primarily affective do* in,
participant responses. Results of this examination are presenter
this document which relate development In attitudes, feelings or
values to the following thane categories:
Of
i n
1 • Poor people (Appendix FFF)
.
2
‘ ^ conditions and situations of nrwr,,, (ApDendlx gag,.
3
' ^ ' tea States government Po l icles as they affect the
(Appendix HHH)
.
United States citizens (Appendix III).
5
‘
—
es self or personal situation (Appendix JJJ).
6
- Bel I g Ion or spiritual issues (Appendix KKK)
.
7
- gSgP^se-related attitudes, feelings or values (Appendix LLL)
8
* I-he des| re to l earn more (Appendix MVM)
.
Participant Needs and Expectations in Relation to Reported Gains
and Benefits
. Appendices S, Y and Z were screened in order to view
comparative results. Outcomes of this analysis for original
cognitive need categories appear in Appendix NNN, and for affective
domains in Appendix 000.
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_gvej oonent of Moat jjgportant^Quest ions or Issues. Appendices
M, BB and PR were coined in order to view any (a) deve, oonent
and/or change of puestion and issue categories, and <0, number of
participants within those categories at one-third. two-thirds and at
the cose of the Progren. Ana, ys ,s is presented in Appendix ppp.
Ccnpar i son Of End-of-program Actions Planned »
„
, wished to compare the number of
Participants who indicated at the Cose of the program they had
intentions of actions In certain categories to those they reported in
the narrative fo, , OT
-up assessment puestion. This comparative analysis
of data retrieved from Appendices QQ and SS Is found In Appendix QCO.
Levels of change Between Pre- and Post-CCiDo Activity
A preliminary review of results from the fo, ,ow-up puest
, onna I re
activist behavior Index (Appendices LU through YY) revealed that (a)
the amount of change In activity levels was most pronounced for those
actions related to Central American activities, and <b) it was In
relation to Central American activities that participants made the
highest correlations between changes reported and program attendance
(Appendix 36A)
.
thus wished to further refine the pre- and post-CCIDD scores
for Central American activities to view extent and significance of
movement w I th I n d I screte act I v I ty categor I es
. I a I so wanted to
compare the results of study group members against those of (a) the
research groups of which they were a representative sample, and (b)
results reported in the broader a I unn i sample.
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mean scores were used to ran, activity categories tor
the study grouo (N.,o, ano compared to siml iar analysis tor the alt™,
sanpie ano combined aiunn, plus researcn group sa^ie (M. 189)
in Appendix RRR
. A slml Iar curative analysis tor post^cico soores
IS ded in Appendix SSS. Pina, iy, ranking ot activities according
to levels of change between pre- and Post-CCIDO average scores appears
in Appendix TTT.
General Overview of Effects on study Groups
Early to Mid-Prnnnm
Monitoring study group experience, reactions and develops over
the I If. of the program genera,
,y reveals a group whose awareness,
knowledge, understanding, attitudes, feelings and values are
incrementally growing In relation to program th^s and Issues. In
the early phases of the program, participants are most affected by the
experiential dimension of program activities (Appendices Y, CC, DO.
EE, FF). Participants report their most Important gains and benefits
of program attendance as being Increased knowledge, Information and
sensitivity with regards to the realities of poor people and poverty.
Study group members appear confident In the authoritativeness and
rel iabi I ity of program resources (Appendix Y). Accompanying, and
paralleling, this now experiential ly-based confidence In Information
is a developmental emergence of attitudes and feelings of empathy with
the poor, admiration at their capabilities, and sympathy with their
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struggle against the causes of poverty as presented and analyzed
through the currlculun (Appendices Y, CC, DD, QG)
.
As these bonds of empathy develop, so do feel Ings of resentment
appear against the causes of poverty and injustice, particularly those
associated with United states government policies, actions and
attitudes. These early program effects are already marked by a high
degree of Individual concern about hew to meaningfully channel new
Insights and feelings Into effective response-related actions In
envisioned post-program personal life situations (Appendices Y, AA)
.
At mid-program, everyone feels satisfied, happy and content with
the CCIDD program, offering only minor critiques or suggestions for
Improvement. Participants appear to feel the currlculun approaches,
format, content and flew are stimulating, of high quality, and meeting
their expressed needs (Appendix ZZ).
Mid- to End-of
-Program
Participants continue to deepen and broaden their experiential
knowledge, awareness and understanding about the realities of the poor
(Appendices BBB through EEE)
. Their attitudes of solidarity and
identification with the poor and their struggle for freedom intensify
over the developmental life of the program (Appendices RR, FFF through
III). Participants' ref I ect Ions appear to become more Individually
distinguished as group members contemplate ways to respond to the
plight of the poor (Appendix BB). As the program progresses,
reflections appear to diversify according to Individual situations,
I I fe themes and capabl I I ties (Appendices BB, PPP).
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At the close Of the program, participants are highly identified
with the poor People's liberation struggle, feeling the program has
(a) greatly contributed to their ne, experiential awareness,
understandings and critical perspectives of the realities of the poor
(Appendix Z), and (b) Increased their sensitivity, empathy and
commitment to actively responding (Appendices Z, pp, LLL, MuM)
.
Participants express their gains and benefits frcm program
participation as being (a) associated with a core of response-related
attitudes and knowledge, and (b) a diverse range of individually
discrete gains (Appendices Z, PP, qq, rr, OCO). Many also value
the dimensions of "community" experienced within the group, staff and
program (Appendices Z, AAA).
General effects on spirituality or on religious understandings
are abundantly evident throughout the program for all participants,
though this Is expressed only occasionally In reactions to specific
sessions (Appendix KKK). since the 0CID0 program operates entirely
within a Christian base of reflective examination of belief systems
and values, many experiences are Interpreted frcm within that
filtering system. Although I Initially screened for program effects
In this area, the fact that this is such a highly affective domain of
investigative evaluation made comparative assessment of impacts In
this area very problematic.
However, findings indicate the group increasingly identify with
the principles and precepts of liberation theology. This is
particularly expressed In their engagement, stimulation and
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reflections about spiritual Issues raised during Gerardo Thlssen's
presentation which explored sensitive topics such as reconciliation of
Marx I sm and violence with Christian teachings (Appendices HH, KKK)
.
AS part of the final program phase, program participants
collectively generate a vast spectra of alternative solidarity
response strategies which they fee, are necessary and appropriate to
their knowledge and life situations (the list generated by Research
Group AA Is Included as Appendix UJU)
. Individually, study group
participants exhibit a very high degree of rwativation and commitment
to respond (Appendices QQ, RR).
The program Is, across all evaluation categories, evaluated
superbly by all participants at the end (Appendix AAA). All indicate
they would recormend this program without reservation to others.
Post-Rrogram Experience
A year after their CCICO programs, when asked what are the most
Important ways they have been affected by the program, study group
a I linn I respond with a remarkable emphasis on the activities and
actions they have engaged In vis-a-vis Central American Issues. This
Is expressed In terms of Initiatives and activities in ccrrmunity
education, social change and political solidarity projects (Appendix
SS)
.
Ccmpar i son of activities actually acccmpl I shed (Appendices SS,
TT) to those originally planned at the program's close (Appendices QQ,
RR) reveals a high correlation of continuity and consistency (Appendix
000). Independent evidence which confirms that seme of the response
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strategies Identified at the research site were. Indeed, enacted cones
in the form of newspaper articles generated by Group AA program
mongers (Appendices VW, WWW,, and in a letter written by a couple
from Group BB that attended CC I DO and was sent to their full
"Christmas card I 1st of friends" Appendix XXX). These actions are
similar to initiatives undertaken by other Individuals who attended
CCIDO programs during my tenure there (two examples are provided In
Appendices YYY and ZZZ).
Participants perceive. In general, that they have experienced an
Increase in general response-related activism (Appendices UU, w, WW)
since their CCIDO program. Participants report Increases In activist
behaviors related to Central American solidarity Issues as being
highly attributable to the CCIDO program experience (Appendix XX).
Among the Involvements experiencing the most dramatic levels of
Increase are actions which relate to (a) Influencing church
structures, (b) community education, (c) continuing personal
education, and (d) participating in legitimate forms of political
protest and pol icy change advocacy (Appendix TTT)
.
Participants also highly correlate a continuing deepening desire
to respond to peace and social justice issues to their CCIDD program
exper i ence ( Append i x YY )
.
In almost every case, these behavioral changes for the small
study group population (N=10) compare favorably, and parallel, the
changes reported by (a) the combined samples of Research Groups AA and
BB ( N=33 ) of which Groups A and B were a part, (b) the larger 1984-
1 985 a I unn
i
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sample (N-156), and (d) the fun, ccmblned sample of
alunnl plus research groups (N. 189) (Appendices uu, w, ww, xx. YV,
RRR, sss. TTT). It appears that the experience of the TO , , er groUp
IS very representative of most other CCIDO participants and alunnl.
General Overview of Effects for Subgroups
I discovered that screening for subgroup effects was probiotic
for this small study sample. Consistency Is difficult to establish
with a vast amount of qua! Itatlve data which ental Is a broad base of
possible relationships to explore. Thus. I I im I ted my screening to
only major grouping review categories (Appendix T)
.
Csrggr Orientation Subarr^ip
of all the groupings examined, the most persistent response
relationships are Identified with Mason, Olive and Qulncy-^ho are In
their early 20's and are united In their use of the CCIDO experience
as a means to assess future career possibilities In International
development. Data and analysis relating to program gains and benefits
(Appendices Y. Z), most Important questions and Issues (Appendices AA.
BB), and program evaluation (Appendices ZZ, AAA) demonstrate a fair
consistency of responses among this group.
in terms of enduring effects, all three are currently overseas
Involved In international work and cite CCIDD as a prime Influence In
their decisions. Since I will chart Mason's developmental progress In
a following chapter subsection, I will briefly review seme of the
major enduring results for the only married couple In the participant
sample, Olive and Quincy.
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Both experience the prog™ contlnuousiy in terms of their joint
interest In International development work. At the close of the
program, doth fee, they have met and surpassed their original needs
for information, experience and emotional understanding about the
real 1 ties of the poor, as we I I as having made an important
I ink
between their Christian beliefs and Internationa, develop
aspirations (Appendix Z)
They state In the post program questionnaire that they have made
a two year commitment to Peace Corps service In the Dominican
Repub I ic. This Is not a nav direction, but one they had explored
before (Appendix Q) which had, for various reasons, not come to
fruition.
Though married, they contrast
affected them. Quincy writes,
in hew they see CCIDD has primarily
b
f^
ter prepared for my experience In the Peace CorpsIt showed me some of the conditions of poverty, but more
had°to
a
deiy’
j* cre?ted feellngs ’ ldeas and snitlons that I haveal with. Coning In touch with those feelings has betterprepared me for International work.
9
In terms of new activities or project undertaken, Quincy responds
briefly and directly, "CCIDO added to the desire to join an
International development organization
—Peace Corps.
"
Olive's response indicates she interprets CCIDD's affect on her
d I f ferent ly
,
I have joined a Central American solidarity group here in theMoscow (ID.) area, have participated in several presentations on
our CCIDD trip, talked one-on-one with numerous people aboutCentral /American Issues, and have written to Congressmen about
legislation concerned with Central /American issues. I have
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need th3t 1
Thus
.
CC I DD has met the career-test
I ng needs of this sma I I group
Un ' que WayS
' DrOVlaln9 wh« They perceive as important experiential
guidance, ethics and insight for guiding their professional
aspirations.
Other Subgroup Effects
Screening categories associated with demographics do not predict
consistent deve I ocmenta I reactions based on subgroup associations.
At times, women seem to develop TOre apathetic connections with
presenters (Appendix FF>, react with TOre viscera, levels of anger at
U.s. policies associated with Centra, American oppression (Appendices
JJ. LL). or are more Inspired by rel Igious cal Is to prophetically
respond to the poor people’s struggle than male counterparts (Appendix
HH), although these patterns are neither universal nor consistent.
Groups A distinguishes Itself from Group B only In terms of
program evaluation (Appendices ZZ, AAA). Seme Group A participants
ccmp lain of too little free time and too much over-schedul Ing which is
not reflected In Group B’s carmen tary. This is, frem personal
experience and observation, attributable to the unique approaches and
leadership styles of two very different program directors, Ray and
Anne.
Subgroup associations seen strongest in relation to personal
expectations and goals. For those who wished to speak authoritatively
about their CCIDD experience (Participants A,D,M,0,P,R)
,
they
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generally leave with that expectation fulfilled (Appendix Z).
Those Who are seeing an emotional Impact (Participants d.O.q.r, seen
to share highly affective reactions together at various points through
the program (Appendices OC. DO, EE, GG, m, JJ,. study group a^ers
who came hunting for a sense of comunlty in the program experience
(Participants C.E.P.R, include that consistently as one of the most
important reported gains (Appendices Y, Z)
.
It Is important to note that those who Identified themselves as
non-act,v,sts which no past Involves In Centra, African issues
(Participants A.M.N.O.Q) all Indicate participation In solidarity
activities In results from the fo, Icw-up questionnaire (Appendices SS,
TT). CCIDO appears, therefore, to have succeeded In motivating new
involvement among those not previously Identified with such behaviors
or act I v i st agendas
.
General Overview of Individual Effects
It is at the Individual level where the effects are most
distinguishing and, as In the case of Mason, Quincy and Olive,
extremely Identified with original personal program needs and
expectations (Appendix S) and life situations (Appendices P, 0).
Developmental effects during and foi lowing the program are, therefore
quite Involved and varied.
Because of their staunch, but very different, conservative
pol It lea I backgrounds and tendencies, Mason and Arthur were of
particular Interest to this study. Brief commentary about program
impact on their lives seems most appropriate.
Study
: Mason
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Mason cones to CCIDO wanting to assess whether or not his ski , ,s
couid be used, or are needed by poor peopie. After the first trip to
"La Estaclon" setter's settienent. Mason rowks. '•
I was a^zed at
the ingenuity of the people-the a^unt of effort they put into
Whatever they did. That contrasts to what i had expected which was a
I i st I essness or sense of iost hope, or that they had given up and
needed outside help.".
For Mason, seeing the poor as fully capable and creative in
problem-solving constitutes a "disorienting dl lemma” m that It
chal lenges his assumptions and preconceptions about Third World needs
for foreign expertise. The equation of considerations with which he
entered the progr^ is radically altered as a resu.t of progr^
contacts. Mason continues to encounter pc*r people In the program who
he is drawn to, admires and Is inspired by In (a) their approaches to
development, and (b) resistance to externally imposed develop
solut ions.
When asked the first time what major question the program raised
for him, he responded,
nl
e
K
he
?!;
feal ' y a need for volunteers I Ike me to ccme down and he I o’
to f ? o
volunteers stay heme? That's a question I hadn't expe^t^d
qCes^on^ha^aVCr™^^ 1 '— ' ' —t find another
Halfway through the program. Mason cites the major gain that has
ccme from the program for him:
It's been my view of the mentality and capabi I I ties of the peoplethe area The people we've ccme in contact with are very
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resourceful people. They aren't i 37u Th
what Is going on around then and how besl to ~t\h^ 3raSD ° ftheir own abilities and anniuinn ^ St 0 9et there—taking
to be solved.... There’s a tovel^f V0"® Droblem that needs
sincerity and hard work that's t-
splrlt
’ comltment, vision,
and how they approach proS?Ls rTe £^ ** D“PI * herereally feel enthused and confident In the n ?ormous chan9e and
s&:5r»»“ “-"*=.-sirja?,.
.
Mason's critical reflection process which begins with a testing
of career assumptions gradually spreads out to reassess the paradigm
of development aid In ways that connect to his Internal struggle with
h I s conservat I ve past
. I n the f I na I I nterv I ew
, he states
,
I kept hearing from others and my family "nnn't- ™
areas because they're going to t^as a toar^of
'
And^because Tf?s an*' k“ ~ ^ ' waHg^.°
f
D it Is un nown, you stay away fron it.
Mason is fully inspired at the close of the program by the
people, perspectives and places he has cone to know in the program.
The rest of his group leaves on time. He asks to stay at CCIDD for a
few extra days so that he can volunteer his physical help to repair
the house of a poor family he met through the program. They do not
speak English, nor he Spanish, but they work together for three full
days. Before he leaves we have a last t Ime to talk. Mason states,
I feel so ccmfortable with the people new. I can laugh, workhave a great time, and cormunicate with the people here in ways
other than Just words. I can sense the spirit of the people down
nere.
. . I am amazed at the tremendous capabi I ities they have and
resources that could be tapped if they were only given the
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Sna^id Io
e
bMng
a
r^?3^n
y
,n?o
e
td
re *7,™*' BUt «-*•">them decide things I've been hi h!le ' V6S and P011 * 105 to help
' almost fee, I ?k?Vle beacon™ I" ^ ° f thelr stre"9^'though I'm not sure what that °s something else',
on the final evaluation guest, onna, re, regarding the most Important
program gains and benefits, he writes:
ss* »«'<'«-
“n
prob I ens of Centra, An^,“ £ ?^T? the
Sus;^eaprrar^re~
opt Imlsm that the people of Central
“are
^
resolving their cwn problems once the pressures of outsidenterests are removed. And once they have establishedIndependence, they will be ab | e to resist no? i?7ni?
external countries 4 i have in-?- ?!
P litical pressure of
------- t-;^???t;
n?° °r
In terms of what nav questions or Issues he wishes to pursue on
leaving CC I DD, he wr I tes on ly, "Hew can I Incorporate the needs of
Latin American people into my future?". Mason leaves the program
dlsl I lusloned with former Images of International development
volunteer I sm, but feeling a new confidence that there rare In new
avenues open to him. He writes the following as new activities or
actions he plans.
1* 1 301 going to take seme time to reflect on what I have
experienced here and incorporate it into my dec i s i on-mak i nqprocess and surroundings, which I create through adjustment. 2.
I am going to share what I 've learned here with certain people atheme and try to spark an Interest so they will pursue theseissues also. 3. I am going to try and provide seme support forthe other people who have been with me in this program on sane ofthe endeavors they plan. 4. In September I'm going to Europe with
an increased interest in their perspectives of world situations.
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Mason I eaves CCIDO fully enthused about n,s nev
.earnings, excited
about the friendships he has imde, and fully appreciative of the
program, yet anxious about his return to a fanny and camunity for
whcm CCIDD is "radical" and threatening.
one year after the program (May, 1986) Mason Is In West Germany,
fulfilling the civil service work obligation for the military he
committed himself to prior to CCIDD. m a letter attached to the
follcw-up questionnaire, he writes about his return heme:
wanted Tt^nTreaSns^or°ihei/T"**^ VOry afraid and
sr: “xrzx'r:tZs
a "
o^the
' conversations “
™lty ',nTahey C '°T UP^ ' -nt'onS anyth^agalnstAmerica. I very short time I Just dropped It.
Mason writes the fol lowing as the ways he feels the ccinn ™ ,has most affected him: 66 001 00 experience
St™ srr.
relatinnchinc
nce CCIDD, I have beccme very interest in himanh P
J
s
,
on a personal
.
gr°up and societal level. Myselection of Job, the people I live with, many of the
Sr^?nn
a
V°
nS ' haVS With friencjs, my determination to learn
g anguages all these are influenced by the thoughts and
M?e
CS
-m"TnTT atCC '™ and arS an aCti
"
e^ “da Mylif . I still absorbing ideas. y
CCIDD
rm
he°Iha^s
Pr° jeCtS ° f involvements undertaken as a result of
final decision to accept a job in West Germany was influencedby my participation in a CCIDD program.
I am I Iving with aGerman farming family and share most of their days-to-day
activities.
I am learning German fairly well and beginning totalk to more people, thereby getting more International
perspectives. Even though I was a bit uncomfortable accepting ajo with the U.S. Army, l have made contact with a wide range of
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frequent !y ^dtscussecM rTth I s^nternat i
* nt^rnat iona
* topics are
surprises me Is that the ^ totting, what
different from the official u s 2f-,
are a ' S° S° °ften Very
developed a larger world view'th^n
Ces ' They seem to have
the U.S....I am stiT?Xsuma a T° ,O0k °Ut frOT withi "
considers all | can.
9 3 future for myself which
Mason reports. Tve tried to contact a Ser™ glr, who attended the
CCIDO program Immediately fo,
.owing our group... The CCIDD experience
was so profound and meaningful for him that he mentions In his letter,
and^thfprogr^slori^nrjh^^ °Ur reC°rded —'on. at
experience with me 2 I J, Z l t?rough - 1 want to keep that
of the interview guides and tan^t-
P9
'
f y°U Wi 1 1 send ^ c°Pies
are able to do“h?s Sor fo^ ^ ' °tS ' f y°U have th- and
I did, of course, send them to him.
The CCIDD experience appears to have I n 1 1 1 ated seme aspects of
transformation for Mason, and further reinforced others which were
a, ready occurring at the time of his CCIDD arrival. These changes
seem part of a larger, gradual metamorphosis In Mason’s consciousness
and life dlrectlons-partlcularly appropriate forr one who Is young m
energy and life choices. Though the CCIDD experience for him has not
resulted In any noticeable political activism, his development of
character, ethics, world views and life goals appears to have been
significantly affected.
This, then, is a hopeful sign as his career path begins to
develop in other ways where, Indeed, he may meld his sclenclng,
critical thinking and reflection skills to solidarity principles and
theology In a manner that a I lavs him to make a meaningful impact on
the social concerns he has. Although It Is too early to assess, and
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correlations more difficult to establish over t ime and distance, the
CCIDD program may very we,
, have been one of the rajor events steering
Mason's
I i fe directions.
Case Study: Arthur
Arthur, Who comes from a completely different age group, life
history and situation, provides another Interesting monitor of CCIDD
program impacts. Part of the process of analyzing individual data
Involved an Inductive search for any primary "generative themes" which
characterized particular participant situations or issues that
appeared to be important.
This Investigative method has been used to construct a case study
profile of Arthur (Appendix AAAA) which Identifies the emergence,
evolution and gradual resolution of primary themes and issues he
grapples with during the program which lead to a determination of
primary program effects. Primary site-specific effects are: (a)
development of more Integrated, coherent critical perspectives and
attitudes regarding U.S. national policies In general and particularly
as they affect Central American events; (b) Increased comfort, self-
I dent I float ion and tolerance with dissenting political perspectives
and people, and (c) Increased motivation to learn more about program-
related issues and topics.
One year after the program Arthur reports no significant
Increases in political act ivism and maintains, "The most significant
impact has been in more attention to reading about related
issues.
.. .My personal experience has been more reflective than
act I ve
.
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The transformations Arthur experiences In critical
Perspectives and ccmfort/se, f-ident, float, on/to, erance of Political
dissent do not predict activist behavior, though other factors may be
P esent which limit these expressions of solidarity. Nevertheless
transformation to a posture of Creased reflection and continuing'
education represent significant gains considering his very
conservative background, political Ideology and rural Montana
surroundings.
Ef fects for Other Indi v idual
Other participants experience short-term, site-specific effects
Which relate to gains In knowledge, reconf Irmatlon and transformation
of certain solidarity attitudes and values associated with CCIOO
program goals and activities (Appendices 2, PP). These effects are
Similarly closely Identified with original needs and expectations.
Enduring effects vary among participants, but almost always
include increases in Central America solidarity behaviors (Appendloes
RR, SS, ISMM, 000, RRR, SSS)
.
Lasting effects are related to personal situations. Those who
were sympathetic to peace and Justice Issues, or previously Involved
In Central American solidarity actions prior to CCIDD attribute
increased activism to their CCIDD experience. For example, Catharine
writes, "The CCIDD program was the opening door to my understanding of
Central American Issues It was a major motivating factor In my
(Central American refugee sanctuary) work In Tucson (AZ.) for five
months." She reports she has written letters to congressmen;
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organized workshops. rallies and demonstrations; joined a "sanctuary
church"; and plans for a month of Spanish language training and a
month touring in Central America.
Edward reports, "My participation In the CCIOO program has helped
me maintain a focus on Central A™i ca .» He goes on to report a
variety of activities he has dedicated himself to which he attrihutes
to inspiration gained at CCIDD-^h, idren that are taking courses on
centra, America; recruitment of friends to attend a future CCIDO
program; Initiation of Centra, ^rlca study groups In hls church;
Public speaking to university and church gr^ps about Centra, African
issues; and writing letters to local n«,spapers and congress™.
Seme study group alumni had other factors which seam to have
limited their continuity of central American focus and Involvement.
Nell wr I tes
:
dtss I pated'^dueTo
f
a
'
, T°r ° f the 0CIDD pro9ram on "V life has
attended* ongoing contact with others whottende the CCIDD program with me. I have however
of the experience with my family, congregation and In seveSuspeaking engagements.
I have also Joined a To£ som£??5group.... Probably the greatest on-going effect^.nS be^ a
ZZlal Sntra?
f
/^rTL
that
,
the Policies
i To r
ent l
• • • I suppose the best way to describe myIfe Is to say, "my eyes have been opened, but l 'm not sure whatto do about what I am see I ng . "
.
For Nell, lack of continuity In support Is a clear obstacle to further
integration and development of knowledge, attitudes and behavior
sparked at OCIDD.
The lack of a support group Is not, however, a universal
explanation for lower levels of activism. Penny writes, "Because of
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thS Cha"3eS ,n
' lfe °f divorce, moving to a new comity
and 3 nW JOb
-
the eXDreSSl °n 0f the ""»«* the CCIDD progrean has
not been what It mignt nave been bad these changes not occurred.
-
Even so. she contlhues,
"I do have seme awarehess and sensitivity that
I did not have before and have tried to share that In a variety of
ways with my students who are very isolated physical
,y and In terms of
knew I edge about what Is going on In the world out there.-. For Penny.
Who IS already a self- 1 dental fled activist. CCIDD seens to have had
most impact In her personal faith system. "| think I have been most
affected In my theology. The primary chal lenge has been to understand
why people seek life ahd what the life offered In Christ real ly is. I
have read extensively In liberation theology texts and as I struggle
to understand,
I am also struggl Ing to I Ive out my faith In that
understanding.
"
Bernice assesses enduring effects for her In terms of developing
awareness
:
The CCIDD program opened my eyes In new ways. It confirmed a lot
°'T ' T*" ?Ut d,dn,t Want to concern!^^y ,n0Latin Anerlca, Its causes, and my government's participation Inthose causes. Since attending CCIDD 1 read and listen ?o the
. f
rCm a
4
more cr 'tlcal perspective. I am more confident Inspeaking out on Issues brought up at CCIDD. I try more
Frln?
e
?^ y 1° u660 myself uc
~to_date on Central American Issues,ank (her husband) and I even participated In our first
political demonstration sponsored by the "Pledge of Resistance"
In Denver.
She continues on to report having (a) organized a "Central American
Awareness Day" In her community, (b) taught a class entitled "The
Presence of God South of the Border, (c) gave lectures accompanied by
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Sl ' deS ^^ ChUr°h ^ CiVl ° «"«»
- «> " • •
.written n^rous
letters to President Reegan, Gary Hart and Bill Armstrong ( l0CBl
congressman), especial ly with regards to defeating aid to the
(Nicaraguan) contras.".
Genera, reliability of findings Is highly dependent upon the
integrity of "self-report" Investigation n^thods. The results and
analysis of UUa study's methods clearly suggest that the CC I DO
program appears to have Influenced and contributed positively to each
individual's life Mirney, and generally resulted In grass-roots
expressions of activism and sol Idar I ty wl th regards to the poor
people's liberation struggle for Justice In Central America.
Simnary
Findings of this study clearly and consistently point to fact
that the CCIDD program has made a definite, and In sane cases very
profound and long-lasting. Impact on participant lives. Program
impacts highly correlate with CCIDO program goals (Chapter 4, pp. 128.
1 29), yet are closely identified with discrete, individual program
goals, needs, expectations, life situations and thanes.
The full range of curriculum activities and resources affects
different people in different ways at different times. For those who
are sympathetic to CCIDD's philosophical bias, yet lack experiential
knowledge and a basis for their perspectives, the program appears to
fulfill these gaps
. Most part I c
I pants exper I ence an I ncreas I ng
empathetlc Identification with the radical Interpretive understandings
and mission present In broader program philosophy, mission, and goals.
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t,C ' CantS eX,t thS DTO9r- fee
'
-
Profound sense of benem and
gain to program attendance, feel persona!, y changed because of the
experience, and are deeply motivated to actively respond to program-
related issues.
Despite the lack of a formal follow-up system, participants
nearly universal
,y exhibit increases in political activism, community
education and other solidarity involvements that they associate with
their CCIDO program attendance. Post-progrOT assess has revealed
that the process of critical reflection initiated during the program
extends for many i nto ongoi ng cr 1 1 leal praxis In Individual life
s I tuat Ions.
Although those who enter the program with a more activist profile
tend to manifest greater increases In activist behaviors, the CCIDD
experience also demonstrates Its efficacy in terms of populations
whose ideological formation Is more ident I f l ed wi th opposing
perspectives. Changes for these people do not appear linked to
political activism, but more in terms of personal development.
"Transformation" occurs for different people In different ways as
a result of CCIDD program attendance. This term appears most
appropriate to refer to an ongoing gradual process of change in
discrete areas of a person's life, rather than a universal "end
result" of the program. Understood in this manner, the CCIDD program
exhibits a definite capacity to significantly impact upon the
transformation of consciousness and behavior of the non-poor in a way
which places them in closer Identification and solidarity with radical
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development agendas of the Third World p^r
. As a result, the non-
Poor and poor Peocme united In a prosess of persona, and social
transformation Pased on critical perspective, spiritual understandings
and humanitarian prlncipies. The curr leu
, un rtode,
I s h I gh ,y effect ive
and powerful
. The reasons why that Is so are the subject of the
following chapter subsection.
Assessment of the Program Currirni.m
Focus of the Assessment
The breadth, depth and cohesive nature of program effects upon
participants suggests a curr leu lun model that powerful In Its impact
The relationship between effects and curriculum as assessed through
participant opinion and experience forms an Important level of
research findings.
Presentation of Secondary Analysis
One final source of analysis is appended which derives frem
general participant reactions to either (a) the presenter, or (b)
activities/presentations for program sessions sampled in this study
(Appendices CC through 00). The appended analyses were reviewed and
similar reactions for participants to different sessions were
clustered and further distilled for examination. The analysis for
reactions to presentations and act i vi t ies is contained in Appendix
BBBB, and for reactions to presenters in Appendix COCO.
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Program Elements Associated with Participant Effects
Participants consistently give the progrOT excellent ratings In
format I ve and sutmat I ve eva I uat i ons ( Append I ces 2Z
,
AAA )
. These
assessments tend to encapsulate findings which are present in the
larger data base.
General Overview: Group-Level Fffpntc
Analysis points to a range of Interactive, reinforcing program
elements which participants positively associate with the program.
Although
I imited cormentary may highlight the strengths of these
elements, It Is beyond the scope of this study to discriminate and/or
generalize the rank order of Importance these elements have for all
program menders. Participant responses which indicate relative impact
of a particular program element vary at different developmental
program stages and discrete moments of research. Additional ly, since
all elements appear to be present throughout the program, it Is
difficult to single any one out as having greater significance or
impact than others.
Currlcultm Design and Methods
. Participants almost unanimously
feel that the design and methods are excellent {Appendices ZZ, AAA).
The full range of experiential dimensions within the program,
particularly field trips to local areas, are repeatedly mentioned by
almost everyone as the most helpful, valuable and enjoyable program
aspects. Having the chance to be immersed in a range of local
environments, establish contacts with local people, and have direct
encounters and exchanges were. In participant opinion, the most
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'mpor ant and effective aspects to CCIDD programs. The drama,
contrast ana "shoe, value- of program environments seen to predispose
part'o, pants to openness, vu
, neraP I , i ty ana receptivity to program
bias, philosophy and content.
a fur I range of curriculum aspects are mentioned positively by
part I c i pants d i vers i ty In soheau.lng; curriculum pace ana flow;
representative a I vers I ty of presenter perspectives; Incro^nta,
bu I I a I ng of program tnemes; immediate immersion in the local
environment; curriculum organization, balance ana process. References
to the a I vers I ty of activities ana techniques tend to reflect the
presence of multiple program aesign principles previously identified
and analyzed (Chapter 4
, pp. 21-43).
Group AA’s negative evaluation comments only focus on the lack of
free time caused by over
-programming which, In turn, causes some
limited resentment against program staff (Appendices ZZ, AAA). As I
previously alluded, my personal experience and observation have
revealed that this negativity Is associated with programs the
executive director leads and Is, I believe, linked to the executive
director’s over-zea
I ousness tendency maximizing participant exposure
to the rich resource base at the cost of free time in the short
program span. He directed Group AA's program.
This finding of a discrepancy between Group AA and BB is an
extremely Important one, for It represents a two conceptually
different sets of pedagogical understandings about the cost/benefit
ratio of time necessary for reflection, integration and assimilation
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Of program experience. The qua,, tat, ve nature of this caicuiation
opiates any meaning, comparative anaiysis and is beyond the scope
of this study.
However
, program effects reported in this research are. as
Previously reported, true onj^ for these groups who received the
"treatment" Involved with continuous open-ended and guided reflection
Into each day. since the program effects for the study groups
are consistent and fulfill both program goals and Individual needs at
the same time In ways that are sometimes dramatic and powerful, the
associate role of constant active reflection In order to process
experience takes on extreme significance as a program element.
Program Presenters and Resources
. The core of the CCIDD program
is found in the unique life perspectives and situations represented in
local people with whom the participants have contact. Quite simply
stated, people touching other people's lives and experience Is by far
the most powerful aspect of the CCIDD curriculum around which al I
other program manipulations are focused In order to enhance the
qualitative nature and learning from that contact, it Is In the
comblnant nature. Intimacy, and ampathetlc connection established in
sessions, and the Information conveyed during those encounters that a
major source of curriculim power is found.
As part of the exit interview, participants were asked what they
would say to someone who wanted to knew what were the most important
things he or she got out of the program. Several participants
demonstrate the unanimity of feeling among participants.
Nei
I states.
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"I think of the beauty and dignity of the people
we ' ve met
. The bower of the, r etot I es
. The gent leness of the peop le,
their grace.". Ruth responds, "It's the depth of realities
I have
cone to khow through the stories of the people. And I keep coning
back to that— tt: s the stories of the people !". Bernice echoes a
similar affirmation, but from a different perspective:
It's' not* Just
e
detacS
e
s^,e;?cs
ht t0 3 '«•!
.
actual lives, feel I ngs and stories repr'SentedHi^th'
but the
and touched. | think the contact *
ed n those we 've met
past understandings, that I can't seem to"f nd^ridhf “V*express it all. The people we' ve met have ^de atl ihe °
I wiM
e
never? e^orge^ i ;
'Ses^ ' 'ZeT^ SDirlt!
It is in the choice and quality of direct experiential connections
with the local poor, local leaders, and local experts that
participants learn the most, and are the most challenged and
stimulated. This finding Is consistent for both programs and all
part lei pants.
Many different factors help explain the significance of this
finding. Certainly one is in the extent and diversity of people the
participants encounter and whose lives they touch. At every point of
the program people are valued as the source of knowledge and
experience. The perspectives they present are reinforcing and
incremental in their impacts on participant experience.
Analysis reveals that presenters and activities produced a full
array of different program effects (Appendices BBBB
,
CCCC), seme of
which are more pronounced for certain presenters or sessions. It is
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not within the scope of this studv ~S S y to examine al I the reasons for this
occurrence, but several observations are possible.
First, field trips are by far the most highly valued activities
uce the widest range of reactions associated with part ic leant
needs and program goals (See Appendices CC, CO, EE, ZZ, AAA. BBB. ox.
FFF, GGG, JJJ, KKK
, LLL)
.
Second, presenters who are (a) distinctly Latin American and
indigenous In their presentation perspectives, (b) bilingual or
simultaneously translated, (c) adult educators and/or community
leaders organizers skilled In facilitation, critical pedagogy, and
experiential learning, ( d , exper I enced I n grass-roots advocacy and
sol I Clarity work with the poor and addressing North American audiences,
<e> capable of critically conveying Information and wisdom In a non-
offensive manner based on their own experience, and (g) closely
Identified with CCIDO history, goals and phi losophy, are the most
effective as viewed through program effects and participant opinion.
This finding does not In any way denigrate the contributions of other
presenters, but merely represents a range of qualities present In
sessions that rank high In range and depth of program impacts, such
as: the "Women and Change In Latin America" presentation by Gabrlela
Vldela (See Appendices FF, DOO, BBBB, CCCC)
; the "Liberating
Missionary Perspective" of Gerardo Thlssen (See Chapter 4, pp. 68-77;
Appendices HH, CCC, CCD, EEE, JJJ, KKK, LLL, MW, BBBB, CCCC; and
"Guatena I a Country Under Siege" (See Chapter 4, pp. 78-87; Appendices
BBB, CCC, EEE, GGG, HHH, JJJ, KKK, LLL).
Third, participants
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are able to quickly enter penetrating depths
of presenters' experience precisely because of the priory
relationships presenters have with Ray Piankey, founder and executive
director. Participants do not have to work at creating friendship,
ence and trust which leads to open disclosure. Rather, they are
able to bypass this process through the mediation of staff who have
ongoing relationships with presenters based on their oonnection to Ray
and CCIDD.
Fourth, almost every presenter knovs his or her role and what to
expect in an encounter since In nearly every case each has had
repeated contact with CC, DO groups spanning a long per lod of 1 1 me.
The critical praxis of being a CCIDO resource person has, in essence.
Improved the depth and qua I Ity of presentations which attending
program members experience.
Fifth, the power of connection between participants and
presenters is at seme level a function of the activity design process
Presenters and staff work closely together to create a session
environment in which (a) feelings of friendship, relaxation, mutual
trust and confidence are quickly established. This leads to (b)
creation of a panoramic experiential history and profile of the
presenter in relation to the program theme, after which (c) valuable,
interpretive analysis of his or her reality is conveyed to the group
that, in turn, forms a foundation frem which (d) more global
generalizations and analysis flews. This is followed by (e) open
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dialogue ang questioning between the group ang presenter mediated by
translation and facilitation.
Fran one Interpretive vista, the result of all these
interventions appears to be the creation of certain congitlons In
which important Information Is conveyeg. apathetic bongs createg,
meaning establ I shed ang new knowledge created. It is In the depth and
duality of the
-pathetic connection that bonds of hu™ community are
intimately perceived ang felt. By reans of Interactive contact, the
non-poor participants cone to vicariously experience the realities the
poor, both positive and negative, frcm a range of differing,
reinforcing perspectives. These encounters and learnings are added to
the participant's stock of life experiences, reflected upon, given
meaning and ultimately make a contribution to personal transformation.
Active reflection upon the process creates experiential meaning
which. In turn, establishes conditions In which knowledge, attitude
and be I ief systems may evolve which helps guide future actions.
The creation of meaning in cross-cultural encounters Is thus of
primary Importance and highly dependent on program assumptions,
approaches, design principles and situational considerations already
explained in this study.
The program seeks to Inject critical praxis as a part of process
and content to participants in macro and micro program manipulations.
The catalytic effect appears to be the Initiation and/or
Intensification of participant reflection and action which, in turn,
leads to subsequent extension of praxis to other people and
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' nStltUtl0nS thr°U9h Ca™unlt* education and political active The
"converted" become
"evangelists",
"trainees" beccn*
"trainers",
"students" beccme "teacbers", the historically
"inactive" become
"active" transformers and procreators of history.
, n the seeds and
process of critical praxis is born the vision, hope and power that
drives the transformation process forward.
Program Environment
. Part 1 c 1 pants give extremely high TOrks to
general program logistics of housing, meals and transportation which
the program possible (Appendices ZZ, AAA,. cciDO's location in a
sem I -res I dent I a I district Cose to downtown enormously facilitates
participant contact with rich. Interesting aspects of local Mexican
culture.
The grounds and facl I Ity satisfy middle-class North American
needs for comfort, security, personal space and cleanliness. Indeed,
the CCIDD complex appears to provide a necessary physical and
psychological "buffer" to the harsh realities of poverty and
oppression participants come to experience. This seems to enable
certain populations to attend that might not otherwise risk Immersion
and exposure to Third World poverty and conditions.
It also reinforces a certain level of safety in a North /Vmerican
ccrrmun I ty-based cross-cultural environment in which feelings, ideas
and thoughts raised by program act I vi t ies may be reflected upon and
processed in a safe, secure and supportive environment. This appears
to positively enhance participant vulnerability and receptivity which
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indirectly contributes to increases in exoer i ent i *
,
p i ial meaning and thus,
possible transformative movement.
Staff. Staff members are also consistent ly g,ven n, gh ratlngs by
participants. Professional and persona, ski I Is and attributes form
the broader areas most often pos 1 1 1 vely c I ted by participants.
Participants depend on the staff early m the program to orient,
guide and support participants as they enter nav realms of experlenoe,
reflection and feel Ings. staff play multiple roles In creating
favorable conditions In which Interna, change Is possible (See
Appendices V, X, z, ZZ, AAA,
. These roles include: (a, warmth,
sincerity and friendship In I nteract ions wi th participants; (b)
sensitivity of staff to expressed participant needs and concerns; (c)
mutual respect and honesty In Interactions; (d) aval lab I I Ity to
provide ongoing support to participant emotional and/or reflective
processing; (e) projection of commitment, dedication, enthusiasm,
sincerity and honesty In relation to program thanes; and (f)
sensitive, open, flexible leadership In program direction.
It appears that the more these conditions are met, the more
participants are Inclined to validate experience, create meaning,
learn, grav and change. Staff capacities and qualities are,
therefore, key elements which mitigate experiential or Ideological
conflicts, Increase participant exposure, and aid In experiential
asslml lation. Al I these are at the core of most expressed study group
menber program experience.
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Cannunlty of Support and Account , ,, ... Thls |s repeated|y
Pol nted to as an elemeht essentia, to participant learning. onange and
action. The fact of sharing such profound experiences with others
creates a reinforcing bond which validates and supports individual
growth. This foundation forms a loyalty to shared group experience
which correspondingly establishes a basis for continuity and
accountability In future actions (See Appendices Y, z. ZZ. AAA).
General Overview: Subgroup Effects
Subgroup effects are general ly associated with elenents
previously discussed. Flexlb, I Ity In schedu, Ing appears to be an
especially Important element which enhances effects subgroups
(Appendices ZZ, AAA).
W " ' lngness to °Pen| V negotiate and incorporate participant needs
into the original, and ongoing program structure is an essential
element to qua I Itative enhancement of program experience. This
finding is dramatically evident and reinforced in both positive and
negat i ve program eva I uat i on cormentary
. This cooperat i ve flexibility
not only enables the program to respond authentical ly to learner
needs, but also reinforces the participatory, democratic and
egal itarian ideals at the heart of program goals and phi losophy. As
previously mentioned, ignoring participant needs can cause resentment,
alienate participants and create contradictions which vitiate the
humanistic liberation paradign being promoted in the curriculum.
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General Overv iew: Individual Effects
I s at the individual level that associations between effects
ana program exper I ence are most a i screte I y v I s I b I e
. These
correlations are highly dependent upon participant history,
personality, learning style, program needs and life situations.
Although significance varies, most findings at this level only echo
the Importance of previously reported findings.
The diversity of activities and techniques present in the
curricula seems to provide a broad base In which particular effects
occur for Individuals. One interesting finding Is the presence of
different situations which arise from within program experience and
have high significance and meaning at an Individual level, but are not
a part of the formal curriculum structure and, therefore, neither
predictable nor "programnable"
.
For example, during the rural field trip for Group BB, we stopped
for a mid-day picnic by a lake which was nearly dry. Mason and a
group of others wandered for a walk out on the cracked, exposed former
lake bottom. As the group walked towards what little water remained
in the lake, the surface on which they were walking became more
pliable as they moved out over the hardened mud crust towards what
little open lake water remained. At a certain point others stopped,
fearful of breaking through the thin mud crust and getting wet or
stuck. Mason dropped on his hands and knees so that he could
distribute weight and ventured even further out towards open water.
After ten or fifteen minutes of solitary wandering he returned to the
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group. The success of this experiment became a pcwerful metaphor
which Mason repeated, y used in future interviews to frTO his
, , fe
Situation and assimilation of program experience. Mason states on one
of the closing program days:
I can new use the lakebed as a reDrespntatinn ^
o-t-on i 1,^4- , p e ion of how I didn't
VOU know, the d I scions™ '£££?
Stuff I ike that put me out on a th^' laSb^, aaa?n
a"d/aalcal
The lakebed incident became, perhaps, an empowering way for Mason to
interpret and more adequately cope with, his present life situation so
marked by solitude, risk, struggle, challenge and adventure.
Another story of a non^urr iculun experience which had major
significance for a participant cones from Catherine In Group AA.
As a lay missionary recently returned from Africa, her experience at
OCIDO comes during a time of her life in which she is Involved In an
Intensive personal spiritual search for future career and life
directions. At times she conveys a bit of "self-righteousness" to
other program members by raising issues which cause then Irritation
and discomfort.
For example, towards the middle of the program a smal
I
group of
people decided to take a free evening to splurge and go to a local ly
famous and luxurious Mexican restaurant. Catharine chose not to go,
feel ing that spending such monies was a lavish contradiction to the
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nature of the program since meals were a .ready paid for as a part of
CCIDD tuition. That evening she stuck the following note on the
pub I lc bu I I et i n board:
could do for
t
s^°o?°the
5p^ewe have^tt'0 ' 00 P6r "1eal cost)Marta
- pay for seme of her eye problems?Angela - help her dauqhter aet tn the no . u
she can get her teaching position?
h
’
' ere She can work so
The chi Idren - medical suppl les or ml Ik?
cn^en scholarships for training?
I wonder how many Mexicans could have eaten tonight, or anvight, or many nights on the money spent on a mpai
^
already paid for?
I ™ wondering? Ar^u? ^arlr
The group felt "gul It-trlpped" by Catharine and became resentful
. One
menber scribbled
"Passive-aggressive behavior!" at the bottan of her
note. She was cool ly treated by group members for several days untl I
a nominal reconciliation was reached during group dialogue several
days later.
The "crisis", as Catharine repeatedly labels this incident in her
journal writings, was of major personal significance to her.
Catherine interpreted negative group reaction as a necessary part of
the larger costs of being an outspoken "prophet" who challenges others
and raises contradictions for people to examine. Several journal
excerpts, in which she many times is addressing God, help demonstrate:
go
Feb. 16. I made my stand and feel good about that. I did not
out to dinner. I feel I was responding to the challenge byGerardo Thisscn to go and be a prophet. But I am struggl ing withthis victory". Humbleness is important tome and how do I stand
up and be counted without appearing arrogant and Judgmental? Howdo I keep my cwn self-pride and Judgment out of me? These are
wo of my dead I lest sins. Pray for me to stand up to the "heat"
I will be taking for this action.
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Feb. 17 (after I put the not<= \ .
come up today be it shunning or conf ronSt ion^r^^ 11 What Wi 1 1strength and courage and peace at heart ’ give me the
I truly be I leve to be You^m SS ,
° S
?
and UP ana face what
handle being alone and Xt out'be^ LlT^Ttfrightening. It hurts! I cry a lot fro!) it Yet v ^ '* ' S 30grace and mercy Is there when I call on it." Y °Ve and
have been saying to than.
.. .God help us if w hef ^
Change
“ 9° to « “d^’ “
A .though reconciliation Is achieved, there continues seme subtle
distancing and tension exhibited by seme group members towards
Catharine. The incident for her appears to be internalized as a
lesson concerning the struggles and sacrifices involved in "speaking
out
. For others, it remained a negative group experience of her
Judgment and arrogance. Catharine writes one year after the program,
"I still remember the time when I stuck up the note about the meal to
people. That was a tough time, but I still think that I got and
learned a lot from that. Thanks for your listening and support.".
Thus, the program environment at times engenders meaning at
participant levels which reflect program issues and concerns, but are
manifested in very individual, private domains of reflection and
experience. Many incidents arise like these for other program
participants, having greater or lesser degrees of significance that
are, at times, momentary and at other times enduring.
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Sirrmary
Evidence from the research clearly demonstrates that the program
' S ab ' e t0 b°th MdreSS goals and participant needs within the
broader program context. These effects closely oorrelate with: (a,
the range of operating design principles and technics present In the
curriculum and research process that shape participant experience; (b)
qua, itles represented In the people with whom participants have
contact and upon which all curriculum approaches are based; (c) a
program envlrorment that provides an elmant of buffer and security
appropriate for experiential reflection and assimilation; (d) use of
staff Who are friendly, skilled and capable in program leadership,
facilitation and translation; and (e) creation of a safe, supportive
community envlrorment In which accountability is established.
The curriculum has evolved from Inductive critical reflection by
the executive director upon his own conscientlzatlon process and Is
extended to participants In an encapsulated. Intense manner. The high
quality resources present in the program are also extensions of Ray's
friendships cemented throughout his long history of association with
Christian, liberation people and elements Involved In grass-roots
social change. This praxis has resulted In a curriculum which not
only produces elements of change and transformation for participants,
but also recreates Itself In the post-program experience of
participants who become educators and activists. The critical
pedagogy of the CCIDD currlculim demonstrates the potency of both
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efficacy and effectiveness present in this intearat^n>-ni g ed, cross-cultural
model of education for transformation.
Findings in Relation to Theory
The research project general ly affirms the sound basis of most
theoretical foundations explained and referenced in Chapter 2, -Review
of the Literature".
Perspective Transformation
The results of the research project tend to conf I rm Mez I row's
Principle theory of the stages of perspective transformation (see
Footnote 11) and, by extension, adds seme affirmations to his broader
theory of critical adult education.
The CCIDD curriculum is a hoi Istic model In which
"disorienting dilemmas" are deliberately created and integrated to
both macro- and micro- levels of program structure and participant
experience. For most program members, their visit to CCIDD
constitutes one of their first. If not only, qualitative contacts with
the Third world poor. CCIDD therefore seeks to maximize Its impact on
the learning gained through participants' risk and vulnerability.
Participants' experience parallels the developmental phases of
perspective transformat Ion articulated by Mez i row (1981).
Participants critically examine themselves in comprehensive ways as a
result of program experiences. Such examination often involves a
sense of alienation from deminant U.S. middle-class cultural values.
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This al lenat Ion Is channeled to recognition of the shared nature of
the prob I em of poverty. Participants are active, y stimulated to
engage in exploring a range of alternative ways of thinking, knowing
and believing, a ccmmun I ty abnosphere he I ps to bu I I d se I f-conf I dence
establ Ish new avenues of response based on new understandings and
perspectives, with the reservoir of knowledge, belief, energy and
resolve gained through the Program experience, they return to the U.s.
Post-program follow-up suggests that participants reintegrate
successfully back In society and act from the n«v paradigm resulting
fron perspective transform Ions attributable to the CCIDD program.
However, assessment of participant passages through levels of
reflectivity to achievement of "critical consciousness", at the core
of Mez i rcw
' s theory (See Footnote
,2). was not In the scope of this
I nqu i ry
.
Experiential Learning Theory
The research process also tends to confirm the assumptions
present in Kolb's (1984) articulations of experiential learning theory
(Chapter 2, pp. 13-18). Indeed, the addition of liberation theology
creates a holistic,
I ntegrated exper i ent la I learning system which
propels the CCIDD participant towards greater personal and social
integrity and transformation. The dialectical nature of learning is
reinforced throughout the CCIDD experience and greatly contributes to
the development and, in seme cases, the recreation of experiential
knowledge, beliefs and attitudes.
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Jarvis' (1987) refinement of Kolb's theory (See Chapter 2
, pp .
29-31, also represents a very plausible explanation of CCIDD
Participant development and program Impact. CCIDD curriculum
components and manipulations are very de,
, berate, y designed to (a, add
-arnng and depth to experience, <b, create a disjuncture between past
experiential knowledge and the existential moment, (c) bring
reflection to bear on experience, (d) achieve learning which is
integrated Into a new experiential knowledge framework. Research
tends to confirm that the curriculum approaches are successful in
catalyzing participant development according to this conceptual model.
Worldview Construction
The participant sample appears to have, in some way, had their
worldview expanded through OCIDO participation. The CCIDD program's
methods rely on appeals to both Intel I act and reason, fact and belief
within the curriculum to achieve program goals. The research tends to
affirm McKensle's contention that both appeals to reason and Intel lect
are necessary to achieve an integrated developmental change in
wor I dv I ews
.
Although evaluation of whether such complete transformations have
actually occurred for Program Partlci Pants is beyond the scoPe of this
study, the results of analysis suggest that the reinforcing Program
elements focused on concomitant development of exponential and
sP i ritual knowledge both equally contribute to the overall
developmental process of worldview transformat ions
.
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Critical Pedagogy for the Non-poor
The CCIDO model satisfies Evans' articulations of the
developmental dyr^lcs and components of transformative education
(Chapter 2, pp. ,5-5 ,,. Results from the research tend to confirm
cc DD alLmni meet many of the evaluation criteria Evans proposes
for critical transformation pedagogy (Chapter 2, pp . 43-45,. The
results of this research project, achieved from a different, yet
parallel process of inductive analysis suggests that his proposed
criteria are good and solid ones to guide assessment and development
of programs similar to CCIDD.
Major missing components from Evans' theoretical proposals are
the "pedagogical techniques" of transformation education. The
CCIDD curriculum presents and suggests one very effective combination
of adult education techniques and principles (Chapter 4, pp. 131. 132)
Which may be useful to help pedagogical ly guide development of short-
term, transformation education travel programs.
This study's articulation of such principles is nascent. Further
examination and comparative assessment of other pedagogical models and
techniques is essential if the potential of a ful ly comprehensive
theory and refinement of alternative pedagogical models are to be
rea I i zed
.
International Travel Programs
The research confirms the theoretical rationale and basis for
using international travel as means to impact upon the consciousness
and behavior of the North American non-poor, bringing them into
greater so, idarlty and action with the Latin ^erlcan poor, ccioo
goes achieve, to sane extent, its program goais which are congruous
with many of those amon9 a broad sp^trum o f socia, change advocates
and activists. The results of this study strong, y suggest the CCiDD
international travel model as being one very viable and effective
meanS t0 'mDaCt “ ' ndlVldual socia
, consciousness and behavior.
As premising as this finding Is, there remains important ethical
questions concerning the exploitation of the poor by the non-poor for
purposes of furthering development. It Is my opinion that this
ethical dl lerma is minimal In the case of CCIDD. The residential
nature of the program and long and deep histories of friendship, trust
and caring which mark the relationships of Ray Plankey with all the
participating presenters help preclude the development of oppression
relationships. Perhaps such ethical questions are more germane to
programs who quickly pass through a region, vl s 1 1 1 ng the poor on ly
briefly, and/or offer little in return for the education and
hospitality they receive.
Other ethical questions, however, remain within CCIDD. Since
seme program presenters and resources, to greater or lesser extent,
have developed seme dependency on CCIDD and the program for support
and assistance, what is the moral responsibility of CCIDD to respond
to personal problems presented by these people, especially for the
very poor who have no where else to turn? What at the personal level
is the difference between professional recompense for services
performed and favors given for favors? Finally, how does one avoid
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creating dependence in acta of caring and charity when no other
alternatives are available?
Sirrmary
The research tends to affirm the relatively recent articulations
Of a diverse range of critical educators concerned with persona, and
social development. These fountains of theory each share many
elements, crossing domains of reference. Interpretation and
understanding. Many of these sources appear to Pe fragmented and
detached from one another In their articulations. Nevertheless, the
fact that so many of the assumptions, theory and principles which flow
from these theories permeate a curriculum which positively brings
about even conservative understandings of transformation attests to
the tenacious and rich nature of these theories. More Integration and
collaborative articulations are necessary to bring both a pedagogy for
the non-poor into a cohesive theory and set of approaches. The CCIDD
program exhibits qualities which identify it as a successful and sound
model of critical pedagogy for the non-poor.
Chapter Surmary
The research project tends to confirm the following primary
resu I ts:
1. Although there is substantial room for Improvement and
refinement of research methods, the highly qualitative strategies I
employed were appropriate to achieving research goals and successful
at retrieving a wealth of valuable informat I on for program assessment.
Such qua I itative methods
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appear essential for assessing the relative
effects of consciousness-raising, transforation education progr^s on
their cl lentele. There ra»l„ suhstantia, probUms of costs in time,
energy and finances necessary to conduct such assessments which must
be overcame if transformation education and programs hope to (a,
achieve consistency m principles and pedagogy, and (b) substantiate
their claims of impacts on participant lives.
2 . The research process Itself was a key form of educational
treatment for research participants which enhanced the effects of
other program components. The strength of the results suggests that
inclusion of an Intentional, systematic form of dialogue and
processing of participant thoughts, reflections and emotions in other
programs of this type may be essential to enhancing program benefits
and impacts for other participant populations.
3. CCIDD participants experience a wide variety of reactions to
the CCIDD program curriculum. Many of these reactions are closely
correlated to issues pre-existent in participants'
I Ives which
motivated inscription in a CCIDD program. The CCIDD program
environment and curriculum appears to have played a major role in
precipitating personal change for most study group participants and
helping participants achieve personal agendas for the program
attendance.
4. Study group members tend to evidence personal attltudinal and
behavioral changes consistent with CCIDD's liberation goals and
Philosophy. Even though these results must be tempered with the
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recogn 1 1 ion of limitations within the use of self-report methods in
Participant assessment, findings Ceariy point to the highiy potent
strategy of experientla, education employed by cc, DO. Operative
principles that were dlstilied from the curriculum (See pages
'31-132) appear to play a sighiflcant role In enhancing the potential
of such Impacts on participant experience.
5. Recent theoretical articulations In the fields of critical
pedagogy, adult education and transformation education embody many of
the principles and concepts contained In the CCIDD curriculum.
Research findings suggest the International travel model Is one
Viable, highly potent form of transformation education which can
concentrate critical adult education theory and principles In a manner
which achieves desired results of attitudinal and behavioral change.
Further research and Investigation Is needed to assess the relative
tenacity of these theories when applied to other relevant educational
seeking to raise personal consciousness or promote changes on behavior
cons i stent with progress i ve
,
I i berat ion principles.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND REOCMVIENDAT >ONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
i i l r cjcji iqt
|
This case investigation was designed and imputed with the
intent of i^lng a contrition to the field and
, iterature. Over the
course of research implOTentatlon ana analyslSf ^ |nterest|ng
flnd,n9S and tentatlVe
— resulted. Concurrent ly
, an
equal array of questions and issues arise which both (a) underscore
the limited contextual nature of the study ahd Its Inability to
generalize to other programs and subpopulatlons, and (b) invite
further research and Investigation.
It 13 my intention in this chapter to illuminate and articulate
these conclusions, questions and Issues as well as recon^ndat
I ons for
further research, sihce the study covers a spectrum of relevant
topics for discussion.
I choose to organize this chapter In
subsections related to the original research questions presented
within this dissertation's Introduction (See pages 6-7).
Besearch and Assessment
Conclusions
During this experimental project, l sought to be rigorous and
thorough in the assessment tools chosen for each stage of
investigation. The broad base of qualitative assessment strategies
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employed have Yielded an abundance of Information useful to
organizational, curriculum and participant levels of research.
on the wnce, the data retrieved provides one set of analytic
vistas from which to view and assess program operations and effects
for a specific target population during program exposure. The
research strategy Is effective In retrieving a wealth of highly
revealing, pertinent Information from mu 1
1
1 pie, mutually-reinforcing
data sources. Given field-based limitations and possibilities, the
assessment tools employed proved highly complementary to the
qualitative nature of the CCIDO program and target audience.
Pre- and post-program participant assessment strategies are
limited and lack the depth and rigor found In the site-specific
formative stages of research. Although this study provides some
Illuminating Information in these areas, the research tools used to
assess pre- and post-program knowledge, attitudes and behavior yield
only speculative results.
At each developmental stage of the project, I tried to generate,
adapt and refine data collection and analysis tools which addressed
emerging research problems. Yet as I progressed, I became acutely
aware of the many precarious assumptions, Interventions and
I Imitations upon which research findings are based. These are briefly
presented In the following subsection.
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Questions and Issues
Qualitative Investigation Focus
Investigation of
"consciousness-raising" and
"transformation
education" programs such as CCIDD Is nascent and replete with
I Imitations associated with qualitative research. Program goals are
stated m highly subjective terms which elude operationalization into
any standardized Indicators or tools for measurement across programs
or target populations. Analysis Is time and labor Intensive,
continually subject to distortions of Interpretation.
Impacts are highly Individualized and can only be assessed from
Within a participant's life situation and history. Gaining access to
such discrete perspectives assunes available time, resources and
appropriate methods necessary to undertake such a study. Although
I
believe this study Is a noble undertaking, it Is laden with
limitations associated with both the qualitative nature of the
material being examined and field-based conditions.
Researcher Influence and Assunptions
It is almost impossible to account for my influence on the
findings. Researching an environment In which I had a stake both in
the program and research results presents an obvious conflict of
interest. Further, I am, in essence, a "believer" in the mission,
goals, principles and policies of CCIDD and, therefore, lack a
detached perspective of one unencunbered and un involved in the
research subject.
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Wh " e ' haVe UtHIZed Strategies to decent, compensate
for or minimize persona, bias, this investigation is extreme, y
dependent on a iong history of highly persona,, qualitative choices
made at every stage of research development and analysis.
"Hawthorne Effect 11
Research findings clearly demonstrated that the very act of
participating In the research process had a positive effect of
catalyzing reflection, Integration and assimilation of program
content. Hovever, it Is not possibie to determine whether participant
sympathy, empathy and support of both the research project and broader
CCIDD goals created a mitigating Influence which has In some way
skewed findings for the two study groups.
Research Design and Methods
Research design, tools and methods were developed according to
changing field-base situational needs, constraints and conditions.
Many of these design considerations were experimental and subject to
minimal pre-testing and refinement. As such, they lack a reliability
and consistency which could potentially evolve from repeated
application and refinement of the assessment strategy.
Assessment Frameworks
Literature which addresses the specific and general nature of
developing a general critical pedagogy for the non-poor, and
specifically within cross-cultural travel programs, remains scarce and
highly speculative. What few relevant assessment frameworks do exist
have appeared only recently, after this project was initiated and well
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ltS imD '™entatl
- «—• Thus, this research did not set out to
Drove or disprove a specific assessment framework, but rather to
'^h''^’ dOCtJmnt 3nd aSSSSS a uni^e feld site and curricula.
,t
Is only with this understand
I ng that co^ntary about more recently
evolved theoretical and curricula fra^works Is possible.
Recomnendat
I ons for Future Research
Review and reflection about the research strategy have yielded
the following as a list of recormendat Ions for future research:
’• There exlsts a need for more general and specific
investigation Into evaluation strategies viable for transforation and
consc I ousness-ra
I s I ng educat I on programs
. Th
I
s shou I d I nc I ude
development of alternative research design formats, articulation of
strategies for establishment of asses=ment criteria, and moans for
assessing change over time.
2. More Investigations are needed which seek to operationalize
and assess the utility of emerging criteria, dynamics and components
of transformation education In general, and specifically those as
proposed by Evans (,987). Refinement of such elects Is a necessary
Dart of further development and refinement of critical pedagogy for
the non-poor
.
3. Independent research on international travel programs for
transformation that minimize the subjective bias and impact on
findings of one who is in seme way associated or invested in the
research results.
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Historical and Organizational Foundations
Cone I us i ons
The CCIDO program Is highly defined according to specific
history, organ 1 zat Ion
, curricula and envirormeht which Is, in turn,
strongly Identified with the history, experience, personal bias anp’
understandings of Its founder. Ray Plants charl^, wisdom, faith
and determination are at the core of CCiCO's organ I tat Iona
,
gr^th and
success. From curriculum design to organizational structure and
development, his mark is indel ibly marked inCCIDD.
Although not formally trained in adult education, Piankey has, in
col I aborat I on with many others through the years, developed and
d ' St " l6d 3 Dr°gram fDrmat and curriculum which (a) represents and
integrates a wide range of sophisticated educational principles
brought to bear upon program participants, and (b) achieves a relative
degree of success In promoting attltudlnal and behavioral changes
consistent with transformation education and progressive liberation
principles, particularly In relation to Central American solidarity
i ssues
.
Program history, location, environment, organizational structure,
target population recruitment and selection, and program development
procedures all appear, in general, to positively complement the
liberating spiritual and pedagogical foundations of the program
curriculum. This integrated, hoi 1st I c approach appears successful in
achieving seme degree of personal transformat ion within program
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ts and, indirectly, contributing to ccrrmunity education and
direct political action in the United States. This conclusion alone
inspire other progressive activitlsts and educators to further
explore the viab,
, ity, tenacity and potent, a, of the curricuium trade,
and Its' principles.
Questions and Issues
Q^gr
-Dependence on a Chari gnat I c Leader
Although the CCIDD progrOT generlcaily shares its phliosophic ahd
methodological approach with other similar travel progr^s.
I have
often wondered whether the program Itself Is over-ldentifled with one
person s personal experience and Intuitive understandings of program
content and structure. The strong and charismatic hold Piankey has
over organizational and program policy contains counterbalancing
strengths and weaknesses.
By having a strong, continuous leadership presence over time and
attending groups, Plankey is abie to maintain a continuity in program
Philosophy, structure, focus and evolution. Further, he is able to
maintain collegial and supportive relat lonsh ips wi th resource
presenters who, through their trust and association with him over
time, make extremely valuable contributions to the curriculum.
Yet, the vested Identification of organization and program
structure within one leader also has its drawbacks. For others
working at CCIDD, individual initiative and contributions are often
highly dependent upon (a) sharing Plankey's experiential, theological
and political philosophy and vision of CCIDD, and (b) having both a
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pos i t i ve
with him.
personal relationship and a positive working
My experience suggests that many have found
relat ionsh
i
p
it a difficult
environment to work ii precisely because It Is too director- and
personal i ty—dependent
.
This issue may be characteristic of creative, pioneering
organizations which exist precisely because of the charl^a, strength
and determination of a visionary founder. The s^ strength of
character which facl I Itates gr»th and success can also typify
directors who experience difficulty in establishing healthy,
cooperative working relationships with others.
in order to test this assessment, other research Is necessary m
organizations which are less dependent on a charismatic leader, yet
bring to bear many of the same philosophies and principles that
characterize CCIDD.
Environmental Considerations
OCIDO's cultural and geographic location makes It both an Idyllic
setting for a study tour and monetarily accessible to many middle-
class populations. One is able to both "visit Mexican poverty", yet
live in relative security, ccmfort and affluence behind a protective
wall and property. Such detachment appears to Increase the reflection
and assimilation capabilities of participants and thus contribute to
the potential of program impact.
Although this buffer zone of safety may ultimately contribute to
a middle-class group's ability to distance, reflect and assimilate,
I
continue to question whether the program over-eaters to North American
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attitudes and standards of propriety Thcr. There are many elements of the
harsh, star, realities which mark the poor and ODDressed whlch
_
ly superficially ccmnun
i cated and experienced through brief visits,
contacts and dialogue.
Historical Cl rcLinstanrf=>
CCIDO's founding and gradual growth has paralleled the rise of
controversy and media attention on Centra, American confilcts. within
the united states, there has Peen a rapid surge of Interest m a
region that has long been ignored by the North African public. Much
Of the current public attention has been fueled by religious, hunan
rights and other progressive groups who have used sophisticated forms
of community organising and education to challenge the prevailing
conservative Reagan administration's foreign policies In the area.
In short, the success of OCIDD Is also attributable to being an
organization located In the "right region", at the "right time" with
Its attention oh Issues at the forefront of current national public
debate on foreign policy. Experiential education programs such as
CCIDD have Provided ah important educational service to meet rising
demands for experiential knowledge about realities and issues In
Central America. Had such a shift In public attention on Central
American Issues not occurred In recent years, one Is left to wonder
what impact this would have had both on (a) levels of enrollment in
CCIDD programs, and (b) the favorable attitudinal predisposition of
attending groups to CCIDD program issues.
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Recarmendat
i ons for Future Research
My experience In this study suggests the folding needs for
future investigations:
' Ccmparatlve between other transform Ion education
oriented organizations and travel programs not only operating within
the Central American region, but with focuses on other Issues and
Darts of the world. Docunentat I on
, analysis and sharing of other
organizational structures and developmental histories can prove a
aluable basis for sharing experience, gaining insight and catalyzing
further program development.
2. Ccmparatlve docunentat I on and analysis of recruitment
Strategies, program marketing and costs In order to Increase cost
efficiency and enrollments in such programs.
Nature of the Program
Cone I us i ons
If a critical pedagogy of transformation for the non-poor is ever
to evolve. It must seek to draw upon the lessons of practical
experience in curr iculum design, implementation and evaluation. For
the CCIDD program, the philosophy, assumptions, design principles and
structure of the program have been identified and explained In Chapter
4 of this study (Summarized on pages 129-132; 154-162). Findings
which suggest that the program has, indeed, had a positive impact on
catalyzing change in participant attitudes and behavior make these
principles worthy of further study and assessment.
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This IS study was not designed to comparatively assess the
efficacy of any singular curriculum variable or eluent. Since most
elements are present throughout the entire program, it Is Impossible
to make conclusions about the relative Impact of any one ele^nt
divorced from the rest of the curriculum. Resu,ts must, therefore, be
interpreted through the Integrated Interpiay of multiple program
e I ements
. Findings have suggested the w I de var I ety of curriculum
elements to be general ly complementary and efficacious. Participants
especially valued the learning accrued through direct, experiential
contact with resource presenters' witness, perspectives, testimonies
and stories.
There are, however, certain questions and Issues pertaining to
the curriculum which arise both from within the study and personal
exper i ence
.
Questions and Issues
More Reflection Versus More Activity
intensive exper lent ia I ly-based programs such as CCIDD need to
strike a balance in scheduling between a) time characterized by
activity and presentation of information, and b) time necessary to
reflect, integrate and assimilate that experience.
This study's findings clearly suggest the importance of
reflection as a key factor enhancing the value and processing of
program experience. The Importance of structured, guided reflection
as a function of research participation was underscored by all study
group participants, seme of whan suggested institutionalization of
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such ref lect ion t lme for an OG.DD programs. Adu.t.ona.
, y . cOTp,a,nts
arose ln the final program evaluations of Group AA (Appendix AAA) who
experienced a curricula they felt was over-scheduled and with staff
leadership that was unresponsive to their needs for a s.ower pace and
more free time. The need to include structures which encourage and
allov for individual reflection, pressing and assimilation in the
midst of intensive program experience is clear.
Since critical pedagogy is premised upon the central concept of
critical action and reflection (praxis), program exper I enoe wh i oh is
devoid, or minimizes the importance, of meaningful reflection Is a
betrayal of the concept and fal I s fu I f I I I the requirements of
experiential learning and education which underlie the CC I DO
curricula. The over-zealous programmer who ignores this need for
reflection may, at the least, diminish the potential learning and
impact of a given situation, and, in the worst case, produce
resentment, fatigue and emotional distress which is counter-product
I ve
to transformation education goals and philosophy.
Ethics of Program Facilitation and Manipulation
The CCIDD program is a highly biased, controlled learning
env I ronmen t . Resource selection, sequenc I ng and program fac I I I tat i on
all emphasize presentation and reinforcement of a development
viewpoint that is skewed towards a poor people's liberation
perspective. Rationalization and justification for these
manipulations relate to the fact that the North Arterican public is
consistently denied exposure to opposing world views by virtue of
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living in cultural and
superstructure.
ideological captivity of the pol itical
While I am sympathet i ca I I y Identified with the development
critique and philosophy that CCIDD espouses,
, also recognize the
debatable ethics associated with such program Interventions.
I do
firmly believe, however, that the need for North Americans to witness
and experience the severe, harsh and oppressive real Itles of the Third
World, and to understand the link between ftorth ^rlcan affluence and
Third World impoverishment and suffering far outweigh the critiques of
educational ethlclsts who may decry the political slant of program
focus and manipulation.
Ethics of Using the Poor as Resources
The CCICO program visits seme very poor people living in
miserable rural and urban conditions who have a long, historical
friendship and association with Ray Plankey. Many of these people are
general ly uneducated and have only a peripheral vision and
understanding of the world, concepts and Issues characterizing CCIDD
programs.
Encounters with these people often include facilitated
interviewing which draws out the ignorance, pain and suffering of
these people for the North /American visitors to view, in return for
their service as program presenters, these poor resource people
receive compensation which may vary according to individual
c i rcLmstance and need. in the imnediate moment, they may receive seme
money as payment for their presentation, or a time to sell personal
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crafts or goods to presenter*;
’ 0016 other smal | compensatory
donation. In the longer term, they may ask CClDn fy » I D or special favors
or other monetary help as needed. Indeed, Ray p , ankey and^^
generous
,y helped program resource people find Jobs, housing, meet
medical expenses or meet other urgent and unpredictable needs. These
relationships have, over time, created occasional predicaments and
raised complex ethical issues.
The poor Who participate as CCIDD presenters potentially have
access to favors and resources unavai
I able to other poor Mexicans.
Hew does that access and privilege Impact upon their I Ives? What are
the ethical issues Involved?
For sane people living In bleak conditions, contact with CCIDD
may represent the only hope of access to much-needed resources. To
What extent, and for hew long, should CCIDD Intervene or make
assistance aval lable to these resource people? How does one offer
assistance without creating dependency or undue expectations? What is
the obligation of CCIDD to resource people after their services are no
longer used or needed? What are the lines between charity and
compensation for services rendered?
Still other questions arise from the relationship of CCIDD with
poor resource people. For example, CCIDD continually visits many of
the same people time and time again over the course of many programs
and years of experience. Although rotation among various resources
may lessen the frequency of such visits, resource people have
general ly had much exposure and practice presenting to CCIDD groups.
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TO What extent do their presentations ref, act (a , the actua,
, ,ved
realities of their present situations or (b) exaggerated realities
Which have been construed, deveioped, refined and
'•rehearsed" over
time? What ethics are involved in visiting poor people for the
purposes of vising misery and suffering in order to TOke an impact on
a North American's consciousness?
such questions invariably arose from within both the staff and in
groups V i s i t i ng CC I DO . A I though helping strateg i es and cross-cu
I tura
I
sensitivity are used In order to min,mite expioitative posslb,
, ities
Within this situation, the fact resins that the poor are used as a
resource to educate relatively affluent middles, ass North Americans.
Many debatabie ethical issues and questions win always re^in within
such a context
.
Passive Versus Active Learning Formate
Many CCIDD act i vi t ies and presentations involved learners in
rather passive learning situations characteristic of "banking"
educat i on mode I Fre i re assoc i ates w i th oppress i ve educat i on
. For
example, facl I itators often control and direct the direction of an
encounter with the poor. Or presenters ccme and speak to groups
according to a prepared agenda, allowing little scheduled time for
open, interactive questioning and dialogue. Films or videos are shown
with little time or opportunity to pursue personal questions or issues
fol lowing Its viewing. Many of CCIDD's current activity formats are a
Philosophical and pedagogical contradiction to the liberation paradign
the program espouses.
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Study group Part Id pants repeated
,y OTphaslzed the prlrary
importance of i^ect experience and contact with resource people and
Situations i n the I r accrued learning. By adopt I ng more I nteract I ve
and open learning formats, which perhaps indude lectures and persona,
testimonies as a part of whole experience, CCIDO couid enhance the
abl Hty of presenters and participants to Pe co-creators of Knowledge
the lntlmate S6nSe of dlal °9ue advocated by Friere and at the heart
of critical pedagogy. The repeated use of hon-partlclpatory. passive
learning formats promotes an oppressive learning environment no matter
hew progressive or radical the content.
Recommendations for Future Research
Curr leu Inn findings and Investigation have suggested the
following as possible areas for future research:
1. Research on the role reflection should play In travel and
transformation education programs. What are alternative, appropriate
and adequate formats for addressing ongoing participants' needs for
reflection within such programs? Should reflection be guided and
structured, or open and spontaneous, or seme combination of the two?
How frequent should group and Individual reflection sessions be
scheduled? Who should design, direct or control such reflection
per iods?
2. Cooperative investigation and exploration of the ethical
issues inherent in visiting poor communities and people. The goal of
such research should be the articulation of a set of issue statements
and guidelines for developing and maintaining a culturally sensitive
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3nd BOlltiCaMy resP°ns i b
I e relationship between the education
institution and impoverished resource presenters.
3. There is a need to experiment with variety of activity and
learning formats which a, Centers to address part, o, pants
directly from their cwn experience to participants and yet also
include interactive dialogue and mutual exp, oration of topics
e ated from participant needs and Interest. Research and
documentation of these educational formats and techniques can help
practitioners expand and diversify current practice as wel
I as develop
learning environments consistent with the h^nistic principles and
precepts of transformation education.
Program Effects on Part ic i nant«.
Conclusions
The study found that with remarkable consistency, study group
Participants exhibited Increases In affective, cognitive and
behavioral changes both with program goals and participant needs.
The results are promising and valuable for practitioners and
theorists working In related fields. The curriculum model suggests a
very powerful set of personal, curriculum and environmental forces are
present In helping challenge and shape knowledge, attitudes and
behavior. This new perspective Is characterized by an ampathetlc
Identification with, and understanding of, the poor people's
liberation perspective which, in turn, motivates and results in
concrete actions of solidarity.
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Participants leave the program feeling tremendously positive,
excited and motivated by their Investment of time In the OCIDD
Program, enthusiastic In their reccmnendat ion of this program to
others. After ohe year, the majority of study group members retain
poslt.ve In their evaluation of the experience and the Impact It has
had on their persona, lives. They positively associate Increases m
their level and Intensity of political activity related to Central
America to their participation In the program.
For social change and transformation education advocates, the
results of this study suggest the experiential education model
represented by CC, DO can precipitate personal change that Is, in turn,
transformed Into political action. This study suggests the travel
model of transformation education as one very potent strategy for
consc I ent I c i z I ng and act I vat i ng the m I dd I e-c I ass non-poor I nto more
progressive, politically Informed lifestyles and situations that
ref I ect i ncreased so I I dar I ty with the g I oba I poor
.
Questions and Issues
Depth and Nature of Change Over Time
This study does not adequately address the need to chart the
nature and depth of personal change occurring as a result of CCIDD
program attendance over time and a host of post-program heme
situations. Are there particular c I rcimstances or factors in a
person's life or surroundings that either contribute to, or detract
from, the enduring effects of the CCIDD program? How is the
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intervening OCIDD experience Integrated and expressed in a
participant's developmental process?
Variations for Di f ferent Subpopu
I at ion^
The heart of this study Is based upon a very
, United, narrowly
defined subpopu I at I on
. Whether or not the effects observed In the
study hold true and form a consistent pattern across other attendant
subpopu, at, ons and CCICO progran curricula Is Impossible to conclude.
It Is, hcwever
, Important to note that the results for behavioral
and attltudlnal changes for the research groups as assessed m the
Post-program fol Icw-up questlohnalre (Appendix E) conpare favorably to
results for the larger study Group A and B as we I I as a much larger
alunm sample (Appendices UJ, W, WW, XX, YY)
. Regression analysis In
order to determine subgroup vlarances was not performed on this
broader sample since It was beyond the scope of this study.
Predisposition to Educational Materi a l, Philosophy and Experience
Participants- willingness to invest time, money and energy in
attending a CCIDO program already indicates a certain predisposition
to, and readiness for, the kind of educational experience CCIDO
represents. CCIDO participants general ly arrive with a certain degree
of openness
,
risk, vu I nerab I I I ty , exc I tement and ant I c
I pat I on for the
OCIDD program and, having expended much effort to arrive, are
receptive to the new experiences and perspectives they encounter.
Further, recruitment strategies through Christian churches and
organizations selects for groups who, by virtue of their faith, are
located within a belief system In which liberation thought and
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theology can eas, ly expressed and articulated. The mitigating power
h system that spiritually validates social change and action
can not be overstated. Although my personal experience and
Observation is that the patterns of short-term ejects experienced
*-!ha the program general
,y held true across Christian dencm I nat I ona
I
Hnes over most Program, neither my experience nor this study can
speculate on what pf fa-te _e fects such a program might have on "non-believers"
or people of other spiritual persuasions.
Recormendations for Future Research
Examination of issue*; rpiafon j.
_
ues related to program effects lead me to make
the following recormendations for future research:
1. Longitudinal studies which better assess the nature depth and
flew of personal change over time.
2. Exploration, development and assessment of travel programs
des I gned for non-Chr I st I an target popu I at I ons
. Th I s wou I d he I p
determine whether and to what extent a spiritual foundation Is a
necessary component that must underlie transformation education theory
and practice. Secondly, this would help In generating alternative
program models capable of "evangel Izlng" to a poor person's I Iberation
perspective others for whom Christianity might be an a I len be I lef
system.
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Rel ationship of Ef fects to Program Operations
Cone I us ions
Research findings have Indicated a very positive correlation
between program operations and eff^ts. Experiential demons are
categor
I ca I ly the most highly valued with field trips and resource
People high! ighted as the most Important, and provocative, elements of
the CCIDD curricula. The findings clearly advance the arguments of
experiential education theorists and advocates who suggest direct
experience as the most powerful and sal lent adult education framework.
The demystification and personal Izatlon of poverty which occurs
through direct experiential Immersion appears to be the most Important
contributing factor to generating empathy within the non-poor for the
Poor. This empathet I c connection creates meaning which, In turn,
catalyzes personal change and motivates future actions.
Questions and Issues
Comparative
I mpact of Program Elements
This study did not evaluate the impact of discrete or specific
cemb inant elements in producing a given effect. Many questions and
issues remain as to which program aspects or experiences were the most
important in producing a given impact, and for what subpopulations.
Given the highly qualitative and integrative nature of program
experience, it is questionable whether such discrete assessment of an
specific program experience on an individual would be possible.
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Spiritual Bias within Program
Prev
I ous mentioned, the CC.OO progrOT operates w, th I n a h i gh ,y
symbo! ic Christian belief system which has a definite ihf, pence on
curr leu I tin effects. This bias is a present force in .any program
methods and operations. Numerous questions and issues remain as to
What extent participants' effects may be attributed to the intervening
presence of a spiritual framavork which is so fused to other program
operations.
Recommendations for Future Research
if feasible, research should be directed towards Isolating and
assessing the impacts of specific program elements which make the most
important contributions to catalyzing participant changes. This might
be acconp I I shed through controlled Investigation of program curriculum
which Incorporate and emphasize various program designs, resources,
elements, and sequencing patterns. Distillation and analysis of
results might suggest program structures, methods and designs which
are more efficacious than others.
Case Study Relevance to Current Theory
Cone I us ions
At the heart of critical pedagogy is the theory that experience
fol loved by hard, deliberate critical reflection which can,
ultimately, to new frameworks for knowing and acting. The experiences
found within the OCIDD program, ccmblned with critical reflection
occurring at personal, program and research participation levels
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created
.earning which appears to have made significant impacts in
most study group members'
I ives.
The research tends to substantiate the underlying assumptions of
critical pedagogy, experiential learning theory and education for
transformation rev laved in Chapter 2. The travel mxxie, of education
for transformation represented by CCIDD achieves goals consistent with
the underlying politically progressive and humanistic tenets of
critical adult education.
Questions and Issues
Ihe Ro le of Conflict and Dissonant
The international setting and design of program activities in
very poor, foreign environments are Intended to introduce conflict and
create a dissonance between the participant's normal psycho-cultural
frame of reference and the existential program moment. it Is assumed
that within the vulnerability created by that dissonance a participant
becomes more receptive and open to program messages. This study tends
to affirm this theory.
Hcwever
,
from this study it Is not clear how efficacious that
relationship is, nor hew to clearly structure and channel such
conflict in a manner that achieves personal change. Although the
concept is used at CCIDD with seme degree of apparent success, there
is a need to understand more about the role of conf I let and dissonance
In creating vulnerability and receptivity to potentially very
challenging, emotionally charged issues an perspectives.
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Critical Reflectivi ty and Consciousness
This study did not address the broader need In the field of
critical adult education for closer exam I nat I on of the deve
, opmenta
,
stages associated with Individual ravOTent through deve,cental
stages tovards critical reflectivity (Me2irow, , 981) and crlt|ca|
consciousness (Frelre. ,970. ,973). Questions and Issues re^in about
whether and hc» transforation education programs for the non-pour
prcmote developmental movement towards critical consciousness and
ref I ect i v i ty
.
Reccrrmendat
i ons for Future Research
Future research should direct attention to the following areas
for Investigation:
1. The role conflict and dissonance play in creating
"disorienting di lamas" that catalyze receptivity to potential ly
threatening concepts associated with liberation perspectives.
2. Further investigations which seek to bridge the gap between
critical pedagogy and practice so that the consc i ent i zat i on process
can better be understood and prograrrmed.
3. Research which seeks to identify the nature of "generative
themes" for the non-poor which may, ultimately, suggest a set of
generative codes which may be util I zed In designing transformation
education programs.
4. More cross-cultural, cross-disciplinary, cross- issue sharing
and exploration concerning the nature and development of critical
pedagogy. Current fields of theory and practice are fragnented,
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frequently working in cross currents. These divisions impede
developmental gains that could only accrue fro, sharing exper
, enoe ^
I ncreas the experiential based from which theory and experience
continue to evolve.
Chapter Surmary
This study has documented and analyzed one cross-cu
I tura I model
of transformation education and Its impacts upon two study groups.
Findings suggest the CCIDD program is a powerful, compel
, Ing and
viable educational model capable of catalyzing change In personal
knowledge, attitude and behavior fram«vorks into postures more
consistent with radical, liberation perspectives of social change
associated with program phi losophy and content.
The experiential nature of the program Is at the heart of Its
potential to precipitate change. A full range of additionally
powerful design principles and curriculum elements enhance
the curriculum's ability to Impact upon participant experience,
although research suggests there are many additional areas for
refinenent and experimentation.
As technological advances in connun i cat Ions and transportation
make international experience more cost-efficient and accessible to
increasing populations, the viability and demand for such "travel for
transformation" programs is also likely to increase. This is
witnessed In the recent prol i ferat ion of such programs not only within
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l~at i n Amer ican reoion hi it- i _ _9 , but m new programs which focus on Asia and
Africa as well.
The need remains to docent. eXDlore ^^ ^
ane ethical Issues Implicated In such proems. Tor progressive
educators and social change advocates, It Is Imperative that
Practitioners and theoreticians begin to cross academic and
aisclp, inary boundaries which impede the sharing of program experience
between practitioners and theoreticians and block further develop
of this form of critical pedagogy. A recent April, 1988 feting in
Washington, D.C. of leaders representing International transformat i ve
education programs which had as Its' goal the sharing of cannon
experience. Issues and concerns related to this pedagogy offers hope
that such efforts are beginning to occur among practitioners.
Theoreticians, frequently Isolated within academic wal Is and
disci pi inary boundaries, need to break free of the myopia produced by
such surroundings and find cannon ground for dialogue with both
practitioners and theoreticians from other fields. A recent journal
article by Bell and Schniedewlnd (1987) entitled "Reflective
Minds/ Intent Iona I Hearts: Joining Humanistic Education and Critical
Theory for Liberating Education" explores ccrrmon grounds of discourse,
experience and method between the fields of critical theory and
humanistic education. This article is an Important sign of hope that
inter-discipl inary dialogue and reflection are occurring, for the
synerget ic possibi I it ies of refining I iberatory, transformat i ve
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education lie within the experience and realms of many disciplines and
perspectives.
Because those who are engaged In such educational efforts tend to
be humanitarian activists, ethical Issues arising from se I f-cr i t i due
and analysis will always typify transformation education. Advocates
must not be deceived by self-delusions of noble work, but must return
again and again to basic Issues and questions to help c lar I fy and keep
practice within a humanistic, caring transformation framework. As
Freire himself reflects.
Some of the questions that have to be related to this whole
process of transformat Ion are: Why transformation?
Transformation for what end? Transformation of what? Of whom?
Transformation against what? Against whom? In favor of wham? In
the very beginning we have to be asking all these questions about
the basic concept.
. . .Transform how? How to be transformed?
Transformation with wham? It's obvious that transformation is
historical, social, political, economic, and Its radical
transformation of the system (1987, p. 220).
Although liberation theology Is a relatively recent Christian
phenomena, other frameworks may very well lend themselves to a
spiritual or humanitarian framework in which liberation education and
travel education may occur. This study has identified curriculum
s^ ra ^e9' es that might be adapted to other more secular programs in
which international experiential education may similarly catalyze
personal change.
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Finally, such programs must not promise too much In their goals
and methods. Trahsformat Ion Is a powerful word and, as this study
demonstrates, varies In Intensity and meaning among different people.
For seme, transformation might be si Ight movement and change In a
particular perspective, opinion, attitude or behavior. For others. It
ray be a major, I I fe-chang i ng experience. Results and impacts are
highly personal and resist external judgement and evaluation. Travel
programs can, at best, live in hope and faith that they are making a
positive contribution to a broader effort of social change that Is
necessary and Important. There is no evidence that these programs are
having a major Impact since the seeds of change are vested In the
I Ives of carmon people at the grass-roots level.
Yet, hope, faith, love and perseverance have moved the world in
powerful ways in history. If we are truly dedicated to a more
peaceful and just future for the world's poor, we must not let the
gl I firmer of hope die. Such programs have an important role to play in
keeping the faith and mcmentim alive for building better tonorrows.
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APPENDIX A
Group A Interview Guides for Sessions 1 - a
BesPOnOentS for all sessions = 5 volunteer members of study group
.INTERVIEW *1
. DAY 1
TOPICS : Pre-CCIDD Background Information;
Personal Program Expectations and Needs.
UME : 30 - 45 minutes
RESPONDENTS : 5 volunteer members of study group
QUESTION ttl ; BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Introduction :
It s important for us at CCIDD to have an understanding as to why
people have chosen to cone and participate In this program. Although
you a I I have ccme down as a group, I am certain that each of you have
unique histories, ideas or experiences that have contributed to your
Individual decisions to participate In a CCIDO program. I would like
to spend the first part of our time together listening to your
understanding of what has led you here to CCIDD.
Pr Imarv Question :
Could you please share with me
—
going back as far in your personal
life as possible and appropriate—the experiences or movements of your
life that have ultimately contributed to your arrival here at CCIDD at
this time of your I I fe?
QUESTION *2: PERSONAL PROGRAM EXPECTATIONS AND NEEDS
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I ntroduct ion :
Thanks so much for your sharing the detai Is of your path here to
CCIDD. New l would like to shift the focus of our conversation in the
time we have left together. In order for us to determine how good and
effective the CCIDD program is, it is essential that we understand
what needs, hopes or expectations participants have for their time
here. I would like to know something about why you have cone to this
Program.
Pr Imary Questions :
-Could you explain to me In as much detai I as possible, and covering
as wide a range of areas as possible and appropriate, what you hope to
gain from your experience here these next two weeks?
-What needs, hopes or expectations do you have for your participation
in the CCIDD program?
INTERVIEW #2, DAY 2
TOPICS : Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Perceived Problems of Central America.
TIME : 30 minutes
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS DAY'S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct Ion :
I would like to spend the first part of our time together with you
reflecting a bit on yesterday's field trip to the La Estacion squatter
settlement and the Hotel Casino de la Selva. Many people, when they
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go on this field trip, have a variety of reactions, thoughts or
emotions they experience and different perceptions about what they
gained frcm the experience.
Pr Imary Questions :
-Please share with me, in as much detai I as possible, what were seme
of your reactions to the various parts of the field trip and what
makes you react in that way?
-What do you think are the most important things you gained frcm those
exper i ences? Why?
-As you recal
I
your visit, what images or thoughts stand out as the
most important for you? What makes than important or significant?
QUESTION #2: PERCEIVED PROBLEMS OF CENTRAL AMERICA
I ntroduct Ion :
I would like to spend the second half of our time together getting an
idea of what you think are the primary problems Latin Anerica in
general, and Central Anerica specifical ly, face today and why you
think those problems exist.
Pr imary Questions :
-If you had to surmarize your thoughts about what are the most
important problems Mexico, Central Anerlca and Latin Anerica face
today, what would be your response? Why?
-What do you think are the primary causes of those problems? Why?
-What do you think are possible solutions to those problems? Why?
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INTERVIEW #3, DAY 3
TOP l CS : Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities.
TIME : 30 minutes
S/AMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
As wi I I be the case for many of our remaining sessions together, l
hope to focus your attention on the events and activities that have
occurred since our last interview. Before I ask you any questions,
perhaps it would be helpful for me to review what those activities
have been in order to refresh your memory. After our interview
yesterday, we had a group reflection which included Don's presentation
on hew we look at development problems.
-Then last night we saw the film "El Norte".
-This morning there was a Biblical reflection on the passage frem
Exodus
.
-After that we went on another field trip to the ravine squatter's
settlement carmunity called Sacat terra and began with a visit to
Tcmas, the potter.
-We then walked up the Ravine, meeting Marta and hearing a bit of her
I I fe story.
-Finally, we visited the blouse cooperative to hear seme of their
history and see seme of their work.
QUESTION #1: MOST IMPORTANT EXPERIENCE OF THE DAY
Introduct Ion :
I would I Ike you to pause for a moment and reflect on the importance
of a I I these experiences to you.
Pr imary Quest i ons
:
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-Could you please share with me what have been the most important or
significant experiences to you and then describe in as much detail as
possible why they seem so important?
-What were the most important things you feel you gained during the
last day's program activities?
Suggested Probes :
-What were you thinking about at that time?
-When you left that experience, what were you thinking about?
-Hew do you think that experience has affected you?
QUESTION #2: INTERNAL REACTIONS THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM DAY
I ntroduct ion :
Imagine for a mcment that you are capable of being invisible and going
inside a person to watch the full spectrum of thoughts, emotions and
reactions a person is experiencing. Your purpose is to observe and
record what you see.
Pr imary Quest ion :
If you could have been Inside yourself over the past 24 hours and
recorded your various moods, reactions, thoughts, emotions or internal
process, what would your report say?
Suggested Probes :
-Have you been primarl ly a thinking or feel ing person or both?
-What Issues, emotions or thoughts have deminated your internal
processes in the last 24 hours.
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What reactions would you be observing? What evidence would you have
that they are occurring?
QUESTION #3: THREE KEY WORDS OR PHRASES TO SLMV1AR I ZE REACTIONS TO THE
FIELD TRIP
Introduct Ion :
I want you to focus your attention only on this morning's field trip
to Sacat terra and the various people we met and experiences we had.
Pr imary Questions :
-If you could choose only three key words or phrases to describe what
those visits meant to you, what would they be?
-New that you have chosen the terms, could you please explain what
those terms mean to you and why you have chosen them?
INTERVIEW *4, Day 4
TOP I CS : Formative Program Evaluation;
Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Most Important Questions Raised by Program Thus Far.
TIME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
There are really three distinct parts to today's interview time
together. The first part will focus on your evaluation of the program
thus far. The second part will ask you to reflect on the program
activities in the last 24 hours. Finally, the last issue I will raise
is related to important questions you feel the program has raised for
you thus far
.
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QUEST ION #1; FORMATIVE PROGR/WI EVALUATION
I ntroduct ion :
Let's begin with a focus on the program in general. Obviously we
place a high priority on what your opinions are about the program—not
only so that we can improve it for future groups who ccm, but also so
that we can adjust it, if necessary, for the rest of your time here.
Pr Imary Quest ions :
-What have you particularly liked, found valuable or perceive as
strengths in the program as you have experienced it thus far? Why?
-What have you disliked, found least valuable, or perceive are
weaknesses of the program thus far? Why?
-If you could make any changes in the content, methods, or sequencing
of program activities in these first few days of the program, what
changes would you make? Why?
-Have you felt generally satisfied or dissatisfied with the program as
it has been developing?
QUESTION #2: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS DAY'S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct Ion :
I would new like to turn your attention to the program activities
which have occurred since we talked yesterday. As before, let me
briefly review them for you. We first had a group reflection time in
the afternoon.
-Then Gabriela gave a presentation about the situation of wemen in
Mexican and Latin American development.
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-Then In the evening Alfredo Dcmlnguez spoke about the history of
labor problems, Issues and development In Mexico.
-This morning we had our Biblical reflection time followed by a trip
to hear Gabriel Munoz' perspectives on his experiences as a factory
worker and labor organizer.
-Then finally we visited the pyramids at Teopanzolco.
Primary Questions :
-Which of these experiences were the most provocative, interesting or
cha I I eng i ng to you and why?
-What are the most Important things you think you gained fron these
exper iences?
-What issues were raised which you want to know more about? Why?
-Were there any speakers, or issues that the speakers addressed, which
you identified closely with? What are they? Why the special
connect Ion?
QUESTION #3: MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE PROGRAM
I ntroduct ion :
I would I Ike you to reflect for a moment on a I I the issues and
questions that this program has raised for you thus far.
Primary Questions :
-If you could list what you think are the most important questions
that this program has raised for you thus far, what would those
questions be? What makes those questions important for you now?
-What program activity, event or experience has stimulated those
questions within you?
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INTERVIEW *5, DAY 6
TOPICS: Reactions to Previous Two Days' Program Activities;
Formative Assessment of Individual Gains and Benefits to
Program Participation;
Feedback on Research Project Participation.
TIME : 30 minutes
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS TWO DAYS' PRQGR/WI ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct Ion :
It has been two days since we last were together. I'd I ike to spend
the first part of today's time together listening to what has been
going on for you in these last two days. Just so you can reflect a
moment on a I I that has happened, let me review these activities for
you. After the interview on Wednesday, Ross Gandy gave a presentation
on the history of Mexico.
—Then yesterday morning we went on a field trip to the rural areas
beginning with a visit to the Xochicalco pyramids.
-This was fol lowed by a visit to Xochocotla and the dialogue with the
farmer Heladlo.
-We then went to Coatetelco and talked with Agrapina and Ricardo who
work in farming and ccrrmunity development.
-Frcm there we went to visit the "barefoot doctor", Susanna, and
returned heme to have a group reflection last evening.
-This morning Ray gave us presentations on the history of the church
in Latin America frcm a sociological perspective.
Pr imary Quest i ons
:
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-Fran al I those experiences, which ones were the most important ones
to you? Why?
-What was It about those experiences that stimulated or Interested you
the most?
-What are the most Important things you feel you gained or learned
from those experiences?
QUESTION #2: FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF INDIVIDUAL PROGRAM GAIMs
I ntroduct ion :
The program Is new Just about half over for your group. Already there
have been a lot of activities and yet there are still many more to
ccme. I want you to think for a moment about all you have gained or
learned thus far in the program whether It be knowledge, personal
growth, fellowship or other things. I wil l be silent for the next
minute during which I want you to reflect on what have been the most
important things you have gained from being here thus far.
Primary Questions :
-Please share with me, in as much detai I as possible, what have really
been the most important things you have gained by participating in the
CCIDD program thus far? Why are they important to you?
QUESTION #3: FEEDBACK ABOUT RESEARCH PROJECT PARTICIPATION
Introduction :
Finally, I'd I ike to get a little feedback frem you about how you have
felt participating In this research project.
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Primary Questions :
-What have you liked or enjoyed the most about your participation?
Why?
-What have you disliked or enjoyed the least In terms of your
participation? Why?
-In what ways, if It applies, has your participation helped you in
your cwn reflection, learning or growth process?
INTERVIEW #6, DAY 7
TOP I CS : Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities
T Ime : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION:
Since yesterday morning with Ray's presentation, we have entered a new
phase of the program—that of looking at the dimension of the Church
and faith with regards to struggles here in Latin Anerica. I would
like to spend all of this morning looking at your reactions to events
of the last day. Since we last talked we had a presentation by Adel a
on her experiences with Base Christian ccrrmun i t i es
.
-We then had a visit to the Base Christian carmunity last night.
-And final ly we had the presentation by Gerardo this morning on his
perspective as a priest Involved in the Latin Anerican struggle for
Just ice.
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO GERARDO'S PRESENTATION
I ntroduct ion
:
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Let's begin with the most recent experience, this morning's
presentation by Gerardo and his perspective as a missionary Involved
in social change and development.
Primary Questions :
-What were your general reactions to his presentation? Why?
“'"'hat did he say, if anything, that really seems important to you?
Why?
-Were there any points he made that you disagreed with or disl iked?
Why?
-Did he raise any questions within you? What were they?
-What most or least impressed you about his presentation?
-What, if anything, did he share that particularly challenges you in
your cwn faith and growth process?
QUESTION #2: REACTIONS TO VISIT TO BASE CHRISTIAN OOVMJNITY
Introduction :
Let me turn your attention to last night's visit to the Base Christian
Community In Tejalpa. Imagine for a moment that you are with one of
your close friends reflecting with him or her about your visit and
what that visit meant to you.
Primary Questions :
-What did that visit mean to you? Why?
-Hew did you react to the style of the meeting? In terms of people's
style of participation and reflection?
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Hew does that meeting compare to similar meetings you have
participated In back heme?
-What do you imagine our presence gave to the community?
-What did that community give to you?
QUESTION #3: REACTIONS TO ADELA 'S PRESENTATION
Introduction :
Finally, let me turn your attention to Adela and her testimony
yesterday. Adela is normally a pretty powerful figure when she
addresses our programs.
Pr Imary Questions :
-Many people have a pretty strong reaction when they hear her. Is
that true for you? What did you react to? Why?
-If you could sin up in a few words what her presentation meant to
you, what would you say?
-What was there that you particularly I Iked or disl Iked about her
presentat ion?
INTERVIEW #7, DAY 9
TOP I CS : Reactions to Previous Two Days' Program Activities;
Most Important Questions Raised by Program Thus Far.
T IME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
For our conversation today, I want to focus both on the presentations
of this morning and the past couple days as well as your own
experience in the CCIDD program in general.
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO GUATEMALA PRESENTATION
I ntroduct I on
:
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Before I review any of the other previous two days activities,
I would
like to focus your attention specifically to this morning's
presentation on Guatemala. Many people have a range of reactions to
the Guatemala presentations.
Primary Questions :
-What are your reactions to this morning's presentation? Why?
-If you were to share with scmeone what the greatest impact of this
morning's presentation on you, what would you say?
-What are the most Important issues that were raised for you this
morning? Why are they important to you?
-What erotions were you feeling this morning? What specifically
provoked those emotions?
-What was the most important thing you feel you learned this morning?
QUESTION *2: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS TWO DAYS' ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct ion :
I would also I ike to get your reactions to seme of the other
activities of the past couple days. On Saturday, there was Ray's
presentation on the history of the church and social change in Latin
Amer lea.
- Yesterday we went to Teopanzolco for Sunday mass and then heard
Benjamin speak about his life in the church and his own experiences
working for local changes.
- Then in the afternoon we entered the final phase of the program
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looking at development Issues In the region when Don spoke to us about
"Dependency and Development".
- Then last night we saw the movie "State of Siege".
Primary Questions :
-Which of these experiences were the most valuable or important to
you? Why?
-Which of those experiences chal lenged or stimulated you the most? -
What was it, specifically, that challenged you?
-What are the essential things frcm those experiences that you will
"take away" with you?
QUESTION #3: MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS RAISED BY PROGRAM THUS FAR
I ntroduct ion :
For the last part of this interview I would I ike to ask you another
question which I raised with you in an earlier interview.
Primary Questions :
-If you could I 1st what you think are the most important questions you
feel the program has raised for you thus far, what would they be?
-What makes those questions important to you now?
-What experiences have helped, stimulated or challenged you to raise
or develop those questions? Why?
INTERVIEW #8, DAY 11
TOP I CS ; Reactions to Previous Two Days' Program Activities;
Sirrmary Assessment of Satisfaction of Original Needs
and Hopes for the Program;
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Sirrmary Assessment of Most Important Benefits to Program
Part ic
i pat ion
;
Last Ccrrments, Suggestions, Feedback.
T IME : 30 - 45 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION:
It has been two days since we last talked and we are now at the end of
the program. For this last conversation I would briefly like to talk
about your reactions to the past two days' program activities and then
get your Impressions of the program in general.
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS TWO DAYS PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct Ion :
First, let s focus on your reactions to the previous two days' program
activities. As before, I will review them for you to refresh your
thoughts. On Monday afternoon was the presentation on El Salvador
with the testimonies and the analysis.
-Yesterday morning we went to Tepozlan for a recreational visit to the
town, market and pyramid.
-Last night we had an analysis of the situation In Honduras.
-This morning Ray spoke about Nicaragua and the broader chal lenge of
the Central American situation.
-Final ly we had the wrap-up strategy session fol lowed by the time of
personal sharing and the final worship service.
Primary Questions :
-What are the most important things you feel you have gained frcm
these presentations? Why do you feel that way?
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What presentations or experiences were the most important to you?
Why?
QUESTION #2: ASSESSMENT OF SATISFACTION OF ORIGINAL PROGR/WI NEEDS
Introduct Ion :
Let me shift the focus a bit to your perspective of the program in
general
. On the first day of the program when we had our first time
together, you listed your needs and expectations for the program.
These were
Primary Questions :
-Do you feel those expectations or needs were met? Why or why not?
-What could have been done better to satisfy those needs and enhance
your exper i ence here?
—Were there any other needs you had which you recognized during the
program but did not express in the original Interview? What were
they? Were they met? Why or why not?
QUESTION *3: MOST IMPORTANT BENEFITS TO PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
I ntroduct ion :
Finally, I would like you to reflect for a ful
I
minute on all that has
happened since you arrived here at CCIDD from program activities to
your interactions with the group and all the learning and growth that
has occurred for you.
Primary Questions :
-What are the most important things you feel you have gained, learned
or ways you have benefited frcm the CCIDD program?
-What has made them so important to you at this point of your I I fe?
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-What are the most important Issues this program has raised for you?
-Why are they important to you?
QUESTION *4: FINAL FEEDBACK, CCM/IENTS, SUGGESTIONS
Primary Question :
Are there any last ccrrments you would like to share with me either
concerning this research project or the program in general?
APPENDIX B
Group B Interv iew Guides fnr Sfisslnn^ 1 - o
Respondent? for all session? : 6 volunteer menbers of study group
.INTERVIEW #1 nAY 1
TOP I CS : Pre-CCIDD Background Information;
Personal Program Expectations and Needs;
Perceived Problems of Central Anerica.
LIME: 30 - 45 minutes
SAMPLE session introduction -
Welcome to the beginning of this research project and interview
process together. Today, similar to other interview times to
fol lew, we wl I I have a half hour, or more, of time together when
I will be asking you to respond to seme questions, issues or
situations that I wl I I present you. Normally there wll
I
be three
different areas of questioning or focus to cover In each
interview which, in terms of time, will be roughly divided
equal ly among the total Interview time we have together.
I would like clarify one Important point which other people have
raised In these Interviews. That Is In this time together I am In the
ro I e of "I nterv I ewer " and will not be d I scuss I ng , debat I ng or
analyzing issues with you. This is vour time to talk and express
yourself In whatever way you choose. Although I hope we are able to
share together In the broader program context, this interview time Is
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devoted to what and hew you are thinking, feel ing or reacting within
the program.
Also, I want to reiterate that there are no right or wrong
answers to the questions I wi I
l
pose. Anything you say, feel or think
is important and valid because it is your response. Your opinions are
unique, valuable and the focus for our time together. Do you have any
questions or concerns before we begin?
QUESTION » 1; BACKGROUND INFORMATION
I ntroduct Ion :
I would like to begin this time with a question that relates to why
you have ccme dewn to CCIDO. Although you have a I I ccme down as a
group, each of you have unique histories, ideas or experiences that
have contributed to your individual decisions to ccme and participate
In a CCIDD program. I want to focus the first part of this interview
together on hew you understand the circumstances that have led you to
CCIDD at this point In time.
Pr Imary Question :
Could you please share with me
—
going as far back In your personal
history as you feel necessary—the experiences or influences in your
life that have in seme way significantly contributed to your arrival
here at CCIDD at his point In time?
Suggested Probes :
-1 don't understand. Could you please clarify what you mean?
-Can you add seme more detai I to what you said so that I can get a
clearer picture?
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-Wl M you please elaborate on what you mentioned?
QUESTION #2: PERSONAL PROGRAM NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS :
I ntroduct Ion :
In order for us to determine hew good and effective the program her at
CCIDD is, it is extremely Important that we understand what needs,
hopes and expectations participants have for there time here. I would
like to turn our focus new to what you hope to gain fran your time
here with us
.
Primary Question :
Cou I d you p I ease exp lain to me in as much deta i
I
as poss i b I e , and
covering as wide a range of areas as you feel important, what needs,
hopes or expectations you have for your time here In the next eleven
days?
Suggested Probes :
-In concrete terms, what do you hope to gain frem the program
exper I ence?
-When you try to Imagine yourself at the other end of this program,
what differences ccme to mind between new and who or what you hope to
feel or be like at the program's end?
-Could you please define a little better what you meant when you said
?
QUESTION *3: PERCEIVED PROBLEMS OF CENTRAL AMERICA
I ntroduct I on
:
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I would like to turn your attention to the current situation in
Central /Vnerica. Many people have different opinions about what the
primary problems are In this region and why these problens exist.
Pr Imary Questions :
-What do you think are the primary problems that Central America faces
today?
-Why do you perceive each as an important problem?
-What do you think are the causes of those problems?
-What do you think should be done to respond to those problems?
Suggested Probes :
-Hew do you knew that is an important problem?
-What has made you perceive that as a problem? (Book? Media? Friend?,
etc.
)
— In order to resolve the problem of
,
what should or could
be done?
INTERVIEW #2, DAY 2
TOPICS : Reactions to the Previous Day's Program Activities;
Definition of "Development".
T IME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE INTRODUCTION:
As in many of the sessions we wi I I be having together, I will be
asking you about what your reactions, emotions, thoughts or ideas
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concerning program activities. So this morning I would like to turn
your attention to yesterday's schedule beg i nn i ng wi th the field trip
to the squatter's settlement at La Estacion, the visit to the hotel
Casino de la Selva, the afternoon group reflection and the evening
presentation by Ross Gandy on the "History of Mexico". Different
questions will focus on different aspects of the day.
QUESTION #1 ; REACTIONS TO THE FIELD TRIP
I ntroduct ion :
Let's first begin with your reflections on yesterday's field trip, i
knew you had a chance to express many of your reactions to visiting La
Estacion and the Casino de la Selva in yesterday's reflection time
together, but this morning I would like you to retrace seme of your
react ions with me.
Primary Questions :
-As you think back on your time yesterday walking through the squatter
settlement and the conversations we had with Angela, Concepcion, Irma
and others, what were, or are, seme of your emotional reactions to
that experience? What makes you react that way? Which situations
affected you the most? Why?
-What are situations, c i rcimstances or Images that you think will
stick with you for a long time? Why?
-What do you think are the most important things you either learned,
gained or ways you have benefited frem yesterday's visit to La
Estacion?
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~What react I ons did you have when visiting the Casino de la Selva?
-How did you feel about our visit there? Why do you feel that way?
QUESTION #2: REACTIONS TO GROUP REFLECTION ACTIVITY
I ntroduct Ion :
I would like to leave the morning's field trip now and turn your
attention to the afternoon group reflection activity.
Pr Imary Questions :
-Hew was that experience of sharing for you?
-What, if any, important benefits did you get frem that session?
-Was there anything new you learned or felt as a result of that
reflection time together?
-Were there any ways that you think the group reflection time could
have been changed to better meet your needs?
QUESTION #3: REACTIONS TO "HISTORY OF MEXICO" PRESENTATION
Introduction :
I would like to continue on with this interview by looking at your
reactions to the "History of Mexico" presentation by Ross Gandy last
night.
Primary Questions :
-What did you think about his presentation? Why?
-What were any strong or weak points to his presentation?
-Are there any particular issues you would have liked to hear him
address that he didn't? Why are they important Issues for you?
-What was the one most Important thing you gained frem his
presentation? Why is that Important to you?
QUESTION #4: PERSONAL DEFINITION OF "DEVELOPMENT
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Introduction :
Finally, I want to hear a little bit about how you understand the term
"development" which Is so often used In this program or when
discussing regional issues.
Pr Imary Questions :
-Please reflect for a mcment and then offer me in short phrases or
words what you understand by the term "development".
-What are the characteristics of positive or negative "development"
for you?
-Hew do you knew when "development" is occurring or not?
INTERVIEW *3, DAY 3
TOP I CS : Reactions to the Previous Day's Program Activities.
TIME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
Similar to yesterday's Interview together, I would like to focus your
thoughts on yesterday's program activities and events. Before I ask
you any questions, perhaps It would be helpful for you if I reviewed
them. In this way you can, hopefully, also recall your thoughts,
feelings, emotions or other reactions you had during those activities.
Yesterday, we first went to the Ravine carmunlty and had dialogues
with both Marta and Estela.
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_We WOTt t0 thS b '°USe native for a brief presentation about
the history and work of that group fol lowed by a time for them to show
their wares and for participants to make purchases.
-After lunch back at CC I DO we then went to the Plan de Ayala
office to meet with Mateo Zapata, but Instead met Oscar Godoy who
explained that group's work with campeslno groups.
-Then came a group reflection time followed by a presentation on
the situation of women in Mexico.
-Final I y , last night, as an optional activity, a nurse came to present
her impressions of health care in Mexico.
QUESTION #1: MOST IMPORTANT EXPERIENCES OF THE DAY :
Introduction :
I ask you new to reflect for a moment on a I I those experiences and
their significance to you.
Primary Questions :
-From all those experiences, which were the most significant or
meaningful for you and why?
-What did you gain or learn frem that (those) exper ience(s)?
-When you left that experience, what were you feeling or thinking
about?
-What was it about that experience that provoked particular reactions
within you? Why?
-How do you think that experience has affected you?
QUESTION »2: THREE KEY WORDS OR PHRASES TO SUVMAR I ZE REACTIONS rn
THE FIELD TRIP
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I ntroduct Ion :
I want you to spend a monent particularly focusing on yesterday's
Visit to the Ravine comunlty renenber I ng our visits to Tcmas, Marta,
Estela and our walk through the ravine as well as our visit to the
b I ouse cooperat I ve
.
Primary Questions :
-If you could choose only three key words or phrases to surmarize or
describe what those visits meant to you, what would those words or
phrases be?
-Please review each of those words (phrases) and share with me why you
chose them or what they are important to you?
QUESTION #3: INTERNAL REACTIONS THROUGHOUT THE PROGRAM DAY
I ntroduct Ion :
Let me try a question that calls on you to use your imagination.
Imagine you are capable of observing the internal processes, thoughts,
snot Ions and reactions of someone
.
Primary Questions :
-If you were observing yourself throughout the last 24 hours and had
to give a brief report on what your moods, emotions or thoughts were
as you flowed through the program day, what would your report say?
-Hew would you surmarize your cwn internal attitudes?
-Hew have you spent your internal time?
Suggested Probes:
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-Have you been an emotional person? Detached? intensely involved?
Nervous? Tense? Playful? Distracted?
-Have you been thinking about certain things in particular?
-Have certain issues been reoccurring to you which seen Important?
-What kinds of s I tuat Ion—whether group, personal or program related-
-seem to have stimulated you the most? What are seme examples? What
was It about those situations that affected you the most?
INTERVIEW *4, DAY 6
TOPICS : Formative Program Evaluation;
Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Formative Assessment of Most Important Questions Raised
by the Program.
T IME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
There are two primary focuses to today's interview together. The
first part will ask you to evaluate hew you are feel Ing about the
program thus far. The second part will, as in the last couple days,
will focus you on your reactions to yesterday's program activities.
QUESTION #1; FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF PROGRAM
I ntroduct Ion :
Let's first begin with your Impressions of the program in general thus
far. We place a high priority on hearing your impressions about the
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program not on ly so we can .mprove it for future groups who cone, but
also because we can adjust things. If necessary during your renaming
time here.
Primary Questions :
-in your opinion, what do you think have been the program strengths—
in general or In specific during the first few days of the program?
Why?
-What have you disliked or found least valuable thus far? Why?
-Based upon your experience of these first few days, if you could make
any changes in the program content, methods or sequencing of program
activities for these days what would you change? Why?
-Have you been generally satisfied or dissatisfied with the program as
it has been developing thus far?
-Do you have any new needs, expectations or hopes for the program
which are new, different and you hope to see satisfied before you end
your time here?
QUESTION *2: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS DAY'S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
introduction :
New I would like to switch our attention a bit to your reflections on
yesterday's program activities. As before, let me review these
program events with you.
-First we had the encounter with Hugo Carbahal speaking frem his
perspective as an educator.
-Then one group of participants went to visit a local hospital while
another group heard Gabrlela speak about the concept of popular
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educat I on
.
-We then returned to visit Mateo Zapata for reflections of his life
and his work with campeslnos in Mexico.
-In the late afternoon Arturo Orneas spoke about his work with
campesinos using nonforma I education to organize ccmnjnities in
development projects.
-Final ly, last night Antonio Bel lo gave us his testimony of his own
Christian growth process and his work in squatters villages
with the local people.
Pr imary Quest ions :
Which of these experiences were the most provocative, meaningful or
significant to you? Why?
Suggested Probes :
-What was it about that experience that really sparked your interest?
-What are the most important Ideas, concepts or questions that you
took away with you as a result of that presentation? What makes them
so important to you?
-Did you identify with any of the ideas or situations presented by one
speaker more than others? Why?
-Were there any questions or Issues raised by that speaker which you
want to Investigate more on your own? Why?
QUESTION #3 : MDST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS RAISED BY PROGRAM THI K FAR
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Introduction :
I want you for a moment to reflect on all the Issues, Ideas,
reactions, thoughts or questions that the program has stimulated
within you thus far.
Primary Questions :
-If you could list what are the most Important, significant or
meaningful questions that the program has raised for you thus far,
what would those questions be?
-What makes those questions so important to you?
-What situation or program activities have contributed to make those
questions important ones for you? What are the connections?
INTERVIEW #5. DAY 7
TOP I CS : Reactions to Previous Two Days' Program Activities;
Formative Assessment of Individual Gains and Benefits
to Program Participation.
T IME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
1 1 has been two days s I nee we met and both days have been full ones
with program activities. I would like to spend most of this morning's
time together reviewing seme of your reactions and getting your
feedback about these last two days. So, as before, let me first
review what we have done so that you can situate yourself within those
activities. Let me begin with Saturday.
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO SATURDAY'S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
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I ntroduct Ion :
On Saturday we went to the countryside for what we term
-Rural Day".
First we went to the vi I l age of Tetecala where we visited Enrique
Morfin to hear a bit about his own personal history as well has
persona I i nvo I vement w i th base Chr I st i an cormun 1 1 1 es
.
-We then left for a drive to the town of Coatetelco. There we met
with Geronimo, head of the local agricultural cooperative. We also
had a chance to listen as the Heifer Project's field representative
revised the cooperative's pig farm proposal with the cooperative.
-After that we had lunch by the dry lake bed.
-This was fol lowed by about an hour's visit and tour of the pyramids
of Xochicalco.
-Finally, we returned here for dinner and an evening's group
reflection about the day's events and problems that Mexican rural
peop I e face today
.
Primary Questions :
°f a I I the experiences that occurred Saturday, what were the most
Important or meaningful to you? Why?
Suggested Probes :
What were the most important things you feel you either gained or
learned from that (those) Saturday exper ience(s)? Why are they so
sign I f leant?
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-Did you have any special reactions, feelings or moments through the
day that you could share with me new? Can you try to g i ve me a c I ear
picture of what was going on Inside you then?
-Which of those experiences really gave you "food for thought"? Why?
-What thoughts were provoked inside of you?
QUESTION #2: REACTIONS TO SUNDAY'S PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
1 ntroduct Ion :
Let me new turn your attention to yesterday's schedule. Yesterday
morning, after an early breakfast, you went to Teopanzolco for the
Sunday Mass there.
-After the mass, Benjamin spoke to you about his perspectives of being
a lay person in a parish that has been undergoing change.
-After lunch, Ray gave an analytical presentation about the current
state of the church, frem sociological and historical viewpoints. In
Lat I n Aner I ca today
.
Primary Question :
-As you think through yesterday's events, which of them stand out as
the most meaningful or important to you? Why? How has that event
affected you?
Suggested Probes :
-Were there any times yesterday when you felt particularly challenged,
felt tension, or were in disagreement with anything that
was presented to you? Why?
-Were there any parts to yesterday's program that particularly
stimulated, inspired you or made you enthused? Why?
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-Are there any things about yesterday's schedule that you feel
particularly positive or negative about? What are they? Why?
QUESTION »3; FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF MOST IMPORTANT BENEFITS TO
PROGRAM PARTICIPATION THUS FAR
I ntroduct Ion :
I want to ask you a question new about hew you feel you have
benefited thus far frem participating in the program.
The program Is new about half over for your group. There have already
been many activities and presentations and there are still many yet to
ceme. I am going to ask you to take a ful I minute of si lence to
reflect on a I I that has happened since you have arrived and focus on
what you feel you have either gained or learned frem the program thus
far whether that be knowledge, personal growth, fellowship or
anything else.
Primary Question :
-Please share with me, in as much detai I as possible, what you feel
have been the most important gains or benefits to you frem
participating in the program thus far.
Suggested Probes :
-Why are those areas so Important to you? What makes than stand out
from other things?
-What program experiences are associated to those gains or benefits?
I NTERV I EW #6
,
DAY 8
385
—
PICS : React ions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Formative Assessment of Group Reflections.
T I ME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION:
Since Sunday we have been involved in a second phase of our program—
that of looking at the dimensions of church and faith with regards to
the struggles here in Mexico and Latin America. As before, i would
like to get your thoughts and reactions to yesterday's events and will
quickly review than with you.
-First there was a presentation in the morning by Gerardo Thissen
about his I ife and work as a priest and lay person Involved in
Christian social change.
-Then there was a group reflection time to talk about seme of the
ideas he presented.
-Then last night we went to a base Christian ccmnunity meeting in
Tejalpa to hear a presentation and participate with that ccrrmunity in
one of their meetings.
QUESTION #1: REACTIONS TO BASE CHRISTIAN OCMVUNITY FIELD TRIP
introduction ;
Let me turn your attention to the most recent experience the field
trip last night to Tejalpa and our time sharing with the base
Christian ccmnunity members there.
Primary Question:
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imagine for a mcnent that you are with a good friend back hone trying
to share with him or her what that visit meant to you. What would you
say?
Suggested Probes :
-Hew did you react to the presentations or your visit?
-What did you think about the style of the meeting? What stands out
as either positive or negative about it?
-What do you imagine our presence gave to the comunity we visited? -
What did the visit to that ccrrmunity give you?
QUESTION #2: REACTIONS TO GERARDO * S PRESENTATION
I ntroduct ion :
New let me go back to yesterday mornings presentation by Gerardo
Th I ssen
.
Primary Questions .-
What do you think about his presentation? What were your reactions?
Suggested Probes :
-What did he say that seems important or meaningful to you? Why?
-What most or least impressed you about his presentation?
-Were there any points he made you particularly agreed with?
Disagreed with? Why?
-Were there any points he made which triggered questions or specific
issues that seem important to you? What were they? Why did you react
in that way?
QUES-HON «3: REACTIONS TO PREV IOUS DAY'S GROUP RPP, pot
, qn
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I ntroduct ion :
I would like to look together first at yesterdays group reflection
time together, then at CCIDO group reflections In general.
Primary Question :
What, if anything, did you get out of yesterday's group reflection
time together?
Suggested Probes :
-What need. If any, did that time together satisfy for you?
-Were there any issues, Ideas or questions generated during that time
that seen particularly Important to you? Why?
-If you could, hew would you have restructured that time together?
QUESTION #4: FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF GROUP REFLECTIONS IN GENERAL
I ntroduct Ion ;
We are new six days into the program and have had a nunber of group
reflection times together. Let me repeat seme of the questions I have
asked you before, but new with a focus of group reflections in
genera I
.
Focusing Questions :
-What do you feel are the strengths or weaknesses of the way we have
structured or incorporated group reflections Into the program? Why?
Can you give me concrete examples?
-Have you been generally satisfied or dissatisfied with the general
nature of group reflections? What makes you say that?
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-Are there any needs you have for these times which haven't been met
by group ref lect Ions thus far? What are they? Why are they Important
to you? Hew would you have restructured. In general or spec I f lea I ly
,
either the design, time, format or other aspect of group reflections
in order to meet those needs?
-If you could change anything about group reflections in the program
thus far, what would you change and why?
-What would you suggest. In terms of group reflections, for the time
remaining in the program? Why?
INTERVIEW *7, DAY 9
JOFMCS: Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Formative Assessment of Internal Program Journey;
Formative Assessment of Participation in the Research
Project.
TIME : 30 minutes
SAMPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION:
There are three parts to today's Interview time together. The first
will be to, as before, get a few of your reactions to yesterday's
activities. The second part will ask you to reflect a bit on your own
internal journey through the program. And finally I will ask you
about your reactions to participating in this research project.
QUESTION *1: REACTIONS TO PREVIOUS DAY'S PROGRAM ACT I VI T I ES
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I ntroduct ion :
Let me first begin with yesterday's schedule and activities.
Beginning with the morning, we had a ccmbination of Bibl leal
reflection, followed by a small group dialogue, then a return to the
large group for another time of Biblical reflection.
-Secondly, there was Don's presentation on "Dependency and
Development" which lasted parts of the morning and afternoon.
-Late in the afternoon we began the program transition to focusing on
Issues of Central America when Ernesto spoke about Honduras.
-Finally, last night we saw the film "State of Siege".
Primary Question :
As In other sessions, as redundant as it may seem, I would like you to
share with me which program events yesterday were the most meaningful
for you and why they were Important.
Suggested Probes :
-What was there about that event that makes it particularly Important?
-What cha I lenged you the most? Why? Hew were you reacting?
-What was being challenged within you? Why your reaction?
-As you reflect on yesterday, what emotions or feel ings were you
experiencing through the day? What triggered those feelings?
QUESTION #2: FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT OF INTERNAL PROGRAM JOURNEY
I ntroduct ion :
For the second question I want to shift to a more conceptual or
abstract level and ask you to reflect on your internal journey of
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growth through this program. imagine you are a mapmaker
. You have an
assignment of making a map of your own voyage through this program
using whatever you choose as a frame of reference to describe your
journey. You may use any symbols, words or pictures to describe your
voyage and may include any nunber of places, Images, ideas thoughts or
other frames of reference to describe where you began and where you
have been led to new. I am going to give you a piece of paper and a
penci I and a I lew you ten minutes to draw a rough conceptual map of
this journey. I wi I
l
then return and ask you to explain it to me.
Primary Questions :
-P I ease exp I a I n to me i n as much deta I I as poss I b I e what your map
represents and what symbols, words, phrases or points of reference you
have used.
-What title would you give to this map?
QUESTION #3: FORMAT I VE ASSESSMENT OF PARTICIPATION IN THE RESEARCH
PROJECT
Introduct ion :
Finally, I would like to hear a little bit about your reactions or
impressions on participating in this research project with me.
Primary Questions :
-What have you liked or disliked about your participation in these
Interviews and the research project thus far? Why?
-What, if anything, do you think you have gained from participating?
-Have there been any costs to your participation? What are they?
-How have you felt being an "interviewee"?
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-If you could make the choice all over agalh based on your experience
thus far, would you choose to participate again?
-DO you have any other feedback for me about the project that you
wou Id I i ke to share?
INTERVIEW #8, DAY 10
—
ICS : Reactions to Previous Day's Program Activities;
Most Important Questions Raised by Program Thus Far;
Thoughts Concerning Impending Departure.
TIME : 30 minutes
S/WIPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION
:
There will be several focuses to this morning's interview.
First will be your reactions to yesterday's presentations.
This wi I I be fol lowed by a focus again on what have been the most
important questions the program has raised for you thus far. Finally
I want to hear a little bit about what you have been thinking
concerning your return heme In a couple days.
QUESTION #1: REFLECTIONS ON PREVIOUS DAY'S ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct Ion :
Yesterday was a rather long and intense day with the presentations on
Guatemala and El Salvador. I would like to focus the first part of
today's lntervi©v on getting your reactions to those presentations.
Primary Questions-
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-As you think back over yesterday's presentations on Guatemala and El
Salvador, what do you feel were the most Important topics or Issues
raised by the presenters? Why are they important for you?
overall, what do you think was the greatest Impact or significance
yesterday's presentations had for you? Why?
Suggested Probes :
Hew do you think those presentations have affected you? Why?
-If I could have been inside of you during the day, what emotions,
thoughts or other reactions would I have seen? Why were they
occurring? What sparked those reactions?
-What will you take from those presentations with you when you leave?
QUESTION #2: MOST I MPORTANT QUESTIONS RAISED BY PROGR/WI THUS FAR
Introduct Ion :
The next question I wl I I ask is one that I raised with you In one of
the ear II er Interviews.
Primary Questions :
What do you think are the most important questions this program has
raised for you thus far?
-What has contributed to make those questions so Important to you now?
-Was there something specifically which occurred which helped or
chal lenged you to develop that question? Please describe in more
deta i I
.
QUESTION #3: THOUGHTS CONCERNING IMPENDING RETURN HOVE
I ntroduct Ion
:
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The last question, as I mentioned before, will focus a bit on what you
have been thinking about In terms of your impending departure and
return heme.
Primary Questions :
-What kinds of issues, questions, ideas, emotions or other things have
you been thinking about regarding your return back heme?
-Hew do you think, at least for the present mcment, you wi I I begin to
translate your experience here to people back heme?
~^hat emotions ccme to mind when you think of returning hone? Why?
-Hew do you think people back heme will respond to you when you
attempt to share your program experiences here with them?
INTERVIEW #9, DAY 12
TOP I CS : Reactions to Previous Two Days' Program Activities;
Surmary Assessment of Satisfaction of Personal
Needs and Hopes for the Program;
Surmary Assessment of Most Important Benefits to
Program Participation;
Last Comments, Suggestions, Feedback.
T IME : 30 - 45 minutes
S/WIPLE SESSION INTRODUCTION :
It has now been two ful I days since we last met—two ful I days of
activities as we I I as the final culmination of the program. There are
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several focuses to this last time together. First let's begin with
your reactions to the last two days of program activities.
QUESTION *1: REACTIONS TO PREV IOUS TWO DAYS' PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
I ntroduct ion :
Let me rev lav these act I vi t ies wi th you. On Thursday morning there
was a Biblical reflection period.
-This was fol lowed by a presentation by Ray on Cuba which included a
film on Fidel Castro.
-That was fol lowed by a presentation by Ray on Nicaragua which also
included a f I Im "Up from the Ashes".
-Finally, Ray gave a presentation on "The Chal lenge of Central
America which included the film "Americas in Transition".
-Then yesterday began with a tour of the Cuernavaca cathedral.
-Since former Bishop Mendez Arceo could not cone, Ray tried to then
answer seme questions you had generated for the Bishop.
-The afternoon began the "Wrap-Up" session which Included: a time for
strategizing responses after your return heme; a time for receiving
resource information we had prepared for you; a time of sharing with
everyone what this experience has meant for you; and finally a worship
service to bring these eleven days to a close.
I knew that there has been a lot of Information and activities jammed
into these final two days and that we only have a few minutes to
reflect on all of them.
Pr Imary Quest i on
:
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What exper I ences of these last two days have been the most
significant, meaningful or important to you and why?
Suggested Probes :
-What do you think are the most Important things you gained or learned
from these experiences? Why are they important to you?
-Hew do you think those experiences chal lenged you?
^/hen you look back over these last two days, what activities or
significant moments do you think will stick with you?
QUEST ION #2: ASSESSMENT OF SATISFACTION OF ORIGINAL NEEDS OR
EXPECTATIONS
I ntroduct Ion :
Let me shift your attention new to your perspective of the program in
general. On the first day of the interviews, you listed several needs
and expectations for your time here at CCIDD. These were
Primary Questions :
-Do you feel those needs were met? Why or why not?
-What could have been done to better meet your needs or enhance your
exper i ence here?
-Were there any needs which arose during the course of the program
which you are now aware of? What are they? How could they have been
met, if possible, in this program?
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I ntroduct Ion :
I would
, Ike you to reflect for a moment In si lence about a, I that has
happened to you since your arrival at CCIDO the various program
activities, your Interactions with the group, your own time of
internal reflections and processing, your learning and growth.
Primary Question:
What do you feel have been the most Important benefits, growth,
learning or whatever that you have gained fron your time here?
Suggested Probes :
-In what ways, if any, do you feel different now than when you
arrived?
-Hov do you feel this experience has contributed to your life's
journey?
QUESTION #4: REMAINING CCMVIENTS, SUGGESTIONS OR FEEDBACK
I ntroduct Ion :
There may be certain issues, topics or questions you have had which we
have not focused on during our Interview time together.
Primary Question :
Do you have any last cctrments, suggestions or feedback for me about
your time at CCIDD or your participation in this research project?
APPENDIX C
CSIPP Final Evalua tion Questionnaire
BlreCtl0nS! Please flM the questions below as extensively and as
canpletely as posslbie! Return It to me when you are finished. Use
additional sheets as necessary.
Many, many thanks for your patience and help throughout this whole
project!
PERSONAL INFORMATION^
1
. Name :
2. Address
:
Tele. #
3
- Agfi: 4. BSl I dlQUS Aff I I latlnn
-
5. Marital Status : single; Married; Divorced/Widowed
Annua l Fami lv 1 neons : Less than $10,000;
$10,000 - $20,000;
$20,000 - $30,000;
$30,000 - $40,000;
$40,000 - $50,000;
Over $50,000.
7. Profession
:
7a. If you have had any major occupational changes In your life,
could you please briefly explain what they were, when they
occurred, and the reasons for these changes (use the back of
this sheet If necessary:
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8.
Would you be willing to answer a future follow-up questionnaire
about your exper
i ence here? Yes
; No
8a. If "yes", to what address should any comun i cat I on be sent?:
BACKGROUND
I NFQRMAT I ON :
9.
Have you ever visited a "Third World" or developing country before?
Yes; No.
9a. If "Yes", could you please briefly describe where you
visited, when you visited, for what length of time you were
there and the purpose o f your visit
. (EXAMPLES: Student,
missionary, tourist. Peace Corps, etc.)
10. Have you ever been through a course or educational experience
similar to CCIDD before arriving here? Yes; No.
10a. If "Yes", please briefly describe the nature of the course,
who sponsored it, when you attended, and what you felt were the
major impacts or results of that course for you.
11. Were you active in any work in relation to Central American Issues
and problems before ccmlng to CCIDD? Yes; No.
11a. If "yes", please respond to the following:
What kinds of activities you have been involved with
(EXAMPLES: writing letters to congressmen, attending
adult education courses on Central America; organizing
sanctuary talks, reading, etc.);
- Hew long you have been involved with those activities;
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Hew you initially became involved In those activities (What
caused you to first participate or join?);
- What is the extent of your current Involvement (time you give,
current role, etc. )
.
12. What, if any, other work related to "peace and social justice-
issues have you been Involved with before coming to CCIDD? Please use
the same questions as posed in #lla above.
13. Before coming to CCIDD, would you define yourself as an
"activist"? Yes; No.
13a. Please briefly define the term "activist" as you understand
the term.
PROGRAM QUESTIONS :
14. What are the most important ways you think you have benefitted by
participating in the CCIDD program? (Please be as extensive and as
detai led as possible)
15. In what ways do you feel you have personal ly grown during the time
here at CCIDD? (What changes, If any, do you feel have occurred within
you?)
16. As a result of attending this program, what new questions or
issues, if any, do you Intend to pursue once you leave CCIDD?
16a. What resources do you anticipate using to address
these questions or Issues?
17. What kinds of activities or actions, if any, do you anticipate
beccming involved with on your return heme that are a result of
attending the CCIDD program? (Be specific and detai led, but
real ist Ic)
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PROGRAM EVALUATION INFORMATION
:
(***N0TE: This information Is extremely important to help us improve
the CCIDD programs for future participants. Your opinions are very,
very valuable to us. Please be honest, extensive, and give concrete
examp I es
.
)
18.
What aspects of the CCIDD program were most helpful to you? Most
valuable? What aspects did you enjoy the most? (Examples may relate
to subject matter, scheduling, particular activities, general themes,
etc.
)
19. Please describe those program aspects or activities in which you
see a need for changes or Improvement? That you liked least? That
were least helpful? (See #18 above for areas of possible reference).
19a. If you have specific suggestions to address program needs
or shortcomings, please list than.
20. What are your feelings about the housing, logistics, meals here at
CCIDD?
21. Do you feel that the CCIDD staff were helpful? Prepared to work
we I I together? What concerns do you have, or suggestions you would
make to us, regarding the staff here at CCIDD?
22. Could you give us seme feedback or suggestions regarding other
CCIDD resources such as the I ibrary. La Fuente (store), current events
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bulletin boards or the boards with readings for the thanes of the
days?
23. Would you recormend the CCIDD program to others? Why or why not?
APPENDIX D
Suggestions for Keenly i^im n I*,
As you pass through the OCIDD program we trust that there will be
a host of new Ideas. Information, feel Ings and thoughts you wi 1
1
experience within you. We hope that keeping a journal will help you
document and record a bit of your "Journey" through the CCIDO program
for your own future reference-el ther for personal reflection, or as a
basis of information and Ideas to share with others, journals can be
wonderful resources as we 1 1 as a way to recall the thoughts, feelings.
Ideas or sharing you wl I I experience through the OCIDD program.
The following are simply a list of suggested questions. Ideas or
topics meant to stimulate your Journal
-keeping. They are by no means
exhaustive or meant to substitute for your own style or creative
expression. However, passing over this list frcm time to time may
help you formulate, clarify or sharpen your own thoughts and
ref lections:
I. What were your reactions to today's activities? What were the
most (or least) interesting, chal lengln or powerful ideas or
situations you experienced today? When did they happen? What makes
them signi f leant?
I I
.
What were your most vivid feel Ings today as you passed through
the program? What situation produced those feelings? Why are you
reacting the way you are?
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HI- Hew does what you experienced today relate to your own I i fe? in
what ways?
IV. What are seme of the ideas, situations, facts or information
presented today that raised new conflicts or questions within you?
What are seme of those conflicts or Important questions?
V. What did you like or dislike about today's activities? Why? Was
there any idea, or nav knowledge you gained, that you particularly
agreed with? Disagreed with? Why?
VI. What, if anything, about today's program helped you gain a deeper
understanding of the situations, struggles In Latin America? A deeper
understanding of yourself? Your own culture?
VII. in what ways has today's schedule helped you reflect on your own
spiritual life or faith?
appendix e
CCIPP Fol Irw-UD Questionnaire
D I RECTIONS : The primary purpose of this questionnaire Is to ascertain
what impacts or effects your participation In the CC I DO program has
you In you first year since attending the program. Please read
each question thoroughly, reflect on your answer, and complete the
question in the space provided. Use, and attach, any additional
sheets necessary to explain or expand upon your answers. When you
have completed the questionnaire, please return It tome In the
enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. Many thanks for your time
and assistance! God bless you In your work and lives.
SECTION I ; THE RAS 1 re
NAVE
:
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE NJVBER: (HCME). (WORK).
Based on th I s ma i I I ng, is the above information ( NEW: THE SAVE)
as I have?
Approximate dates of your CCIDD program?
Nunber of months since your program?
What group or person organized your program?
SECTION I I
;
Please reflect for a few moments on your own life in the last year
since attending the OCIDD program. In your own words, what do you
thlnK haye been the most Important. Significant or meaningful wavs
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that you have been af fected by your participation
--
°gram? < EX^PI-ES: in your work, personal, family, church or
community life?) Please use the space be lav to write your response.
SECTION III : ACTIVITIES BEFORE AND AFTER LEAVING CCIDD
In this section we are interested in your ovn self-assessment
of your level of Involvement in a range of possible actions and
activities for two periods of time: 1) one year prior to your
participation in a CCIDD program up to your moment of arrival at
CCIDD, and; 2) since your attendance at CCIDD up to the present
moment
.
Additionally, we are asking you to assess your activity
Involvement in relation to three different target areas for peace,
social justice and solidarity work:
I. Central American Issues;
II. Latin Amer Ica/Thlrd World/Global Issues;
III. Loca I /Nat I ona I I ssues
.
In the section that fol lews, you will note that there are a range
of possible activities or actions listed. Next to each listed
activity, there are three different co limns which correspond,
respectively, to the three different target areas listed above.
Within each colirnn, there are two blank spaces which are for your
assessment responses for that activity in relation to the target area
associated with the colirnn. In the first blanks space in each colimn.
please indicate your estimated level of activity for the full year
prior to your participation in a CCIDD program. In the second blank
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_P ce in each colimn, please indicate your estimated activity level
since your CCIDD program up to the present monent. To fill in these
blank spaces, use the fol laving codp ;
A = NEVER participate In that activity
B = RARELY participate In that activity
c = SCMET IMES participate in that activity
D = FREQUENTLY participate in that activity
Thus, next to each listed item, there will be six blanks which
need to be answered in order for that question to be considered
completed. Three of your responses will be an assessment of your
activity level "pre-CCIDD" and three will be an assessment of your
activity level "post-CCIDD"
.
Before you begin, please examine the example below so that you
are familiar with the coding system and Interpretive responses.
EXAMPLE
:
Centra I
Amer ica
I ssues
Pre- Post-
-Mak i ng docunentary
films A D
Lat i n Amer ica/
Th i rd Wor Id/
G I oba I I ssues
Pre- Post-
Loca I
/
Nat iona
I
I ssues
Pre- Post-
B B c D
INTERPRETATION OF EXAMPLE:
For the colunn “Central American Issues" :
-
"A" Indicates you never made docunentary films about Central
American issues In the year prior to coming to a CCIDD program;
-
"D" indicates you frequently have made docunentary f i Ims about
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Central American Issues since your CCIDO program up to the present
moment
.
For the co limn "Latin Amerlca/Thlrd World/Global Issues"
:
- The answers "B" in both colons indicate that for the year prior to,
and since, the CCIDD program, you have rarely made a documentary film
about issues related to Latin American, Third World or Global Issues.
For the column "Local /Nat ional Issues" :
C Indicates you sometimes made documentary films about local or
national Issues in the year prior to CCIDD;
-
"D" Indicates that since your CCIDD program, you have Increased your
activity level and have freguently made documentary films about local
or national Issues.
*** Please remember all answers are In relation to what you consider
Issues associated with peace, social Justice and solidarity Issues.
Please fill In a I I the blank spaces for activities listed below.
Centra I
Amer lea
I ssues
Latin America/ Local/
Third World/ National
G I oba I I ssues I ssues
Pr~Q- Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
1.
Attending, or
participating in
educational events:
2.
Public speaking, or
mak I ng a group
presentat I on
:
3.
Joining a network
or a group:
Lat I n Aner ica/
Third World/
G I oba I 1 ssues
ELre~ Post- Pre- Post-
4- Helping organize
an educational
event
:
5.
Helping form a
network or a group:
6.
Signing a petition:
7.
Reviewing pertinent
information:
a) Books:
b) Newsletters:
c) Vldeos/f I I ms
:
d) Magazines/
Journa Is:
e) Publ lc Media:
f) Other:
8.
Circulating a
pet i t i on
:
9.
Influencing church
structures to
address related
i ssues
:
10.
Using vl deo
cassettes or audio-
visual aids to
educate others:
11.
Writing a letter
or article for a
newspaper or news-
I etter
:
Central
Aner ica
I ssues
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Loca I
/
Nat Iona I
I ssues
Pre- Post-
Centra I
£mer ica
I ssues
Latin America/
Third Wor Id/
G I oba I I ssues
Local
/
Nat iona
I
I ssues
Pre_ Post- Pre- Post- Pre- Post
12.
Participating in a
vigil, demonstra-
tion or other
visible form of
soc I a I protest
:
13.
Writing a letter
express 1 ng your
opinion to your
government repre-
sentat i ve:
14.
Visiting your
government repre-
sentative to talk:
15.
Publ Icly declaring
I n seme way your
wllll ngness to
engage in civil
d i sobed i ence as a
protest
:
16.
Participating in an
act(s) of non-
violent civil
d I sobed I ence
:
17.
Other:
18.
We are Interested in knowing to what extent you bei ieve your
participation In a CCIDO program Is directly responsible for the
answers for the answers you indicated on the previous page in the
post-CCIDD" category. Please use the following phrase and code
to as a response guide:
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My participation In the CCIDD program is...
1 = Not at a I I responsible
2 = Slightly responsible
3 = Fairly responsible
4 = Very responsible
5 = Extremely responsible
...for my level of Involvement In activities In activities since the
CCIDD program.
"
Fill in your responses for the following target areas:
Responses
a. Activities related to Central American Issues :
b. Activities related to Latin America/ Third World/
G I oba I I ssues :
c. Activities related to Loca I /Nat Iona I Issues :
18. To what degree has your participation In a CCIDD program deepened
your desire to respond to issues of social Justice and peace?
Use the fol lowing scale to respond to the above:
1 2 3 4 5
no effect moderate
effect
extrene
effect
SECTION IV:
In the space provided below, please list and explain any new projects,
Involvements or actions you have undertaken In the last year which
have been inspired or motivated as a result of attending the CCIDD
program. (EXAMPLES: joining groups, writing letters, workshops or
conferences, organizing study groups, etc.)
SECTION V:
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Please add any additional sheets to share other Insights you might
have as to hew your participation In a CCIDD program has affected your
faith, I i fe or other ccrrmi tments.
Ero OF questionnairf
APPErOIX F
argues Attending mnn proarm* a /ba-b , ..
Group Name
I# Programs)
Ang 1 I can
Youth
Country
IProv./statP)
Canada
(ONT.)
Re 1
1
g l ous
Af f 1 1 1 at 1 on
Ang 1 l can
Participant
Populating
Mixed
Young
Adult
Locus of
Recru l tmpgt
Regional Church
Group
Church of
Bretheren
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
( IN.)
Church of
Bretheren
Mixed
Adu 1
1
National Church
Center
Cannon
Mini stry
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
(WA., OR.,
(MT. , ID.
)
Method 1 st Mixed
Adult
University
Campus Ministry
Ecunen i ca
1
Group
Canada
(QUE.)
Ecunen i ca
1
Protestant/
Cathoi Ic
Mixed
Adult
Private effort
by Individual
CCIDO alunnus
Aner i can
Lutheran
U.S.A.
(Wl
.)
Lutheran Mixed
Adult
National Hunger
Task Force
Loyo 1 a
Marymount
Un 1 vers 1 ty
(2 Programs)
U.S.A
(CA.)
Cathoi ic Mixed
Adult
University
Campus Ministry
Bened 1 ct 1 ne
Federat Ion
(3 Programs)
U.S.A.
(National
)
Cathol Ic Wcmen
Re 1
1
g 1 ous
Leaders
Nat 1 ona
1
Re 1
1
g I ous
Women's
Office
Calgary
Youth
Canada
(ALB.)
Cathoi Ic Mixed
Young
Adult
Dlstr let
Cathol ic Youth
Office
Ep I scopa
1
D 1 ocese
Canada
(B.c.)
Ep 1 scopa
1
Reg 1 ona
1
Leaders
Reg I ona
D 1 ocesan
Central Office
Duke
Un 1 vers i ty
(3 Programs)
U.S.A.
(N.C.)
Ecunen 1 ca
1
Protestant
Adult
Student
Leaders
Graduate
Divinity
School
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Group Name
(# Programs)
Country
(Prov. /State)
Re 1
i
g i ous
Af f i 1 iat ion
Participant
Population
Locus of
Recru i tment
Mini stry of
Money
U.S.A.
(D.C.
)
Ecunen i ca
1
Protestant/
Cathol ic
Bus i ness
Leaders
Local church
Re 1
i
g i ous
Ma Jor-
Super iors
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
(Nat i ona 1 )
Cathol ic Men
' s
Re 1
1
g i ous
Leaders
Nat iona
1
Re 1
1
g i ous
Office
Father
Tony
'
s
Group
U.S.A.
(N.Y.
Cathol ic M i xed
Adu 1
1
Private effort
by i nd i v i dua
1
CCIDD alimnus
Migrant and
M 1 nor 1 ty
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
(Southwest
Reg i ona
1
)
Presby-
ter ian
M 1 xed
Adult
Reg i ona
1
Office on
Mini str ies to
Migrants and
M 1 nor i t i es
Quest
Program
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
(Ml .)
Presby-
terian
Young
Adult
Student
Leaders
University
Campus
Mini stry
Church of
Sav i or
U.S.A.
(D.C.
)
Congrega-
t i ona
1
Mixed
Adu 1
Local church
Reg i ona
1
Hunger Task
Force
(2 Programs)
U.S.A.
(CA. )
Lutheran
Church
M i xed
Adu 1
Reg i ona
1
Leaders
Regional Church
Off ice
Counci 1 on
Social
Af fa i rs
(2 Programs)
Canada
(ALB.)
Cathol ic Mixed
Young
Adu 1
1
Carmun i ty
Leaders
Urban Diocese
Office
Women's
Group
Canada
(ONT.
)
Un 1 ted
Church of
Canada
Reg i ona
1
Women
Leaders
Reg i ona
1
Office on
Women's
Af fa i rs
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Group Name
(# Programs)
Country
(Prov. /State)
Re 1
i
g i ous
Af f 1 1 iat ion
Participant
Populat Ion
Locus of
Recru i tment
Un i vers i ty
Professor
Brandon
Un i vers i ty
Canada
(SASK.
)
Non-
Re 1 igious
Campus
Young
Adu 1
1
Leaders
Pres idents-
Elect
(2 Programs)
Canada
(Nat iona
1
)
Un i ted
Church of
Canada
Adult
Reg i ona
1
E 1 ected
Leaders
Nat iona
1
Church
Office
Vayamos U.S.A.
(M i dwest
Reg i on
Un i ted
Church of
Chr ist
Young
Adu 1
Leaders
Regional Group
for Young
Adult Ministry
UTS/
GTU
U.S.A.
(NY. ,CA
.
)
Ecunenc i a 1
Protestant
Graduate
Student
Leaders
Divinity
School
Field Program
Off ices
APPENDIX G
Selects statement of ccido iv^i* nng
Five different sources of goal statements are excerpted here upon
which analysis of CCIDD goals and purposes is based.
ITEM 1
Source: Personal ccnmun i cat I on from Ray Plankey, CCIDD director.
Date: February 24, 1984.
In response to a personal request for an organizational goal
statement, the executive director replied with the following
statement
:
GOAL: Stimulate Americans through greater understanding andpersonal empathy to be in solidarity with people's
liberation struggles for Justice In Latin America, and thusbroadening their awn process of human development withintheir local and global reality.
I be I I eve this goal can be achieved through brief non-forma I education processes in Cuernavaca to achieve greater
understanding which also creates personal empathy to
motivate corresponding actions upon the return heme. These
should continue a dialectical process of action-reflection-
action. (Page 1).
ITEM 2
Source : CCIDD brochure.
Date: First produced March, 1984, still In use.
Excerpt :
CCIDD Is an ecumenical center founded In conjunction with
Bishop Sergio Mendez Arceo to promote experiential
understanding of Christian struggle In Latin America. (Page 2).
ITEM 3
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source: CCIDD goal policy statement drafted by program staff
Bate: April 24, 1984
Excerpt :
nature
awareness In program participants of the
1^1 to dllba? l TY3 ' lnJUStlceas It manifests frcmloca g o l levels in order to promote effective localparticipant work and responses on their return heme;
with
T
?h!T!^
e wi
^
hin Participants empathy and identificationthe poor and oppressed of Central America that will
motivate and Inform sustained action responses upon their
return heme;
C. To Initiate within participants a process of praxis that
will continue to future life situations and problem
ana lysis;
D. To provide, and help participants create, guidelines
that will serve as a basis for targeting individual andgroup political actions and change-oriented efforts In
participant heme countries;
To help strengthen, shape and empower participants within
their Christian faith dimension In order to respond to the
above. (Page 4)
ITEM 4
Source . Oral presentation by Ray Plankey to CCIDD program group
Date : October 24, 1985
Excerpts :
I think If there's one thing I've learned In twenty
years in Latin Anerica, it is hew much we are conditioned by
our culture, by our cwn society, by what has been Inculcated
Into us that "this Is the way life Is", "this Is the way we
need to look at the world.". But all this has been from a
very I oca I 1 zed v i ewpo I nt . . .
.
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Bas ca y the whole sense of the CCIDD program is to
s?mMar
C
f
PSUle form and in ten days, go through ami a experience that it has taken many of us as
us Perbans
t0 9° thrOUgh - And changed
• h p the touch of the poor
—perhaps the touch ofJesus encountered in the work and I ives of the poor—hasc anged us, and perhaps it can change you...
We have been able to be true to that original concept
to
<
b
t
able to 9lve Deop,e th" po»i^of walking in the footsteps of the poor and to see th i nasthrough their colored glass for a little whi le.
. .That iswhat we you to do here, then. To take off one colored gLs-ecause each person sees things through the colored g?ass
uo in Tn CU '^Ure ’ va 1 ues and what they've been brought
by sScTety"
0^ V ' We can ' t he 1 P ‘ t • We're cond i t i oned
And to take off that colored glass... and to put onanother colored glass which Is more or less that of thepoor. We want you to realize that what we are showing you
another colored glass. No one sees things objectively...
Maybe I f you see things through that colored glass for
a while, when you put your cwn back a I ittle bit later
maybe you will see things a little less distorted, a little
clearer, maybe a little more objectively, and maybe I ikeJesus, the Lord of History, is asking us to see
things.
. .Maybe with Jesus touching us, though the poor, we
can have our eyes opened and we can begin to distinguish
people, and we can begin to distinguish people, and we begin
o understand more clearly what are the relationships and
the reasons behind the social structures that we're involved
with up in North America that cause this situation of
poverty down here.
It's very true that we're not personally to blame for
the conditions of the poor here and those we visit during
the program. But it's also true that we're part of a social
system and structure that have ultimately resulted in this
tremendous division between the "haves" and the "have nots".
And if we can begin to dream the impossible dream of
transforming the system and stark reality so that It ccmes
closer to a sense of ccmnunity, then I think that's the way
we can respond to God ' s ca I I to us in hi story to br I ng I ngforth the full sense of ccmnunity in the world.
If we believe in Church, but believe that Church is
ccmmun I ty and the people of God, then that precisely calls
° f^ " fe ' S a " about *"d
TEM 5
Source: one-page publicity letter advertising aval lable CCIDD staf
pos i t i ons
.
Date: Undated, received September 16, 1987.
Excerpt :
OCIDO is a unique ecumenical retreat center founded in 1977in conjunction with radical Bishop Sergio Mendez Arceo. Itsgoal is to focus and deepen the spiritual ity of NorthAmerican Christians. Spirituality is understood as the
capabi l ity of discerning God's spirit working within andtransforming our world and history through empowering peopleand especially the poor... in this way, North American
Christians can better discern the action of God in history
within a necessary global context, and how they should
respond to Jesus' prayer, "...that Thy kingdom come here on
earth as in heaven.".
APPEND I X H
CC I DD Nf^ds ASSffflfSment Onp^ i nnn^lrp
B. Name of Group or Institutional Affiliation:
C. Scheduled Program Dates:
D. Date and Approximate Time of Arrival In Cuernavaca:
E. Names and arrival information of those members of your group
arriving separately:
* I
• General I nformation -
A. Estimated nimber of people In your group:
B. Number of men? women?
C. Hew many are confirmed?
D. Hew many married couples?
E. Average age of your group?
F. Age range of members?
G. Please explain any special health or dietary needs we should
consider when planning for your group:
H. Please explain any housing or logistical considerations we should
consider when planning for your group:
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1
• Group History Information
A. Please give a brief history of hew your group was organized to
cone for a CCIDO program. For example, was it organized by a church,
friend or organization? Hew were people recruited and selected? Have
you heard of CCIDO before? Had a group cone in the past?
B. Please provide us with any relevant Information about the group or
organization which Is sponsoring your program—especial ly details we
should knew when planning your program. Please include any available
printed materials.
C. Do group members already know each other? Have preestabl ished
friendships or relationships? If so, please describe the nature of
these bonds.
D. As a group, have you engaged is seme sort of preparation before
coning to CC I DD? If so, please describe. For example, cannon
readings, Bible study, meetings, etc.
E. As best as you can, please describe hew many of your group have had
previous experiences living or travelling in an undeveloped Third
World culture and what the nature of those experiences were.
F. In the space next to the topics below, please indicate what level
of knowledge you be I I eve the majority of your group has for each
specified topic. Use the fol lowing code for your answers:
3 = Advanced knowledge level
2 = Intermediate knowledge level
1 = Beginner knowledge level
0 = Relatively no knowledge
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For example:
_L_ Re , igions of the world
_
lndicates a Beglnner
knowledge level for that topic.
Latin and Central American History (In general and/or country-
spec I f I c
.
Liberation Theology (theory and practice).
Base Christian Communities (theory and historical development).
Latin and Central American Current Events (current political.
social and/or economic Issues.
Christianity and Social Change in Central and Latin America
(Medellin, Peubla, and the Church's response to change).
Social, Economic and Political Theories and Ideologies
(Capitalism, Socialism, Marxism, Communism).
Dynamics of Third World Development and Underdeve
I opment (local
to global institutions, processes and linkages).
Central /American Solidarity Issues and Efforts (sanctuary
movement, Pledge of Resistance, lobbying efforts, etc.)
IV
- Program Planning Information
A. Are there SPECIFIC themes of areas of Interest that your group
would like to see emphasized or included as part of your program? For
example: women's Issues? rural development? health and education?
liberation theology? peasant or labor movements?
B. Do you have any special liturgical needs or emphases for spiritual
development you want us to take into consideration when planning your
program?
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c. In the CCIDO program we smphaslze experiential learning through a
variety of formats, such as f laid tr ips to local settlements,
encounters with local grassroots leaders, testimonies and dialogues
with local families or refugees. In addition, we supplement the
program with appropriate audio-visual aids, group reflection and
assimilation dynamics, music, guided tours to local areas of Interest,
and seme free time for Individual reflection and tourism.
In relation to these mentioned areas. Is there any PARTICULAR concern
or need you want us to be aware of concerning your group's learning
style?
D. Do you have any suggested guidelines for structuring your daily
time or program development? For example: Free time? Biblical
reflection time? Snail or large group reflection periods?
E. Finally, are there any other group needs, goals or expectations you
have not mentioned which we should take into account for planning the
best and most effective program possible for your group? Please be as
spec i f i c as poss i b I e
.
Thank you for your time and energy in filling out this form. Please
return it with any other additional materials to CCIDD as soon as
poss i b I e
.
appendix
I
This appendix represents a transcript of a four hour narrative
presentation del Ivered by Gerardo Thlssen to Research Group "A" on
February 16, 1985.
It has been minimally edited In order to preserve the original
flew and sequencing of the presenter’s thoughts and concepts. The
narrative Is shared In the first person's voice, though It Is through
the Interpretation of Anne Mulbry de Cordon who, as program staff, was
fac i I i tator/trans
I ator for thi«5 coeeinn u _,.Tin is session. Her name also appears within
the text.
I have divided the transcript Into four sections which reflect
the flew of the session: (a) presentation about life history; (b)
generation of participant questions for response; (c) response to
participant questions; and, finally, <d) response to
fact I I tator/trans
I ator questions.
In order to facilitate the reader's ccmprehens
I on
,
I have
included headings and subheadings within the presentation in order to
highlight different d I rect Ions wl th I
n
the narrative. In Part II, I
have added seme narrative to help describe the questioning process
used by Gerardo and Anne to solicit questions from the audience.
Part I : Life History
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Introduction
£EE:;s~CZ °V cwn needs. The Issue Is freedcm it Isabout these two topics I wish to address the group.
not bloaSsl
Cl
m!"J?f
t0
,
be9ln Wlth 3 brlef hlstory °f "* 'ife,ec u e y li e Is so important.
I know there arethousands of missionaries that have left North America andEurope who have had a simi lar experience to min<T
A Missionary in Chile
Early years and Insights
™~.
ln 1953
' l6ft for the first time to Chile and theyamed me a parish priest of a very large peasant parishwhich included twenty haciendas. The owners of these landstruly cwned the I i fe of everyone on it. They owneTtheland, houses, buildings, schools and churches. The haciendac^ner controls the I ives of ai I who work for him-the wagesfood suppl es, even the abi I ity of the chi Idren to go to
’
school
. In seme ways you could say there was no religious
* reeocm
.
The peasants were working this fertile land for the
owner. The fertl I ity of the land itself was a contrast tothe poverty of the workers. There was severe hunger because
a the richness of the land was concentrated in the hands
of the owners who would share so I Ittle of It with his
emp I oyees
.
What also called my attention was also the lack ofhiman rights. People could not express opinions or even
organize themselves. They couldn't begin any personal
Initiative.
Hunan rights and evangelization
I soon began to talk about himan rights. That these
people had the right to decent meals, to express and
organize themselves and to defend their rights. So, soon
after the beginning I did not get along with the rich. Also
seme of my fel lew priests opposed me, saying. If you go on
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™!n r^,r is soin9 to °ay us? wh° ^ to
restr^tM
e
Sv
l
o^er°T
eCl that the freedcm to mangel ize wasstncted by powe —by economic forces. It may be theorvb
.
Ut !t real| V impressed me that l didn't have thefreedom of evangelization and couldn't find the truth torespond to the situation. °
I didn't pay much attention to the rich or the priests
a^vDoor t
1 ne9
h
When 1 Breached to the peasants I felt likeypoc ite. because the freedoms and security that I
rtNrt
wouldn't. in order to become closer to than
want!ft
t0
7
aS a peasant
’
but clearly no rich personed o give a rebel priest andy work. So my only
opportunity was to work in low-level manual labor which I
rrU i ^ ySarS ‘ ThlS WaS not only because I began tocome closer to these people, but also because I didn't havean opportunity to evangel I ze and practice my missionary
Contact with small Bible study groups
The people who I worked with started to form Bible
study groups which gradually grew to include literacy
training as a part of preparing for church sacraments.
Idiscovered not only that they understood the Bible, but thatthey understood the Bible in another way than I did.
The rise and fa ilure of reform through leadership education
In the daytime when 1 had contact with other priests,
Protestant pastors and other dedicated people working in the
church, we talked a lot about hew to help the peasant rise
out of his level of struggle, misery and poverty. At the
beginning we thought that education was the key. So we
formed In Chile the Institute for Rural Education which
became about twenty centers a I I over Chile dedicated to
train peasants In three for four month periods about
improved agricultural techniques, rural formation, but
especially the development of their qualities of leaders.
We had centers for wemen and for men.
This was about thirty years ago, more traditional, and
we did not want to mix men and women. I worked at this
institute for five or six years unti I I real ly didn't
believe in my own work. I think it was a failure. We
trained thousands of young peasants that after their
courses, and with so much enthusiasm would return to their
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£HHE* - ™“ Krjjsra*
* th
K
V fai led not because of a lack of education ortraining, but because of the economic structure in thecountrys de econan I c
, political, rel Igiouf id^ion^cal
a
S
r
Se
t
^r
faV°rea «* rlCh a"d—~
'
Cormunity organ izing for land reform
So, we started to work in the socio-political realmhelping peasants to organize together so that they could’have strength. Strength to demand money, to have a free davonce a week, vacations, r ight to social security right to
l^d Vhe^
t0 edlfation and also right to havi their own
work’ I J"
Slogan of our movement was "Land to those that
dl
-
1 S important to realize that we didn't want to
’ WS wanted the ccmnun i ty who had worked
? ^ L slaves to have their cwn land. We didn't advocateindividual ownings, but carmunal property.
This theme of agrarian reform ran Into opposition.Others called peasants lazy and Incapable of working theirown land. I told you that I also worked as a peasantfanner. Sometimes we would say we worked frcm sunrise to
sunset. But, so many times we didn't work all that time.Sometimes we rested and took naps. Sometimes we read books
or studied the Bible whi le we were ostensibly working on the
owner's time. We would play cards and when the owner came
we would work. Once he left, we would stop working and
real ly only put in maybe three or four hours of work a day.
There was not incentive to work. Why work? Simply to
enrich the owner? They called us lazy and said any land
reform would fail.
When land reform did happen and land was given over to
individuals, the people did work—hard! They had a sense
not only of their cwn well-being, but also that of the
community. This was very Interesting for me to observe and
be a part of. There, In development of the countryside,
people and conditions were changed. I'm not going to say
that all over the place there were huge successes, but what
represented and enormous change for
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I did
me.
see and witness
Lessons in di alectics of creating a new society
r .
' al
J°
discovered something that I knew in theory—theel at lonship between a "new man or woman" and "new society"f you don't think about creating a new society, it Tsmpossible to change men or women. This i s a d ia I ect ica
I
process that one has to undertake at the same time Thiswas very interesting for me. But I had to leave^he
countryside.
Life in an urban barrio
I had made a lot of enemies among the pol ice andhacienda owners to such a point that I was transferred toSantiago, the cap i to I where the Cardinal called me and
offered me what he called the best parish in the city whichwas actually the poorest section. it's like seme of the
squatters settlements you have visited here In Cuernavacabut much larger.
The majority of the people I ived in houses of dirt and
cardboard. There were not trees. The cl imate was more
severe than here, the poverty and misery even more
abominable. It was cal led "La Victoria" which means "the
victory" which came from the history of the people who
started the community.
This group of people came frem the poor ghettos,
organized and took the land. The army and police came totry and run them off. But people would not leave. The army
encircled them so people could leave, but not come back in
There was no food, no water. Children died of thirst. The
sick died and were buried there. And there were seme who
stayed there and were firm in their struggle. So the media
was used to draw attention to this situation to such a point
that the government withdrew the army and police and the
people stayed there. It was a peaceful takeover by the
poor, though violent by the rich. Even though the army used
bul lets, the army was defeated by peace. I arrived there
seven years after that takeover at a time when there were
40,000 people there.
A combination of Christianity and Marxism in the parish
This parish had two characteristics that were perhaps
for me the biggest chock of my life. First, they were
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Christ |an . They formed small Bible study groups of
st^n°g™ps
0ti
1”
"re^er^ey^a^Tc^pa^
0
1 nthe liturgy. On Sundays we always had a mass that was so
and n
e
?
S° Ccwerful wlth so many people openly talk inn
a br^k
9 thS TOSS to° lon9 - had io Jake
The second surprise added to the first. People werenot only Christians, but they were Marxists. They were vervmuch oonvi^ed Marxists. They had studied and fought for
non!
<
^
n 'yictlons
- They had been persecuted for their
^b!rs
°nS
’ ^ 5660 10 JaM
’
th6y
' OSt family
m
WaS a terrlble Problem, for I had neverheard of a Marxist Christian.
I thought a ChristianGouldn t be a Marxist.
I had given courses against Marxianw hout ever having read a book by Marx. I think it was alarge, scientific error that I ccrnmitted.
Working w ith a group of priests in popular life
The group of priests I was associated with and I made
certain changes. We committed ourselves to live and work
with the people. Also in a cardboard heme. Also our onlyincome was what we earned working. One was a carpenter
another a nurse, another smoked fish and another worked’ at a
copper mine. I remained unemployed, though I tried to find
We also tried to participate In the popular struggles
meetings, protest marches, demonstrations to struggle for
the most elemental things in life—water, light, a school, a
road, someth ing for transportation. We were in solidarity
with the struggles of other settlements.
Insights about differences between poor and rich
We felt many things. First, the great solidarity of
the people. We felt their struggles were just. They were
for great elemental rights also the right to work. They
didn't demand things because they were lazy, but they wanted
to work.
I also discovered how the rich and middle class dislike
and sometimes hate the poor. They saw the poor as bandits.
When we would march, they would throw water on us throw™a^TLMndSdr, The 001 WOU ' d a ' WayS fo1 “desi seme, taking p isoners. They would be tortured iwasn't personally tortured, but many of my friends wSe
Z‘^7. f ' rSt enC°Unter «» "fe^f thHtr^ie of
Contact wi th liberation theology
In the second place, we began to have contact with
around lass!??
31T WhlC\was Just ^Inning. |
'
m talking
came to rhi ir.
ur ®reat: teacher was Gustavo Gutierrez who
w^Ud f
WOU scmetimes see™ months with us. heoul talk to us and showed us another method to maketheology not traditional theology like that taught insem,nary-the truth. The truth that we tr I ed ?o understandntel lectual ly and in the I Ives of those around usSen nary and traditional theology tell you to accept truth
Truth
S ta
^
ht by others
- ^ encourages us to accept the
even though scmetimes we can't understand It.
in nur
U
l.r
e
‘ 3 neW k "nd of theoloay-a faith groundedIves and the I Ives of the people around us. Aheology that is revealed through history from a God who isove. Because he loves and he wants his people to live inlove, peace and Justice for eternity.
. . *
We discovered sin to be the exploitation that keepsthis liberation frem happening. We found God in thehistoric process that always goes frem death into life with
a I I that causes death.
Study of Christianity and Marxism
And we conceive our God as a God of life and love who
wants to remove chains of oppression and suffering fran thepoor in the process of liberation. We discovered how to
understand and system ize what we had felt and experienced
during a I I these years of living among the poor. We became
fami liar with Marxism that we had never studied before. We
studied classic Marxism as large group of priests together.
We discovered there are many different kinds of Marxian.
There is a dognatic Marxism which exists in the halls of
many Latin American universities. Once when I was studying
this classical version, I thought aloud that if Marx had
been alive and read this, he wouldn't be a Marxist. I
discovered something very interesting when I met semeone who
told me that Marx in his own life said that.
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anyth ! ng
S
' \Tl.Tn^0^ 'o^ To %\
rr
the°ry~^-
is a methodology.
,t Is ^oth^^f unhand?™9 S ' Se '
h^^ona^r^::? tr s;rrt^r^
S^tTan^'^shT
'
1 ™ any
thS
thl ^ .
caused me any harm in my faith Just
faTth m
S
h^;
' th
' nk it: he| P«l understand the Bible andi In better ways—how to be more Christian.
Involvemen t In Christians for Socially
rhri 1?
the
r
time we be9an in Chi le that was called
or*rin^ n
nS Social ism which grew very strong and
9 V passed the frontiers of national borders and hascaused reforms In an the Latin Countries.
I n ,972 Ce hadan International reunion
This movement stl I 1 exists, though In a more
clandestine form due to pol It lea I repression. What werethe fundamental thoughts of this movement? we never wantedto dent! fy Christianity with social ism or say thlt a
rt?w
an
,
?
t0 be a soclallst
- But our criteria was adiv sion in hew we understand our world, in the times whichwe lived and the conditions which we knew, the values of the
^ than I „ wha? £ £
By social ism we understood concepts of ccnmunal
ownership of the means of production and not private
ownership. In second place, a liberal political structure
with very strong participation of popular groups. We were
never inspired by the Russian example which may make youfeel more comfortable (group laughter). In third place wehoped for the cultural participation of the popular cultural
values in religious as we I I as cultural life. This movementgrew very strong. It was, at the same time, the pol itical
platform of the Al lende rise to power. I don't know if you
are informed about A I lende? I will share with you a little
bit.
A I I ende
' s rise to power
There were six opposition pol it leal parties in Chile
which only had one program, that of popular unity. They
wanted to arrive at democracy and socialism in a peaceful
way. Their leader was Salvador A I lende. They struggled in
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the elections, but Al lende won in very difficult mnnu.There was an active campaign, funded by the U S “hat cos?'
-H“r-that if Al lende was elected, there would be concentrationcamps that chi Idren would have to go to rCs“? T??'°remember the rich women would come ?o the poor^sett I amentsprcm se a sewing machine to anyone who would premise
pomTrn
dn 1 vote f°r A l lende. But, without a douche
» peopie was s° great ^
necessa™ ^
years ' BUt there weren 't theessary conditions for this experiment to work.
Li fe during the pressures, and coup, against Al lendP
bovoott
S
tK
Was a smal
1
9roup of rich people who tried toS t There were str,kes b* °wnersfactories. Many times the poor laborers would
y °rs declared themselves on strike and
tttVn ll
We
?
e Wlthout doctors
. Still, people worked hard torai themselves to take care of health problems. Therewere transportation strikes of bigger companies, but thepeople tried to organize transportation In one way or
another
.
y
This was another time I learned the dialectic
relationship between creations of a new society and creation
°
,
r?®w 7?° and wcmen - 1 was really very impressed with the
solidarity, the faith of the people and determination to try
and make the A I lende experience work. But the forces
against this experiment were very, very great. The rich has
econcmlc pewer. The generals wanted to have a coup TheUnited States through Its C.I.A., army and multinational
companies, especially I.T.T....the union of all thee forces
made it possible to have a coup, kill A I lende and thousands
and thousands of Chi leans died.
The exper I ence of Chr I st I ans for Soc I a I I sm was embracedby A I lende and worked for A I lende In a very ful I way. Even
though we had problems with them, they were always still
coming to meetings. The church would boycott our meetings.
When they killed A I lende, I told you we lost thousands
of friends. They kl I led the priest who was the nurse who
worked with us. There were many who said that the A I lende
government was Marxist and persecuted the Church. But it
never persecuted the church. But the government of Pinochet
has ki I led many priests—two of whem I ived with me in my
house
.
Forced to flee in ex I I
e
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With me, I experienced someth
several parts I was told l was be I
wanted to ki l l me.
ing very sad. From
ng looked for and they
1 left Chile and never returned. With the he in ofDutch embassy
,
, ,eft the country after s^g s^ch d^thand the consequences of the coup. They never found
wl 1
1
=
h ' ' e
:
' W6nt to Peru °°kln9 for a Bishop
' '"9 to acc<®t "*• But I had such a bad reputation
was Mn ^i^| n°bSdLWanted 1 went to Ecuador where 'put ' n JaM ana they expelled me. Then I called ex-
rJ^n ^ ?
er9 '° Mendez Arceo frcm Cuernavaca who I
renonbered frcm meeting In Cuba. And he Invited me here.
Current work
VS h6re f°r ten years
'
worklng In the basecommunities with groups 1 ike you visited the other night—e same kinds of groups. We have about 800 here in the
ocese. I work gathering information for these groups but
irv To TrTJ"
3
?
Ch°°' ° f thTO,OSy f°r la*^y t t ain people. I like the church and social life.
Part II: Preparing for the Session Break
Anne Interrupts and mentions it Is time to take break In the
presentation. She suggests, "Why don't you spend sane time in the
break thinking about or writing down questions you would like to
discuss? And then when we a I I ccme back we can try and structure the
time together according to your questions."
Participants spend time mi I I ing about In the conference roan,
walking outside, and talking amongst each other about topics within
Gerardo's presentation. Even though the narrative has been long and
in lecture form, all participants were attentive and appeared
i nterested
.
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Many participants si t I n the I rs cha I rs a fav minutes before the
break ends in order to write dc«n questions for Gerardo. When the
session begins again, the Anne asks people to read their questions
one-by-one which are translated for Gerardo.
"What do you think the Counci I of Bishops will do about
liberation theology?"
Were there any companies national I zed in Chi I e? What part did
Anaconda Copper play? That Is a company near my hometown which is
into copper and I want to knew more about than."
"He mentioned that the conditions In Chi le weren't right to make
the danocratic transition work. What conditions are necessary for
that to occur?"
•What does he think socially and politically will be happening in
Mexico the next couple of decades?
Anne suggests, "A good question to ask him would be to talk about
violence and non-violence and how he reconciles those issues in terms
of change in Latin America." Other participants continue with their
quest ions.
"I was wondering what is going on in Chile right now? What has
happened to the old ferment, old struggle, and former groups of active
people in Chi le?"
Anne suggests, "Maybe we could ask him just to finish up by
talking to us hew to reread the Bible and his impressions of doing
that? That might help generate others questions."
Gerardo reads through the questions and begins.
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Part III: Responding to Participant
National Izatlon and Social I zat ion in Chi le
Definitions and personal history
Gerardo:
I wi I l speak now a little more abnnf rhi i«rrSnCe bStWeen nat, °nal nation and ’
means that the organized people Is the me^ns onThe goyetrment of Alienee didn’t want to limed l
to°occu^so^that
' the ^ ^
repared the wa* f°r socialization
° people would take their experiencesworking under their own responsibilities in certain aspects
of tht °+V
Mfe
‘ ThS nat ‘onal ization came as a resulte boycott by the ovners. Socialization first ccr^s
^ndustrTes
' to £ thd people - Th« rich abandoned their
gave the inm^00** the national economy and in this way
- ?
nitiative so that the people would take over these
lactones
8
bu? fh
P thaT1
- S° W°rkin9 Pe°ple would take overctor ie , t t e organization was frem below. These
au'i
>
cker
0
t
f
han
r
thp
S Char9e ° f the factorles wanted to growq K e government did.
_ r£aa
1 Personally lived In one of these worker^ontrol leda eas where the workers were owners of these factories. Theproduction was high, but profit stayed among the workers.
Afterwards I'll talk a little about the copper industry.
Lessons about cap i ta I Ism
Thl |
n Process, I discovered something very Important.This is that capitalism always defends itself by saying one
needs private interest to make an economy grow—that unlessyou have tfiat, there Isn’t Initiative to produce very much.think this is the ideological defense capital i an uses to
always defend itself. They say that the man does not work
when he doesn't have his cwn particular interest involved
Idiscovered In the countryside of Chi le and In work with
A I lende that it wasn't this way. People knew how to work
very hard, at the service of the people where the private
Interests came In second place. And this is a very valuableincentive that we also see here In Mexico in Indian
communities.
I think this is also important to see in
Nicaragua where great nimbers of people work very hard
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without a particular or individual i ntproct-
motivate* through the Interest o? the group !
^ are
this ! s'very l^r?an? “V^'
8"3 workin9 and evangelising,
.
y important
- I discovered this in the sectors inChile where the soc 1 a I I zat I ons were made
.
° 1 n
The copper industry in Chile
nv_ .
terms of the coPPer industry, when Al lende tooko er, the copper Industry was in the hand of the United
N^?th
S
AiM
neCOtt and Anaconda
- These a^e almost entirelyor /American companies who have the power of copper
rT heall fn IOn thelr hands ' The^was 1 “ge prof , tes that left the country and went to the
th nfit w
A I lende nationalized the copper industry
|as socialization. Nevertheless, the takeoverpaved the way for the coup that followed.
^
.
Pldochet has returned ownership of the copper industryforeign owners. With the copper industry you can savPinochet has sold a,, of Chile to foreigners! ? don t knewwhether you fo I I ow Mex i can R , o.lL K o
week Lmn. a , But the 9°vemment thisis selling a huge amount of Mexican industries toforeigners.
Why democratic soc i a I I sm fa I I ed in Chi le
Structural cont rol by the rich and powerful
weren't the conditions appropriate for democratic
soc a ism? I think the A I lende government tried to arrive atsocial ism in a way we cal I democratic. This means in atraditional way of explaining democracy. But In Chilethere was a different form of democracy. I Chile, the richpeople who control led the means of ccnrnun icat Ion continuedto control 1 1 dur ing Al lende's per iod. Th 1 s means that a I Ithe media—newspapers, television and other printed
materials this means that the small group of rich
control led the publ Ic media. Al lende, in a sign of
sol Idarlty with democracy, did not want to take away this
means of expression, but the freedcm of ccrrmun I cat i on
depends on the ownership of the means of ccrmun i cat i on
.
Poor people didn't even have the means to afford radios or
newspapers. The media continued to publ ish their
opposition, even though only a small few controlled the
press. The critiques were publ I shed to the world and the
U.S.
. So this, as a consequence, made the change process in
Chile very difficult.
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°rganl 2r a^?n?s?r«e an^sn^ I" could
mental I ty. antUs^Tia? rTJ ,
m PUb ' lc~had a
'
t
a , 1st
peop I e wanted so^u^l ^eTT^0?^ ° f thedemocracy Ri i+- i +• #-1 1 . * n ths context of
of Chile.'
I could talk^r^h r" thS tlme anCl conaitl °ns
time together Allende^
We °n ' y haVe a 1 lmltea
but only those who had mIt mat i ona I I ze many Industries,
against the we, l-belng of tS %£%££ ***^
This means the power of doctors, industrialists
ag^^'^e^^dV;^ Z. ^
general. Because in the army, members are not to have a£Ft
of°
b
t^y enae had WaS that he tho^ht »» I™ ‘he support
-.-zs'rs: z,
Ann th
XP 3 nS Why thS conditions were not ideal in ChMed there was a I I the opposition of the U.S. govern!
Aperica°th^
U
?t
th® Sam® argLJTients todaV in Centralm ica that i used In Chile.
The myth of the Russian ccrrmunlst threat
They said that the U.S. couldn't permit the Allendeexperiment because it would bring the Russian ccmnunists
went ?
thlnS WaS that ChMe unaer AHende didn'ta anything to do with ccnmunist Russia. Russian
ccrrmun i sm didn't want anything to do with Chi le or Al lende.
..
S a act that in Chile there was enormous poverty. And
orV C?" e had a " th6ir money in the United StatesinSwitzeriand. Chile asked for a loan frcm Russia justlike they did to other countries.
• . .
Th
f
country that gave the least support was Russia, andwith a lot of reasons, because Chile did not want—under any
conditions—to ccme under the yoke of Russia. You can seethat the U.S. today is committing the same errors today inCentral America. About this, I would like to talk a littlebit more if you can stand It.
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I think in Chi le ws discovered ^ lo-t- r\t -t-Ki
f™
h ^grt:vzr
^
‘ L ? Utl °n Was to free P°°r Cubans fran expiationy other Cubans and, indirectly, the U.S.
re ,
*fter thS revolutl °". Cubans hunted for friendly
countries ^1°,? Il!h thS Un ' ted States « but otherin Latin /Vnerica. The U.S. didn't permit thist didn t permit this because It doesn't want a free country
^ertcln
°rflan,Z8d the Organization
" "
America States so that It could coordinate a cut-off of al
l
- ^ litical and economic ties to Cuba. Cuba wasobliged to look for support in other places. The U.S. alsowas able to convince Western Europe to cut off ties Russia
ihe Unl^stit 9'^ «.
S° that IS Why
‘ Say i1: is thanks tot nited States that Cuba is under Russian Influence.
This is very important to understand. This is the sameas what happened in Chi I e. It did not want to be a
ccrrmun i st country Russlan-sty le.
^® al jo discovered that when an army is In contrary tothe wi I of the people, it is very difficult to bring about
a iberal izatlon process. This was one of the errors of theA I lende government not to understand this and change to apopular army. Another error was to leave so much political
and economic freedom of the means of ccmnun icat ion that a
small group that historically always had this power. Thereis no power to convert to social Ism unless saneone takes
this power away frcm them. From this point, you need to
take into account the enormous strength of the North
American empire which has the power of destruction and
slavery on the Latin /American continent.
Counterproductive U.S. foreign policy
I feel very sad to say this to a group of North
Americans. But this Is the truth as I have experienced it
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for more than thirty years that th® n o
destruction over food and
^ ' uses the Power of
sirawSB**
out of their own self-interest But i't's iI^TIk
3" Beople
Their protection causes misery ana suffering
5 °PDOSlte
'
Currents in present-day Chile
in this moment In Chile I think most of the worstrnOTents of repression have past. The country has been soldback to foreigners and the generals have a tight co^o^onthe army who tightly control society l think the
SslSl:
y
n^
day t0 th^s^ves for
^' 6
possible liberation, for retaking the goverrment.
rM .
In terms of the Participation of the people. The
will trv
P
!S t’
' think
’
haVS discovered their errors andy not o repeat them again. | think thaf the i
and^hat ‘peon?
° f the internal and external en^mytha ple need a lot of years to recuperate themselves
p^r
5
has °Tstl mV"”3 learn thS SU ' 13 that the a™ lna"t
today, though In a verrd^ere^way""
0 C°ntlnue to fl Sht
Future prospects for Mexico
A long road to freedom
New in terms of socialism In Mexico, we have a sayinaSt^X !C° ! ^ f3r frCm G°d ’ and 30 close to the United’
^ Ik
(
?
roup chuckles). I think that Mexico will be one
°
,
th
.V
aSt countries to free Itself. I think countrieslike Nicaragua, Guatemala and El Salvador are walkingforward in their struggles. Chile, Brazil and Argentina arealso progressing. But In general we have discovered thatthe road Is very long.
The economic crisis in Mex I co
The Mexican situation today is terrible. The national
politics and economics seem to go frem bad to worse. Theyhave given Into the power of the International Monetary Fund
which imposes certain conditions on Mexico. I don't know
whether you want to hear more about this. Mexico at this
moment has a 95 billion dollar debt. This has its
consequences. The primary source of incone is petroleun
exports. Seventy percent of the income from that source
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only goes to pay the interest on the debtpaying back the money we owe.
We aren't yet
The economy of Mexico is practical iv in ^ „psop 1 0 who r i rh rAr£i i ^ ^ tho hcinds of
ev^
1
they take out annually thr2^r?ou™don
^ d°" ar here
’
each year is very areat r! ..
d " ars
- S° the profit
here"
to industrlansts^w^nett^63. There Is not control of profits Here i„ . .
^ThLl^oT T" aftSr™^ a
rrizz?^ ss; xjszrz^. th-er
Thex/ n
y
S
r Water even thOLJgh in Mexico water is scarce
Mexicans oav'T
f°P °‘ 1 °r gaS
’ ch^r than wha^pay, less than the cost of producing it.
Here In Mexico a worker earns less per day than a
thTt^h
ble
H
W°rker
‘ n thS Unlted States earns Per h°ur So
here
advanta3es are enormous for companies to locate
work here wtth^hiu
^ ' S that the U,S- ccmpanies don’t
Movir^n
thelr rnoney* but with Mexican money. The
Mke^ elMrVt develo^nt bankse th World Bank, the International Development Bank thenter nat| °na| Monetary Fund
. These banks |en^ne
“
^’
paid bv
bUt thS interest on these loans has to be
stM I in Seb^
30 Pe°Ple ' haS MSen 30 mUCh that we are
The social costs of the crisis
What are the measures we have to take to pay this debt?The most tragic are the following: floating prices, freezing
wages, reduction of public service expenditures. Whatdoes this mean? That the prices every year rise about 100%.That the wages only grow about 25%. That every day there isless work because the people don’t buy anything. The
situation of hunger is growing enormously. The goverrment
as to save on Its pub I ic expenditures. What does this meanto the people? More costs in education. Here education Isfree. But each day It Is more just a theory, because thegovernment will spend less on education. People have to
pay. Or they won’t educate their children. You can see how
many chi Idren there are here in the city that work. Work in
whatever thing and won’t go to school.
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less ^oh
r
day!"^e
t
p^p?e
d
|n°^he? lth iS less a"adon't have doctors ?? !? !he tcwns ana countryside
doctors that are taxi drivers'^
° f Mexlco
-
there are 5,000
They can't find work because
th
2LCann0t f ind work -
thf=?n Thot
K D there is nobody that will nav
rHr -
is quite well and good^o ?n^est
S
?:.
th
w^^e^^gaou^
nCmy
can
e
^
t
that
n
w
W6 re also returnln3 the money we owe. You
de£ts Bu? the r
e °ne °f the fw poor “entries paying our
ssrsr^ 1 "8 th,s is the -- -
r5?;. ,:,'srrs',;;,ri :rr„
s?»: iErP"~=;s-«rssL-trir
In l
prisoners. The government very easi ly k i I isorder to suppress discontent. y
1 Ms
Uberatlon theology and Reman Catholicism
The legacy of the Second Vatican Counni
i
And
,
na*’ for the Question about here next year that the
rZ t° °r9an,2e for the Bishops in Rome. I am veryZnTV thlS - ' d0n,t know whether are a 1 1 veryell Informed about what the second Vatican Council was forus. This was something very interesting. It was a counci I
cItho?i
t
°^
ether by John the twenty-third.
I think in theCa I ic Church and in many churches there has always
existed a conflict In between the church In terms of the
church, community and faith, and the structure of the
church. i think, uh, that this kind of conflict exists in
al I the church.
A church In service to the people
I think sociologically, and perhaps also Biblically
that the ccrrmunity of the faithful and love—the followers
of Christ, always have to organize themselves. I think thatyou and your church organize and we in the Cathol ic Church
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srrsalways has to at the service of the life of the churchThe most important Is the life of the church-the true'
peoph^"
9 ° f JSSUS
'
and the formatlon °f ccmtiun I ty among the
I think that someth ing that has exi^t^ ^ ,
In the Catholic Church Is ?hat me of ihelh^ch
,s « h^
?!,°
f th® lnstltutl °". and not the opposite
l “inkthat this problem found a solution In theory at the s^ond
people"
that ^e church IsT, a bel ievlng people, a people who love, a people whofol'c« Jesus a people *ho begin to construct the “ngd™ of
Z T6 earth ’ 3 people who have ministries. Theytalked about a prophetic people and a priestly people of the
of
U
G2~~
a
A
P
S°?!
e Wh° 90 abOUt actlve| y Arming the kingdom
rtrZf' < '
^ Sa ‘ d that thS Pope
’
the bi shops,ca d na Is and priests are at the service of this church the
thcTr
C
t
thiS People> so that these People can real ize
C
U
f,
VOCatl °n
- A ' ' this was taught to us through theSecond Vat I can Counc I I
.
Post-Vatican Counci I fears by the clergy
But after the Second Vatican Council, you could seethat a lot of the bishops were full of fear over the
consequences of what they were saying, for it would be a
reduction In the power of the Pope. It gives me a lot ofpain to say this as a Catho I ic, but it seems that John Paul
I Is more interested in the Church as an institution than
n the I ife of the Church. And you can see this in all of
s trips. They are journeys for propaganda. He doesn't go
with an evangelizing message. I think is goal is to makethe Cathol ic Church in terms of an institution grow. This
Is true of a lot of bishops.
Liberation theology In Cuernavaca
I don t knew whether or not you are informed about what
is happening here In Cuernavaca. We had here Sergio Mendez
Arceo. He was the bishop. He was interested In the first
place with the I I fe of the church and the true following of
Jesus
. And new we have another b I shop who I s i nterested i
n
the power of the church, to control us, to disc I pi I ne us.
And to take away the spirit of freedem and Initiative. Why
do I say this? Frcm your perspective, a Catholic who talks
to you like this might make you think, "This is gossip.".
But this is not my intention. I think its good you know
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we
r
can
0
^:thl B^:uesehtSh helP us “*can bring us together fr™ Problems in the church
sss-n,:;rT,s iCizT-'\ "’
BIB=^jrH
contact between ceverar^^f^^nurchis6 3 m3J°r
Change fron priest to lav worker
z;x—fr p-“ any
The concept of small ccrrmunitles of faith
and" love
'*"* '*
I think you can see this very clearly m the
?he AcL°or other
T' tlV
?
ChUrCh '" hlstory
' As r«=°'‘ded In
°r Gospels. The people formed anal Iccrrmun 1 1 1 es and these small communities formed other small
^unities. And these comities had a ^n T^nTonNot too large, so that the community would be transformed*into a mass. But they formed small communities that couldhave oont^t with other 3*,, communities and sharfbetween
In a community there are people. And people have manv
in ph i-
aUl
J
peaks of thls in the letter to the Corinthians
.
Chapters 2 and 3. He talks about a minister who isbaptizing, but who baptizes in the name of all the
™ny; hAn? f the Pcn™unity gives him a baptizing mission.
?
baptize, but the community does through him whenhey receive a new member
. Another leads the services whois chosen by the community, it Is not him who is
officiating, but the community through him. Another persongoes out to form another community as a missionary, but that
community g r°ws in its own relationships and understandings.
I think that Is in this way that the Bible is spread.
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through the holy spirit.
th receiving it
Problems wi th the Cathol
i
C cierov
Church"
1 haPCened lteCa,toll c
at (east les^ “s L a ln °ther churches, or
they would train you separately in
rder
.
to have a ministry
they would send hi tf^c^ty /™ >
cuerneyaca ten years ago.
, was caned by Ser^o ^ndez
s^r-..^
r
?rt;;ir
d
,
and b
:
shoD
- He sa- - *“
.
ccmmun i ty?"
. | couldn't , + KlaH c 7 s
untn
, said to don Sergio ToZcTt.^ '° '** ^
r fh ! .
th
* f?
k that one of the key difficulties in theholic Church Is the difference between clergy and lavpeople.
I think that who has the concentration^ all theworst mini str,es is the lay person whQ |s ^taught to obey, a minister in the Cathol ic Church never has
h?m ?
y
!*
ttention to his caTmunity. The ccmnunity can't ask
fh?eHta,n thln9S - ThS pMest has to take orSe^sthe bishop and the bishop gives him his work. Theoa^nlty has to receive him and orders In a very palstve
1 *hlnk that in the self-realization of the church ine road of the church, has a very negative kind of
wnr^n^L Because the poor people who have and know theord of God, and who have been chosen by God to take hismessage, like Luke says in 4:18 or in 7:21 where the
^
ar
u (
Ct
!
r
'?tiCS ° f the Messiah were said that the poor havethe Word of God. The poor here are passive elements in the
structure of the Church where all the power of the Churchthe paver of evangel ization, is among the hands of those whoare not poor. Sure, there are exceptions in the clergy who
allow themselves to be converted by the poor. Like SergioMendez Arceo, or Rcmero of Salvador, or Helder Camera ofBraz i I
,
and Porbano of Ecuador
,
and many b i shops of Braz i
I
who a I lew themselves be evangel I zed by the poor.
But I think that the structure of the Catholic Church
impedes evangelization.
I have discussed this many times
with don Sergio many times. And he understood me very well.
It may seem very strange, but In order to evangelize,
I feel
I need to be a lay person. It Is my privi lege to be able to
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An^r^r^son TulTt BeODle
'
S wm grow.s reas°n 1 have be«n a lay person for ten years.
but mire tSauS'??
' S ""Dortant b«»use of me.
Church
.
,
“ tLt
3 PTOb l8n " ithl"^ Catho ! I
c
churches have ?h I f^oi?J Tl ^ an°ther other Christiann t is problem.
I don’t know how you al I see
Current work in base cormnn
1 1 i es
I work in the base ccrrmun i 1 1 es
. And frcm th<=»
month a ^
V S * 1 ncw a hundred dol lars a
And In th?
d thS SCh001 of theology covers my gasol ine costsi 's way, one of the things we are discussing a “iIs that many ministries get people now who need to earn
in ^
by "°rk ' "9 ' There are seme m I n I str I es thS needto be liberated frcm doing other things.
>ii
° f
,
the sad thln9s In the Catho I Ic Church is that
^ si?i “sirJr r nistry caw frOT fundsworship. The priest earns his living by delivering mass
nn^ r
W°rk evangel
' nation, he would have no
wh^‘pa?d
0
to
S
m!
'
i
S/OU WSre W ' th ' aSt night have no one
?
pai
^
inister to them. For example, one of the
th2l?
tSrS
Vf* y°U met last night Is in our school ofogy. We have about three hundred students. That is aforce or strength to bui Id new min I str ies. He every we^kworks about fifteen hours in pastoral work and receives nomoney for it—nothing! Nothing!
won, InH
r
^
ar
?
3 f€W people who work full-tlme In pastoral
Anci V^T* ‘ S nSVer m°re than What a worker wouldearn d this for us is very important—that no one
base Teve?
Pastoral work ^nns more than semeone else at the
Part IV: Responses to the Faci I Itator /Translator ‘s Questions
Introduction
I want to talk to you about three things. About the
re 1 at i onsh
I p between Chr I st I an I ty and soc i a I I sm
. About the
relationship between violence and non-violence. And
something about being a prophet In the U.S..
Social Ism, Marxism and Christianity
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Christian'' ZTTtSTttat ' f t0 be
words that end In "Ian b^n baVe a terror ° f all those
easl ly.
I don’t th ^ tn^ beCCme abs°'^es very
Because I th?nk tl^!
h3S to be chr '«lan
there Is practically no Chr i!t lam tv^ 'p
9/^ places where
SsS ,
'
I2
'S ,
-
Phr i,
,
"
at socialism Is being prcmoted in *Christian context In the following way
rth“k^hat
C
^h°
n betWeen the^n°' v^a| d^dntherS^unlty
thlH
r
? tnk^t ?",°!
the DCWer
- And
' in Nation to
Po and ?h2 b
3 lnterestin9 t° note what Is happening inl T e problem Isn't socialism or capitalism You
9
aSTl'ns? ?he
Wh° 15 involvecl ln the uni °h movement?* They areS !! government not because It Is socialist, but
Ssn ? wan! t e!UCratlC - The oppos| tlon In Poland
wSe an tl ° re?Urn to cap 'tal ism. They want a socla
®!an!! h®,.
0
!?
0
!
6 partici Pate. So the problem is notsocialism, but that people want democracy.
..
?°’ ^
at happens in Latin /Vrterica? There are a lot ofr es that ccme about that sometimes stay within theuniversities that place a lot of emphasis on cor^unitydevelopment and economic organization in favor of the
ln these theories there is the danger that theindivldua! disappears, like individual who can't contribute-ke the sick person, the old person or the child.
.. *
‘ think in Latln Alieri ca there is a happy solution—that the groups who promote social Ism are at the same timeChrist i an—not by theory, but by practice. Historically theChristian faith has always given a lot of attention to the
suffering individual, but It hasn't stood in a more social
context. It hasn't studied or analyzed the structure of
suffering for individuals.
I think It is interesting thatpeople who are both socialist and Christian feel very happy
and content to maintain a kind of healthy relationship
between the individual and the ccrrmunity.
sm
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your aulstlon^rm k '"d ° f ^retical answer to
Chromes"' ?“ ^ *“
?here s ?he ChMsI?
6
^
15 the Chrlst| anlty of Pinochet.
oontlnent there Is a goo^^b
i
nat^n
^63 ' ' thlnk °n °Ur
ttov In terms of violence. It Is a very difficultsubject for a North American. For us it's not riiffless difficult. ,t ,s an Issue, not a prob^.
3 '"' 0"'^ °r
Loca I story
I remember one time on Dutch television innmaii^
of
r
mine--h
Ske
^
* Protestant Pastor—a Mexican pastor fMend
.
-
cw he could walk around armed. And he within hi <5Indian culture, said the following, "Look- for ^ aspeasants, the earth Is a mother. it Isa mothor that
us what we need to eat. it provides for us. We give thanksto the land because God gives us this mother, the and Butyour peop'e want to take this land away fran us so ?he'chl Idren of this land wi I I die. As a Christian
l can'tpermit this. For this reason I am armed." ?was not aproblem for him.
The nature of Inst I tut Iona I viol ence
I f
I want to elaborate a bit more on this problem,
anyone has a reason for being non-violent it Is aChristian. Because a Chr 1st Ian f Inds God In his brother(SC). would say the only place we find God is in our
dm t
er
+ h
nd
|
SiSter
' ' remeTlber Jesus said, "Whatever youd to the least of your brothers, you did unto me.". Theplace for encounter with God is with other people. For thi
reason we cannot be violent.
But what exists here in Latin America Is that thebishops at the Medellin (Colombia) gathering recently talked
o us about Institutionalized violence which means that
violence that is maintained by institutions and systems. In
a certain sense, the institution becomes the man I festat ion
of violence in the world.
What do I mean by this? Within Mexico each year overtwo mi I I ion one hundred thousand chl Idren are born. Of
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f'
1^" ca" eat well and doesn’t educate wet I He ntshe needs many years In order to learn how to read and
I s lazy or a ?
IS Ufe
’
thlS Derson feels like he
the hunger. The hunger in the first year of his \TfTtha?
bral^cel^SaT^of'o
6^ inCaTiplete development of the
hunan UfL in 'L Population live this kind of sub-nijna life. I other countr ies I ike Haiti, it Is worseAlso worse in Guatemala. .
..
here does this hunger cone from? Does it cone fron
system? 0r because the land is not fertile?
Internal
3 thS econcmy
> 1 explained about the’
^ rT e!n ry Fund and Why hunger exists here inMexico. It is as the bishops said. it Is berau^ r>f thitype of Institutionalized violence. ° th ' S
, h_
t
i
e primary victims here In Latin America are note victims frcm gun shots, but the victims of hungerbecause hunger ki I is mi I l Ions—mi I I ions In a very si lent
total, 3
6 Th ' rd W°rla SUfferS frOT thiS kl "d °f W-3aly unnecessary hunger. a
..
1 '’e
^
d late ly in the U.S. that they spend up to athousand do I lars per person for arms. In theory the
it?n
9
e
e
3,s?s.
a so,ut,on
- in pract,ce
'
Christian responses
What do we do as Christians? Are we going to say weare going to be non-violent and let everything pass by? Wehave to try and slew dewn and stop this violence. What doesthis mean in practice? That our poor will organize and
protest! For example, the salaries here hover just abovedeath. There has to be more justice in the distribution ofgoods. There has to be education and health for the peopleAnd when people start to organize, the police and army
cemes. They take prisoners. And the people become more
organ i zed
. So what do they have to do?
They have to struggle in ways that might normal ly bepacifist and have as a goal, peace. But they have to fight
against people who don't want peace and want to maintain
r sr. “ „
~s.“means can t be found or reached. For example, in Nicaraaua-
.
-
oun that is terribly poor— is using 40% of Its
TtltlT !°
arm itself against who? The unit^S ates. Not against its brothers (sic).
Who do they want to kill? They don't want to kill
anybody. In their Christian desire to want to live theirn ives, they have to arms themselves. This is scmethina
mS
M
in
bUt
That
h
!h
k
'r
15 trUe What the bishops said InMedellin. t e struggle to survive, to live is so
n!^?
9
’*
that scmetimes there ‘s no other choice than for
?h?ngs.
arm themSelVes
* 1 thlnk that we can say several
First, Christianity conspires against violence. It
m,,^
ke 3
^
ssive attltude in fighting against violenceand ust use the means appropriate at the moment
. The meansdepend on each moment
.
being a prophet in the United States
And nov I'd like to speak about being a prophet in the
,
* So
’
if y°u get ™ad at me, I wi I I be going soon. What
I wl l
l
say to you, I wl l
l
say to affectionately.
The Ignorance of United States citizens
You probably realize that I have a lot of criticisms
about the capitalist system in the U.S.. But perhaps whathurts me the most is the terrible ignorance with which
people In the U.S. live. Pardon me if I tell you, but I
think it Is one of the most ignorant countries in the world.
And I don't want to offend anybody by saying this, but this
ignorance doesn't ccme through a mental Incapacity of you
all. It Is because in the U.S. there is an information
system through the television, newspaper, radios, or
universities which lie or hide the truth and this is
terrible! The consequences for our continent are terrible.
I 'm going to tell you about seme of these lies.
Lies and myths within the United States
First, that the primary problem of the world is East-
West. This is not true, at least In the Americas, or the
South. There is no country here that wants to belong to the
^DEH^' eS ^caraguf™ ™ zzfJT
being aliav^any^^ ' “ ““ Wlth 31 ' the «rld "iihout
the U
8
^
dOUbt> most news or discourse you hear in
Centra!
‘
a^m? !
th® da"9er ° f Russian ccnmunism inl America—a danger that doesn't exist. And one daydoes exist, it will be thanks to the U.S. which did
Nicaragua^
^^ ^ ^ ' S d°‘ ng today with
Another lie of the U.S. is that it has the divine
mission to be the guardian of a I I himanity. And this
protect
'
P
!hi
re
?‘ l26d through mi 1 itary and economicion. T s is also a Me. The effects are the
opposite. The I le exists in al I the economic press whichspeaks about economic well-being in terms of U.S. interests
ut thcinks to the problem of paying back the interest on thinational debt, people are dying of hunger.
I think that sometimes when North Americans imagine the
verv b.n^ IT^ StatGS ,S S6en aS Very big'ussTa ^y ig, Latin America doesn't exist, Africa Is Just an
appendix, and that all the problems are divided East andWest
.
I have seen so many newspapers and journals that itgives me pain to see the kind of Information you all are
exposed to and surrounded with. It Is disinformation. Likethat more than half of the population of Grenada were in
favor of the invasion there. I don't know how many people
are In agreement with the U.S. policies in Central America—
a pol Icy to ki I I . The U.S. is doing al I that it can do tojustify an invasion in Nicaragua or El Salvador— invasions
that already exist. Without the interference of the U.S.,
there would be In Nicaragua peace, freedom, food for people.
The same in El Salvador. The same thing in Chi le and many
count r ies.
The need to be prophets and seekers of truth
But I need to ask you new to be prophets in your own
land. You can forget everything that I have said, but be
prophets! Be prophets of truth! Truth is always related to
450
loN/e. Truth is always from God. Speak the truth about what
the tr,
^' na
*!0"al canPanles are doing to our countries' Oruth about what the c. I .A. does! Or the truth about
certain thSI |
lve
-
thirst and struggle for justice!
I am
w?M Isk i!"
dertake torm I ng yourselves, youiii a
,
Hew do I find the truth?".
___
^
av
fu
seen how Latin Aner leans In small ccmnunitiesa find truth even In their small ccmnunities by searchingreflecting and analyzing. | think the solution,
I think vou
ther^
9° t0 the U ' S ‘ a°d StUdy hard the w°rld around
The undertaking you have is saying the truth aboutCentral Anerlca! About what Is happening here to the poorwho starve for Justice and freedem!
I have fears that the U.S. army which is Interveninghere will intervene more and that thousands of North
Aner leans will lose their I ives in a war that Is absurd!Absurd! And many in Central Aner ica might lose their livesbecause the U.S believes that salvation is in war. it's
not ! Sa I vat ion Is In peace and I ove and respect
.
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ELLnal Program Evaluat i on Quest innm | rQ
direct Ion?!: In order to Improve OCIDO programs In the future, we
would appreciate your feedback concerning the program you have just
completed. Please answer the fo 1 1 ow I ng guest I ons as honest I y and
openly as possible. Use the back of this sheet or additional sheets
as necessary.
1. What aspects of the programs were the most helpful? Most
valuable? What aspects did you enjoy the most?
2. Please describe the areas In which you see there Is need for
Improvement. If you have specific suggestions, please list than.
3. If you could change any or al I aspects of the OCIDO program, what
would they be? Why and hew would you change than?
4. Do you have any consents concerning housing, meals or logistics?
5. Do you feel the CC I DO staff was helpful
, prepared and worked we 1
1
together? What concerns do you have or suggestions you would make
regarding the staff?
6. Would you reccrrmend the OCIDO program to others? Why or why not?
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PAY. DATE IIM£ ACTIVITY
Sunday Z ( in 5:00 p.m.
6:00
7:00
** 9:00
Monday 2/n 8 :00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
2:00 p.m.
** 3:30
4:00
6:30
Orientation to CCIDD
Supper
Orientation to the Program
(Intake Interview for Research Group)
Breakfast
Orientation to the Day's Field Trip
F i e l d Trip to La Estacion Squatter's
Settlement and Historic Murals at the
Hotel Casino de i a Selva
D I nner
( Interview #2)
Group Reflection on Field Trip
Supper and Free Even I ng
Tuesday 2/1? 8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
** 3:30
4:00
5:00
6:30
7:30
Breakfast
Bib I leal Reflection
EJeld Trip to Sacatierra Potters
Settlement, Ravine Squatter's
Settlement and Wcmen's Blouse
Cooperat i ve
1:30 p.m. Dinner
( Interview #3)
Group Reflection on Field Trip
Women and Change in Latin /Ynerica"
Eresentjgr : Gabrlela Vldela, Director
of Centro de Educaclon y Dlalogo
Supper
Labor Struggles In Mexico Today"
Enesenter : Alfredo Dcmlnguez,
Independent Labor Organizer and Leader
Wednesday 2/13 8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
Breakfast
B I b I leal Ref 1 ect I on
Field Trip to Teopanzolco Parish
DAY, DATE TIME ACTIVITY
453
Wednesday 2/13
(cont I nued)
**
Thursday 2/14
Friday 2/15
9:30
12:00 p.m.
1 : 30
3:30
4:00
6:30
8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
6:30 p.m.
7:30
"The Struggle for Justice from theWork I ngnan
' s Perspective"
Presenter
: Gabriel Munoz, local parish
worker and former factory laborer
Visit to Teopanzolco Pyramid
D I nner
( I nterview #4)
"A History of Mexico"
Presenter: Dr. Ross Gandy, Professor
of Sociology, National Autonomous
University of Mexico
Supper and Free Evening
Breakfast
B i b I I ca I Ref I ect i on
Departure for Rural Day Field Trio-
- Visit with Heladio, a local farmer.
In the tcwn of Xochocotla;
- Visit with Agrapina and Ricardo,
local farmers and ccrrmunity workers
In the tcwn of Coatetelco;
- Visit with Susanna, a "barefoot
doctor" in Coatetelco;
- Picnic lunch by lake;
- Visit to Xochicalco Pyramids.
Supper
Group Reflection on Field Trip
8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
10:30
2:00 p.m.
3:30
4:00
: 00
: 30
Breakfast
Bib I leal Reflection
Church and Change in Latin /America:
A Sociological Perspective"
Presenter : Ray Plankey, CCIDD
Executive Director
Optional Tour of Cuernavaca and Other
Local Sights of Interest
Supper
( Interview #5)
"Organizing Base Christian
Ccrrmunit ies"
Presenter : Adel a Jimenez, B.C.C.
Organizer and Facilitator
Supper
Field Trip .- Visit to Tejalpa Base
Chr i st i an Carmun I ty Meet i ng
DAY, DATE TIME ACTIVITY
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Saturday 2/16 8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:15
1:30 p .m.
** 3:30
4:00
5:00
7:00
Breakfast
B i b I i ca I Ref I ect I on
Church and Change in Latin Anerica:
A Liberating Missionary Perspective"
Presenter
: Gerardo Thissen, Former
Missionary Priest and Current
Parish Organizer and Worker
Dinner
( I nterview #6)
Group Reflection
Church and Change in Latin Anerica:
A Historical Perspective"
Presenter : Ray Plankey
Supper and Free Evening
Sunday 2/17 8:00 a.m.
9:00
9:40
11:30
1:00 p.m.
3:30
6:30
7:30
Breakfast
Bibl leal Reflection
Field Trip: Mass at Teopanzolco Parish
Grassroots Change in a Local Parish"
Presenter : Benjamin Beltran, local
par I sh and ccrrmun i ty worker
Dinner at a Local Restaurant
"Frcm Dependency to Development"
Presenter : Don Graybl II, CCIDD
Associate Director
Supper
Movie: "State of Siege"
Monday 2/18 8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:00
1:30 p.m.
** 3:30
6:30
7:30
9:00
Breakfast
Bibl i ca 1 Ref I ect i on
"Guatemala: Country Under Siege"
Presenters : Local Guatemalan Refugees
"El Salvador: Country Torn by War"
Presenters : Local El Salvador Refugees
( Interview #7)
Supper
Group Reflection
Optional Video: "Where the Mountains
Tremble"
Tuesday 2/19 8:00 a.m.
8:45
9:30
1:30 p.m.
Breakfast
Bibl leal Ref I ect I on
Recreational Field Trip to Tepozlan:
Visits to Market, Pyramid, Monastery
and Other Sites of Interest
Dinner
455
DAY, DATE T 1ME
Tuesday 2/19 3 : 30
(cont i nued)
5 : 30
6 : 30
7:: 30
Wednesday 2/20 8: 00
8: 45
9: 00
1 1 : 00
1 : 30
4:00
5:30
6:30
8:00
ACT I V I TY
^ I
^uua: iviytns and Rea,
,
,
presenter
: Ray Plankey
"Nicaragua: Changing Course in
Central America"
Presenter
: Ray Plankey
Supper
"Honduras: An Occupied Country"
^e||n|er ; Honduran Refugee and Member
of Honduras Hunan Rights Corn iss ion
Breakfast
Biblical Reflection
Prospects for the Future: Central
Amer i can Overv i ew
"
Presenter : Ray Plankey
"Where do we go From Here?":
Group Reflection and Strategy-Bui Idina
Supper a
"What Has This Journey Been For Us?"
Individual and Group Reflections
Final Group Worship Service
Supper and Free Even i ng
(Final Interview #8)
* *
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DAY. DATF TIME activity
Tuesday 5 / 14 4 : 00 p.m.
7 : 00
8:00
Wednesday ** 7:30 a m
8:00
8:45
9:00
2:00 p.m.
4:00
6:30
7:30
Arrival at OCIDD
Supper
Orientation to OCIDD Logistics,
History and Program
(Intake Interview for Research Group)
Breakfast
Orientation to the Day's Field Trip
El elfl Tr In to La Estacion Squatter's
Settlement and Historic Murals at the
Hotel Casino de la Selva
D I nner
Group Reflection on Field Trip
Supper
" A History of Mexico "
Presenter • Dr. Ross Gandy, Professor
of Sociology, National Autonomous
University of Mexico
Thursday fi/ifi ** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
9:00
12:30 p.m.
1 : 30
3:30
5:00
7:00
( Interview #2 )
Breakfast
eld Trip to Sacatlerra Potters
Settlement, Ravine Squatter's
Settlement and Women's Blouse
Cooperat I ve
Supper
Pie Id Trip to Plan de Ayala
Development Office:
"Development Work with Campeslnos"
Presenter: Oscar Godoy, Assistant
Director
Group Reflection
"Women and Change In Latin Anerlca"
Presentee: Gabrlela Vldela, Director
of Centro de Educaclon y Dlalogo
Supper
DAY, DATE
Thursday 5/16
(cont i nued)
Friday 5/17
Saturday 5/18
457
TIME ACT 1 V 1 TY
8:00 Optional Presentation
Systems and Problems
Presenter: local Mpyi,
"7:30 a.m. ( 1 nterview #3)
8:00 Breakfast
8:45 B I b 1 i ca 1 Ref 1 ect 1 on
9:00
"Education In Mexico:
1 1 : 00
1:00 p.m,
2:00
4:00
6:00
7:30
Health Care
Presenter: Hugo Carbahal, Mexican
High School Teacher and Professor of
Education, State University of
Morelos
Optional Activities:
Choice #1 : "Popular Education in
Latin /Vnerica", Presenter: Gabriel-,
V i de I a
;
Choice #2 : Field Trip to Local
Hospital for a tour and dialogue
with medical personnel
Field Trip to Plan de Ayala
development Office:
The Peasant's Development Struggle"
Presenter
: Mateo Zapata, Director
Dinner
"Popular Education in Ccrrmunity
Development"
Presenter Arturo Orneas, Adult
Educator and Ccrrmunity Organizer
Supper
Christian Ccrrmltment and Ccrrmunity
Change"
Presenter : Antonio Bel lo, Local
Co vi nun i ty Leader and Organ i zer
7:30 a.m. Breakfast
8:30 "Rural Day" Field Trip;
- Visit with Fr. Enrique Morfin,
Village priest of Tetecala;
- Visit with Geronimo, Agricultural
Cooperative leader In Coatetelco;
- Visit with Heifer Project
representatives In Coatetelco;
- Picnic lunch by lake;
- Visit with Susanna, "barefoot
doctor"
;
- Visit to Xochicalco Pyramids.
DAY, DATE
458
TIME
Saturday 5/18 6:30
(continued) 7 : 30
activity
p.m. Dinner
Group Reflection
Sunday 5/19
Monday 5/20
** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
8:45
10:15
12:00 p.m.
1 : 30
4:00
6:00
( Interview #4)
Breakfast
Held Tr lpj_ Mass at Teopanzolco
Par I sh
Grassroots Change in a Local Parish"
Presenter
: Benjamin Beltran, local
par I sh and ccrrmun I ty worker
"Church and Change in Latin Anerica:
A Sociological Perspect I vs"
Presenter
: Ray Plankey, CCIDD
Executive Director
Dinner at a local restaurant
Church and Change in Latin Anerica:
A Historical Perspective"
Presenter
: Ray Plankey
Supper and Free Evening
** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
8:45
9:00
12:15 p.m.
1 : 30
5:00
9:00
( I nterview #5)
Breakfast
Bib I ical Reflection
"Church and Change in Latin Anerica:
A Liberating Missionary Perspective"
Presenter
: Gerardo Thlssen, Former
Missionary Priest and Current Parish
Organizer and Worker
Group Reflection
Dinner
Field Trip to Base Christian
Ccrrmun ity Meeting in Tejalpa
Supper
Tuesday 5/21 ** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
8:45
9:00
11:30
1:30 p.m.
3:30
( Interview #6)
Breakfast
Bibl ical Reflection
Group Reflection
Part I : "From Dependency to
Development"
Presenter : Don Graybi II, CCIDD
Associate Director
Dinner
Part I I : "From Dependency to
Development"
DAY, DATE TIME ACTIVITY
Tuesday 5/21
(cont i nued)
Wednesday 5/2?
Thursday 5/23
Friday 5/24
00
"Honduras: An Occupied Country"
Presenter
: Honduran Refugee and
Member of Honduran Hunan Riqhts
Ccrrm i ss I on
6 : 30 Supper
7:30 Film : "State of Siege"
** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
9:00
2:00 p.m.
4:00
6:30
7:30
( Interview #7)
Breakfast
Guatemala.- Country Under Siege"
Presenters
: local Guatemalan Refugees
Dinner a
"El Salvador: A Country Torn by War"
Presenters
: local El Salvadoran
Refugees
Supper
Group Reflection
** 7:30 a.m.
8:00
8:45
9:00
11:30
1:30 p.m.
3:30
4:30
7:30
( Interview #8)
Breakfast
Biblical Reflection
"Cuba: Myths and Realities"
Presenter : Ray Plankey
"Nicaragua: Changing Course in
Central America "
Presenter : Ray Plankey
D I nner
Optional Video : "Up Frcm the Ashes"
"Prospects for the Future: Central
American Overview"
Presenter : Ray Plankey
Supper and Free Evening
8:00 a.m. Breakfast
8:45 Local Tour of Cuernavaca Cathedral
11:00
and Other Sites of Interest
"Where Do We Go Frcm Here ?"
Group Reflection and Strategy-
Bul Iding
1:30 p.m. Dinner
4:00 "What Has this Journey Been For Us?"
Individual and Group Reflections
5:30 Final Group Worship Service
7:30 Supper
9:00 Closing Party
460
Saturday 5/25 ** 7:30 a.m.
9:00
(Final Interview #9 )
Departure for Mexico City Airport
APPEND I X M
Conparat i ve Prof I le of Gronns aa ^nri ppt
J TEM
Becru i tment
GROUP AA
Recruitment by:
University Campus Ministry Group
Regional Ministry Group
Number of prior years organization has
sponsored groups caning to CCIDD
Group Demographic^
Number of participants
Age range of group
Average age of program members
Gender
:
Male
Female
Re I Igion:
Protestant
Catho I ic
15
28-65
45
6
9
15
Occupat i on
:
Student
Professional
:
Church-related work
Other
Non-profess I ona I /Other
Heme Region:
Western U.S.
Other
Ere-CCIDP Group History
Group preparations prior to program:
Cannon readings
Meet I ngs
GROUP BR
X
2
24
21-63
35
10
14
23
1
4
7
6
7
24
yes
yes
ITEM
462
GROUP AA
Participants with prior travel or
work experience in developing
countries 06
Program-Related Information
Nunber of days in program 10
Pre-OCIDD needs assessment requests
for program themes and content:
Rural development
x
Food production Issues X
Agri-business and multinationals x
Agrarian reform issues X
Role of mi I itary in Third Wor Id x
Fami ly structure
Liberation theology X
Base Christian Ccnrnun i t i es X
Realities of education
Hea I th i ssues X
Peasant movements
,
i nd
i
genous i ssues X
Women
' s i ssues y
Program format and design:
Basic CCIDD program
as previously experienced
GROUP BB
7
1
1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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OJRRICUUM CYCLES Am SESSION ti T | Fc GRO| P
-L*—Qr lentat |op
-M GROUP RR
-CCIDD History
-Program Orientation
-Logistics and Ccrrmun i cat I ons
Mex i can R«n imv:
nn1 . nl| . ,
General Presentation^
-A History of Mexico
-Women and Change in Latin Anerica
Special Group-Snecl f In P resentat Ing«i
-Struggle for Justice frcm a Working Man'sPerspective
Labor Struggles In Mexico Today
-Development Work with Campeslnos
l£*'
t
5i
Car
?
Systems and Problems in Mexicoducat Ion In Mexico: Problems and Prospect
-Popular Education In Lat I n-Aner lea
-Popular Education In Ccmnunity Development
The Peasant's Development Struggle
X
x
X
X
Urban Field jrlp^
-La Estacion Squatter's Sett lement/Hotel
Casino de la Selva Historical Murals
-Potters Sett I ement/Rav I ne Ccrrmun I ty/
Women's Blouse Cooperative
-Cuernavaca H I stor leal Sites
Rural Field
-VI l l age of
-VI l l age of
-VI I I age of
-VIII age of
-Xoch lea Ico
Jr I ps
Coatetelco
Tetecala
Tepozlan
Xoxocot I a
Pyramids
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Special Group-Spec I f Ic Field Trln*
-Visit to Local Hospital
-Field Trip to Plan de Aya I a Carmun I ty
Development Office
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
CURRICULLM CYCLES AND SESSION TITLES GROUP AA GROUP BB
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iLL—Liberating Christian Faith
Social Change Dimension
General Presentations
-Church and Change in Latin America:
Sociological Perspective
-Church and Change in Latin America:
Historical Perspective
-Church and Change in Latin America:
Liberating Missionary Perspective
-Organizing Base Christian Cormunities
-Grassroots Change in a Local Parish
-Christian Ccrrmitment and Ccrrmunity Change
Field Trips
-Base Christian Ccmnunity Meeting: Tejalpa
-Visit and Mass at Teopanzolco Parish
-Tetecala Ccrrmunity Parish
iX: Central American Realities and
United States Foreign Policies
Presentat Ions
-Frcm Dependency to Development
-Guatemala Overview: Country Under Siege
-El Salvador Overview: Country Torn by War
-Honduras Overview: An Occupied Country
-Cuba Overview: Myths and Realities
-Nicaragua Overview: Changing Course in
Central America
-Central Amer ica Overview: Prospects for
the Future
Video Docunentar I es and Docudramas
-"State of Siege"
-"When the Mountains Tremble"
-"Up Frcm the Ashes"
-"Americas in Transition"
V. Closure: Wrap-up and Strategy-Building
Faci I itated Group Activities
-Where do we Go Frcm Here?
-What Has this Journey Been for Us?
-Final Worsh
I p/Carm i tment Service
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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VI. Group Reflections
-Morn i ng Biblical Ref I ect i ons
~^!t“Field Trlps Ana| ysi s/Discuss ions
-Other Group Reflections
X
X
X
X
X
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Date :
QQJ DD Eva Inat Ion Research Protect rnnsent Fnrm
Emn: Don Graybi I I
, Associate Director
IQ: Research Project Participants
Be. Participation in the Research Project
participation In a research project while you are here at CCIDD
aspecte'oMteim^ research project Is to Investigate various
not^he
PP°9ram and> ultlmate ly. to analyze whether ort t CCIDD program is as effective as It could be. The results ofthe research project will be used to help CCIDD In its* nwndevelopment as wel I as form the data base I wl 1 1 use ?n Z ^dissertation project. y
i » Til
6
. M
SSearCh methods 1 wiM be using Include frequent interviews
oRn-r*
1
? rt
e
|
t0
?k
VS W ' th you
'
revle" ° f any written materials you
sh^re w?th
UHn9 w® ^°UrSe °f yOUr Dr°sram that you are wl 1 1 Ing to® '* me
-
and observations that I, or other CCIDD personnel, makeduring the course of the program. ’
mv , 1°^ P
art ,ci Pation would be greatly apprec I ated—not only bymyse f but also by future program participants who stand to gain fromthe Information you provide.
Before you decide whether or not to participate, there are saneimportant things you need to know and careful ly consider:
1) Your participation Is entirely voluntary and Is not expected or
mandatory In any way. Should you decide to participate, you may
choose to terminate your participation at any time without
consequence
.
2) I am anxious that you understand, to the extent possible, the full
nature of the research project. If you have questions now, or at any
time during your stay here, about the research project, I would be
happy to discuss your concerns and answer your questions.
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myself and°o™er°^^s^f f
r
®oreSrTOse^^ CerSt*
*” USed by
esse ~=!vs restricted to myself or participating CCIDD staff.
4) Your actual name will
result of this research,
f 1 ct I t I ous name will be
never be used in any document produced
If information you provide is used a
as a
5) Any information you provide that k cr^, iri
documents deriving ^rom the res^rch ab^o'" fUtUrerequest by writing me here at cr'im nr ' le to you on
in June of this year (1985), afJE To\ i^ng addrSs^'" ^^
Don Graybi I
l
Center for International Education
Hills House South
University of Massachusetts
Anherst
,
MA. 01003
Tele. (41 3)
-545-0465
?U
n
for
r
Tnt^J
lme
' ' " askln9 f°r proximate
, y six hours of yourtime I terviews and conversations distributed over the course nfyour t TO here at CCIDD. These times wl I I be pre-arranged “r
clrcu^ia^ces
r
that
S
mlaM 7^ rT ln flexlble to al
f
°r unforseenConstan ight force changes.
I will additional I v be ask innyou for any personal Journals or notes you produce for purposes of
9
copying and keeping with me here for future analysis. Your decisionwhether or not to provide me those notes, and If so, which sS!onsis entirely at your own discretion and not obligatory.
f you have—
-
ease take time to review these pages another time
any questions or concerns, I am most happy to answer them.
If, after reading and considering the information, you arewilling to participate as a volunteer, please read and sign your name
reference rt
tW° COples belcw ' 0ne “Py Is for your own f I les and. The other is for me to keep.
__
’ have read the information
on the consent form and understand the purposes and methods of the
research project as well as expectations of my participation as a
volunteer in the project. The researcher, Don Graybi I I, has answered
all of my questions to my satisfaction and I am aware of my rights as
a research project participant.
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been present^ to^e^ ^understlnd
' thlT \
reSearch project as >t has
deem important, terminate mv n3rH •
an
’ for any PurPoses l
consequences.
S y Participation at any time without
part i c i pat^o^t^b^used'
11
! ^the
^ ' nf°rmation d^ived fro, my
future pub Meat ions that may fl^^thisVo^'^ ^ ^
S
i gnature
Date
append I X P
Participant Profii^. nrn,,p A
Arthur (A)
Background information
vrarks^^PrlsbyteMan 3 wage earner, and
Montana that stated is " Zrl ,
8 “nservat 1 ve. rural part of
conservative and patriotic" where " " the’s^^/l"
0^'"’ bUt ful ly
pretty small 11 h#» f ° u
••• he social justice voice Is
newsletter His the resi °"al church
"peace Issues" and 77k recfltly declded to begin Investigating
haHntlresr,n ?hls ar7" LV0 '"8 ° f the "••• you"9 aadlta 2ho
CCIDD as an Initial step In pursuing these church priorities.
Raised as the son of a large, conservative, lower-lncone rm
i
™l"'
n9
s
fa
T''
yln the rd^'. Appalachian reuntalAs of rJSSL” the7 hUr 9re" UB amldst poverty and developed a special^senslt v ty to causes of social Justice for the £oor traineds a minister and, due to the special patriotism he felt his countrvhe served in Europe during World War 1 I as an army chaplain Af?er
th?rtv[f
|
ArthUr contlnued as a chaplain In the army reserve for over
cxmi nno
V
S:ilS
rS ^
"°?^ reCently ret 1 fed" a few years before
od g to CCIDD. | was a 'missile chaplain' so I am still concernedabout the military people and... having an Interpretation of the
or
9r'^n | MCtS ( ° f Central Amerlca > that Is not so confrontat I veJudgnental as sane activists are pushing these Issues."
.
As a mlss ' on pastor
’
Arthur served Native Americans and Hlspanlcs
In the mid- and south-west U.S. for many years. Other than a coupletrips to Mexican border towns, he has never been to a Third World
country before. Although sympathetic to the cl vi 1 rights movement of
!?
e
.u?
6
?
,S
’
heWaS never actlve| y Involved In social protest causes.
I think there were many of us Involved in peace and Justice issues inthose times that we did not call 'peace and Justice' Issues." He does
not Identify himself as an activist, Is not active In Central Anerlcan
issues prior to CCIDD, and has never been to a course similar to CCIDD
before.
Though stressing he knows little about the area, Arthur sees the
regional problems as being "...the Incredible extent of poverty",
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"SStsVSl
n
?n?°
1 ‘ 1 ca
1
structures",
"political Instabilityou ide Interference here of more powerful nations".
Program needs and expectations
and the
doct^r:hat
9|rhIpp^gA;nhtheS^a^ h°C ' n9 t0 be able tohappen I ng through SfchCrc " iS
days program can on I y be a beg I nn^ng
. .
S><Per 6nCe ’ ' ‘ ’ A f^
Bernice (B)
Background Information
husband
6
^:??
t^
S
y^rsai>
Ch
she
h
and h^h C°'°rado - 804,1 havln9 completed sot I nary
Michigan to begin their mini ster"a I Careers
.
thSlr hOTe ln
Bernice Is here at the encouragement of Sue, the group leader andorganizer. She does not describe herself as an activist
a^ord'ng to her, »..ls sor^one who Is out on the I nes ac^elyworking for peace and Justice. I 'd consider myself more as a
°! CaUSes up to ncw *" She serves as the chairperson of herlocal church s peacemaking ccnmittee"; has done "...a small amount ofeducation through our ccnmittee's newsletter on the Witness for Peace"
^Adv^t/
n
?
";-- j0ined a group of presbyterians nationwide calledAdvoca es for Central /America'. She states, 11 1 have also written acouple of letters to pol it leal leaders voicing my protest to ourgovernment's Central Anerican policies."
The only Third World experience Bernice has had was as a tourist
visiting Jordan and Turkey for about two weeks on a church tour.
Bernice has never been on a course similar to CCIDD before.
She feels the primary problems of Central America and the region
are "poor distribution of resources", "oppression" and "poverty".
Program needs and expectations
When asked about her reasons for being at CCIDD and her needs
hopes for the ccming ten days, Bernice replied,
or
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ColorIdo
UeS
?oi
h
sL'
a
wI'M!e
h
?n
e^
[
eel in9 a 1 '«'<* isolated In
sound fUnT but reanylTdon'?^at is going on In Mexico or Latin America. Now I guess that i
wanteft
Say ^ ^ kn™ either
- (smiles nervously)
Ited to ccme on this trip because where we live is pretty poor
faces are
a
nrobL^
n
,
a
??
' th ' nk that the DroblOTS that MexlS
'
Colorado face
y Sim " ar to the
'3roblOTS *b« the poor m
ston ^!
r
? !
aSt year
’
and when she 9ot back she couldn'tp talking about hew important the learning had been for herand my curiosity was whetted...
fLTn t ' lke , the idea that there are people that are poor.New that sounds simple and I knew that I probably don't know alot about it, but that bothers me. That's why I came—to learn
^rts nf ^
read
^
t0
I
63 ''"' m°re abOUt What is Opening in otherpart o the world. That's all.
Catharine (C)
Background Information
^
^Catharine, aged 52, Is frem Colorado, divorced, and has an annualincome °f ess than $10,000. She describes her present occupation asthat of a missionary educator", having returned the previous year
after spending three years in the Zambia as a Presbyterian missionary
working with orphan children in a primary school. During that time
she also had occasion to br ief ly visit Kenya, Zimbabwe and Botswana
and, on her return journey from Africa following her work, she spentbrief periods of time in India, Thailand and Taiwan. Thus her
exposure to other parts of the Third World has sensitized her to the
global dimensions of the problems such countries face.
Catharine traces her predilection for missionary work to periods
of her youth growing up in a devout, Christian Missouri farming
family. As such, Catharine was raised with close ties to the church
and has "...always had a tie to mission work for as long as I can
remember." Fo I lowing college she served as a mission volunteer " ...01
the Ncwahu Indian reservation in Arizona, the Spanish folk culture of
northern New Mexico, and In the black ghetto areas in the early 50 's
both In Washington, D.C. and Kansas City, Missouri.".
Although intending to pursue church work as a profession, she
instead gave up her career to marry and became "...a very typical
bride of the 50' s. You knew, mothering at heme, caring for the
husband—very provincial in many respects...". Although remaining
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active in the local church, she states " i
rny husband with his work and my s ights ’were' not verv Tar
helped
local ccrrmun i ty . " .
y y f beyond my
nn.sMnrher^rLSS After
:^c:'zr°:zr
D
z'
e ana her ^^^ZTZeUna
r;r^« her^AfrVcaiVexper lenc^but
people who were speaking about Central aL-IcT? Her n^est Indconcern for the region grew until one day Sue, the group T^der askedher if she wanted to ccme on the CCIDD program. "So I said *y^ iwil That will get me started in finding out what is goinq on in
on in ^T
e,
' ican countries because I have a good feel for what
9
is goingOh Africa, In South Africa, in Asia, but not in Latin Africa »
9
In 1Q7^
6
^
tpnded a " ’ ‘ ‘ T-9 roLJP type of course" led by Carl Rogers
IV, l f ^ thinkS is Simi lar to "hat CCIDD might be I ike Shesees herself as an "activist" who "...is a person activeiy InvoivS
cause.
-
aUSe SeSklng t0 Chan9e pe°P |e ' s thinking in relation to the
Major regional problems, according to Catharine, areinternational, world trade economics", "poverty" and "Injustice".
Program needs and expectations
Catharine states, "And what I'm hoping to get is a better
understanding of the specific problems in Mexico and Central Arterica
as they relate to the problems I experienced in Africa and Asia." Inexpressing her hope for grass-roots dialogue and discussions with poor
P®°P ®’ she exPresses, "I want to knew what the people are saying—notwha t the businesses or governments are saying, but what the people are
Catharine hopes to gain seme experiential knowledge of Latin
Arterica during the CCIDD program that will enable her to speak
authoritatively and "...change the consciousness' of many of the
narrew-minded types..." she claims to meet in the U.S.A..
Catharine arrives at the program searching for a new direction or
career that will fill seme of the void of vitality and fulf i I Iment she
felt as a missionary overseas. She recently went to Arizona "...to
check out the Sanctuary movement..." which, she hopes, "...may be the
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He wants of melnd
' to I nt’"th^way to^here
' 7^^fbest
' kn0W What
In her words, “...be a retreat to hrin
OP 1 ng the a- IDD Program may
wants ms to do with ^ «** G°d
soman zes™*
° f ^ ' nterna
' 9rowth she ml 9ht «P«t. Catharine
ss srsr'-is-"'slcwly progresses within me. I anticipate that there w?m he
rTOh™
tl0n
?
f
,
many problOTS bel "9 similar to what 've
enough to see the differences.
^ able to keep myself open
conne^TOTOs^w^the^e W,t\ se"se
this wor Id or global^nUy ^
' COmectedness <* ^rlng In
Donna (D)
Background Information
Donna is a 63 year old, retired, widowed woman now subsist inn ™
Sel f-de<i
d
!h^
Mity pensi °n between $20,000 and $30,000 per annumf escribed as a devoted wife and mother throughout her adult lifeDonna finally left honker work at age 4, to work for [en
Suts ,?
9a ' dlrector of the Camp Fire Girls and then the Girlcouts It was during that period she returned to col lege and
completed her undergraduate degree.
She was forced to retire In 1972 due to her husband'sdebilitating then subsequently developed a severe arthritic condition
which necessitated 3 hip Joint replacements kept her close to heme for
a ew years. In terms of foreign travel, she has been on two church
sponsored tours to explore Presbyterian mission work overseas Thefirst was in 1976 on a two week trip to Israel, Egypt, Syria and Iran
and the second was a Journey to Venezuela, Colombia and Guatemala in
1 979
.
Donna reports she has never been on a program similar to CCIDD
and does not describe herself as an activist who is "... someone who
actively advocates for a particular issue or cause be it popular or
unpopular.". However, she does report herself active within the
church structure with regards to women's issues. "For the past
fifteen years I've been Involved In women's issues on the national
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at lonal/ International volunteer mission service.
Donna describes her awakening to social justice issues:
, - |
thlnk 14 was wlth Justice Issues perhaps were the first
w^3n ! s
W
?ssCer 'TItt
WaS deal1 "9 probably TOreone i ues I attended a national women's conference
f^srs^uzl'na
00^ 1
' 1°" WCmen lb thS ChUrCh
' ' ' • '* was myr t ensitizing, consciousness-raising experience itlike a very Slav I I ght bulb coning on. But then “'gets to ?he
££ hTnr6 rSa ‘ hUrt ' n you abd v°u nive to doZ Q ,earn more and 'earn what you can dod that s the way it's gone for me A lot of women's hurts andracial hurts are within our own church.
leadln^ht
3
^? of i concern for social justice gray within Donna,
w“h Sc?al lCst?ce tr® |
n ohurch and ccmnunlty groups concerned
necc t W
Ju i for racial and ethnic minorities. In citing the
Sd ! shen^in^'f StnttltUdeS'^here lnJustlce ' prejudice and hurteeas poi ted to he case of her husband:
He was raised on a farm and his dad used migrant work
m^aran^^ha^h
5 ' H ' S father h3d the tyDlcal att 'tude towardsigrants that they were Just dirt, so my husband has had a realstruggle within himself. I knew he has said to himself so manytimes Gosh, why do I have this attitude?'. And now he has made
hi^ t 18° degree turn - He ^ally has.... It was just becauseis parents and grandparents came frem Tennessee and had thesebad attitudes towards blacks. This is where we've got to stopthe attitudes because they just get perpetuated.
Donna sees the primary problems of the region as "the extreme
wealth and the extremely extreme poverty"; "population explosion"-
unresponsive government"; and the "climate which doesn't helpinspiration to work in all the heat".
Needs and expectat i ons
When asked what she needed or hoped to gain frem the program
Donna rep I led,
Wei I
,
when my husband and I went down to Venezuela once for
a vacation, we saw these hillsides of squatter's huts, but had
never real ly gotten close to It. You can read stories or see
pictures In the magazines or newspapers of the really desperate
conditions but, you knew, well, I think that just seeing the sad
looking buildings isn't enough. You have to talk with the people
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here YOU ^n ! °t,
VerlflCatlon 1 "anted by coning down
felt* it* for
'eally talk about anything unless you haveI yourself. But you can empathize with th™ ifyou actually see then and touch their lives. And that isthe kind of verification and experience
I am talking aboutthe one that strikes to the heart.
9
’
Edward (E)
Background Information
Pr k^ S 3 large ’ buMy of 52 years anc* is minister of aesbyterian churcp in Utah, earning more than $50,000 per year Hehas been a minister all his life, with the exception of two y^rs Tt
divorce ?hat°ca??L
h
? !
Certlf ied Publ ic accountant fol lowing at t called Into question his ministerial vocation.
‘ S 3 we 1 1 ~exPer i enced foreign traveler and has, over theyears, been on a range of tourist and study tours varying in lengths
M 962
^
1984? f°
f
?
Ur WSekS t0 SUCh P ' aCeS aS: Cuba ( 1959 ) ; Israel
97m m
; 9yP
^’
yrla> Lebanon
» Jordan and Israel (1965); Turkey(1 0) Nicaragua (1980); and Colcmbia (1981). The last tour toColombia was a "...program for the consc I ent i zat I on of North Americansponsored by Mennonites and Reman Cathol Ics. It was an excel lent
thS P01 ^ 1031
* econcmic and religious situation inLatin America in all aspects from Maoists to conservative
m
l
S
f
i °narleS ‘"
• He c| aims this trip helped "put Into perspective"
what he saw on his previous trip to Nicaragua in 1980.
Although exposed and familiar with regional problems, Edward does
not see himself as an activist, but more a person with "activeinterest" In social justice issues. Since his trip to Nicaragua, he
wrote sane letters to politicians, newspaper editors, magazine
articles and spoke to several churches about the situation there. Hedevotes little time to social Justice causes and Is not active in any
particular justice-related Issues on his arrival at CCIDD.
Regarding the process which led him to ccme on the CCIDD program,
Edward says, "Well, I can't say there are really specific events. It
is more that my interest In this area (Latin Anerica) continues. I am
a close friend of Sue and her husband and she was here last winter and
encouraged me to join on this trip.".
Edward sees the major regional problems as being "the big gap
between the rich and the poor"; "corruption in goverrment leadership";
and "the tremendous birth rate".
Program needs and expectation?;
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When asked about his needs in coming here, Edward began:
I I I be frank l am a little skeptical
. I don't exact I
v
°L iTzir this prosrOT are *>"* *> inweeks time. We are all very different with very differentlevels of experience and even our ages are different.
When pressed a bit further to describe any agendas or Issues hPwanted to explore in the program, he replied.
Well l am Interested In the problems of Mexico.
I see Mexico as
ca
‘ 1 iCa
'^
tabi 1 1 ty entire region of Latini . am interested in exploring the situation of theGuatena an) refugees In Chiapas...! hope to have seme new
mv faTth
^ hSre also to in scme way renew
pL! ^ ° ’ y°U knCW ’ 1 ife as a Pastor can be soeasy. It s easy to wrap yourself up In a flannel reality,
imust continue to I earn... and I need a shot In the arm. I wouldlike to ccme away frem here having had a sense of 'ccrnnunity*.
appendix q
Eartlcloant Profile nmnn r
Mason (M)
Background Informati^
Mason is a young, energetic and friendly man 23 vear«* oihRecently graduated from a state university w I tHn ^“graduate
?n
9
tte uV ftrlCt' en9 lneerlng. he has cormltted hlmseff to serving
two™ fo^^S ir^. Germany f°r tWO beg Inning
Mason descr I bes h I s hometown env I ronment
:
I grew up In a very small carmunlty, very remote removed
tS^s
SS h3L IS What Eastern Washington Is—a small group ofown , closed coimunltles where everybody knows everyone andeveryone elses business, too. I grew up In a very Z?ly
thl
6
f
te<
?,
S tUatl°n ' M°St of what 1 1 fe was focused on related toe family, sonetlmes a little bit more distant, but not oftenWorld news was always 'out there' and not very close to our
l Ives.
Mason s arrival at CCIDD was prompted by a gradual personal
awakening process which began In col lege when he began to associate
with new people and college groups which "...challenged me to thepoint where I was interested in seeing and getting to know otherpeople more than my own background.". New acquaintances, group
retreat experiences and personal searching led him Increasingly "...to
ook at the whole world and what kind of relationships we have to that
world.". A col lege pastor
,
recently returned frcm a CCIDD trip,
shewed si Ides of his experience which planted the seeds In Mason's
mind for coming.
Part of Mason's Inner searching In the late years of college led
him to question his chosen profession In electrical engineering:
I cou I dn ' t exp lain to myse If I n a rea I good way what I was
real ly going to do that was useful to anybody. I guess you could
say that for the last year I have been going through quite a bit
of an Inner transition which others around me couldn't see.... It
was all Internal and I kept It that way.
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where, as he descr?bes°?t
SS,,re
mv^ctTo
3" ®Xpandlng view of the world
only affect my smal
, area! but'can CaiTOUnitV "<*
the world in seme respect i ^ Y
affect People all over
effects and shape my life' in 'good wajs ."
6 COnSCious of tho^
ga I ne^tn'^hTs'^sc
i ence'background^nd^^
3
* SkM,S he has
wants
1
to
Pe°P * S— In'JT nTX
= F~disciplines to solving problems. people and
Ft r^r,. a
ii^rxi tha
‘"
frr ™ *Influenced? Who has been getting to you?"
CC lDo!teson“efli:?s.
thlS Parenta
' ^ heWl " be "braInwashed " at
I am seen as a 'radical
' ,
but I 'm not a radical
. I 'm aconservative by heart, but it ccmes across as radical when I keep
and ^‘
S change inSide myself ‘ I keep a lot of things internally
nhin ?
my parents ' M® being here represents amajor c al lenge to my relationship with them. But it Is a part
°tjry 9ra/vth * my change, my life process. I had to be honestwith myself and ccme.
Mason expresses he has been on two "exper lent la I -ref lect ion"programs during his col lege years sponsored by the church that had aprofound effect on his internal search for purpose and meaning. He
expects CCIDD will be simi lar to these.
He has not been active In any Central /American, social Justice or
other issues prior to coming to CCIDD and does not consider himself an
...activist In any sense of the term.".
Mason sees the problems of the region as being " i nappropr iate
responses of industry to the needs of the people", and "narrow-minded
problem-solvers in development and government "
.
Program needs and expectations
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r did present were legitimate, and their dSTres were weM
;-H-M
ntend tG IOOk at th 1 n9s in a fuller? ^F§crmcal
buttl'd ?
n 1 ”ant to be over-critical and discount what I seebut I don t want to feel manipulated either
I want tn hsimyself between viewpoints.
I hope to core away with Lme tSSTofju gement
-not only about the program, but about the people and
=.rsrssr.; ry:-ssS“
direction he wants to pursue professional ly. As he expresses!
counter*!,
5
??
Whether
£
there ls something that I can do for aountry or a small group of people elsewhere. To see If there
f^h a person with my ski I Is and standing that iseasible to do I want to knew if it would be worth my whi leworth semebody* 5 wh. le for to get up and go down there and ’present my view.
. .to see if there could be.
. .a constructive
my beln9 there - • • 1 came to get a touch of the verypoor who are more or less Isolated frem technology.
. .to see ifthey really need it. yy
66 l
dPvP inr^r!!
y
’y
ln wa
^
1 n9 to expand his knowledge of problem-solvinge e I opment
,
Mason descr i bes
,
in
"I want to look at seme problem and to look at soneone trying to
solve that problem. And to look at what brought then to thatproject and hew they feel about being involved in the projectWhat are the effects, both positive and negative of what they'redoing to help the people who 're being affected by that project.
And to get seme Ideas of hew they went about it, what kinds of
considerations they've used."
Neil (N)
Background Information
Nell, aged 40 and married with two chi I dren. Is a middle-inccme
Methodist pastor of a suburban church near Longview, Washington. With
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other*vocat?ons^ he^s^n
»SSS'SI“- ;=
"
th that narrow understanding of life In theworld
I felt a
il^ht "! th "»«*'«'«» American decadence a^dat the same tlme
> my theological training says 'Hevat s not right. That's not really what you should be' doling!
When asked about h I s ear I l er life Neil n=n i ion „ ,
,
shelter my existence very conservatively..^ the sixties'"? av^Sd^any social confrontation' types of things around me.. I would watch
invol ved°"
tS
' bUt V"OUldn ' t 90 ^here there might be seme danger
cal I i™' ' T* h! S presence at CCIDD as living witness that "..GodIng me to put my I I fe on the I I ne a I I tt I e b 1 1 more for the
rep"lid
^ ChMstian faith -" When asked to further clarify, he
I 1 ve If^rlh6^ congruent between what I preach and how Ili f l preach freedem and grace. I'm having trouble with semethe more middle-class life values I have grewn up and livedwith. In my faith Journey, I'm strugg I i ng wi th the
neons I stenc I es and searching for something to help in taking itapart, examining It, and putting it back together In a way thatseems more holistic In relation to my life.
n,r^
N
?
N
^
S
,
neVer bSen tQ 3 Third World country before. has neverparticipated in a course similar to CCIDD before, and has not been
active in any Central Anerlcan or "peace and social Justice" Issuesprior to coming to CCIDD. He does not see himself as an activist.
M
He sees the Problems of Central Anerica and the region as
...essentially a struggle for justice and a more equitable
distribution of resources.". He feels "...our (U.S.) foreign policy
seems to always be based on what is In our best Interest In the U.S.
vis-a-vis the upper class.". He sees the concerns of the people who
struggle as being for " ...himan needs, values and justice. The
conflict is based in those elements."
Program needs and expectations
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to.
One of the things Nei I is wanting is "...justand exposure to, a different culture and world
the introduction
view.".
on the\Sj^seIf°base ChNst?^ aS bel "9 know (edge
canprehend i ng what the base ccrrmunities are about hr™ -t-K
"ass^r,
6 ' 6"16^5 ° f th“ TOdel can be transfe^eS™o d^e'°
n
cla s American congregation." y Iaaie
"I'm also feel ing that I'd I ike tn tr\/ amn
states'll
-d
9
u^ t°
understandl "9 real (ties of the poor, Nei Ies
I like to gain seme first hand experience to support mvimpressions frem my reading.". PP y
Listing his final need and hope, he says, "I
more interested in learning about the culture’ hereMex i can cu I ture all f l ts together . "
.
am becoming more and
,
and seeing how
Olive (0)
Background Information
h_ r h? k h
S
^
2
?
yearS °' d
’
a re9 1 stered nurse, and has accompaniede husband, Quincy, to CCIDD and who is also a member of this study's
research group. As a nurse instructor at a local state college inIdaho, she and her husband have had a combined annual income ofbetween $ 10,000-$20,000 while he has been completing his graduate
master's degree in forestry, other than part-time jobs held in heryouth, she has always been a member of the nursing field.
She and her husband are both here to test a possible interest inthe field of International development work. She describes,
During my early nurse training years, I Just started to get
interested in doing work overseas...
I checked out the Peace
Corps.
. .and then i met Quincy. And Quincy was very interested in
overseas work... so we just kind of pursued seme things a little
bit more in depth. We seriously pursued going overseas and we
were hot on, a I I I ined up with the Peace Corps... and it got down
to the final appointment when they announced they didn't have
anything for us. We later got motivated to go again and sent
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letters out to over fifty different overseas organizations
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^ad^ h™? l°r 3 blt SlnCe Qulncy had =ane time
'
eft i gra sc ool to complete We aren't going to qoanywhere until that gets done, and we want to look a?
do trv?nn
k
lo
dS of connunlty things and other things we can, yi g t spark our Interest.
rep | ! ed^
°n hCW Sh® made the decision to ccme to CCIDD, 01 ive
so
Our pastor shewed us a brochure of the program downhere and the more we thought about it, I t wou Id be a way tointroduce us to what we think we want to do with our I Ives and
k?nd V°? abOUt l1: --- and we decided to cone. So that'si of it—having an interest all along and viewing this as away o at least get information If indeed what we think we'd liketo do is indeed what we want to do.
Other than a two week trip to West Germany with Quincy as atourist, Olive has never been outside the United States. She has
never been on a course similar to CCIDO, does not describe herself asan activist and has not been involved in "peace and social justice"
ssues prior to CCIDD. in terms of involvements regarding CentralAmerican issues, she wrote on a questionnaire, "I have been introducedto seme of the Central American issues only recently. This came inthe form of slide presentations, dialogue and information related tothe solidarity group getting organized In the Moscow area."
Her views of the major regional problems are "poverty and lack ofbasic needs", possible "lack of motivation in people", and "poorhealth conditions".
Program needs and expectations
When asked about her hopes, needs or expectations in being here
Olive states,
I think one of the things most striking to me is yes to the
experience, but also the informat ion. .. .So first and forsnost, I
feel like I need information about what is going on in developing
countries. And I find it difficult to get unbiased
information, if you knew what I mean... A primary purpose for
me being here is to get that i nformat ion . . .a little
h I story ....political systems .... understand I ng the wemen ....
...It's kind of an experiment to see hew I feel about living
that kind of a lifestyle, even if It's just for a short period of
time.
. . .And also to see what I hear so much about, I ike seme of
the expeditions (to poor ccrrmun 1 1 1 es ) on the program schedule. I
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have a vague picture in my mind, have seen slide shows read
—
graphlc> and 1 watch the news and that kind ofthing. But I imagine when you're there and you see thesekinds of thingis, it's not something you focus on justintellectually. it just touches your heart. And guess I
reaily need to experience that... And so, to get information
and to experience are the most important things to me.
Penny (P)
Background Information
Penny Is 44 years old. married and from a small city In easternOregon. A teacher By training, she Is currently a court operations
T !
S
er though is recons i dering other professional moves now that herchildren are grown and her marriage is experiencing problemsCombined family inccme is $30,000-$40,000 per year
enny has had an interest in international people and culturesfrcm her youth when her father, a farmer and forester, had transientMexicans ccme to work for him. Her friends in school were both
mixture of
. Nat I ve Americans and Hispanics and her family was "...very
active socially, in the church, and interested in a I I kinds of
people.". Penny lists a long history of adult exposure to
international people. She and her husband have hosted thirteen
students frcm eight countries who have ccme and I ived in their heme;
is active in cultural festivals in the local ccnnmunity; has lived In
Kenya for a year with her husband who was an exchange professor; and
has been a tourist in Hong Kong and Thai land.
Her interest In international affairs is simi lar ly diverse. She
has been members of many, diverse local and regional church groups
studying world affairs Including global women's Issues, hunger in
Africa and, more recently. Central America and Nicaragua.
With a growing Interest In the Central American region, she has
taken Spanish courses, Latin American history courses and done much
independent reading of progressive and radical books which critiqued
U.S. foreign policies frcm historical political, economic and social
viewpoints. She has definitely a progressive and enlightened critique
on the region—able to recite statistics, history and policy analysis
quickly in responding to questions about regional problems.
Penny labels herself as an activist who, according to her
definition, "... i
s
one who part ic
i
pates i n the pol i t ica
I
process.".
When responding just about her involvement in Central American "peace
and social Justice Issues", Penny states,
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Err ,caSalvador and Mexico who I I ve close by. Our churchGuatemala family In sanctuary which I help. Our church aroup hassponsored special guests coning to talk about econ^lcsand multi-nationals In the region. This year I’ve been’writ innletters to my congressmen protesting U.S. policies have been 9engaged In forma, studies on the region anTan rweESaSZ toa regional Methodist women's conference on Central Sirica!
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maJ°r re3l0nal Dr0blOTS are 1 1 nked ton crisis of the total regional economic system"
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Program needs and expectations
Penny's needs for the program are directly related to theexper'entlai aspect of the problems she intellectually knows so muchabout and the values of change she feels so cormitted to in her heart.
I have a difficulty with being very opinionated. it has
a ways been hard for me, when I get an opinion about something
and fee! a ccmnitment to a certain viewpoint, to try and sharethat with others. I sense I come across very strongly. Part ofthat, I think, is out of Ignorance. So one of the things I
real ly want to do is to be able to go heme and try to convincepeople—that 's not easy to do—but to explain and share in a waythat somehow seme of the real situation can be understood by
others when I share. .. .Probably the best thing would be able to
motivate others to come and see it (the reality of problems) for
themselves. I think we get hung up on experiential learning
which is too bad, because we can learn a lot though the
experiences of others—even more than we can through
articles or books... So I'm going to have to work at trying
to articulate what I 've been through which wi I I help me in
my own clarification process I may struggle to be open,
but I also knew that I will be looking for my prejudices to
be conf I rmed.
Penny also mentioned a more private need for retreat and
reflection to enable her to gain sane detachment from her marriage and
"...think if It still has a future. Also, to sort possible new career
and I ife decisions and figure out what God wants me to do now.".
Quincy (Q)
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Background Informat ion
Quincy Is 24 years old, currently a master's degree candidate inorest econcmlcs, and is married to Ol Ive who is also both a member ofthe grogram and research group. He reports that he has always been astudent up to his arrival at CCIDD.
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e\severa 1 contributing influences to his arrival at
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S back 9round a* son of a mi I itary father which gave
world'i^ ^r 9 ^P°?bre t0 Shcw that not aM P^P'e around the
a? l “ h 6 same don t all feel the same, think the same and don't
across countr?^-
95 ‘ ^ flnd th°SS differences within and
Secondly, he "...came to CCIDD because it is Christian-based..."
and ...has experience with larger groups... on such tours.".
He also states that CCIDD is one of the few groups that has aprogram focus on conditions and situations of the poor rather than amajor tourist company that protects members in "...luxurious
environments so that the break from developed to undeveloped country
I s not poss i b I e to exper i ence . "
.
He is also here because he kncws "...many people from the
forestry col lege working on their master's degrees that are from
Panama, Mexico and Honduras. They strongly recommended me coming here
to learn more about the situations and conditions here."
Similar to his wife 01 ive, Quincy is here to test out his
interest in international development work and hopes CCIDD wi I I add
insight into future career directions and decisions.
Qu I ncy ' s only Third Wor I d exper i ence was a one week tour i st visit
to Mexico in 1970. He has never been to a course similar to CCIDD
before. Is not active In Central American or any other "peace and
social Justice issues", and does not see himself an activist.
He sees the major regional problems as "...a weakness with
international markets for its goods and services which would tend to
lead It towards easy manipulation by the supreme powers..."; a
"political uneasiness between the classes"; and the "wealth being int
eh hands of the few and not the impoverished masses.".
Program needs and expectations
Quincy responds with a focus on testing and fueling his desires
for a career In International development:
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T h ?! ng to see and experience severe levels of povertythat I haven t experienced before Mainly, | have ccme to feelunccmfor table enough about the conditions that exist here In
^1“ a"d Latin Smerlca so that I can go beyond CC I DO and thisprogram to a career In international development work. if not ina long-term career, then at least In a three, four of five yearccrrm tment
. So I am hoping there will be a creation of anuneasiness and emotional impact that will motivate and Inspire mein these directions....! want a severe reaction.
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S ^ presentatlons in the States, one can beccmeu bed to simply words. It gets impossible to visualize and
experience the lives and conditions (of poverty) behind theW°r<
?^ !
WaS kind of h°P 1 n9 tor something in the program that
would push me to the I iml ts.
. . .Not like therapy, but to thelimits of qualitative insights and reactions into the conditionshere l hope to have a stronger carml tment to internationaldevelopment through a spiritual need and also a personal andhumanitarian need ... .One way or another 1 wi II discover whetherinternational development is or Is not my cup of tea.
Ruth (R)
Background Information
Ruth is 45 years old and sel f-descr ibed as a wife, mother and
seminary student.
Ruth mentions that she "...grew up In a heme that was relatively
conservative pol Itlcal ly.". She cont 1 nues, "But I 've observed in
myself a consistent move and change frem that to a more open—seme
wchj 1 d say I i bera I po I i t i ca I k I nd of att i tude . " . In her co I I ege years
she joined a Lutheran church which had a pastor who was a social
activist and, she states, "I found myself really responding in
dialogue with him and the things he was talking about in that
ccrrmun i ty . "
.
As she continues in the influences in her life that have brought
her to CCIDD,
After that point I got more involved with getting married,
having a couple of children. And that was real involving....!
still maintained an Interest with the world and world affairs
though I didn't interact with it as much or reflect on i t as
deep I y
.
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About fourteen years ago, Ruth and her family moved to Wa^hinnt™where again an activist pastor sparked her Interest " .1° thfn~£°movement and the nuclear freeze thing.", she became involved in localchurch carmi ttees focused on social concerns so, she says "l had alot of materials ccming across my desk. And that was influential"
untl ^r^ent^v^^Abou^fH^ ° f rea ‘ dramatlc or change
• " Abo1Jt four years ago I Started thinking about what l9
h°
°
'
9reW up al 1 over again.". Since she wasswitching her role frcm being at heme with the family she was onen tnnew directions and. as she states, '•One day a, I of a^udSenTfeUrea cal I to go into the ministry.
"
. so she applied an entered aseminary located in Vancouver, British Colombia—an hour's drive frcmher house—where she continues as a student now.
Several events have sparked her interest in Central America:
Reading the book and seeing the movie Missing real lysharpened my kind of anger at what my government is doing... then
I took a class on ' l iberation theology' which was also a key
factor ... Read i ng a translation of a Psalm by Ernesto Cardenal for
the Nairobi World Council of Churches meet i ng ... And a U.S. World
Councl I of Churches meeting held a couple years ago in Vancouver
real ly Inspired me with many of the speakers.
Ruth I i ved I n Sweden for one year as an exchange student i
n
col lege, but has never been to a Third World country before. In terms
of courses similar to CCIDD, Ruth writes, "I've been part of a nunber
of workshops on various topics but most of them have not been quite
I ike the CCIDD program, though seme have Involved experiential
learning. "
.
Ruth describes herself as a Christian activist which she
descr i bes
,
A political activist is very much tied up with the cal I
of discipleship found In the Bible. God calls us/cal Is me
to lay our /my life on the line in an active way by beccming
involved with the people, with the world. To be active is
not to be passive. To be a political activist is to work
for change In accordance with God's messages of peace and
love for all humankind.
Ruth is active in her life in peace groups; the anti-nuclear
movement; is working to have her church beccme a "sanctuary" for
political refugees frcm Central America; has led petition drives
against U.S. policies in Central America; participated in vigils and
demonstrations; and has had many other positions of leadership and
participation in "peace and social Justice issues".
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The major problems of the region, she sees, are "... poverty
sease, and lack of seme of the very basic needs of life itself'
1
^on
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S fe?' S ’ ^ ti6d t0 the U ’ S - g^e^nt leaving the
9 ...alone to sort, solve and address their own problems."
Program needs and expectations
Ruth hopes, "...my experience here at CCIDD wi I I really help mein my ministry in terms of having seme first hand experience.".
She continues,
I would like to have seme direct contact with other
lifestyles.
I hesitate to say 'with the poor' because saying
the poor' kind of sets them aside as a group and 1 don't like todo that I feel a need to directly touched by that even if
means that it may depress and anger me. Anger is probably more
healthy than depression.
I'm hope to gain seme new insights in liberation theology
that I can share with other people. I'm very interested in base
Christian ccrrmunities and hew they operate....! would like to
gain a perspective on what the Cathol ic church Is in Latin
America so I could Interpret with seme authority....
I expect to have seme fun also. I enjoy getting to know a
new group of people, being a part of a group that develops
together ....
I want to learn things that will enable me to articulate
better those kinds of feelings and understandings that are
beginning to develop. I don't want to be an 'instant expert'
—
I 've heard too many of them. But still I want to be able to
speak to others with confidence and experiential knowledge.
APPENDIX R
Barograph I C Informat i on: Study nrouns a p
Demographic categoric
A . Race
Caucas I an
Other
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^ B—Q—D £ M N O P Q r
XX *XX XXXXXX
B
. Gender
Male
Female
X XXXX XX XXX x
C. Age
20-30 years old
30-40
40-50
50-60
60 +
X
X XX
X
X
X
D. Religious affiliation
Cathol ic
Protestant
:
Presbyterian (U.S.A.) X X X X X
United Methodist
E. Annual fan! ly Income
< $ 10,000
$ 10 , 000—
$
20 , 000
$20 , 000-$30 , 000
$30 , 000-$40 , 000
$40 , 000—$50 , 000
> $50,000
X
X X
X
X
X
X
Demographic categories
F. Marital status
Single
Marr ied
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ft B C D E M N 0 p Q r
X X
XX X
X
x X X X X
G
. Occupat i on
Student
Profess iona
I
Church m i n i ster/pastor x X
Not church-related
Ret I red
appendix s
Ere Program; Participant Nereis. Hope?? and Expects inn^
Interview Quest inn- what needs,
your participation in this CCIDD
hopes or expectations do you have for
program?
GROUP A (N=5)
Cateqor i es/areas mentionpyj a b c. n p
A. Needs related to Increased
awareness, knowledge or
understanding:
1. Experience/understanding X X X X
the realities of poor people/
local ly and regional ly
GROUP B (N=6)
MNOPQR
x X X X X X
Respondents ABCD- MNOPQR
2. Re I I able exper I ence/ Infor-
mation for sharing/responding
back heme
Need to be able to speak X x
authoritatively on return
heme about Central /America
Need to be able to motivate
others on return heme
Need to develop ccmnunity
education strategies for
consc i ousness-ra I s i ng
about Central America
Respondents A - - D MNOPQR
3 . Cross-cu 1 tura I exper 1 ence
Adventure, exposure to Latin
American, Mexican culture
X X
GROUP A (N=5)
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Categories/areas mentioned
3. Cross-cultural experience
(cont I nued)
Contact with people from
other cultures, lifetyles
Experiment living a short
time away from U.S., culture,
I I festy le
GROUP B (N=6)
A B C D E M N 0 P Q r
X
x XX
Respondents C - -
-NO-qr
4. General Information/
knowledge about Mexico/
Central America
To learn more about X
realities In Latin America
Gain better understanding x
of ccfrmon problems In
Mexico and Central America
Need for unbiased general X X
Information about Central
Aner lea
Respondents ABC-- M — 0 - - —
5 . Know I edge/ I n format i on
about Mex I co/Mex I can people
Learning about Mexican X X
culture
Interest in problems of X
Mexico
Interest in new Information
concerning Guatemalan refugee
status In Chiapas
X
Categories/areas ment i oned
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
5.
Knew I edge/ I n format ion
about Mex i co/Mex i can peop I
e
(continued)
ABODE
Respondents
6.
Liberation theology
Information, knew I edge about XXX X
Base Christian Communities
Knowledge of way Latin
American people incorporate
faith Into their I ives
Rea I I ty of prob I ems
of econcmlcs, politics,
development as related to
liberation theology
Respondents ABC-E
-N-P-r
7,
Knowledge for assessing
international career interests
Need for short-term test of X
career Interest In Inter-
national development work
through exposure,
experience, Information
Respondents M - 0 - Q -
8
.
Exper I ent I a I reliability
of program
Need to feel confidence that X X
program experiences will be
real, not orchestrated
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q P Q q
8. Experiential reliability
of program (continued)
See and exper i ence what
others have seen, experienced
as program participants
Respondents A - - - _ M - 0 - - -
9. Knew ledge about development
Knowledge of hew others face
development problems and
def I ne them
X
Respondents M
10. Language acquisition
Learn seme Spanish X
Respondents _____
- N - - - -
B. Needs related to attitudes,
feel ings or values:
1. Personal challenges
Hope to leave program with X
Judgement about program and
the people and Issues put
forth in the program
Seeks chal lenge to middle-
class values
X
Categor ies/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q P Q r
1. Personal challenges
(continued)
A growth experience to help
build cons i stency between words
and deeds, more holistic life
Need for va I ues-c I ar i fy i ng
experience to differentiate
faithful living from
consumer orientation to life
Looking to confirm progressive
biases, prejudiced viewpoints
about Central America
Hope to leave better-prepared
for next educational trip to
Nicaragua
Get in touch with what Is
real In the world other than
Just Intellectual knowledge
Respondents M N - p - R
2. Desire for emotional impact
"Feel" poverty for the
first time
X X
Hope to feel range of
emot 1 ons to mot I vate
future actions on return
heme
X X X
Want to be "pushed to the
limits" In emotions, depth
of exper I ence
X
Respondents - - D - - - 0 - Q R
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
M N Q P Q r
3
. Sp I r i tua I renewa
I
Hope to renew faith
ccrrm i tment
abode
XX XX
Renew sp I r i tua I ccrrm i tment to
development work as a career
goal, direction
Hope for experience similar
to spiritual retreat
Respondents
- C - E - N - P Q R
4. Group relationships,
sense of ccrrmun i ty
Want to experience sense of
ccrrmun Ity among program
members
X X X X
Respondents
- C - E - - - P - R
5. Detachment, reflection
Hope to get detachment frcm
heme, reflect on Important
Issues going on back there
X X
Respondents
- C - - - - - p - -
6. Global connectedness
Hopes for transecendent
sense of global connection
with people, issues, cultures
X
Respondents C
Categor 1 es/areas ment I oned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
7. Cross-cultural experience
Need to break out of narrow-
mindedness through cross-
cultural experience, contact
X
Respondents
- N - - _ _
C. Conservative or few
program needs or expectations
Conservat 1 ve/ few expectations;
not expecting extravagent
results; want to let program
speak for 1 tse 1
f
X
Respondents A - - - -
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Groupings Examine | n Pat*
Categories, snboroun^
Groups A and B
Group-spec i f ic
Group A
Group B
Demographic differences
Gender
Men
Women
Age
< 30 years
30 - 50 years
60 + years
Occupat I on
Church-re I ated
Other
Cannon goa I s , expectat I ons
Look i ng for exper I ent i a I
knowledge to share upon
return heme
GROUP A GROUP B
A—B—C—D—E M N O p o p
XXXXX x X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X X
X XX
XXX XX X
X XXX
xxx
XXX
XX XX
X
X x
X xxx
X XX X
GROUP A
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GROUP B
Categories, subgroups ABODE
Common goals, expectations
(cont i nued)
Related to growth, knowledge
in religion, spiritual life
x x X X X X X
Spiritual renewal X x X X X X
Knowledge about religious
i ssues
,
top i cs
X x X XXX x
Wanting emotional impact
frcm program experience
X X X X
Want i ng sense of ccrrmun i ty
in program experience
X X X
Testing career aspirations
In International development
xxx
Internal searching
Act I v I st ( se 1 f-descr 1 bed
)
x XX
Act 1 v 1 st X XX
Non-Act I v i st XX XX XXX X
No past i nvo 1 vement
in Central /Vnerican
issues, solidarity
x X X X X
Seme contact with
Central American Issues,
sol Idar i ty
X XX
Conservat 1 ve persona 1 background
Continuing Identification X X
with conservatism
No cont I nu i ng I dent i f i cat i on
with conservatism
X X X X
APPENDIX U
Mid-Program; Feedback Ahm it Part i c i pat i on in th- Bsssars^ Ersileci
Cateqor I es/area<; merit I nned
A. Positive benefits, aspects
Helped reflections
Sort, focus thoughts
Importance of listener to
reflection process
Increase awareness, sharpen
focus on program activities
Articulate thoughts to self
Contemplate, think more
deeply
Structuring thoughts
Ability to i ndependent
I
y
decide what Is sign I f leant
or not
Better understand self
Help In future reflections
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
&—B—C—Q—E M N O p n
^
xxxxx xxxxxx
X XXX
X X X XXXX
X X
X
X
X
X
X
Respondents ABODE MNOPQR
Categor i es/areas merit I oned
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q rabode
A. Positive benefits, aspects
(cont I nued)
Importance of talking, sharing
with someone
More air time
Chance to verbal ize,
articulate be I lefs
Someone to I Isten
X
XXX
X X
Respondents
Helped internal processing
Emot i ons
Digest program experiences
Helps better understand self
X X
X
X
Respondents
- B - - - -
- 0 P - -
Chance to build relationship,
get to knew staff
X X X
Respondents
--CD-
- R
Getting Journal as record X
Respondents _____
_ n - - _ -
Categories/areas merit ioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
M N Q P Q r
A. Positive benefits, aspects
(cont i nued)
Helps internal preparations for
return heme
X
1
Respondents
—
M - - _ _ _
B. Negative aspects
Demands of time involved X
j
Respondents
- -
- E
C. Evaluative words used to
describe participation
Help, helpful X XXX XXXXX
va I uab I
e
Respondents A - C D E M N 0 P Q -
Enjoying, feels good,
1 Ike, great
X X X X X
Respondents A - c D E - - 0 - - -
APPENDIX V
Mid Program ; Feedback About Partic i pation in the R^arch Pmi^t
Group A
A: I'm nl Pirl tn ho hare +-~ u . . .. .
together. (Interview)
Interview process would be extremely helpful to pull Ideas
B: I'm grateful for the research project. 1 1 he I ps me In my prl vate
the questions have been relevant. (Interview)
I wasn t sure I wanted to part Ic
I pate. . .but now I'm glad I did. Ithink It wl I I be helpful In processing the experiences we have
each day. (Journal entry)
C: I've enjoyed It very much and It has helped me.... It has helped me
very much to reflect and think about my feelings. It has helped
me to get to knew you (interviewer) better. The contact feels
good. I was happy that you asked me to be a part of the project.
( Interview)
D: I th I nk f I rst of a I I I've enjoyed talking with you. ... I think
that It's put a lot more focus on what I've seen and participated
in than 1 ever would have done on my cwn. And that was In the back
of my mind when I said I'd do it—thinking that It would help me
focus on Important things.... It has helped me especially In
structuring my thoughts. (Interview)
E: I feel good about the project It has really been helpful Just
to free float my thoughts. And I don't have to say something and
wait for ten other people to say something. ... I am doing
reflecting that I am sure I would not do If It were not for this
process. It's a pain In the ass time-wise, but I'm glad I'm doing
I t. .. .They're valuable because they force me to reflect. 1 wish
that I had the tapes you'll have. (Interview)
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Group B
M:
thnunhtfT ?
a
!
bfn me in helping me to sort outhoughts, feel feelings, reflect on all the program exper
I encesand decide for myself what is significant or important
.... in
?
r°Cess of alrin9 my thoughts to you I am helping myselfwhich is ke^ for me to do before I return heme and face ?he
suspicions and doubts and attacks about my experience here.
I am gaining a tremendous amount from this process. (Interview)
I am probably giving more thought and reflection to the process
of the program than I would if l wasn't part Ic
i pat i ng ... .Theprocess of talking and trying to get reflections on paper, offocusing thoughts during the interviews all has been helpful to
me. A good discipline. As tired as I am, I probably wouldn'thave pursued writing things down if It hadn't been for this
( Interview)
It is nice to process seme of my feel Ings. It feels good to talk
in a way that isn't going to be judged or debated. (Journal
entry)
think it has been very helpful. It has done several things. It
is nice to be contributing to someone 's research project .... 1 1 hasbeen nice to talk to you for a half an hour... and sound off to....
I can bounce Ideas off you... and then later get seme of your own
ref lect ions.
. . . I t has been an easy way to digest program
experience. The questions you have been asking me are relevant
and important for me to think about. (Interview)
It's been really good for me to be forced to sort of articulate
for myself the issues and feelings I am experiencing. It sort
of forces me to put It all together, you know, and say it.
Otherwise I would probably Just drift along with a lot of images
and feelings, but mixed up and jimbled. I would likely not do
any Interior work in arranging or sorting until I had to.
( Interview)
Q: I like this project because. .. I knew that it would help me to
verba I I ze my bell efs ... I I I ke ta I k I ng to peop I e about th I ngs that
help me to better understand myself. (Interview)
R: I I Ike to be pushed to verbal Ize my feel Ings. ... It's not a real ly
easy thing for me to share my thoughts. . .so being pushed to do
that is good.... I've also appreciated getting to know you and you
I I sten i ng to me .... I also apprec i ate gett I ng cop i es of the
question sheets (interview guides) because I think I will remember
what my responses have been which wi I I help in future reflections.
( Interview)
APPENDIX W
EM^f-Piwan; Feedtack About Part | C | Pa t l on , n thB
Cateqor les/areas mention^
A. Positive benefits, aspects
Helped reflections
Sharper focus on
personal growth, reactions
Sorting, processing,
expressing thoughts, feelings
Articulation of reactions
to self
Penetrate real ity of feel ing
and thinking
New Ideas, thoughts from
reflections
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^—§—0 D E M N O P Q r
xxxxx xxxxxx
X
X X X X x X
X
X
X
Respondents ABODE MNOPQR
Enhanced program experiences X XXX
and benef I ts
Respondents A---- -NOP--
Enhanced sharing, conversations X
with spouse
Respondents B
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
A. Positive benefits, aspects
(cont i nued)
Importance of talking, sharing
with someone
abode mnopor
He 1 ped to talk to someone as
1 istener
X X
Helped self to verbalize
thoughts and feelings
X X
Respondents
Helps internal preparations for
return heme
X x
Respondents
Helped Internal processing
emotions, feelings, reactions
X X
Respondents ----- M - 0 - - -
Getting Journal as record X X
Respondents - -
- D - - N - - - -
B. Negative aspects
Extra demands of time X
Respondents E
Categories/areas ment inn^vi
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N 0 p q r
C
. Eva I uat i ve words used to
describe participation
Help, helpful
,
good for
self, added mean i ng
GROUP A (N=5)
ABODE
x * X X X X X X
Enjoyed, glad to be
part of, feel good about
X X X
Excel lent process X
Look forward to
I ntervlews
X
Glad had volunteered X
Respondents A B C D E M N 0 P Q R
Suggestions for future
Build into program
as regular feature
X X
Respondents A P
APPEND I X X
Group A
A: It's been an excel lent process for me. Talking with you
as really been scmething I've looked forward to. I feelve had a sharper eye on my own growth and on each day's
agenda and people. You knew, this might be a good Ideato build Into the program somehow. (Final Interview)
B: The Interviews have definitely helped me go through this,
ve reflected a lot with you and, with what I've thought
about and sorted, I've been able to have seme really Intense—
and I want to say I mean good-conversations with Bill (husband)
and others. Thanks. (Final interview)
C: The research process was helpful because first, I was forced
to articulate, and second, challenged to get beyond the
superficial and Into the reality of my self and what I wasfeeling and thinking—a darn painful process, but a necessary
one, too. (Final evaluation questionnaire)
I wish In seme way you could arrange it so that everyone could
be Interviewed. This has helped me so much to be able to
th I nk through and verba I I ze and wr I te . . . . I am thr I I I ed to
have been chosen. (Final Interview)
D: I'm really glad I volunteered to be Interviewed for the reasons
that I told you before. And I'm glad to be taking a Journal
back with us so I can read It again and again. (Final interview)
E: The interviews were helpful to reflect on what 1 saw and heard.
Pain in the ass as far as time, but worth It. (Final question-
naire)
Group B
M: Excellent time. Wei I -spent. Has helped me tremendously process
this mountain of reactions I've had all week. And I'm feeling
more prepared—sorted out, you might say—for my return heme
where I've already told you I'll encounter seme resistance.
(Final Interview)
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N:
h^infn. ^
^search project is concerned, it has been veryt0
^
to wrlte my thoughts and talk to you a I I week. The
thP
bSen helpful ln gathering my thoughts, especiallye nterviews—pr°bab|y more so than I would have done had I notparticipated in this project. (Final interview)
we ' r^nn^th ^ ‘V IOt ab°Ut these k ‘ nds of thinSS, but sometimese not the best ones to bounce ideas off each other But tobe able to talk to you for a half an hour each day... has been away to process it all. I can imagine hew someone could go heme
rem this experience and feel klnda heavy, like "what am l gonnado?
,
and feeling hopeless and defeated if you haven't had a
chance to process it real ly well. By being able to have these
Interviews I have eliminated a lot of that which has been good for
me because I tend to internalize th i s k i nd of th i ng
.
(Final
i nterview)
P: Just that the Interviews have added so much more meaning to my
time here. Real ly . My head is full of Ideas, thoughts and
things to do when I get back that have ccme out of my being
able to open up like this. (Final interview)
Q: Participating In this research project has bee really good for me.
It has helped me to verbal Ize my feel ings and ccme to terms with
seme areas I hadn't thought about. And personal ly I would
consider continuing something like this even if, per se, there
wasn't a research project to do. It might be a good way, frem a
selfish standpoint, to help people deal with their experiences
here. (Final interview)
R: Well, I've enjoyed the time... It was good to be able to try and
express myself In words— it seems it doesn't ccme to me very
easi ly—but to try and say in words the things I was thinking and
feeling. And that would set off other things. It was really good
to just talk to a person about it rather than a page In a Journal.
(Final interview)
i
i
APPENDIX Y
Mi d-Program: Most Important Ha i ns or Benefi ts to pmr„
JLnterv I gw Question : What do you think are most Important thhave gained, or ways you have benefited, from participatingprogram thus far? '- m
Ings you
In the
Cateqor I es/areas ment I oned
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding:
1
. Rea I 1 1 1 es of the poor
,
poverty
Experiential knowledge
of real I ty of poor,
poverty
Quality of information;
facts I n program ver I fy
pi Ight of poor
New consciousness about
causes of poverty, conflict
Need to raise consciousness
of Mexican upper class about
realities, causes of poverty
and injustice
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—B.
—
Q—B E M N O P Q R
XXX x xxxxx
XXX X
X X
X
Respondents ABC-E MNOPQ-
2, Mexico, Mexican people
Mexican history, culture XX X
geography, people
Mex I can peop I e resourcefu
I
,
not I azy
X
Categories/areas merit loned
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B ( N=6
)
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1
A B C D E M N Q P Q r
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
2 . Mex I co
,
Mex I can peop I
e
(continued)
Respondents A - C - - M N - - - -
3. Church, rel igion
Questioning of role of
church in oppression
X X
New knowledge of 1 iberation
theology X
Respondents A - - D -
4. Global dimensions
Intense realization of
universality of hunan
lives, emotions regardless
of culture
X X
Respondents -
- c - - - N - - - -
5. Consciousness of history
Hew history can be/ is X
manipulated, fabricated
to serve special interests
Hew essent i a I it I s to
knew the history of a
country/culture before
judg i ng/prescr ibing solutions
X
Categories/areas merit i oned
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q P Q r
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
abode
5. Consciousness of history
(cont I nued)
Respondents A - - - _
6. Career, 1 i fe d I rect ions
Awareness of desire to
work in International
development
X
Respondents
-
- P - - -
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values:
1. Sensitivity to poor people,
poverty
Empathy with the poor XXX XX
Sense of enormous suffering X
of the poor
Feeling pain of poverty X
Personalization of poverty X
Shock at poverty X
Surprise, shock at knowledge X
gained through program
about poverty, injustice
Compassion towards poor X
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
M N Q p q r
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values:
(cont I nued)
1. Sensitivity to poor people,
poverty (continued)
Intense Interest about the
causes of poverty
Respondents A B - D - OCL01 R
2. Relationships with group
Feeling positive about
developing friendships,
sense of ccrrmunlty
within group
X X X X X
Respondents A B - - E - - - p - R
3 . Host i 1 I ty towards Un i ted
States government pol Icles
Anger at hew government
manipulates history to meet
self-serving needs
X
U.S. policies are racist X
U.S. unjustly Influencing
Mex 1 can pol 1 1 1 cs
,
econcm I cs
X
Personal prejudices against
U.S. government reinforced
X
Respondents A B - - - - - - p - -
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned ABODE MNOPq
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
4. Confidence In program
Confidence in quality of X XXX
Information, facts In
program
Respondents A - - - _ M N O - - -
5. Faith, spirit
Program stimulates Internal
quest I on 1 ng/search 1 ng
for spiritual direction
X X
Personal sense of
calling to search ,
grew
sp 1 r I tua
1
and
X
New sense of vital
In faith
ity X
Respondents -
- c - - - - - P - R
6. Career, life directions
Program spurs Interest in X
future international
development career
Need to prepare se I f psycho- X
logical ly and Intellectually
before career in overseas work
Program has created doubts,
worries about integrity of
International development
agencies and career aspirations
X
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
Categories/areas mentioned ABODE MNOPn
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
6. Career, I I fe d I rect ions
(cont I nued)
Respondents
M - 0 - Q _
7
. Mex i co
,
Mex 1 can peop 1
e
Respect for Mexican poor
and their ability to
withstand adversity
X X
Enthusiasm at ability of
local poor to solve their
prob 1 ems
X
Respondents A - - - - M
8. Global dimension
Feeling of global equality
in human needs, emotions,
1 Ife
X
Sense of global dimension
to oppression
X
Respondents -
- c - - - N - - - -
9. Desire for knowledge
Stimulate desire for
more knowledge on
po I 1 1 1 cs
,
econcm I cs
X X
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q P Q r
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
9. Desire for knowledge
(continued)
Respondents A - - -• -
- - -
- Q -
10. Sense of comfort
New sense of personal
ccmfort with self and group
X
Respondents
P - -
11. Personal relationships
New, enhanced relationship
with spouse through sharing
program activities
X
Respondents
append I X z
End-of-Progrnn; Mo-it Inrortnnt nains nr rw.f | ts t-n
Part icinat inp
sources?
'
S re°resents a thesis of the following two data
Interview Question : If you were sharing with your best friend whatwere the most important gains or benefits you've experienced throuahparticipating In the CCIDD program, what would you say?
Elna l Evaluation Questionnaire : What are the most Important ways youthink you have benefited by participating in the CCIDD program?
Cateqor i es/areas ment l on^rt
A. Ga I ns/benef I ts related to
awareness, knowledge or
understand i ng
:
1 . Rea I 1 1 1 es of poor peop I e
,
poverty
F I rsthand exper I ence/
exposure to realities of
life in Latin America
GROUP A (N=5)
A B C n F
GROUP B (N=6)
-M N O P Q R
X X
Experiential knowledge
through field trips,
on-site relationships
Personalization of the
real Ity of the poor
through program visits
New sense of rea I I ty of
the poor
Tremendous need of Central
Aner lean people for
liberation In face of
oppression, violence,
suffering
X X
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
M N Q P Q r
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
New awareness of hunger,
poverty and hopelessness
faced by the poor
New understanding of the
poor through personal contact
New knowledge that Central
American people would prefer
non-violent change
X
Awareness of tremendous
amount of local resources
that could be tapped in
solving problems
X
The poor want change and
can have change
X
Respondents ABODE M N 0 P Q R
2
. Genera 1 1 ncreased
awareness, knowledge,
understand I ng
New overall awareness, X X
knowledge, understanding
related to program topics
Expanded knowledge and X
exposure to additional
resources
X X
New heart-felt awareness X
beyond Intel lectual
concepts
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned Abode MNOPq
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
2
. Genera I I ncreased
awareness, knowledge,
understanding (continued)
Respondents A B C D - M - O - - -
3. U.S. government, pol Icies
U.S. acts out of self- x
I nterest
Imperative need to change X
U.S. policies in region
Relationship of U.S. govern- X
ment and business to Central
American poverty
Respondents A B - - - m
4. Faith, be I lefs, spirit
Central American poor can
teach North Americans in
faith, determination, hope
New persona I link between
activism and Christian
be I iefs
New openness to cal I of
Spirit In terms of Th I rd
World relationships
X
X
X
New awareness of faith and
spiritual strength of Latin
Amer I can peop I
e
X
Categor i es/areas merit I oned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N 0 P Q r
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
4. Faith, beliefs, spirit
(cont I nued)
Respondents
-
- C - - - - -
- Q R
'• Personal insights, lessons
New awareness at extent
of personal changes in
values and Identity over
past years through
exposure to program
X
Surprise at comfort level
and acceptance by poor of
U.S. citizens/foreigners
X
Change Is slew and one needs
enormous patience
X
It Is not as Important to
give money as It Is to
ccrrmit time and energy
to br I ng change
X
Individuals can create
change, but not as much as
when working with a
carmunlty for change
X
Actual potential, real Ity of
"man's Inhuman ity to man"
X
Respondents M P Q R
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Catecjor i es/areas mentiongtji a B C D E M N 0 P Q D
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
6. Global dimension
New understanding of global
real I ties of the poor X
New awareness of extent
to which women are oppressed
on a global level
X
Respondents
_
- C - - - - - - - R
7
. Mex i co
,
Mex 1 can peop 1
e
New awareness about 1 iving
conditions here in Mexico
X X
New Insight Into Mexico
through lives of people
X
Respondents
- - D - M - - - - R
8 . Base Chr I st I an ccrrmun i t i es
,
liberation theology
Knowledge of Base Christian
ccrrmun 1 1 1 es
,
1 i berat 1 on
theology
X X
Respondents - - D - - - - P - -
9. Women's Issues
New awareness of extent X
to which women are oppressed
on a global level
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned Abode MNQPq
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
9 . Women
' s I ssues
(cont I nued)
Poverty Is a feminist issue X
Respondents
- B c - -
10. U.S. citizen understanding
of regional issues/problems
Central America Is mis-
understood by most Americans
X
Rea 1 1 ty is not the way the
U.S. government or media
wants us to bel I eve
X
Respondents A
11. Importance of carmunity
1 n soc I a 1 change
Carmunity spirit and bonds
are essential to creating
effective, liberating change
X X
Respondents -----
- N - 0 - -
12. Personal understanding of
Lat I n Amer I ca
I ncreased understand i ng X
of Latin America the
way 1 t rea lly Is
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned Abode MNQPq
A. Gains/benefits related to
awareness, knowledge or
understanding (continued):
12. Personal understanding of
Latin America (continued)
Respondents C
i
1 3 . Act I ng , respond i ng back
heme
New awareness of personal
respons i b I I i ty to generate
consciousness about Central
America in U.S.
Respondents
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values:
1. New sense of bonding, friend-
ship with program, group
and staff
X X X X
Appreciation of being part
of a group in process
X
Respondents B - - E - - 0 p - R
2 . Act I ng , respond i ng back
heme
Renewed carmitment to
Central American Issues
X
524
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor i es/areas mentioned
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont i nued)
:
2. Acting, responding back
heme (continued)
ABODE MNOPOR
Renewed ccrrmitment to
serve people in need with
skills, talents, emotions
X
New dec I s I on to make seme
new ccrrm I tments
,
conscien-
tious prioritizations in
1 1 fe
X
New desire to take a stand
1 n wor Id with skills,
talents
X
Have conversations with
friends, family on Central
Aner lea, CCIDD
X
Respondents iii01LU11CD1
3. Career, life directions
Reeva 1 uat I on of work
d 1 rect ion
X
Reaffirmed plans to work
overseas
X
1 ncreased ccrrm I tment to
work In International
deve 1 opment
X
New idea to work overseas
with husband
X
GROUP A (N=5)
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U U GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
3. Career, 1 I fe d I rect ions
(continued)
abcde MNOPnn
Respondents
--C-- M - -
- Q R
4. Sensitivity to poor people/
poverty
New, acute sensitivity to
poor and oppressed
X
Increased appreciation
of beauty, dignity,
gentleness of Latin
American poor
X X
New ccmfort in working,
being among the poor
X
New confidence, faith
in abilities of poor
to solve their own
prob 1 ems
X
Respondents A--D- M N - - - -
5. Internal attitudes, general
1 essons
Program has changed my life X
Change is slow and one needs X
enormous patience
New sense of confidence in
authentic friendship of the
poor
X
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor ies/areas ment ioned a BCD E M N 0 P Q R
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont i nued)
:
5. Internal attitudes, general
lessons (continued)
It Is not as important to
give money as It is to
ccrrmlt time and energy
to br I ng change
X
Individuals can create
change, but not as much as
when working with a
ccrrmun i ty for change
X
New sense of being energized
In spirit and se 1
f
X
Respondents -
- D - M - - - Q R
6. Optimism for social change
New optimism solutions to
social problems can be
found
X X X
Respondents B - - E M
7. Faith, beliefs, spirit
Central American poor can
teach North Aner leans in
faith, determ i nat i on
,
hope
X
New persona I link between
act i v i sm and Chr I st i an
be I lefs
X
527
Categories/areas mentioned
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont i nued)
:
7. Faith, beliefs, spirit
(continued)
New openness to ca I I of
Spirit in terms of Third
World relationships
Respondents
- -
- D - - - -
- Q R
Women
' s 1 ssues
New sense of sol Idarlty
with Latin American
women
X
Poverty is a feminist issue X
Respondents
- B c - -
9. Media, information sources
Importance of personal X X
research i n gett i ng
Information
Real Ity Is not the way the X X
U.S
.
government or media
wants us to be I ieve
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ABODE M N Q P Q r
Respondents A---- M - 0 - - -
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q P Q r
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont i nued)
:
ABODE
10. Role of church, religion
in change
Church must align itself
with the poor
New curiosity about role X
of church in relation to
government policies
Church needs conversion
Respondents A - - - E
11. Sense of change in Third
Wor Id
New sense we are alongside
a world In revolution
X
People, nations have a right
to determine what they want
w I thout outs I de I nter ference
X
Respondents A - - - - - - - P - -
12. Desire to learn more/
continuing education
Desire to learn Spanish
or other language
X
Need for more reading on X
Central American
Respondents B N
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor i es/areas merit I oned abode MNQpq
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
13. Personal life, lifestyle
Decision to reprioritize x
monetary donations and give
more to groups working for
social Justice, peace
Reevaluation of lifestyle X
Plans to bring wife and
chi Idren to CCIDD
Respondents
- B - - -
- N - - - _
1. U.S. government, pol icies
Reaffirmation that U.S.
doesn't listen to the cries
of people
X
Imperative need to change
U.S. policies
X
Respondents A
15. U.S. citizen understanding
of regional Issues
Sense of confidence In group X
members to understand,
respond to I ssues
Confidence In capabilities
of U.S. citizens to listen
to critical views of U.S. and
be sel f-cr 1 1 lea I
X
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned abode MNQpq
B. Gains/benefits related to
attitudes, feelings or values
(cont I nued)
:
15. U.S. citizen understanding
of regional issues (continued)
Respondents M
APPENDIX AA
Eart I; Most Important. Significant or Meaningful ouretinr^
Balsed by Program Thus F^r
Interview Question : If you could I 1st what are the most imnnrtant
significant or meaningful questions that the program has raised thusfar for you, what would those questions be?
NOTE: Participants "B", "E",
The I r data I s not I nc I uded
.
and N' did not have this question asked.
GROUP A GROUP B
(N=3) (N=5)
Cateqor ies/areas mentiop^ A C n m Q P (
A
. Act I ng , respond I ng back heme
What am I going to do with x
all this when I go heme?
What am I go I ng to do when x
I go back (to respond)?
What can I do about our X
government (policies In the
region)?
Hew can I do seme conscious- X
ness raising back heme?
Hew can we Involve more people X
In the States (In responding)?
Hew can we get more people In X
the States to see the need to
respond?
What does I t take to get peop I e X
to respond?
GROUP A GROUP B
( N=3
)
Categories/areas mentioned A c D
A. Acting, responding back heme
(cont i nued)
What are my respons I b i I i t I es and
tasks (on responding) when I
return heme?
What would be the most
effective use of my
abilities (to respond)?
What can I do to help?
Hew can I share what
I have exper i enced and
learned with others?
(N=5)
M 0 P Q R
X
X
X
X
What Is the most faithful
way of responding in an
act i ve way?
Respondents
-CD
B. Career, I I fe d i rect ions
What should I do when I X
get back ( I n work )
?
What would be the most X
effective use of my
abilities ( respond i ng
through work)?
Do I want to work with X
(poor) people like this
at seme point later in
my life? Not only that,
but can I do this?
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Categories/areas mentioned
B. Career
,
life directions
(cont I nued)
Will I a I lew this experience
to change me (in life,
work directions)?
Respondents
C. Mexico, Mexican people
Why does the Mexican
government allow all
the inequities?
What I s the character x
of the Mexican people
Respondents A - - - -
- Q -
D. Personal search, Internal
mean I ng
What am 1 rea lly being called
on to change (in my life,
1 1 festy le)?
X
Hew is this experience going
to change me?
X
What does God want of me at
this point In my II fe?
X
Hew can 1 live out my faith
In a way that affects change?
X
Respondents - c - - - p - -
GROUP A GROUP B
(N=3) (N=5)
A C D M 0 P Q r
X
GROUP A GROUP B
(N=3) (N=5)
Categories/areas mentioned A c D MOP
E. U.S. government, pol icies
Do we (the U.S. ) real ly want
equa 1 i ty in fore 1 gn
deve 1 opment (pol icies)?
X
1
Hew can we (the U.S. people,
government) change our
relationship with the people
down here?
X
Respondents i0111011
F. U.S. citizen understanding
Hew can we be so wrong? X
Hew can we be so bl Ind? X
Why do we des 1 re equa 1 1 ty
( I n the wor Id)?
X
Respondents --- -
- P Q -
G. Development-related
What Is real ly the need
( 1 n poor , Mex 1 can ccrrmun i 1 1 es
for help)?
X
Should U.S. volunteers ccme
to poor areas to help? Or
should we stay heme?
What Is the role the
X
X
U.S . should play in development
aid or intervention frcm the
Mexican point of view?
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GROUP A GROUP B
(N=3) (N=5)
Categories/areas mentioned A C D M 0 P Q R
G. Development-related
(continued)
Hew can our aid help fulfill
basic needs? X
What are the basic needs? X
Respondents
- - - M - - Q _
H. Poor people, poverty
What is going to happen
to al 1 these (poor) people?
X
Respondents
- - -
- 0 - - -
1 • Political theory
What are the theories and
nature of political systems?
X
Respondents A - -
J. Liberation theology
What Is the Biblical inter-
pretation of history?
X
Hew does liberation theology
help you look at history
through the eyes of the poor?
X
Respondents A - -
GROUP A GROUP B
(N=3
)
Categor i es/areas merit i oned A C D
K. Empathy, connectedness
with the poor
What i s the ccrrmun i ty of x
feeling our group shares
with the poor we visit?
(N=5)
MOP Q R
Respondents A
APPENDIX BB
Balseti bV Program Th!n pnr
Interview Quest i on : if you could list what are m~0+.
GR0UP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Cateqor I e?/areas ment I nnpd ABPOF M N n p n
a. Acting, responding back heme
Hew do we reach out and x
respond to the poor in a
way that empowers and
responds authentically to
their needs?
What l s the best way to x
respond to those with
imnediate needs that does
not rob them of dignity,
initiative or control?
Hew can I take this program X
exper I ence back and make the
most Impact?
What can I do now that I know x
what I s be I ng done ( to oppress
the poor) In the region?
What can concerned North-
Amerlcan Christians do to
assist the people of Latin
America In their struggle for
I iberat Ion?
What can we do that will
real ly be effective ( in
bringing change)?
X
Categories/areas mentions
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
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A. Acting, responding back heme
(continued)
What can I do to change this
situation (of the poor)?
What can I do (to respond)?
Hew can I share the experience
here with people In my own
cerrmun i ties?
Hew does this old ccw chew on
this cud (program experience)
and regurge It and rechew it
and have I t ccme out as milk
that is going to feed people?
Respondents A - - D E M N - - Q R
B. Career, I i fe d I rect Ions
Shou Id I be go I ng to sen I nary?
What direction should I take?
What am I going to do with the
rest of my l i fe?
Hew should I start (in my
career goals to help,
respond )
?
How can I work In International
development and help create
change from within the systen?
What I s God ca I I I ng me to do
wi th my li fe?
Hew can I be open to the ca I I
of God i n my I I fe on beha I f of
of the I Iberatlon of the poor?
X
X
X
X X
X
X
X
Categories/areas mentions
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B ( N=6
)
M N Q p g r
B. Career, I l
f
e direct ions
(continued)
Respondents C - M - o - Q R
c. U.S. citizen understanding
Where do we get our Informa- X
tlon as a government and
peop I e?
Do the majority of people
knew what I s real ly happen i ng
here?
What can we do to Inform
ourselves better?
Hew can we extract our nation
frem situations the government
doesn't see as untenable or
wrong?
Respondents A - - N 0 P - -
D. Personal search, internal
mean i ng
Hew am I going to a I low this X
experience (the program) to
change me?
What I s God ca I I I ng me to do
wi th my II fe?
Hew can I be open to the cal I
of God I n my I I fe on beha I f of
the Gospel of liberation for
the poor?
X
Categor i es/areas merit I nnpH
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
D. Personal search, internal
meaning (continued)
Respondents
-
- C - -
‘
----- R
i
E. Information, media
Hew accurate Is the informa-
tion that is presented to us
through the media in the
U.S.?
X
1
Why can ' t we have access to
accurate information? X
Hew does the media distort
h 1 story?
X
Hew is the media used to
benef i t others?
X
1
1
Respondents A - - _ _
-
- 0 - - -
F. Nature of real i ty
Why, when things (the
injustice, poverty) seem
so obvious, aren't they?
X
Hew do we d 1 st i ngu i sh
truth frem fiction?
X
Respondents A - - - - - -
- p - -
G. Development-related
What is the truth about the
development needs of the
region?
X
Categories/areas merit I oned
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
541
GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
G. Development-related
(cont I nued)
What do the people that are X
In need say about development?
Respondents A - - _ _
------
H. Life, Lifestyle
Hew can 1 change seme of
the priorities 1 n my life
to reflect my new
1 ns 1 ghts?
X
Hew can 1 deve 1 op a sense
of thanksgiving for the
situation In which 1 do
1 ive without becoming
cemp lacent?
X
Respondents
----- R
1
. Church, rel Iglon
What is our mission? X
What Is our work? X
Hew do we reach out and
respond to the poor in a
way that empowers and
responds authentically to
their needs?
X
Respondents A - - - - ------
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
J. U.S. Government, policies
A B C D E MNOPnn
Where do we get our informa-
tion as a government and
peop 1 e?
X
Why are we taking the actions
we are In the region (Central
Amer ica)?
X
Why are we offering the kind
of assistance we're offering
to these (Central American)
countr ies?
X
Hew ccme our government is
not more sensitive to hunan
rights violations In these
(Central American) countries?
X
Respondents A - - - _
K
. 1 nequa 1 i ty , power
Why does i nequa 1 i ty exist
when it doesn't have to?
X
Can i nequa 1 1 t 1 es be changed? X
Hew big is the wal 1 that
blocks change?
X
Do you have to re 1 1 nqu 1 sh
the values of helping the
poor In order to get to
positions of power strong
enough to change the system?
X
Respondents Q -
Categor ies/areas mentions
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q p
L. Central America
What Is the history,
economics, culture of
these (Central Anerican)
countr les?
Respondents A
APPENDIX CC
React I on categnr
|^
A. Visit to La Estac Ion
squatter's settlement
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^
^
2—
E
M N1 O P n r
Reactions to physical
env I ronment
Saw beauty, hope, positive X XXX
signs In midst of poverty
Emotional shock, surprise, XX x
horror, dlsbel lef at
cond I t I ons
Sensory shock to environment X X
Mention of no sensory shock x
Reactions to presenters
Sympathetic, emotional X X X X
reactions to stories
of presenters
XX xx
X X
x X X X X X
Empathetlc connection to x X
poor women
Attitudes, feelings about visit
Sense of discomfort, XXX
Intrusion, embarrassment
visiting poor area
Internal attitudes, feelings
about conditions of poverty
Frustrat ion,
real 1 1 les of
poverty
anger at
Injustice,
X
X X X
545
Field trip to La Estacion,
Hotel Casino de la Selva
(cont I nued)
React I on categor i es
Attitudes, feelings about the
poor
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B c D E M N Q p q r
Personal inspiration at x
courage of the poor
Positive feelings about x
capab I I 1 1 1 es or poor to
solve problems
Spec I a I adn I rat I on for
ingenuity of local poor in
use of I Imlted resources
Generosity of poor In x
receiving group
Confidence inabilities X
of the poor to deal with
their situation
Attitudes, feelings of response
Desire to help, respond x
Awareness, knowledge,
understand I ng
Awareness of contrasts X
hope/despair, rich/poor,
cl eanl Iness/f Nth,
organ I zat I on/d I sorder
,
beauty/ug I I ness, in poor
env I ronment
Increased reflections
on causes of poverty
—
local, regional, global
General Increase in knowledge
about poor people, poverty
x x X X xxxxxx
x X X X X X X X X
XX XXX
x x xx
X XX
xxxx xxxxxx
XX XXX X
XXX XX
X X
546
Field trip to La Estacion,
Hotel Casino de la Selva
(continued)
React I on cateqor
I es
Awareness, knowledge,
understand I ng
(cont I nued)
Awareness of poor people's
confidence, bonds with staff
Reactions to other group
members
Negative reactions to other
group members
Interest In reactions of
other group members
members
B. Visit to Casino de la Selva
luxury hotel
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^
B c D E M N Q p q R
X
X
X
Appreciation of historical X
murals of Mexican history
No special reactions x
Visit was distracting, x X
not important
Symbol Ic awareness of
wealth alongside poverty
X X
APPErO I X DD
Part ^jpant Reactions to Racat ierra /Ravine cm™, .n | »
|
«^ F
,£ld Tr ir>
React I on cateaor
i
A. Visit with local artisan/
ccrnnun I ty leader In Sacatierra
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^—E
—
Q—D—E M N O p o
pj
Reactions to presenter
Inspiration, acfrnlratlon x X
at acccmp I I shments I
n
development work for poor
I nsp I ra1 1 on
,
adn I rat I on x X
at personal qua I it ies
Empathet Ic connection x
Resentment that he
put down cap I ta I I sm
Felt presenter only out
for pol I t leal power
Awareness, knowledge,
understand I ng
Change Is possible X
Attitudes about poverty
Poor are usua I I y forced
to compete against them-
selves for limited resources
B . Visit to poor wemen I
ravine squatter's ccrrmunlty
React I ons to phys I ca
I
env I ronment
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Field trip to Sacat terra,
Rav i ne ccrrmun i ty
(cont i nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP E
React i on cateqor i es A B C D E M N 0
Sensory shock to envi ronment X X
Reactions to presenters
Sadness, sympathy
Empathet
I c connect i on
with women's situation,
issues, oppression
Acini rat ion at courage
of presenters
Shock at suffering, mal-
nourishment of children
Anger women were fee I I ng
sorry for selves, defeat
i
Discomfort at presenter
choices in deal I ng with
cond i t i ons
Awareness, knowledge,
understanding about
conditions of poverty
Poverty traps people into
oppressive attitudes and
behaviors
XXXXX XXX
X X XXX
X XX X
X X
X
XX XX X
Governments are unresponsive X
to needs of the poor
People can't afford
chi Idren, but chi Idren
are source of happiness,
secur i ty
(N=6)
P Q R
X
XXX
XXX
X X
X
X x
X
X
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Field trip to Sacatierra,
Rav i ne ccrrmun i ty
(cont I nued)
React i on categor i es
Awareness, knowledge,
understanding about
conditions of poverty
(cont i nued)
Even though poor live In
fi
I
thy environment, they
are aware about needs for
cleanliness, health
Magnitude of poverty
i s beyond present
conditions for develop-
ment a i d to respond
at sufficient level
Attitudes, feelings about
cond I t I ons of poverty
Poverty traps people into XX XX
conditions of hopelessness,
loneliness, helplessness
General awe, sadness at X
extent of poverty In world
Anger at unresponsiveness X
of government
Poverty oppresses the X X
spirits, psychology of
the poor
To work helping the poor
one must have enormous
patience, faith
Anger at Mex i can men
Poor need to feel control X
In their I Ives
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP I
A B C D E M N O
t (N=6)
P Q R
X
X
X x
XXX
X
X
X
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Field trip to Sacatierra,
Rav i ne ccrrmun i ty
(cont i nued)
React i on categor i es
Poverty's greatest victims
are ch i Idren
Attitudes, feelings about self
Sense of embarrassment at x X
being pr i vi leged, r ich
i n ccmpar i son to poor
Power I essness In face of
so much poverty
Attitudes, feelings about visit
Feeling CC I DD is exploiting X
the poor by visiting them
Sense poor are being affirmed
by CCIDD visits
Surprise at reception,
acceptance of group by the
poor
Attitudes, feelings about visit
Poverty became "real"
Personal discomfort at being
rich person visiting poor
Attitudes, feelings of response
Desire to personally x
respond to poverty,
conditions of poor
women visited
Anger CCIDD is not helping X
wcmen get help frcm
government
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP I
ABODE MNP
X
(N=6)
P Q R
X
X
X
X
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Field trip to Sacatierra,
Rav i ne ccrrmun i ty
(continued)
React i on categor i es
Power I essness In face of
so much poverty
Reactions to others in
group
Frustration at their
shallow questions to
presenters
C . Visit to women
' s b I ouse
cooperat i ve
Reactions to presenters
Felt hope, Inspiration,
actn I rat I on
Empathet I c connect I on
to women's struggle,
I ssues
Attitudes, feelings about visit
Hope
,
conf i dence I
n
pcwer of I I berat i ng
faith, spirit
Excitement at consciousness
raising being done by
co-op members
Church can play active role
I
n
soc I a I change
Attitudes, feelings about
poverty, the poor
Poor are working to restore
their pcwer, their dignity
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ABODE MNQPqr
X
X
X X X X XXX
X X
XX X
x XXX x
X X
X
552
Field trip to Sacatierra,
Rav i ne carmun i ty
(continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Reaction cateqorles a n ^ D E M N 0 P O R
Awareness, knowledge,
understand i ng
Church can play active role
i n soc 1 a 1 change
X X
People can help themselves
if g i ven a chance
X X
Awareness/confidence X
I Iberation praxis can
he I p the cond i t i ons
of the poor
i
|
I
APPENDIX EE
Eartlc Inant Reactions to Basf? Christian reunify vi<=| +
Beactlon catennrjf^
Awareness, knowledge,
understanding about BCCs,
liberation theology
New awareness of how
liberation theology
In practice operates
Genera I I ncrease I
n
Information, knew I edge
about real Ity of poor
BCC meet I ngs we I I
-
planned, conceived
Young people learning
relevance of Gospel In
social change efforts
Awareness, knowledge,
understanding of Biblical
ref lection in U.S.
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—5—C—
D
—E M N O P q R
X X X X X X
X X
X
X
Bible study in the U.S. x
does not address realities
of poverty and oppression
Awareness
,
know I edge
understanding of U.S. citizen
role In helping, responding
U.S. citizens should
stay heme, not ccme
down to help
X X
Visit to Base Christian
Ccrimun i ty (continued)
Reaction categories
Attitudes, feelings about the
meet i ng
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B c D E M N Q p q r
Welcome, acceptance, XXX
ccmfort at meeting
Feelings of ccnmunity,
bonding, closeness,
union, unity
x X X X x X X
Sense of power in meeting x X
content
,
format
X X X X X X
Positive feelings about XXX
sharing, dialogue, critical
ref lect ion
Feel ing of openness,
disclosure, lack of pretense,
genu I neness
Symbol Ic importance )
Sense that CCIDD group presence
altered meeting, stifled,
i nh I b I ted meet i ng
Positive feelings about >
participatory nature of
meet I ng
Setting was difficult
to adjust to
Attitudes, feelings about
BCC participants, members
XXX
Positive feelings of
actnl rat ion, respect,
pr ide
X X X X
XX XX
X XXX
X X
X X
X X X X
Impressed by sophistication, X
w i sdcm
,
i nte I I
i
gence
,
articulation of BCC members
X X X X X
555
Visit to Base Christian
Carmun I ty ( cont i nued
)
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
React I on cateqor 1 es
Attitudes, feelings about
BCC participants, members
(cont i nued)
abode mnopor
Hum I 1 I ty of members X X X X X
Ability to be non- judgenenta
1
in discussions
Attitudes, feelings about poor
people
X
Inspiration at capabilities
of poor to Interpret,
critique, analyze, understand
real 1 ty
X xx XX XXX
Enhanced respect for poor X X X X
Poor have great insight,
wisdcm
XX X
Poor are not consp I r 1 ng or
secretive, but discuss
openly di fferences, insights
Attitudes, feel I ngs about
cultural differences
X X
Bible study in U.S. Is too
scho 1 ar
1 y , I nte 1 1 ectua 1
,
i nd 1 v I dua 1 i zed
x XX
Sense we don ' t have r I ch
cultural traditions as those
visited
X
Reaffirmed Importance of
Bible study to critical
world reflection
Attitudes, feelings about self
X
Felt humbled by BCC members X X X X X X X X X
Visit to Base Christian
Ccrrmunity (continued)
React i on categor l es
Attitudes, feelings about self
(cont i nued)
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B C D E M N Q p q r
Inspired self-reflection
on persona I
,
sp I r i tua
I
,
I i fe mean i ng
X X X X X X
APPENDIX FF
Participant Reactions- "Wcmen a nd manae m i^m Ampnn
Enaction categoric
Awareness, knowledge or
understandings from presentation
New understanding between
poor women's oppression
In Latin America and
North/South global
oppression
New conceptual frameworks
for understanding Latin
American women's Issues and
oppression
New understanding of
mach I smo
H I story of poor women
'
s
struggle In Mexico and
Lat 1 n Amer lea
Importance of women In
Lat I n Amer I can soc I a I
,
economic, political,
cultural development
New awareness of power
of women In history,
change
More equa I I ty will come
when rules, laws that
regulate development
change
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
^—E—Q—D E M N O P n p
X XX X XX
X XXX x
x XXX
XX X
XXX
X X
X
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"Women and Change i n Lat i
n
America" (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Reaction categories
Awareness, knowledge or
understanding frcm presentation
abode mnopor
New interpretive frame-
work for understanding
personal history and issues
X X
Renewed se 1 f
-con f 1 dence
,
pr Ide as woman
XXX X
Provoked new internal
questioning, searching
for meaning, purpose,
d 1 rect ion
Attitudes, feelings about
presenter
X
Empathet i c connect i on
XXXXX
Acini rat Ion, respect XX XXX X
1 nsp 1 rat ion X XX X
Attitudes, feel ings about
appl Icat ions of learning
Ideas to apply back heme XXX X
Ideas for personal change
Attitudes, feel ings about
presentat ion
Liked cr I t
1 que of
North American feminism
frcm Latin American
perspective
X
X XXX
appendix gg
Participant Reactions; "A History Of Maxim"
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Reaction categoric
Attitudes, feelings
about presenter
A—B
—
Q—Q. E M N o P o p
Enthusiasm, entertaining
animated, funny
XX xxxxxx
B I ased
,
one-s 1 ded
view of hi story
X XX
Anger
,
resentment at
critique of church's
role In oppression
X X
Broad perspective
Attitudes, feelings about
presentation
X
Informative, helpful XXX X XXXX X
Dynamic, upl I ft Ing XX XXXX
Biased XX X X
Overwhelming X X
Powerful X
Rushed, harried X
Attitudes, feelings resulting
from presentation content
Sense of feel ing better
1 nformed
XX X XXX X
Frustration at enormity
of problems facing poor
X
"A History of Mexico"
(cont i nued)
React I on categor I es
Attitudes, feelings resulting
frcm presentation content
(cont i nued)
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B c D E M N Q p Q r
Lack of understanding about
present status of Mexico
Opened mind to nav
understanding of Mexico
Mexican "time bcmb" of problems
Awareness, knowledge or
understandings frcm presentation
Better understand i ng of x x
influences on Mexican
history and development
Better understanding of x x
rea I I ty/causes of poverty
and oppression frcm
historical analysis
Ideologies are causes of
dcm i nance/oppress i on
Increased questioning X
of role of U.S. government
situation of poor In
Mexico
X
X
X
X X X X
X X
X
New exposure, understanding x
of process of historical
ana lysis
Sparked new questions about
development and history of
Mexico
APPENDIX HH
Participant Reactions- -A Liberating Missionary Persn^tiwo
Reaction categoric
Reactions to presenter
I nspl r I ng
Empathetic identification
Role model
Prophet Ic
Strong, yet simple man
Envy
Reactions to presentation
I nformat I ve
Powerful, Inspiring
Prophet Ic
Dlsccmfort, defensiveness
in antl-U.S. judgemental
tone of presentation
Attitudes, feelings about
respond I ng/act i ng
Prophet I c respons I b I I I ty
of North Americans on
beha I f of poor
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—B—£—2—£ M N O P g n
XXX
X X
XXX
X X
X
X
X X
XX x
X X
X
X
xxxx xxxxxx
XXXX X X X X X
XX x
X XX
XXX XXX
Motivate Internal searching, XX X XXX
quest I on I ng about persona I
role In responding
Call to act
,
respond be XXX XXX
prophet on beha I f of poor
"A Liberating Missionary
Perspective" (continued)
React I on categor i es
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B ( N=6
)
562
Attitudes, feelings about
Marx i sm
ABC D E M N Q P Q r
Feel ing that Marxism is XXX
compatible with Christianity
I ncreased I nterest In XXX
Marx I sm
,
soc i a I i sm
Self-confidence in using
Marxism and Christianity
to examine self, faith,
life d i rect Ions
Increased ccmfort with
Marxism being used in Latin
American context
Attitudes, feelings about U.S.
government role In Latin American
poverty, oppression
X X X X X
XXX X
X XX
X
Anger at U.S. government X X
complicity In oppression
oppression
Attitudes, feelings about self
Discomfort at being North X X X X XX
American ident I f ied wi th
pr Ivl lege, U.S. pol icles
Awareness of personal Ignorance X X
about reg I ona
I
prob I ems
,
i ssues
Has helped, Influenced X
thinking and opinions
Affirmation of self in speaking X
out
,
oppos i ng U . S . policies
"A Liberating Missionary
Perspective" (continued)
React I on categor i es
Attitudes, feelings about
viol ence
,
non-v i o I ence
New questions about violence, X X X X X
non-violence in social change
New understanding, acceptance X x
of role of violence in Latin
American struggle
New understand need for taking X
up arms i n poor peop I e '
s
struggle
Violence grows frem North
Amer I can power
Poor people don't want to
fight, but are forced to
In order to survive,
improve cond i t i ons
Attitudes, feel ings about
poor people
Need for conversion by poor X
in order to premote change,
evange I I ze for poor
Poor people don't want to
fight, but are forced to
In order to survive,
improve conditions
Poor are capable of directing
their cwn destinies
Poor can, should teach the X
non-poor
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
563
GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q R Q r
X
X X
X
X
X X
X
X
564
"A Liberating Missionary
Perspective" (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
React i on cateqor i es
Attitudes, feelings about
re 1 Igion, spiritual 1 1 fe
abcde mnopor
New Inspiration for Bible
study with global dimension
X
Bible can be revolut lonary
in Interpretation
Awareness, knowledge or
understanding about Marxism
X
Better understanding of
Marxism as analytical tool,
sc I ence and not ph i 1 osophy
x x x X X X X
Marxism is compatible with
Chr 1 st i ant I ty
Awareness, knowledge or
understand i ng about 1 i berat i on
theology, Base Christian
ccrrmun i 1 1 es
XXX xxxxx
New understanding of
liberation theology as
praxis-based analytical
process
X XX
New knowledge about Base
Chr I st i an Ccrrmun i t i es
Awareness
,
knew 1 edge or
understanding about poor
people's struggle for
1 1 berat Ion
X
Increased knowledge,
understand I ng about poor
people's struggle
X X X X X X X X
"A Liberating Missionary
Perspective" (continued)
React i on categor i es
Awareness, knowledge or
understanding about poor
people's struggle for
I i berat i on ( cont I nued
)
New understanding of poor
people's revolutions In
Lat i n Aner i ca
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B c D E M N Q p Q r
X XX XX
Insight Into role of violence/ X
non-violence in social change
New questions about violence, XXX
non-violence in social change
When or under what conditions X X
Is violence justified for a
Chr ist ian?
Violence grows from North
Aner i can power X
Poor people don't want to X
fight, but are forced to
In order to survive,
improve conditions
Attitudes, feelings
concerning the need to learn
more
Need for conversion by poor X X
in order to promote change,
evange I I ze for poor
Need to learn more, continuing X XX
educat I on
Rich have to "die" to be
united with poor
X X
"A Liberating Missionary
Perspective" (continued)
React I on categor I es
Attitudes, feelings
concerning the need to learn
more (continued)
Poor can, should teach the
non-poor
566
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ABODE M N Q P Q r
X
Detachment from cwn culture
Is best way to see clearly
Awarness, knowledge or
understanding about U.S. culture,
c I t i zens
U.S. citizens are ignorant X X
about the reality of conditions
and causes of poverty and
oppression
People In U.S. are shielded X X
from poverty, the poor,
and oppression
New questions raised
When or under what conditions X X
is violence justified for a
Chr I st Ian?
Can I reconci le my religious X X
be I iefs with Marxism?
What Is Gospel message
for non-oppressed
,
non-poor?
An I w I I I I ng to g i ve up X
pr I vi lege?
Are there liberating forms
of capital Ism?
X
appendix I I
Participant Reactions- "Church a nd Change in Latin Wrin _
A Soc i o I og I rft
| Persnect i vs"
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Bsactlon categoric
Attitudes, feelings about
presentation
A—B—C—D—E M N O P n r
Helpful, Informative,
clarifying
XXX x X
Interesting, engaging
X X
Excel lent analysis
Attitudes, feelings
X
New sense of historical
context of social change
X
Anger at historical
oppression of church
by the poor
Awareness, knowledge or
understand I ng
X
New, better historical
understanding of church
In relation to poor
peop 1 e ' s II berat I on
xxxxx XX x
New knowledge of Base
Christian Ccnmunlties
relationship to social
change
New questions raised
X
What does It take to make
church realign with poor?
X
568
"Church and Change in Latin
America" (continued)
React I on categor i es
New questions raised (continued)
Does traditional Catholicism
conflict with empowering
carmunity development?
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B c D E M N Q p Q R
APPEND I X JJ
Participant Reactions; "Guatema la—country unr^r
Reaction cateaor i e<;
Attitudes, feelings about
presenters
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—B—C—D—E M N O p o r
Sympathy, sadness
Emapthy
, connectedness
Achil rat ion at courage,
faith
X X X X X
X XX
X X X X
X X X X X X
XX X X
XX X
Hope In their presence, XXX
determination, ccnrmitment
to speak out
Attitudes, fee I I ngs about
presentation
Personal contact enhanced
understand I ng
I nformat I ve
,
en I I ghten I ng
Overwhelmed
Appreciation of love
presenters have for their
country
Attitudes, fee I i ngs about
poor people's situation
Empathy, connectedness to
pain, struggle of the poor
Compassion, sympathy,
sadness
XXX x
X XX
X X
X X X X X
X X X X
X X X X X
XXX XX
XXX
X x
X X X X X X
X X X X X X
Guatemala
—Country Under
Siege" (continued)
React I on categor i es
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p q r
Attitudes, feelings about
poor people's situation
(cont i nued)
Acini rat I on for courage,
faith, perseverence, tenacity
Horror, shock, dismay
appalled, i ncredu I i ty at
oppression, pain and
struggle of the poor
Guatemala has gone crazy
Attitudes, feelings about
U.S. government, policies,
h I stor i ca I i nvo I vement
Anger, disgust, frustration
resentment at U.S. government,
pol Icles, Involvement
Attitudes, feelings about self
Sense of being numb, powerless,
helplessness in face of
real Itles of the poor
Guilt as being part of a
system that causes pain
and suffering
I nab I I i ty to relate to
the real Itles of extreme
violence and suffering
Attitudes feelings about
respond I ng
Need to respond, act
educate in U.S.
Anger at apathy in U.S.
xx X xxxxxx
x X X X X X
X
XXXX xxxx X
XX XX x
X X
X
XXX xxxxxx
X
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"Guatemala—Country Under
Siege" (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
React I on cateqor 1 es
Awareness, knowledge or
understanding frcm presentation
abcde mnopor
New awareness/understanding
of poor people's realities/
struggles
xxxxx X X X X X
Confirmed previous suspicions
about situation
XX XX
Extent of violation of
human rights
X X X X X
Awareness about history/
facts of Guatemala
XXX
Awareness of psychological
damage caused to victims
of oppression, repression
X XX
Facts, information about
U.S. involvement and
association with repression
X XX
Need to learn more about
U.S. role, policies
X
Awareness of need to be
angry to motivate change
Personal insights, awareness
X
Recommitment to respond/help
through career/ 1 1 fe
opprotun i t ies
XX X X X X X
In sharing One's suffering
with others, one can
spr i tua 1 ly grow
X
Others can grow, learn
frcm the suffering of
others
X
"Guatemala
—Country Under
Siege" (continued)
React i on categor i es
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
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GROUP B (N=6)
M N Q p Q r
Personal insights, awareness
(continued)
Puzz 1 ed why Guatema 1 a 1 s so X
important to U.S. business,
government
Awareness of being misinformed,
dece 1 ved i n past about
Guatema I an rea I i t i es
Pessimism is a tool of
capitalism to help suppress
energies of change
New questions raised, stimulated
Why is U.S. government so X
Involved In Guatemala?
Would Ghandl 's tactics work
In Guatemala?
Hew can you truly understand
a person's situation when
they wished their loved ones
to be dead?
What Is a Guatemalan's view of
death? Because of the "missing"
Is death a re I ief?
If you no longer fear death,
how will your attitudes of life
and morals change?
With a I I this death, how does
the value of an after- 1 I fe
change?
APPENDIX KK
Partic i pant React I ons; "Nicaragua—Changing Course in rental Arg^-jr^
Beactlon categoric
Attitudes, feelings about
people, country
Strength of character,
determination
Sense of hope in current
struggle of country, people
Att I tudes
,
fee I i ngs
about U.S. government,
pol icles
Anger at current pol Icles
Congress fears knowing
the truth
Need to stop Intervention
Attitudes, feelings about
U.S. people
Deceived by government,
business, media
Distorted view of world
Majority think they are
global saviors
Awareness, knowledge,
understand I ng
Better understanding of
history, people, current
Issues and events
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—B—C—D—E M N O P o r
x X XXX X
XXX X
XXX x X
X
X
X XX
X
X
XX X XX X X
APPEND I X LL
Participant Reactions: "State of sipqg''
Beset I on categor i
React I ons to v i deo
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A
B
—£—B—E M N O P ra r
General belief it was true
Questioned whether true x
Good presentation, portrayal
Shattered myths, exposed x
decelpt of U.S. government
Shock, dismay, horror at
portrayal of USAID
Not a shock
Defens I veness
,
Initial
dlsbel lef
,
denial
Attitudes, feelings
about U.S. government,
pol Icles
X XX x
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
Government shields people x X
frem truth
Shock at U.S. government x X
association with torture
X XXX
Anger at U.S. government X XXX
Disillusioned with government XX XX
morality, ethics
Doubts about USAID X X
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"State of Siege" (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
Attitudes, feelings,
about U.S. government,
policies ( cont 1 nued
)
ABCDE MNOPQR
Anazement U.S. government
could organize overthrow
another government
Attitudes, fee 1 1 ngs about
respond i ng
X
Need to write, lobby
Congress
Attitudes, fee 1 1 ngs about
U.S. peop 1
e
X
General ignorance about what
goes on i n fore
i
gn
development work, agencies
Attitudes, feelings about self
XX XXX
Guilt at Indirect association
with U.S. government
General attitudes, feelings
X
Social disorder can lead to
viol ence
Awareness, knowledge,
understanding about
U.S. government, pol icies
X
U.S. government can, has,
would organize overthrow of
another government
XXX X X X X
Government shields people
from truth
XX X X X X
Complexity of government X
"State of Siege" (continued)
Categories/areas ment i oned
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
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Awareness, knowledge,
understanding related to self
Personal need to Investigate
agencies before making career
choice In overseas work
Need for more education
about International
development work
Realization of extent of
corruption, deceipt in
wor Id
New questions, issues raised
Is It better for us to be
Informed about covert
details, operations?
In over-emphas I z I ng role
of U.S . conspiracy in
government overthrows, we
take credit and attention
away from local resistance
What Is good for government
I s not necessar I I y good for
soc I ety
Need for conviction,
determination to change
bad things In the world
^ B C D E M N 0 P Q R
XXX
X XX
X
X
X
X
X
APPENDIX m
Participant Reacti ons; "Up Frcm the A^h^-
React I on cateaor l gs
React I ons to v i deo
Empathet I c connect I on
He I pfu
I , i nformat i ve
Attitudes, feelings
about video
Felt It was real
,
true
Helped pul I together
diverse Information
Attitudes, feelings about
Nicaragua, culture, people
Adn i rat I on
,
respect
Hope
,
exc I tement
Strength of character
Knowledge, awareness,
understand I ng
Insight into Nicaraguan
people, culture, events,
revolution
New quest i ons
,
I ssues
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A—
B
—
Q
D E M N O P n r
XXX X XX
x x X X X X
X
X
X
X X
X
XXX X
X XXX
X X
XXX X X X X X X
Desire to know more
about history
X
APPEND I X NM
Gequd B React i ons : fienpra
1
-Group Reflections
GROUP B
Reaction categories
Positive ccrrments
Process
M N 0 P Q R
Remixing helps build
relationships, promote
diversity
X XXX
Small group discussions,
then large group report-
outs are wel 1
-sequenced
X XX
Ability to pursue Issues
In-depth, good focusing
1 1me
X X
Ability to hear
,
talk
about diverse viewpoints
X X
Chang I ng sma 1 1 group
leadership Is good
X
Genera 1
1 y sat I sf I ed
,
no suggestions for
chang 1 ng
X XXX
Suggest 1 ons
Sometimes need more
gu I dance
,
help,
assistance In discussions
X
APPENDIX 00
Group B Ructions; B iblical Reflections
React I on cateaor l <=^
GROUP B
M N 0 P Q R
Pos I t I ve
Process
Good as unstructured X X
Shar I ng
Important, necessary time X XX
of sharing
Ref I ect i ons on the X X
Gospel, faith
Connections to themes X X
of the day
B I b I leal Ref I ect I ons
(cont I nued)
GROUP B
Reaction categories M N o p o R
Understand I ng
Helps to Interpret XX XX
program experiences,
personal feelings
Carmunlty bonds
Sense of carmunlty, X XX
union
Build re I at I onsh
I
ps X
Group B—Bib I ical Reflections
(cont i nued) GROUP B
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React i on cateqor i es M N o P Q R
Carmunity bonds (continued)
Necessary time of X
sp I r i tua I shar I ng
Suggestions
None
Negat I ve
None
APPENDIX PP
Most Important Grcwth and Changes Experienced Pur Inn Program
Quest I on : In what ways to you feel you have personal ly grown here atCCIDD? What changes, If any, have occurred within you?
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Qateqor i es/areas mentioned abode mnopor
A. Increased awareness,
knew I edge, understanding,
empathy, identification
and/or carmltment to the poor
Increased concern, sympathy X
for the poor and oppressed
Sens i 1 1 zed through exper i ence X
to the problems of the poor
New ability to look at X
Scriptures through the eyes
of the poor
Increased carmltment to work X
alongside poor for change
Increased confidence and
ability to act appropr I ate I
y
In helping the poor
X
Respondents A B - D - M
B . Response-or I entat I on
Increased carmltment to respond XX X
In U.S. to Central American
i ssues
Personal confidence to be able X
to authoritatively share or
or speak about Central American
situation with others
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Most Important Growth and
Changes During Program
(continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned ABODE m N o p q r
B. Response-orientation
(cont I nued)
Better directions for asking X
and pursuing questions about
role of the U.S. churches
In responding
More critical attitude about X
U.S. involvement in Central
America with Intent to act
Respondents B C - E - - 0 - - -
C. Life directions, lifestyle
Renewed decision to make seme
new 1 1 fe ccrrmi tments, decisions,
priorities
X X
Increased personal confidence
that future happiness will be
working with/ for people
X
Decision to change "oppressive"
relationships with fami ly and
children into more liberating
ones
X
Respondents - C - - M N - P - -
D. General increases in
knowledge, experience
Consciousness raised, never
quite the same person again
Grown through knowledge, X
exper I ence
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Most Important Growth and
Changes During Program
(cont I nued)
Categories/areas mentioned
D. General Increases in
knew I edge
,
exper i ence
(cont I nued)
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ABODE M N Q P Q R
Respondents
- B - - - -
- 0 - - -
E. Personal insights, lessons
1 f you want change, you must
be pat I ent
X
Emot I ons can not be sole
motivation for change
X
Des I re for change must be
cont I nuous
X
New awareness a Christian Is
allowed to feel frustration
and want change
X
Respondents - - -
- Q -
F. Personal identity
More personal comfort in
association with people
involved in social justice
1 ssues
X
Respondents A
APPENDIX QQ
Ngw Participant Activities or Actions Planned Post-Program
Question: What kinds of new activities or actions, if any, do you
anticipate becoming Involved with on your return heme that are a
result of attending the CCIDD program?
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor les/areas mentioned
A. Ccrmxjnlty education
&—B C 0 E M N 0 P Q R
Public speaking with groups. X X X X XXX
friends about Central America,
social injustice, etc.
Starting, teaching study
groups focused on Central
American Issues
XX X XX
Encourage others to attend
CCIDD or similar program
X
Support other members of
program in their endeavors
(In cannunity education)
X
Encourage church to "twin"
with poor Central American
carmunl ty
X
Beccme more cr 1 t 1 ca 1 about
local church Involvement In
overseas assistance
X
Respondents ABCDE MNOPQR
B. Continuing education
Study Spanish X
Plan new trip to Central
and/or South America
X
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New Actions Planned Post-
Program (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
B
. Cont I nu I ng educat 1 on
(cont I nued)
ABCDE MNOPQR
More B 1 b 1 leal ref 1 ect I on
with liberating view
X
Read, 1 isten to news more
critical ly
X
Contact 1 oca 1 soli dar i ty
group for more information
X
Respondents 10CL1lilQOCO1
C. Individual, pr ivate act ions
Writing newspaper articles
about experience, oppression
In Central Anerica
X x
Writing letters to government
officials about U.S. policies
in Central Anerica
X X
Respondents cci0.ii1LO111<
D. Group af f i 1
1
at Ion
Get involved in "sanctuary X
movement" (for Central American
refugees)
I nvest
i
gat I ng groups to jo i n X X
for solidarity support, action
Category D respondent totals i01iziii011
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New Actions Planned Post-
Program (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned A B C D E M N 0 P Q
E. Career direction, choices
Reeva 1 uate career I
n
International development
X X
More reflection on how
to Incorporate program
experience into life
dec I s Ions
X
Go to next Job In Europe
with new respect and
Interest in International
perspectives
X
Look for new career X
In which to express
act I v i sm
,
soli dar i ty
Respondents M - 0 P Q -
F. L 1 festy le changes
Re-exam 1 ne II festy 1
e
and
possible 1 i festy le changes
X X X
Respondents - - C - - - N - P - -
APPENDIX RR
N<=w Questions nr Issues tp Pursue Post-Prnnr^m
Question: As a result of attending this program, what new questions
or issues do you intend to pursue upon leaving CCIDD?
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Cateqor les/areas mentioned
A. Acting, responding back heme
Active questioning of role X
and policies of U.S.
government In Central
and Lat I n Amer I ca
Hope to Increase support of X
local, U.S. groups to Third
World projects that are
based on locally defined needs
What can I do to respond?
Hew can I Inspire others with
the truth?
Hew can I share th I s exper I ence
with others?
I am concerned my country
Is building a war machine.
I want to expose this to
others.
I want to use the list of
so I I dar I ty act I ons we made and
find something to carmlt to.
1 want to pursue the Issue
of "sanctuary" (for political
refugees)
S—C—D—E M N 0 P Q R
X X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Respondents AB--E -NOPQR
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New Questions or Issues to
Pursue (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Catecjor i es/areas mentioned A B C D E M N 0 P Q R
B. Continuing education
Need to read more about issues
related to Central America
X X X X
and regional problems
More investigation Into
pol Icies and roles of
organizations involved
in international development
work
Learn more about I iberation
theology and praxis
Learn more about capital ism
and pol 1 1 1 ca I /econcm I
c
alternatives
Hope to increase contact with
Latin American friends to
Increase understanding of
Lat I n Amer i can i ssues
Learn to speak and read more
Span i sh
I want to pursue the issue
of "sanctuary" (for political
refugees)
Respondents B--E -NO-QR
C. U.S. government, policies
Active questioning of role X X X
and policies of U.S.
government in Central
and Lat I n Amer ica
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New Questions or Issues to
Pursue (continued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
C. U.S. government, policies
(cont 1 nued)
ABCDE MNOPOR
1 am concerned my country
Is building a war machine.
X
want to expose this to others
Respondents i0CL111LU111<
D. Life and career directions,
cho i ces
What can 1 do to 1 i ve a more
liberated and liberating life
when 1 return heme?
X
Hov can 1 incorporate the
needs of Central and Latin
America into my future?
X
More investigation into
pol icies and roles of
organizations involved
In International development
work for future career
dec i s ions
X X
Respondents _____ MNO-Q-
APPENDIX SS
One Year Post-Program; Most Important wavs Affected bv p™qnm
Part lc I nation
Fq
I
I cw-un Quest I on •
most Important or s
CCIDD program?"
"In you own words, what do you think have been thegnif leant ways that you have been affected by a
NDTE
:
data
Ruth (R) did not respond to the follow-up questionnaire
Is not Included. Her
Cateaor les/areas mentioned
A. Informal sharing, speaking
Shared CC I DD-re I ated stories
and experiences with others
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
A—B—
C
—D
—
E M N O P O
XXXXX xxxxx
Respondents abode mnopq
B. Leadersh
I p/ 1 n 1 1 1 at I ve In
carmunlty education
Leading study group on X
Central Anerlca In church
Getting family members to take X
courses on Central Anerlca
Personal recruitment of friends X
for CCIDD program
Helped organize, participated X X XX XX
In presentations about CCIDD
tr Ip/exper lence
Respondents B-DE MN-PQ
Most Important Ways Affected by
Program (continued)
Categories/areas mentioned
GROUP A (N=5)
592
GROUP B (N=5)
M N Q P QA B C D E
C. Personal awareness, understanding
Opened up personal under-
standing about Central
Amer lea, i ssues
, causes
,
problems and change
strategies
XX X
New feelings, emotions,
ideas created which have
better prepared self for
career or work decisions
x xx
More acute understanding of
poverty and oppression
X x
Respondents i0.1i11om<
D. Career direction, choices
Major affect on work-related - c X XXX
considerations and Job selection
Respondents 00.011011
E. Group aff 1 1 i at Ion
Participated for first time
In public demonstration
about Central America
X
Joined solidarity group X
Participation in special Central
American worship services
X
Respondents 111z11011<
Most Important Ways Affected by
Program (continued)
Categor I es/areas ment I oned
F. Individual, pr I vate act Ions
Writing letters to Congress
Continuing correspondence with
people met at CCIDD
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B
A B C D E M N 0
X X
X
Respondents
- -
- D - M N - - -
G . Cont i nu 1 ng educat 1 on
Continuing personal education
about Central America, current
events
X X
More personal reflection
about Central /America
X
Listen to news frcm new
critical perspective
X
Cont I nued research on why
change is so difficult, slow
X
Respondents A B - - - M - - - -
H. Personal attitudes, feelings,
va I ues
Listen to news from critical X
perspective
More conf I dence i n speak I ng X
out
Helped maintain personal focus X
on Central America
Increased Interest In himan
relationships (In general)
X
Most Important Ways Affected by
Program (continued)
Categories/areas mentioned
H. Personal attitudes, feelings,
va I ues
New positive view, attitude
towards Mexican and Latin
£mer i can peop I
e
Increased anger at Reagan
ac*nl n I strat Ion over U.S.
policies in Central America
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
ABODE M N 0 P Q
X
X
Respondents A - - D - M - - - -
1 • Faith, spl r i tual 1 1 fe
impact on spiritual life,
personal theology
X X
Still trying to find union
of deep personal spirituality
and strong social solidarity
X
Respondents ----- M - 0 - -
J. Limited Impact, effects
Seme of powerful impact
d I ss
I
pated
X
Other events have Inhibited
act Ive part ici pat ion in
so 1 I dar 1 ty events
X
Respondents ----- M - 0 - -
APPENDIX TT
Qpg Year Post-Program- New Emiscis^ invoiv^ntc
Motivated by Program Part lc I pat Inn
Act I ons
Eo l 1CW-UP Quest i on : ‘Please list and explain any new projects
nvo vsnents or actions you have undertaken In the last year which
or^r1 Plred °r m°tlvated “ a result of attending the cciSprogram
.
NOTE: Ruth (R) is not Included
to questionnaire)
In Group B sample (did not respond
Categories/areas mentioned
A. Community education
Gave I ectures/presentat
I ons
on Central American issues
Conversations with friends,
faml ly, col leagues about
Central American Issues
Wrote letter to newspaper
about CC I DD exper I ences
,
Central America
Sponsored or lead workshops
or programs about Central
Amer I can I ssues
Organized "Central American
Awareness Day" In ccrrmunlty
Taught a class related to
Central American Issues
Organized rallies or
demonstrations related to
Central American Issues
Leading local church committee
focused on global Issues
GROUP A (N=6) GROUP B (N=5)
A—B—Q D E M N O P n
XXX XX
x XXX
X XX
X X
X
X X
X
X
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New Projects, Involvements or
Actions (continued) GROUP A (N=6) GROUP B (N=5)
Categor i es/areas ment I oned
A, Community education
(continued)
ABODE MNOPQ
Spoke at peace rally on
Central American refugee
s I tuat ion
X
Respondents ABCDE
-NOPQ
B. Individual, pr Ivate act Ions
Written letters to government
off Icials
xx XXX
Respondents iCL0z110m1
C. Continuing education
Learning another language X X
Reading more and critical ly
about Lat I n Amer i can i ssues
X X
Attend I ng meet i ngs about
Central American issues
X X
Participated in arts program
focused on Central America
X
Forming relationships with
people of other cultures
X
Increased interest in
International topics
X
Respondents > 1 1 1 m z 0 1 1
New Projects, Involvements or
Actions (continued)
Categor I es/areas mentioned
D. Career direction, choices
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GROUP A (N=6) GROUP B (N=5)
ABODE M N 0 P Q
Career choice affected by
program participation
Respondents M - 0 - Q
E. Group affiliation
Joined a church giving
sanctuary to Central
American refugees
X
Joined peace-related
rel Igious group
X
Respondents -
- C - - - N - - -
APPENDIX UU
Statistical Ana l ysis of Se l f
-Reported Pre- and Post-cciDO Activity i^Yo l
Scores for Study Groups. Research Groups. Aiunni. and Total combined
for Invo l vement In Activities or Actions Related to central American
Participant response code :
1 = Never participate In that activity
2 = Barely participate In that activity
3 = Sonet imes participate in that activity
4 - Frequently participate In that activity
•Statist lea I—abbreviations appea r ing above results columns :
N
Std . Dev.
Std . Err.
D I f . mean
T-Va I
.
Deg. fre.
= Total nunber of participants In sample
= Standard deviation
- Standard error
= Difference of means between pre- and post-test scores
= T value
- Degrees of freedom
2-Tail Prob. = 2 tall probability
Interpretive notes :
1. Significance Is established In two scores: (a) when the T value Is
> 2.00; (b) when the 2-Tail probability < .05.
2. Individual samples for study groups A (N=5) and B (N=5), or combined
groups A + B (N=10) are too smal I to establ ish any statistical
significance. However, when Juxtaposed next to other data samples which
are statistically analyzed, scores appear to have seme comparable value.
Behavl or /act I vlty Category N Mean Std. Std. Dif. T- Deg. 2-Tal I
Dev, Err, Mean YaL. Fre. Prob.
1. Attending or participating
i n educat i ona I events
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDO
Post-CCIDD
10 1 .90
10 3.20 + 1 .30
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Behavior/activity Category N Mean Std
.
Dev
Std. Dif.
Err. Mean
T-
Val
.
Deg.
Fre.
2-Ta i
1
Prob
1. Attending or participating
i n educat Iona 1 events
(cont 1 nued)
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-GCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
33
33
2.36
3.36
.99
.86
. 17
. 15 +1 .00
5.74 32 .00
A 1 unn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
157
157
2.44
3.22
.97
.84
.08
.07 + . 78
10.38 156 .00
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
190
190
2.43
3.24
.97
.84
.07
.06 +.81
11.84 189 .00
2. Joining a network or a
group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
10
10
1 .80
2.50
—
— + . 70
— — —
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
31
31
2.06
2.71
1 .03
1 .24
.18
.22 +
. 65
3.23 30 .00
A 1 linn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
150
150
2.10
2.76
1 . 15
1 .09
.09
.09 +.66
8.23 149 .00
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
181
181
2.09
2.75
1 . 13
1.11
.08
.08 +
. 66
8.83 180 .00
3. Public speaking, or making
a group presentation.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
10
10
1 .50
3.10
—
— +1 .60
— — —
1
Behavior /act i vi ty Category N Mean Std. Std. Dif. T_ Deg. 2-Tail
Dev. Err, Mean Val, Fre. Prob.
3. Public speaking, or making
a group presentation
(cont i nued)
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1
. 73 .94
. 16 8 .44 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 3.. 15 .94 .16 + 1 .42
A 1 Linn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 155 1 ,.62 .88 .07 14 .00 154 .00
Post-CC IDD 155 2..84 1 .01 .08 + 1 .22
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 188 1 ,.64 .89 .06 16 . 15 187 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 188 2,.90 1 .01 .07 + 1 .26
4. Helping organize an
educat i ona I event
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .50
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.10 — — + .60
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 1 .94 1.04 .18 4.99 31 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 32 2.84 1 . 17 .21 + .90
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 1 .89 .97 .08 10.26 153 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 154 2.69 .96 .08 + .80
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 186 1 .90 .98 .07 1 1 .43 185 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 186 2.71 1 .00 .07 + .81
Helping form a network or
group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .20
Post-CC IDD 10 1 .90 + .70
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Behavior/activity Category n Mean std. Std. Dlf. T- Deg. 2-Tai
Dev. Err. Mean Val. Fre. Prob.
5. Helping form a network or
a group (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
33
33
1 .51
2.24
.79
1 .30
.13
.22 + .73
4.77 32 .00
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DO
154
154
1 .51
1 .96
.79
1 .01
.06
.08 + .45
6.74 153 .00
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
187
187
1 .51
2.01
.79
1 .07
.06
.08 + .50
8.11 186 .00
6 . S
I
gn I ng a pet 1 1 1 on
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.00 ___
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.90 — — + .90
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.37 1 .07
. 19
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.00 1 . 10 .20 + .63
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 156 2.51 1 .09 .09
Post-CCIDD 156 3.03 .94 .08 + .52
Research groups + a limn I
Pre-CCIDD 188 2.49 1 .08 .08
Post-CC 1 DD 188 3.03 .97 .07 +
. 54
7 . Rev I ew I ng books
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.20 — —
Post-CC 1 DD 10 3.30 — — +1 . 10
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.19 .82 . 14
Post-CCIDD 32 3.15 .95 .16 + . 96
4.71 31
7.81 155
9.02 187
.00
.00
.00
7.01 31 .00
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7. Reviewing books (continued).
A 1 imn 1 samp 1
e
Pre-CCIDD 144 2.30 .98 .08 10.30 143 00Post-CC 1 DO 144 3.08 .93 .08 + .78
Research groups + alimnl
Pre-CCIDD 176 2.28 .95 .07 12.17 175 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 176 3.09 .93 .07 + .81
8. Reviewing newsletters.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .90
Post-CC 1 DD 10 3.40 — — + 1 .50
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.25 .92 . 16 8.53 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.41 .91
. 16 + 1.16
A 1 inn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 144 2.35 1 .02 .08 10.33 143 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 144 3.15 .96 .08 + .80
Research groups + a limn I
Pre-CCIDD 176 2.33 1 .00 .07 12.60 175 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 176 3.20 .96 .07 + .87
9. Reviewing videos or films
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.00 — — — — —
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.70 — — + .70
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.25 .88 . 16 4.82 31 .00
Post-CC IDD 32 3.00 1 .02 .18 + .75
A 1 umn I samp 1
Pre-CCIDD 143 2.16 .85 .07 10. 12 142 .00
Post-CC IDD 143 2.88 .92 .07 + .72
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9. Reviewing videos or films
(cont i nued)
.
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 175 2.18
Post-CCIDD 175 2.90
• 86 . 06 11.24 174
. 94
. 07 + . 72
10. Reviewing magazines or
journals.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.30
Post-CC 1 DD 10 3.40 — — +1 . 10
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.53 .84 .15 6.98 31
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.46 .76 .13 + . 93
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 144 2.41 1 .01 .08 11.09 143
Post-CC 1 DD 144 3.18 .90 .07 +.77
Research groups + alimnl
Pre-CCIDD 176 2.43 .98 .07 12.94 175
Post-CC 1 DD 176 3.23 .89 .07 +.80
1 1 . Rev i ew i ng pub I I c med i a
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.10 — —
Post-CCIDD 10 3.30 — — +1 .20
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.65 1 .00 . 18 6.23 31
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.50 .80 .14 +.85
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CC 1 DD 144 2.49 .99 .08 11.01 143
Post-CCIDD 144 3.22 .86 .07 +.73
Research groups + a 1 unn
I
Pre-CCIDD 176 2.52 .99 .07 12.62 175
Post-CCIDD 176 3.27 .86 .06 +.75
2-Ta i
I
Prob.
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
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12. Circulating a petition.
Study groups A + B
Pre-OCIDD 10 1 .20
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .60 — — + . 40
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 1 .53 .91 .16 3.48 31
Post-CC IDD 32 2.09 1 .25 .22 +.56
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 1 .71 .88 .07 5.59 151
Post-CC 1 DD 152 1 .99 1.01 .08 +.28
Research groups + a limn I
Pre-CCIDD 184 1 .68 .89 .06 6.53 183
Post-CC IDD 184 2.01 1
. 05 . 08 +
. 33
13. Influencing church structures
to address related Issues.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .80
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.60 — — +1.80
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 31 1 .97 .98 .18 5.68 30
Post-CC 1 DD 31 2.93 1 .09 .20 +.96
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 2.06 1.01 .08 11.51 151
Post-CC IDD 152 2.89 .98 .08 +.83
Research groups + alimnl
Pre-CCIDD 183 2.04 1.00 .07 12.86 182
Post-CC 1 DD 183 2.90 1 .00 .07 +.86
14. Using video cassettes or
audio-visual aids to
educate others.
Study Groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .50
Post-CC IDD 10 2.70 __ __ +1 .20
2-Ta i
I
Prob.
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
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14.
Using video cassettes or
aud i o-v i sua I a i ds to
educate others (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 . 64 .78 . 14 6. 61 32 .00Post-CC 1 DD 33 2..73 1 .23 .21 + 1
. 09
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 153 1 ,.75 .99 .08 10..85 152 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 153 2 .65 1 .09 .08 + .90
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 186 1 .73 .96 .07 12..58 185 .00
Post-CCIDD 186 2 .66 1.11 .08 + .93
15.
Writing a letter or article
for a newspaper or newsletter.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .50
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.30 — — + .80
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .67 .85 .15 5.81 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.39 1.12 .19 + .72
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 1 .53 .77 .06 9.68 155 .00
Post-CCIDD 152 2.26 1.07 .08 + .73
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 189 1 .55 .79 .05 11 .07 188 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 189 2.29 1.07 .08 + .74
16.
Participating In a vigil,
demonstration or other
visible form of non-violent
protest
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.40
Post-CCIDD 10 2.00 + .60
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16. Participating In a vigil,
demonstration or other
visible form of non-violent
protest (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD 32 1 .50 .80 . 14 4.44 31
Post-CCIDD 32 2.09 1 . 15 .20 +.59
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 156 1 .87 1 .01 .08 6.82 155
Post-CCIDD 156 2.32 1 . 12 .09 +.45
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD 188 1 .81 .98 .07 8.01 187
Post-CC 1 DD 188 2.28 1 .12 .08 +.47
17. Writing a letter express I
your opinion to your
government representat 1 ve
.
ng
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .40
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.60 — —+1 .20
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .87 .96 . 17 6.57 32
Post-CCIDD 33 2.84 1 .09 .19 +.97
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 157 2.05 1 .09 .09 11.39 156
Post-CCIDD 157 2.96 1 .02 .08 +.91
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 190 2.03 1 .07 .07 13.02 189
Post-CCIDD 190 2.94 1 .04 .07 +.91
18. Visiting your government
representative to talk.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.30
Post-CCIDD 10 1 .60 — — +.30
2-Ta I I
Prob.
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
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18.
Visiting your gover nment
representative to talk
(cont I nued)
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .42 .79
. 14 3.97 32 00Post-CCIDD 33 1 .84 1 . 15 .20 + .42
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 1 .31 .62 .05 4.99 153 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 154 1 .61 .90 .07 + .30
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .32 .65 .05 5.90 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 1 .62 .94 .07 + .30
19.
Publicly declaring in seme
way your w I I I I ngness to
engage in civil d I sobed I ence
as a protest.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 . 10
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.20 -- — +1 . 10
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .27 .51 .09 4.42 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.00 1.17 .20 +.73
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 1 .26 .62 .05 6.70 150 .00
Post-CCIDD 154 1 .68 .97 .08 +.42
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .27 .59 .04 7.61 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 1 .72 1 .00 .07 +.45
20.
Participating In an act(s)
of non-violent civil
d I sobed I ence
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.30
Post-CCIDD 10 1.40 + .10
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20. Participating in an act(s)
of non-violent civil
d 1 sobed i ence ( cont 1 nued )
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD 33 1 . 18 .52 .09 1 .30 32 .20*
Post-CC 1 DO 33 1 .33 .81
. 14 + .15
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-OCIDD 153 1.11 .43 .03 3.08 152 .00
Post-CC IDD 153 1 .22 .61 .05 + .11
Research groups + alimni
Pre-OCIDD 181 1 . 13 .45 .03 3.01 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 1 .24 .65 .05 + .11
** = no statistical significance.
appendix w
Statistica l Analysis of Self-Roportea Pre- anrt post^rinn Active, i-,,..
Scores for study Grouts Research Grouns Aiunni T0ta i
iQr I nvo I Yement I n Activities nr Actions Rel^i-py] -hr.
Latin America. Third World or Global Issued
Participant response code :
1 = Never participate In that activity
2 - Rarely participate In that activity
3 18 Scrnet .1 mes participate In that activity
4 - Ereguent I y participate In that activity
Statistica l abbreviations appearing above results mhrnr^ .
- Total nunber of participants in sample
- Standard deviation
= Standard error
= Difference of means between pre- and post-test scores
- T value
= Degrees of freedom
2-Tall Prob. = 2 tall probability
Interpret ive notes :
1. Significance is established in two scores: (a) when the T value Is
> 2.00; (b) when the 2-Tall probability < .05.
2. Individual samples for study groups A (N=5) and B (N-5), or combined
groups A + B (N-10) are too smal I to establ Ish any statistical
significance. However, when Juxtaposed next to other data samples which
are statistically analyzed, scores appear to have seme comparable value.
N
Std. Dev.
Std. Err.
D I f . mean
T-Va I
.
Deg. fre.
Behav I or /act I v I ty Category N Mean Std . Std . D I f . T- Deg . 2-Ta I I
Dsy. Err, Mean Val. Fre. Prob.
1. Attending or participating
in educational events.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
10 2.30
10 3.20 + .90
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1. Attending or participating
i n educat i ona I events
(cont i nued)
.
T- Deg
. 2-Ta i
I
Va I . Fre. Prob
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 2.48 .91
. 15 4.56 32 OOPost-CC 1 DD 33 3.27 .72 .12 + .79
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 2.52 .96 .08 9.60 153 00Post-CC IDD 154 3.15 .82 .07 + .63
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 187 2.51 .95 .07 10.61 186 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 187 3.17 .80 .06 +
. 66
2. Joining a network or a
group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2,.00
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2,.50 — —
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 29 2,. 13 .99 . 18
Post-CC IDD 29 2..41 1 . 1
1
.20
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 150 2..23 1 . 14 .09
Post-CC IDD 150 2..75 1 .09 .09
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 179 2..22 1 . 1 .08
Post-CC IDD 179 2..73 1 .08 .08
Public speaking, or makl ng
group presentation.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 . 80 — —
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2..70 — —
+ .50
+ .28
+ .52
+ .51
2.78 28 .01
7.57 149 .00
8.06 178 .00
+ .90
61
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3. Public speaking, or making
a group presentation (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .73 .94 .16 8.44 32 .00Post-CCIDD 33 3.15 .94 . 16 + 1 .42
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 153 1 .81 .99 .08 10.32 152 .00Post-CCIDD 153 2.67 1 .07 .09 + .86
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 186 1.82 1 .01 .07 11.67 185 .00
Post-CCIDD 186 2.70 1 .05 .08 + .88
4. Helping organize an
educat i ona 1 event
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .70
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .80 — — + .10
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.06 1 .08
. 19 3.06 31 .00
Post-CCIDD 32 2.59 1 .13 .20 + .53
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 2.01 .98 .08 10.26 153 .00
Post-CCIDD 152 2.68 1 .00 .08 + .67
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 184 2.02 .99 .07 9.82 183 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 184 2.66 1 .02 .07 + .64
5. Helping form a network or
a group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.40
Post-CCIDD 10 1.70 — — + .30
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1.57 .90 . 16
Post-CC 1 DD 33 1.94 1.09 .19 + .37
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5. Helping form a network or
a group (continued).
A I unn i samp I e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
152
152
1 .52
1 .85
.80
.96
.06
.08 + .33
5.91 151 .00
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
185
185
1 .53
1 .87
.82
.98
.06
.07 + .34
6.87 184 .00
Signing a petition.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.20
Post-CCIDD 10 2.60 — — + .40
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.44 1 . 13 .20 3.23 31 .00Post-CC 1 DD 32 2.84 1 . 17 .21 + .40
A 1 unn 1 samp 1
e
Pre-CCIDD 154 2.47 1 .08 .09 7.18 153 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 154 2.95 1 .03 .08 + .52
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 186 2.46 1 .08 .08 7.87 185 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 186 2.93 1 .05 .07 + .47
Reviewing books.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.20
Post-CC 1 DD 10 3.10 — — + .90
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 31 2.29 .97 . 17 5.66 30 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 31 3.06 .96 . 17 + .77
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 141 2.44 .98 .08 8.90 140 .00
Post-CCIDD 141 3.02 .97 .08 + .58
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7. Reviewing books (continued).
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDO
Post-CCIDD
172
172
2.41
3.02
.98
.96
.07
.07 + .61
12.17 171
.00
8. Reviewing newsletters.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.00
Post-CCIDD 10 3.00 — — + 1 .00
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
32
32
2.34
3.16
.94
1 .02
. 17
. 18 + .82
6.23 32 .00
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 141 2.48 1 .01 .08 8.68 140 .00Post-OC 1 DD 141 3.06 .93 .07 + .58
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 173 2.46 1 .00 .08 10.42 172 .00Post-CC 1 DD 173 3.07 .94 .07 + .61
9. Reviewing videos or films.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.00
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.80 — — + .80
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.22 .83 . 15 5.27 32 .00
Post-CCIDD 32 2.93 .98 . 17 + .71
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 138 2.22 .88 .07 9.34 137 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 138 2.85 .90 .08 + .63
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 171 2.43 .98 .07 11.17 170 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 171 3.08 .87 .07 + .65
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10. Reviewing magazines or
journals.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
Research groups AA + BB
10
10
2.50
3.10
—
—
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.62 .87
. 15
Post-CCIDD 32 3.37 .75
. 13
A 1 unn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 140 2.53 ‘1 .01 .08
Post-CC 1 DD 140 3.20 .89 .07
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 172 2.55 .98 .07
Post-CC 1 DD 172 3.23 .86 .07
1 1 . Rev I ew I ng pub I i c med i a
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.40 __
Post-CCIDD 10 3.40 — —
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.66 .97
. 17
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.44 .76
. 13
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 140 2.53 .95 .08
Post-CC 1 DD 140 3.14 .90 .07
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 172 2.55 .96 .07
Post-CC 1 DD 172 3.20 .88 .07
Circulating a petition.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .30
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .50 — —
+ .60
+ .75
+ .67
+ .68
+ 1 .00
+ .78
+ .61
+ .65
+ .20
5.91 31
10.55 139
12.07 171
5.58 31
9.88 139
11.33 171
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
.00
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12. Circulating a petition
(continued)
.
Research qroups AA + BB
Pre-CC 1 DO
Post-CCIDD
32
32
1 .53
1 .84
.98
1 . 17
. 17
.21 +.31
2.55 31 .02
A 1 unn I samp 1 e
Pre-OCIDD
Post-OCIDD
148
148
1 .75
2.01
.90
1 .00
.07
.08 +
. 26
5.46 147 .00
Research qroups + a limn I
Pre-CC IDD
Post-CC 1 DD
180
180
1 .71
1 .98
.92
1 .03
.07
.08 + . 27
6.03 179 .00
13. Influencing church structures
to address related Issues.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CC IDD 10 2.10 _
Post-CCIDD 10 2.70 — — + .60
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CC IDD 31 2.26 1 .03
. 18 5.11 30 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 31 2.87 1 .09 . 19 + .61
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CC IDD 148 2.19 1 .03 .08 10.15 147 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 148 2.86 1 .00 .08 + .67
Research groups + alimnl
Pre-CC IDD 179 2.20 1 .03 .08 11.32 178 .00
Post-OC 1 DD 179 2.86 1 .01 .08 + .66
14. Using video cassettes or
aud I o-v 1 sua I aids to educate
others.
Study groups A + B
Pre-OS I DD
Post-CCIDD
10 1.60
10 2.30 + .70
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14.
Using video cassettes or
aud i o—v i sua I a i ds to educate
others (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .69 .85
. 14
Post-CC IDD 33 2.51 1 .09
. 19 + .82
A 1 i_mn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 149 1 .89 1 .03 .08
Post-CC 1 DD 149 2.56 1 . 14 .09 + .67
Research groups + a lunn
I
Pre-CCIDD 182 1 .86 1 .00 .07
Post-CC IDD 182 2.55 1 . 13 .08 + .69
4.94 32
8.36 148
9.67 181
15.
Writing a letter or article
for a newspaper or newsletter.
.00
.00
.00
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .60
Post-CC IDD 10 2.20 — — + .60
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .67 .89
. 15 4.41 32 .00
Post-CC IDD 33 2.21 1.11
. 19 + .54
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 1 .62 .87 .07 7.98 151 .00
Post-CC IDD 152 2.19 1 .09 .09 + .57
Research groups + a 1 unn
i
Pre-CCIDD 185 1 .63 .87 .06 9.04 184 .00
Post-CC IDD 185 2.19 1 .09 .08 + .56
16.
Participating in a vigil,
demonstration or other
visible form of non-violent
protest
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
10 1.40
10 1.60 + .20
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16. Participating in a vigil
demonstration or other
visible form of non-violent
protest ( cont 1 nued )
.
1
,
Research qroups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-OCIDD
33
33
1 .42
1 .79
.79
1 .02
. 14
.18 +.37
3.46 32 .00
A 1 i_mn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
153
153
1 .94
2.28
1 .00
1 .07
.08
.09 +
. 34
5.88 152 .00
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
186
186
1 .84
2.19
.98
1 .07
.07
.08 +.35
6.75 185 .00
17. Writing a letter expressing
your opinion to your
government representat I ve
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .60
Post-OCIDD 10 2.20 — — + .60
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .85 .97
. 17 4.69 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.51 1 .09
. 19 + .66
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 153 2.14 1 . 13 .09 9.42 152 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 153 2.84 1 .07 .08 + .70
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 181 2.05 1 .09 .08 10.44 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 2.74 1 .07 .08 + .69
18. Visiting your government
representative to talk.
Study groups A + B
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CC I DD
10 1.50
10 1.70 + .20
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18.
Visiting your government
representative to talk
(cont i nued)
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-OC I DD
A I unn I samp I e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
Research groups + a I unn
i
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
33 1 .48 .90
. 16
33 1 .70 1 .16 .20 + .22
150 1 .39 .74 .06
150 1 .57 .90 .07 + .18
181 1 .39 .76 .06
181 1 .57 .93 .07 + .18
2.51 33
3.64 149
4.18 180
19.
Publicly declaring in seme
way your will ingness to
engage I n c I v I I d I sobed i ence
as a protest.
.02
.00
.00
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .30
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.00 — — + .70
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .30 .73
. 12 3.14 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 1.76 1 .03
. 18 + .46
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 151 1 .28 .63 .05 5.86 150 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 151 1 .63 .94 .08 + .35
Research groups + a I unn
I
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .29 .65 .05 6.47 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 1 .64 .95 .07 +
. 35
20.
Participating in an act(s)
of non-violent civil
d i sobed i ence
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.30
Post-CC I DD 10 1.40 + .10
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20. Participating in an act(s)
of non-violent civil
d I sobed i ence ( cont i nued )
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CCiDD
1
- 18
-63 .11 2.25 32
1.36 .82 .14 +.18
A I unn I samp I e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
150 1.17 .51 .04
150 1.27 .65 .05 +.10
3.11 149
Research groups + alumni
Pre-CCIDD 181
Post-CCiDD 181
1.16 .53 .04 3.67 180
1.28 .68 .05 +.12
.03
.00
.00
** = no statistical significance.
appendix ww
Statistical
. Analysis of Self-Report Pre- and Post-ocipn Activity i »Vp
Eartlclpant response code -
1 - Never participate in that activity
2 = Rarely participate in that activity
^ = Scmet lines participate in that activity
^ *° Frequent I y participate in that activity
Stat i stical abbrev i ations appearing above results nnlimnV
“ Total number of participants In sample
- Standard deviation
= Standard error
" 01 f ference of means between pre- and post-test scores
- T value
= Degrees of freedom
2-Tail Prob. - 2 tail probability
interpretive note** ;
1. Significance Is established In two scores: (a) when the T value Is
> 2.00; (b) when the 2-Tal
I probability < .05.
2. Individual samples for study groups A (N-5) and B (N-5), or combined
groups A + B (N=10) are too smal I to establ Ish any statistical
significance. However, when Juxtaposed next to other data samples which
are statistically analyzed, scores appear to have seme comparable value.
N
Std. Dev.
Std. Err.
D I f
.
mean
T-Va l
.
Deg. fre.
Behavior /act i vi ty Category N Mean Std. Std. Dif. T- Deg. 2-Tal I
Bev, Err, Mean Val. Fre. Prob.
1. Attending or participating
in educational events.
Study groups A + B
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CCIDD
10 2.10
10 3.00 — + 1.10
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Behavior /act ivity Category N
1. Attending or participating
i n educat i ona I events
(cont i nued)
.
Mean Std. Std. Dif. T_ Deg. 2-Tai l
Pev- Err. Mean Val. Fr^ Pr0b.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CC I DD
A I irnn I samp I e
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CC I DD
Research groups + alLmni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
2. Joining a network or a
group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
A I unn i samp I e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
Research groups + a I unn
i
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC I DD
33 2.48 .83
. 14
33 3.09 .72
. 12
155 2.75 .87 .07
155 3.12 .85 .07
188 2.71 .87 .06
188 3.11 .82 .06
10 1 .60
10 2.10 — —
31 2.06 .93 .17
31 2.41 1 . 12 .20
150 2.49 1 .05 .09
150 2.88 1 .00 .08
181 2.42 1 .04 .08
181 2.80 1 .03 .08
5.29 32 .00
+ . 50
+ .35
6.79 154
8.31 187
2.08 30
.00
.00
.05**
6.65 149 .00
6.79 180 .00
3. Public speaking, or making
a group presentation.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10
Post-CC I DD 10
1 .80
2.10 — +
. 30
Behavior /act ivi ty Category N Mean Std
.
Std. Di f
.
T- Deg. 2-Ta I 1
Dev. Err
.
Mean Val
. Fre
.
Prob
3. Public speaking, or mak
1
ng
a group presentation (continued).
Research qroups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDO
Post-CC 1 DD
33
33
1 .97
2.45
.92
.97
.16
. 17 + .48
3.91 32 .00
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CC IDD
155
155
2.15
2.43
1 .03
1 .07
.08
.09 + .28
4.31 154 .00
Research qroups + alunnl
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
188
188
2.12
2.43
1 .01
1 .05
.07
.08 + .31
5.45 187 .00
4. Helping organize an
educat 1 ona 1 event
.
Study qroups A + B
Pre-OCIDD 10 1 .70
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .70
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD 32 1 .97 .93
. 16 1 .96 31 .06**
Post-CC 1 DD 32 2.25 1 .02
. 18 + .28
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 150 2.11 1 .01 .08 5.46 149 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 150 2.45 1 .00 .08 + .34
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD 182 2.09 .99 5.77 181 .00
Post-CC IDD 182 2.41 1 .00 .07 + .32
5. Helping form a network or
a group.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .30
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .80 — — + .50
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .61 .79 . 14 2.87 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.00 1 .09 . 19 + .39
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Behavior /act ivity Category
5. Helping form a network or
a group (continued).
A I unn i samp I e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
151
151
1 .71
2.03
.95
1 .05
.08
.09 + .32
5.64 150 .00
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
184
184
1 .69
2.03
.93
1 .05
.07
.08 + .34
6.34 183 .00
6. Signing a petition.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.30
Post-CCIDD 10 2.60 — — + .30
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.59 1 .07
. 19 1 .79 31 .08**Post-CCIDD 32 2.87 1 . 10
. 19 + .28
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
153
153
2.69
3.00
1 .05
.99
.09
.08 + .31
5.04 152 .00
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-OCIDD 185 2.67 1 .06 .08 5.30 184 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 185 2.98 1 .00 .07 + .31
7. Reviewing books.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.00
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.50 — — + .50
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 31 2.32 .91 . 16 3.50 30 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 31 2.70 1 .07 . 19 + .38
A 1 unn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 142 2.56 .97 .08 6.19 141 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 142 2.89 .96 .08 + .33
I
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Behavior /act ivi ty Category N Mean Std
.
Dev.
Std.
Err
.
Di f
.
Mean
T-
Val .
Deg.
Fre.
2-Ta i
1
Prob
7. Reviewing books (continued).
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 173 2.51 .96 .07 7.09 172 CDPost-CC 1 DD 173 2.86 .98 .07 + .35
8. Reviewing newsletters.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.30
Post-OCIDD 10 2.80 — — + .50
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.59 .98 . 17 3.09 31 .00
Post-CC IDD 32 3.03 .97 . 17 + .44
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 140 2.71 1 .04 .09 7.13 139 .00
Post-CC IDD 140 3.08 .93 .08 + .37
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD 172 2.69 1 .03 .08 7.72 171 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 172 3.07 .94 .07 + .38
9. Reviewing videos or films.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.10 —
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.50 — — + .40
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.41 .95 . 17 5.27 31 .00
Post-CC IDD 32 2.72 1 .02 .18 + .31
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 138 2.40 .94 .08 7.28 137 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 138 2.79 .88 .07 + .39
Research groups + alunnl
Pre-CCIDD 142 2.42 .96 .08 7.21 141 .00
Post-CC IDD 142 2.70 .99 .07 + .38
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Behavior /act ivi ty Category n Mean Std. Std. Dif. t_ Deg. 2-Tail
Dev. Err. Mean Val. Fre. Prob
.
10. Reviewing magazines or
journals.
Study groups A + B
Pre-OCiDD 10 2.40
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.90 — — + .50
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-GCIDD 32 2.75 .88 . 15 3.69 31 .00Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.21 .87
. 15 + .46
A 1 unn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-OCiDD 140 2.81 1 .01 .08 7.04 139 .00Post-CC 1 DD 140 3.17 .88 .07 + .36
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 172 2.80 .98 .07 7.95 171 .00Post-CC 1 DD 172 3.18 .88 .07 + .38
Rev i ew i ng pub 1 1 c med i a
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 2.60
Post-CC 1 DD 10 3.20 — — + .60
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 32 2.87 .91
. 16 3.46 31 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 32 3.31 .90 . 16 + .44
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 140 2.83 .97 .08 7.25 139 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 140 3.17 .87 .07 + .34
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 172 2.84 .95 .07 8.00 171 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 172 3.20 .88 .07 + .36
C i rcu 1 at 1 ng a pet 1 1 1 on
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .20 —
Post-CC IDD 10 1 .50 — — + .30
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Behavior /act i vi ty Category
12. Circulating a petition
(cont i nued)
.
N Mean Std
. Std
. D i f
. t_ Deg
. 2-Ta i
I
Dev. Err. Mean Val
. Fre. Prob.
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CCIDD
32
32
1 .69
2.00
1 .00
1 .19
. 18
.21 + .31
1 .97 31 .06**
A 1 unn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 149 1 .86 .94 .08 5.10 148 .00Post-CC 1 DD 149 2.09 .99 .08 + .23
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .83 .95 .07 5.30 180 .00Post-CCIDD 181 2.08 1 .02 .08 + .25
13. Influencing church structures
to address related issues.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .90
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.20 — — + .30
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 31 2.29 1 .04
. 19 3.98 30 .00
Post-CCIDD 31 2.84 1 . 10 .20 + .55
A 1 unn I samp 1
e
Pre-CCIDD 149 2.31 1 .07 .08 7.1
1
148 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 149 2.79 1 .08 .09 + .48
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 180 2.31 1 .05 .08 8.1 179 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 180 2.80 1 .08 .08 + .49
14. Using video cassettes or
audio-visual aids to
educate others.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .40
Post-OCIDD 10 1 .60 — — + .20
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Behavl or/act I vl ty Category N Mean Std. std. Dlf. T- Deg. 2-Tall
— Dev. Err. Mean Val. Fre. Prob.
14.
Using video cassettes or
audio-visual aids to
educate others (continued).
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .61 .79
. 14 3.44 32Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.03 .95
. 17 + .42
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 150 1 .92 1 .01 .08 5.33 149Post-CC 1 DD 150 2.25 1 .06 .08 + .33
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 183 1 .87 .98 .07 6.28 182
Post-CC IDD 183 2.21 1 .04 .07 + .34
15.
Writing a letter or article
for a newspaper or news-
letter
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .50
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .80 — — + .30
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .82 .85 .15 2.94 32 .01
Post-CC IDD 33 2.24 1 . 12 .19 + .42
A 1 imn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 153 1 .81 .97 .08 6.18 152 .00
Post-CC IDD 153 2.18 1 .09 .09 + .37
Research groups + alimni
Pre-CCIDD 186 1 .82 .95 .07 6.86 185 .00
Post-CC IDD 186 2.19 1 .09 .08 + .37
16.
Participating in a vigil,
demonstrat ion or other
visible form of non-violent
protest
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1.40
Post-CC I DO 10 1.70 + .30
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Behavior /act i vi ty Category N Mean Std
.
Std. Dif
.
T- Deg.
Fre
2-Ta i
1
Dev. Err
.
Mean Val
. P rnh
16. Participating in a vigil
demonstration or other
visible form of non-violent
protest (continued).
9
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-OCIDD
Post-CCIDD
33
33
1 .79
2.06
.96
1 . 17
. 17
.20 + .27
1 .66 32
. 11 **
A 1 imn i samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 2.03 1 .00 .08 4.92 153 .00Post-CCIDD 154 2.31 1 .06 .09 + .28
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 187 1 .98 .99 .07 5.09 186 .00Post-CC 1 DD 187 2.26 1 .08 .08 + .28
17. Writing a letter expressing
your opinion to your
government representat i ve
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .40
Post-CC 1 DD 10 2.10 — — + .70
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 2.00 .97
. 17 3.46 32 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 33 2.54 1 .25 .22 + .54
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 154 2.30 1 . 13 .09 7.62 153 .00
Post-CCIDD 154 2.83 1 .05 .08 + .53
Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD 181 2.23 1 .09 .08 8.27 180 .00
Post-CCIDD 181 2.76 1 .08 .08 + .53
18. Visiting your government
representative to talk.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .60
Post-CC 1 DD 10 1 .60 — — —0—
Behavior /act i vi ty Category N Mean Std. Std. Dif. T- Deg. 2-Tai
Dev. Err. Mean Val. Fre. Prob.
18. Visiting your government
representative to talk
(cont i nued)
.
Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDO
Post-CCIDD
33
33
1 .39
1 .63
.79
.93
. 14
. 16 + .24
2.48 32 .02
A 1 Linn 1 samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 1 .48 .84 .07 4.47 151
.00Post-CCIDD 152 1 .71 .98 .08 + .23
Research groups + a limn I
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .44 .80 .06 5.02 180 .00Post-CCIDD 181 1 .67 .94 .07 + .23
19. Publicly declaring in :
way your will Ingness to
seme
engage 1 n c I v I 1 d 1 sobed 1 ence
as a protest.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .20
Post-CCIDD 10 1.50 — — + .30
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD 33 1 .48 .91
. 16 1 .79 32 .08**
Post-CCIDD 33 1.67 .95 . 17 + .19
A 1 unn I samp 1 e
Pre-CCIDD 152 1 .34 .67 .05 4.76 151 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 152 1 .58 .89 .07 + .24
Research groups + a limn i
Pre-CCIDD 181 1 .37 .72 .05 4.87 180 .00
Post-CC 1 DD 181 1 .59 .90 .06 + .22
20. Participating In an act(s)
of non-violent civil
d i sobed i ence
.
Study groups A + B
Pre-CCIDD 10 1 .20
Post-CCIDD 10 1 .40 — — + .20
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.
Dev.
Std.
Err
.
Dif
.
Mean
T-
Val
.
Deg.
Fre
2-Tai
Ppr'ip
20. Participating in an act(s)
of non-violent civil
disobedience (continued).
** Research groups AA + BB
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
33
33
1 .30
1 .39
.77
.90
. 13
. 16 + .09
.65 32 .52
** Alirnni sample
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC 1 DD
151
151
1 .21
1 .27
.55
.66
.04
.05 + .06
1 .98 150 .05
** Research groups + alunni
Pre-CCIDD
Post-CC IDD
181
181
1 .22
1 .29
.58
.70
.04
.05 + .07
1 .91 180 .06
** = no statistical significance.
APPErvDIX XX
Statistica l Ana I Y? 1 3 Of Self-Remrtfid Re^ndent Pgn-^tlon nl tho
Begree to Which Part i cipat i on I n a CCIDD P ronram is i h
f
„
r
PCSt-CCIPP Act i vity |fvp| Response^ for study nrrn iqs
,
Rasp^h fir^
ip-
'jnR
i
—and Total Ormbined Sample
Question :
•
WS
^?Jt
ntereSted
' n kncwlng to what extent you believe your participationin a CXI DD program is directly or indirectly responsible for the (postS IXactivity level) responses on the previous page.
Please use the fol lowing code to respond to categories listed:
My participation In the OCIDD program Is...
Nuner i ca
I
Response
1
2
3
A
5
Meaning
Not at a I I responsible
S I I ght
I y respons I b I
e
Fairly responsible
Very Responsible
Extremely Responsible
...for my level of involvement In activities since the CCIDD program.'
For your responses relating to:
a. Central American issues
:
b. Lat I n finer I ca/Th
I
rd Wor I d/G I oba I I ssues :
c. Loca I /Nat I ona I I ssues :
Statistical code:
N
Mean
Std . Dev .
=
Std. Err .=
**
nunber of people In respondent group
average total responses In sample
standard deviation
standard error
statistical analysis inappropriate for small
sample
RESULTS
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Std. Std
.
Response Categories N Mean Dev. Err.
1.
Activities related to
Central Anerican issues
** Study groups A + B
Research groups AA + BB
A I unn i samp I e
Research groups + a I unn
i
2. Activities related to
Latin Aner ica/Th i rd World/
g I oba I i ssues
** Study groups A + B
Research groups AA + BB
A I unn i samp I e
Research groups + a I unn
i
3. Activities related to
I oca I /nat Iona I issues
** Study groups A + B
Research groups AA + BB
A I unn i samp I e
Research groups + a I unn
I
10 4.10 — —
33 3.97 .68
. 12
156 3.72 .99 .08
189 3.76 .95 .07
10 3.50 — —
33 3.42 .90 .16
156 3.36 .99 .08
189 3.38 .98 .07
10 2.50 — —
33 2.59 1 .04 . 18
156 2.78 1 .45 .09
188 2.74 1 .13 .08
APPENDIX YY
Stat i st i ca l Anal ys i s of Degree to Which Part irmat Ion m , rcinf,
Ecogran Has Deepened Participant n«ir. to R^nnn^i
—
,
n ,
Just i ce and issues for Study Groups. Rnsonrm r™™
AJ Linn I and Tota l Ccmblnfyl Samnle
QUESTION:
"J5 a~,r»
e
?I“
has
*°f participation In a OCIDO program deepenedyour desire to respond to Issues of social Justice
and peace ? Your response:
Please use the fo I laving scale to respond to the above:
Nimer i ca I
Response Meaning
No affect
SI Ight affect
Moderate affect
High affect
Extremely high affect "
1
2
3
4
5
Statistical code used In presenting results:
N
Mean
Std. Dev.
=
Std
. Err .=
Number of people In respondent group
Average score of responses
Standard deviation
Standard error
RESULTS
Respondent Categories: U Mean
Std.
Dev.
Std.
Err.
Study groups A + B 10 4.40 ** **
Research groups AA + BB 33 4.03 .81 .18
A 1 imn 1 samp 1 e 156 4.01 .80 .06
Research groups + a limn I 190 4.01 .80 .05
** Statistical analysis Inappropriate for small sample
APPEND I X ZZ
Mid-Program Evaluation Results
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N==6)
Cateqor les/areas mentioned A_
_Q__E M _d_ P _Q_
A. Satisfaction with program
Very satisfied X X X X X X X X X
General ly satisfied X X
Respondents A B C D E M N 0 P Q R
B. Positive aspects of program,
program strengths
Staff
Qual Ity of staff X X X
Translation X X
F 1 ex I b I 1 ity X
Openness, tolerance X
Respondents A - - D E - N - - Q R
Schedu ling, ba 1 ance
,
diversity
Diversity of activities, X X X X X X X X
presenters, viewpoints
Flexibility X X X X
Balance In types X X
of act I v 1 1 1 es
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Mid-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categories/areas mentioned
B. Positive aspects of program,
program strengths
Schedu ling, ba 1 ance
,
diversity (continued)
ABODE MNOPQR
Respondents ABC-E MNOPQ
Sequencing, organization, flow
Pace
,
flow X X X X XXX
Sequenc i ng , 1 ncrementa
1
build of themes
xxx X X X X
Irrmediate irrmersion X XX
Wei 1
-organ I zed xx X
Efficient use of resources X
Respondents abode abode
Choice, quality of activities
Quality of presenters XXXXX XXXXXX
Diversity of viewpoints XX XXX X
Pleased at program bias X
Respondents ABODE MNOPQR
Pedagog i ca 1 approaches
,
techn
i ques
Exper i ent 1 a 1 approach X XXX XXXXXX
Field trips XXX X X XXX
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Mid-Program Evaluation
(cont I nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor I es/areas ment I oned
B. Positive aspects of program,
program strengths
Pedagog i ca 1 approaches
,
techniques (continued)
abode mnopor
Dialogue, interviews
X
Group reflections,
d 1 scuss ions
X
Emphas i s on group-
bu 1 1 d 1 ng , carmun i ty
X
Respondents ABODE MN0PQR
C. Negative aspects of program,
program weaknesses
Staff
Director's obsession with
t Ime
X
Too much flexibility in
trying to meet everyone
'
s
needs
X
Respondents ----- M---Q-
Schedu ling, ba 1 ance
,
diversity
Over-schedu 1 i ng X
Respondents E
Mid-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued)
Categories/areas mentioned
D. Suggestions
Staff
More direction, guidance
when group encounters
discussion problem,
conf I let
Less obsession with
t ime
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GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
ABODE M N Q p Q r
Respondents M
Scheduling, balance,
diversity
Start earlier in morning X
More Bibl ical reflections X
More group reflections,
processing, discussion
X X
Less time sitting,
1 i sten i ng
X
More free time, rest time X
Respondents -
- C - E - - 0 p Q -
Log 1 st 1 cs
Bigger, better meeting
space for large group
X
Respondents - - - - - - - 0 - - -
Mid-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued)
Categor i es/areas mentioned
D. Suggestions (continued)
Mater ia I
s
638
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
A B C D E M N Q p Q r
More detai led map of
Cuernavaca
Materials explaining
program sent to participants
in advance of arrival
Respondents
- C - E
Choice, quality of activities
Suggested sessions
Presentation by
professional development
person
X X
Orientation to Cuernavaca
on f i rst day
X
Presentation by scmeone
frcm Mexican upper class
X
Mex 1 can men ' s view of
women
,
wcmen
' s 1 ssues
X
Respondents - - - - M - - - Q -
Pedagog i ca I approaches
,
techn
i ques
Share more information In
print versus lecture
X
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Mid-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=6)
Categor 1 es/areas mentioned
D. Suggestions
Pedagogical approaches,
techniques (continued)
abode mnopor
Have participants direct
questions personally to
speaker rather than at
staff translator as Inter-
mediary
X
Respondents
E. New, emerging needs
Learn Spanish X
More intimate, personal
contact with presenters
X
Contact with saneone frcm
Mexican upper class
X
Contact with professional
ccrrmunity development
person
X
Discuss, focus on possible
education strategies for
return heme
X
More information on Base
Chr i st i an Ccrrmun i t i es
X
Respondents M N 0 P Q
APPEND I X AAA
ELL nal Program Fvaluatlon Result^
Note: Data for "R" not Included,
final evaluation questionnaire.
Ruth left without returning her
React I on categnr
|
^
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
A—B—C—D—E M N O p g
A. Positive, most enjoyable,
most valuable aspects of program
Staff
Friendly, helpful
Sensitive, responsive to
participants
Dedicated
Did not push personal views
Good teamwork
Leadersh
i
p
Hard-work I ng
XX X XXX
XXX XX
X XX
X
X X
X
X
Respondents AB-DE MNOPQ
Scheduling, balance, diversity
Variety, diversity of
act I v 1 1 1 es
Respondents O
End-of-Program Evaluation
(cont I nued)
React I on categor I es
GROUP A ( N=5
)
GROUP B (N=5)
641
ABODE
A. Positive, most enjoyable,
most valuable aspects of program
Sequencing, organization, flew
Good division, sequenc i ng
,
increnental bui Id of program
themes
Good emphasis on ccrrmunity-
bu I Id i ng, shar i ng
Experiential, then analysis X
format/f lew excel lent,
power fu
I
M N 0 P Q
X X
X X
Respondents M - O - -
Choice, quality of activities
Field trips XXX
Presenters X
Community- and friendship-
bu I I d I ng act I v 1 1 1 es
X
X
Executive director's
knowledge/ i nput about the
church
Spec i f I c sess i ons
Final shar I ng and worsh I p X X
serv I ce
Visit to Base Christian X X
ccrrmun i ty
"Where do we go from
here?" session
X
End-of-Program Evaluation
(continued)
Reaction categories
GROUP A (N=5)
ABC D E
GROUP B (N=5)
M N Q p Q
642
A. Positive, most enjoyable,
most valuable aspects of program
Choice, quality of activities
(cont i nued)
Specific sessions (continued)
Visit to local parish
Field trip to local X
carmunity festival
Free tie in local markets X
Final shar i ng and worsh I
p
service
Respondents A B C D E M N 0 P -
Pedagogical techniques
Exper i ent i a 1 approaches X X X X X X X X
Field trips X X X X X X
Dialogue, interchange,
conversations, interviews,
direct contact with people
X X X X X
B 1 b 1 leal ref 1 ect i ons X
Respondents A - C D E M N 0 - Q
Log i st I cs
Hous i ng XXXXX XXXXX
Mea I s XXXXX XXXXX
End-of-Program Evaluation
(cont I nued)
React i on categor i es
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
M N Q p Q
643
ABODE
A. Positive, most enjoyable,
most valuable aspects of program
Logistics (continued)
Transportation
Locat I on v
X
Respondents ABODE MNOPQ
Other
:
Participation In research
group, interviews
CCIDD store
L I brary
Current events bulletin
board
X
XXX XX
XXX x
X
Respondents ABODE
-NOP-
B. Negative, least valuable,
least enjoyable
Staff
I nsens i t I ve
,
unrespons I ve to X X
expressed participant need
to slew dewn program pace,
schedu I
e
Defensive when participants X
expressed cr I t
I ques
Many staff unapproachable X
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End-of-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
React I on cateqor 1 es
B. Negative, least valuable,
least enjoyable
Staff (continued)
abode mnopd
Respondents abc-e
Schedu ling, ba I ance
,
d I vers i ty
Tour of Cuernavaca should be
early in program
Too little free time X X X X X
Respondents ABODE
Sequencing, organization, flow
Over-progranrmi ng produced
fatigue, resentment
X X X X X
Respondents ABODE
C. Suggestions
No Suggestions
Staff
X
Need less serious, more
playful spirit
X X
Need to hear more of their X
opinions
Respondents 0iiz1io011
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End-of-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued)
React I on categor I es
C. Suggestions
Schedu I ing, balance, diversity
More free time
More worship opportunities
Slower pace
More group reflection time
Time to get to know
staff
Respondents ABCDE _
_ 0 P Q
Sequencing, organization, flow
Choice, quality of activities
Suggested session
Debate/chal lenge to X
middle class values,
views
Presentation by Mexican X
bureaucrat, government
representative
Respondents _____ m---q
Pedagog i ca I techn
I
ques
Group reflections
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
ABODE M N 0 P Q
More emphas i s on sma I I
versus large group sharing
X
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End-of-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued)
React I on categor I es
C. Suggestions
Pedagogical techniques
(cont i nued)
GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
ABODE MNP P Q
Respondents
-
- 0 - -
Mater ials
Publ ic relat ions
Emphasize program bias X
Explain program Intent
is to view real Ity
through poor people's
perspect i ve
X
Respondents Q
Log i st i cs
Writing table in private
areas
X
Respondents
- -
- P -
Other
More open hours for store X X X
Respondents - - - - E M - - - Q
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End-of
-Program Evaluation
(cont i nued) GROUP A (N=5) GROUP B (N=5)
React i on cateqor i es
D. Would you reccrrmend program
to others?
abode mnopo
Yes xxxxx x X X X X
Respondents ABODE MNOPQ
Reasons
Opens eyes
X
St Imu 1 ates
,
cha 1 1 enges X
Excel lent approach to
comprehensive overview
and understand i ng of
Central America
X
Diversity of contacts,
perspec1 1 ves
,
exposu r
e
X
Emot I ona lly, sp I r i tua lly,
Intel lectual ly growing
exper I ence
X
Powerful learning
exper i ence
X
Best place to knew
and understand what
1 s go i ng on In Lat i
n
Amer lea
X
Open environment with
many good resources
X
Gives broad set of
viewpoints, perspectives
X
Because It changed my
I I fe
X
APPENDIX BBB
Participant Awaren^s
, Kncw ledne or unripr**^^
Belated tc the Conditions of Pny^r+y
React Ion Act 1 v I ty Participants (N=li)
New awareness,
understanding of poor
peop 1 e ' s rea 1 1 1 1 es
,
struggle
Guatema 1 a
presentat Ion
a,b,c,d,e,m,n,o,p,q
Poverty traps people
into oppressive
attitudes and behaviors
Field trlp-
Rav i ne
ccrrmunl ty
a,b,d,e,n,p,r
Awareness of
psychological damage
caused to victims
of oppression, repression
Guatemala
presentation
M.N.P
Genera 1 1 ncrease 1
n
knowledge about poor
peop 1 e ' s cond I t I ons
Field trlp-
Rav I ne
ccrrmunl ty
B,Q
Field trlp-
BCC meeting
0,P
Poor can't afford
chi Idren, but chi Idren
are source of happiness,
secur 1 ty
Field trlp-
Rav I ne
ccrrmunl ty
E
Even though they live in
f 1 1 thy env 1 ronment
,
they
are aware about needs for
cleanliness, health
Field trip-
Rav I ne
ccrrmunl ty
Q
Magn I tude of poverty 1
s
beyond present cond 1 t 1 ons
of development aid to
respond at sufficient
level
Field trlp-
Rav I ne
ccrrmunl ty
Q
APPENDIX CCC
Eartlclpant Awaren^ Knowledge or iinnerstarviino polnv^
the Li beration St nion les of th^ Pr^
r
React I on Act I v I ty Participants (N=li)
General new or Increased Guatenala
awareness or understanding presentation
about the realities and
struggles of the poor
A,B,C,D,E,M,N.O,P,Q
Better understanding
about history, people,
current events In
Nicaragua
FI Im/video
"State of Siege
A,B,C,E,M,N,0,P,R
Increased knowledge/
understanding about the
poor people's struggle
I n Lat I n Amer lea
Nicaragua A,B,D,M.N,P,R
presentation
Church and Change- B,C,D,E,M,N,P,Q
Missionary
presentation
New/better understanding
of historical role of
church in relation to
poor people's liberation
Church and Change- A,B,c,D,E,M,N,R
Sociological
presentation
New understanding of poor
people's revolutions in
Latin Amer lea
Confirmation of previous
suspicions about the
struggle In Guatemala
Church and Change- A,M,N,Q,R
Missionary
presentat Ion
Guatemala A,C,P,R
presentat I on
Insight Into role of
viol ence/non-v I o I ence
In social change
New facts. Information
about U . S . I nvo I vement
and association with
repression
Church and Change- B,D,E,M
M I ss I onary
presentation
Guatema I
a
presentation
A,N,0
React i on Act i v i ty Participants (N=li)
New understanding of
poor women's liberation
struggle In Mexico and
Lat i n £mer i ca
Violence grows frcm
North /Vner lean power/
dan i nance
Magnitude of poverty is
beyond present conditions
for development aid to
respond at sufficient
I eve I
s
Poor don ' t want to
fight, but are forced
to in order to survive.
Improve cond i t I ons
Women and C,D,M
change
Church and Change- M,N
Ml ss ionary
presentation
Field trip- q
Rav I ne
carmun i ty
Church and Change- N
M I ss ionary
presentation
appendix ddd
Participant Awarennfw Knwlwl^ or understanding r^i^e-h ^
Analysis Qf the Poor People's 5^ 1 1-1 Lqq
React I on Activity Participants (N=li)
Marxism Is ccmpatlble
with Christianity
Church and Change- A,B,C,M,N,0 ,P,Q
Missionary
presentation
Better understanding of
Marxism as an analytical
too I and sc I ence
Church and Change- A,C,M,N,0 ,P,Q
Missionary
presentat Ion
New understanding between Wcmen and Change
poor wcmen s oppression presentation
In Latin America and North/
South g I oba I oppress i on
A.D.E.M.N.O.P
New understanding of
I Iberat Ion theology as
praxis-based analytical
process
New conceptual frameworks
for understanding Latin
Amer I can wcmen
' s I ssues
and oppression
Field trip- A,b,E,M,p,q
BOC meeting
Church and Change- A,N,Q
Missionary
presentation
Wcmen and Change A,E,M,N,Q
presentation
Insight Into role of
violence/non-violence in
social change
Better understanding of
rea I I ty and causes of
poverty and oppression
of the poor frcm
historical analysis
Ideologies are the causes
Church and Change- B,D,E,M
M I ss I onary
presentat I on
History of Mexico A,D,N,0
presentat I on
History of Mexico Q
of dcmi nance and oppression presentation
React i on Act I v I ty Participants (N=ll)
New exposure and
understanding of process
of historical analysis
Awareness I i berat i on
praxis can help the
conditions of the poor
History of Mexico B
presentation
F I e I d tr
i
p- a
Rav i ne
ccrrmun i ty
APPENDIX EEE
Bart l e i pant Awareness
. Knrwl^ine or nn^r.^ lna Rp , atcrl ^
One's Self or Personal sn-.|^|on
React I on Act I v i ty Participants (N=li
Reccrrm I tment to respond Guatemala
and/or help through career presentation
or I I fe d I rect Ions
C,D,M,0,P,Q,R
Awareness of personal
Ignorance about regional
problems and Issues
Personal need to
Investigate agencies before
making career choice In
overseas work
Need for more education
about International
development work
New interpretive frame-
work for understanding
personal history and Issues
Awareness of being
misinformed and deceived
In the past about
Guatema 1 an rea 1 1 1 1 es
Real Izatlon of extent
of corruption, deceipt In
world
Church and Change- E ,M,
R
Missionary
presentation
Film/video M,0,Q
"State of Siege"
FI Im/vldeo A.M.Q
"State of Siege"
Women and Change C,M
presentat ion
Guatema I a D
presentation
FI Im/vldeo o
"State of Siege"
appendix fff
Part i cipant AUltiriei Feeling or vainer tn Pnnr p^r | .
React I on
Personal Inspiration at
courage of the poor
Activity
Field tr Ip-
La Estaclon
Participants (N=li)
a,b,c,d,e,m,n,o,p,q,r
Pos 1 1 1 ve fee I I ngs about
capab I I 1 1 1 es of poor
people to solve their
own problems
Field tr Ip-
La Estaclon
a,b,c,d,e,m,n,o,p,r
Inspiration at Fi eld Trlp_
capab I I I ties of poor to BCC Meeting
Interpret, critique,
analyze their own
real Ity
Special actni rat Ion for Field trip-
ingenuity of local poor La Estaclon
In use of local resources
Generosity of poor In Field trip-
receiving group La Estaclon
Confidence inabilities Field trlp-
of the poor to deal La Estaclon
with their situation
A.D.E.M.N.P.Q.R
D,E,M,N,0
A
,
C
,
D ,Q , R
A.E.M.N
Enhanced respect for poor
Poor have great insight,
wisdom
Poor are not consp I r I ng
or secretive, but openly
d I scuss I ng d I f ferences
Poor people don't want
to f
I
ght
,
but are
forced to In order
to survive
Field Trip- A.D.M.P
BCC Meet I ng
Field Trip- A,E,P
BCC Meeting
FleldTrlp- A,E
BCC Meeting
Church and Change: P
Missionary
Presentation
655
React 1 on Activity Participants (N= 1 l)
Poor are usual ly
forced to compete
against themselves for
limited resources
Field tr Ip- e
Rav 1 ne
carmun i ty
Poor are capable of
directing their cwn
dest I n i es
Church and Change: M
Missionary
Presentat ion
Poor can and should
teach the non-poor
Church and Change: A
Missionary
Presentation
Need for "non-poor"
to be converted by
poor In order to
promote change
Church and Change: B,N,P
Missionary
Presentation
APPENDIX GGG
Participant Attltudps, Fee linns or varn^ Relate to
:tiie Conditions and S ituations of Pnv^r |Y
React I on Activity Participants (N-li)
Empathy, connectedness Guatenala
to pain, struggle of presentation
the poor
a,b,c,d,e,m,n,o,p,q,r
Compassion, sympathy,
sadness
Guatemala
presentation
Acini rat I on for courage, Guatemala
faith, perseverance, presentation
tenac i ty
Hor ror
,
shock
,
d I smay
, Guatema I a
appalled, Incredulity presentation
of oppression, pain
and struggle of the
poor
a,b,c,d,m,n,o,p,q,r
a,b,c,e,m,n,o,p,q,r
a,e,m,n,o,p,q,r
Poverty traps people
Into conditions of
hope 1 essness
, 1 one 1 I ness
,
he 1 p 1 essness
Field trip-
Rav 1 ne
ccmnuni ty
A,B,D,E,N,P,Q
Awe, sadness at extent
of poverty In world
Field trlp-
Rav 1 ne
ccmnuni ty
d,o,p,q,r
Frustration, anger at
realities of Injustice,
poverty
Field tr Ip-
La Estaclon
C.P.R
Anger at unresponsiveness
of government
Field trlp-
Rav 1 ne
ccmnuni ty
E,R
Poverty oppresses the
spirits, psychology of
the poor
Field trlp-
Rav 1 ne
ccmnuni ty
A,E
657
React i on Activity Participants (N= 1 l)
To work helping the poor
one must have enormous
patience, faith
Field tr Ip- q
Rav i ne
ccnmun i ty
Anger at Mexican men Field tr ip- r
Rav i ne
ccrrmun i ty
Poor need to feel control
In thel r 1 ives
F ield tr ip- a
Ravine
ccrrmun i ty
Poverty's greatest
victims are chi Idren
F i e 1 d tr
i
p- a
Rav i ne
ccrrmun i ty
Poor are work i ng to
restore their dignity
F i
e
1 d tr
i
p- o
Rav i ne
ccrrmun i ty
APPENDIX HHH
Participant Attitudes. Filings or Va lues Related to th^
Un i ted States Government nnd I ts' Policies as They Affent t h» P^r
React 1 on Act 1 v 1 ty Participants (N=li)
Anger, disgust,
frustration, resentment
at U.S. government pol Icies
1 nvo 1 vement
Guatema 1 a
presentation
f
B,C,D,E,M,N,0,P,R
Government shields
truth frcm people
F I lm/vldeo
"State of Siege"
B,C,M,0,P,R
Anger at U.S. pol Icies
In Nicaragua
Nicaragua
presentation
A,C,D,M,R
Shattered myths, exposed
decelpt of government
FI lm/vldeo:
"State of Siege"
A.C.M.O
Shock at government
association with
torture
FI lm/vldeo
"State of Siege"
C,M,0,P
Anger at government
complicity In oppression
Church and Change:
Missionary
Presentation
A,C,M
Shock
,
d 1 smay
,
hor ror
at portrayal of USAID
FI lm/vldeo
"State of Siege"
C,M,0
Anger at U.S. government
complicity In oppression
Anger at government
Doubts about USAID
Church and Change: A,C,M
M I ss I onary
Presentation
Fllm/vldeo C,M,0
"State of Siege"
F 1 Im/video
"State of Siege"
C,0
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React i on Act i v i ty Participants (N=li)
Government could
organize overthrow
another government
F 1 Im/vldeo
"State of Siege"
P
Anger at role of
U.S. government In
situation of poor in
Mexico
History of Mexico
presentat ion
D
Puzzled why Guatemala
is so important to U.S,
business, government
Guatema 1 a
presentation
A
Why Is U.S. government
so involved in Guatema la?
Guatema 1 a
presentat ion
A
Congress fears kncwing
truth
the Nicaragua
presentat ion
E
Need to stop i ntervent Ion Nicaragua
presentat Ion
M
APPEND IX III
Participant Attitudes. Feel inns or values Relate
United states Ht l7°m
React I on
General ly Ignorant about
what goes on in foreign
development work, agencies
Act I v I ty
FI Im/vldeo
"State of Siege"
Participants (N=li
A.C.M.O.Q
Generally Ignorant about
reality of conditions
and causes of poverty and
oppression
Are deceived by
government, business and
media
Church and Change- C,D,M,N
Missionary
presentation
Nicaragua A,M,N
presentation
Are shielded frcm
poverty, the poor and
oppress I on
U.S . volunteers should
not ccme to help
developing countries,
but should stay heme
and educate
Anger at apathy In U.S.
Have a distorted view of
the wor 1 d
Majority think they are
saviors of the world
Church and Change- C,D
Missionary
presentation
Field trip- m,Q
BGC meet I ng
Guatema I a c
presentation
Nicaragua m
presentation
Nicaragua M
presentation
APPEND I X JJJ
Participant Attune
. Feel 1 nos or Values 1 ^ -Hr-, Co 1 £
- - - ' IW i m hW WW 1 1
React 1 on Act 1 v 1 ty Participants (N= 1 l)
Feel Ing himbled by
BCC members
Field trlp-
BCC meeting
A,C,D,M,N,0,P,Q,R
Discomfort at being
North American identified
with pr Ivi lege, U.S.
pol Icles
Church and Change-
Missionary
presentation
A,B,C,D,M,N,Q
Nunb, powerless, helpless
1 n face of rea 1 1 t 1 es in
Guatema 1 a
Guatema 1 a
presentation
C,D,M,N,Q
Renewed self-confidence,
pr 1 de as a woman
Women and Change
presentation
b,c,d,p
Se 1 f-conf 1 dence about
using Marxism and
Chr 1 st 1 an 1 ty to exam I ne
self, faith, life
d 1 rect Ions
Church and Change-
Missionary
presentation
m,p,q
Awareness of personal
Ignorance about regional
prob 1 ems
,
1 ssues
Church and Change-
Missionary
presentation
E.M.Q
Guilt as being part of
a system that causes
pain and suffering
Guatema 1 a
presentation
P,R
Inabl 1 Ity to relate to
realities of extreme
violence and suffering
( In Guatemala)
Guatema 1 a
presentation
0
Affirmation past
actions In opposing
U.S. policies
Church and Change-
Missionary
presentation
C
Gu 1 1 t at 1 nd 1 rect
association with
U.S. government
FI Im/vldeo
"State of Siege"
M
APPENDIX KKK
Part i cipant Attitudes. Feelings nr Values Related tn
Bgllqlon or Spiri tual Issues
React 1 on Activity Participants (N= 1 l)
Acini rat ion at faith
of the poor
Guatemala A,B,C,E,M,N,0,P,Q,R
presentation
Feel ing that Marxism
and Christianity are
campat 1 b 1
e
Church and Change- A,B,C,M,N,0,P,Q
Missionary
presentation
Prophetic responsibility
of North Americans to
act/speak on behalf of the
poor
Church and Change- B,D,E,N,P,R
Missionary
presentation
Personal call to act/
respond/be prophet on
beha I f of the poor
Church and Change- B,C,D,N,P,R
Missionary
presentation
Hope, confidence in power
of liberating faith and
spirit
Field trip- A.N.O.R
Women's blouse
cooperat 1 ve
Self-confidence in using
Marxism and Christianity
to exam 1 ne se 1 f , faith,
life d 1 rect ions
Church and Change- M,P,Q
Missionary
presentation
Need for conversion by
poor in order to promote
change/evangelize for the
poor
Church and Change- B,N,P
Missionary
presentation
Church can play an active
role In social change
Field trip- N.R
Women's blouse
cooperative
New inspiration for Bible
study with global
d imension
Church and Change- D
Missionary
presentation
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React i on Act i v i ty Participants (N= 11 )
Bible can be revolutionary
in interpretation
Church and Change-
Missionary
presentation
D
Anger at historical
oppression of church by
the poor
Church and Change-
Soc i o 1 og i ca
1
presentat ion
B
In shar Ing one's
suffering with others,
one can spiritually grow
Guatema 1 a
presentation
N
Confidence liberation
praxis can help the
conditions of the poor
Field tr
i
p-
Wcmen's blouse
cooperat i ve
A
appendix lll
Part i cipant Attitudes
. Feel inns or Vah.^ Relate to
Responding Back Hotp
React 1 on Act 1 v 1 ty Participants (N=li)
Desire to help, respond Field tr Ip-
La Estaclon
a,b,c,d,e,m,n,o,p,q
Field trlp-
Rav 1 ne
a,e,r
cerrmun I ty
Need to respond, act,
educate In U.S.
Guatemala
presentation
b,c,d,m,n,o,p,q,r
Reccrrml tment to respond
and/or help through career
or II fe d 1 rect ions
Guatema 1 a
presentation
C,D,M,0,P,Q,R
Personal call to act,
respond on behalf of the
poor
Church and Change:
Missionary
presentation
B,C,D,N,P,R
U.S. volunteers should
stay heme to educate,
not ccme to other country
Field tr ip-
BCC meeting
M,Q
Anger at apathy In U.S. Guatemala
presentation
C
Need to write, lobby
Congress for changes
F 1 Im/video
"State of Siege"
R
APPENDIX MVM
Partic i pant Attitudes
. Feelings or va lues Related tn th*»
Desire to Learn Mnrp
React i on Activity Participants (N=- 1 l)
Motivate internal
search 1 ng/quest I on 1 ng
about personal
role in responding
Church and Change- B,C,M,0,P,Q
Missionary
presentation
New questions about
viol ence/non-v I o 1 ence
1 n soc I a 1 change
Church and Change- A,B,C,D,E,P
Missionary
presentation
Need to learn more/
cont 1 nu I ng educat 1 on
Church and Change- D,M,N
Missionary
presentation
Provoked new internal
quest 1 on 1 ng about
wcmen
Wcmen and Change Q
presentation
Sparked new questions
to pursue about
History of Mexico Q
presentat Ion
development and history
of Mexico
Poor can/should teach
the non-poor
Church and Change- A
Missionary
presentation
New inspiration for
Bible study with
global dimension
Church and Change- D
Missionary
presentation
Need to learn more
about U.S. role and
policies In Guatema 1 a
Guatemala A
presentation
One can grew and learn
from the suffering of
others
Guatemala N
presentation
666
React ion Act 1 v i ty Participants (N= 1 l)
Reaffirmation of
importance of Bible
study to critical
world reflection
Field tr Ip-
BCC meet i ng
N
Desire to know more
about Nicaraguan
h i story
F 1 im/video
"Up Frcm the
A
Ashes"
APPENDIX NSM
Comparison and Evolution of original cognitive Neeci^ wm-^
Formative Gains and Benefits to Program Part ic i nat ion
Explanat ion :
1. This table represents an Interpretive synthesis of Information
ccmpi led from Appendices S, Y and Z. Data relates only, to participant
responses related to cognitive domains of awareness, knowledge or
understanding In relation to reported topics.
2. The table below presents the total nimber of participants (N=1l)
who responded with comments In the Interpretive categories listed.
Newly evolved, or changing, categorizations are presented In the table
at appropriate places with corresponding response totals.
3. A dash ) Indicates no responses within that category.
Categories and response totals as they relate to areas of attitudes,
feelings, or values as reported In:
Original
Needs and
Expectations
Categor I es
Needs and
Expectations
responses
( N= 1 1
)
Mid-program
Gains/Benefits
responses
(N=1 1
)
End-of-program
Gains/Benef its
responses
(N=1 1
)
Rea I 1 1 1 es of 8 9 11
the poor,
poverty
Acting, 6 - 1
respond i ng
back heme
Cross-cu I tura14
exper I ence
Mexico, Mexican 342
people
Re I I g I on
,
sp I r I tua I life
3 3
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Original
Needs and
Expectations
Categor i es
Needs and
Expectat ions
responses
( N= 11)
Mid-program
Ga i ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 1 1
)
End-of-program
Ga i ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 11)
General infor-
mation, knowledge
3 - 6
Career
,
life
d i rect ions
3 1 -
Program-spec i f Ic 2 -
Deve 1 opment-
related
1 -
-
Language
acqu i s i 1 1 on
1
G 1 oba
1
Dimension
(2) 2
HI stor leal
consc i ousness
( 1 )
U.S. government,
pol icies
(3)
Faith, bel iefs,
spirit
(3)
Personal insights,
lessons
(3)
Liberation
theology
( 2 )
'
Women ' s i ssues
(2)
669
Original
Needs and
Expectat ions
Categor i es
Needs and
Expectat ions
responses
( N= 1 1
)
Mid-program
Ga 1 ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 1 1
)
End-of-program
Ga 1 ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 1 1
)
U.S
. c i t i zen
understand i ng
(2)
Ccrrmun 1 ty spirit
in change efforts
(2)
Personal under-
standing of Latin
£mer ica
(1)
appendix 000
Cgpparlson and FvQlutlon of Original Af fective
Eormatiye Gains and Benefits to Program Part in in*+ |^n
Exolanat Inn-
t®ble represents an Interpretive synthesis of Information^ S ' / and Z ' ^ re ' 3teS to Participantresponses In affective domains of attitudes, feelings
or values In relation to reported topics.
2. The table below presents the total number of participants (N=inwho responded with comments In the Interpretive categories listedNewly evolved, or changing, categorizations are presented In the tableat appropriate places with corresponding response totals.
3. A dash (••-••) indicates no responses within that category.
Categories and response totals as they relate to
feelings, or values as reported In:
areas of attitudes,
Original
Needs and
Expectations
Categor I es
Needs and
Expectations
responses
(N=1 1
)
Mid-program
Galns/Benef its
responses
(N=1 1
)
End-of-program
Ga I ns/Benef I ts
responses
(N=1 1
)
Personal challenges 4
Desire for emotional 4
impact
Re I Igion, spiritual 3
I ife
Relationships with 3
group
Global dimension 1
Detachment, reflection 1
Cross-cu I tura I 1
exper I ence
3
5
2
3
5
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Original
Needs and
Expectat i ons
Categor I es
Needs and
Expectat ions
responses
( N= 11)
Mid-program
Ga i ns/Benef i ts
responses
(N=1 1
)
Poor people,
poverty (10)
U.S. government,
policies (3)
Confidence in
program (3)
Career
,
life
directions (3)
Mex I co
,
Mex I can
people (2)
Cont i nu i ng
educat ion ( 1
)
Ccmfort level
(D
Persona I
relationships
( 1 )
End-of
-program
Gai ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 1 1
)
4
2
4
2
Acting, responding
back heme (4)
I nterna
I
attitudes, lessons
(4)
Poss i b i I i t i es
for change (3)
Women's issues (2)
Media, information
sources (2)
672
Original
Needs and
Expectat Ions
Categor les
Needs and
Expectations
responses
(N=1 1
)
Mid-program
Ga I ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 11)
End-of-program
Ga i ns/Benef i ts
responses
( N= 1 1
)
Role of church in
change (2)
Sense of change i
n
Third World (2)
Personal life,
I i festy le (2)
U.S
. c i t i zen
understanding ( 1 )
APPENDIX PPP
Eormative ttmoarlson of Important Opt ion* nr
omu nq the Program with capt i ons or to PUra ,e
EXDlanat Inn-
AA,
T
BB
S
a^d
b
RR.
rePreSentS ^ lnterpretlve synthesis of Appendices
2. Totals Indicate the nimber of participants who responded withquestions or Issues In the interpret Ive categor
I es listed.Newly evolved, or changing, categorizations are presented In the tableat appropriate places with corresponding totals.
3 . A dash ("-") Indicates no responses In that category.
Quest Ion, I ssue
focus categor I es
One-th I rd
through the
program
(N=8)
Two-th I rds
through the
program
( N= 10)
End of Program:
Questions, issues
to pursue post-
program ( N= 1 0
)
Act I ng , respond I ng 6
back heme
Career, life 3
d I rect Ions
Mexico, Mexican people 2
Personal search, 2 2
internal meaning
U.S. government, 2 1
pol Icles
U.S. c I t I zen 2 4
understand I ng
Development-related 2 1
Poor people, poverty 1
8
4
4
Political theory 1
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Quest ion, i ssue
categor i es
One-th i rd
through the
program
(N=8)
Two-th i rds
through the
program
( N= 10)
End of Program:
Quest i ons
,
i ssues
to pursue post-
program ( N= 1 o
)
Liberation theology 1 —
Empathy, connectedness 1
with the poor
1 n format ion,
media (2)
-
Nature of
rea 1 i ty (2)
-
Li fe, 1 i festy le
(1)
-
Church, religion
(1)
-
1 nequa 1 i ty , pcwer
(1)
Central America
(1)
Cont i nu i ng
education (6)
APPENDIX QQQ
Ccmparlson Of End-pf-Proaram Activ ities Planned with
Qoe Year Post-Program N<=w Proles. i nvolvement* or Arfm^
Cgppleted Which Were Motivated bv Program Part in i n*t ion
Explanation:
1. This table represents an interpretive synthesis of
ccmpi led from Appendices QQ and SS.
I nformat Ion
Totals Indicate the number of participants who responded with
actions or activities In the corresponding category.
3. A dash Indicates no responses within that category.
Response, action
categor I es
End-of-Program
:
Responses
, act i ons
planned (N-11)
One Year Post-Program:
Responses, actions
completed (N=10)
Community education
Continuing education
I nd I v I dua
I ,
pr I vate
actions
Group af f
I
I I at Ion
Career choice,
d I rect Ions
L I festy I e changes
11 9
5 5
4 5
3 2
3 3
3
APPENDIX RRR
Banking of Pp--ccidq centra I frnertcvm K„^. lated Actlvltlo.
Aecorg I ng to Mean ^ores for ntuav nrmr» AUmm am w.j
Cgnblngd Research Plus A I Linn l Samp|<»
Response (Maximum score = 4, Minimum score = 1 )
^ = FREQUENTLY participate in that activity
3 - SOMETIMES participate In that activity
2 = RARELY participate In that activity
1 = NEVER participate in that activity
Apbreviat Ions
Pre-Mean Score = Pre-CCIDO mean score for particular group
Pre-Mean Rank = Relative rank within group when comparing with other scores
Highest score= Rank #1; next highest score. Rank #2, etc.
ACTIVITY CATEGORY
Category A: Scores 3.00 - n.qg
Study
Groups
(N=10)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
Alumni
Sample
(N=156)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
Research
Groups +
A 1 Linn 1
( N= 1 89
)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
Category B; Scores 2.00 - 2.99
Reviewing magazines or journals 2.30 1 2.53 2 2.43 3
Reviewing books 2.20 2 2.30 5 2.28 5
Reviewing publ Ic media 2.10 3 2.65 1 2.52 1
Signing a petition 2.00 4 2.37 3 2.49 2
Reviewing videos or films 2.00 4 2.16 7 2.18 6
Category C; Scores 1.00 - 1,99
Reviewing newsletters 1 .90 5 2.25 6 2.33 4
Attending educational events 1 .90 5 2.36 4 2.43 3
Influencing church structures 1 .80 6 1 .97 9 2.04 8
Writing to your government rep.
Joining a network or group 1 .80 6 2.06 8 2.09 7
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ACTIVITY CATEGORY
Pub I ic speaking, or making a
group presentation
Using video cassettes or audio-
visual aids to educate others
Writing letter or article for a
newspaper or newsletter
Helping organize an educational
event
Participating in a vigil, demon-
stration or non-violent protest
Visiting your government rep.
Engag i ng i n c i v
I
I d i sobed i ence
Declare will ingness to engage in
civil d i sobed i ence
Helping form a network or group
Circulating a petition
Study
Groups
( N= 1 0
)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
1 .50 7
1 .50 7
1 .50 7
1 .50 7
1 .40 8
1 .40 8
1 .30 9
1 . 10 10
1 .20 10
1 .20 10
Alunni
Sample
(N=1 56)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
1 .73 12
1 .64 14
1 .67 13
1 .94 10
1 .50 17
1 .87 1
1
1 .18 19
1 .27 18
1 .51 16
1 .53 15
Research
Groups +
Alunni
(N=189)
Pre- Mean
Score Rank
1 .64 14
1 .73 12
1 .55 15
1 .90 10
1 .81 1
1
2.03 9
1 . 13 18
1 .27 17
1 .51 16
1 .68 13
appendix sss
Banking of Post-CCi HP Central African I ssue-Related
According to Mean Smres fQr Study Groups, Ai,™n i „ nd
,
Cgnbineti Res^rrh Pius Ahmni ^mni»
Response Scai^ - (Max imim score = 4, Minimun score = 1 )
4 = FREQUENTLY participate In that activity
3 = SOMETIMES participate in that activity
2 - RARELY participate in that activity
1 = NEVER participate In that activity
Abbreviations
Post-Mean Score =
Post-Mean Rank -
Post-CCIDD mean score for particular group
Reiative rank within group when ccmparing with other scoreighest score- Rank #1 ; next highest score, Rank #2, etc.
Study
Groups
Alumni
Sample
Research
Groups +
Alunni
Activity Category
(N=.10)
Post-Mean
(NM 56)
Post-Mean
(N-189)
Post-Mean
Category A; Scores 3.00 - 3.99
Reviewing magazines or journals 3.40 1 3.46 2 3.23 4Reviewing newsletters 3.40 1 3.41 3 3.41 1Rev 1 ew 1 ng pub 1 1 c med 1
a
3.30 2 3.50 1 3.27 2
Reviewing books 3.30 2 3.15 5 3.09 5
Attend i ng educat I ona 1 events 3.20 3 3.36 4 3.24 3
Public speaking, or making a 3.10 4 3.15 5 2.84 9
Category B: Scores 2,00 - 2.99
Signing a petition
Reviewing videos or films
Using video cassettes or audio-
visual aids to educate others
Influencing church structures
Writing to your government rep.
Joining a network or group
2.90 5 3.00 6 3.03 6
2.70 6 3.00 6 2.90 8
2.70 6 2.73 9 2.66 12
2.60 7 2.93 7 2.90 8
2.60 7 2.84 8 2.94 7
2.50 8 2.71 10 2.75 10
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Research
Study Alarm i Groups +
Groups Samp 1 e Alarm i
Act i v i ty Category
(N= 10) ( N= 1 56
)
z II 00 CD
Post-Mean Post
-Mean Post-Mean
Writing letter or article for a 2.30 9 2.39 1
1
2.29 13
newspaper or newsletter
Declare will ingness to engage in 2.20 10 2.00 14 1 .72 17
civil d i sobed i ence
Helping organize an educational 2.10 1
1
2.84 8 2.71 1
1
event
Participating in a vigil, demon- 2.00 12 2.09 13 2.28 14
strat ion or non-violent protest
Category C: Scores 1.00 - 1.99
Helping form a network or group 1 .90 13 2.24 12 2.01 15
Circulating a petition 1 .60 14 2.09 13 2.01 16
Visiting your government rep. 1 .60 14 1 .84 15 1 .60 18
Engag i ng i n c i v 1
1
d i sobed i ence 1 .40 15 1 .33 16 1 .24 19
APPENDIX TTT
Banking of Central Auer l ean Issue-Related Activity
Accord I nq tp Increases frem Prp- to Post-CCI DD Anti V j tv i
Ecr Study Groups
. Ahinnl and Total Ccmbined Research pius am mm samm^
Bcspcnsc Scale : (Max i man score = 4, Miniman score = 1)
4 = FREQUENTLY participate in that activity
3 « SOMETIMES participate in that activity
2 = RARELY participate In that activity
1 = NEVER participate in that activity
Abbreviations
Dlf. Mean = Difference between pre- and post-test means;
Calculated post- minus pre- CCIDD mean scores.
Grp. Rank = Relative rank within group when comparing with other scores
Highest score= Rank #1; next highest score. Rank #2, etc.
Study Alonni
Research
Groups +
Groups Samp l e Alonni
( N= 1 0
)
(N=156) (N= 189)
Activity Category
Dif. Grp. Dif. Grp. Dif. Grp.
Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank
Category A; Changes = or > 1.50:
Influencing church structures +1 .80 1 + .96 6 + .86 5
Public speaking, or making a +1.60 2 + 1 .42 1 + 1 .26 1
group presentation
Reviewing newsletters +1 .50 3 + 1 . 16 2 + .87 4
Category B: Changes 1,00 - 1,49:
Attending educational events +1.30 4 + 1 .00 4 + .81 6
Using video cassettes or audio- +1.20 5 + 1 .09 3 + .93 2
visual aids to educate others
Writing to government rep
.
+1.20 5 + .97 5 + .91 3
Reviewing publ ic media +1.20 5 + .85 9 + .75 8
Reviewing books +1.10 6 + .96 6 + .81 6
Reviewing magazines or Journals +1.10 6 + .93 7 + .80 7
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Activity Category
Category C: Changes .50 - .99
Declaring will Ingness to engage
I n c I v I I d I sobed i ence
Signing a petition
Writing for newspaper /news I etter
Reviewing videos or films
He I p i ng form a network or group
Joining a network or group
Helping organize an educational
event
Participating in a vigil, demon-
tratlon or non-violent protest
Category C: Changes .01 - .49
Circulating a petition
Visiting your government rep.
Engag i ng i n c i v i
I
d i sobed i ence
Study
Groups
( N= 1 0
)
Dlf. Grp.
Mean Rank
A I unn i
Sample
( N= 1 56
)
Grp.
Rank
Research
Groups +
A I unn i
(N=189)
Dif
.
Mean
Grp.
Rank
+ 1 . 10 6 + .73 1
1
+ .45 15
+ .90 7 + .63 14 + .54 12
+ .80 8 + .72 12 + .74 9
+ .70 9 + .75 10 + .72 10
+ .70 9 + .73 1 + .50 13
+ .70 9 + .65 13 + .65 1 1
+ .60 10 + .90 8 + .81 6
+ .60 10 + .59 15 + .47 14
+ .40 1
1
+ .56 16 + .33 16
+ .30 12 + .42 17 + .30 17
+ . 10 13 + . 15 18 + . 1
1
18
appendix uuu
Action and Response Brainstorm for nrnMn a a
Group AA's
-Where Do We Go Fran Here" closing strategy session
^ ;Xn?s
20
h:Tr-r
yj,984 - since (t was a nparticipants, alf of whon were frcm Colorado and the other half fr™
?^arner
°Undln9 WeSt6r " StateS (Utah
’
Arlzona
’ Montana, L™ r t i^,:asstai r:de? into tw° f°r ^p of
I HJ?°
rateg e o the learning accrued through the proqram The
with
S
the
n
?
rated frCm 63011 9roup were 1 lsted on newsprint, then shared««lt larger group. The lists representing the results of eSh
^ n™n? p!pertS Br~Bt"d b6lOT 6*a°tly aS th^ app-r on
A. Ideas generated by "Colorado" group.
“nsensus statement frcm the grcup-d I str I bute or publish Inlocal church or newspaper; m
?^i^
P
?
nd
.
Pr
SPeCtlVeS""refer t0 Thlrd World rather than First World(sic) in Independent studies;
3. Country fairs— include Information about Central America In booths;
4. Schools—circulate books, films, resource persons-,
5. Form Biblical reflection groups for "re-reading" the Bible;
6. Extend resources and speakers to local universities
—
get in contact
with university groups;
7. Families—examine values, choices, II festyle within Third
World/global context of scarce resources;
8. Focus energies on pre-existing or specific issue or movement within
your local area (e.g. hunger);
9. Team church or city with a "sister city" in Central America to pool
energ i es/share/ focus
;
10. Cavmunity awareness—write to local churches and newspapers;
11. Sanctuary movement—contact other groups and churches for support,
educat i on
;
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12. Make and display creative banners and posters;
l^e9^?I IV^' 0b?yin2' Ph°ne treSS ’ letters ’ Personal contacts atocal, state, federal and executive branch ("Dear Ronnie" letters);
I ^sten^ng
•
n9 bStter informed ourse I ves—study groups, read more,
others
bNC 1 1 brar 1 es~
_book d| sP'ays, donate books you have for use by
16 ‘ Spanlsh as weM as H I span i c-Aner i can
,
Latin /American cultureand history;
17. Ccrrmunion
—use tortillas instead of bread;
18. Translation talking, planning, dialogue into ACTION;
19. Contact and network with other groups—Friends of Latin /America-
CISPES; Association of Churches and Society, etc.;
20. Keep in contact with each other—support and reunite with other
group members for sharing;
21
Churches form/ initiate/participate study groups, special
services, conferences, workshops, etc.
B. Ideas generated by "Other Western States" group
1. Petitions—circulate and sign;
2. Slide shews—ccmbine group sl ides and produce an si i de/tape
production;
3. Place bulletin boards and displays in public places like church,
schoo
I ,
etc
.
;
4. Organize I oca I /reg iona I Christian Central /American solidarity
groups to counterbalance negative Marx i st/fanat ic image s of CISPES
and seme other more radical, alienating groups;
5. Letters to Congress— individually and group-ccmposed (target
specific members of ccrrmi ttees)
;
6. Use videos to present issues, then talk afterwards;
7. Neighborhood talks and slide shows—organize and invite others;
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1
1]
k
t
UD W ' th peop 1 e who have gone on prev i ous CC I DD programs get^ dOTO and d° ln9 and t0
-
9. Organize student groups;
10. Form speakers bureau of participants to talk to schools publicevents, clubs and organizations; ’ DM
11. Letters to newspaper, newspaper columns;
lli
Organize a "congressional alert" when key votes are coming up sopeop I e can wr i te/ I obby
;
y
13. Organize debates with opposing views to inform people;
for r^i~bi 'I** IOCal people who mj 9ht be ln support of changeCentral America but are not linked to any organization;
15. Hold vigils in public places;
16. Hold dances, "pot luck meals" around Central /American educational
events
;
17. I ncrease po I i t i ca
I
contacts—not Just Congress, but local people
at state and local levels;
18. Radio shows and television
—appear and talk as we I I as cal I than
up and let them knew what kind of news or Information you want to
hear
;
19. Send mater i a I s , "CCIDD journal excerpts", public letters to
friends on Christmas card list—share a personal experience from the
trip that has had an impact on your I ife;
20. Collect poems and stories from other people;
21. Children projects? ("In Sol idar i ty wi th Nicaragua" book)—
children's letters to Congress; get kids to examine just ice/ i n just ice
I ssues
;
22. Further personal research and education;
23. Assess personal resources (through friends) which may help in the
cause—xeroxing, access to mailing; non-profit code; typing skills;
graphics, etc.
APPEND I X WV
Sample Group AA Par t Ic
I pant- 1 nsp I red Post-Program
Newspaper Arti cle about the CC I DO Program Experience
Times^Call FRIDAY. APRIL 24. 1985 9
Boulder Presbytery sponsors
Road to Emmaus Seminar
By CINOY PILLER
Times-Csll CooesponOent
Their trip to Mexico wasn't a vaca-
tion but the It Presbyterians and one
Catholic who went wont forget their so-
bering yet heartwarming experience
with Mexican and Central American
people.
The group spent II to It hours a day tn
group sessions and on field tripe explor-
ing the urban and rural realities south
of the border at Cuernavaca's Center
for Inlercultural Dialogue on Devel-
opment, a place most often called El
Cid.
The Road to Emmaus Seminar, spon-
sored by the Migrant and Minority Of-
fice of Boulder Presbytery, was offered
as "an opportunity to open ._ eyes and
recognise Christ In the midst of Latin
America's struggle to be self-deter-
mined." E3 Cid's ecumenical center
was designed to promote experiential
understanding of Latin Americans
through exposure to views and experi-
ences of Latin politicos as well as mem-
bers of squatter settlements, rural
cooperatives, labor, church and wom-
en's groups as wall as refugees.
George McHendry, a writer and pho-
tographer who attended Um seminar ex-
perience. described ft aa “extremely
rigorous. It was a killer schedule.”
McHendry, who organized support
for a Juarez orphanage and haj emo-
tional ties with a Mexican family in
Chihuahua, went because of hii interest
tn the people,
McHendry also was interested tn
doing s "serious photographic assay."
What be learned during the 11-day stay
clarified his thinking. For him and oth-
ers in the group tt also brought up soma
painful questions with no easy answers.
Although the seminar was religious
based, exploring tbs Issues meant tack-
ling interrelated economics and poli-
tics.
"The Mexlcan-American situation Is
serious .*' McHendry stated. At the time
of bis Initial involvement with the Jua-
rez orphanage ha-tbought Its conditions
were deplorable.* In comparison with
other Mexican and Central American
statistics he -now realizes ‘the place
was great.”
McHendry reeled off statistics. Thir-
ty percent of the Mexican people have
70 percent of the wealth. There are a
million new people entering Mexico's
)ob force annually but only 230,000 Jobs
for them to f 111. The result ti a 40 per-
cent unemployment rate. Minimum da-
lly wages are M.ai In Mexico.
He noted that 1 .000 trained doctors
are working as cab drivers because
there are no Jobs. In many areas there
Is no money for medical supplies let
alone salaries.
McHendry said half of Mexico's chil-
dren never reach their fifth birthday
and that 20 percent of them die before
they are 1 year old. "These kids don't
have a chance," he said.
Economic hardship is a way of life for
most Mexicans and Central Americana
Although told that country-to-country
the poverty originated from different
causes, the Implication of American In-
volvement as a contributing factor was
a reoccurring topic.
McHendry Is convinced that hysteria
has clouded the Issues. His thesis Is that
poverty and political differences in-
volve more than human rights philoso-
phies or communistic versus
capitalistic Ideology. He thinks that the
Latin Issues are economic. He believe*
that U-S. efforts to protect tt* conglom-
erates located south of the border (Be-
atrice Foods, Dole. Volkswagen ware a
few named) perpetuates poverty and
contribute* to the current political con-
flict.
He noted Latino resentment that com-
panies have been able to buy Inexpen-
sive Land, enjoy free utilities and
employ cheap labor south of the border.
Although he realizes that the Issues are
complicated, he said we should question
whether profit motive* are fair when
Implemented at the expense of poor na-
tions. "We have to ask. do we begrudge
McDonalds making a profit using Cen-
tral American beef because 11 can be
purchased there at a lower price re-
g sidles* of the long-term consequence*
to the Central American people? "
Marts Moreno painted moving de-
scriptions of people they met who are
fighting their way out of poverty and us-
ing faith to change their fata- Moreno
has worked with seminar organizer Sue
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Q*ore« McHendry, writer and photographer, with Marta Moreno
—recently returned from a trip to Latin America
Hoensbell Brown to tha Migrant Mln-
“T program. She la active with E3
C«nit* and Is alao_ a delegate to the
Catholic church '« upcoming Regional
Encoentro for Hispanic ministry in Salt
Lake City, Utah.
Moreno told of basic Christian com-
munities working to make life better for
tae neat generation and the struggle to
lEoprov* educational opportunities
Bam tokl of seeing Mexican families
l™* ahacks bald together with bot-
tle cape and nails and of those holding
bocketa and waiting In line for boors ao
they could draw water from ooe spigot.
Sbe described outhouse conditions and
children withdysentery
.
She spoke about a woman who U mak-
ing progress in promoting family plan-
ning education and relayed
conversedoes with refugees, 'Including
a woman forced to abandon bar toddler
across the border In order to ensure his
survival.
Both McHendry end Moreno are con-
vinced that stories at Central American
violence are understated by the media.
They were horrified end touched by the
EU Salvadorean woman with a filled
photograph alh«im Her }ob had been to
•«ek oat corpsas each morning and taka
pictures to assist identification at miss-
ing friends and relatives.
Seminar participants heard first
hand stories of. torture, decapitation
and rape by National Guard members
In Guatemala and El Salvador. Con-
vincing evidence was presented Indicat-
ing American aid and policies
contributed to the brutality.
Moreno, McHendry and the others
came beck with e different sense of
reality. Their awareness of poverty was
heightened and they are considering
suggestions that Mexico and Central
American countries would be best
served without American intervention
and wtth peace related legislation.
They hope that the slide show and
program prepared for group* will help
other* become more knowledgeable
about the complexities
-^^"f In Latin
countries. They also hope that their ef-
forts will help provide additional solu-
tions In meeting human needs and
encouraging Justice:
Those Interested In scheduling a slide
presentation may telephone Moreno at
Ul-4123.
APPEINDIX VMM
Sample Group BB Part Ic
I
pant- 1 nsp I red Post-Program
Newspaper Articl e about the PC I DO Program Experience
Wednesday, iViarcn 27, 1985
BD Woman Takes First Hand
Look At Poverty In Mexico
Bj JENNY TOMKINS
It »»i seventeen years «go
thit Andre* Utrie first visited
Cuem*v*c* as a girl scout.
-Revisiting the city e* ier this
year, she went not to view the
ancient Mayan pyramids. or
to shop in the tourist areas,
but to set first, hand "the
poverty and hunger that exist
in Mexico.
Utrie had spent the
previous seven months
reading about the problem of
hunger in Eenfral America.
She went to Cuernavaca to
give names and faces to the
statistics that show 70 per-
cent -.of Mexicans .live in
poverty -earning - less -than
S250 a year. .
With *21 other "represen-
tatives of the ' Wisconsin
Church. Utrie travelled to the
Cuernavaca Center for In-
tercultural Dialogue on
Development.
This ecumenical center was
founded by Raymond
Plankey. a -- former . lay
missionary to Chile. Its aim is
to bring together -Christians
from North and Central
America -by providing first-
hand knowledge of the plight
of .the • poor • -in --Central?
American countries.
DURING the 14 days Utrie
spent in Mexico, she visited
Indian villages, churches,
agricultural . developments
and squatter sctllements_£hc
found it a gruelling ex-
perience. “I thought 1 would
be dehydrated from the tears
I shed." she confesses.
Beginning in Cuernavaca
itself.- a city of some 500.000,
the' group was first in-
troduced to the .realities of
urban poverty;
Atone end of the city there
isapleasant park; beyond it
aTiightwall. Enclosed within
that-wall is the government-
owned ^‘.settlement -of -La
Estacion.
- home of .12,000
peopled .5ome are railroad
employees; .most are
squatters.-
-.
-The .'.Spanish -style, ar-
chitecture.: built do keep out
the glare. of the sun, also
protects Mexico's poor from
the casual gaze of the tourist.
Though .many, of the
railroad workers have a water
supply to their homes, the
squatter families do not.
Between i.them . they share
eight communal faucets.
ANGELA, a mother of 10.
-waits daily, until, two .or three
in the morning for Jhe three
buckets of -watetjwhich.must
-xatislyvvrall^lgrT’pcrsonal.
iaund^wand
-cooking -needs
for the day”
^Angela* lives
-in a make-
< shift .^cardboard structure
iUnaxidglyrneat- and- tidy"
underJhe circumstances. Her
husband rwho is a disabled
policeman,: gives
-her .530 a
month for all '-her - family's
needs.
Her greatest ambition is
that Concepcion, her eldest
daughter, get a teaching
certificate. But in a class of
250. out of which only 40 will
be selected, the chances are
not good.
..Should Conccpcionifail to
get her certificate.,•xhTplans
to - travel illegally "to "the
United .\Statesi; to /earn the
money to buy a teaching post
from . a --retiring Mexican
teacher.
- Angela's large .- family.
Utrie explains.is not so much
from -choice but Tather part
and parcel of the dynamics of
poverty . and ther-cult' of
"machismo.'’
"Machismo" has been
called "the pathology of the
poor." For •' the Mexican
male, stopped of alternative
means of proving his
manhood, subjugation of
wile and family, --and .the
procreation of a large family
are the only available source;
of self-esteem
_
UTRIE'S other memories
of -La _~Estacion-ixnclsMle:
seeing, only. -two MF^ildrens'
toys <a couple of cheap 'plastic
figures such as you can buy
for .51:50 a bag in a dime
store); the sight and smell of
open sewers and the • fetid
stream that runs through the
settlements the rats; won-
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Andrea Utrie. right whh one of Ihe Mexican children
sne met on her recent visit
dering what happens to the
packing-case homes and the
dust when it rains; and a new
meaning for the word "'piggy
bank."
For here in this urban
setting some families rear
pigs. Not to eat but to sell
when their needs became
desperate.
fn »nother part oT the city,
•on e hillside beyond one of
the nnmerous rarines, Utrie
.met Marta and her family.
Unlike Angela, Marta has
only four children - and there
will be no more, but in
common with almost all
.Mexican women who have
been •sicmued she had not
dared to tell her husband.
The 8-by-12-foot space of
Marta's "home" is shared
with 10 others, all members
of her extended family whom
she could not turn away.
Sleeping space is so short that
she -and her children sleep
outdoors on the hillside.
From_sun up xiptilhste into
(benight. Marta sews blouses
to try and feed her family.
They live ’ exclusively on
tortillas and beans, but now
the beans are getting too
expensive to buy. Marta' has
to watch her children starve.
The daughter Utrie took to
be a year old was in reality
four.
LEAVING Cuernevaca.
tha party drove three- hours
into the mountains. When
the road ran out. they walked
the final distance to the
village of.Tlamacaiapa where
they were to see how the rural
poor live.
In TLarnacarapa. the air
may be clear and the view
magnificent, but the people
starve; there is no milk. -meat
or fruit. They too live od
beans and tortillas, - and a
water supply even more
inaccessible than in La
'continued on p*gt 3)
(Continued from Pigc 1)
Esucion. Indeed many
who live here envy the life
in La Estacion.
The average life ex-
pectancy for the 18.000
inhabitants is 40 years, if
they survive infancy. (Half
of the children die before
their fifth birihd ay T
Medical care consists of
one doctor- for one day i
month.
Basket making is
practically the sole in-
dustry of Tlamacizapa
and for this reason, though
they are attractive and
well-made, the bakets are
hard to sell.
The thin soil and lack of
irrigation makes the land
unsuited to agriculture.
Yet because they have no
money to buy land, the
people cannot move.
In Mexico, the average
rale of unemployment is SO
percent. Of those em*
ployed, only SO percent
make the minimum wage
of S4.S0 a day. Yet prices
are comparable with, or
higher than, in the US. A
replacement toothbrush
cost Utrie SI. SO. a bag of
cookies when she tired of
beans. 75 cents and a
wishing machine SI.000.
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ll it hard lo live on S-4 SO
i day when the rale o(
innation lor tht patt two
years hai been 200 per-
cent.
Even where employment -
taint it can b< in “sweat-
bos" condition* • and
tho*c who complain art
olttn branded "com-
munim** or “tubveaivet."
Cabricl complained 12
yean ago to the anthoritic*
about child labor in the
:lothin( factory whrt he
worked which employed 8-
year old* for leu than 2
cent* a day.
Gabriel wa* labeled
“communiit" and loit hi*
job. When the cate came
to court year* later nobody
bothered to inform Gabriel
of the date of the bearing.
He lost the ca*e.
Yet despite the pitfalls
of grass-root attempts at
reform aod self-help. Utrie
believes that this is where
the solution to the im-
mediate needs of the poor
and hugnry be*. 'In par-
ticular. the and the group
a* a whole were impressed
and heartened by efforts of
the- Bate Christian
Communities -which bare
sprung up in Mexico and
elsewhere in Central
America.
These communities
espouse the doctrine of
“liberation theology" l^ 11
people oced to be helped to
a better life in this world as
well as in the next.
Through the base
"hristsan Communities,
woplc come together Jo
cad the biblc aod try to
ppiy it lo their lire*. Yet
occautc they incritab>£C/iU
for changes to tht status
quo. they too are labeled
subversive and radical.
.From Tiatnacaxapt. you
can look down on the
lakeside community of
Coataicko where a Bate
Christian group bat
established an agricultural
cooperative. Despite its
successes, the problems it
has encountered illustrate
the ricious cycle of
poverty.
The cooperative rents
land (rom one of the <*o
local landowners lor 2S
percent interest a month.
They art obliged to buy
their seed Irom the tame
landowner and it it he who
controls transportation of
all produce to market.
Unlortunately for the
patt two years rainfall hat
been inadequate and white
fly infestation bat
damaged the crops.' Now
the cooperatives do not
hare the J3S a month they
reed to buy pesticides to
ij*c this year's crop.
“We • saw
-to many
people who need money
right now to survive." said
Utrie. Often the amounts
are pitifully small. People
will mike great sacrifices
so that their children can
go to school, yet often they
cannot afford 'the
necessary 12.50 a month -
or the obligatory pair of
shoes.
One os the successes of
the Bate * Christian
Community in CoitateJco
is the barefoot doctor
scheme. One volunteer
doctor has trained eight
women paramedics ~and
they in -turn are now
training more. They nse
local herbs for medicine
and concentrate on the
basics of nulritioo and
hygiene.
However. there is - a
sense. Utrie commented,
m which all these grass-
root efforts, though
necessary, fail to address
the underlying causes of
porerty and hunger."They
are a band-aid to help the
patient surrirc (he short-
term: in the loog-lerm
there is a need lor
structural change."
This change needs lo
take place not only within
the country itself where
two-thirds of the wealth is
owned by 30 percent of the
population, but also in the
firit world countries where
“corporate and private
tin" hare led to the im-
porerishmeot of third
world economies.
Utrie points out that the
roots of Mesiean porerty
can be traced to the
Spanish conquistadors and
lie in the centuries of
subdugation - of the
Mexican people.-
Ironically this continues
today in the form o( much
of the “assistance" lo third
world countries which
serres only to exacerbate
their problems.
IMF loans, lor instance,
are tied to the business
interests of the dooor
nations, in Meiico. 60
percent of corporations art
owned by multi-nationals
whose profits do not
remain in the country.
Then there is the im-
mense burden of foreign
debt.'“For there to be any
hope of conditions im-
proving. the debt has to be
re-schedaled.”" Utrie
believes. As things art.
though, .severe
malnutrition is widespread
in Mexico. 70 percent of
food is exported for much
needed foreign cichioge.
“The sad. thing is that
thinp are getting worse
not better."
.
For Utrie. her visit to
Mexico and the months of
study which preceded it
have led to a change o.'
perspective as well as «
difficult personal
reassessment."“It is hard
to realize that because of
my own lack of awareness
of -the. root causes of
hunger., though I have
always tried to be a “good
Christian." much of what 1
believed or did actually
ay have
.
made the
situalioo worse.** she
comments.
She has committed
herself at part of her visit
to be a long term witness
for the poor ol Mexico and
Central - America. Utrie
believes that at the heart of
the solution lo (he problem
of hunger is educating
families here into the
concepti o( peace and
jutlice. and into
recognising that the in-
justices ol the third world
are inextricably linked
with the attitudes of fiat
world countries. "Hunger
it in eiprestioa of poverty
•nd poverty it an ex-
pression of injuiticeT* the
quotes.
To addrett- the
mediate “band aid" needs
of the poor and hungry,
the visiting group donated
S500 to. a*, blouse
cooperative. They will be
selling these beautifully
embroidered cotton
blouses and skirti for 520
each and remitting - all
monies to the cooperative.
In Cuernavaca, the
money will be used to help
people like Marta, ll is
hoped she can go to craft
school lo improve her skills
so that she will be better
able lo feed ber children.
Two yean ago. Andrea
Utrie was named ms one of
the Outstanding Young
Wisconsinites of the year.
She hat -always bad a
commitment to church
and community: since her
visit to Mexico, she findt
her concept of
-
community
enlarged.
Despite . the -obviout
shock, of her first en-
counters with the realities
of. dire . hunger— and
pov e rty, she is by nature
optimistic. She believes
that Christians in the
North will work with those
in Central America to help
combat tbc : -poverty,
hunger and injustice that
exists both there and here.
Certainly in 'Utrie. .the
poor of Mexico -have, an
eloquent, sensitive -and
humane advocate.
She will be happy .to
address .schools. - church
groups and organizations
in .the area. -All
remuneration -will be
forwarded lo Mexico.
APPENDIX XXX
Sample Group BB Participant Post-Program Letter to Friends
The Road to linmaue "
On Fobruary 7, 19~5,
with 13 othor concerned
Intensive study seminar
tour sponsored by the nl
Synod of R.h.
r
..'. rolyn ::n : Bob Lehman
porronn, on m " tom'. to
in Cuornavuc".
,
Mexico,
grant mo r.lnority Offl
departed from ^r.vcr, CC,
“RnQUo" journey and
-nls wns a 1C day study
ce of Boulder Presbytery,
The study rave us an oonortnnlt to "onen our evesChrist In the midst of Latin America’s atrurrglo to bo
and recognize
self-determlnlnr.
After thro e days <ze t tl ng a cc 1 lma 1 1 zed In Mexico City,
southward by bus to Cuernavaca. There wo were -osted byCantor for Intercultural Dialog on Development" (CCIDD)
refugees from Central America and at the same time were'
nearby Church groups, far,-.ling coon’s, squatters villages
attractions, such as open markets, Churches, historical
we travelled
"Tho Cuernavaca
and visited with
able to visit
and other local
sites, etc.
'
^--s <Wraenlcal center-founded in conjuntlon with Bishop
• Sergiohendez Arcoo In 1977 to promote exoerientlal understanding of Christianstruggle In Latin America. It is not feasible to travel to most partsLatin America but Cuernavaca, Ju3t 50 miles south of Mexico City is:
much closerand offers similar opportunities : tho Latin America reality*
of rural and urban ooverty, a Deople in struggle, a chance to share views,learn, understand and act.
Our Cuernavaca program included encounters with historians, labor peoplewomen ana Mothers who had lost their families, along with political,
’
religious and grassroots leaders and several exiles from Central America.Our short, out of Cuernavaca trins, provided first hand knowledge of the*people 3 plight in squatter settlements and rural villages and to talk
about some of the liberating efforts ’within socio-economic projects andBase Christian Communities, (our Sharing-grouns ) .
.
The CCIDD program makes an excellent contribution to one’s under-
standing of poverty in a global context and we would recoi.aend it for
those with limited time and funds. ‘Wo learned more of tho Door and theirChristian strugglo in ton days than we have in some fourty-odd vears inChurch work.
Our "study guides" In preparation for the trip were, "Adventure in
Hope: Christians and the Crisis in Central America", the neoort to
195th General Assembly of the FCUSA, 1963» and one other book, "Responding
to the Cry of The Poor: Nicaragua and the U.3.A., by Richard Shaull and
Nancy Johns. We would recommend the rending and study of both resources.
During our study tine, much of it was used in reviewing books and news
articles regarding conditions in Mexico and Central America and seeing
video tapes of actions by the US, and businesses and citizens that are now
going on in Latin America. There is much room for iraorovement.
We learned " _a bit " about "the Theology of Liberation", enough to
conclude that "No matter how long it may take to bring about change, the
people of Latin America are engaged in a struggle for liberation"..
The Theology of Liberation is an important signpost pointing toward the
future for the poor and oppressed of the world. It could be pointing the
way for us. Or, we could be tho ones/?tandinr in the road, trying to
prevent the future and the Kingdom OiGod from hanpening. However, wo are
NOT two week expert--'.
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Sob and Oerolyn mpj available to talk abthoughts and Biblical lnctl on, vh* lo on
eye-onener, indeed.. AGAIW, we
.Jo 'not want
''lit our experience ana
i'.e Har. It was an
t.n nnnear as two voek experts..
Yours for Others,
rob and Ccr-lyn Lehman
1930 Kiway 2, neat
Kallspoll, riT 59901
(
J 1
0
6 ) 755-1930
APPEND I X YYY
PQst-Program Newsletter Article Written by an Alimnus
of a January, 1985 CC1D0 Program
in Mexico: The poor evangelize us
Known simply as “GranrJmomer," tfill <3 -yasf-oip Indian woman taiia alone* of ItH
orvlal tJw revolutionary Ueiicen iaaOaf Zepala. ss Alai Traia Uslana
by Paul Whn.ng
~Vouic entering another tealrty "
Theta w«ie me woias ol warning |
heard when | went 10 Menco with a
Q'OUO 0< 21 other district people Iasi
January We liieraliy ' crotted the
tracks" avo a poverty-ridden squatters'
ae ttlament m tne railroad yards ol Cuer-
navaca Learning me root camet of
hunget was ine nated goat ol Ine study
lour, tpontored by ine district s Church
n Society Committee The vrsrl to "La
Eitecjon" (the railroad ttaton) began
the latt ol 13 tearful. joy-trlied. pro-
phetic. heart-wrenching and mind-
ttretchng days lor us
Each ol Ihe district's conlerencet
was represented m a mu of clergy and
tarty, men and women, young and old
Vet our d>verte group left drawn toward
solidarity With our Latm-Amencan
Christian sisters and Drothert by the e»-
penence
The Cuernavaca Center lor Inter-
cultural Oialoo on Development
(CCIDD) was the base ol activities
where we studied the issues, held Bible
studies, and heard natrve clergy, lay
leaders of base Christian communities.
Sahr*doran and Guatemalan refugees,
and other resource people We also vis-
ited poor neighborhoods. Indian vil-
lages. co-ops. medical climes, the base
Christian communities, and local Sun-
day services
Causes of hunger
Did we Imd "the " cause ol hunger
in Mexico? Not one. but many Nor tust
m Mexico, but m other countries ol Latm
America Centuries of oppression ex-
portsbon. and until Vatican It in 1963.
a largely unsympathetic church con-
tributed not only to hunger out to pov-
erty. unemployment, negotiable land
use. naoeguate health care. ale. In
lact the church was often an ally of the
mrtrtary and the governments, helping
to preserve the status Quo.
With remarkable gentleness, we
were totd that American foreign poli-
cy—especially military support ol re-
pressive governments—often is
harmful to the poor. When we asked
CClOD resource people about com-
munism. they told us they had never
met any communists, but had some-
times themsefvei been caned com-
munists tor siding with the poorl Once
so labeled, their Wes are m danger es-
pecially n countries tike El Salvador
and Guatemala.
We also learned. In study sessions,
that Vatican II changed the picture lor
the poor, who had previously been
taught it was God's wrfl they remain
poor.
Alter Vatican II. bate Christian
communities were started by priests
and continued by taypeopfe. In these
communities the pepO*e meet regularly
in homes to study Bible verses and re-
commit themselves to work to better the
world. They atso learn the tneo*ogy of
liberation, paying paneutarty close at-
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lemon to too-s I'ke Eoo-i Sa'd one
missonarv G’*e or me ourooses of me
0<d Teii»'T'e r> ii to leeo truth to a peo
p<e opp'enec
Stories ot struggle
We were oeepfy moved by the
genome !«.:n e* pressed by me people
w« met Tne« nones ot struggle left
many o< ol m lean One ol me most
movmg no'-es »as 10*0 Oy Marta a
woman wno »veo m a corrugated card-
board snack m a ravine oetow me
homei ol me wea'tny
Me' grsnomomer bad med to kill
hat wrtn a butener kmle to soa'e her
I'om a We o< poverry Marta was ipa'ed.
but ir>e sometimes e 'nof'i rt >t would
nave been oene< lo. tiled She would
not nave grown up men to b'mg mote
cnitdten mio me world to sutler Marta
enoed by apotogutng lo< bu'Oemng
our hearts"! Sucn snaring bound mem-
bers ol me study group logemer m vo*-
mg to do all mey can as Christians and
as Americans lo neip alleviate Hunger,
poverty, and injustice
Tne wod ' missionary" also took on
new meaning as we learned me con-
cept ol reverse mission " Tne poor be-
gan to teacn us me meaning ol a real
latin. tested and growing in adversity.
In me wo'os ol me former bishop in me
regon “Tne clamor ol me poor lor jus-
tice and tood is tne voice ot God speak-
ng 10 US '
Sharing our experience
At tne last Orstnct convention in La
Crosse, we were asked to bring back
our findings, and to serve as resource
people kx me district So. as tne 13
days came to a close, we spent many
hours preparing and signing a Decla-
ration ol Farm and Covenant tor Action,
wfuch we be available n the Orstnct
soon.
Barefoot on a ruggad mountain path,
"Grandmother" watta tor tha rest ot lha
group to catch upl
The last evening I asked some ol
the others to reflect on their experience
Gregg Attieson (Utica. Mt. Sterling)
tound new meaning in words like grace,
love bearing the cross, repentance
Andrea Utne (First. Beaver Dem) ten
empowered by the experience and
committed herself to work lor "justice
lor all ol Gods children." Alex Tiers
(Christ tne Kmg. Delalield) catted it "the
most revealing experience ol my Me
Nothing has compared to it m my nearty
70 years ol existence." Every member
ol me group had equalty movrtg state-
ments to make, and ek ot us are eager
to share them around the district. A
slide presentation and videotape also
are betng prepared.
Hast Issue: Nicaragua « their sign ot
hope.
r
IjFocus
Hunger is
persistent problem
All around ui we have a growing
awareness ol whal hunger m me
world is all eooul "on the scene"
piclures on television, on-the-spot
reporting in news releases and
ancles The lact cannot be disputed
daily, hundreds ol people are dying
due to malnutrition end starvation
The problem ot hunger is so
complex mat it is hard to know just
how to get at ti Certainly we want to
respond wim tood and medicine lor
those who are lacing death due to
starvation. Our ALC Hunger Appeal
should be higher on our list as we
work to take part in a response that
can bring food and medicine to those
who need n so desperately.
But as George Johnson, director
0< our ALC Hunger Program, puts it.
hunger rs not a seasonal issue, n
doesn't just happen durmg certain
‘The problem of
world hunger will
not just go away.’
saasons ot me cnurcti year. We need
to make concern lor hunger a yea r-
nxnd emphasis World hunger calls
tot changes m national policy as well
as rkemational policy. From aU
ndicalions the proOtem ol world
hunger writ nek just go away, ft ha* to
be addressed n terms ol available
tood resources and distribution. Out
concern (or the hungry must move us
to become advocates lor pekoes thai
get at the root causes ol hunger
We can make a drtlerence. but it
wtk not happen without ettori. without
persistence m trying
May I encourage all of us to
respond generously to the ALC
hunger offerings, and may all ctl us Clo
whal we can to make that drtlerence
A C SchufTHCher
Southern Wisconsin District bishop
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Post Program Newsletter Art I c
I
^Written by an Alunnns
of a July. 1984 oc inn
Cuernavaca Center:
bridge over waters
of misunderstanding
Program
National Catholic Reporter
December 20. 1984
By BARBARA MAYER. OP
RAYMOND PLANKEY it a man with a mlv-
t«jn. Hit million it to build a 'budge between
Chrluiam of North and Latin America to facili-
tate a more effective common ttruggle foe jut-
tke by promoting the valuei of the kingdom.'
Through the Cuernavaca Center (or IntercuL
tutal Dialogue on Development (CCIDD)
which he founded in 1977, PLankey and a tlaff
of voiunleert conduct teminart for groupt detir-
Ing to divcover the truth about Lal.n America
and to become aware of their reipomibilitiet
at American! within a changing world order.
During the teven yeart of itt eritlence. neatly
1.000 people, primarily from North America
and Canada, have attended the program. Cath-
olict make up about SO per cent of the partici-
pant!; of theve. nearly 60 per cent are laypeople.
40 per cent prieiti and religioui.
Plank ey. an American who left a career at a
rocket engineer to work at a Lay mittionary in
Chile (or 10 yeart. received hit miuiorvary
training at Ivan Hitch'* Center for Intercultural
Fotmalcon in 1962. Beginning at papal volun-
teer for the Omaha, Neb., diocete. he worked
among the indigenout people In Tumuco. 400
mile* tooth of Santiago, for teveral yeart. Later,
he did community organicing and leaderthip
training with the Inttitule of Popular Education
In Santiago, where he met hit wife. Gabriela,
who wat director of community development
•here, from 1967 to 1973 Plankey returned to
work more directly with the church at a papal
volunteer, thit time for hit ftome diocete of
Burlington. Vt.
While Plankey and hit family were on a home
viiit to Vermont, a military coup overthrew Sal-
vador Allende in 1973, and they were advited
not to return to Chile. A number of prieiti and
lay leaden had been killed becaute of their
work with the poor. Looking for a new way to
terve the church, Plankey atcertained a need
for a 'reverie mittion' to evangelize hit own
people, but he had no fundt or tponvor. After
an invitation from Bithop Sergio Mendet Arceo.
then bithop of Cuernavaca, he decided to visit
the Wetton Priory in Vermont to teek itt tup-
port. Wanting to become more involved with
the poor, the mortkt agreed to tpontor him at
their mittionary extention. f he monkt thought
Plankey’t plan wat Important. "No longer it
the mittionary a one-way channel of goodt and
good newt to indigent peoplet," they tad 'll
h a reciprocal erperience, an e«change on dif-
ferent levelt. Poor people, primitive culture!,
alto have tomething to lay to u». ' Their atvoci-
ation with CCIOD toon became reflected in
their mulic.
In (he beginning, Plankey rented a tpace in
a hotel for the piogram. but eventually he wat
able to buy a piece of property where he could
houte about 20 people in dormitory-type ac-
commodationt. He and hit wife and iwo
daughlett live on one floor of the mam building
Three or (our voiunleert. who Hay from vevcial
month i a year, live either on the ground! or
nearby
The program hat changed through the yeart
but utually include* vititt to one or more tquat-
tert' tettlementi. a bate Chritt ijo Community,
a Sunday eucharitt in a poor parnh, tome h.uor-
ical muralt and Indian pyramid!. Mon of the
prrtentahont are by uneducated peatantt and
peopfe who work to help better the condition!
of the poor through trade uniont, cooperative!,
tchoolt and catechetical training Plankey, hit
daughter Nancy and other ttafl membert terve
at interpreter! at well at giving tome ideat
Mittionariet. vitilort from other Central Amer-
ican counlriet and membert of the CClUO
board aie often guetl tpeakett.
Plankey. a quiet, charitmabc man about 40.
intpiie* trutt and confidence at he thaiet hn
penorval journey with hit littcnert He it tenu-
liv« to the feeling! of the poor and beat! them
with revpect and affection. Although tome of
the participant are a little embarratved by in-
vading people’s privacy, the poor seem to wel-
come the opportunity to lhare their live*. When
one group asked Angela, an- impoverished
mother of 10. what they could do for her. ihe
laid, 'Oh, you have already done to much.
You litten to my ttory and make me leel impor-
tant and appreciated.'
The center it open year-round c*cept (or Sep-
tember, when the tlaff membert are trained
Thit year they will be doubling the Half to make
the load lighter. Plankey tay* he it energized
by contact with other people in Central America
who are more committed and are tlruggling
much harder than he. He it also encouraged
when he teet the panicipanlt who have gone
through the program becoming involved in (be
whole historic struggle of bringing about the
kingdom
Benedictine Sitter Barbara Mjyer it attooaie
ed'lot of (he Leaven, the diocrt.tn nc*»tf>.t|vr
of Kjn tat Crty. Kan.
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Case Study In Program Effrety Arthur
Background information
back to
t
an
r
^TIoMan upbr^lrg™^ baC
^
Sround reachln9
service as what he cal is , ® 9
h ' story of ml 1 Itary
^n^atZSlrZ°^ta^ht2“d*£ ' ' '
"
9V^Slo
=.”:SSr rt,,
fiSr-K-iSrsraSv=3' : -
poverty" ^"confus I n^nn? ! ?
1
re
?
1 °?a * problems as being "I heredible
wlhder?^t^g«s. SeDarated by^ P^.'c'anSs ot^anr^-
with conservative Z r^^nTZ% o^?*Into a trap" by being Indoctrinated Intel more “raSl vw 9Primary effects caused by Arthur’s participation in tte cc!» prooramare presented and discussed In the fol lowing analysis. 9
Slte-snerlfio
Arth,.r
h
?c
fOMCWin9 constitute developmental effects occurring whilehu Is a program member
:
Effect if 1 . Development, Intensification and Integration of critical
awareness, knowledge and understanding and attitudes associated withthe use and abuse of power In U.S. national policies, politics and
econcm l cs
.
Deve I QDmenta I generat ive themes
A. JnfQrmat lon/docunentat Inn -
"Information" Is a key theme for assessing Arthur's program
Journey. At the outset of the program, it Is a part of his expressed
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needs and expectations, "
I want to leave a better inf^
came hoping to document what is happening".
Person
sSSSwsa-S"!-
closer to that type of information." After the Guatemala
° 96
presentation, one of the most emotional ly provocative because of
dTdrv
te
^
t ' monia,s
* Arthur states, "The i nformat ion was helpful
ii n t want to stop hearing the information, but physically and
’
emotionally i t was d i f f icu I t to hand le. " .
n ic I ly
man i pu I atTng ' "Tnforrat lon^ut? I^ety^tstr
I b^ef ^
tn,TT l, ThlS theme 0f contro1 ana reliability of ?nfo?™?ionhat shapes the African consciousness and national pol Ic I es c™t ! nCesthroughout the remainder of Arthur's CCIDD program experience.
When leaving CCIDD,
future need for him such
on a nation and people"
government"
.
Arthur points to more "information"
as, "Information about hew power is
or "Information about the role of our
as a
exerc i sed
B. Historical analysis
After irrmersion in the program for
emerges as a central theme for Arthur i
regional problems, poverty and people I
several days, "history"
n placing the larger context of
n an analytical context.
On the fourth day, he asks, "What is the Biblical interpretation
of history frem the eyes of the poor?" as one of the most important
questions the program has raised for him thus far. Historical contextfor him becomes key in answering, "What is the character of the Latin
American people and what is it in history that makes them the way they
are?", written In his Journal at mid-program. He equally assesses one
of the most important mid-program gains as being, "Knowledge of the
peculiar history of the Mexican poor."
This growing awareness of the importance of historical context
intensifies and Is expressed in the strongest, most detailed terms on
the sixth day of Interviewing:
Arthur: What Is striking me new is hew important it is to
understand history in order to understand the legitimate claims
of people from freedom and justice. It strikes me as important
In a way that It didn't before... So it's not that it hasn't been
important, It's just that I haven't been made aware of It. And
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^sTlus^h'f 11 that rade '* SO un important
bound Ss to these (Centr^LTY® Y® ™ 9reat WarS thatLU n Ccentra I American) people? Or is therp
m^h oi
n
?h
S St6r
‘ n ignorin9 the Past which influences so2® present --^at history is real and what ?sse. However that is answered will go a long way indetermining the future course of events This nrnnram h
~P
^
U
^
de
"n
C°re that aS an important awaF^T-jr —
\Ti\Linl ul I'*^ ‘ S COT in9 out the experience hPrP
H1 ? „ ? °r belnq here - We havi~^obligation to consider that this h i story .
~
th^~hT7^r ^
p
erspective, is really relevant to us more than we thirn/ orhave been a I lowed to thVrtT
.
—
TmnK
m
thS
?
lnth pr°gram daV> when listing his most important
*nn??
°n
?/f Sed by thS program ’ he takes historical analysis and
development^
^ SitUati °" mi
-ored >"
Arthur: I'd I ike to knew more about these Central American
count r ,es? What Is their history, their
distinguish truth fron fiction? And what Inf luences or
one persons truth and another
' s fiction or falsehood?it seams to me we need more of these skills of critical analysis.
Over the I I fe of the program, the concept of history becomes amore Important, complex and over-arching theme for Arthur which
represents a key to understanding the local context of problems In theregion. Growth In Importance Is paralleled by Its assoc I at l” w I thbroader, more cemplex bodies of knowledge, information and
perspect i ve.
C. Politics, economics, power and injustice
At the outset, Arthur saw the regional problons as "confusing
political structures", "political Instability" and "economic
exploitation.
. .by richer, more powerful nations" are the main regional
problems"
Politics and economics are often mentioned towards the beginning
of the program in Isolation and not connected. On the second program
day, Arthur begins to Integrate the two, although primarily looking at
politics as the key issue:
The question about political structure strikes me as being
important .. .One of the significant problems we're suffering from
within our own country is this kind of blind adherence to an old
political ident Ity.
. .The radical change we need, I think, is in
seme ways going to have to be pol itical
. . .We tend to separate
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money and income and resources from
look at both at the same time.
people and refuse to
„ H |
AS 'ogram P^gresses, politics and economics begin to fadeas discrete themes and become fused with the role of multinationalusings and government policies in fostering injustice. This began
LeLn^nr?
elWh?n ^rthUr reacts to 3 Broaram Presentation by anndependent labor leader InMexicoon Day 4, "l feel he was hittingthe core for me. Seme very important questions. This politicalPhilosophy he was talking about... the conflict of transnational
corporations and the injustices they create." When asked what specialquest ons that presentation raised for him, he responds, "What is apo tical ly acceptable way to deal with the power of transnational
corporations?
...Where does one find freedom in a world wherebusinesses are so powerful? Who is the worker, or anyone, protected?"
When asked in the same interview what the most important
questions the program raised for him thus far, he states,
What are the theories and natures of political systems? I think
there is a branch of study called political economy that looks atthe influence of economics and economic systems on pol i ticalformation and interests. I think that's happening in our country
and I'd I ike to knew more about it.
When asked on the ninth program day what the most important
questions were, he associated pol I tics and economics with other
developing themes:
I'd I Ike to know more about these Central American countries.
What Is their history, their economics? And I'd I ike to know more
about what you were going into Sunday about the interactive role
of economics, politics and development? What are people saying
about development? And what are we hearing?
At the close of the program, the focus becomes clearly on the
role of business/government collusion in injustices,
"I'm getting more of a sense of the massive power that large
corporations project on national policies and defining
interests.
. . It seems now I have more of a sense of how our
policies relative to those ccrrmodities and materials affects the
lives of the poor. I would like a lot more Information about how
power I s exerc i sed on a nat I on and peop I e .
"
At the close of the program, this developing awareness is
expressed In a composite, critical, Interconnected and more integrated
worldview. In the final interview, when asked to hypothetically share
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we re in for a surpr 1 se.
. . .We have accepted our %vor«a statuseas ly. And we don't have. I feel, a conscience ?n o^ national
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w':"
WhateVer m°ral character and value as a nation andpeople e re compromising by having this self-interest as ournational priority in world politics.
Interviewer: "Did you have that perspective before you came down?"
bothered by this before.
I 'm not sure that
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he depth ° f understanding or sense~5f imperat iv^ mthe need for change that this program has brought about in
me Funny hew new I tend to question the moral legitimacy of
bNnd?C
eSt
A
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t lindly. n It seats like really today the national self-
stnti^I '\
n
°ldef ' ned by 9°verrment, but by governnent and theatistics based on security.
^r,H
And rea " y seems llke thls is the ethics of the business
world
-and our nation has Just come with such a shock to(real ize) this when the auto worker who has given his whole I i f
e
to the company final ly found out he could lose his job and the
self-interest of the owner was more important than his own
survival I think the working people of America are beginning
to catch on and It's growing stronger. They're beginning to
realize that there's something that's going on out there that
they haven't heard before.
D. People within larger systems
As a minister, Arthur's experience almost has a constant focus on
the hunan element, of individuals I Iving within larger social
political, cultural and economics contexts and systems. This he
maintains through the life of the program.
On his visits to poor areas and dialogues with people, he is
Quiet and calm, maintaining constant attention to the poor who are
presenters. His reactions often express concern at the individual
level, registering empathy and concern for a particular person,
runinating over possible solutions to a problem, and frequently
expressing his anger at the larger, more systemic causes of poverty
and Injustice that inflict pain and suffering at the individual level.
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°abrlela ' s situation and presentation so much of what I
Sut and ?t ?fi Pr? S ar<2 ' That mach°-thln3 she was talkingabout Its Influence from the top do*n. She Is facing thatbut so many more have to face It to escape the pain it crLtes
P^r'c^tr i,y-' eVe ' SUffeMn9 ^ rolltlCal and =
He maintains the concern and the focus through the end of theprogram. When stating ha* he thinks he has personally grown duMnghe wrltes
’ have 9rcwn in my sympathy and concern forpeople who are poor and oppressed.".
Effect » 2. Increased comfort, self-identification and
critical, dissenting perspectives.
tolerance with
Developmental themes :
a - Caution/hesitation vis-a-vis radical perspectives :
Throughout the program, but especially In the beginning, Arthur
makes reference to his caution, hesitation and suspicion in
approaching Information from a critical perspective which, in his
experience, is associated negatively with radical el orients.
in the intake interview, Arthur states: " I 'm wary about not
falling into a trap.". On Day 3, when expressing what his internal
reactions had been for the previous 24 hours, he says, "You'd see aperson not necessar i ly agitated, but very cautious.
. .about his
env i ronment . "
.
He Indicates he is considering viewpoints within him that feel
foreign and uncomfortable when he makes a disclaimer on his reactions
during the same interview, "I'm sure you're aware that what I say now
might be total ly different frcm what I might say two weeks from now.
I don't knew. I Just deal with it as It ccmes."
Arthur arrives at the Day 4 Interview with crinkled eyebrows.
Without being asked a question, he sits dewn and begins, "Sometimes I
feel my reflections are misguided. 1 am reacting to what I hear. ..and
sometimes I mix things up with past observations and highly charged
emotions." When asked to explain what that meant, he responded, "I
guess I am feeling and considering viewpoints that seemed more radical
before. Later in the same interview, he distances himself frcm
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The thane of caution Is not heard of again until the end ofprogram when he thinks about returning hone and trying to share hisexperience with others, " I must present this (progrm expediencewith extreme caution because I have gained a lot, but don
T
V
'f
' " ke ' C3n artlajlate sane of toe import pointsThat is a goals when I leave here.".
In his final questionnaire, when asked ways he has personal Ivgrown, Arthur writes, "i feel more at heme with people who have beeninvolved in sociai Justice issues." For him, the program experiencehas been a process of disassociating critical analysis and socialchange perspectives frem negative Internal images of radicalism Ashe new finds himself with perspectives that are also critical heleaves feeling increased ccmpat ibi l ity with those formerly " rid i cal"perspectives.
Effect #3 . Increased motivation for more
related to Central Anerican issues.
learning and knowledge
At program end, Arthur writes on ways he as grown at CCIDD
curiosity about the role In our church and goverrment has moredirection for future research and action.".
"My
In his closing Interview, Arthur states," I need to do moreinvestigation so that I, in turn, can share what I have seen and
sensed with others.".
Throughout the program, Arthur continues to mention the need for
more Investigation, reading learning and pursuit of knowledge after
the program close.
Post-program Assessment
The single enduring effects reported by Arthur in the follow-up
questionnaire was the following:
Effect : Increased review, reflection and continuing education related
to Central American Issues.
Arthur writes in the questionnaire, "The most significant impact
(of CCIDD) has been in more attention to reading about related issues
in publications such as Christian Century. My personal experience has
been more reflective than active although I have been able to talk to
a nunber of people about my concerns."
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^or new projects and Involvements undertaken as a result ofattending the CC I DD program, Arthur responds, "Continuing education
a
l
R°cky Mountain College in May of '85 with Ronald France ofWhitworth College speaking about Central America."
oost-^im
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°nly thrSe arSaS ° f Chan9e in terms of Pre" andbe
^T
i0ra assessment
- He marks an increase fron "never"o scmetimes in relation to (a) "attending or participating in
educational events", (b) "public speaking or making a group
presentation", and (c) reviewing newsletters about both CentralAmerican and Third World/Global Issues. He maintains consistency inhis self-assessment across all categories of concern as: (a) afrequent reviewer of magazines/ journals and public media, (b) rarely
working to influence church structures, and (c) a "scmetimes" visitorto visit government representatives to talk. In other self-assessment
areas Arthur maintains a "never" ranking.
Surmary
Arthur arrives at the CCIDD program with a long history of
entrenchment and association with conservative political ideology and
philosophy. The transformations that Arthur experiences as a result
of the CCIDD program are personal and less identified with activist
behavior. Gains in development of (a) an integrated critical
perspective, and (b) Increased comfort with dissenting political views
and people do not predict Increased political activism. The follow-up
study methodology was not adequate to address continuing development
In these areas, though seme increases are inferred in his furthering
critical reflection, attention and concern about CC I DD-re I ated
activities. This tends to affirm his third major site-specific gain
of motivation to learn more.
Development of, and transformation to, a critical perspective of
national governmental policies appear Important at the site, and may
continue to exist at a more personal level. His professional
isolation in a rural area which is generally conservative and lacks a
support network for continuing action or personal development may be
mitigating influences on his behavior. Other rival hypotheses are
plausible (other concerns are more immediate, conservative ideology
still represents an obstacle to action, etc.). More research is
needed.
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shock, surprise
Church and Change- A,C,R
Missionary
presentation
Field trip- B,C,M,N,0,P,Q,R
BCC meet i ng
Field trip- A,B,D,0,Q,R
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Physical discomfort,
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A,D,N,P,R
N,R
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Missionary
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A,M,Q
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,
story
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Sacat Ierra
C
Field tr ip-
Rav i ne
corrmun I ty
C,0
History of Mexico
presentation
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The growth of self-awareness involves being critical of social,
econcmic and political conditions in an effort to change existing
Institutions so that ful I humanization takes place. The awakening of
consciousness is necessary so that people can not only critically
analyze their world and thus attain freedom, but also to be come aware
of their cwn dignity as human beings. "(p. 54).
9Dav i d Held's book Introduction to critical theory: Horkheimer to
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Education [CIE], 1976; Jurmo, 1980); and both nonformal and popular
education efforts In ccmnunity development (LaBel le, 1976- Morake
1980; Kidd, 1980; Bappa, 1981; Ewert, 1981), among others!
^Mezircw (1981, p. 7) explains the developmental flew and dynamics of
perspective transformat ion:
1 . a disorienting dilemma;
2 . se I f-exam I nat I on
;
3. a critical assessment of personally internalized role
assumptions and a sense of alienation frem traditional social
expeetat Ions;
4. relating one's discontent to similar experiences of others or
to public i ssues—recogn i z I ng that one's problem Is shared and not
exclusively a private matter;
5. exploring options for new ways of acting;
6 . building competence and self-confidence In new roles;
7. planning a course of action;
8 . acquiring knowledge or skills for implementing one's plans;
9. provisional efforts to try new roles and assess feedback;
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S=~==“Hr
behavior-
fleCt ' VltY ; aWareness ° f ^‘<1= Perception, meaning or
about
2
wh«t
f
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Ve ref lectlvltY : awareness of hew the individual feelsa is being perceived, thought or acted upon3 Discriminant reflectivity assessing the efficacy ofperception, thought, action and habit of doing things
refleCtlVlty
; rakl "9 a"d becoming aware of value
5
‘ ^f?cePtual reflectivity : assessing the extent to whichconcepts employed are adequate for understanding and judging.
M ,
6
;
P?ychlc reflectivity: recognition of the habit of makinqpercipient Judgments on the basis of limited Information.
7. Jtieoret ical reflectivity
: awareness of why one set ofperspectives is more or less adequate to explain personal experience.
Mezircw distinguished the first four from the latter three:
The former refer to the level of consciousness whereby people
actually reflect upon their experiences while the latter her
regards as critical consciousness. Mezircw claimed that whilethe degree to which these levels of reflectivity are related to
age is unkncwn, the latter ones represent a uniquely adult
capacity (p. 168).
13Mezircw's (1981) charter of principles for andragogy, based on his
critical theory of adult learning and education are:
1. Progressively decrease the learner's dependency on the
educator
;
2. Help the learner hew to use learning resources
—especially the
experience of others, Including the educator, and how to engage others
in reciprocal learning relationships;
3. Assist the learner to define his/her learning needs—both in
terms of immediate awareness and of understanding the cultural and
psychological assumptions influencing his or her perceptions of needs;
4. Assist learners to assume increasing responsibilities for
defining their learning objectives, planning their own learning
program and evaluation their progress;
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7. Encourage the use of criteria for Judging which are
- awareness. se,f-
habits of learning and learning relationships;
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9 ‘ Faci 1 'tate problem-posing and problem-solving, includinaaSS
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feedbacket
progressive mastery; a supportive cl imate withk to encoura9e Provisional efforts to change and to take risks-
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11. Emphasize experiential
, participative and projective
contacts
methodS; appropriate use of modeling and learning
12. Make the moral distinction between helping the learner
understand his/her full range of choices and how to improve
cho!ce
y
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VerSUS encoura9lng the lear "er to make a specific
, 4Brookf leld's six principles of critical practice In adult educatare
:
on
1.
Participation is voluntary; adults are engaged in learning
a result of their cwn volition. It may be that the c I rcimstancesprompting this learning are external to the learner (job lossdivorce, bereavement), but the decision to learn Is that of the
learner's. Hence, excluded are settings where adults are coerced,
threatened, bullied or Intimidated Into learning.
as
2.
Respect for self worth; an attention to increasing adults'
sense of self-worth underlies all educational efforts. This does not
mean that criticism is absent frcm educational encounters. Foreign to
adult education, however, are practices or statements which belittle
others or which Involve physical or emotional abuse.
3.
Adult education is collaborative; teachers and learners are
engaged In a cooperative enterprise in which, at different times and
for different purposes, leadership and facilitation roles wi I I be
assumed by different group members. This collaboration is needed in
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ult education fosters a spirit of critical reflection-through education learners come to appreciate the values beliefs andbehaviors are culturally constructed and transmitted, and that (hev
therefori,
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a nd/elatlVe ’ Adult are corcerned,ore, t prompt adults to consider ways of th Inklna and iivm„alternative to those they already inhabit. 9 l ving
6. The aim of adult education Is the nurturing of sel f-dlrectedempowered adults; such adults will see themselves a proactiveInitiating Individuals engaged in a continuous recreation of their
buffeted hv' rh^
SOClal clrc-st^s and not as reactive Tndlvtdualsby the uncontrollable forces of cl rcimstance. (1985, p. 48)
15Uit in American indigenous wcmen, who suffer the most severe forms of
^
socai discrimination associated with racism and machisno(discrimination against wcmen), have been seme of the most InspTrTnq
rigorous and sophisticated In analyzing the realities and sources of’their oppression. Two of the most recent, penetrating ethnographicportraits and articulations ccme frem two Latin American peasant
wcmen, Demi ti la Barrios de Chungara frem Bolivia (Barrios de Chungara& Viezzer, 1978) and Rigoberta Menchu of Guatemala (Burgos-Debrav[Ed.], 1984). a y
16Beder (1987, pp. 109-112) presents what he views have been the major
negative consequences of capital ism and empiricism on American adult
education. Consequences associated with capitalism are:
1. Hunan capital theory has beccme the dominant rationale for all
public subsidy of adult education It is believed, in accordance
with the capital istic paradign, that we can produce our way back to
international preeminence. Adult education and productivity have
beccme i nexorab
I y I i nked
.
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opportunity^
3
! (and* 1st gener^i^^ the C°nCept ° f
r^t^
3. Adult education in the United States io
through learner fee*? ah„i+ ^ ^ b ls largely financed
entrepreneurial and soph I st ! caS^nno^ogy"
60
""?
,
‘
°'f
^
pront°^^at?on'
ValU
t
s
,
b^™ repiace^ by
'
goa I s go!ernefby
S
SosmoHp I09J
B0S ' tl0n IS eqUated wlth
Consequences associated with empiricism are:
1. The notion that the purpose of adult education i<? 4-~
action
3
'
^
nde
^
standing of one ' s cwn world and hence reasoned
PrCm° 6
Tn:;?7 ;
• 1
s-r
SaiffuS^tng0 WhlCh^ Skl ' ,S mUSt be added f°r ™ I and
2. The humanistic concept of the adult learner prevalent in the
^
r
the°Lu?r!Srnlr
7
as
’* 66109 060,3069 Wlth the <*J«* I f I ed JTonur ine aa i t learne consimer
.
3. Adult has beccme much more systematized and is viewed as
^organizational strategy for greater efficiency and product?X <P.
I'bn February 1, l 988 I had an Interview with Colcmblan critical
educator and theorist, Mario Acevedo who is a ranking professor ofpopular education at the Universidad del Valle in Call, Colombia and
.,
y
.
dOCt
?
ral candidate at the Center for International Education
at the University of Massachusetts In Amherst. He had been part of a
earn which helped facilitate five days of discussions and dialogue inDecember, 1987 between Paulo Freire and Miles Horton at the HighlanderSchool in Tennessee. These encounters, which were taped and aredestined to beccme a book in the near future, represent not only a
col laborative effort of Freire and Horton, but also a core of
dedicated colleagues who helped in facilitation, in true Freirlan
form, the tapes are to be transcribed and then circulated for
commentary
,
feedback and reflection in order that the final manuscript
represent a dialogic work of community thought for publication.
18The SPSS package used was part of the electronic cybernetics system
of the Graduate Research Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Ma. 01003. In-depth analysis of the SPSS Is found in the book by N.
Nie, C. Hull, J. Jenkins, K. Steinbrenner
,
D. Bent, SPSS: Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1975).
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19Th is section Is written . lrv» ri
during the visit of Group B to To^as 1^^"°^*^ aUd '° tapes made
ssnrs o°n ; 2
6 «
Group A-s mbtloIrrenSion mada duri "9
author. S/he
S
rnust°therofore' re^Tn^non^mous^
1" th ' S P°3" frCm the
22Different Interpretive translations of the Bible exist whiro h
^ sutlTSi
'°nS ln mean,n9
'
' d° not £ exact B ^e "tran la ion being used at this sp»?<5 ion k, i -j
The
h
sess?or?s
a
rro
eSe
t
tat
l°
n occurred on 22 May. 1985 with Group B.
photography dur^n^th^ses^on^^Th^naries^of all ^ues^speakers
' hav^been changed to protect their identities.
speake ve
(ThS North) by Anna Thcmas (Producer) and Gregory Nava(Director). (1984). Woodbr I dge
.
Ontar I o : Ce I ebr I ty V i dro Protons
.
26The Guatemalan Hunan Rights Ccmnlsslon has Its primary offices inMexico city (Pltagoras 842, Mexico, D.F. 03020) and serves IlTpIb, iceducation and advocacy group on behalf of himan rights causes In
ouatema I a
.
2
Zl£
iS
^'
nal sess ion occurred during Group B's program on 24 May,1985. The session Is presented based upon field notes, audio tapesphotographs, flip charts and resource packets generated during the
sess Ion. a
I SPES. stands for "Committee in Solidarity with the People of ElSalvador which Is a public education and advocacy group on behalf ofthe grass-roots struggle of the poor and hunan rights in El Salvador
Their mailing address is: CISPES, P.0. Box 50139, Washington D C20004
.
%lesoamer i ca Is a monthly news and analysis periodical focused on
Central America. It is published by the Institute for Central
American Studies, Apartado 300, San Jose, Costa Rica.
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a copy of Respond i nq to the Crv of th^ p™ m
,
J ’ 3); and (b)
(Shaul I & Johns 19841 7r
^ °
,
Poor: Nicaragua and the U.S.A.
^t^P^^^atTon^by'the^fo^ksHwto^went^
I ast
S
year°
n
our denominational film strln anri norha ' , also shcw
on Nicaragua and the Witness for
’
haVe 30 AFSC person sPeak
have been
9
read i ng othe^ h ng^n Setr '
^
srr^ruB m - ™-*- ^
SXarture
r
p^t?^? SST* ^-t.onnaire, with regards to
Tn Tran^tion
nU
?h
er
p
0f V ' de° taDeS <R°SeS ln Deca"ber
. Americasin s t Ion, The Frozen Revolution). We've also read a nunber
bv Gustamr l™
3 varlety of Periodicals ("Liberation Theology"y stavo Gutierrez; "Base Christian Cormunltles and the Futureo Latin America" by Phillip Berryman; "C. I .A. Psycholoqicalarfare Operations" by Fred Landis; "Mexico's Poor" by Salvatore
A \lrt
rr
°Nir
3uatemala: Hun9ry for Change" frcm Food First Actione
, caragua: Give Change a Chance" frcm Food First-/Vnerica's Diplcmatic Charade" by Roy Gutman). We've also hadspeakers frcm the Econcmics Department and History Department onthe economic situation in Mexico and Central Arterlca and the
story of Mexico (CCIDD needs assessment questionnaire for GroupBB, received March 1985 at CCIDD, Cuernavaca, Mexico).
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